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Introduction 
In 1982 the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force 

(OCDETF) Program was initiated to mount a comprehensive attack 
against organized crime and drug traffickers. In its first five years of 
operation, the OCDETF Program has been an effective and powerful 
force in the fight against criminal organizations which prey upon our 
society through the importation, manufacture, and distribution of 
illicit drugs. 

The OCDETF Program has attacked organized drug trafficking 
from the top, instituting indepth investigations leading to prosecution 
of the highest level drug traffickers. Successful prosecution of high
level targets has disabled major drug trafficking organizations by 
removing the key individuals who provide these organizations with 
leadership, capital, and expertise. 

The Program's nine Federal agencies, acting in concert with 
numerous State and local agencies, have achieved unprecedented levels 
of cooperation and coordination. The OCDETF Program's synchroni
zation of multiple investigations against common target organizations; 
its effective use of attorneys at the early stages of investigation; and its 
success in fostering efficient collaboration oflaw enforcement agencies 
from all jurisdictions have demonstrated the efficacy of OCDETF's 
operational model. 

With its solid record of well-implemented investigation and 
successful prosecution of high-level drug traffickers, OCDETF has be
come the model for a comprehensive national effort directed at multi-state 
and multi-national drug enterprises. The OCDETFProgram has shown 
that drug-related crime can be attacked at its roots and that organizations 
that live on and by the drug trade can be permanently disabled. 
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U.S. v. The Gambinos 

In 1983, an FBI undercover agent was introduced to 
Antonio Gambino, a "soldier" in the " Gambino Family" of 
La Cosa Nostra. Antonio said he could get high-grade heroin 
from some dangerous contacts who only deal in large quantity 
sales. The agent expressed interest in obtaining a sample of 
good quality heroin. Antonio delivered the sample to the agent. 

At this point, the OCDETF team moved into high gear. 
Wiretaps were installed on a number of phones. As a result, the 
investigators were able to identify Antonio's superiors as Ro
sario and Erasmo Gambino, both alleged members of the 
Gambino crime family. 

The undercover agent purchased a half-kilo of heroin in 
January 1984. At this meeting, Antonio Spatola, another "fam
ily member," was also present. So were two additional under
cover agents from DEA, who posed as the first agent's boss and 
a chemist on hand to test the quality of the purchase. The 
" boss" asked for a commitment of ten kilos of uncut heroin 
each month. 

A week after the first heroin sale, highly-publicized 
arrests in another OCDETF case took place in Philadelphia. 
The Gambinos were clearly more cautious, demanding more 
information about the undercover agent's alleged boss. With 
the help of the Southwest OCDETF. a meeting was arrang~d in 
San Diego with the "boss." The Gambinos were convmced 
that the agents were for real. 

The investigators now had sufficient evidence for search 
and arrest warrants. At the trial, the overwhelming weight of 
evidence resulted in guilty verdicts for the three Gambinos and 
Spatola. The combined results for the four: a total of 143 years 
imprisonment and $300,000 in fines. 
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The Call to Arms 
Background 

The OCDETF Program began in response to an increasingly 
serious problem. For 20 years prior to the Program's creation, Federal 
agencies and task forces experimented with a variety of approaches 
to combating drug trafficking. It became increasingly apparent that the 
attack on drug-related crime could not be confined by city lines, State 
boundaries, or international borders. Those involved in the fight against 
drug-related crime became aware that the "drug trafficking problem" 
involved a web of organized crime groups, whose top leaders were often 
insulated from the day-to-day activities of their organizations. 

Earlier programs lacked the resources to orchestrate a comprehen
sive attack on organized drug trafficking groups. Although they had 
their successes, the approaches were insufficiently comprehensive. 
Experience gained with these programs indicated that it was not enough 
to detail individual drug agents and lawyers from throughout the 
government to a centralized unit. What was needed was a method of 
building and reinforcing coordination of effort of existing agencies in the 
field. Other types of experience and expertise were also needed, including 
the ability to deal successfully with financial investigations, firearms 
violations, alien control, and seizure and forfeiture issues. 

Partial successes could not compensate for the lack of an overall 
strategy. By 1982 many Federal and State drug enforcementofficials 
had concluded that no single agency could cope with the problem. They 
had also concluded that full-scale teamwork, involving many Federal 
agencies, was needed to implement a comprehensive strategy for dealing 
with the crisis. 

In this environment, the Attorney General, upon the advice of the 
heads of all Federal criminal justice agencies, recommended to the 
President that a multi-agency task force, using the full resources of 
Federal, State, and local governments, be authorized to deal with the 
problem of drug trafficking in the United States. On October 14, 1982, 
the President announced an eight-point program to attack drug traffick
ing and organized crime. In December of 1982, concurring with the 
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President, Congress authorized the funds for the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force Program. 

Within 30 days of the President's announcement, the •'Guidelines 
for the Drug Enforcement Task Forces'' for the OCDETFProgram were 
drafted, stating the Program's operating principles and delineating 
its organization. The original participating Federal agencies included: 
the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms (BATF), the Drug 
Enforcement Administration (DEA), the FederalBureau of Investiga
tion (FBI), the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the U.S. Attorneys' 
offices, the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. Customs Service, and the U.S. 
Marshals Service. Another Justice Department agency, the Immigration 
and Naturalization Service (INS), subsequently joined the Program. 
The senior officials of these agencies formed the OCDETF Working 
Group (now known as the Executive Review Board). 

Below the Working Group level was the Washington Agency 
Representatives Group, comprised of program managers and chief 
operating officers from the participating agencies. An administrative 
staff housed in the Department of Justice was designated to provide 
support to the individual Task Forces, to compile Task Force data for the 
Attorney General and the U.S. Attorneys, and to prepare annual reports 
for the President and Congress. 

At the field level, each of the 12 original Task Force regions--a 
thirteenth was added for Florida and the Caribbean Basin in 1984--was 
structured so as to encompass a number of Federal judicial districts, 
with a major "core city" designated asregional headquarters. For Task 
Force operations, the U.S. Attorney in each core city was designated to 
be accountable to the Associate Attorney General and responsible for 
establishing a Task Force Advisory Committee, for establishing a 
coordinating group, and for selecting an Assistant U.S. Attorney (A USA) 
Task Force Coordinator. Additionally, each Federal enforcement agency 
was required to name a full-time Agency:Task Force Coordinator. 

Purposes and Principles 
The organizers of the OCDETF Program had learned from the 

experiences of their predecessors. It was not enough to ha.ve.different 
agencies with different jurisdictions coming together for limited pur
poses, only to move back to their respective corners when they had 
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achieved some short-term objective. In particular, law enforcement 
officials had learned that, for attacks on major drug organizations to 
succeed, a program must make ongoing use of the expertise of different 
organizations. 

As stated in its Guidelines, the goal of the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force Program is " ... to identify, investigate, and 
prosecute members of high-level drug trafficking enterprises, and to 
destroy the operations of thoseorganizations ... " Pursuanttothis,Task 
Force organizers settled on five principles to guide the Program. 

First, the Program was to be national, indeed international, in 
scope. Localized enforcement programs, even when they were regional, 
were not equipped to cope with the pervasiveness of the drug problem, 
the mobility of traffickers, or the magnitude of their organizations. A 
national problem demanded an intergovernmental effort that could 
operate across jurisdictional, State, and national boundaries. 

The second guiding principle was that members would arrive at 
decisions by consensus. For all its drawbacks, this was the only way that 
disparate agencies--with their own methods of operation, unique mis
sions, and institutional histories--could work together, efficiently, on 
a long-term basis. 

Third, the Task Force Program would avoid creating a new 
bureaucracy. Task Forces would not become "superagencies." 
Instead, a small administrative staff based in Washington and the staff of 
the participating agencies would support the Task Forces. 

The fourth guiding principle was that while the Program would be 
international in scope, operationally it would be decentralized, permitting 
the greatest flexibility in dealing with problems peculiar to the regions. 

Finally, the Task Force Program was to have the quickest possible 
startup. True, the entire Program would focus on the longer term. But, 
given the magnitude of the drug trafficking problem, the Program had 
to move rapidly into an effective operational posture. 

The primary objective was, as stated in the Guidelines: 

To target, investigate, and prosecute individuals who 
organize, direct, finance, or are otherwise engaged in 
high-level illegal drug trafficking enterprises, includ
ing large scale money laundering organizations . •. 
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Theoperational thrustofthisapproach was fourfold. First,indepth 
investigations would allow identification and collection of evidence of 
the illegal activities of major traffickers and financiers; thus, striking at 
the core of the drug organizations themselves. 

Secondly, the approach emphasized drawing on all the expertise 
and diverse investigative techniques brought to the Program by the 
various Task Force members. 

The third element of the approach required OCDETF to work fully 
and effectively with State and local drug enforcement agencies. 

Finally, the Program was to place emphasis on financial investiga
tions. This emphasis serves the related purposes of proving or reinforc
ing drug charges and, when successful, ofleading to the forfeiture of drug 
dealers• assets. In addition, a jury often gets a better perspective on the 
size of a drug organization's operations by measuring the number of 
dollars involved rather than the amount of drugs seized. 
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U.S. v. Charles E. Fleming et. al. 

Charlie Fleming, a 60 year old career criminal, headed a 
crime family involved in burglary, murder, armed robbery, 
receiving stolen property and narcotics distribution. His 
organization of family members and close friends had made him 
a millionaire and functioned successfully because of strong 
loyalty to Fleming. With the inception of the OCDETF early in 
1983, agents from the FBI, the Georgia Bureau oflnvestigation 
(GBI), and the IRS reviewed all available intelligence on the 
organization and formulated an investigative plan. There 
would be two investigations; an overt high-profile financial 
investigation of Fleming focusing on possible criminal tax 
violations and concurrently, a covert drug investigation of the 
organization. As the overt tax investigation was initiated, the 
covert drug investigation began with the placement of wiretaps 
on Fleming's phones. IRS agents made a show of contacting 
Charlie• s associates as part of the tax investigation. Many of 
those contacted called Charlie, who, in turn, contacted other 
confederates. As Fleming continued to reveal his associations 
through the telephone taps, agents of the FBI and GBI were able 
to develop their drug investigation. Three days before the 
authority for the wiretap expired, the drug investigation went 
overt with the execution of numerous search warrants on 
members of Charlie's organization. The investigation resulted 
in a 52-count indictment. Charles Fleming was charged in 30 
counts, including criminal tax violations, conspiracy to posses 
and distribute cocaine and with operating a Continuing Crimi
nal Enterprise (CCE); 21 other people were indicted at the 
same time. Fleming pied guilty to one tax count and to the CCE 
charge. He was sentenced to 12 years in prison, fined $50,000, 
and also forfeited all of his ill-gotten property with the excep
tion of his residence. 
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The Battle Lines are Drawn 
The Nature of the Enemy 

From the beginning, Task Force officials recognized that drug 
trafficking requires the collaboration of large numbers of people in 
complicated organizational and financial structures. Drug organizations 
do not always consist of individuals with the same ethnic backgrounds. 
Their commonalty may rest on similar occupational groupings, for 
example, doctors and pharmacists or lawyers and accountants; on 
coincidental association, as with prison gangs; or simply on common 
interests other than drugs, as with motorcycle gangs. Drug organizations 
must often depend on outside groups to perform specific tasks necessary 
for completion of their drug trafficking operations. 

As in any business structure, drug trafficking organizations need 
individuals for a variety of supporting tasks. These include: financiers, 
logistics experts, exporters and importers, wholesalers, retailers, and 
recruiters. This separation of function promotes efficiency. It also serves 
to insulate the organization from attack, because the loss of any one 
member does not imperil the entire organization. Only the upper echelon 
knows the entire operational structure. The ultimate aim of the Task 
Forces is to locate this upper echelon, as prelude to shutting down the 
entire operation. 

At its inception, the Task Force Program chose to concentrate on 
three specific criminal groups: traditional organized crime; other 
groups, such as prison and motorcycle gangs; and registrants, persons 
who have legal authority over controlled substances. 

Although t!le-term "traditional organized crime" is not synony
mous with any one group, there is at least one criminal organization that 
is national in scope. This is La Cosa Nostra or LCN. Today, LCN is a 
confederation of over 20 ''families,'' each operating within a similar 
organizational structure and using similar methods. Though each 
memberis affiliated with a particular family, all recognize that they 
are part of a national organization. 
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LCN has remained intact in this country largely as a result of its 
organizational structure and unyielding requirements of loyalty and 
discipline, enforced by threats and violence. Although its members 
may be bound together by common ancestry, blood relationships are not 
required or implied by the use of the term "family." 

Other organized groups from various geographic, ethnic, and 
racial backgrounds are involved in illegal activities, including the rackets 
and narcotics. For example, prison-spawned gangs developed inside the 
California State Prison System in the 1960s. They remain mostly a West 
Coast phenomenon and are quasi-military, violence-prone, highly
structured criminal enterprises that operate both inside and outside prison 
walls. They engage in a wide range of criminal activities including 
narcotics and weapons trafficking, extortion, robbery, and murder. 
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Known prison gangs include the Mexican Mafia, La NuestraFamilia, the 
Aryan Brotherhood, and the Black Guerrilla Family. 

Gangs constitute another major organized crime group. They 
include the approximately 800 outlaw motorcycle gangs based in the 
United States. These gangs have evolved from lawless, hell-raising 
motorcycle-riding outlaws into sophisticated criminal organizations. 
The leaders sometimes wear three-piece suits, drive expensive cars, run 
legitimate businesses, and only wear their "colors" or ride their bikes 
on special occasions. The largest and most significant of these gangs are 
the Hells Angels, Outlaws, Pagans, and Bandidos, the first two of which 
have chapters in other countries as well. 

Motorcycle gangs derive the bulk of their revenue from prostitu
tion, vehicle theft, burglary, and the manufacture and distribution of 
illicit drugs. It is estimated that the gangs control at least 60 percent 
of the methamphetamine available in this country. They also traffic in 
cocaine, heroin, and particularly, PCP. Recently, violent street gangs 
such as the "Crips" and the "Bloods" have become increasingly 
involved in drug trafficking, particularly crack cocaine. 

Organized crime groups cross national boundaries. Operating 
within the United States, violent Colombian criminalorganizations, 
like the Medellin and Cali Cartels, are exploiting the cocaine market. The 
DEA has identified approximately a dozen Colombian organizations 
that control the majority of cocaine traffic to the United States. The 
FBl's Columbian drug group intelligence analysis has identified 250 
Colombian trafficking organizations operating within the continental 
United States. Although they have spread throughout the country, the 
Colombians' primary infrastructure and U.S. distribution points remain 
in South Florida. Jamaican drug groups, known as ''posses,'' are 
another, more recent, example of foreign crime groups operating in the 
United States. 

Not surpri§Jngly, most of the illicit drugs reach the ultimate 
consumer through distribution networks established by smaller criminal 
groups. These operations are most familiar with the drug use and 
trafficking patterns in their immediate environment. These groups often 
join together in loose confederations for the purposes of acquiring and 
transporting drugs and eluding detection and apprehension. 

The Task Forces also targeted the criminal activity of those with 
legal access to controlled substances: physicians, pharmacists, and 
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others in professions related to medicine who divert controlled drugs 
from health-care channels into the illicit market. These activities are 
often financed and controlled by traditional organized crime groups 
that have discovered the enormous profits to be made by diverting such 
drugs while hiding behind the medical cloak of respectability. 

Law enforcement problems in this area are exacerbated by the 
difficulty of determining when the thin line between legitimate and 
illegitimate practice has been crossed. In diagnosing various illnesses and 
prescribing or dispensing drugs for treatment, physicians, necessarily, 
require wide latitude in exercising judgment. Proving that professional 
judgment has been made with criminal intent is extremely difficult. 

To obtain a conviction, the prosecution must prove that a 
professional's activity was outside the scope of legitimate health care 
practice. The investigation of this type of crime relies on the analysis of 
such things as a doctor's prescribing or dispensing patterns, clinical 
records, the extent of a doctor-patient relationship, and drug purchases. 
These investigations are very complex and time consuming, and there is 
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a heavy burden on the prosecution to provide strong evidence of wrong 
doing and criminal intent. 

This type of criminal enterprise is not limited to single 
practitioners; organizations, operating under the guise of medical care 
facilities,have beenformedtoillegally trafficin controlleddrugs. These 
clinics, whichareoften owned and operated by non-medical personnel, 
may be well-equipped and staffed to maintain the facade of a legitimate 
facility. They have diverted millions of dosage units of highly-abused 
controlled drugs into the illicit market. 

The diversion activitiesofonegroupmayextend across State lines 
andencompassanentireregion within the United States. Such diversion 
has become a national and international phenomenon, as licit 
controlled drugs become the drugs of choice because of consistent quality 
and widespread availability. 

The OCDETF Program Structure 
The Guidelines for the Drug Enforcement Task Forces delineate the 

structure of the Task Force Program. For the national program the 
guidelines describe a small administrative staff and committees 
comprised of ranking officials or representatives of cognizant Federal 
departments and agencies. The guidelines also describe the field opera
tions of the Task Force Program. 

OCDETF Program Task Force Regions 
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TASK F:ORCE PROGRAM IN WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Formerly known as the OCDETF Working Group, the Executive 
Review Board (ERB) is at the apex of the OCDETF Program structure. 
Tue ERB, chaired by the Associate Attorney General, establishes policy 
and provides Program oversight. Supporting the Executive Review 
Board is the Washington Area Representatives Group which provides 
problem resolution research for the ERB. The small administrative staff 
based at the Justice Department headquarters in Washington supports 
field operations in 13 regions, with the headquarters of each region 
located in a "core city." 

TASK FORCE REGIONS 

The field organization has two principal components: the Task 
Force Advisory Committee for each region and the Task Force 
Coordination Group. 

Each region has a TaskForceAdvisory Committee composed of all 
the region's U.S. Attorneys, the AUSA T~sk Force Coo.rdinator, f;be 
Agency Task Force Coordinators, and the semorrepresentauves of the in

vestigative agencies throughout the regi~n. This com~i.ttee overse~s the 
Task Force and guides operations according to the policies set for th m the 
"Guidelines." 

The U.S. Attorney for the district in which the core city is located 
chairs the Advisory Committee and is the senior official responsible for 
the performance of the Task Force. The U.S. Attorney also oversees 
Task Force operations and progress and supervises the Assistant U.S. 
Attorney (AUSA) Task Force Coordinator. The core city U.~. 
Attorney has neither line authority over other U.S. Attorneys and their 
staffs, nor over the personnel of investigative agencies. Instead, the 
U.S. Attorney has direct responsibility for the emphasis placed-on Task 
Force Program activities in the district, as well as being responsible for 
facilitating interaction among the various agencies and among represen
tatives of districts in the region. 

The non-core city U.S. Attorneys support and lead the (non-core) 
District Drug Enforcement Coordination Group, which reviews the 
selection of investigations, resource allocation, and the progress of 
Task Force Program efforts. Additionally, the non-core city U.S. 
Attorney designates an AUSA to serve as lead Task Force attorney for 
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the district; overseeing case selection, providing necessary reporting, 
and serving as liaison with the core-city Task Force office. 

The Task Force Coordination Group, composed of an AUSA and 
senior investigators from participating Federal, State, and local agencies, 
is central to the operation of each of the 13 Task Forces. The 
Coordination Group serves all districts within a Task Force. It is by 
decision of this body that cases throughout the region are selected; it is 
in response to their judgment that investigative and prosecutorial assets 
are allocated among cases; and it is through their activities that inter
agency, inter-district, and inter-regional cooperation is obtained and 
coordinated. 

The AUSA Task Force Coordinators are responsible for chairing 
the Task Force Coordination Groups and for maintaining the Task Force 
offices. These Coordinators are the indispensable go-betweens; the 
officials who pull together communications among Task Force districts, 
among various Task Forces, and between the Task Forces and the 
administrative staff in Washington. 

The OCDETF approach holds that the coordination of covert 
investigations, the exercise of search and arrest warrants, witness and 
plea negotiations, and prosecutions will only be successful when 
implemented consistently and continuously. The conduct of Task Force 
cases is the purpose of the Coordination Group conferences. At these 
meetings the progress of each investigation or case is considered and 
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potential conflicts of strategy, tactics, and timing are ironed out. Each 
Coordinator comes to the conference with complete knowledge of 
agency positions and plans in each Task Force investigation as well as 
information on potential Task Force cases. They leave prepared to 
update their agencies on other agencies' immediate plans and on Task 
Force progress. 

The coordination expected of this group is not limited by the 
locale of an investigation. Through their individual agency channels 
and through Task Force channels, Coordinators will pass on and acquire 
case information, exchanging it with those who need to know throughout 
the United States and, often, beyond. 

The Coordination Group decides, as well, who is to perform 
liaison with Federal, State, or local entities not represented in the Task 
Force. Although the non-core city districts do most of their own coordi
nating, the core city Coordinators stand ready to perform their services 
throughout their respective regions. District operations are likely to be 
as big and complex as core city operations, with strong State and local 
participation, and equally important targets. 

The direction of a complex, multi-agency investigation carried out 
by skilled Federal and State agents need not be dictated by any one 
agency. Although the agency that first recommended the investigation 
generally plays the primary role in its management, the Task Force.~ws 
upon the experience of all the participants. Task Forces are not hm1ted 
to making a case based on oneagency'sjurisdictions. Rather, they have 
the opportunity to use the strongest statutes available to participating 
agencies. The data base from which information can be obtained and 
the agencies' ability to use it is vastly expanded. The various F~deral 
information systems, as well as State and local data bases, are available 
and easily accessed. More personnel strength and broader expertise in 
highly technical areas are available. 

The Coordination Group also provides a framework within which 
investigations can be simultaneously pursued in several parts of the 
country. Each Task Force Coordination Group has J>?ints of co~tact with 
its counterpart in each other Task Force. Through national meetmgs, each 
agency's Coordinators have gotten to know one another. Thus, phone calls 
from one Task Force Coordinator to another are not between strangers, but 
between persons who view themselves as members of the same national 
priority program. 
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STATE AND LOCAL PARTICIPATION 

From the Program's inception, State and local law enforcement 
elements have worked closely with the Task Forces. The OCDETF 
"Guidelines" promote joint involvement of State and local authorities 
in the investigation, apprehension, and prosecution of major drug traf
fickers and their organizations. 

Several elements of the OCDETFProgram facilitate State and local 
participation. Congressionally appropriated funds are available to reim
burse the States and localities for overtime and expenses incurred by their 
personnel while participating in Task Force cases. There have been more 
than 1500 active reimbursement agreements between Task Forces and 
State, county, or local agencies. Theselocalagenciescontinuetopaythe 
salaries of their investigators who are working on Task Force cases but 
are assisted in meeting the costs of overtime, travel, and per diem 
expenses resulting from their participation. 

State and local participation is further facilitated, when 
appropriate to a case, by the deputation of State or local law enforcement 
officials. Upon deputation, State and local officers adhere to the 
requirements of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure as well as the 
policies and procedures of the sponsoring Federal agency. 

The cross-designation of attorneys and the sharing of forfeited 
assets further enhance the OCDETF Program approach to 
intergovernmental cooperation. Cross-designation of attorneys makes 
it possible for designated Federal attorneys to participate in State court 
prosecutions or for State attorneys to participate in Federal prosecution. 
Sharing of forfeited assets provides a bonus to participating State and 
local agencies in the form of vehicles, aircraft, boats, weapons, and cash. 

Member Agencies 
Several aspe ctsoftheOCDETFProgramarenoteworthy, but none 

more so than the resources that the Program members contribute to drug 
enforcement investigations and prosecutions. New resources, in people 
and in dollars, are wedded in a comprehensive attack on large and 
complicated drug trafficking schemes. The environment is one character
ized by complexity. Investigations are long and intricate and extend to 
many jurisdictions, often to foreign countries. They focus on criminal 
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activities covered by sections of the criminal code dealing with taxes, fire
arms, illegal alien entry, racketeering, public corruption, fraud, and 
other non-drug areas, in addition to narcotics trafficking. 

Each of the Federal Task Force members brought its own special 
skills and methods to the new program. Members came from three 
Cabinet-level Departments: Justice, Transportation, and Treasury. 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

The Justice Department has provided the Chairperson for the 
OCDETF Working Group; central administrative support; and, 
through the U.S. Attorneys in core cities, support for the coordinated 
field-level operations 

THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION 

The DEA is among the agencies most actively involved in every 
aspect of the OCDETF Program. From 1983 through 1987, the DEA 
participated in two-thirds of the investigations resulting in charges. 
Throughout the history of the OCDETF Program, the DEA has been 
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among the perennial leaders in number of cases brought to the 
Task Forces. 

The DEA is the only Federal agency in the OCDETF Pro
gram which has narcotics law enforcement as its sole re
sponsibility. The DEA's vast experience in this field, 
its knowledge ofinternational drug distribution chains, 

66.2% of OCDETF coses and close working relationships with State and local au-
thorities have made the DEA essential to every Task Force. Because 
the DEA has long recognized that the complexity of the drug trade is 
such that varied forms of expertise are needed to combat trafficking 
effectively, it has been an organization heavily involved in cooperative 
efforts. 

THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In 1983, the FBI brought its extensive experience in the 
investigation of traditional organized crime, white collar crime and 
financial crimes to the OCDETF Program. Within the Program's first 

year, the FBI sponsored training programs for the FBI 
personnel assigned to the Task Forces; assigned those of its 

Special Agents with training in narcotics enforcement to the 
Task Forces; and became a major participant in the Program. 
During the OCDETF Program's first year, 334 of the 
Justice Department's investigators--half of the total 

53.SX ot OCDETF coses Justice Department participation--were Special Agents of 
the FBI. The FBI quickly adapted its ability to gather and 

analyze intelligence data and deploy and manage sophisticated 
electronic surveillance and undercover techniques to its drug investiga
tions under the OCDETF Program. 

The FBI continues to focus its OCDETF resources on the totality 
of the drug organization. Consistent with the OCDETF philosophy, the 
FBI, in its investigations, strives for the arrest of drug organization 
leaders, the dismantling of their organizations, and the seizure and 
forfeiture of their ill-gotten gains. The FBI has played a leading role in 
drug investigations as diverse as the Hells Angels Motorcycle Gangs, 
the Sicilian Mafia "Pizza Connection" case, and the "Colombian 
Cashweb/Expressway" money laundering case. 
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THE IMMIGRATION AND NA TU RA LIZA TION SERVICE 

During the first three years, this agency was available to the Task 
Forces as needed. The INS has shown a strong commitment to curtailing 
alien involvement in narcotics trafficking. The enactment oftheAnti
Drug Abuse Act of 1986, the enactment of the Immigration Reform and 
Control Act of 1986, and the Attorney General• s decision to include the 
INS's Investigations Division as a full member of the OCDETF 
Program in 1986 enhanced its success in locating, apprehending, 
investigating, and removing criminal alien drug traffickers from the 
United States. The 1986 legislation also strengthened the INS' s ability to 
pursue extraterritorial prosecutions and extraditions of drug traffickers. 

THE UNITED STATES A TTORNEVS 

One of the cornerstone principles of the OCDETF Program is early 
attorney involvement in the development of case strategy. The Task 
Force Program affords prosecutors the time they need to participate in 
the development of this strategy and to provide the necessary legal 
services and counsel that investigators require. They are not expected to 
rush cases to completion, but rather to move deliberately toward 
successful and comprehensive conclusions. And while Task Force 
attorneys carry a caseload of fewer cases, theirs are typically more 
intricate and long-term than those of their non-Task Force counterparts. 

A second point worth noting is the development of skills by Task 
Force attorneys in the course of their work. Take, for example, the use of 
electronic surveillance or the mounting of undercover operations. For 
investigators and attorneys alike, these activities are especially time
consuming since they requireextensive legal paperwork. A wiretap, for 
example, requires a detailed application for initial approval and repeated 
affidavits for renewal. The preparation of the necessary documents has 
become a virtual art form, and the Task Forces have proved equal to the 
challenge. The number of attorneys experienced in handling these 
matters has increased, a significant development in an area where 
maintaining investigative momentum is crucial. 

Another feature cited by attorneys themselves is the increase in 
their knowledge of matters relating to narcotics dealing. The courts now 
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recognize them for their greater acumen in interpreting the narcotics 
environment When applying for warrants for wiretaps, searches, or 
arrests, they can now more authoritatively articulate the infonnation 
contained in the supportive affidavits of the investigative agencies; for 
example, the probability of finding narcotics ledgers or financial books 
and records that will show the fruits of drug trafficking, even in locations 
where drugs themselves are not likely to be found. Similarly, they can 
better represent drug dealers' cryptic conversations in support of ap
plications for extensions of ongoing court-authorized electronic 
surveillance or for new, supplementary surveillance. The development 
of such expertise in offices of the U.S. Attorneys is primarily attributable 
to the close working relationship among OCDETF Attorneys and 
experts from the investigative agencies under the aegis of the OCDETF 
Program. 

THE UNITED STATES MARSHALS SERVICE 

This agency has played important roles in at least three areas. First, 
in support of Task Force prosecutions, the Marshals Service was called 
upon to thwart attempts at jury tampering, assaults on Federal prosecu
tors, elaborate and expensive escapes, and civil disruption in the 
courtroom. Second, the Marshals Service has administered the Witness 
Security Program. Without this protection for witnesses, the 
prosecution of violentcriminals would be extremelydifficult. Third, 
through its National Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Program, the 
Marshals Service has worked closely with other Task Force agencies to 
target the "fruits of crime." This Program has absorbed 
administrative and property management burdens that Federal 
investigators and attorneys formerly handled. 

The Marshals Service has provided a variety of other 
support functions to the Program. The Marshals 

• - Service has beenresponsibleformovementofdef~n-
. · dants to and from courtrooms and between detentton 

'A J facilities. The Marshals Service has also handled the 
r l subpoenas, summonses, and other court orders thatare 
~ r· an essential function of Program operations and has 
~{ }d als~ ?een responsible for the apprehension of Federal 

fug1ttves. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

THE UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 

As a primarily interdictive agency in a program otherwise com
prised of primarily investigative and prosecutorial agencies, the Coast 
Guard has found itself in a unique position, assuming a variety of 
functions that support the work of the Task Forces. 

Since early in the Program's existence, the Coast GuardCo
ordinators have perfonned three basic functions. First, they have 
participated in case selection, analysis, and review. Second, they have 
acted as a valued liaison, not only with the Coast Guard itself, but also 
with the military services and the National Narcotics Border Interdiction 
System. Third, the Coast Guard Coordinators have been the 
maritime experts for the Task Forces, and have provided 
valuable intelligence and guidance on cases with maritime 
connections and implications. 

The Coast Guard ultimately assigned a full
time Agency Coordinator to IO of the 13 Task Forces. 

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

THE BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

This agency has played a special role in the Program. As 
increasing numbers of drug violators have used firearms and 
explosives, they have made drug enforcement much more hazardous. But, 
the introduction of these hazardous weapons has provided an opportunity 
to use the BA TF expertise in fireann legislation to enhance prosecution 
efforts against drug traffickers. The use of deadly weapons may give rise 
to charges which are sometimes more easily proven than drug violations . 
As the agency responsible for enforcing Federal firearms, explosives, 
and arson laws, the BA TF comes into frequent contact with drug 
violators. The BATF's jurisdiction and expertise have made it a well
suited partner to other agencies participating in the war against illegal 
drugs. 
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In the OCDETF Program, the BA TF special agents have focused 
on major drug traffickers who have also violated laws that it enforces. 
To be prepared when the need arises, the BA TF has monitored all 
investigations through its Task Force Coordinators. The BA TF has 
played a major role in cases involving motorcycle gangs and the so-called 
''Jamaican posses.'' 

THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 

The IRS has been an active participant in the OCDETF Program 
from the beginning. As the Task Force's financial experts, the IRS's 
criminal investigators have been called upon to analyze the documen
tary evidence collected in almost all cases. Other Task Force members 
recognize the Service's unique ability to identify "professionals" who 
profit from involvement in narcotics trafficking. Historically, these 
individuals were not often targeted by drug enforcement agencies 
because there were no means of obtaining firm informational or eviden

tiary links between them and narcotics. Often, the only 
viable means of attack against this class of criminal has 
been through financial investigations where the paper 
trail of money earned from the sale of narcotics has 
been tracked to its ultimate beneficiaries. 

44. 7% of OCDETF cases At the inception of the OCDETF Program, the IRS and 

~ --

the Justice Department agreed on new authorii,ation and 
review procedures for criminal tax grand jury investigations conducted 
under the Program. The Justice Department's Tax Division also ap
pointed a liaison attorney for each of the Task Forces. As a result of 
these initiatives, the IRS became a more effective partner in Task Force 
investigations. 

Because of the streamlined grand jury request procedures, the IRS 
agents have been able to participate in the-early stages of investigations 
and, within certain legal limits, have been able to cooperate and share , 
information with other Task Force agencies. With an expedited review 
process in place, the elapsed time from completion of the investigative 
stage to indictment on the IRS Task Force cases has been as little as half 
that of other non-OCDETF cases. 
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THE UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE 

One of the Customs Service's missions is to disrupt the movement 
of narcotics into the United States. Among the tools at the Service's 
disposal are automated systems which permit the pre-arrival revie"". of 
a carrier's manifest, centralized examination stations for the presentation 
of pre-selected merchandise for inspection, and a processing system that 
targets certain high-risk commercial containers for intensive enforce
mentexamination. 

The U.S. Customs Service has been especially effective in the use 
of its financial data base resources located at its headquarters in 
Washington, D.C. The financial data base houses information, collected 
pursuant to the Bank Secrecy Act, which is used to identify and target 
suspected money launderers. 

Through its Financial Intelligence Branch, the Customs Service 
has had the ability to provide Task Force investigators with a docu
mented audit whenever currency is recycled through U.S. banks. In 
addition, cash flow analysis of transactions have often supplied investiga
tors with a relatively simple trail through the infrastructure of drug 
organii,ations. This trail has helped to identify those principals and 
members of these groups who tend to keep their distance from daily 
operations and who are extremely difficult to identify through traditional 
methods. 
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LENGTH OF IMP.RISONMENT ANO NUMBERS IMPRISONED BY 
CRIMINAL ROLE·(1 /1/82-9/30/87) 

Criminal Number Number % Average Total Yrs of %of All 
Role Convicted Imprisoned Imprisoned Years Confinement Imprisonment 

Top Leaders 1069 1009 t 94.4% 14.1 14249 30.7% 
Mid-Level Leaders 1404 1206 85.9% 6.3 7552 16.2% 
Major Financiers 53 47 ~ 88.7% 6.7 313 0.7% 
Major Money Launderers 160 132 82.5% 4.1 546 1.2% 
Major Enforcers 100 81 81.0% 8 645 1.4% 
Major Suppliers 1780 1533 86.1% 6.6 10081 21.7% 
Key Contacts 435 371 85.3% 5.7 2105 4.5% 
Corrupt Officials 35 28 80.0% 6.8 189 0.4% 
Smugglers ·215 172 80.0% 6.6 1131 2.4% 
Others 3150 2274 72.2% 6.7 9676 20.8% 

TOTALS 8401 6853 81 .6% 6.8 46487 100.0% 
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U.S. v. Kenneth Owen 

This Northwest OCDETF investigation and the subse
quent prosecutions resulted in the indictment and arrest of 40 
members of the Hells Angels. The case evolved through the 
undercover activity of the Sergeant at Arms of the Anchorage, 
Alaska chapter of the Hells Angels. First developed by the 
Anchorage police, his primary contact was an FBI agent. The 
investigation, staffed by agents of the San Francisco office of the 
FBI. A TF, and the California Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement, 
extended to Ohio, Illinois, North Carolina, and Kentucky. In 
November, 1987, 25 premises were searched in Northern 
California, alone; and unlike the result in previous Hells Angels 
investigations plagued by leaks, substantial quantities of 
evidence were discovered. When arrested, Oakland Hells 
Angels leader, Kenneth Owen was counting twenty dollar bills 
on an electric money counter. He was in possession of 
$3,000,000 in U.S. currency and 30 pounds of methamphetam-
ine. 

In the Northern District of California, 11 Hells Angels 
were indicted for sale of methamphetamine, cocaine, and 
explosives as well as possession of illegal firearms. To date, 
six have been convicted; and substantial sentences are being 
imposed. Most recently, Owen, a convicted felon, major 
methamphetamine producer, and distributor has been sentenced 
to 41 years in prison and $2, l 00,000 in fines. This case is being 
coordinated with related prosecu~onsin Alaska andKentucky. 
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The Conflict 

Over the past five years, the Task Forces have developed highly 
sophisticated approaches to dealing with the threats posed by drug 
trafficking organizations. The OCDETF Program has combined central
ized strategic planning and oversight with decentralized project execu
tion. This section examines the techniques that the Task Forces have 
found most effective before proceeding to a discussion of results. 

Investigations 

Most OCDETF drug cases originate from initial investigations 
conducted by Federal, State, and/or local law enforcement agencies. 
OCDETF agencies actively pursue intelligence-gathering programs 
aimed at identifying those drug trafficking organizations which pose 
the greatest international, national, and regional threats. OCDETF 
agencies may institute strategically planned investigations focusing 
resources on the most pervasive drug organizations. In some cases, 
though, investigations grow out of serendipitous events. A straight
forward arrest of a minor drug dealer by the city police may tum up 
infonnation leading to the identification of a high-level distributor or 
of an organization that merits further investigation. 

Financial investigations, have become an increasingly effective 
method for developing a case by identifying new targets; a tool not 
exclusively employed by the Task Forces, but one which the Task Force 
Program has encouraged and refined. 

Whatever the origins of a case investigation, investigating 
agencies propose it as a Task Force case if it appears to: 

-- involve major drug trafficking organizations, 
-- require the resources and expertise of more than one in-

vestigative agency, 
-- have serious investigative ramifications that extend to 

other geopolitical jurisdictions, and 
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require the assistance of an Assistant U.S. Attorney 
during the early stages of the investigation. 

Targets for Task Force cases include: criminal groups formed for 
the purpose of importing, distributing, and financing large amounts of 
controlled substances; criminal groups that are trafficking in drugs as 
well as engaging in other crimes; traditional organized crime figures; 
major outlaw motorcycle gangs; prison gangs or prison-associated 
organizations; and physicians, pharmacists, and others registered to 
dispense drugs legally, but who engage in illicit distribution. 

An investigation becomes a matter for Task Force consideration 
when designated officials complete an Investigation Initiation Form. 
This form serves two primary functions. First, the form provides the core 
city Task Force Coordination Group with a full exposition of the reasons 
for considering the investigation for Task Force status. The form 
delineates the measurements of the target organization's importance, its 
relevance as a target, and the importance of each person identified as 
a principal prospective defendant within the case. 

The international scope of many Task Force investigations 
provides an indication of the complex nature of program targets. As of 
the end of 1987, about one-third of targeted criminal organizations listed 
on the initiation forms were international, and 40 percent operated across · 
two or more Federal judicial districts. The rationale for targeting 
international organizations is simple: most narcotics originate overseas, 
and most major drug dealing organizations operate in foreign 
jurisdictions when procuring drugs for sale, laundering their proceeds, 
or both. 

The second primary function of the Investigation Initiation Form is 
to supply preliminary data for the records of the regional Task Force and 
for the administrative staff in Washington. In the districts, the Task Force 
attorney assigned to an investigation~nd the investigative personnel 
complete the form; after distribution to the managers or Special Agents 
in Charge of ,.ffie Task Force agencies, the district's U.S. Attorney 
reviews thedata and forwards the form forconsideration by the regional 
Coordination Group. 

The cases that qualify for Task Force selection demand long-term 
dedication of personnel from more than one investigative agency. These 
cases donothavequicktumoverorresults. By putting aside thenumbers 
game of rapid and numerous prosecutions, the OCDETF Program can 
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U.S. v. Frederick J. Luytjes 

Rik Luytjes was a successful Scranton, Pennsylvania, 
businessman, president of his own company, Air America, with 
annual sales in excess of$1 million. Many of his eventual co
indictees were fellow college graduates who had also achieved 
some measure of success in their own chosen fields. 

In 1980,Luytjes, expandedAirAmerica into the cocaine 
smuggling business. Luytjes' business expertise, his sophis
ticated modified aircraft, and his reputation for reliability 
soon made Air America the carrier of choice of the Medellin 
Columbian drug cartel. 

Over the four years that he ran his cocaine delivery 
express, Luytjes personally made more than a dozen trips. The 
others were made by his regular pilots, including the son of a 
neurosurgeon; a former Air Jamaica pilot; and his best boyhood 
buddy, a former IBM manager with degrees in engineering, 
business, and law. Prior to their arrests, they smuggled over 9 
1/4 tons of cocaine into the United States with street value 
of $2 billion. They also laundered in excess of $34 million. 

Agents of the U.S. Customs Service and the DEA broke 
the case. Federal grand juries indicted the entire Luytjes's 
organization, Columbians in the United States and several 
members of the Ochoa family in Columbia. All of the Ameri
cans pled guilty. Rik Luytjes was sentenced to 10 years in 
prison, fined $280,000, and forfeited assets worth over $8.5 
million. His boyhood friend was sentenced to 24 years in prison, 
fined $50,000, and forfeited over $7.3 million in cash. 
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dedicate its resources to cases with far-reaching, long-term ramifica
tions. Investigators and prosecutors are afforded the time to construct 
the difficult trail of evidence needed for the successful prosecution of 
truly high-level targets. 

The other case selection criteria--multiple agency involvement, 
multiple jurisdictions, and early attorney involvement in the investiga
tion--also bring to the Task Force Program investigations that could not 
bemanagedeffectivelyina less comprehensive environment. The Task 
Force Program system brings multiple enforcement agencies together, 
coordinates investigative and prosecutorial strategies across district and 
regional lines, and provides a dedicated AUSA to support the 
investigative requirements of a case at any point in its development. 

OCDETF investigations use sophisticated techniques of investiga
tion and prosecution. As a result, they are extremely labor intensive. 
The majority of Task Force investigations have involved extensive use 
of undercover operations, electronic surveillances, computer-aided 
financial investigations, long-term grand jury inquiries, sequential prose
cutions, or a combination of these methods. 

The majority of investigations blend different techniques, among 
them undercover operations, including Title III surveillances, and 
financial investigations. These are discussed below. 

UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS 
- Behind Enemy Lines 

An undercover operation is designed to collect first-hand 
evidence or to obtain collateral intelligence, such as the name of other 
participants or the location of other criminal activity. Task Force 
agencies often combine undercover activities with electronic monitor
ing to substantiate an agent's eyewitness testimony. All of the legal 
restrictions of Titl~ III wiretaps do not apply to so-called ''consensual 
wires" where, for example, an undercover agent or informant wears a 
hidden microphone and recorder. Courts have ruled that such intercepts 
are not substantially different from an agent's personal report of what 
transpired, except that the recording is more accurate and reliable. 

The range of undercover operations is almost limitless. An 
undercover operation can involve years of agent infiltration of the most 
clandestine drug organizations. In a well-planned multiagency 
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approach, undercover agents strive to identify and gain incriminating 
evidence on activities of the top echelon of drug trafficking groups and 
about the money laundering apparatus supporting them. An undercover 
operation can be as simple as a single agent's visit to a medical clinic to 
collect first-hand evidence of illegal drug diversion or as complex as the 
operation of a bogus company, involved in ostensibly shady dealings, in 
order to learn of illegal activities. 

The undercover agent functions as an actor, assuming an often 
dangerous role. The agent must win the trust of the criminal. The payoff 
comes when targets are willing to share their secrets with the undercover 
agent. These secrets often consist of the actual commission of a crime in 
the agent's presence, as when a drug dealer sells his wares to an 
undercover agent. 

Undercover agents provide prosecutors and the court with 
credible eye-witness testimony. The defense can often successfully 
challenge the integrity of an informer-witness, precisely because the in
former may have been an accomplice, and may have entered into a plea 
agreement, in exchange fortestimony. The undercover agent, on the 
other hand, is a professional law enforcement officer, not a criminal. 
When an agent's first-hand testimony is substantiated by authorized 
wiretaps or by consensual recordings of conversations with or between 
defendants, the testimony becomes effectively unassailable. 

Title III of the Omnibus 
Crime Control and Safe Streets 
Act of 1968 is the legislation 
enabling the Federal govern
ment to engage in wiretapping 
and electronic surveillance. 
Such intercepts are used to 
hear and record secret conver
sations and are known as 
"bugs," "taps," "wires," or 
"Ti tie III' s." 

Applying for and operating court-authorized wiretaps is a time
consuming chore for agents and attorneys. They must first get the 
approval of the U.S. Attorney General to request a court-ordered warrant 
for the operation. Each court-approved wiretap is authorized for only 
a brief period, usually 10 to 15 days and never for more than 30 days. 
They require periodic reports to the judge by the AUSA who is overseeing 
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the "tap." Any request for renewal requires a detailed review of the 
transcripts and recordings which have been made. 

The strict judicial standards that wiretap applications must meet 
guarantee thatTitleIIl'sarenot undertaken lightly. It is only because the 
Task Forces are engaged in cases of such magnitude and duration that the 
investment is justified. It is only because the combined resources of the 
agencies are sufficient to mount and sustain wiretap operations that they 
have been brought to bear in so many instances and with such successful 
results. 

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 

. .The OC-!>ETFProgram has brought the use of financial investiga-
tions m narcotics cases to new levels of sophistication. The IRS and the 
Customs Service typically spearhead these investigations and an AUSA 
specialist coordinates them. The goal of the Federal effort in financial 
investigations is to identify, target, seire, and recover the drug-generated 
financial assets of traffickers. 

A financialinvestigationisoften the only way the govemmentcan 
reach the top echelon in a criminal organization. Rarely does the upper 
echelon trafficker become directly involved in the actual importation 
manufacture, or distribution of the drugs. The upper echelon trafficker'~ 
role is often restricted to providing general oversight, instructions, and 
the capitalnecessary to financedrugventures. Ostentatious displays of 
wealth may be the only overt indication of involvement in drug 
trafficking. 

Financial investigations are an important tool in establishing links 
among individuals engaged in a narcotics enterprise. The flow of money, 
transfers of property, or transfers of interest in valuables or in companies 
can be traced and documented by ex_pert ill:vestigators. Within the 
OCDETF Program, search warrants ;;.are often drawn in a manner 
design~d 1? ins~ that o~e authorized participant in a search party is a 
financial mvesugator with the expertise to recognize drug-related 
ledgers or other documents. 

Task Force agencies have become more sophisticated in using all 
the. tools at their disposal including legislation enacted by Congress 
which empowers law enforcement agencies to shut down money 
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laundering operations. Congress has approved changes to Title 31 and 
Title 18 of the U.S. Code allowing a much broader attack on the assets 
of drug traffickers. As a result of the Money Laundering Control Act 
of 1986, the Customs Service increased its responsibilities in that area. 
The C~sto'!1s S~rvice has since initiated about 100 cases involving 
potential violauons of the Act. The FBI shares jurisdiction under the 
Money Laundering Control Act of 1986 through a memorandum of 
understanding with the Customs Service. 

. !he. IRS's increase in vru:ticipation at the earlier stages of 
mvesugauons has beenaccompamedby more frequent use offinancial 
search warrants authorizing seizure of financial records of drug 
trat:fickers an~ organizations. The use of one warrant, executed by 
vanou~ agencies, whose agents search for items within their areas of 
expertise, increases the efficiency of operations. The expertise of the 
IRS agents in locating critical financial documents not only assists in the 
development of Title 26 (Internal Revenue Code) tax cases but also in 
the identification of assets vulnerable to seizure under the forfeiture 
provisions of the Continuing Criminal Enterprise Act. 

In addition to seizures under the Continuing Criminal Enterprise 
~ct and the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations statute, 
jeopardy assessments executed by the IRS are a part of the Task Force 
arsenal. These differ from other tax assessments in that, any time after the 
due date, the IRS can avoid the usual time-consuming collection proce
dures and immediately assess and collect the tax on the ground that 
collection may be in jeopardy. Tennination assessments can be made even 
before the due date. 

These jeopardy and tennination assessments are civil forfei 
and result in an immediate demand forpayment. They . .... 
provi~e for seizures. of assets of sufficient value . · · _,.v~~ / 
to sausfy the subject's tax obligations. . ~ .""~ · 

Other forfe~tur~ laws onlr ~~ach prop- ~\~~~" '; ·. ~.2.0· ~ ..• • .............. · .•. ·:,,., .. ~.~-.·~.'.· erty used m illegal activiues or ob- \-:.~~ \ ~-~o~\~ 
tainedwithtainted money. Jeopardy and·~ \ -r,,¥..,P., ~-}:;'.; _ _;\~ 
termination assessments, however, apply to ·ffe'...-:· •.. .._ ~~ · ,'i.J!; 
all property owned by the individual, re~ard- · ~~~. -.,...,.~ .. ;.~ 
less of the so~ce of funds used to acqmre the \ - ,¢ . , ' . ~ £ 
property. This feature makes these assessments \ / '\ ,,.,:;:;:;::::--
effective when dealing with wealthy narcotics traffickers. -
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U.S. v. Joseph Diego Ramirez 

To many of the citizens of Princeton, Minnesota, Joseph 
Ramirez was Santa Claus incarnate. Between 1978 and 1983, he 
attained the status of town benefactor. His largess, which 
exceeded $2.5 million, included purchasing patrol cars for the 
police an interest free loan of $640,000 for the construction of 
an indoor arena for the Youth Hockey Association, and 
$300,000 for upgrading the Princeton Airport. Ramirez pub-
licly claimed that he was worth $750 million. . 

In fact, Joseph Ramirez and his associates were subjects 
of a North Central OCDETF investigation being conducted 
by agents of the Customs Service assisted by the Florida 
Department of Law Enforcement and the Royal Bahamas 
PoliceForce. The investigation revealed that he had not been 
legally employed since his discharge from the U.S. ~avy in 
1976. Since 1977, his aviation business at the Pnnceton 
Airport was a cover for his drug ~ugg~n~ organizati~n. 

The investigation resulted m conv1cllons of Ramirez and 
the three principals in his organization: his wife who helped 
coordinate the operation; KentMoeckly, an attorney and former 
state Magistrate in South Dakota; and William Coulombe, 
retired U.S. Air Force Major and former CIA pilot in Southeast 
Asia. Ramirez was sentenced to 20 years in prison and fined 
$50,000. Civil assessments against him totaled $3 million. 
The DEA also seized $600,000 in assets owned by Ramirez. 

The financial investigation of Ramirez, in which IRS 
played a key role, led to the Princeton Co-op Credit Union 
and its former manager, Gerald Davis. Ramirez regularly 
entered the Credit Union with paper sacks, cardboard boxes, 
suitcases, and briefcases filled with currency to be'' laundered'' 
by the Credit Union. Both the Credit Union and Da~is were 
found guilty of crimes associated with money laundenng. 
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Prosecutions 
Task Force prosecutions benefit from the Program's broad, 

thorough and careful approaches. The "Guidelines" lay down 
distinctive principles for Task Force prosecutions: 

-- an increased emphasis on forfeitures, either in civil ac
tions or under the criminal forfeiture provisions of the 
kingpin statutes; 

-- the use of any of a wide range of statutes, not just drug 
statutes, to put drug trafficking organizations out of 
business; and 

-- a concerted coordination of prosecutorial activities 
among various jurisdictions in order to achieve maxi
mum impact on entire organizations. 

THE KINGPIN STATUTES 

Major targets merit major penalties. The Racketeer Influenced and 
Corrupt Organizations and Continuing Criminal Enterprise statutes 
were enacted to provide appropriate penalties for majoroffenders. They 
are intended to remove high-level drug traffickers and organized 
criminal leaders from active roles in their criminal enterprises and to 
deprive them of both their ill-gotten assets and of the means for continu
ing to operate these enterprises. 

At the time of the initiation of the OCDETF Program, the 
Continuing Criminal Enterprise (CCE) statute provided for the most 
rigorous sanctions of any Federal criminal statute directed at drug-related 
activities. Enacted as part of the Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention 
Control Act of 1970, it carried a maximum penalty oflife imprisonment 
and a minimum sentence of 10 years, with no parole in either case, and it 
also provided for fines of up to $100,000. Recent legislation raises the 
minimum term of imprisonment to 20 years and the maximum fine to $2 
million. CCE also provides for forfeiture ofany and all proceeds of the 
specified criminal activity and related assets. Thus, the govermi:ient 
now has the right to take ownership of any real estate, automobiles, 
aircraft, boats, business equity, bank accounts, securities, or any other 
kinds of goods that have been used in a criminal activity or purchased 
with money generated from such activity. 
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Because the penalties are so severe, the statute has stringent 
requirements of proof for conviction of defendants charged with CCE: 

-- the defendant's conduct must constitute a felony 
violation of the Federal Controlled Substance laws; 
the conduct must take place as part of a continuing 
series of violations; 
the defendant must act as the organizer, supervisor, or 
manager (kingpin) of a criminal enterprise; and 
the defendant must obtain substantial income or re
sources from the enterprise. 

The CCE statute was not the only statute related to drug 
trafficking passed in 1970. The Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 
Organizations (RICO) Act, part of the Organized Crime Control Act, 
provides other strong sanctions that deal with criminal organizations and 
their infiltration into legitimate businesses. The RICO penalties, al
though less severe than those for CCE, are substantial: up to 20 years 
imprisonment, $25,000 in fines, and civil and criminal forfeitures. 

The RICO provisions focus on an' 'enterprise,'' defined as '' ... the 
association of a group of individuals .. .," where that enterprise utilizes 
income from an illegal activity, acquires or exercises control of an 
enterprise through illegal activity, commits illegal acts, or conspires 
to do any of these things. The enterprise need not relate to drug dealing, 
but a prosecutor must show that each defendant is guilty of at least two 
acts ofracketeering. These acts must be connected by a common scheme 
in order to demonstrate that they are not merely unrelated offenses. 

CCE convictions are usually limited to two or three defendants, 
while RICO provides for punishing not just the leaders, but even remote 
associates who are willing participants in the enterprise's illegal 
activities. ~ 

'" 
The kingpin statutes are greatly enhanced by Chapter III of the 

Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. Chapter III, Forfeiture 
Reform, strengthens Federal forfeiture laws by providing for forfeiture 
of profits and proceeds of organized crime (RICO) offenses; criminal 
forfeiture in all narcotics trafficking cases; expanded procedures for 
freezing forfeitable property pending judicial proceedings; forfeiture of 
land used to grow, store, and manufacture dangerous drugs; and 
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expanded use of efficient administrative forfeiture procedures in 
uncontested cases. 

. Thes~ forfeiture reforms increase Federal prosecutors• ability to 
stnp drug nngs of assets and of access to the proceeds of their criminal 
activity. Forfeiture reform gives the Federal government new powers to 
pay rewards to private individuals who furnish information resulting in a 
forfeiture and to transfer forfeited property to State and local agencies. 

The CCE, RICO, and Chapter III statutes serve drug law enforce
ment well. They are punitive. They summarily remove the fruits of 
crime. They deprive convicted criminals of the financial means for 
continuing their illegal activities. By imposing substantial prison terms, 
they prevent convicted criminals from re-entering the drug business for 
a long time. This successful experience has encouraged the examination 
and development of new approaches to achieving the same ends. 

ESTABLISHING TAX AND CURRENCY VIOLATIONS 

It is not necessary to bring actual drug charges in order to put major 
traffickers and their organizations out of business. Tax and currency 
viol~tions can be identified and successfully prosecuted, even when 
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drug charges cannot be brought. Tax violations carry substantial 
financial penalties and prison sentences. The penalties are often 
augmented by asset seizures when there is a reasonable likelihood that 
the criminal would attempt to place those assets out of the reach of the 
government. A single currency violation can carry a penalty of a 
$500,000 fine and five years in prison. 

The Task Forces make narcotics charges an integral part of most 
indictments. Often tax or currency violation charges are included in 
the same indictments. Virtually all drug dealers fail, in one way or 
another, to accurately report their income from drugs. The superiority 
of the Task Force approach is demonstrated by the Task Force's ability 
to placed.rug, tax, and currency cases in the same file folder, allowing 
the investigations and prosecutions to reinforce each other. 

COORDINATING PROSECUTORIAL ACTIVITIES 

When a grand jury returns an indictment, the case moves from the 
investigative to the prosecutorial phase. The prosecution of a Task Force 
case is qualitatively different from that of any other drug prosecution. 

The continued involvement of a Task Force AUSA during the 
investigation results in the construction of a sounder case. Prosecuting 
attorneys are provided with the informational support necessary to 
become familiar with all aspects of the case involved. 

The AUSA's specific function is to ensure that the evidence 
obtained is complete and admissible. The participation of agencies 
with wide range of areas of expertise ensures that specific statutory 
violations are appropriately charged and documented. This coordina
tion of efforts also results in a strategy that orders and times the 
prosecution of cases to provide not just the prosecution of individual 
defendants, but maximum disruption of the drug trafficking 
organizations iJ!i'olved. 

The Task Force emphasis on collaboration with State and local law 
enforcement agencies and on the cross-designation of attorneys affords 
a greater choice of venues in which a case may be brought to trial. With 
theoptionoftakingacasetoaFederal or aState court, the prosecutors 
can take best advantage of the available statutory relief afforded by the 
two systems. Where a State's penalties for criminal possession of small 
amounts of drug's are more severe than the Federal penalties, prosecutors 
can bring the case to the jurisdiction with the more punitive statutes. 
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U.S. v. David Cecil Klingler 

On October 14, 1987, David Cecil Klingler, the leader of 
a major drug organization, entered a guilty plea in Federal Court 
in the Western District of Michigan to an indictment charging 
him with operating a Continuing Criminal Enterprise. The 
indictment was the culmination of an extensive OCDETF inves
tigation involving agents from the FBI, the Customs Service, 
the DEA, State and local enforcement agencies, and the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police. Klingler's organization reached 
into numerous locations in the U.S. and Canada, including 
Pennsylvania, Maryland, New York, Tennessee, Michigan, 
Florida, California, Washington, Idaho, and the provinces of 
British Columbia, Saskatchewan, Alberta, Manitoba, and 
Ontario. It distributed marijuana and hashish that had been 
smuggled from Mexico into southern California and British 
Columbia. The drugs would be trans-shipped to various loca
tions to be processed using vacuum packaging machines to re
duce their bulk. It would then be stored in hidden compartments 
in camper tops and loaded on pickup trucks or hidden in the false 
floors of custom-built travel trailers. Klingler used drivers with 
no prior criminal records and who by their appearance were not 
likely to arouse suspician. Many were accompanied by their 
spouses in a further attempt to avoid detection. Most were 
related by blood or marriage to David Klingler. Klingler 
invested millions from drug proceeds into business enterprises 
and real estate. The U.S. Attorney's office in the Southern 
District of California has seized in excess of $17 million worth 
of assets purchased with the profits realized by the 
organization. David Klingler was the fifth defendant to plead 
guilty in this case; 31 persons !)ave been charged and 17 have 
been convicted or entered guilty pleas as of October 1988. The 
investigation continues. 
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Report from the Front 
After five years, it has become apparent that the most promising 

strategy for combatingmajorillicitdrug traffickers is theOCDETFtype 
of investigation and prosecution. The OCDETF Program prosecution 
strategy is to immobilize drug trafficking and money laundering organi
zations by incarcerating organization members; causing forfeiture of 
organization and individual assets, thus, divesting them of their power; 
and, where appropriate, extraditing, deporting, and excluding organi
zation members. To achieve these ends, the Task Forces have directed 
their resources at those significant national and international targets 
against whom successful prosecution has the greatest impact. 

From its inception late in 1982 through the end of 1987, the Task 
Forces: 

initiated 1,901 investigations, resulting in 3,943 
indictments and criminal informations, 

- charged over 6, 700 top-and mid-level leaders and major 
suppliers, 

-- charged 689 persons with CCE violations and 878 
individuals with RICO violations, and 

-- seized cash and property assets totaling $623 million. 

During this period, about 8,400 individual defendants were found, 
or pled, guilty to at least one charge. More than 80 percent of these were 
handed prison sentences, with many imprisoned for life. 

Bringing pown High-Level Targets 
The results of the Task Force investigations have confirmed the 

validity of the Program's approach. The following tables demonstrate 
the emphasis on drug trafficking organizations; the efforts to identify and 
prosecute not only the top leaders, but the major supporting elements; 
and the success in prosecuting individuals and groups targeted by the 
Task Forces. 
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The major focus ofOCDETF investigations continues to be on 
organizations whose primary purpose is drug trafficking or on 
organizations, involved in felony crimes, whose members also engage 
in drug trafficking (87 percent), with a secondary focus on traditional 
organized crime (6.0 percent). 

Clearly demonstrating the success of the Program's strategy of 
devoting the time and resources needed for indepth investigations is the 
fact that nearly two-thirds of those charged during the Program's first 
five years have been major figures. These figures range from top and 
mid-level leaders through the suppliers, enforcers, and money launder
ers who grease the wheels of the drug organizations. 

Over the first five years of Task Force development, results have 
reflected the success of the OCDETF's targeting strategy: reaching 
above the retail and ''middleman'' levels of the drug trade. Most of the 
charges brought in OCDETF indictments were against leaders, lenders, 
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launderers, and major suppliers as opposed to smugglers, enforcers, and 
other lesser transportation and distribution functionaries. In 1987 a 
record 80 percent of criminal organizations targeted were believed to 
spread beyond a single judicial district. About one-third of targeted 
organizations had apparent links to international interests and assets. 

Illustrative of OCDETF's success in targeting high-level drug 
traffickers is the fact that high-level targets accounted for nearly 80 
percent of all prison time sentenced during the OCDETF's first five 
years. Top leaders accounted for 30.7 percent of those years behind bars. 
These top leaders drew an average prison sentence of 14 .1 years. During 
this period, top leaders were sentenced to a total of over 14,000 years in 
prison. Major suppliers and financiers drew average sentences of 6.6 and 
6. 7 years, respectively. 

Another indicator of the significant target level reached by the 
Task Forces is the fact that, more than 2,000 separate OCDETFinves
tigations targeted drug financing and drug importation organizations. 

The Task Forces have homed in with particular effectiveness on La 
Casa Nostra. Over the past three years, the FBI has directed a multi
agency, international investigation of heroin importation and distribu
tion, targeting Italian drug trafficking groups and their criminal associ
ates in the United States and Italy. TheFBI and Italian lawenforcement 
authorities discovered that Italian drug traffickers have been engaged 
for years in the routine and rarely-interrupted importation and distribu
tion of heroin from Southwest Asia through mainland Italy and Sicily and 
into the United States. This long-term and complex investigation has 
addressed heroin trafficking in at least seven States and the District of 
Columbia, and has employed 39 court-ordered electronic surveil
lances. It is projected that some 200 high-level Italian traffickers will be 
prosecuted for drug trafficking violations in the United States and Italy. 

International banking investigations and efforts aimed at the ap
prehension of high-level drug entrepreneurs have not always been 
characterized by ihehigh level of mutual assistance that has been evident 
in the joint Italian-American operations. In fact, many international 
investigations have been cutoff by the absence of bilateral legal 
agreements or lack of cooperative effort in the world-wide war on drugs. 
Ongoing administration negotiations with Caribbean, South American, 
and Middle-and Far-eastern nations are progressively closing these gaps. 
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The Task Forces have made particularly effective use of the two 
kingpin statutes, CCE and RICO. Over 200 top leaders have been 
sentenced to long prison terms under these statutes. The development 
of evidence in these cases has led judges to examine the full scope of 
defendants' criminal operations leading to the imposition of longer 
sentences. 

The available data point to one conclusion: the OCDETF Program 
is using the kingpin statutes effectively against the kind of criminal for 
which they were intended. ConsiderCCE. Over 200 defendants received 
sentences on a CCE charge; 79 percent were top leaders in their organi
zations. The average CCE sentence was 27 .6 years. The average CCE 
sentence for a Top Leader was 30.5 years. 

Sentences for RICO convictions point in the same direction. Of 
197 persons convicted under the statute, 64 (32 percent) were considered 
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to be Top Leaders. The average RICO sentence was 11.7 years. The 
average RICO sentence for a Top Leader was 15.2 years. 

Developing an Infrastructure 
FEDERAL AGENCY COORDINATION AND COOPERATION 

. A~co~din~ t?. the OCDETF "Guidelines," one of the program's 
mam obJecUves 1s ... to promote a coordinated drug enforcement effort 
in each Task Force region, and to encourage maximum cooperation 
amon~ all drug enforcement agencies ... '' Throughout its five years of 
operation, the OCDETF Program has pursued this objective. 

. ~any of the Task Force investigations are so complex and labor 
mtens1ve that they could not have been conducted without cooperation 
among the OCDETF Program agencies. Most, if not all, of these 
i~vestigationsrequirea mix of skills, experience, and jurisdiction that no 
smgle agency has: the Customs Service's ability to interdict interna
tional drug trafficking, the experience of the IRS's Criminal 
Investigation Division in investigating violations of the tax code, the 
s.urveillancecapabilities of the FBI, the Coast Guard's maritime exper
tise, the Marshal Service'sskillsin fugitive investigations, the authority 
of the INS to deal with alien drug traffickers, the DEA's unique 
knowledge of drug trafficking organizations, and the BA TF' s mission to 
enforce firearms, explosives, and arson laws. 

Br~a.der agency interaction has created an array of investigative 
opportumues. A Treasury Department undercover operation presented 
with an opportunity to purchase narcotics quickly and efficiently follows 
that lead through the easily-arranged introduction of Task Force DEA 
a~ents. A Department of Justice undercover operation that is presented 
with a money laundering opportunity immediately avails itself of 
Treasury Department expertise. If maritime skills are needed, the Coast 
Guard is readily.available. Given the range of talents of the Task Force 
agencies, plus ~ those of State, local, and other cooperating Federal 
agencies, the investigative possibilities are vastly expanded. 

Virtually every major OCDETF investigation illustrates the 
synergy that results when a number of coordinated and cooperating 
Federal enforcement agencies bring their resources to bear. As an inves
tigation gets under way, the information being discovered is passed 
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among the agencies and critical linkages emerge. Communication 
proceeds and team spirit begins to develop. Agents from functionally and 
geographically separated agencies no longer fight the battles individu
ally, but find themselves part of a coordinated offense. More than one 
agency is involved in all investigations. The U.S. Attorneys Offices and 
the U.S. Marshals Service have participated in all investigations that have 
led to charges, the DEA in two-thirds (66.2 percent) of all such 
investigations, the FBI in 53.5 percent, the IRS in 44.7 percent, and the 
Customs Service and the BATF in 17.4 percent and 15.4 percent, 
respectively. 

In many of these investigations, the ability of different agencies 
to probe deeply enables the government to show that one trafficker is tied 
to other organizations, forming a vertically integrated drug trafficking 
network. Without the OCDETFProgram's interagency cooperation, 
such criminals would be arrested, but far fewer linkages with the 
larger criminal apparatus would be exposed. 
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STATE AND LOCAL PARTICIPATION 

The Task Force "Guidelines" state that one objective is " ... to 
work fully and effectively with State and local drug enforcement agen
cies ... " Program statistics show just how quickly and effectively this 
has occurred. 

Over and above Federal funding for overtime and expenses, the 
mutual advantages of a Federal-State-local team are many. Partnership 
with the Federal law enforcement community provides non-Federal agen
cies with the capacity to extend investigations outside their normal 
jurisdictions. As Federal jurisdiction is nationwide, special deputization 
as a Federal officer and under the supervision of a Federal agency enables 
members of State and local departments to cross jurisdictional lines in 
conducting an investigation. Under this arrangement, a local police 
officer from Denver can participate leg~lly in investigative work in 
California or Florida; a New Jersey State Police officer's authority to 
pursue a case investigation does not end abruptly at the Pennsylvania 
Stateline. Non-Federal agencies have also seen the payoff of this partner
ship whenever major drug traffickers in their areas receive stiff penalties 
imposed as a consequence of Federal statutes; which, in some instances, 
are more stringent than those otherwise available. 

The asset forfeiture provisions of Federal law now provide 
greater incentives to State at'ld local agencies to participate in the 
OCDETF Program. The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 
makes it possible for non-Federal agencies to enhance their law enforce
ment activities by receiving a share of drug traffickers' assets forfeited as 
a result of joint investigations. Since its inception in mid-1985, the 
equitable sharing program has expanded rapidly. Through the program, 
the Federal government hasdistributed slightlymorethan$135million 
to State and local agencies. In 1987, theJusti~eDepartmentsharedover 
$60 million in forfeited property and c~h with State and local law en
forcement agenc~s. 182 percent more than in 1986. 

Participation in the Task Force Program gives local law 
enforcement agencies access to vastly greater Federal resources, includ
ing additioc:il personnel, Federal investigative records, and the varied 
expertise of all of the participating agencies. 

State and local participation is of great benefit to the Federal law 
enforcement community. State and local law enforcementagencies not 
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Multi-Agency - Involvement in Investigations 
Resulting in Indictments and Informations* 

DEA 
FBI 
IRS 
Local Investigators 
State Investigators 
Customs 
BATF 
Local Prosecutors 
Other OCDE Task Force 
State Prosecutors 
Foreign Governments 
Other 

% # 

66.2 2611 
53.5 2109 
44.7 1761 
39.0 1537 
31.8 1254 
17.4 687 
15.4 606 
10.7 420 
9.0 354 
4.2 164 
3.9 153 
5.8 229 

*US Attorneys Offices/US Marshals Service = 100% or 3943 

only provide additional personnel to the war on drugs, but also provide 
specific knowledge and expertise on drug trafficking in the local jurisdic
tions. 

Destroying the Means to Wage War 
FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS, SEIZURES, AND 

FORFEITURES 

. The ability and willingness of the Task Forces to use all the tools 
of financial investigation and asset seizure has grown dramatically since 
the Program began. Asset seizures have increased steadily since 1983, 
continuing in 1987 at a substantial level. Forfeituresofnon-drugassets 
amounted to $167 million during the first five years of the OCDETF 
Program. During this period, the total value of jeopardy and termination 
assessments against drug traffickers totaled $657 million. The average 
assessment for this period was almost half a million dollars. 
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Because financial investigations, seizures, and forfeitures are 
among the most powerful weapons in the OCDETF arsenal, Congress 
has acted to make them still more effective. Legislation enacted by 
Congress in 1986, the Money Laundering Control Act, gives the Task 
Forces greater power to deal with drug trafficking organizations. 
Under this legislation, the act of money laundering, itself, is now 
a Federal offense. Previously, Federal Prosecutors had to rely on the 
violation of the Bank Secrecy Act reporting provision to apprehend and 
convict money launderers. ~. 

New legi slative tools only strengthen the investigative 
techniques described earlier: financial search warrants, IRS investiga
tions of Title 26 and Title 18 violations, as well as Title 31 investiga
tions--those involving criminal violations by financial institutions. (The 
financial institutions required to comply with Title 31 include banks, 
casinos, savings and loans, credit unions, securities brokers, and other 
businesses, such as foreign exchange brokers.) 
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The OCDETF member agencies have constantly increased the 
effectiveness of agency coordination within the program. The 
experience that the Task Forces gained in financial investigations led to 
the founding of the Financial Enforcement Committee (FEC) in 1987. 
FEC has become the most active and visible coordinating body for 
national programs that attack drug traffickers' financial operations, 
their financial infrastructures, and the financial assets generated by their 
illegal trade. Besides OCDETF member agencies, FEC includes 
representatives from the Departments of Defense and State, the 
intelligence community, and INTERPOL. 
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The Continuing Struggle 
In the past few decades, the growth of immensely wealthy criminal 

organizations dealing in drugs has defied conventional efforts to suppress 
them. The threat from these organizations has been both complex and 
pervasive. Drug traffickers have attempted to corrupt the body politic by 
corrupting public officials and have threatened to undennine the ethical 
and physical health of the nation's citizens by working to draw large 
numbers of participants into the drug world as distributors and users. 
A threat so diffuse could only be attacked by a program that would draw 
to an unprecedented degree on the skills and experience of a host of 
Federal and local law enforcement agencies. 

By targeting high-level figures and powerful drug organizations, 
Program officials have shown a determination to strike at the heart of 
illegal drug trafficking. By initiating investigations that demanded a high 
degree of interagency collaboration, OCDE1F has drawn on the expertise 
ofitsmembersinawaythatnone of its predecessors had. By making the 
fullest use of all of the techniques of financial investigation, the Task 
Forces have worked to bring down traffickers who could have been 
reached in no other way. 

The ongoing threat of international drug trafficking cannot be 
minimized. The war is by no means over. Many difficult battles lie 
ahead. Yet, the OCDETF Program approach has produced the best 
results of any concerted effort to date. The evidence is persuasive that use 
of this model and its strategy can undennine, damage, and even destroy 
major drug trafficking organizations. From the accomplishments of its 
first few years, we can draw encouragement, as we move forward to the 
victory which must be ours. "'-
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March 14, 1984 

The Honorable Ronald Reagan 
President of the United States 
The White House 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

When this Administration took office, we targeted the 
reduction of crime as a key priority and initiated action to 
strengthen our law enforcement efforts, particularly in the area 
of organized crime and drug trafficking. For the first time in 
history, the FBI was brought into the drug battle. Moreover, we 
changed the posse comitatus laws to bring the Nation's military 
into the fight against crime. We also substantially increased 
the resources of Federal law enforcement -- by adding close to 
1,000 new FBI and DEA agents beginning in FY 1981, and by in
creasing the Federal law enforcement budget by almost fifty 
percent over the past three years. Our multifaceted national 
strategy, however, had as its cornerstone the establishment of 
twelve new task forces whose mission was to identify, investigate, 
and prosecute high-level members of drug trafficking enterprises. 

The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces are now 
fully operational and are beginning to deliver impressive results. 
The Task Forces have facilitated functioning partnerships between 
and among Federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies, and 
have initiated significant cases against the organizers, finan
ciers, and money launderers who direct and support organized drug 
groups. As of December 31, 1983, the new Task Forces had initiated 
over four hundred. and fifty cases. Although the enclosed report 
covers only 1983 -- the first year of our new Task Forces -- the 
progress reported has continued and grown thus far in 1984. In 
fact, compared to all of 1983, there were twenty-two percent more 
cases in which indictments were returned in the first two months 
of 1984 alone -- and a thirty-two percent increase in the number 
of defendants indicted. 

I am also pleased to report the progress of other elements 
of our strategy to fight organized crime and drug trafficking -
specifically, the Organized Crime Commission, the Governor's 
Project, and increased prison and jail space. The legislative 
initiatives so vital to the fight against crime have been posi
tively acted upon by the Senate and await House of Representa
tives action. As a result of a Memorandum of Agreement signed 
by Secretary Regan and myself, the National Center for State 
and Local Law Enforcement Training has become fully operational, 



training State and local enforcement personnel from 50 states in 
the past year. 

In view of these accomplishments, it is particularly grati
fying to me to transmit herewith the first annual report you re
quested be made to the American people through your off ice and 
the Congress. Copies are also being provided specifically to the 
Appropriations Committees and Judiciary Committees of the Senate 
and the House of Representatives. 

William French Smith 
Attorney General 
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Executive Summary 

On October 14, 1982, President Reagan an
nounced an unprecedented Federal effort to sever 
the connection between drug trafficking and 
organized crime in the United States. The establish
ment of twelve Organized Crime Drug Enforce
ment Task Forces was among several initiatives the 
President directed. Other initiatives included: 

• Establishment of the Organized Crime 
Commission, a panel of distinguished 
experts, to hold public hearings and 
analyze criminal organizations and their 
influence across the United States; 

• Establishment of the Governors Project 
to enlist Governors in bringing about 
criminal justice reforms; 

• Increased emphasis on training State 
and local law enforcement personnel at 
the Federal Law Enforcement Training 
Center; 

• Supplementary prison and jail 
facilities; and 

• A renewal of efforts to obtain passage 
by Congress of important criminal Jaw 
reforms. 

The President also requested a yearly report 
to the American people on the status of the fight 
against organized crime and organized criminal 
groups dealing in drugs. This is the first Annual 
Report of tlze Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task 
Force Program. It includes an inventory of the prog
ress of the other presidential initiatives. 

The twelve Task Forces, keystone of the Presi
dent's initiatives, are central to this report. The 
Task Forces began with a nationwide narcotics 
crime survey conducted by the ninety-four United 
States Attorneys. Geographic definitions for the 
twelve Task Force Regions were established and 
personnel allocations were fitted to each Region's 
requirements as determined from the nationwide 

analysis. At the same time, under the direction of 
the Associate Attorney General and the Assistant 
Secretary of the Treasury for Enforcement and 
Operations, operating guidelines entitled Guidelines 
for tlze Drug Enforcement Task Forces were drafted, 
discussed, and redrafted by the enforcement agen
cies initially involved: the Internal Revenue Serv
ice, the U.S. Customs Service, and the Bureau of 
Akohol, Tobacco and Firearms in the Department 
of the Treasury, and the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation and the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion in the Department of Justice. 

In January 1983 authorization was granted 
for 200 additional prosecutor positions for U.S. At
torneys and 1,000 additional investigator positions 
for Federal enforcement agencies. The agencies 
made available for these positions their most ex
perienced narcotics and financial investigative per
sonnd for Task Force cases, backfilling normal 
operations as fast as new agents could be hired and 
trained. Although some of these replacements were 
still in training, virtually all Task Force com
mitments were filled by October 1, 1983; and this 
was accomplished without reported damage to pre
existing agency operations. Thus, at year's end the 
Task Forces comprised 1,200 experienced agents 
and attorneys, supported by paralegal, research, 
and clerical personnel, all of whose efforts were 
focused on dismantling drug trafficking 
organizations. 

Restrictive case selection rules were written 
to ensure that the Task Forces would take the more 
difficult course which is their mandate-attack 
high-level targets. In order to respond quickly to 
the emergency, as requested by the President, the 
Task Forces adopted 200 existing cases. The 
Associate Attorney General approved these initial 
investigations on a case-by-case basis. The criteria 
for approval included ongoing pre-indictment in
vestigative work, the occurrence of narcotics 
distribution at an organized level, and the need for 
the skills of more than one law enforcement agency. 
Task Forces then proceeded individually to select 
additional worthwhile investigations to pursue, 
eventually developing 467 cases nationwide. 
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The cases, as well as_ the Guidelines, shaped 
the Task Forces. Where obstacles to progress oc
curred they were quickly overcome by the 
necessities of case development and prosecution. 
Then, as administrative and political matters began 
to sort themselves out, the first indictments were 
returned and prosecutions begun. 

The principal defendants are from the highest 
levels of narcotics trafficking organizations. They 
include physicians, bankers, and public employees, 
as well as drug financiers, smugglers, and 
distributors. The cases are comprehensive in their 
exploitation of all criminal aspects of an jnvestiga
tion because the Task Forces are able to field a 
variety of investigative and prosecutorial expertise. 
Two hundred sixty-four indictments involving 
1,232 defendants have so far been produced. Ninety 
of those defendants are charged under the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations 
(RICO) statute. This charge carries a maximum 
sentence of twenty years' imprisonment and also 
provides for criminal forfeiture of all interests ac
quired in violation of the statute. Through 
December 31, 1983, fines, seizures, and forfeitures 
of cash and property exceeded $30 mi11ion. Tons 
of narcotics and dangerous drugs were removed 
from the illegal marketplace and destroyed. 

The most remarkable statistic may result from 
Task Force employment of the Continuing 
Criminal Enterprise (COE) statute. This statute 
carries a maximum penalty of life imprisonment 
without parole opportunity and provides for 
forfeiture of the proceeds connected with the 
enterprise. In the first ten years following passage 
of this potentia1ly powerful statute in 1970, grand 
juries returned only eighty-five indictments 
charging COE violations. As high-level drug 
trafficking and enforcement activities increased, 
COE indictments also increased from twenty-nine 
in FY 1981, to fifty-six in FY 1982, and to sixty
eight in FY 1983. Most of these record-making 
sixty-eight CCE indictments were returned in Task 
Force cases. In the first year forty-one cases, one
third of all indicted Task Force cases, included 
COE indictments. 

The Task Forces jn their first year were not 
without internal challenges and growing pains. 
These are enumerated in this report with a view 
toward effecting their resolution. Just as local drug 
markets and criminal organizations differ, the 
twelve Task Forces differ in makeup, management 
systems, and case and intelligence development ap
pro .. ches. However, all are producing polished, 
significant cases, broad in scope, with vertical 
penetration into significant trafficking organizations 
to a degree never previously achieved. The 
synergistic work of a half-dozen Federal in
vestigative agencies and guidelines that encourage 
pursuit of important potential defendants are the 
new weapons provided by the Task Force Program. 

The most comprehensive information in this 
report is to be found in the narrative sections which, 
as a group, present a current review of drug traf
ficking organizations and a reliable picture of the 
Task Forces in operation and their progress in four 
areas of special emphasis: intervention at high levels 
of criminal organizations; coordination and 
cooperation between Federal agencies; participa
tion by State and local agencies; and financial in
vestigations, seizures, and forfeitures. 

Some statistical measurements of drug 
availability and abuse are included in this report. 
As might be expected, no Task Force impact on 
the trends reflected in these data can yet be per
ceived. What the statistics do present clearly is the 
current magnitude of the problem, truly the major 
law enforcement challenge of this quarter-century. 

Considerable progress has been made on the 
presidential initiatives, which were announced only 
eighteen months ago. This report presents specific 
data and activity summaries for 1983 on each 
initiative. 

Organized criminal ventures, narcotics traf
ficking crimes in particular, have not abated. But 
the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task 
Forces and the supporting Federal, State, and local 
agencies have demonstrated new methods and a 
renewed spirit that may mark a turning point in 
the battle against illicit trafficking in narcotics and 
dangerous drugs. 
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Background and Introduction 
to the Task Force Program 

Purpose, Rationale, and 
Methodology of the Annual 

Report 

. This report summarizes the first-year opera-
tions of the twelve Organized Crime Drug Enforce
ment Task Forces. President Reagan announced 
the T~s~ ~o~ce Program and other drug enforce
ment m1t1at1ves on October 14, 1982. The Task 
Fore~ Program was formally provided resources by 
~ubhc Law 97-377, The Continuing Appropria
twns for 1983, enacted on December 21, 1982. 
Congress specified requirements for an annual 
report on the Task Forces.* This report meets three 
congressional requirements: 1) that it disclose and 
compa~e c~rta~n statistical indicators of drug abuse, 
drug d1stnbut10n, and narcotics law enforcement 
~)that it ~xp~ain the Task Force Program's opera~ 
twnal guidelines, and 3) that it provide examples 
of successful narcotics Jaw enforcement and 
prosecutio;11· 1· It ~lso includes progress reports on 
the ~rgamzed Cnme Commission, the Governors 
Project, the National Center for State and Local 
Law Enforce~ent Training, the program for sup
plementary pnson and jail facilities, and the anti
crime legislative initiatives. 

Since no national data for this report were ac
cepted after February 1, 1984, most December 1983 

* Requirements were outlined in the House and Senate 
Appropriations Conference Committee Report 
December 20, 1982, as published in the Congressional 
Record(Hl0:632). The Guidelines for the Drug Enforce
ment Task Forces were adopted by the Attorney General 
on January 20, 1983, which became the effective start· 
up date. 

t The ~erm '' ~arcotic, '' in its medical meaning, refers 
to op~um, opium derivatives, or synthetic substitutes. 
In this report, the term narcotics is used to refer to 
all drugs that are traded illegally. 

data and, in some instances, data for the entire last 
h~f of CY 1983 are estimated. Investigations of the 
kmd mandated to the Task Forces typically require 
y~ars rather than months for development. 
VIrtually all 1,232 of the Task Force indictments 
~o far. re.ported resulted from the 200 original 
mvest1gat1ons which were in a pre-indictment 
stage when the Task Forces began operating in 
1983. 

The fact that no Task Force has more than 
a year of institutional development and many have 
much less does not preclude progress but does tend 
to. devalue the statistical results. As expected, in 
this first annual accounting reflecting both the 
growth of narcotics crime and the early inroads of 
~he Task Forces, the data progression is not always 
favorable._ Early arrest and conviction figures rep
resent solid Task Force accomplishments but as 
Jong as ?1:1g prices are stable and user figur;s climb, 
the stat1st1cs only demonstrate that still more effort 
is required. 

. The congressional requirements for explana-
tion of th~ Tas~ Fo~ce guidelines and examples of 
successful mveshgat1ons are met in narrative for,1:at 
throughout this report. Data for this report were 
gathered by a small team comprised equally of 
?e~artment of Justice personnel and criminal 
JUst1ce research consultants who interviewed 363 
Task Force Personnel and other interested parties 
at the three major structural components of the 
~ask Fore~ Program-Washington, D.C., opera
t1?ns.; regional core cities; and several of the 
d1stncts. 

Although this report is prepared by staff under 
~e supervision of the Attorney General, the authors 
m fact ~re the agents, attorneys, and managers who 
sub~rdmated personal and parochial concerns in 
the mterest of providing an accurate and com
prehensive review of the first year of the President's 
new o.ffensives against organized criminal 
enterprises. 
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Historical Overview of Drug 
Trafficking and the Federal 

Response 

Genesis of Drug Abuse in the United States 
Throughout this country's history, drug abuse 

and resultant dependency have caused concern 
within families as well as the medical profession, 
law enforcement agencies, and legisl:.tive bodies. 
The use, sale, and distribution of illicit drugs have 
been problems in the United States from the days 
of the Yankee clipper ship captain secreting a few 
tins of raw opium in his sea bag to the current an
nual importation of hundreds of millions of dollars 
worth of heroin, cocaine, and marijuana by 
organized criminal syndicates. Only the substances 
of choice, the prevalence of abuse, and the means 
of dissemination have changed. 

In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
centuries opium was prescribed by American doc
tors for a variety of ailments ranging from head
aches to melancholy. Its medicinal use was in such 
favor that commercial poppy fields were established 
in Louisiana and Mississippi to meet the national 
demand. While signs of physical dependence were 
noted by physicians, it was not considered to be 
nearly as dangerous as alcohol or tobacco use. In 
fact, opium was often prescribed as a curative for 
the "immoral use of drink and tobacco." 

"The habit is gaining fearful 
ground among our professional 
men; the operatives in our 
mills, our weary serving women, 
our fagged clerks, our former 
liquor drunkards, our very day 
laborers, who a generation ago 
took gin. All our classes from 
the highest to the lowest are 
yearly increasing their con
sumption of the drug(s)." 

Fitzhugh Ludlow, Harper's magazine, 
August 1867 

Widespread dependence did not occur until 
the turn of the nineteenth century, when morphine 
was synthesized from opium base. Hailed as a non-

addictive substitute for opium, it was even more 
widely prescribed and distributed than its 
predecessor. The isolation of the alkaloid derivative 
codeine and the invention of the hypodermic sy
ringe in 1845 greatly enhanced the medical pro
fession's use of narcotics to alleviate the ills of the 
American populace and furthered their potential 
for abuse. 

The medicinal powers of the substances and 
the profit to be gained from their sale and distribu
tion were recognized by the burgeoning phar
maceutical industry and by hundreds of smaller en
trepreneurs and peddlers. Elixirs and nostrums as 
well as "soothing preparations for children" were 
availab.le as over-the-counter medicines in phar
macies, barber shops, and general stores. These 
cheerfully labeled products, such as Mrs. Winslow'£ 
Soothing Syrup, Lydia Pinkham's Remedy, and 
Godfrey's Cordial, were composed of any of several 
opium derivatives-paregoric, laudanum, and 
codeine-all heavily laced with alcohol and sugar 
syrups. During this era, it has been estimated that 
4 percent of the population of the United States or 
some 2 .5 million individuals were also using some 
sort of opiate for non-medicinal purposes. 

The Civil War, perhaps more than any other 
event up to that time, was a catalyst for American 
addiction. Due to inadequate field hospital farilities 
and the reliance on amputation to prevent the 
spread of gangrene, morphine was dispensed with 
minimal concern for its habit-forming properties. 
Its use was so widespread that the resultant addic
tion of tens of thousands of servicemen became 
known as the ''soldier's disease.'' 

In the 1880s, drug addiction was viewed by 
the medical profession and the American populace 
as a moral weakness similar to but far less odious 
than alcoholism. In contrast to the rapidly grow
ing temperance movetnent, there was no outcry for 
abstention or even minimal controls on the 
manufacture or sale of opiates. 

As the number of addicted individuals 
grew, however, the medical community became in
creasingly concerned. The prescription of opium 
products as well as the use of non-regulated patent 
medicines was increasing. While there wa.s no ques
tion that opium products had beneficial medicinal 
properties, the debilitating results of long-term 
opiate use were being identified. 

In the search for a substitute, heroin was 
isolated in Germany in 1895. Once again an opiate, 
this time heralded as "God's Own Medicine," was 
said to be a non-addictive, safe drug that was more 
effective than opium or morphine and could be used 
to treat and cure morphine addiction. 
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As society began to realize that the chronic 
use of opium and its derivatives was a national 
problem, a number of State laws were enacted that 
called for the confinement of chronic abusers in 
public institutions. However, the lack of available 
beds and inadequate treatment methods soon led 
to legislative measures directed at the control and 
distribution of opiates in order to combat wide
spread abuse. 

Early Federal Response 
Legislatim r nitiatives 

The first attempt at regulating the use and 
distribution of opium in the United States was 
legislated by Congress in 1909. Known as "An Act 
to Prohibit the Importation and Use of Opium 
for Other Than Medicinal Purposes,'' the bill was 
an outgrowth of the findings and recommendations 
of the 1908 Shanghai Convention and the American 
Opium Commission which Congress had estab
lished in 1908. 

The legislation imposed criminal sanctions 
on illegal opium importation and directed the 
Secretary of the Treasury to establish guidelines 
and regulations that would ensure the registra
tion of all opiate derivatives entering t11e country. 
The Act did not, however, deal with the domestic 
production, manufacture, or interstate shipment 
of opium products. Opium products were still 
available without a physician's prescription and 
were being marketed throughout the country 
through retail outlets and a growing mail-order 
trade. 

Faced with a national consumption rate 
estimated at 400,000 pounds of opium a year and 
intense lobb>ring on the part of religious and civic 
groups, Congress responded with the passage of the 
Harrison Narcotic Act in 1914, which became the 
cornerstone of domestic narcotics policy. The Act, 
administered by the Department of the Treasury's 
Commissioner of Prohibition, imposed an excise 
ta\'. on each ounce of opium, coca leaves, and opium 
alkaloids distributed. It further required every in
dividual who was involved in narcotics importation, 
manufacture, sale, and distribution (including 
physicians) to pay an annual tax and register with 
the Treasury Department. Each registrant was re
quired to keep complete records of each transac
tion and to provide these records to the Govern
ment upon request. 

Certain individuals viewed the Harrison Act 
as a rational way to limit addiction and drug abuse 
through taxation and registration. It was a 
regulatory device which, according to the American 

Opium Commission, "would bring the whole traf
fic and use of these drugs into the light of day and, 
therefore, create a public opinion against the use 
of them that would be more important, perhaps, 
than the Act itself" (Dr. Hamilton Wright, 
American Opium Commission). The Act was 
heralded as a method of drug abuse control and 
as a public awareness tool. 

judicial Decisions 
The Harrison Act, at first glance, appeared 

to sanction the medical profession's treatment of 
addicted individuals with opium derivatives as long 
as the physicians duly registered with the Treasury 
Department, paid the required excise taxes, and 
prescribed the medication in good faith. However, 
the imposition of a tax as a regulatory measure, 
and the ambiguity of the "good faith" clausl', 
destined the Act to judicial review and interpreta
tion. In a three-year period, 19 J 9 to 1922, the 
Supreme Court rendered three opinions that sub
sequently governed the enforcement of the Act. 
On May 3, 1919, the Court, in United States v. 
Doremus, ruled that the Act was within the taxing 
authority of Congress and did not violate the Con
stitution despite the fact that the excise tax was 
levied for other than revenue-raising purposes. On 
the same day, the Court handed down its decision 
in T+·ebb v. United States. Dr. Webb, an acknowl
edged "script doctor,"* was arrested for prescrib
ing morphine to an addict not directly under his 
care. The Court ruled that Webb had violated the 
Harrison Act by prescribing morphine to the ad
dict ''for the sake of continuing his accustomed 
use," and not as a cure to his addiction. Finally, 
in a 1922 landmark decision, Unitl'd States v. 
Behrman, the Supreme Court ruled that it was il
legal for a doctor to prescribe narcotics to an ad
dict on a maintenance basis even if the individual 
was a patient under the physician's care, stating 
that "such so-called prescript ions could only result 
in the gratification of a diseased appetite for these 
pernicious drugs .... '' 

* Since the mid-1880s, doctors had been treating ad
dicted individuals through maintenance programs, 
prescribing varying amounts of morphine or codeine 
on a regular basis. The vast majority of physicians 
who operated clinics for addicts as well as those who 
treated patients on an individual basis prescribed 
minimum dosages and obeyed the law, but a few, 
known as "script doc-tors," sold prescriptions on a 
graduatt:cl scale based upon the strength of the dosage 
and not upon its actual value or the patient's need. 
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These decisions set the stage for thousands of 
additional prosecutions. (From 1914 to 1922, over 
50,000 individuals were charged under the Act 
although 75 percent of the charges were subs~
quently dropped.) Essentially, the Court had ruled 
that an acknowledged addict could no longer receive 
treatment on a maintenance basis from a physician. 
The result was that doctors ceased prescribing nar
cotics to known addicts. Their role was filled by 
pushers and iliegal drug dealers. Addicted in
dividuals now sought non-prescription narcotics 
from illicit sources. 

Law Enforcement Efforts ( 1914-192 9) 
The passage of the Volstead Act in 1919, 

which outlawed the sale and distribution of alcohol, 
can also be viewed as a benchmark in the Federal 
effort to control the sale and distribution of nar
cotics. The Act established the Prohibition Unit in 
the Treasury Department and granted it the 
authority and responsibility for enforcing America's 
"noble experiment." Initially, it seemed logical to 
place the enforcement arm of the Harrison Act 
within the newly created Prohibition Unit. 
Accordingly, the Narcotics Division was formed 
with an initial staff of 170 agents and an appropria
tion of $270,000 in 1919. 

''As in the case of most pro
hibitive laws, however, this 
one fell short of the mark. So 
far, in fact, that instead of 
stopping the traffic, those who 
deal in dope now make double 
their money from the poor 
unfortunates upon whom they 
prey." 

Illinois Nfedical journal, editorial on 
the Harrison Act, June 1926 

The record of the Narcotics Division was 
mixed. After the initial onslaught of arrests follow
ing the Doremus and Webb decisions, the Division 
concentrated on closing the few remaining clinics 
that were still in operation and on prosecuting street 
peddlers. While the number of convictions of those 
required to register under the Act fell markedly, 
the length of prison terms imposed escalated as 
judges and juries reacted to the public's growing 

concern over the illegal drug trade. The result was 
overcrowding of Federal penitentiaries with nar
cotics violators and the call for "narcotics farms," 
which were to be administered by the Public Health 
Service. 

"Agents sl1ould discontinue 
investigating the corner drug

store and the family doctor 
and get after the smugglers 

and racketeers.'' 

Henry J. Anslinger, upon his 
appointment to the Commission 
of Narcotics, 1930 

During this period the American Medical 
Association (AMA), which initially saw the Har
rison Act as an effective means to rid the medical 
profession of unscrupulous doctors, became con
cerned about the perceived harassment of its 
members. The widespread investigation and the 
sometimes overzealous enforcement tactics of the 
Narcotics Division lead the AMA to question the 
Federal Government's role in the practice of 
medicine. Both the Treasury Department and the 
AMA closely followed the court cases revolving 
around the Harrison Act and the implications of 
the Court's decisions for the medical profession. 
Agents who formerly focused their attention on 
registered physicians were pressed by the Treasury 
Department and the AMA to concentrate their ef
forts on the blatantly illegal importation and sale 
of narcotics. Criticism of the Division's tactics and 
its close association with the enforcers of the "dry 
laws,'' which had become more and more an 
anathema to the American people, culminated in 
1929. As a result of a scandal involving the falsifica
tion of arrest records, and charges of payoffs and 
collusion with dealers, drug enforcement respon
sibilities were removed from the Prohibition Unit 
and a separate Federal Bureau of Narcotics was 
created on July 1, 1930. This reorganization was 
the first of many to shape the mandate and, subse
quently, the effectiveness of drug enforcement 
within the Federal Government. 

The early years of the Federal Bureau of Nar
cotics were most notably marked by the successful 
shepherding and passage of the Marijuana Act and 
the attack on organized crime involved in narcotics. 
Although there was some interest in incorporating 
a ban on marijuana into the Harrison Act, it was 
not considered a sufficiently dangerous substance 
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at that time. A primary reasor. for its exclusion was 
its commercial value. Marijuana was still being 
cultivated widely in the South and Southwest as a 
natural fiber for making rope and twine. It was also 
used extensively in the pharmaceutical industry as 
an ingredient in veterinary medicines and as a base 
for corn plasters. Its potential for abuse based upon 
its euphoria-producing properties was seen to be 
far outweighed by its commercial value. However, 
the mood of the country and Congress began to 
change with regard to the potential dangers of mari
juana in the 1930s as a result of the efforts of a small 
but vocal group of crusaders. 

The Narcotics Bureau's leaders initially 
thought that the States should exercise their au
thority in the control of the drug. In its annual 
report of 1932, the Bureau played down the dangers 
of marijuana and instead called for passage of a 
Uniform State Narcotics Law to be adopted by the 
States. The Bureau argued that such adoption 
would facilitate a Federal, State, and local partner
ship in the control of marijuana and other drugs, 
signaling the first call for multi-organizational 
cooperation in the control and regulation of illicit 
drugs. 

Despite the Bureau's position, State and local 
authorities continued to lobby for a Federal statute. 
Governors, State legislators, and a variety of civic 
and religious groups went to Congress with tales 
of marijuana-induced crime and violence. Faced 
with this outcry, the Bureau eventually became an 
ardent supporter of marijuana legislation. 

Led by its Commissioner, the Narcotics 
Bureau and members of the House \A/ ays and 
Means Committee drafted legislation to outlaw the 
importation, production, use, and distribution of 
marijuana. The Marijuana Tax Act passed in both 
the House and the Senate and was signed by Presi
dent Roosevelt in the summer of 1937. 

Patterns of Drug Trafficking 
Although the Bureau supported the passage 

of the Tax Act, it still saw its primary mission as 
the interdiction of illegal narcotics and the en
forcement of the Harrison Act. The Volstead Act, 
which had created the Bureau's predecessor \Vas 
ironically, an impetus for the expansion of ;rgan~ 
izecl crime. 

The Rise of Organized Crime 
Prior to the 1900s, every major metropolitan 

area in the United States had tight-knit criminal 
gangs. The early gangs developed in tenements and 
ghettos populated by European immigrants who 
entered the country in massive numbers in the 

1800s. The gangs primarily confined their activ
ities to their own "turf," preying upon their fel
low immigrants. Whether Chinese, Italian, Irish, 
or German, the gangs specialized in muggings, 
extortion, and loan-sharking. As the gangs or syn
dicates grew in size and wealth, they streamlined 
their organizations, relying to a large degree on the 
skills, education, and Americanizati0n of seeond
generation members. There were greater profits 
and fewer risks involved in prostitution, gambling, 
and protection than in muggings or armed robbery. 
Accordingly, the membership began to include 
accountants, lawyers, and those with an entre
preneurial bent intent on cashing in with the rest 
of the country in the new era of prosperity. 

When Prohibition came, the syndicates were 
ready. Using the skills and resources that they 
had developed over the last decades as well as 
their newly instilled business acumen, they moved 
into the bootleg business. Throughout the 1920s 
and early 1930s, they were responsible for the 
smuggling, distribution, and sale of hundreds of 
millions of dollars worth of illegally distilled spirits 
that the American public was more than eager to 
buy. 

With the repeal of the Volstead Act in 1933, 
organized crime was faced with a major problem. 
The revenues derived from the production, impor
tation, and distribution of illegal spirits suddenly 
evaporated. This income, which had nurtured 
and sustained the major criminal organizations, 
was reduced from an estimated $80 million per 
year to a negligible amount received from infiltra
tion into the trucking and hauling industries that 
moved the legal alcohol from wholesalers to retail 
outlets. 

Due largely to experience gained in rum run
ning and smuggling, and the existence of an 
elaborate distribution network, the illegal drug 
trade proved to be a natural transition for organized 
crime. While the potential profits were high, the 
market was minimal. The public's concern for the 
drug problem and criminal involvement was also 
minimal and sporadically expressed. Drug use was 
characterized in the popular press as a problem con
fined to public personalities such as Billie Holiday 
and others in the artistic community. 

During the late 1940s and 1950s, the Federal 
Bureau of Narcotics continued its efforts to inter
dict illicit drugs coming into the country and pros
ecute distributors and dealers. Unlike the previous 
decades, however, the Bureau adopted a more 
moderate approach in its dealings with Congress 
as well as the American people. While still alerting 
the public to the dangers of narcotics abuse, it 
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concentrated on seeking harsher penalties and 
mandatory minimum sentences for narcotics 
violators. The Bureau focused its efforts on street 
vendors and known importers such as Arnold 
Rothstein, Vito Genevese, and Lucky Luciano. 

does exist at least one criminal organization that 
is national in scope-La Cosa Nostra, or LCN, 
sometimes referred to as the Syndicate or the Mob. 

Today, LCN consists of a confederation of 
twenty-four "families," each operating within 
similar organizational structures and using similar 
methods. Though each member is affiliated with 
a particular family, all recognize that they are part 
of a national organization. There is substantial 
evidence of a "commission" that resolves inter
family disputes, ratifies new bosses, and, at times, 
issues orders on matters of common concern. 

Current Patterns* 
The drug-related crime problem in the 1980s 

is not limited to traditional organized crime. In 
the past twenty years, newly organized criminal 
enterprises that deal not only in drugs but also 
in other criminal activities traditionally controlled 
by organizations such as La Costa Nostra have 

emerged. 
Drug trafficking is a continuing criminal 

enterprise in which a series of criminal laws are 
violated for financial gain. It requires the collabora
tion of a large number of people in complicated 
organizational and financial structures. Drug 
organizations do not necessarily consist of in
dividuals with the same ethnic background. Their 
commonality may rest on similar occupational 
groupings (e.g., doctors and pharmacists, lawyers 
and accountants), on coincidental association (e.g., 
prison gangs), or simply on common interests other 
than drugs (e.g., motorcycle gangs). These drug 
organizations often must depend on or actually ally 
with other groups in order to accomplish a par

ticular aspect of the operation. 
Regardless of the specific drug involved, as 

in any business structure drug traffic\<ing organiza
tions have various needs and hire individuals who 
will accomplish many tasks. They include finan
ciers, logistics experts, exporters, importers, 
wholesalers, retailers, and recruiters. This separa
tion of function promotes efficiency and protects 
the organization. The loss of any one member does 
not threaten the stability of the whole organization. 
Only the upper echelon has knowledge of the en

tire operational structure. 
Like traditional organized crime groups, these 

organizations seek to protect themselves with vows 
of secrecy and loyalty, enforcing their strict 
discipline by threats of violence. In the major 
organizations, the bonds are further strengthened 

by ethnic and family ties. 

LCN has remained intact in this country 
largely as a result of its organizational structure and 
unyielding requirements of loyalty and discipline, 
enforced by threats and violence. Although its 
members may be bound together by common 
ancestry, blood relationships are not required or 
implied by the use of the term "family." 

Other Organized Crime Groups. Other organized 
groups from varied geographic, ethnic, and racial 
backgrounds are involved in illegal activities, in
cluding the traditional rackets and narcotics. For 
example, prison-spawned gangs developed inside 
the California State Prison System in the 1960s. 
They remain mostly a West Coast phenomenon 
and are quasi-military, violence-prone, highly 
structured criminal enterprises that operate both 
inside and outside prison walls. They engage in a 
wide range of criminal activities including narcotics 
and weapons trafficking, extortion, robbery, and 
murder. Known prison gangs include the Mexican 
Mafia, La Nuestra Familia, the Aryan Brother
hood, and the Black Guerrilla Family. 

Other ethnic groups emerging in this coun
try include the Japanese Yakuza and the Chinese 

Triad Societies. 
Another major organized crime group in-

Traditional Organized Crime. The term "organ
ized crime" is not synonymous with any one group; 
many varieties and combinations of criminal groups 
are properly included within the definition. There 

cludes the approximately 800 outlaw motorcycle 
gangs in the United States. These gangs have 
graduated from lawless, hell-raising motorcycle 
riding outlaws to sophisticated criminal organiza
tions. The leaders sometimes wear three-piece suits, 
drive expensive cars, run legitimate businesses, and 
only wear their "colors" or ride their bikes on 
special occasions. The largest and most significant 
of these gangs are the Hells Angels, Outlaws, 
Pagans, and Bandiclos. The Hells Angels and 
Outlaws have chapters in other countries as well. 

Outlaw motorcycle gangs derive the bulk of 
their finances from illegal activities including pros
titution, vehicle tl~eft, burglary, and the manufac
ture and distribution of illicit drugs. Metham
phetamine and phcncyclidine (PCP) are the drugs * Information for this section of the report was pro

vided by the FBI, DEA, and IRS. 
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most of~c:1 associated wit.h outlm~ motorcycle gangs 
but they also traffic 111 coca111e, heroin and 
methaqualone. * ' 

. Organized crime groups cross national bound
~·r~s as well. F~r example, operating within the 
. nr.ted States, v10l.e'.1t Colombian criminal organ-
1zat1ons are explo1t111g the cocaine market. The 
D. rug E.· nforcernent Administratio11 (DEA) I ·d T < ms 1 en-
tJ ied ten to tw?lv~ Colombian organizations which 
control the I~1<1JOnty of cocaine traffic to the United 
S~ates. Durmg the 1960s and 1970s, the Colom
~I<~ns expa~de? th<:ir roles as producers and couriers 
o~ other d1stn.but.1on networks to the actual smu -

gl111g and distributing of drugs themselve~ 
~:l~ough t,l~~)' h~\'e gain~d a foothold in many U .s: 
c1.t:c~, t1.1c11 p~·1mary mfrastructure and U.S. 
d1su 1but10n pomts remain in South Florida. 

Tiu· Professionals: Commerce Finance tl1c L 
d \1 { . "I' , , au•, 

an J· l'.r.zwu'. h~rc is one central ingredient in a 
nai:cot1cs orga111zation upon which all others 
~1ct1vel~' depend for their continued operation. This 
111grcd1en t can best be described as ti e " r · . l " · . . · 1 pro1es-
s10na s in an organ1z·1t1t)l1 "fl , . . I · • • • • ' c • 1cy <11e t1c 1n1-

po1te1 s, d1str.1but?rs, financiers, and rnoncv 
launderers. H1stoneally, this gToup remained in·
~ulatcd ~y front c~mpany nominees and middlemen 
~~~~1sc. t~1e. various law enforcement agencies 

la_ked sufficient resources to pierce this veil of 
se,crecy. Tr~ditionally, their participation in 
~rgan:zecl cnmc has meant supplying capital to 
frnance drug ventures or laundering proceeds col
lected through the distribution of drugs. 

Recently the lure of easy, almost limitless 
we·1lth obt · bl · . c ' ama ? rn a relati\·ely short period of 
t~me, ~1as resulted ll1 new drug tra!licking organiza
tions fo1:mecl by some of these profcssio1;als. These 
types o{ orgamzations arc unique in that they are 
often co.rnposed of individuals from all social and 
~~on~1~1c classes who have no previous criminal 
l eco1 els ~1~1d arc respected members of their 
commun1t1es. 
. ~1~ ,n,1~ny instances these trafficking organiza-

t10'.1s ell c. st1 ucturcd al.on~ corporate lines, with each 
r~1cm.be1 oft~1c.organ1zat1on having a specific func
tion dnd defirntc' j)lace in the (']1·11'n C)J' l rvI · · c commanc . 

a'.1;', ~.1mcs. the men:bcrs operate conglomerates 
o~ Sc\ er al smaJl, organized groups which handle one 
?1 more ~f the drug trafficking activities-finance 
11~1p~rta~1on, transportation' storage' securi t\.' 
d1stnbu11on, monev laundering· ct" Altl1 ·I I , ·. ' ' ' '. oug 1 t 1CSC 

* It is esti~11ated t!wt at least 60 percent of the mctham
phctammc available in this country is controlled b. 
outlaw motorcycle gangs. ) 

organizations are not traditional I CN . · I _, orgamza-
llons, ~ 1ey ~mploy techniques, technical equipment 
and d1sc1pl111es normally associated with LCN. ' 
. . M~r~ and mo~e frequently money launder
mg.~pecialists ~re ?emg utilized by these drug traf
fi~kll~g orgam~att~ns as well as the trad i tionaJ 
c1 u~1~al orga:11~at1ons because they are skilled at 
de\ is111g sophisticated techniques to dispose of ti e 
cno~·rnous amounts of currency and at convertir~ 
the illegally ge1~erated profits to paper entries an~ 
other Jess suspicious forms. 

These money laundering specialists sometimes 
pro\'e to be attorneys, bankers, and accountants 
They may not only help launder the illicit dru . 
money, ~I:ey. rnay also provide financinrr for th~ 
drug tr~~fKkmg organizations. Accounta"'nts have 
?e~n utili~ed .to keep the books of the drug traffick
rng orgarnzat10ns and many times help disguise ti 
source of the drug· proceeds. Laundering these dr~; 
!Jroceeds through U.S. financial institutions may 
im·olve :he coop.eration of bankers, money brokers 
and their associates. ' ' 
. Another group of drug trafficking profes-

sionals arc the doctors stockbroker·s e11g· d ·l , . · ' , · 1neers, an 
ot 1u busrnessmcn who help finance th . · . di . . . < · e 1mporta-
~1?n dn. or: c~1stnbut1on oflarge quantities of drugs. 
. :1.e.se. m~ll\:.1d~als are th.e silent partners, taking 

\ ;1) ~it.tic i JSk, yet reap111g phenomena] profits. 
1 hesc importers/exporters are "cl " b I . c ean ecause 
l W)', too.' arc usually respected members of tl 
commurnty hav.ing no previous criminal record:~ 

. Another highly sophisticated criminal group 
consists of those medical professionals who divert 
~o.n:rolled drugs from health-care channels into the 
illicit market. These activities are frequently fi
nanced and controlled b)' traditio11al . . d • • • < 01 ganrze 
c1 line groups which have discovered that there are 
enormo . r b . us .PI o I.ts .to e made by diverting controlled 
~1 ugs wh.d: h1d111g behind the medical cloak of 
1 espcctabil1ty. 

~aw_ enforcement problems arise because of 
the th111 !me between legitimate ar d ·11 .. • • c 1 i egrttmate 
p1:~ct1~c .. In d1.agnos~ng various illnesses and 
pi esn i.brng or d1spens111g the type and amount of 
d::u~s _10.r trea~m~nt, physicians necessarily require 
I\ r~lc l.cttl,tudc m .1u~g1111~nt. Proving that this judg
ment 111\ olvcs cnm111~l 111tcnt is extremely difficult. 
. In order to obta111 a conviction, the prosecu-

t101~. must prove that a. ~hysician's activity was 
~~its1~c the. sc~pc of legitimate medical practice. 
l he rnves~1gat1on of this type of crime relies on 
~he ana~ys1s o.f such things as a doctor's prescrib
mg.or d1spens111~ patterns, clinic records, the extent 
of <l doctor-patient relationship a11d cl 1 . , , , . . . . ' rug pur-
e Mses. 1 hese uwest1gat1ons are very complex and 
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time-consuming, and the prosecution must satisfy 
a heavy burden of proof. 

This type of criminal enterprise is not limited 
to single practitioners; organizations have also been 
formed to divert controlled drugs under the guise 
of medical care facilities. These clinics are often 
well-equipped and staffed to maintain the facade 
of a legitimate practice. They are frequently owned 
and operated by non-medical personnel. One such 
organization netted an individual over $5 million 
in two years and in\'olved several physicians who 
conspired with over forty retail pharmacies to fill 
illegal prescriptions. Millions of dosage units of 
highly abused controlled drugs have been diverted 
inw the illicit market by these clinics. 

The scope of the diversion by one group may 
extend across State lines and encompass an entire 
region within the United States. This has become 
a national and international phenomenon as licit 
controlled drugs become the drugs of choice because 
of the consistent quality and widespread availa
bility. 

Federal Enforcement Efforts in the Modern Era 
To fully appreciate the evolution of Federal 

drug enforcement activities during the 1980s, it is 
necessary to understand the political and 
bureaucratic climate that, to a large extent, 
governed their development in the 1960s and 
1970s. 

"The present activity of the 
Federal Government regard
ing drug abuse is fragmented. 
The divisions, agencies, and 
bureaus of five cabinet de
partments are involved. In
herent in this fragmentation 
is a lessened emphasis on 
the problem of drug abuse 
because other, more primary 
duties face each official. A 
strong, well-coordinated 
general policy for the oper
ating divisions at lower levels 
has not been developed." 

The President's Advisory Com
mission on Narcotics and Drug 
Abuse, 1963 

Afi:er a twenty-year hiatus, concern about the 
"national drug problem" resurfaced at the State 
level in the early Sixties. In both the California and 
New York 1962 gubernatorial campaigns, centrnl 
issues were teenage drug abuse and crime in the 
streets. Accusations, on the one hand, of being soft 
on drug dealers, and on the other hand, of treating 
drug abuse as a criminal activity rather than a 
disease, permeated both campaigns. As a result, 
public attention was sharply focused on the issue 
and there was increased pressure from the public 
as well as State, local, and congressional officials 
for new Federal initiatives to deal with narcotics 
addiction and crime. 

Presidential Commissions 
A direct outgrowth of public concern was the 

convocation of the \Vhite House Conference on 
Narcotics and Drug Abuse in 1962, which led to 
an Executive Order establishing the Advisory Com
mission on Narcotics and Drug Abuse the follow
ing spring. The Commission's findings, made 
public in November 1963, called for a complete 
overhaul of the Federal narcotics enforcement 
system. Specifically, the Commission recommended 
the following: 

• The transfer of enforcement powers 
from the Department of the Treasury to 
the Department of Justice, with the over
sight of all acti\'ities by a "drug czar" 
appointed by the President; 

• The transfer of education and informa
tion responsibilities (non-enforcement) 
from the Treasury Department to the 
Department of Health, Education and 
Wei far('; 

• The transfer of regulation and control 
of licit dangerous drugs (amphetamines, 
barbiturates, etc.) from the Food and 
Drug Administration to the Department 
of Justice; 

• An increase in the number of narcotics 
agents; and 

• The liberalization of rules and regula
tions governing the use of wiretaps and 
pen registers in order to facilitate 
criminal investigations undertaken by 
Federal agents. 

The Commission's recommendations received 
approval by the Administration but did not come 
to immediate fruition. The assassination of' the 
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President later that month and the initial priorities 
of the Johnson Administration relegated the Com
mission's findings to the back shelf for the next few 
years. 

In 1965 President Johnson, faced with a ris
ing national concern over the misuse of barbiturates 
and amphetamines as well as the highly publicized 
proliferation of LSD among college-age youth, 
created his own advisory panel on drugs and nar
cotics. The Commission on Law Enforcement and 
Administration of Justice was charged with the for
midable mandate of undertaking a comprehensive 
study of the nation's crime problem and providing 
recommendations to coordinate its eradication on 
all fronts. The Task Force on Narcotics and Drug 
Abuse, a subcommittee of the Commission, was 
directed to study current Federal drug enforcement 
procedures and develop criteria for streamlining 
and consolidating them. 

Based upon the findings of both presidential 
commissions, PresidentJohnson sent his reorgan
ization plan of 1968 to Congress. In his message, 
he stated: 

... I call for the creation of a new and 
powerful Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs. \!\Tith this action, 
America will serve notice to the pusher 
and the peddler that their criminal acts 
must stop ... 

In many instances, we are confronted by 
well-organized, disciplined and resource
ful criminals who reap huge profits from 
their unfortunate victims. The response 
of the Federal Government must be 
unified, and it must be total ... 

When the plan was submitted to Congress it 
received mild criticism. Some members who had 
fought hard in 1965 for the creation of the Bureau 
of Drug Abuse Contrnl within the Food and Drug 
Administration held hearings to highlight that 
Bureau's success in reducing the number of 
clandestine laboratories which produced illicit 
amphetamines, barbiturates, and hallucinogens. 
Despite this attempt to retain autonomy, the 
Bureau of Drug Abuse Control along with many 
of its enforcement, informational, and analytical 
counterparts throughout the executive branch 
had its functions transferred in April 1968 
to the newly created Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) within the Justice 
Department. 

International Enforcement 
When Richard Nixon succeeded President 

Johnson in 1969, BNDD was still in its formative 
stages. President Nixon had made crime and drug 
abuse two primary issues in his campaign and, ac
cordingly, instructed his Attorney General to make 
good on the campaign promises by cracking down 
on drugs and. crime. 

Task Force One was created in the spring of 
1969 to design programs that would have an im
mediate effect on the importation of heroin and 
other illegal drugs that were crossing the borders 
in increasing amounts. The Task Force, headed by 
the Associate Artorney General and the Assistant 
Secretary of the Treasury for Enforcement and 
Operations, developed the first major interagency 
attempt at border interdiction. Labeled Operation 
Intercept, it sought to bring the personnel and 
resources of the U.S. Customs Service and BNDD 
into a single entity to close thi: Mexican border to 
narcotics smugglers and to demonstrate to other 
countries the commitment of the United States to 
eradicating the importation of illegal drugs. 

Operation Intercept consisted of more than 
2,000 Customs, U.S. Border Patrol, and BNDD 
agents and was described as the "country's largest 
peace-time search and seizure operation conducted 
by civil authorities." While little in the way of il
legal drugs was confiscated during the three-week 
operation, and relations were somewhat strained 
between the United States and Mexico due to the 
inordinate delays in processing tourists through the 
checkpoints, Operation Intercept was hailed as a 
successful effort in interagency cooperation. 

As a result of the operation, Justice Depart
ment officials realized that interdiction would con
tinue to be hamstrung without the cooperation and 
assistance of those countries from which the drugs 
originated. Therefore, the President launched new 
international efforts to stem the flow of drugs. 
Operation Intercept was converted to Operation 
Cooperation in the fall of 1969. One of the first ef
forts included the provision of direct financial aid 
to the Government of Mexico for purchasing air
craft and training support personnel in order to halt 
the drug flow before it reached the U.S. border. 

In the years that followed, diplomatic initia
tives were undertaken with Turkey, Burma, India, 
Mexico, and several Caribbean nations to curtail 
their production of poppies and marijuana with the 
financial assistance and support of the United 
States. 

To attack the problem of drug supplies from 
overseas, DEA established two Special Action 
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Offices, one in l\1exico in 1975 and the other in 
Southwest Asia in 1979. These were major coor
dination mechanisms, designed to focus enforce
ment efforts, diplomatic initiatives, and public 
support on the significant opium poppy cultivation 
and heroin trafficking problems originating in 
Mexico and Southwest Asia. 

DEA also assigned agents to o\·erseas 
posts as advisors to the U.S. Missions on drug 
enforcement and control matters. They collected 
and exchanged intelligence with host country 
counterparts and facilitated the formation of 
specialized narcotics enforcement agencies 
throughout the world. 

The results of these efforts were mixed. 
Poppy production bt"yond that authorized by the 
Government for legitimate medical uses was cur
tailed in Turkey, but production increased in 
Pakistan and Iran. :rviexican marijuana fields \Vere 
uprooted and decimated by aerial spraying, but the 
void was quickly filled by Jamaican, Colombian, 
and home-grown crops. 

In addition, syndicates' development of the 
Colombian cocaine trade, which was dismissed bv 
the Colombian Government as minimal, was gro,,:_ 
ing geometrically year by year. The Colombian 
Government's reluctance to act highlighted the fact 
that an effective "war on drugs" had to be fought 
with the full cooperation of all governmental units 
involved at both the national and international 
levels. 

Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control 
Act of 1970 

The Nixon Administration inherited a pan
oply of laws and regulations relating to drug abuse, 
treatment, and enforcement when it assumed con
trol in 196~. Not only were the statutes often 
overlapping and at times contradictory, but they 
also required enforcement by more than a dozen 
Federal agencies and bureaus. In an effort to bring 
a semblance of order to this situation, the Ad
ministration drafted and Congress passed the Com
prehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Control Act 
of 1970. The Act codified and simplified all Federal 
drug-related legislation and provided the Justice 
Department with extraordinary new powers, in
cluding life sentences for offenders engaged in Con
tinuing Criminal Enterprise violations and the 
authority to determine the classification and restric
tions on ali drugs marketed within the United 
Statt~s. It also provided for the establishment of 
treatment programs and drug education efforts. 

With estimates of the number of heroin ad
dicts running into the hundreds of thousands, tlic 

Administration sought to address the problem by 
bringing federally financed treatment centers under 
one centralized authority. InJune 1971, the Presi
dent, by Executive Order, established the Special 
Action Office on Drug Abuse Prevention. As a ma
jor component of the Administration's drug policy, 
it provided an informational clearinghouse for 
Federal drug abuse studies; and it coordinated the 
expansion of the federally financed treatment 
centers program and that program's integration in
to the newly formed National Institute on Drug 
Abuse within the Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare. 

Offi'ce of Drug Abuse Law E1(forceme11/ 
Another Executi,·e Order, issued in Fcbruarv 

1972, established the Office of Drug Abuse Lm~· 
Enforcement (ODALE). ODALE was created as 
a result of the Administration's concern that BNDD 
and Customs could not act with the swiftness and 
precision that a single agency \'estccl with author
ity and power could. The unit, directed from the 
Executive Office of the President, was staffed with 
ag('nts detailed from BNDD, Customs, IRS, and 
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
as well as some fifty attorneys hired through 
the Justice Department. Because it was not 
pan of an official reorganization appro\'cd by 
Congress, ODALE was financed through a series 
of grants from and contracts with the Law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). 
ODALE essentially existed as a "super agency" 
with control over all other narcotics enforcement 
units. ODALE had the unqualified support 
and backing of the President and was empowered 
to take the lead in the Administration's "war 
on heroin,'' with a particular emphasis on 
street-Jc,·el trafficking. 

While ODALE registered some initial suc
cesses, it became evident that the massive job of 
drug enforcement could not be accomplished 
through a confederation of agents and lawyers 
detailed from throughout the Government and 
orchestrated by a centralized administrative unit. 
This realization, combined with a series of in
famous raids involving mistaken identities con
ducted by ODALE agents, led the Administration 
to reexamine its approach to the drug abuse 
problem. 

Despite attempts to consolidate the various 
drug enforcement powers into the Bureau of Nar
cotics and Dangerous Drugs, intcragcncy rivalries, 
jealousies, and overlapping jurisdiction persisted. 
Reports of agency non-cooperation and ineffec
tiveness forced the Administration and Congress 
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to once again restructure the Federal drug enforce
ment system. 

Reorganization Plan No. 2 
On March 28, 1973, Reorganization Plan No. 

2 was sent to Congress. The heart of Reorganiza
tion Plan No. 2 was the consolidation of all Federal 
enforcement activities into one overall lead agency, 
the Drug.Enforcement Administration (DEA). The 
l~lan, wluch was approved by Congress after con
siderable debate, survived a disapproval resolution 
and became effective on June 7, 1973. 

Essentially, the reorganization brought 
ODALE, BNDD, the White House's Office of Na
tional Narcotics Intelligence, and the 700 narcotics 
agents within Customs under DEA's purview. It 
transferred intelligence, investigative, and Jaw en
forcement functions of drug enforcement from the 
Treasury Department to the Justice Department. 
\•Vhile Reorganization Plan No. 2 took a number 
of positive steps toward consolidation, it did not 
prove to be the hoped-for panacea. For the next 
several years, the Government continued to ex
~erie~cc diflicu!ty in conducting intcragenc)' opera
t1~ns 1.1: narcotics enforcement, despite the good
will efforts of the agencies involved. 

"The success of the Federal 
strategy and the present 
organizational structure rely on 
an effective interaction and a 
close, complementary relation
ship among 17 Federal agen
cies, State and local agencies, 
key foreign governments, and 
international institutions. 
Since the early 1970s several 
reviews of the overall drug 
control efforts initiated by the 
executive branch, Congress, 
and GAO have pointed to a 
continuing need for high-level 
policy and program oversight 
of the rapidly expanding drug 
abuse effort." 

"Gains Made in Controlling fllegal 
Drugs, Yet the Drug Trade 
Flourishes," GAO Report to the 
Congress, October 25, 1979 

Central Tactical Units 
. The D~A j~layed an increasingly crucial role 
111 the coordmat10n of Federal drug law enforce
ment; and during the 1970s a number of inter
agency efforts were launched. The most 
successful of these was the Central Tactical Units 
(C~NTACs), established in 1974 to bring to bear 
an mtense concentration of enforcement efforts on 
selected drug trafficking targets throughout the 
world. Over twenty-six CENTACs were established 
during the period 1974 to 1981 to concentrate na
tional im·c:stigative efforts on such notorious groups 
as the Jaime Herrera, John Grammatikos and 
Donald Steinberg organizations. Each of· the 
twenty-six CENT A Cs achieved significant enforce
ment rcsulLs by drawing personnel not only from 
DEA but also from State and local agencies and 
a host of Federal agencies. 

CENTACs were organized to operate be
yond the normal DEA regional operations. 
'!'he)'. were centrally administered, received special 
funding, and, most importantly, were geared 
toward. conspiracy investigations culminating in 
Jong pnson sentences and the forfeiture of drug
related assets. They were mandated to concentrate 
inv.es~iga.tion and ~rosecution on the Continuing 
Crnrnna1 Enterprise (CCE) statute m:d the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations 
(RICO) statute, both of which allow for forfeiture 
of profits garnered through specified criminal 
activities. 

From 1976 to 1979, CENTAC operations ac
counted for 12 percent of all narcotics violators ar
re,sted by DEA while utilizing less than 3 percent 
of DEA personnel. Heavy prison sentences were 
imposed on a number of trafficking organization 
leaders. 

In its assessment of the CENTAC program, 
the. General Accounting Office (GAO) noted that 
while the arrest and conviction rate of high-level 
traffickers was impressive, CENTACs failed to 
utilize the statutory resources available to attack 
the assets of those convicted. According to the GAO 
assessment, DEA Jacked experience in financial 
inv~stiga~ions, and U.S. Attorneys lacked ex
perience rn the use of forfoiturc statutes. GAO also 
related that law enforcement agencies felt that the 
use of such prosecutorial methods was inordinate
ly time-consuming. Finally, GAO noted that asset 
seizures were not clearly enough established as a 
critical goal in CENTACs' operational plans. 

Coordination of l11tellige11ce Efforts 
Coordination of the Federal drug law enforce

ment effort cannot be restricted to coordination of 
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enforcement personnel and resources. Intelligence 
is an essential element of any law enforcement 
agency and crucial to those c:oordinating a drug law 
enforcement effort. For this reason, the El Paso In
telligence Center (EPIC) was founded in 1974. The 
Center, which was initiated and is administered by 
DEA, provides tactical intelligence to Federal, 
State, and local law enforcement agencies around 
the country. Since 1974, EPIC has grown from a 
border intelligence unit to a twenty-four-hour-a
day intelligence center, with worldwide capabilities 
to collect, process, and disseminate information 
concerning illicit drug trafficking as well as the 
smuggling of aliens and weapons. This unique 
cooperative effort is staffed by personnel from the 
Drug Enforcement Administration; U.S. Immigra
tion and Naturalization Service; U.S. Customs 
Service; U.S. Coast Guard; Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco and Firearms; Federal Aviation Ad
ministration; U.S. Marshals Service; Federal 
Bureau oflnvestigation; and the Internal Revenue 
Service. 

In addition to EPIC, the coordination of 
Federal drug information systems made additional 
strides in the 1970s as a direct result of the com
puter revolution. The Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs Information System (NADDIS), 
PATHFINDER, and the System to Retrieve In
formation from Drug Evidence (STRIDE), which 
were developed by DEA, provide instant access to 
millions of investigative records from DEA and all 
Federal, State, ar:id local agencies involved in drug 
enforcement. 

To further expand the sharing of drug in
telligence and information, the National Narcotics 
Intelligence Consumers Committee was established 
in 1978. This committee, chaired by DEA, includes 
representatives from the White House and the 
Departments of Treasury, Justice, Transportation, 
Health and Human Services, State, and Defense. 
Representatives from the Central Intelligence 
Agency and the National Security Agency attend 
as observers. The Committee is charged with the 
publication of the annual "National InteJJigence 
Estimate on the Supply of Drugs to the U.S. Illicit 
Market from Foreign and Domestic Sources." 

FBI-DEA Coordination 
Another attempt at interagency cooperation 

involved the creation of the FBI-DEA task forces 
in 1977. Task forces located in Chicago, New York, 
and Los Angeles were established to test the 
feasibility of joint oper ... ions. The task forces com-

bined the FBI' s expertise in organized crime and 
conspiracy investigations with DEA's expertise in 
narcotics investigations. 'While maintaining 
jurisdictional authority and utilizing its own in
vestigative techniques, personnel, and information 
sources, each agency was supposed to supplement 
its counterpart's efforts. 

After two years of operations, the joint task 
forces were disbanded in 1979, except for the Los 
Angeles operation, which continued with a small 
detachment from each agency. According to a GAO 
report and several critiques of the program, 
disagreements over investigative techniques and 
restrictions on case selection were the primary 
reasons for the failure of the program in two out 
of three locations. 

Early in 1982, the Attorney General re
sponded to the continuing narcotics crisis by 
reorganizing DEA and making it responsible to the 
FBI. At the same time, the Attorney General gave 
the FBI concurrent narcotics and controlled 
substances enforcement jurisdiction. These actions 
significantly expanded the personnel and resources 
available for the war against organized crime and 
drugs. It was determined that combining the 
capabilities of the FBI in management and ad
ministration with the narcotics investigation exper
tise of DEA would result in more effective Federal 
drug enforcement efforts. 

Increased experiments--not all successful-in 
cooperation and coordination were hallmarks of 
Federal drug law enforcement in the 1970s. Despite 
all 01 these efforts, iJlicit drugs still continued to 
damage the fabric of American society. 

South Florida Task Force 
During 1981 and 1982 the State of Florida, 

particularly South Florida, was beset with a series 
of circumstances which were unique in American 
history. Because of its thousands of miles of 
coastline, hundreds of commercial airports and 
clandestine airstrips, heavy concentration of inter
national cargo and tourist traffic, the expanding 
nature of its international banking activities, and 
its proximity to source countries in South and Cen
tral America, South Florida became the avenue for 
an estimated 70 to 80 percent of all marijuana and 
cocaine and a significant percentage of metha
qualone (Quaaludes) illegally entering the United 
States. 

The intense competition between the smug
glers, and rising crime in general, added a par
ticularly sinister aspect to 0outh Florida's crime 
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problem-the proliferation of illegal automatic 
weapons. Submachine guns became the weapon of 
choice for gang warfare and drug-related assassina
tions. There was also an influx of staggering 
amounts of criminally obtained U.S. currency in
to South Florida, which resulted in Miami's 
becoming a major center for the laundering of 
billions of dollars through its extensive domestic and 
incernational banking community. In short, 
epidemic drug smuggling, laundering of massive 
amounts of "narco-bucks," and the use of illegal 
automatic firearms created a crime crisis in South 
Florida. 

As a result of the leadership of a specially 
formed citizens group, Miami Citizens Against 
Crime, South Floridians began to fight back. In 
the fall of 1981, the community formulated a broad
based response to crime, which it urged upon all 
levels of government. 

On January 28, 1982, President Reagan 
noted that the Federal Government had a special 
responsibility in South Florida and that the Federal 
Government would do what it could to reduce the 
problem. He established a Federal Task Force com
prised of the very highest officials in his Administra
tion and chaired by Vice President Bush. This Task 
Force includes the Secretaries of State, Defense, 
Transportation, Treasury, and Health and Human 
Services, the Attorney General, and Presidential 
Counselor Edwin Meese III. The South Florida 
Task Force was created to assist and coordinate 
Federal efforts with those of State and local 
authorities in order to reduce crime. 

The primary initial objectives of the South 
Florida Task Force were to reduce significantly the 
influx of illegal drugs coming through Florida by 
greatly increasing air, sea, and land interdiction 
efforts, and to arrest and convict smugglers ap
prehended in smuggling activities. The principal 
feature of the Task Force, which added a new 
dimension to South Florida law enforcement, was 
the establishment of the DEA-Customs Joint Task 
Group, which became operational on March 15, 
1982. The agreement enhanced the Task Force's 
ability to interdict and investigate drug-related 
crime by joining DEA's and Custom's authority 
and capability for conducting narcotics investiga
tions.* 

The Call for the Task Force Prol;ram 
Because the drug trafficking problem is enor

mous and the Federal Government has limited 

resources for enforcement and prosecution, the At
torney General charged a pro tempore committee 
composed of executive personnel with the 
responsibility of framing a broader policy and new 
approaches to the problem of drug trafficking. The 
study group consisted of the Deputy Attorney 
General, the Associate Attorney General, and 
similarly high-ranking personnel from the Treasury 
Department. 

The conclusion reached by the planners was 
that no single agency could cope with the problem. 
They also concluded that many previous coop
erative ventures, although limited in scope by com
parison, provided the promise that agencies can 
cooperate and that only full-scale teamwork could 
meet the crisis without unduly impinging on the 
freedoms of citizens. 

In this environment, the Attorney General 
recommended to the President that a multi-agency 
task force utilizing a broader spectrum of Federal, 
State, and local criminal justice agencies be 
authorized to deal with the problem of drug traf
ficking in the United States. On October 14, 1982, 
the President announced a comprehensive eight
point program to attack drug trafficking and 
organized crime. The Organized Crime Drug En
forcement Task Force Program was proposed as 
the keystone of this new Federal initiative. Con
curring with the President, Congress authorized the 
necessary funds for the Task Force Program in 
December 1982. 

• Another major effort against the national narcotics 
problem was announced by the White House in 
March 1983, several months after the creation of the 
Task Force Program. The National Narcotics Border 
Interdiction System (NNBIS) was created and 
charged with coordination and disseminaton of in
telligence pertinent to interdicting drugs crossing 
U.S. borders. Six NNBIS Centers, headed by 
Customs and Coast Guard personnel, gather and 
coordinate information. NNBIS was conceived and 
initiated in part because of the South Florida Task 
Force's success in closing the traditional avenues of 
smuggling. Other Federal agencies serve as members 
of the NNBIS staff and provide liaison personnel and 
intelligence analysts for follow-up on cases within 
their own agencies. Liaison with State and local law 
enforcement has also been established, which 
facilitates the gathering and analysis of intelligence 
information relative to interdiction matters. 
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The Task Force Concept 

Purposes and Principles of the 
Task Force Program 

The previous chapter describes the situation 
in mid-1982-the widespread availability of drugs, 
the role of organized crime in narcotics operations, 
and the status oflaw enforcement activities. Despite 
efforts of law enforcement agencies, narcotics traf
ficking was flourishing. The traditional approach 
to drug enforcement had had minimal impact on 
the major organizations responsible for narcotics 
trafficking, 

The traditional approach commonly starts 
with the arrest of a street-le\'cl pusher. An enforce
ment officer buys a drug from the pusher, arrests 
the pusher, ahd tries to identify the source of sup
ply. Successive efforts are made to reach higher 
levels of the organization. Those efforts have limited 
success, however. The organizations are too complex; 
the costs in time and money are more than most agen
cies can afford; and the drug organizations extend 
beyond the boundaries of a single agency, 

When there is success from this approach, it 
is often short-lived. Criminal organizations have 
demonstrated remarkable powers of regeneration 
for developing new appendages to replace those 
shorn off by law enforcement. In order to destroy 
the entire organism, the concept of the Organized 
Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program was 
developed. The Task Force Program was to in
tegrate the capabilities of Federal investigative and 
prosecutorial agencies and maximize the use of such 
sophisticated and effective techniques as financial 
investigations in addition to using traditional 
methods. 

Coordinating Efforts 
The Task Force Program constitutes a nation

wide structure which combines agencies' resources 
and techniques in concentrated, long-term opera
tions designed to attack and destroy narcotics traf
ficking organizations. Effective and comprehensive 
attacks on major drug organizations arc often 
beyond the capacity of a single agency. Agencies 
working together can accomplish things that the 

same agencies working separately cannot. A 
multifaceted attack on drug organizations requires 
many kinds of expertise, combined into a com
prehensive and orchestrated investigation, Thus, 
for example, by uniting the physical and electronic 
surveillance abilities of the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation, the undercover skills of the Drug En
forcement Administration, the tax and financial 
knowledge of the Imemal Revenue Service, the 
resources of the U.S. Customs Service for tracking in
ternational movements of people and funds, and in
telligence gained from U.S. Coast Guard maritime 
activities, the full forces of the drugcnforccment com
munity arc brought to an investigation. The Task 
Force Program further broadens this base with the 
local intelligence resources of State and local law en
forcement agencies and adds to the impact by 
utilizing attorneys' skills at an early stage of 
investigation. Joining such diverse abilities and 
resources is the underlying thrust of the Task Force 
Program. 

Developing a Model and Principles 
The idea of a task force is not a new or radical 

concept. A number of models have been tried in 
the field of narcotics enforcement. Several 
cooperative task force efforts were under way in 
1982, Exciting things were being accomplished by 
Operation CITADEL in Detroit; a financial in
vestigative task force in South Carolina was mak
ing significant breakthroughs; and numerous citir:s 
were experimenting with cross-designations and dif
ferent task force configurations. vVhat was needed 
was an approach th<:!t would generate a national 
program by building on the successful modc:ls and 
avoiding the shortcomings of others. 

The designers of the Task Force Program 
looked carefully at existing and preceding task force 
models and devised guiding principles that could 
support the concept and enhance its chances of 
maximum success. First, the Task Force Program 
was to be national in scope. The pervasiveness of 
the drug problem, the mobility of the traffickers, 
and the magnitude of their organizations arc such 
that localized responses would be insufficient. For 
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example, drug dealing organizations reacted to the 
concentrated law enforcement efforts in South 
Florida by quickly and simply dispersing their opera
tions to other parts of the country. The Task Force 
Program had to blanket the nation in order to re
sponcl effectively to organizations capable of operating 
across jurisdictional, State, and national boundaries. 

Second, it was agreed that the Task Force Pro
gram should create a structure that would facilitate 
numerous agencies acting in concert to attack a 
common problem. The agencies involved hm·e 
varying methods of operation, different jurisdic
tional limits and prerogatives, and, in some in
stances, histories of institutional rivalries or 
jealousies. Such institutional differences were the 
shoals on which previous joint efforts founckrecL 
The traditions and attitudes that had been estab
lished O\'Cr many years could not be expected to 
disappear overnight or by fiat. In order to prevent 
diwrsc institutional attitudes from blocking a 
cooperative effort, a consensus model was adopted. 
The consensus approach is not always the most ef
ficient and has other potential drawbacks. But, in 
order to ensure maximum commitment and 
cooperation on the part of all participating agen
cies, a consensus-based cll'cision-making process 
was to be installed in the Task Force Program from 
the national level through to the district 01: even 
casC' levels. 

Third, the Task Force Program had to avoid 
creating a new bureaucracy. Participants in the 
Task Force Program were to retain their own 
organizational affiliation and identity as well as ac
cess to their agencies' records and resources. 
Utiiization of existing organizational resources 
would contribute to the speed or start-up, with 
minimal disruption to other operations. The Task 
Forces would be supported from \Vashington by 
a small administrative unit and by participating· 
agencies. The formation of the Task Force Program 
was not to diminish the roles and responsibilities 
or existing agencil'S, nor create any new, elite en
forcement agency. Such new creations in the past 
often had had a negative effect on the cooperation 
and morale of existing agencies. 

Fourth, the Task Force Program was to be 
highly decentralized so that each clement could re
spond appropriately to challenges. This flexibility 
would allow Task Forces to use a,·ailablc resources 
in the manner most appropriate for a given local
ity. The primar)' decision-making roles would be 
in the field, not in Washington. 

Finally, the Task Force Program had to have 
the quickest possible start-up. The focus on high
lcvcl targets dictated that Task Force operations 
would be long-term. Nevertheless, the Task Force 

Program had to move rapidly into an effective 
operational posture because the drug trafficking 
problem was enormous. 

Overview of the Task Force Program's Structure 
These guiding principles were the building 

blocks of the Task Force Program concept and are 
integrated into the structural and operational design 
of the Task Force Program. The premise of this 
design is that devoting enhanced Federal resources 
to the investigation of high-level traffickers-by im
proving coordination and integrating the activities 
of Federal investigative and prosecutorial agencies 
on selected cases-will constitute a more effective 
law enforcement effort. 

As announced by President Reagan, the Task 
Force Program comprises twelve regional Task 
Forces covering all of' the country except Florida, 
where the South Florida Task Force has been 
operating since] anuary 1982. (The map on page 
:~ 1 indicates the location of the twelve Task Forces.) 
Participating Federal agencies include the U.S. At
torneys' offices, the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion (DEA), the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI), the U.S. Customs Service, the Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF), the Inter
nal Revenue Service (IRS), the U.S. Coast Guard, 
and the U.S. l'vlarshals Service. In each Task Force 
the U.S. Attorney at the regional headquarters, 
known as the core city, is accountable for overall 
Task Force performance, The Task Force Coor
dination Group, composed of representatives of the 
participating agencies, coordinates T .sk Force 
operations within the Task Force Region. The Task 
Force clements in each Federal judicial district other 
than the core city arc monitored and assisted by 
the District Drug Enforcement Coordination Group. 
The Task Forces operate in accordance with the 
Guiddinl'sfor the Dru,[{ Enjormnl'nl Task Forcl's, 

Some 1,200 Assistant U.S. Attorncvs and in
\'estigativc agents arc allocated for full-time par
ticipation in the Task Forces. Task Force mtornevs 
and agents remain under the direct supervision ~f 
their respective agencies, but they conduct in
\'Cstigations jointly with other Task Force agents 
and attorneys. 

The Task Force appropriation for FY 1983 
was $127.5 million (sec Appcudix C for an cxplana· 
tion of Task Force Program budget allocations). 
This includes the personnel costs of' the agents, at
torneys, and support personnel; special funds for 
l'quipment, expenses, and information or evidence 
purchases; funds for reimbursement to State and 
local agencies for travel and per diem costs and for 
overtime activities in support of Task Force cases; 
and funds for expanding correctional facilities. 
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At the national level, the Associate Attorney 
General chairs the Organized Crime Drug Enforce
ment Task Force Working Group (OCDETF 
Working Group), which formulates policy and 
monitors the Task Force Program. The OCDETF 
\Vorking Group is composed of representatives of 
all the participating agencies. A small Task Force 
Administrative Unit, located in the Office of the 
Associate Attorney General, supports the Task 
Force Program. 

Linkages Between Objectives, 
Activities, and Missions 

The goal of the Task Force Program is to 
destroy the operations of organizations engaged in 
drug trafficking in this country. The Task Forces' 
objectives are specified in the Guidelines for the Drug 
Enforcement Task Forces as follows: 

1. To target, investigate, and prosecute 
individuals who organize, direct, 
finance, or arc otherwise engaged in 
high-level illegal drug trafficking 
enterprises, including large-scale 
money laundering organizations; 

2. To promote a coordinated drug en
forcement effort in each Task Force 
area and to encourage maximum 
cooperation among all drug enforce
ment agencies; 

3. To work fully and effectively with 
State and local drug enforcement 
agencies; and 

4. To make full use of financial investigative 
techniques, including t::1x law enforcement 
and forfeiture actions, in order to identify 
and convict high-level drug traffickers and 
enable the government to seize assets and 
profits derived from high-level drug 
trafficking. 

Early in 1983, about 200 cases were selected 
as Task Force cases. They had been initiated by 
participating agencies in 1982 or even earlier. By 
March 1983, the Task Forces had begun originating 
their own cases, selected according to criteria in the 
Guidelines. By early summer, there were 260 active 
cases. The total number grew to 467 by year's end. 

By their nature, major drug cases are long
term undertakings. Exhibit 1, based on Department 
of Justice estimates, illustrates the timing of a 
typical case. 

Cases require varying amounts of time for 
completion. The original 200 Task Force cases were 
already at varying stages of development when they 
became Task Force cases. Hence, the 467 first-year 
cases fall at different points on the case time-line. 
Though a few cases have run their course, most 
arc still approaching completion. There is a 
considerable time lag before the program's activities 
are converted into results. Only two cases have been 
closed as completed; 260 sentences have been 
reported. Most of the cases continue. Since the time 
frame for an average major drug trafficking case 
is from twenty to forty-two months, tlw achieve
ment of program goals cannot be measured by the 
first twel\'c months of the Task Force Program's 
operation. 

Exhibit 1 
Time Frame for l\fajor Drug Cases 

Early Investigation 
0-6 Months 

TF Case Initiation 

Investigation 18-24 Months Pretrial 
2-6 Months 

Indictment 
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Trial 
0-6 Iv1onths 

Statistical indications relating to Task Force 
Program benchmarks are given elsewhere in this 
report.* 1:0 date the Task Force Program has 467 
cases, with some 2,072 /1ri110/Ja/ potential 
defendants. Twenty-six percent of Task Force cases 
have resulted in one or more indictments against 
a tota.l of 1,232 individuals. Many of th~sc cases 
con~am conti1;uing investigations, frequently 
agamsl the nrnJor potential defendants. 

Statistics are only one indication of activi tics 
~hat ~re 1.110\·ing the Task Force Program toward 
its Object1\:es and goals. The Task Force Program 
challenge 1s to ensure that its activities will even
t~ally lead to ~h~ achi.evc.rncnt of its long-term goals. 
1 hough sta.ust1cal md1cators arc not yet valid 
measures of the; Task Force Program's progress 
toward compleuon of its mission-the effccti,:e at
u:c~ on sig~ifican~ drug trafficking organizations~a 
different k111d of success is apparent. The Task 
~orcc ~ro~ram .is successfully con\'erting principles 
,me! ob~ec~1\'cs 11;10 structure and operations ilnd, 
by ach1cv111g this, is directing activities toward 
defined goals. ' 

Guidelines and Procedures 

The_: ;·ont~nt of the Guidelines fur the Drug En
.(orccmmt 1 ask l•orccs and their development process 
illustrate_'. both the high achievement and the 
;·~>ope1:at!'T phi.Josophy or the Task Force Program. 
I he C:rwddznes were intended tn assist U.S. At
l~rncys, Spe~iai Agents in Charge (SACs) for Task 
h>rcc ~1genc1cs, and other investigative and pros
ccuton'.1! personnel in cnablishing and operating· 
the rcg!onal Task Forces. t Within thirty ealenda~· 
t!ays of the President's announcement of the Task 
l•orce Prog1"1 tl · 1·... I· I' f' J ' · · · c <Ill, 1c 1. st c 1 a to t 1c C:rwdehncs was 
developed ~me.I ready for dissemination. Input was 
~-equ~sted lrom members or the OCDETF \Vork-
1'.1g Group, agency representatives, U.S. Attornevs, 
SAC~,, and agents and prosecutors in the !iclci. 

1 he promulgated (Juiddincs present standards 
and. procedures which arc sur!icicntly broad and 
l1ex1ble to allow !'or individual Task Forces to 

* Ex,hibit 6, p. H~:l. illustrales the relationship between 
thl numl~l'I' of '.'asL'.s SL'.ll'C'ted by the Task Forces, the 
numl)('r 1n which 111d1n111cnts hm·L' been returned 
i~nd other benchniarks of' the Task Force Pr,igram'~ 
lirst \'l'a1-. ' 

t The ·~en.ior __ super\'isory pl'l'sonnl'I of' in\'estiga1i\'e 
agt'll('l('S oll1cl'S ha\'l' a \'ariety or titles, Si nee S~'\'t'J'al 
are called ~pecial Agent in Charge, for simplicitv they 
an· all rl'ierred to in this reimrt by the · · 
"SAC." . acTonym 

d~v.el~p in a manner that meets the special needs 
of tneir areas~ The standards and procedures are, 
however, suff1c1ently structured and uniform to en
su rc that the fundamental purposes of the Task 
Force Program arc served and that Task Force 
resource expenditures can be monitored and 
assessed. 

; Tl:~ .Cuid~lines ~sta~lish the program goals of 
.dentdymg, mvest1gat111g, and prosecuting high
lcvel .mcmb~rs of.dru? trafficking enterprises, and 
U;e d1smantl111g of their organizations. The regional 
1 as~ Forces arc charged with focusing on cases in
v~l~·n:g ~ncmbers . of major drug trafficking 
01 gan1zat10ns, particular!)': 

• Traditional organized crime figures; 

• Other organi;'.cd criminal groups (e.g., 
street gangs, prison groups, major 
outlaw motorcycle gangs, etc.); and 

• The professionals-individuals and 
o~·ga~1iza.tions that are importing and/or 
d1stnbut111g large amounts of controlled 
su?stanccs, or arc financing the fore
gorng; and physicians or pharmacists il
lc?·alJy di~pc_:nsing substantial quantities 
of prcscnpt1on drugs. 

r, The Guideli11es delineate the structure of the 
I ask Force Program. For the national program 
co,mponcnts ti~~)' describf' the OCDETF Working 
~1~>u1~ and the I ask Force Administrative Unit. The 
Guzdebnes also describe the field operations of the Task 
~OITe P.rogn~m. Each of these program elements 
is dc~cnbcc~ 1.n ~rcatcr detail later in this report. 

. fhe (,zuddwcs state that each of the twelve 
n·g101~al headquarters cities (core cities) should 
~·stabltsh a separate Task Force office which should 
1nclmi~· the Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force 
C:oorclmator and the Agency Task Force Coor
dmatc~rs fr?1;1 each or the participating in\'eStigative 
agcnc1~·s . . 1 hesc shall comprise the Task Force 
Co~>rdmat1ng Group. They rurthcr direct that all 
cles1gn~1ted Task Force agents and attorneys should 
be seq1or personnel from their resper·ti\'C agencies 
and l'.1~1t administrative staffs should be kept small. 

1 he non-core, district cities arc not intended 
to. h.a\'L' ~cparate .. Task Force offices or any ad-
1111111s~rat1ve .sla!f. 1nstcacl, each district is to 
e.stabl~sh a D1stnct Drug Enforcement Coordina
~1on ~rouy. consisting or the U.S. Attornev, the 
111\'cst1gat1\'C agency Task Force SACs, ,;nd a 
~·:'p.resentati~·e or State and local law enforcement. 
rl,his group !S to coordinate Task Force and non-
1 ask Force drug cases in the district and is to work 
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in close conjunction with the district Law Enforce
ment Coordinating Committee. 

The Guidelines also discuss Task Force pro
cedures. Initial Task Force case selection included 
case approval in Washington. From that point on, 
case selection would be done entirely in the field. 
The process of case selection is described in fur
ther detail in Chapter 4. 

As had been envisioned by the drafters of the 
Guidelines, each of the twelve Task Forces would 
operate in the manner most appropriate for the 
unique situation within its jurisdiction. Thus the 
Guidelines are viewed not as a bureaucratic strait
jacket into which each Task Force must snugly fit, 
but as the polestar by which the development of 
Task Forces might be guided. 
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Exhibit 2 
The OCDE Task Force Program 

1-f igh-LnTI 
Ag·encv 

Sen-cs as SenT as Officials 
Chairperson OCDETF :--fr1nbers -, \\'orking 

Deputy AAG SenTs as Group 
OCDETF Exen11i\'l' Director Agency Administrator 

Representati\'l'S 
Administrmin· ------------------------------------------------------

Unit 
' ;>,fc111bl'rs ' ' I 

Task Force ' Chiefs ' ' ' Advisory ;>,fe111lil'rs ' of Organized Crime :--te111bl·r - Committee Special Strike Forces U.S. Attorney 

t Agents 
(U.S.A.) In Charge 

..____ 

- (SA Cs) ··········· I Task Force ;>, l t·mbers Representatives 
Assistant ;>, l emlJt'r Coordination of 
U.S.A. :\d1ninis1 rawr Group ;>,fe111ber State and Local 

Task Force Agency Law Enforcement 
Coordinator ~ Task Force 

L 

Task Force 
Office 

' ' 

U.S. 
At tOl'lll')' 

or I 
Assistant 

USA~ Lead Task 
Force At torn er 

Coordinators 

' ' ' 
........................ Spl'cial 

------------------------------------------------------------- Agt·nts -In Charge 
~ .............. District Drug (SA Cs) 

Chil'f"s or Organized En fo1Te111t·n t Sern· I 
Crime Strike Forces Coorclination Serves as as and State and Local Group 
Law Enforcement ;>,lcndwr .\lembl'1s 
Rcpre~entatives 

Linl'> or :\u1hori1y (DID NOT CHANGE AS:\ RESL:1;r OF PROCRAl\1) 
Lines or :\l'liliation or ;>,fe1nbcrship 

l,incs of (;Ollllllllnirnlion and (:omcfination 

Lines of Ta,k Forcl' C:asc i\ppro,·al 
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Structure of the Policy-Making and 
Administrative Elements 

The Task Force Program is a decentralized 
system, where operational control is localized and 
administrative functions are conducted to the 
greatest possible extent through existing depart
mental and agency systems. This decentralization 
has eliminated the need to create new and elaborate 
structures. \Vi th the exception of an administrative 
unit, the national program is guided by commit
tees comprising representatives of existing cogni
zant Federal departments and agencies. The func
tions performed in Washington are clearly limited 
to broad-scale policy formation, program oversight, 
national record keeping, administrative support, 
and last-resort problem solving. The Washington 
elements of the Task Force Program are described 
below. (Also see Exhibit 3.) 

The Cal..rnet Council on Legal Policy 
and the Working Group on Drug Supply 
Reduction 

The Cabinet Council on Legal Policy, chaired 
by the Attorney General, is charged with review 
of national policies, interagency coordination, and 
intergovernmental cooperation. The committee is 
supported by the Working Group on Drug Supply 
Reduction, chaired by the Associate Attorney 
General. (The membership list of the Working 
Group on Drug Supply Reduction is provided in 
Appendix E of this report.) 

The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Force Working Group 

The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Force Working Group (OCDETF Working 
Group) is also chaired by the Associate Attorney 
General. The OCDETF Working Group is com
posed of ranking officials from Justice, Transpor
tation, and Treasury agencies. (See Appendix F for 
a complete roster of OCDETF Working Group 
members.) The OCDETF Working Group is 
responsible for articulating policy and coordinating 
the development and maintenance of the Task 
Force Program. The OCDETF Working Group 

serves as the dispute resolution forum for those 
issues which could not be resolved at the regional 
or district levels. lVIembers of the Working Group 
also provided significant assistance to the Attorney 
General during the Task Force Program resource 
allocation and guidelines development proc
esses. 

The Washington Agency Representatives 
Group 

The OCDETF Working Group is supported 
by the Washington Agency Representatives Group. 
(See Appendix G for a roster of its members.) This 
group provides problem resolution research for the 
Working Group, such as background and options 
papers. During the initial stages of Task Force Pro
gram development, the agency representatives were 
meeting as often as twice a week. Currently, 
monthly meetings are scheduied. The agency 
representatives often coordinate day-to-clay Task 
Force activities within their own agencies and 
among others. The Washington Agency Represen
tatives Group was instrumental in the drafting of 
the Guidelines and in the process of Task Force 
resource allocation. 

The Task Force Administrative Unit 
The Deputy Associate Attorney General 

supervises the Task Force Administrative Unit 
while also serving as the Task Force Program 
Administrator and the Executive Director of 
the OCDETF Working Group. The Administra
tive Unit is responsible for reviewing structural 
and operational guidelines, establishing and 
monitoring the Program's case reporting sys
tem, coordinating the national program on 
a daily basis, and assisting the regional Task 
Forces. 

Agency Interaction and 
Ccwrdination 

Over the years, the agencies participating in 
the Task Force Program have worked together suc
cessfully on many significant narcotics and other 
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criminal justice activities. Efforts include the South 
Florida Task Force, the Financial Investigative 
Task Forces, and the joint activities of the Drug 
Enforcement Administration (DEA) and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) resulting 
from the designation of concurrent drug in
vestigative jurisdiction in January 1982. There have 
been times, however, when interagcncy differences 
over leadership and jurisdiction have resulted in 
lost opportunities and less-than-optimal outcomes. 

During the early months of Task Force ac
tivities, agency field personnel looked to their 
Washington headquarters to provide much of the 
general direction, sense of commitment, and opera
tional guidance required to translate the langua?c 
of the Guidelines into functioning Task Forces. \Vh1le 
the experienced investigators and attorneys have 
been able to resolve in the field most details of in
\'estigations and prosecutions, they have relied on 
vVashington to address any longstanding problems 
of interagency conflict and jurisdiction which had 
often hindered pre\'ious multi-agency efforts. And, 
to a degree surprising to many of those involved, 
there has been significant progress in this area. 

Two major issues concerning agency jurisdic
tion and cooperation have emerged, been con
sidered, and been resolved at the national level
the question of designating Title 21 authority to the 
U.S. Customs Service and the issue of whether and 
how to designate a lead agency to provide overall 
direction and leadership on Task Force cases. Ex
amining these two issues is instructive both for what 
it reveals about the content of the key issues 
thcmsclvcs-\Vho is allowed to do what? \Vho is 
in chargc?-and for what it reveals about the proc
ess of Task Force conflict resolution, the role of the 
OCDETF Working Group. and the willingness of 
participating agencies to compromise for the benefit 
of overall Task Force operations. 

Title 21 Designation 
The genesis of the Title 21 question can be 

traced back a decade to Reorganization Plan No. 2 
of 1973. This Plan, in an attempt to provide more 
effective coordination of the Federal law enforce
ment effort, transferred major authority for nar
cotics investigation, intelligence gathering, and law 
enforcement to the Attorney General while explic
itly retaining within the Department of the 
Treasury functions related to narcotics searches and 
seizures along the nation's borders. Despite at
tempts by Customs and DEA to clarify roles and 
jurisdictions under the reorganizations, the 
somewhat confusing language of the Plan-and the 

rivalries which emerged when the agencies were 
confronted with apparently overlapping man
dates-hindered efficient joint operations. 

In developing a Task Force Program model 
that would enhance interagency cooperation, the 
question of how to facilitate effective DEA-Customs 
interaction came to the fore. By the end of sum
mer 1983, Task Force participating agencies 
recognized that a resolution of this issue was 
critical to cff cctivc case operations in the field 
and to demonstrating that DEA and Customs could 
settle a long-term problem. Failure here would 
call into doubt the viability of the Task Force con
cept and strengthen the suspicion of some agencies 
that their roles and contributions would not be 
valued. 

During the late summer and early fall of 1983, 
agency position papers were rirescntcd and tI:c issue 
was discussed within the participating agencies and 
among their representatives. At the same time, the 
agencv heads at the OCDETF VVorking Group 
level '~'ere addressing the debated points through 
a series of interagency meetings. ln early 
December, prior to a meeting of the OCDETF 
VVorking Group which had this issue on its agenda, 
the heads of DEA and Customs met with the 
Associate Attorney General and the Assistant 
Secretary of the Treasury for Enforcement and 
Operations to resolve the Title 21 question. Out 
of this meeting, and a subsequent meeting of the 
OCDETF Working Group, emerged a draft "Re
quest for Assistance" from the Attorney Gene ml 
to the Secretary of the Treasury. This document 
delegates authority to the DEA Administrator to 
grant specific U.S. Customs agents and in
vestigators, under the supervision of DEA person
nel and for a designated time period, the powers to: 

• Conduct investigative, intelligence 
gathering, and law enforcement activities 
related to the suppression of illicit drug 
trafficking; 

• Execute and serve search, arrest, and 
other relevant warrants as provided by 
law; and 

• Make certain arrests without warrants 
and seizures of property as specified in 
the Con trolled Su bstanccs f m porta
tion/Export Act.* 

* It should be noted that this agreement is not limited 
to Task Force cases. 
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On January 5, 1984·, the issue was settled 
when the Attorney General signed the "Request 
for Assistance and Authorization Respecting Drug 
Enforcement Activities of Certain Customs Officers 
in Domestic Drug Investigations." While it is cer
tainly true that a decade of conflicting views can
not be overcome immediately by a stroke of the pen 
and that actual implementation of the agreement 
in the field must precede final judgment, it is ap
parent, even now, that the promulgation of this 
"Request" represents an outstanding accomplish
ment, made possible largely by the Task Force Pro
gram. By assisting in the settlement of this dispute, 
the participating departments and agencies have 
demonstrated their commitment to the Task Force 
concept. They have given the Task Force in
\'estigators and prosecutors in the field greater flex
ibility and a new weapon with which to fight the 
drug rings. They have given their own personnel 
the clear message that the President's call for in
teragency coordination in the pursuit of the Task 
Force mission shall be achieved. 

The Lead Agency Question 
After much debate, it was decided chat no 

single' agency should be designated as the lead Task 
Force agency. This was done for both operational 
and organizational reasons. From a case manage
ment perspective, being able to designate a lead 
case agent for each case as it is brought in and 
developed rather than predetermining a lead allows 
Task Forces the flexibility to assign case leads which 
arc most fitting to the nature of each investigation. 
It also allows for a change of lead if the nature of 
the case changes as, for example, when what began 
as essentially a firearms case evolves into a finan
cial investig·ations case. From an organizational 
standpoint, designation of a single lead agency 
would make it difficult to maintain morale and a 
spirit of cooperation in participating agencies that 
never assumed the lead function and whose agents 
had to repeatedly turn over promising leads and 
lines of investigation. 

As plausible as these points appear, there are 
also persuasive arguments in favor of a designated 
lead. One could argue, for example, that, since all 
Task Force cases involve narcotics violations, the 
DEA-with its unique authority, expertise, and 
level of Task Force resources-together with the 
FBI would be the most effective overall lead. These 
agencies could call upon the skills and resources of 
the other Task Force participants as necessary. 
Another suggestion posed by some of the par
ticipating agencies with fewer Task Force person
nel has been to strengthen the position of the Assist-

ant U.S. Attorney Task Force Coordinator to serve 
as lead, assuming something of an impartial stance 
toward the various agencies. This view is firmly op
posed by agencies which hold that investigative 
rather than prosccutorial agencies should retain 
professional control of intelligence gathering and 
investigative functions. 

Of course, leadership and coordination of 
cases must be provided. The Task Force model 
allows for this designation to occur in the field. In 
most instances, the agent who brings in the case 
becomes the lead or coordinating agent. Any 
disputes or changes in this function arc resolved 
by the Agency Task Force Coordinators. The Task 
Force model anticipates that the experienced per
sonnel assigned to Task Force duties will under
stand the requirements of each case and that, in 
most instances, a consensus on case leadership and 
management can be achieved. And, in fact, this 
sccIT1s to be occurring. 

The "who's in charge" question is certainly 
central to any discussion of agency interaction. The 
Task Force model as developed in the Guidelines is 
implementing a way of working together which 
allows for flexibility and for each agency to retain 
its individual structure and line of authority. While 
not a familiar model, it is one which appears to be 
working to achieve the necessary level of coordina
tion without spawning a new bureaucracy or plac
ing one participating agency above the others. The 
continuing· willingness of the agencies to work 
within a Task Force structure which promotes 
cooperation and consensus decision making rather 
than single agency self-interest is further evidence 
of the viability of the model. 

Working Toward Coordination 
Interagency relations at the national level arc 

influenced by politics, history, and the pragmatics 
of getting the job done. Each participating agency 
must balance its co1~ .11itrncnt to the Task Force 
concept with its fundamental mission. Some com
petition and rivalries will inevitably develop be
tween highly competent and motivated organiza
tions which must navigate within common and 
often murky jurisdictional waters. Yet in spite of 
all this, and a Task Force design which places 
minimal constraints on the participating agencies, 
coordination at the national level is working. Issues 
are transmitted either up the chain of command 
in the field or from the headquarters themselves and 
are addressed by the agency representatives and 
OCDETF Working Group. Once resolved, these 
overall policy decisions are communicated back to 
the field to guide progTam operations. 
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The process of issue resoluti~n is a c?m
plicated one. While program operation <:luest10ns 
can be answered by agency representatives oi:ce 
direction is given by the OCDETF Workmg 
Group, major policy iss~e.s must be addresse~ by 
agency heads. Not surpnsmgly, much of the ~1ve
and-take on this level occurs m smaller meetmgs 
and conversations rather than in heated. de
bates at OCDETF Working Group sessions. 

While it is far too early to pronounce final 
judgment on agency cooperation, the sig~s are 
quite encouraging. The Task Force age~c1es are 
putting aside their parochial concerns m favor 
of the overriding national go.al ?f. more .effec
tive drug enforcement and this, 1f it co~tmue~, 
can create the organizational climate wluch will 
enable the Task Force Program to succeed in its 

mission. 
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The Task Forces in Field 
Operations 

There are three i.::ntities within the Task Force 
Program's field structure: twelve Task Forces or 
Task Force Regions, the districts, and the core 
cities. The Task Force Regions are administrative 
and reporting units, not operational entities. Each 
Region comprises two or more Federal judicial 
districts. The core city is one of the several districts 
in a Task Force Region, distinguishable by the fact 
that it is the locus of the Task Force Coordination 
Group for the Region. The non-core city districts 
are the remaining judicial districts within a Task 
Force Region.* The Task Force Regions and 
districts are listed in Exhibit 4. 

The following describes the elements of the 
Task Force Regions, their organizational structure, 
their relationship to one another, some examples 
of how they operate, and some of the difficulties 
they encounter. 

The Task Force Regions 

The Task Force Program is divided into 
twelve Regions, each of which encompasses a 
number of Federal judicial districts. The smallest 
number of districts in a Task Force is two (Los 
Angeles/Nevada Task Force) and the largest 
number is twelve (Southeast and South Central 
Task Forces). One district within each Task Force 
Region is designated as the "core city." (See 
Exhibit 5 for the location and configuration of the 
twel·;e Task Forces and their Regions.) 

The Core City U.S. Attorney 
The senior official responsible for the overall 

performance of a Task Force is the U.S. Attorney 
for the Federal judicial district in which the 
core city is located. The U.S. Attorney is account
able for Task Force activities to the Associate At
torney General, and is responsible for establishing 
a Task Force Advisory Committee and a Task 
Force Coordination Group. While core city U.S. 

* For the sake of clarity, this report uses the term "core 
city" to refer to the core city district, and "district" 
to refer to the non-core city districts. 

Attorneys are responsible for coordination of ac
tivities within their Region, they have no line 
authority over any attorneys outside of their own 
districts. 

The Task Force Advisory Committee 
The core city U.S. Attorney chairs the Task 

Force Advisory Committee; committee members 
are the other regional U.S. Attorneys, the Assist
ant U.S. Attorney Task Force Coordinator, the 
Agency Task Force Coordinators, the regional Task 
Force agency Special Agents in Charge (SACs), and 
the regional Organized Crime Strike Force 
Chief(s). This committee has general responsibility 
for oversight of the Task Force, including guidance 
on policy and procedures within the framework of 
the Guidelines. It must monitor Task Force cases 
and adjust resource allocations in response to the 
needs of each case. The frequency and nature of 
the meetings of these committees vary considerably 
from one Task Force to another. For example, some 
committees can be unwieldy in size. In the 
Southeast Task Force, the full committee would be 
composed of some thirty people. Therefore, much 
of the business of the Advisory Committee is 
managed through informal consultation on an in
dividual basis, rather than in plenary meetings. 

The following examples illustrate the kind of 
coordinative activities core city U.S. Attorneys 
often, but not always, carry out in conjunction with 
the Advisory Committee: 

• In most of the larger Regions, the core 
city U.S. Attorney convenes meetings 
and the Task Force U.S. Attorneys from 
the districts attend. The core city U.S. 
Attorney in Detroit rotates the location 
of meetings, so that other Great Lakes 
Task Force U.S. Attorneys have the op
portunity to serve as host. This enhances 
the level of regional Task Force par
ticipation by U.S. Attorneys in the 
districts. 

• Some core city U.S. Attorneys have 
acijusted personnel allocations within 
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Task Force 

Great Lakes 

Gul[ Coast 

Los Angeles/ 
Nevada 

Mid-Atlantic 

Mountain 

New England 

Exhibit 4 
Task Force Regions and Districts 

Core City 

Detroit 

Houston 

Los Angeles 

Baltimore 

Denver 

Boston 

Number of 
Districts 

8 

8 

2 

7 

8 

8 

Judicial _Districts Included 

Kentucky, Eastern District 
Michigan, Eastern District 
Michigan, Western District 
Ohio, Northern District 
Ohio, Southern District 
Pennsylvania, Western District 
West Virginia, Northern District 
\Vest Virginia, Southern District 

Louisiana, Eastern District 
Louisiana, Middle District 
Louisiana, \V es tern District 
Mississippi, Southern District 
Texas, Northern District 
Texas, Eastern District 
Texas, Southern District 
Texas, \V es tern District 

California, Central District 
Nevada 

Delaware 
District of Columbia 
Maryland 
Pennsylvania, Eastern District 
Pennsylvania, Middle District 
Virginia, Eastern District 
Virginia, Vlestern District 

Colorado 
Idaho 
Montana 
Nebraska and Iowa 
North Dakota 
Sou th Dakota 
Utah 
Wyoming 

Connecticut 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
New Hampshire 
New York, Northern District 
New York, Western District 
Rhode Island 
Vermont 
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Task Force ----
New York/ 
New Jersey 

North Central 

Northwest 

South Central 

Sou th cast 

Exhibit 4 
Task Force Regions and Districts (Cont.) 

Number of 
Core City Districts Judicial Districts Included 

New York 3 New Jersey 
New York, Eastern District 
New York, Southern District 

Chicago 9 Illinois, Central District 
29 

Illinois, Northern District 
Indiana, Northern District 
Indiana, Southern District 
Iowa, Northern District 
Iowa, Southern District 
Minnesota 
Wisconsin, Eastern District 
\Visconsin, \V es tern District 

San Francisco 8 Alaska 
California, Eastern District 
California, Northern District 
Guam 
Hawaii 
Oregon 
Washington, Eastern Di1H1 i1..1 

\V ashington, Western Distri 
St. Louis 12 Arkansas, Eastern District 

Arkansas, Western District 
Illinois, Southern District 
Kansas 
Kentucky, \Ve stern District 
i\ilississippi, Northern District 
Missc.uri, Eastern District 
Ivlissouri, Western District 
Oklahoma, Northern District 
Oklahoma, Eastern District 
Oklahoma, Western District 
Tennessee, v\lestern District 

Atlanta 12 Alabama, Middle District 
Alabama, Northern District 
Alabama, Southern District 
Georgia, Middle District 
Georgia, Northern District 
Georgia, Southern District .A' 
North Carolina, Eastern District 
North Carolina, !vlicldlc District 
North Carolina, v\lestern District 
South Carolina 
Ten ncsscc, Eastern District 
Tennessee, Middle District 
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Task Force 

Southwest 

Florida* 

Exhibit 4 
Task Force Regions and Districts (Cont.) 

Core City 

San Diego 

Number of 
Districts 

3 

5 

Judicial Districts Included 

Arizona 
California, Southern District 
New Mexico 

Florida, Northern District 
Florida, Middle District 
Florida, Southern District 
Puerto Rico 
Virgin Islands 

* The South Florida Task Force remains a separate entity. Given the extent to which NNBIS and other South 
Florida Task Force elements have developed, the Department of Justice is including, in its 1985 budget re
quest, funds for a thirteenth Task Force. The five districts comprising this Task Force are the Northern, Mid
dle, and Southern districts of Florida; the Virgin Islands; and Puerto Rico. 
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their Task Forces. Baltimore (Mid
Atlantic Task Force) assisted two 
Pennsylvania districts in rearranging 
their allocations, and even reallocated 
two Baltimore Assistant U.S. Attorney 
positions to Pennsylvania, in order to 
arrive at a more effective distribution. 

• Quarterly meetings in Chicago are at
tended by all of the North Central Task 
Force U.S. Attorneys and the Lead Task 
Force Attorneys from the Region. This 
exchange of information serves to solve 
common problems. In addition, the 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force 
Coordinator visits all the districts to 
review the Task Force Program's 
organization and operation. 

The Task Force Coordination Group 
The Task Force Coordination Group is the 

central administrative element for each Task Force. 
It is composed of the Assistant U.S. Attorney Task 
Force Coordinator; one representative from each 
of the participating Federal investigative agencies, 
the U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. ~farshals 
Service; and representatives from other appropriate 
agencies, such as State or local law enforcement 
agencies or other Federal entities. The Coordina
tion Group serves all districts within a Task Force. 
Its functions are to: 

• Evaluate cases proposed for Task Force 
selection, review the use of Task Force 
resources and ensure appropriate utiliza
tion throughout the Region, resolve any 
problems of cooperation among person
nel from different agencies, and monitor 
changes in drug trafficking patterns in 
the Region; 

• Meet regularly with State and local law 
enforcement officials from all parts of the 
Region and ensure that Federal, State, 
and local law enforcement officials are 
coordinating information and opera
tional activities of Task Force in
terest; and 

• Designate agent and attorney special
ists within the Task Force, including 
specialists in forfeiture, financial in
vestigations, tax violations, and drug 
diversion. 

The Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force 
Coordinator is responsible to the U.S. Attorney for 
establishing the Task Force office and for super
vising the administrative operations of the Task 
Force Coordination Group. These Coordinators 
are senior prosecutors with substantial experience 
in drug cases. 

The Task Force Coordination Group serves 
the needs of all the districts within a Task Force 
Region. The nature and extent of the services varv 
considerably from Task Force to Task Force, oftc;1 
according to the Region's size and its level of 
narcotics law enforcement activity. ivlost members 
of the Coordination Groups visit the districts in 
their Regions periodically. For some, the first round 
of visits served primarily as an introduction to the 
r.ol.es and relationships of the Task Force par
ticipants, and an exposition of Task Force opera
tional orientation. Subsequent visits serve as 
occasions for reviewing active cases, monitoring 
r~source needs and allocations, and exchanging 
Views on administrative and operational matters. 

There is also a continuous exchange of in
formation about coordinated anivities on an in
dividual basis. Agency Task Force Coordinators 
in the core city arc called upon to assist districts 
by proYiding additional personnel on a temporarv 
basis in response to an operational need, for in-
stance, or to facilitate and expedite investigative 
support or operational approval from their respec
tive agencies. Some examples are the following: 

• Both the DEA and FBI have Task 
Force funds for the purchase of informa
tion and evidence. These funds arc often 
channeled through the Task Force DEA 
and FBI Coordinators in each core city. 
Illustrative of this support role is the in
stance in which the Mid-Atlantic DEA 
Coordinator, in Baltimore, assisted the 
Roanoke, Virginia, Task Force office in 
obtaining a substantial quantity of buy 
money for an operation. 

• When a North Carolina case developed 
a need for a surveillance team, the prob
lem was shared with the Southeast Task 
Force Coordination Group in Atlanta. 
Atlanta canvassed Task Force agencies 
throughout the Region. Unable to locate 
'fask Force personnel who could readily 
respond, Atlanta arranged for assistance 
from a non-Task Force FBI surveillance 
squad. 
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• A minor figure in a Detroit Ta"k Force 
case lives in Southern Ohio. He also 
deals with a drug organization in Wheel
ing targeted by the West Virginia Task 
Force office. Both the Wheeling and 
Detroit offices report that the level of col
laboration and coordination has been far 
superior to what might have taken place 
in pre-Task Force days. This success has 
helped in avoiding duplication of effort 
and the kind of problems that would 
result from uncoordinated activity when 
investigating the same or closely related 
targets. 

A major responsibility of each Task Force 
Coordination Group is the review of cases sub
mitted by Task Force districts for selection and 
designation as Task Force cases. It is the responsi
bility of the Coordination Group to review, analyze, 
and assess the proposed cases. 

The case selection process and the continu
ing review of cases from the districts inevitably pro
vide the core city Coordination Group with an ad
vantage over its district counterparts. Coordination 
Group members have the responsibility to review 
the case materials from all the districts and to spot 
overlaps, potential problems, or other elements that 
may affect the Region's operations. 

While Task Force Regions are administrative 
and reporting units rather than operational units, 
the creation of these Regions has resulted in 
enhanced collaborative efforts and shared casework 
within the Regions. Major elements of a case may 
be located in adjoining jurisdictions within a single 
Task Force Region. The sharing of information and 
goals among Task Force participants within a 
Region creates a unified approach to the investiga
tion and prosecution of these cases. 

In the Southeast Task Force, the Coordina
tion Group found that two cases from the Northern 
District of Georgia overlapped heavily with active 
cases in other districts. In one case, the Northern 
District of Georgia yielded primary responsibility 
and authority for a case to a district in Alabama. 
The resultant indictment, in December 1983, was 
facilitated and strengthened by this coordinated and 
more efficient expenditure of resources. 

In the other instance, the Southeast Task 
Force selected a case involving a drug dealer who 
was importing and distributing large amounts of 
marijuana in the Atlanta area. During the case 
review process, it was found that the District of 
South Carolina was also actively working on the 
case, was in an advanced stage of its case prcpara-

tion, and would be a suitable venue. Again, the 
Northern District of Georgia relinquished its claim 
to the case but continued to assist in its develop
ment. This operation resulted in multiple arrests 
and indictments, and had a serious impact on the 
drug smuggling community that had been utiliz
ing South Carolina's coast for its operations. 

Paralleling such instances of collaboration, 
Task Force Coordination Groups serve also as in
terregional coordinators, resulting in a coordinated 
effort that covers the nation. 

The Core City and the Districts 

In theory, the only difference between a core 
city and a district is that the Task Force Coordina
tion Group resides in the core city. The Coordina
tion Group serves the entire Task Force Region. 
However, in practice, the Coordination Group 
more often than not devotes a disproportionately 
large amount of its time and interest to operations 
within its own district and less to the other districts. 

Tbe U.S. Attorney for each district is respon
sible for coordination of Task Force activities and 
for the designation of attorneys from his or her of
fice; one to serve as Lead Task Force Attorney and 
others, as Task Force attorneys. The U.S. Attorney 
chairs the District Drug Enforcement Coordination 
Group. The Lead Task Force Attorney supervises 
the other Task Force attorneys, maintains the 
district's Task Force records, performs required 
reporting functions, and serves as liaison between 
the district's Task Force elements and the regional 
Task Force Coordination Group. The Lead Task 
Force Attorney plays a central coordinating role in 
the districts and is a member of the District Drug 
Enforcement Coordination Group. 

Task Forces in the districts are composed of 
designated attorneys and agents, in accordance with 
the allocations indicated in Appendix D. Initial 
allocations of personnel and other resources wer<" 
made in terms of the relative dimensions of the 
perceived problem in each area. Districts with 
major population centers received substantial 
allocations of resources. The Eastern District of 
Pennsylvania, with forty-three agents and attor
neys, is a prime example. On the other hand, 
spar~ely populated districts, such as New Hamp
shire, North Dakota, and the Northern District of 
Mississippi, have no allocations. These districts 
receive mobile assistance when required, on a casc
by-case basis. The core city U.S. Attorney assists 
in the provision of such mobile resources from the 
core city or other districts. 
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In general, the districts have smaller con
tingents of Task Force-designated personnel than 
the core cities. This often results in a heavier 
reliance on State and local law enforcement per
sonnel. Six districts have only an Assistant U.S. 
Attorney as their Task Force complement; seven
teen districts have no one, although the U.S. At
torney remains a member of the Task Force Ad
visory Committee and of the District Drug Enforce
ment Coordination Group. Even those districts 
without Task Force personnel allocations are par
ticipating in the effort. For example, the Western 
District of Arkansas has three active Task Force 
cases, handled by local personnel with the assistance 
of Task Force personnel from Arkansas's Eastern 
District. 

The Task Force Coordination Group in the 
core city plays a dual role, serving both a regional 
function and a local one. However, most Coordina
tion Group members have a primary attachment 
to the core city. The Assistant U.S. Attorney Task 
Force Coordinator is normally drawn from the U.S. 
Attorney's office in the core city. The Agency Task 
Force Coordinators are usually subordinate to and 
evaluated by their SAC in the core city; they are 
not related, in the chain of command, to the SACs 
in other districts within the Task Force. Thus, the 
members of the Task Force Coordination Group 
tend to be more responsive to the operational re
quirements of the core city cases and less responsive 
to the needs of the other districts. 

Operations-The Task Force 
Advantage 

The impact of the Task Force Program should 
not be measured solely by statistics on case results, 
but can be more accurately measured by how the 
Task Force approach enhances the investigative and 
prosecutorial process. That process can be seen in 
the field operations. The operations, particularly 
case origination and selection, are examined here 
in order to describe what the Task Forces do and 
to iIIustrate the Task Force advantage in carrying 
out drug trafficking investigations. 

Case Origination 
Most drug cases originate from investigations 

by Federal, State, and/or local enforcement agen
cies. However, in some instances they grow out of 
serendipitous events, as in a chance discovery of 
14 pounds of cocaine stashed in a health club locker 
in a city in Colorado. Often a straightforward ar
rest of a minor drug dealer by the city police turns 

up additional information leading to the identifica
tion of a high-level distributor or of an organiza
tion that merits further investigation. Another 
method for developing a case is to identify other
wise unknown targets through financial 
investigations-a tool not exclusively employed by 
the Task Forces, but one which the Task Force Pro
gram has encouraged. 

The Task Force Advantage: The Task Force 
Program has enhanced two main areas of the case 
origination process. One is the increased willingness 
of State and local enforcement agencies to bring 
prospective cases to the Task Forces. The second 
is the greater utilization of financial investigations 
as a means for discovering hitherto unknown major 
traffickers, including professionals such as bankers 
and lawyers whose participation in narcotics traf
ficking is usually weII-concealed. 

According to Task Force members, there are 
at least four reasons why local cases are being more 
readily proposed to the Task Force Program. First 
is Task Force visibility; the Program is a known 
entity whose express purpose is working on major 
drug cases. Second, the Task Forces are a 
mechanism for facilitating the provision of finan
cial assistance to the State and local law enforce
ment agencies (overtime, travel, per diem costs, and 
access to buy money) that makes possible a more 
extensive involvement in drug cases. Third, Task 
Forces have shown a willingness to share the credit 
for successful investigations and prosecutions with 
their State and local coIIeagues. Fourth, and 
perhaps most important, joining the Task Force 
gives local law enforcement agencies access to vastly 
greater Federal resources, including additional per
sonnel, investigative records, and the varied exper
tise of all of the participating agencies. 

Financial investigations are not carried on 
exclusively by the Task Forces, but their use has 
been enhanced by the Task Forces in several 
ways. First, the Task Forces bring together those 
agencies with highly developed expertise in carry
ing out financial investigations. Second, the 
Task Force Program has designated financial in
vestigations as a special emphasis area. Third, 
financial investigative units now are a feature 
of many Task Forces, either contained completely 
within a Task Force or sharing Task Force and 
non-Task Force resources. Though investigations 
are still at an early stage, participants are confi
dent they wi!I soon lead to the identification of 
new and major targets. An example of one such 
investigation that has led to major conv1ct1ons 
is the "Moneybags" case. (See Chapter 5, 
p. 66 .) 
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Case Selection 
Regardless of how a case originates, an in

vestigating agency may propose it as a Task Force 
case if it appears to: 

• Involve major drug trafficking figures; 

• Require the resources and expertise of 
another agency because of possible 
violations other than those involving 
narcotics; 

• Have serious investigative ramifica
tions that extend to other geographical 
jurisdictions; and 

• Require the assistance of an Assistant 
U.S. Attorney during the early stages of 
an investigation. 

If the case is located in a district, the District 
Drug Enforcement Coordination Group reviews the 
case. The designated agency representatives of each 
Task Force review the case, ask questions as 
appropriate, and initial the Case Initiation Form. 
After approval by the district U.S. Attorney, the 
form is forwarded to the Task Force Coordination 
Group in the core city.* 

The Task Force Coordination Group reviews 
the district's Case Initiation Form. Frequently, the 
Agency Task Force Coordinators will have dis
cussed the case in advance with their agencies' 
representatives in the district. The Task Force 
Coordination Group then either approves the case, 
refers it back to the originating district with addi
tional questions, or rejects it as not meeting the 
criteria for Task Force selection or as being 
unrealistic in terms of resource requirements. 
Because there is sufficient preliminary discussion 
of the cases, relatively few of those submitted are 
not approved. 

The Task Force Advantage: The cases that 
qualify for Task Force selection are invariably those 
that require long-term dedication of personnel from 
more than one agency. These cases will not have 
quick turnover or results. The Task Force Program, 
by putting aside the numbers game of rapid and 
numerous prosecutions, is able to dedicate resources 

* During the start-up phase of the Task Force Pro
gram, the initial 260 cases were referred to 
Washington for approval, in order to ensure that the 
criteria were properly applied and to set standards 
for subsequent approvals. 

for better and higher achievements. Investigators 
and prosecutors are afforded the time to construct 
the difficult trail of evidence needed to successfuIIy 
prosecute truly high-level targets. Resources made 
available only through the Task Force Program can 
be used optimally to reach targets that are untouch
able through traditional approaches. The case selec
tion process supports the Task Forces' higher aims. 

The other case selection criteria-multiple 
agency involvement, multiple jurisdictions, and 
early attorney involvement in the investigation
also bring to the Task Force Program cases that 
cannot be managed effectively without the Task 
Force. The Task Force Program is a system for 
bringing multiple enforcement agencies together, 
coordinating investigative and prosecutorial strat
egies across district and regional lines, and pro
viding a dedicated Assistant U.S. Attorney to sup
port the investigative requirements of a case at any 
point in its development. 

The Task Force system facilitates, enables, 
and encourages the selection of cases that cannot 
be made without the Task Force structure. The 
system also promotes selection of cases that can be 
broadened and deepened in order to attack 
significantly higher level targets. 

Investigation 
The review that is part of the case selection 

process may reveal that two or more agencies, 
unbeknown to one another, have been working on 
the same case or on cases that closely overlap. Such 
overlap often brings about a natural union of the 
agencies' investigations. Other agencies are asked 
to participate-or volunteer to participate-as their 
areas of interest or a need for their resources 
becomes apparent. 

When a case is under examination, the agency 
representatives consider the level of agent resources 
they can and should devote to it. Through dis
cussion, personnel levels involving both Task Force
designated personnel and, in many instances, non
Task Force personnel are agreed upon.* Also at 
this stage, one or more Assistant U.S. Attorneys 
are assigned to the case, to provide legal support 
and to assist in guiding the investigation toward 
maximum impact at the time of indictment and 
trial. 

As the investigation proceeds, the investigative 
agents share the information developed and work 

* In most instances, Agency Task Force Coordinators 
have no authority to commit resources to Task Force 
operations, and must gain the approval of their 
agency SACs. 
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together to determine what additional information 
is needed and how best to obtain it. The special
ized knowledge and investigative techniques of the 
various agencies are orchestrated through this proc
ess to ensure that optimum results are achieved, 
to identify the major organizational figures, and 
to collect sufficient incriminating evidence. In this 
way, the diverse elements of an investigation are 
coordinated so that they are mutually supportive, 
properly timed, and not at cross-purposes. When 
needed, the Assistant U.S. Attorney is called upon 
for legal counsel or for the preparation of legal 
documents. 

The Task Force Advantage: In the in
vestigative process, salient and positive differences 
attributable to the Task Force Program are evident. 
They are itemized briefly here: 

• Experienced case agents: Personnel 
assigned to the Task Forces are ex
perienced in Federal investigative work 
and narcotics investigations, creating 
investigative teams that are highly quali
fied and capable. 

• Experienced Assistant U.S. Attor
neys available early in the investiga
tive process: Task Force Assistant U.S. 
Attorneys are experienced not just as 
prosecutors, but as prosecutors in nar
cotics cases. They bring a wealth of 
specialized talent to the investigative 
process by assisting in financial investi
gations, giving legal counsel, and pre
paring legal documents, such as affi
davits, warrants, and subpoenas. Their 
ready availability has allowed for a sub
stantial increase in the use of court
authorized wiretaps and other methods 
of electronic surveillance within the Task 
Force context. The dedicated availability 
of attorney assistance is not a regular 
feature of investigations outside the Task 
Force framework. 

11 Status with other Task Forces: The 
Task Force Program creates a mech
anism for Assistant U.S. Attorneys and 
Agency Task Force Coordinators to 
become acquainted with one another in 
a mutually supportive group. As a result, 
when one Task Force asks another for 
help, investigative support is much more 
rapidly and effectively provided. The 
Task Force network is strong, growing 

stronger, and working to benefit the 
Task Force system. 

• Expanded personnel resources: The 
addition of some 1, 200 professionals 
dedicated to drug enforcement programs 
is a tremendous boost to law enforce
ment efforts. Further, the recognition 
that the cases being undertaken are dif
ficult and long-term permits the assign
ment of more investigative talent to a 
case, without the expectation of quick 
convictions. Agents can work on a case 
for longer than would normalJy be per
mitted outside the Task Forces, resulting 
in more significant arrests. 

• Easy and rapid access to other agen
cies' information: The collaboration of 
personnel from various agencies results 
in timely, direct, and complete access to 
the information resources of all the agen
cies involved without resort to the usual 
bureaucratic procedures of formal inter
agency requests. 

• Availability of a greater range of ex
pertise: The agencies participating in 
the Task Forces have different areas of 
investigative strength. As a rule, no one 
agency houses all the highly developed 
skills that are necessary during a com
plex narcotics case. For example, DEA 
is skilled in narcotics investigations, with 
particular expertise in conducting under
cover operations. The FBI has a finely 
honed ability to conduct extensive and 
thorough background and on-site in
vestigations; it can execute surveillances, 
and other electronic and technical opera
tions; and it has a superior records and 
information retrieval system. Customs 
is without peer in managing smuggling 
investigations and tracing movements of 
people and funds to and from foreign 
countries. IRS is particularly strong in 
determining individuals' net worth and 
in penetrating efforts to disguise owner
ship of assets. The combination of these 
talents results in a synergistic increase 
in investigative ability for the Task 
Forces. 

• Added financial resources: The Task 
Force Program provides additional sums 
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of money for operations and equipment. 
The traditional buy and bust activity that 
has been a part of street-level drug inves
tigations allows enforcement agents to 
purchase a small amount of drugs and 
arrest the dealer. The Task Force Pro
gram utilizes a more effective approach. 
First, agents are permitted to expend 
larger amounts of buy money without 
immediately arresting a seller. The pur
chase establishes the agent's bona fides, 
giving the agent further entree to the 
drug organization. Second, larger sums 
of money are available, allowing larger 
buys and access to significantly higher 
elements of a drug organization. Thus, 
a Task Force agent may move from deal
ing with a street-level pusher to a 
wholesaler because the agent has the 
money available. It is a frequent prac
tice of drug wholesalers to require that 
customers prove their bona fides by 
making at least one exceptionally large 
purchase, because, as one defendant put 
it, "the cops can never make a really big 
buy." Now they can. 

Task Force monies have also pro
vided improved equipment for the agen
cies involved in the Task Forces. Rented 
automobiles for operational use have 
been provided; technical gear and radios 
have been upgraded. Radios are a con
tinuing problem because the investiga
tive agencies' existing radio systems are 
not compatible with one another. Task 
Force funds are being used to overcome 
this problem, permitting Task Force 
personnel from different agencies to 
communicate better during street 
operations. 

• Mutually supportive investigations: 
The history of drug enforcement is 
replete with instances of investigations 
by one agency being disrupted or ter
minated because of investigations by 
another agency. The Task Forces have 
not eliminated these difficulties entirely: 
an Atlanta Task Force case had to be 
dropped when the principal target was 
arrested in Texas on unrelated charges. 
In another instance within the Task 
Force Program, one Region's informant 
was, for a while, another's potential 
defendant. But these are the exceptions; 

multiple agency and multiple district 
coordination does result in mutually 
supportive, rather than destructive, 
investigations in most Task Force ac
tivities. 

• Greater access to grand jury time: 
Grand juries serve a very significant role 
in complex drug investigations. To best 
apply this tool, investigators need access 
to the grand jury. Having an attorney 
readily available who is intimately ac
quainted with and dedicated to the case 
facilitates access to the grand jury 
process. 

In summary, Task Force investigations are 
more successful because they benefit from the coor
dinated application of greater fiscal, technical, and 
human investigative resources. 

Prosecution 
When a grand jury returns an indictment, the 

case moves from the investigative to the prosecu
torial phase. In some ways, the mechanics of pros
ecuting a Task Force case are no different from 
those of any other drug prosecution, but there is 
a significant qualitative difference. 

The Task Force Advantage: The continued 
involvement of a Task Force Assistant U.S. At
torney during the investigation often means that 
a sounder case is constructed and that the prose
cuting attorney is more familiar with all facets of 
the case. The Assistant U.S. Attorney's specific 
function is to ensure that the evidence obtained is 
complete and admissible. The participation of 
agencies with varied areas of expertise ensures that 
violations of specific statutes are appropriately 
charged and documented. 

In addition, the Task Force Assistant U.S. At
torneys work within a set of guidelines designed to 
maximize the impact of their prosecuting efforts on 
drug operations, and not just maximize conviction 
statistics. This "bigger picture" emphasis means, 
for example, that Task Force Assistant U.S. At
torneys will use grants of immunity and plea 
agreements only to develop additional information 
that will contribute to indicting higher levels of drug 
traffickers and dismantling their organizations. 

The Task Force emphasis on collaboration 
with State and local law enforcement and on cross
designation of attorneys provides a greater range 
of forums for trying cases. By exercising the op
tion of taking a case to a Federal or a State court, 
the prosecutors can best apply the combined powers 
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of the two systems. For example, New York State 
penalties for criminal possession of small amounts 
of drugs are more severe than the Federal penalties, 
and it may be preferable to use the more punitive 
venue. 

A Successful Beginning 
The preceding comments on Task Force 

operations should not be taken to mean that the 
Task Forces are operating without flaws or dif
ficulties. There are problems. Coordination is not 
perfect and there are examples of crossed wires in 
the Task Force operations. Appropriate office space 
has been difficult to obtain. The inability to place 
Task Force Coordinators and, at times, other per-

sonnel together has inhibited cooperation. Some 
districts report minimal support from their core 
cities. Differing agency policies result in unequal 
roles and responsibilities for Coordinators, and 
chains of command sometimes conflict. 

It is a tribute to the dedication of the 
personnel in the field that, despite such prob
lem areas, the Task Forces are operating in 
a manner different from, and superior to, what 
has existed in the past. The operations at 
all phases, from the origination of cases to their pros
ecution, are devoted to bringing to bear the 
resources of many agencies against major drug traf
ficking organizations; and they are beginning to 
register significant successes. 
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1 Task Force Goals and 

Objectives: First-Year 
Progress 

The goal of the Organized Crime Drug En
forcement Task Force Program, as stated in the 
Guidelines, is: 

To identify, investigate, and prosecute 
members of high-level drug trafficking 
enterprises and to destroy the operations 
of those organizations. 

Subordinate objectives designed to meet this 
goal vary between Task Forces, depending on the 
profile of trafficking organizations in each Region. 
Four specific objectives or areas for special emphasis 
are required, however, of all Task Force Regions. 
These areas are: 1) to pursue high-level targets, 
2) to enhance Federal agency coordination and 
cooperation, 3) to enhance cooperation and coor
dination between Federal agencies and State and 
local agencies, and 4) to stress financial investiga
tions, seizures, and forfeitures. 

Each Task Force has progressed toward these 
objectives. This chapter discusses each objective in 
more detail. In order to illustrate how Task Forces 
have translated these objectives into action, case 
examples and quotations from Task Force Program 
administrative trip reports are presented. These 
quotations are comments gleaned from interviews 
with Task Force participating personnel and ex
cerpts from outside observers' reports. 

High-Level Targets 

The number one objective of the Task Force 
Program, as stated in the Guidelines, is: 

To target, investigate, and prosecute in
dividuals who organize, direct, finance, 
or are otherwise engaged in high-level 
illegal drug trafficking enterprises, in
cluding large scale money laundering 
organizations . . . 

The Guidelines further define targets, specify
ing that Task Forces arc to attack ''major drug traf
ficking organizations.'' This includes any group 

''where a sizable number of individuals is involved 
in the trafficking or there are large actual or poten
tial profits gained from the trafficking." The kinds 
of organizations and individuals identified as ap
propriate for targeting-traditional organized crime 
groups, other groups engaged in organized drug 
operations, and individuals or small groups who 
use their professional status to trade in narcotics 
or dangerous drugs-are described in Chapter 1 
of this report. But what makes an organization or 
an individual high-level? 

High-Level Organizations 
Task Forces do not target or devote their 

resour::es to investigating and prosecuting minor 
criminals such as street-level pushers. Rather, the 
emphasis is on eliminating the elements in an 
organization that make drug dealing possible. 
These are the high-level kingpins who make the 
drug organization function. Without the organiza
tions, the street pusher is out of business. 

The case selection process is where a poten
tial target organization is examined to determine 
whether it qualifies as a high-level target. In 
general, the size of the organization and the quan
tity of drugs it deals in serve as measurements of 
the significance of an organization. Because of 
differing environments throughout the country, 
however, the Guidelines also provide that "each 
core city United States Attorney, in consultation 
with his or her Advisory Committee, may establish 
more specific criteria (such as minimum quantities 
of a given substance) to be applied within a Task 
Force area," in determining whether a target is 
high-level. 

It is apparent, for instance, that in rural mid
America fifteen pounds of marijuana may be a 
significant amount in terms of its impact on society 
and the local economy. But fifteen tons might be 
of comparable significance along the Gulf Coast, 
where importation and transshipment take place. 
It is the impact on the social and economic welfare 
of the community that stands as a significar1t 
criterion in case selection, and each Task Force is 
given some latitude in making that determination. 
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THE, 
RAID 

This case, "The Raid," responds to the 
mandate to pursue high-level drug trafficking 
organizations, and illustrates: 

• A high degree of interagency 
collaboration; 

• Extensive use of attorneys during an 
investigation; 

• Importance of the varied expertise of 
different agencies; and 

• Task Force ability to sustain a major 
investigation over a long period of 
time. 

In early 1983, twelve smugglers coming 
from a Colombian ship were arrested as they 
moved from the San Francisco Bay up onto a 
beach. Each carried a duffel bag full of cocaine; 
and some were armed. They were arrested by 
Task Force agents from the FBI, DEA, 
Customs, and IRS. The arrests were based on 
violations of statutes enforced by Customs, and 
Customs directed the operation. 

The fact that agency arrest teams were in 
the area was not an accident-the FBI had 
gathered critical information from a wiretap; 
Customs had carefuHy monitored the comings 
and goings of the ship's crew; DEA's back
ground investigations had established the con
nection of the defendants to one another; and, 
as the investigation progressed, IRS had thor
oughly investigated the suspects' dollar expendi
tures, their incomes, and their unlawful money 
movements. 

The raid was one of the most effective, 
quick-hitting, and safe operations that has oc
curred in the San Francisco district in recent 
years. It could only have been conducted with 
complete coordination and cooperation between 
the agencies and the complementary use of 

their resources. Task Force agents and attor
neys worked around the clock to obtain and ex
ecute appropriate court orders and warrants. 

The method of investigation successfully 
encouraged the organization to continue to 
believe that this was merely a happenstance 
Customs arrest, and not an orchestrated effort. 
The professional conduct of the raid allowed 
continued operation of the electronic 
surveillance, which revealed the person who 
controlled the narcotics loads. 

The initial accomplishments were over
shadowed by the arrests that occurred a month 
later, growing out of the raid. One hundred 
fifty agents from Federal and local agencies 
were assembled into teams and given instruc
tions on the conduct of the operation. In a 
carefully coordi:rnted move, they arrested 
twenty-five more members of the organization. 
The organizational level of those arrested was 
far above that of the smugglers arrested earlier. 

The electronic and physical surveillance, 
and the cooperation and communication be- ,,1 

tween the various agencies and their counter
parts in other districts, netted over 500 pounds 
of cocaine, plus firearms and silencers. Elec
tronic surveillance also established the direct 
link between the smugglers and their principal 
Colombian connection, a matriarch living in 
Buena Ventura, Colombia. 

If the initial raid and its arrests had 
followed the pattern of law enforcement in the 
past, the entire investigation could have ended 
with the arrest of the twelve smugglers-minor 
offenders. Before the Task Forces, single agen
cies rarely had the support necessary to conduct 
full-scale investigations into entire organiza
tions. However, the Task Forces, because of 
their mandate and structure, can work a drug 
case to its apex. Thus, this entire smuggling 
organization was literally uprooted from the 
Northern District of California and has ceased 
to operate. 
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Case Initiation ~Form lriformation as Indicators 
of High-Level Targets 

The Task Force Case Initiation Form is the 
form used to report the measurements of an 
organization's importance, its relevance as a target, 
and the importance of each person jdentified as a 
principal prospective defendant within the case. By 
reviewing the Case Initiation Form data it can be 
determined whether the targets arc indeed high
level. 

One of the measurements of principal pro
spective defendants is their organizational rank. 
Almost 30 percent of the identjficd principal pro
spective defendants fall into the largest category, 
"Top leader." An additional 25 percent are "Mid
lcvel leaders.'' 

The fact that there are over 2,000 potential 
principal defendants listed for 467 cases indicates 
that the cases focus on organizations, not indi
viduals. About one-half of the targeted organiza
tions are non-traditional criminal groups that have 
been put together for the express purpose of deal
ing in drugs. An additional 39 percent are tradi
tional organized crime groups which engage in drug 
trafficking along with other types of criminal ac
tivity. Prison gangs and outlaw motorcycle gangs 
arc targeted in 30 cases. (These and other data 
describing the nature of Task Force target or
ganizations are provided in the data charts m 
Chapter 6.) 

Another aspect of the high-level nature of 
Task Force targets is their internatjonal in
volvement. Most narcotics originate overseas. An 
mternational organization procures and transports 
the drugs to distributors in the United States. 
The financing of these drug transactions in
evitably results in the transfer of huge amounts of 
money between the United States and a variety of 
foreign jurisdictions. On an even larger monetary 
scale, major drug dealers acquire vast profits which 
they cannot use without "laundering," a process 
that usually involves international financial 
transfers. Consequently, most major drug dealing 
org·anizations arc involved with foreign juris
dictions for the procurement of the drugs for sale, 
for the laundering of their proceeds, or for 
both. 

Indicative of the high-level nature of 
the targets, alrnost half of the Task Forces' 
cases listed on Case Initiation Forms arc in
ternational in scope. The remaining half arc 
almost all "multi-district" cases, indicating that 
they arc also geographically extensive. One at
tribute of the Task Force Program is that it has 
sufficient resources and the tenacity to permit 

thorough and aggressive pursuit of the international 
aspects of cases far beyond what has been true in 
the past. 

Penalties as Indicators ef High-Level Targets 
Major targets merit major penalties. The 

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organiza
tions (RICO) and Continuing Criminal Enter
prise (CCE) statutes were enacted to provide 
appropriate penalties for major offenders. These 
statutes are intended to remove high-level drug 
traffickers and organized crime leaders from 
active roles in their criminal enterprises and to 
deprive them of Goth their ill-gotten assets and the 
means for continuing to operate or influence those 
enterprises. These statutes provide for substantial 
penalties including fines, forfeiture of property, 
and, for CCE violations, mandatory prison terms. 
Forfeiture applies to any property or contractual 
rights that afford the defendant a source of influence 
over the enterprise. The Task Forces are seeking 
indictments under these statutes whenever possi
ble. Task Forces are also attempting to combine 
diverse charges, without violating the principle of 
double jeopardy, in order to maximize the deter
rent effect of prosecution and to minimize the con
victed trafficker's ability to continue any illegal 
activities. 

When Case Initiation Forms were completed, 
the Task Forces expected that over 33 percent of 
the cases would result in RICO charges, and two
thirds would include CCE charges. At the end of 
the first year of Task Force operations, ninety 
persons had been indicted under the RICO statute; 
seventy-one, under CCE. Fifty-one Task Force 
cases resulted in RICO or CCE indictments, or 
both, in 1983. This is well over one-third of the 139 
such cases approved by the Department of Justice 
during the same period. Department of Justice 
figures reflect a significant growth in the number 
of RICO and CCE prosecutions approved during 
the past year. 

The Task Force Program is insistent on 
ensuring that drug traffickers be penalized; it does 
not insist that they be charged with drug felonies, 
As the Guidelines state, ''It is not necessary that 
every Task Force prosecution include specific 
drug charges, but every Task Force prosecution 
must be drug-related. That is, the specific charges 
may be tax, RICO, currency, or other non-drug 
violations, ns long as the targets have been iden
tified as major drug violators and otherwise meet 
the Task Force standards." By the end of 1983, 
44, of the Task Forces' 264 indictments contained 
no drug charges. 
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The Professionals and Other Individuals 
Just as organizations vary in size and scope, 

so may the activities of the individuals who 
participate in the illegal drug trade. On one hand, 
there are many individuals who provide crucial 
services to drug organizations. In particular, these 
tend to be the people who finance the operations 
or assist in iaundering funds. These people may 
never "touch the drugs," but without their services 
the organizations could not flourish. In many in
stances these backers and launderers are not an in
tegral part of a single organization. Indeed, they 
may perform their services for several or
ganizations. But they qualify as targets in their own 
right. 

On the other hand, the volume of drug 
trade may not be as significant in the case of some 
individuals who are targeted by the Task Forces, 
but consideration must be given to the impact of 
their activities on the social fabric of their com
munities. This is particularly the case with those 
individuals who use their positions of public trust 
to participate in illegal drug trade. An individual 
doctor who, for profit, improperly prescribes drugs 
may be involved in relatively insignificant amounts, 
but the betrayal of professional standards and trust 
have a serious and adverse effect on our society. 
The same applies to the dentist or pharmacist who 
participates illegally and for profit in the drug 
trade. No less destructive are the corrupt public 
officials who profit from drugs and, regardless of 
the volume of drugs involved, they are also deemed 
to be appropriate targets for Task Force opera
tions. 

As reported in the Case Initiation Forms, at 
least 17 Task Force cases have targeted corrupt 
public officials; another 8 are directed at 
medical/pharmaceutical practitioners. Financiers 
and money launderers are targeted in over 150 
cases. The Case Initiation Forms do not provide 
for identification of the numbers of other 
professionals-bankers, lawyers, accountants, 
etc.-who are betraying the public's trust, but 
those data will become available in subsequent 
reporting. 

Reaching Higher Levels: The Use of Plea 
Agreements and Immunity 

In order to improve their abilities to at
tack ever higher levels within the drug trafficking 
communities, Task Forces are using plea 
agreements and grants of immunity. The Task 
Force Program uses these devices only to direct 
enforcement efforts at higher level targets. These 
arrangements are used to obtain a defendant's 

promise to cooperate in providing information 
about other criminal activities of which the de
fendant is aware. Since many of the high-level 
targets do not involve themselves personally with 
drugs, charges are often difficult to prove without 
the sworn testimony of individuals who have first
hand knowledge of the targets' roles. With such 
testimony, cases against the hidden criminals can 
be made or reinforced. 

Often the extent of the defendant's coopera
tion and the value of the information determine the 
nature of the agreement. A prosecutor's incentive 
to use these arrangements is greatly increased if 
there is a good prospect that the cooperating in
dividual will provide information to incriminate 
someone else, at a higher level and on more serious 
charges. 

To ensure that these aaangements do 
not reduce the impact of the Task Forces on 
prosecutions, the Guidelines provide that "in every 
case in which there is a plea agreement, a 
plea must be made to at least the most serious 
charge in the indictment unless the United 
States Attorney in whose district the case is 
pending personally approves a plea to a lesser 
charge.'' 

One Task Force district developed a standard 
plea agreement, which is now widely used in other 
jurisdictions. The standard agreement provides that 
the defendant must: 

1) Provide information concerning all past 
illegal drug activity and assets, not just 
specifics concerning ventures about 
which the government already has 
knowledge; 

2) Cooperate full)' and completely with 
government agents and prosecutors; 

3) Testify truthfully before any grand jury 
proceeding and at all trials; 

4) Forfeit all drug-related assets; and 

5) Succcssf'ully complete a polygraph ex
arnination to confirm that all informa
tion provided is complete as well as 
truthfUI. 

One trafficker who became the "beneficiary" 
of such an agreement will serve at least ten years 
in prison, will be deprived of all the fruits of his 
drug activities and his ability to continue to in
fluence drug enterprises, and will be obliged to 
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serve the government as a witness in testi
fying about other narcotics activities of which he 
is aware. His continuing and known role as a 
government witness and informer will also 
serve as an effective barrier to his reentry into 
the community of narcotics crimi.nals. The 
punitive aspect of the prosecution is served, 
and law enforcement is provided with a power
ful tool in the investigation of higher level 
targets. 

Examples of High-Level Targets in Task 
Force Cases 

The following examples of successful Task 
Force cases illustrate Task Force targets, as in
dividuals and as organizations, and what constitutes 
high-level targets. 

• One principal defendant was a high
level target in his own right, a "Top 
leader" in a large organization, respon
sible for the importation of tons of 
cocaine over the past three years. While 
he could have been indicted in mid-1983, 
the Task Force continued its inves
tigation until the organization was more 
fully identified, resulting in the simul
taneous indictment of fifty key figures, 
enough to severely cripple the organi
zation. 

• Another case focused on the 
''respectable'' people-businessmen, 
lawyers, etc.-who were making for
tunes on marijuana importation. The 
Task Force financial investigation ap
proach resulted in multiple indictments 
of over fifty people, of ;vliom six were 
charged with CCE violations. (See 
"Moneybags," p. 66.) 

• An outlaw motorcycle gang heavily 
engaged in PCP and mcthamphetamine 
sales was another Task Force target. The 
result was multiple indi'.:tments against 
the bikers, including several of the 
gang's national officers. 

• A drug ring operating out of a Federal 
prison was rounded up by a Task Force 
operation, resulting in the indictment of 
eight inmates and fifteen of their 
associates in five States. (See 
"Jailbirds," p. 55.) 

• An entire heroin organization
shippers in Italy and importers, 
distributors, and dealers in the United 
States-was the target of a major Task 
Force case, resulting in indictments of 
ten key figures in the United States. 
Some of the organization's other 
members in Italy have already been ar
rested and are awaiting trial. 

• A West Coast organization that grew 
from school-yard sales to a multi-million
dollar, multi-ton marijuana importation 
and distribution organization became a 
target, and Task Force agents and at
torneys have identified and prosecuted 
over a dozen top and middle leaders in 
the organization. 

• Ten years of corruption by a free
wheeling sheriff were brought to an 
abrupt conclusion by a Task Force in
vestigation that netted eighteen assorted 
drug dealers, gambling and prostitution 
operators, and murderers and extor
tionists, including the sheriff and his 
assistant. (See "The Sheriff and the 
Dealer," p. 44.) 

Not all of the Task Forces' cases reflect 
so dramatically the high-level characteristics of 
the targets as some of these. Not all of the opera
tions are as vast in scale. As Task Force Advisory 
Committees may determine what constitutes a 
high-level target in the context of the drug 
trafficking and the drug usage problem within a 
Task Force Region, the cases may appear less strik
ing. But they are all of value within the regional 
context. 

Summary 
Task Forces are attacking high-level targets 

on many fronts in order to eliminate the or
ganizational structures that make possible the 
retailing of drugs in our society. This approach 
distinguishes the Task Forces' efforts from 
more traditional efforts at interc'~cting drugs at 
the border or policing the retail distribution of 
drugs. Those traditional efforts have a legitimate 
place in the nation's effort to eliminate drug traf
ficking, but they will be most effective only if ef
forts such as the Task Forces' arc successfully 
directed against the criminal organizations re
sponsible for maintaining the supply and distri
bution of these substances. Removing the 
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SHERIFF 
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DEALER 
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This case, "The Sheriff and the Dealer," 
responds to the Task Force mandate to target 
corrupt public officials, and illustrates: 

• The use of diverse agency skills and 
techniques; 

• Financial investigation to substantiate 
drug-related charges; and 

• Prosecution of non-drug charges to 
convict drug offenders. 

In a county considered to be a haven for 
certain operators of illegal schemes, the Sheriff 
was widely believed to use his office for im
proper purposes. One of the principal operators 
was the Dealer, who controlled gambling, pros
titution, and other rackets. The Dealer and the 
Sheriff were both said to have ties to La Gosa 
Nostra, and both were believed to be involved 
in drug dealing. 

Following up on an FBI lead, the Task 
Force selected the case for investigation and 
assembled a team composed of the FBI, DEA, 
IRS, Customs, a city police department, State 
Police, and the State Highway Patrol. 

As a result of undercover negotiations, a 
deal was made for delivery to the Dealer of 800 
kilos of cocaine, by airdrop, to a farm he con
trolled. The Sheriff and his Chief Deputy 
agreed to provide protection for the delivery, 
with a number of the Dealer's associates acting 
as a ground crew. 

Although the participants had threatened 
to kill any "feds" who might intervene at the 
time of the delivery, the combined forces of the 
Federal, State, and local agencies were able to 
arrest eight men, some heavily armed, at the 
farm and nearby as they awaited the delivery. 
No shots were fired. Among those arrested were 
the Sheriff, his Chief Deputy, and the Dealer. 
One of the weapons seized was a .44-caliber 
magnum revolver, loaded with exploder ammu
nition, known as the "cop killer." Additional 
exploder cartridges were found at the scene. 

Task Force agencies conducted extensive 
investigations of the principals before and after 
the arrests at the farm. They were able, for ex
ample, to document some of the Dealer's illegal 
transactions back as far as 1977, when he made 
a payment on a boat he usEd for importing 
marijuana. 

A grand jury returned numerous indict
ments in this case. The principal indictment, 
returned in December 1983, charged the Sheriff, 
the Chief Deputy Sheriff, the Dealer, and eight 
others with numerous counts, including viola
tion of the RICO statute, murder, extortion, 
conspiring to kill Federal enforcement officers, 
cocaine importation, marijuana cultivation, cor
ruption, and firearms violations. Other indict
ments included several counts of perjury. 

This multi-agency Task Force effort was 
the first time in recent years that a dent was 
made in rampant public corruption in that area 
and serves as a warning that the Task Force 
will succeed where others have failed. 
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organizational capability of drug dealers is a lengthy 
and expensive process. The results, however, justify 
the costs. 

Federal Agency Coordination 
and Cooperation 

One of the four specific Task Force objectives 
stated in the Guidelines is: 

To promote a coordinated drug enforce
ment effort in each Task Force area, and 
to encourage maximum cooperation 
among all drug enforcement agencies ... 

Progress toward this objective varies by locality and 
from agency to agency, depending primarily on 
historical considerations, but both coordination and 
cooperation among agency representatives have un
questionably improved throughout the Task Force 
Program. 

Coordination and cooperation are essential 
to successful Federal drug enforcement efforts 
for many reasons, but two are of particular 
importance. First, organizations trafficking in 
narcotics are likely to have violated statutes 
in multiple jurisdictions. Second, Federal law en
forcement agencies have different and sometimes 
overlapping jurisdictions for drug enforcement.* 
The Task Force challenge is to bring the 

• IRS enforces the Internal Revenue Code, Title 26; 
parts of Title 12, Banks and Banking; and, along with 
Customs, investigates individuals and companies 
which fail to file proper Currency Transaction Re
ports or Reports of Foreign Bank or Financial Ac
counts under Title 31. Customs, in addition to its 
Title 31 authority regarding Cash Movement Inven
tory Reports, has broad search and seizure powers 
at the borders under Titles 18, 19, 21, 22, and 49, 
which cover smuggling, possession, exportation and 
importation, and the Arms Export Control Act. DEA 
enforces The Controlled Substances Act, Title 21. 
The Coast Guard, unt!er Title 14, enforces U.S. laws 
on the high :>eas and waters subject to U.S. jurisdic
t.ion and may assist any Federal agency or State when 
requested; Coast Guard officers and Petty Officers are 
also officers of Customs. The Bureau of Akohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms enforces the Gun Control and Firearms 
Acts, Titles 18 and 26. Under Title 28, U.S. Mar
shals have the same authority as any particular county 
sheriff. r n addition, they have the power to seize assets 
under several provisions in the U.S. Code and ha\'e 
primary responsibility for relocating protected Federal 
witnesses. The FBI enforces portions of all sections 
mentioned above. Indeed, it has responsibilities 
under almost all sections of the criminal code and 
concurrent jurisdiction with DEA over Title 2 l. 

appropriate authorities and highest level of exper
tise in each location and jurisdiction to focus jointly 
upon drug trafficking organizations. 

The Process and Degree of Coordination 
The Task Force Program allows agencies 

to synchronize investigations during Task Force 
Coordination Group meetings. There, decisions 
are made on how and when informants will 
be used; how, when, and where electronic in
terception will be most beneficial; and when 
potential defendants will be made aware that 
they are subjects of investigation. The tradi
tional approach of arresting a subject as soon 
as a charge is ready has been replaced by the 
judicious use of lesser counts for developing in
formants and a coordinated effort to pursue the 
most significant charges against higher level targets. 
Many agencies had adopted this approach to case 
development before the Task Force Program was 
established, but the Task Force structure has 
promoted coordinated efforts in many more in
stances. 

The degree of Task Force coordination has 
resulted in many efficiencies. First, the Task 
Force Program enables more efficient use of 
Federal resources by combining agency expertise 
and focusing it on common targets. In one current 
investigation, the expertise of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI) in Title III wiretaps is 
being pooled with the undercover skills of the 
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), the 
financial skills of the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS), and the border records capabilities of the 
U.S. Customs Service. A standard procedure in 
raids conducted by one Task Force is for DEA 
to take custody of all drugs; ATF agents, all guns 
and explosives; IRS, all records; and FBI, all 
else. This specialization speeds evaluation of 
evidence and shortens the chain of evidentiary 
custody. 

Second, the Task Force Program reduces 
duplication of agencies' efforts because the scope 
of a Task Force investigator's inquiries has ex
panded beyond the limits of one agency's juris
diction. While interviewing a potential defendant 
or witness about a tax matter, a Task Force IRS 
agent routinely asks about firearms and other 
matters relating to the broader inquiry. In this 
way, either an A TF agent is spared having to 
conduct an unfruitful interview with the same 
subject or is alerted to a new avenue of investiga
tion. 

Third, closer case coordination helps to en
sure that maximum impact is obtained from all 
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possible charges. Task Forces are credited with 
coordinating the timing of joint investigations 
in a way that avoids the problems formerly 
encountered by agencies operating on widely 
varying investigative timetables. Different types 
of investigations take different lengths of time; 
the agencies participating in the Task Force 
Program have agreed to avoid pursuing their 
own charges in a multi-agency case until all 
agencies have completed their investigations. 
In order to maximize the effect of financial 
investigative tools, other agencies may pro
long investigations and delay indictments 
until IRS, for example, has completed its 
case. This results in enhanced, comprehensive 
investigations leading to prosecution of the 
most serious charges against principal defend
ants. 

"According to the U.S. At
torney, there have been 
many instances of agen
cies deferring arrests so a 
multi-agency effort can be 
mounted to seek out higher 
targets.'' 

This timing of investigations is being used 
by four Federal agencies in a current cocaine 
and firearms investigation. The primary target 
could be arrested immediately on drug and gun 
charges, but surveillance continues and the arrests 
are postponed until the more significant IRS 
charges are ready. Without Task Force coor
dination, agencies may damage each other's 
investigations by exclusively pursuing their own 
charges. Developing a schedule of arrests allows all 
investigations to be concurrently and optimally 
completed. 

Increased Interagency Cooperation 
The Task Force Program has not only 

created a forum for improved interagency co
ordination, it has also opened new communication 
channels. Periodic Task Force Coordination Group 
meetings and constant interaction among in
vestigators reinforce an orientation toward com
mon investigative goals. Frequent contact has pro
moted the development of mutual trust and greater 
intelligence sharing among Task Force agents 
and attorneys. This increased cooperation has 

improved the targeting of criminal organiza
tions. 

"There are still a number of 
interagency problems, but the 
Task Force gives the agencies 

an opportunity to get their dif
ferences on the table for 

discussion and, in most in
stances, resolution. '' 

In many instances, new interagency rela
tions have been developed. Daily contact between 
ATF and IRS has prompted what both agencies 
describe as substantial information sharing. The 
FBI has offered to include Treasury agencies in its 
training at several Task Force locations. DEA, IRS, 
and ATF are conducting surveillance~ and inter
views together. At Customs, the Task Force Pro
gram has sparked renewed interest in drug cases. 
To capitalize fully on this interest, Customs has 
been authorized, on a case-by-case basis, to 
conduct drug investigations under DEA super
vision.* 

In those Task Forces where agents are 
co-located, they brief each other regularly on 
recent and upcoming interviews. This practice 
did not exist before the Task Force Program and 
still is not followed in any systematic way by 
agents outside the Task Forces. \Vithin the Task 
Forces, it provides agents with better access 
to each other's experience, judgment, and 
creativity in developing investigations and in
creases opportunities for coordinated case 
development. 

The Task Force Program has also improved 
relations at management levels. Federal agency 
managers are now more aware of how they can best 
assist each other. For example, a DEA Task Force 
Coordinator, a senior supervisor with many years 
on the job, had never met the local FBI Special 
Agent in Charge (SAC) before the Task Force was 
created. They met through the Task Force and now 
frequently give joint speeches on drug enforcement 
efforts. If a conflict or misunderstanding should oc
cur between the FBI and DEA, this newly 
developed personal relationship may offer a ready 
means for resolving it. 

* See Chapter 3, p. '24 , for an explanation of Title 21 
designation. 
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"There has been movement 
toward greater cooperation. 
The DEA Coordinator 
acknowledged that DEA is 
working for the first time with 
ATF and the U.S. Marshals 
Service. An IRS agent in
dicated a more cooperative 
spirit on behalf of his agency, 
saying that while IRS always 
wants to make a tax case, it is 
now willing to assign people to 
drug cases in the full knowl
edge that not all of them will 
yield tax charges." 

The Task Force emphasis on interagency 
cooperation extends to equipment as well as infor
mation and expertise. In recent Task Force cases, 
for example, DEA has made a briefcase camera and 
a drug-sensing dog available to the FBI. The FBI's 
advanced surveillance equipment has made several 
cases that were otherwise at a standstill. Aircraft 
for investigations, always difficult to come by, are 
shared between Task Force agencies. Such shar
ing was the exception prior to the Task Forces. 

Before the Task Force Program, agencies were 
sometimes ignorant of each other's inner workings, 
procedures, and practices. One agency would not 
know, for example, how much money another 
agency could spend to purchase information or 
evidence without first securing the approval of its 
headquarters. Now the limitations are known and 
solutions readily cross agency lines. The increased 
contact among agencies resulting from the Task 
Force mandate has led to a better understanding 
of each other's roles, capabilities, and limita
tions. Each agency now knows exactly what kinds 
of information other agencies need, as well as 
the types of cases on which they are currently 
working and the kind of assistance they need or can 
provide. 

The Role of U.S. Attorneys 
The core city U.S. Attorney is charged with 

coordination of each Task Force. The U.S. At
torney defines this function personally and performs 
it through three primary contact points, the local 
agency SACs, the other U.S. Attorneys in the Task 

Force Region, and a senior Assistant U.S. Attorney 
named Task Force Coordinator. 

The relationship between the U.S. Attorney 
and the core city SACs has, in most cases, a history 
predating the Task Force Program. At a minimum, 
the U.S. Attorney has been the chief prosecutor of 
their previous cases. They clearly recognize their 
interdependence, and what they make of it in the 
Task Force context is reflected in the production 
of major cases, in the conduct of local press con
ferences announcing the cases, and in the day-to
day conduct of the Task Force Coordination 
Group. 

The core city U.S. Attorneys began by 
developing with their district counterparts the 
regional analyses used in Task Force planning. At 
t~e inception of the Task Force Program, they 
visited each of the district U.S. Attorneys or met 
~ith them as a group. As a result of those meetings, 
m some cases assets were reallocated for more ef
fective coverage, usually from the core city to a 
district, thus establishing favorable relationships. 
Some U.S. Attorneys have continued to hold 
regional meetings. Others have delegated these 
district relationships to their Assistant U.S. At
torney Task Force Coordinator, stepping in only 
when there are unresolved conflicts. The U.S. At
torneys at the twelve core cities recognize their 
obligation for ultimate coordination of the Task 
Forces. 

"Task Force attorneys and 
agents are able to spend more 

time developing cases in a 
thorough manner. The 

caseloads are much lower, and 
there is less pressure to bring 

indictments at the earliest op
portunity. Presumably, this 

will result in greater depth of 
investigation, the ability to 

reach higher into the targeted 
organizations, and more 
substantial cases. Jt also 

creates a working environment 
that is more conducive to 

establishing rapport among 
agents and between agents and 

attorneys. '' 
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The Federal enforcement agencies, by re
quirement (and some local agencies by invi
tation), each name a full-time Agency Task 
Force Coordinator. The most effective commu
nication and coordination instrument in the 
field is the Coordination Group meetings, called 
at regular intervals by the Assistant U.S. At
torney Task Force Coordinators. An example 
of one such meeting as reported by an out
side observer follows: 

This weekly conference is said by 
Coordinators to be the heart of the 
Task Force. It is conducted as a brown· 
bag lunch, and, while waiting 
for Task Force quarters, the host agen
cy is rotated. All Coordinators were pre
sent at the ninety-minute meeting at 
DEA. 

The discussion was structured around 
Task Force cases. No new nominations 
were discussed or made, although this 
is clearl 1 a function this forum accom
plishes. All core city and certain district 
cases were discussed. The procedure was 
informal, the leadership shared, and the 
tone was friendly, even bantering, when 
issues of agency bias or turf were raised. 
Up-to-the-minute case development de
tails were discussed; requests for cross
agency personnel assignments were en
tertained; a new method used by smug
glers was described and some specific in
telligence was shared; and a Task Force 
raid plan for that afternoon was re
viewed. 

The case-oriented agenda did not pre
vent administrative and other manage
ment issues and irritations from being 
aired. But it placed them in an ap
propriate perspective-their effect on 
Task Force cases. Every agency joined 
the discussions in this productive and 
hard-hitting forum, a prime example of 
the catalytic effect that Task Forces are 
seeking and working toward. 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Department of justice agencies provide almost 

two-thirds of the Task Force investigative strength 
of 1,000 agents. Three hundred thirty-four of the 
Justice Department investigators are Special Agents 

of the FBI. Although replacement of FBI agents 
assigned to Task Force duties is particularly time
consuming due to stringent selection, training, and 
indoctrination requirements, the Bureau has ful
filled its Task Force Coordinator and agent al
locations at virtually all core cities. Most Task 
Force agents seem to come from among those 
few Special Agents who have had training or 
experience in narcotics enforcement. 

"It is difficult to judge the ef
fect of the Task Force on 

FBI··DEA relations, because 
the expansion of FBI juris

diction into drug enforcement 
occurred over the same period 

of time. The concurrent 
changes in jurisdiction and 
in the organizational rela

tionship of the two agencies 
obviously have had a major 
impact, and it is difficult to 
isolate the effect of the Task 

Force alone on their relations 
in the field, but they do work 

better together than ever 
before.'' 

A number of factors make the FBI a domi
nant element in Task Force operations. Having 
acquired drug jurisdiction a year before pro
gram start-up and already having extremely 
strong investigative capabilities, the FBI was 
suddenly an important element in the narcot
ics enforcement scene. Its historical focus on 
organized crime enhanced its position in deal
ing with related drug clements, particularly 
of the type targeted by the Task Force Pro
gram. 

In return for the critical inventory of in
vestigative skills that the FBI brought to the 
Task Force Program, the Bureau is learning 
more about financial investigations from IRS and 
Customs and, in particular, is learning narcotics 
investigations from DEA. It is a developing rela
tionship, dependent now on the willingness and 
ability of DEA and FBI field personnel to forge their 
assets together into doubly effective tools against 
drug crime. 
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Although this report discusses Task Forces in 
general, some variations merit individual comment. 
An observer reported the following remarks of one 
FBI SAC: 

The SAC said he is " ... not about to 
let a major operation like this Task Force 
flounder for lack of good personnel." 
Task Force spirit and Task Force 
guidelines are fine, but ''people make 
them work." According to the SAC, 
three parts made up this successful 
model: 1) the U.S. Attorney and the 
SACs had to commit, 2) they each had 
to give it their best people, and 3) "the 
very best supervisor from each agency 
had to be in charge.'' 

The SAC gains confidence in the Task 
Force daily. He is proud of the joint 
raids, the case development work, and 
the arrests to date, although he believes 
''systems for intelligence development 
have yet to jell." He finds the FBI to be 
a recipient of as well as contributor to 
Task Force benefits. "Working this 
closely with IRS and U.S. Customs 
we've learned some strange and wonder
ful stuff." And "the Task Force contacts 
in certain cities have turned out to be 
better than the FBI's." 

The FBI SAC knew his pos1t1ve ap
proach had been appropriate when DEA 
and the Treasury agencies began asking 
to participate in local FBI firearms and 
other training. They were happily 
accepted. 

Although this level of involvement has not 
been realized at all twelve Task Forces Regions, 
it provides a predictive model with convincing 
results. Successful major prosecutions from Task 
Forces working in this team model can strongly af
fect the development of coordination in other 
districts and at core city Task Force headquarters. 

The FBI has made vast contributions to Task 
Force investigations. It is apparent that the 
acknowledged resources, expertise, informants, and 
investigative !>trategies amassed in seventy-five 
years of p • perience will be fully brought to bear as 
the agency develops new expertise in narcotics 
investigations. Some Bureau rules and customs 
resist the adjustments necessary to Task Force 

teamwork, particularly those involving security, 
reporting and supervisory channels, and location 
of the work force. 

The FBI's institutional maturity is helping to 
shape the operational and administrative methods 
of the Task Forces: 

• Every person-hour of agent time is 
closely identified, and the Bureau in
struction to "give the Task Force 100 
percent of its programmed agent time" 
is carefully complied with. This practice, 
monitored by the FBI Task Force Coor
dinator, typically results in more than 
the agreed-upon number of agent per
sonnel serving the Task Force investiga
tions, particularly in weeks when major 
Task Force raids or surveillances take 
place. 

• FBI Task Force Coordinators have 
held national meetings and, as a group, 
seem to well understand their respon
sibilities as coordinators for a Task Force 
Region. They have visited FBI offices in 
their respectively assigned districts and 
are consistendy aware of district cases. 

• FBI Coordinators regard formal train
ing and training coordination as an im
portant part of their task. In some cases, 
they have arranged participation in local 
FBI courses for Task Force personnel of 
all agencies, raising agent proficiency 
and bringing Task Force personnel 
closer together. 

• Management-oriented FBI represent
atives view themselves and the other 
Coordination Group members as the ar
biters of quality control. They discuss 
and attend to such issues as size and 
importance of potential target organi
zations, opportunity for successful pro
secutions, and the agent-hour invest
ment a case may be expected to require. 
They also add experience in the technical 
aspects of case development and a re-
1'pect for planned buildup of local nar
cotics violator intelligence bases to the 
Task Force committee-management 
model. 

The local SAC closely controls the usefulness 
to the Task Force of the FBI Coordinator. Where 
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the SAC encourages appropriate district con
tact, the Coordinator knows and c&.n influence 
district investigations. In cases where the Coor
dinator is housed at the Task Force, relations 
between the other Task Force agencies and 
the FBI are enhanced. Overall, the FBI has 
35 percent of Task Force investigative strength 
and is involved in 75 percent of Task Force cases. 

Drug Enforcement Administration 
While the FBI fields th<'." largest single 

Task Force contingent, this represents a small 
proportion of FBI agent strength (4.3 percent). 
DEA's 274 Task Force professionals represent 
almost 15 percent of its agents. DEA has worked 
hard to fill this large Task Force complement 
and, at the same time, maintain the uphill 
battle against narcotics crime in which the agency 
was already deeply engaged. 

Notwithstanding some problems growing 
out of an internal reorganization as well as 
its new obligations to the Task Forces, DEA 
works effectively in the Task Force Program. 
Longstanding internal and interagency issues 
are confronted and are resolved or dismissed 
in the interest of getting on with business. 
According to Task Force first-year statistics, 
DEA and FBI are cooperatively involved in 
296 Task Force cases (70 percent of the Task 
Force caseload); DEA and Customs, 196 
(46 percent). 

DEA' s narcotics investigation experience, 
knowledge of drug distribution organizations, 
and close working relationships with State and 
local authorities have made DEA absolutely 
essential to every Task Force. DEA has ini
tiated more Task Force cases than any other 
agency, and DEA agents and supervisors have 
moved purposefully into the Task Force model. 
Its local intelligence bases and informants have 
been shared with other Task Force agencies 
with remarkable effect in case after Task Force 
case. 

In addition to functioning as a prime case 
initiator for the Task Forces, DEA has made 
a major contribution to the Program by sharing 
its special investigative expertise. DEA agents 
and supervisors have shared their intelligence 
and informants in ways that were critical to 
enabling Task Forces to get the desired fast 
start. Their unselfish counsel and demonstra
tions of proficiency on the job have already 
taught state-of-the-art drug investigation pro
cedures to scores of Task Force agents and 
attorneys. 

DEA field personnel express enthusiasm over 
many aspects of the Task Force Program and its 
added resources. They have been quick to capitalize 
on agency-specific expertise such as Customs/IRS 
financial investigations and FBI surveillance 
capacity. 

"IRS and DEA have excep
tionally good relations as they 
did before the creation of the 
Task Force. IRS coordination 

with A TF and FBI has been 
improved since the Task Force 

has existed. '' 

DEA Group Supervisors manage agents and 
cases and, along with their assigned agents, are 
responsive to Assistant U.S. Attorneys and to the 
other Task Force agencies. Meanwhile, DEA Task 
Force Coordinators are developing their roles in 
the Task Forces. The SACs to whom they report 
generally prefer that the DEA Coordinators not 
move to the Task Force offices. DEA Coordinators' 
supervisory responsibilities have been removed, 
even for Task Force personnel and cases, and their 
influence over district investigations is somewhat 
proscribed by DEA boundaries. Their expertise is 
welcome and their experience essential to weekly 
Task Force Coordination Group meetings. The in
teragency liaison role they perform is crucial, but, 
particularly for those who do have desks at the Task 
Force offices, it is difficult to serve both the Task 
Force and the DEA SAC effectively. 

DEA agents are usually assigned temporarily 
to the Task Forces, moving in and out with their 
cases or when their particular skills or informants 
are required. The intra-agency boundary is far 
more difficult to define and maintain at DEA, where 
narcotics investigation is the agency mission out
side as weU as inside the Task Force Program. Daily 
records are kept to be sure personnel assets assigned 
to the Task Forces total at least the authorized 
allocations. 

DEA Task Force participants and SACs 
praise the Task Force Program stance that 
maximizes major prosecutions rather than 
drug-bust counts. Inspectors and other evaluators 
within DEA no longer use the traditional arrest 
counts to measure the productivity of Task Force 
agents and have substituted more meaningful 
criteria. 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program Annual Report 

Some DEA field personnel regard the Task 
Force investigations as successful by their own 
standards. As one DEA agent related: 

This year's success would not have hap
pened, even if the same dollars were 
available, without the Task Force. There 
is broad sharing of information that 
would nor have occurred, and the 
benefits are geometric in proportion to 
Task Force activity. We could never 
have accomplished what we have with 
just the money. 

DEA has 28 percent of Task Force in
vestigative personnel and is involved in a total of 
403 cases, representing 86 percent of the Task Force 
caseload. 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
Like the other Treasury Department agencies, 

ATF quickly and enthusiastically joined the Task 
Force Program. ATF's potential contribution to 
narcotics investigations is more limited by statute 
than is that of Customs or IRS, but in most Task 
Force Regions the agency is shaping an interesting 
and valuable role for itself; ATF is the major 
participant in cases against outlaw motorcycle 
gangs. 

Because outlaw motorcycle gangs are 
notorious dealers in dangerous drugs, the Task 
~or~e Program has targeted these gangs. It 
1s difficult to apply the potent Task Force fi
nancial investigations, seizures, and forfeitures 
to bikers' gangs whose assets are often tempo
rary and whose life style leaves no audit trail. 
Task Force Coordinators, including ATF Coor
dinators, have agreed that bikers, by virtue of 
their record of random violence usually involv
ing the criminal use of guns, are perfect targets 
for A TF investigators. All of these cases involve 
two or more districts and most arc interre
gional. 

More than any other of the investiga
tive agencies, ATF orientation and efforts center 
on the core city. The ATF Task Force Co
ordinator usually supervises a dedicated agent 
group. This force is typically located within 
the core city-a full-time investigative squad 
run by the ATF Coordinator. 

The ATF Coordinator's dealings with the 
districts outside the core city arc often more dis
tant than those of the other agencies. This difference 
may lie in the most obvious organizational 
distinction-ATP is the only agency partici pat-

ing in the Task Force Program that program
matically requires the Coordinator to also be 
a direct supervisor. This has obvious advan
tages for command and control, and most Co
ordinators are making good use of their 
squad. 

A TF overall is short of agent personnel 
and had virtually none trained in narcotics before 
the Task Force Program's inception. It has ap
parently cut other functions to fill the Task Force 
slots. The agency does need, and in many loca
tions is getting, help from other Task Force 
agencies in learning to conduct investigations 
centering on narcotics, rather than alcohol, to
bacco, and firearms. At the same time ATF's 
knowledge of the criminal use of firearm; and ex
plosives and its ability to trace guns have proved 
mvaluable to Task Force investigations. In a Task 
Force raid in West Virginia, for example, an ATF 
agent confiscated 45 guns, 10,000 rounds of am
munition, several pounds of dynamite, and a hand 
grenade. 

The agency has been against any moves 
~oward a lead Tas~ Force agency and is strongly 
111 favor of co-locat10n of all Task Force personnel. 
ATF has 71 agents (or 7 percent) of Task Force 
overall investigative strength and is involved in 161 
cases, 34.5 percent of the Task Force total. 

Internal Revenue Service 
If DEA, in addition to its principal func

tions, is the Task Force banker, and ATF its 
weapons specialist, then IRS is the Task Force 
financial expert. Its Criminal Investi1:rntion Divi-

. 0 

s10n agents arc called on to analyze the docu-
mentary evidence collected, in greater or lesser 
volume, in almost all Task Force cases. In addi
tion, the Task Force Program provides an alloca
tion of live IRS Intelligence Research Specialists 
to the Treasury Financial Law Enforcement Center 
(see Chapter 5, p. 62). 

When a new case is accepted by the Task 
Forces, IRS typically compares all subjects and 
businesses for overlaps with existing IRS inves
tigations, screens for violations ofIRS statutes and 
"f ' ' 1 • appropriate, initiates a request for tax 
grand jury approval. As new organizations and 
prospective defendants appear in ongoing Task 
Force cases, IRS follows the same procedures as 
for newly initiated cases. IRS is also an initiator 
o~ Task Force cases. Either on its own or, more 
often, as a member of a Financial Task Force 
(described later in this chapter), IRS nominates 
major financial cases which appear to be narcotics 
related. The IRS Coordinator is readily available 
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to Task Fore~ agents as more specific inquiry 
develops. 

The access that IRS agents have to Federal 
tax information and the subsequent use of tax 
information in the investigation and prosecu
tion of non-tax crimes are not yet widely ap
preciated, even within the law enforcement com
munity. A new understanding of this tightly 
proscribed but powerful capability has made 
IRS the most celebrated addition to the Task 
Forces. Tax information access is proving to 
be a powerful Task Force tool. Other IRS 
contributions include the whole gamut of in
vestigative techniques, and its clearly defined, 
non-overlapping statutory authority has encour
aged other agencies to place great trust in 
IRS' s capabilities. 

"The Task Force not only 
assisted IRS in cutting 
some of its own red tape 
(by expediting lRS review 
and approval procedures) 
but also assured IRS that its 
tax counts would be included 
in the prosecution, even 
if they took longer to 
develop than DEA 's drug 
charges. Additionally, the 
fact that the investigation 
was part of a Task Force 
case helped obtain faster 
responses to requests for 
assistance from offices in 
other districts." 

In order to be a fuJJy effective Task Force 
member, IRS has gone a long way toward 
streamlining its procedures for approval of Title 26 
charges. These now bypass review by regional 
counsel and go directly to the Tax Division of the 
Department of Justice for approval. This has re
duced the time required for review and approval 
from as Jong as six months to as little as three days 
in emergencies, making other agencies much more 
willing to entertain tax charges associated with the 
drug charges in Task Force cases. As a result of 
these changes, IRS is now deeply involved in most 
Task Force cases. 

As Task Force agents, IRS criminal in
vestigators can initiate more cases. They also work 
on more cases initiated by other agencies and are 
brought in at earlier stages. IRS contributes to 
broader cases than those involving pure money
flow. This has made work more interesting for IRS 
Task Force agents and more effective in terms of 
major co0rdinated prosecutions. 

IRl; Task Force Coordinators see their func
tions as: 

• Coordinating activities with other 
agencies within the Task Forces; 

• Ensuring that the cases being worked 
are appropriate and that resources are 
applied effectively to those cases; 

• Coordinating with the U.S. Attorneys 
in all Task Force districts to make sure 
IRS resources are applied effectively; 

• Advising Assistant U.S. Attorneys 
about what JRS can do and should be 
doing in Task Force cases; and 

• Participating in Coordination Group 
meetings to review case proposals and 
the development and progress of cases 
from an IRS perspective. 

IRS Coordinators typically report to the local 
IRS SAC but are housed at the Task Force. The 
fact that IRS regional boundaries do not coincide 
with Task Force boundaries complicates the coor
dination of activities in the districts. In most in
stances, IRS Coordinators are not agent supervisors 
but manage the case activities of IRS agents who 
are assigned to the Task Forces on a full-time 
basis. Agents are co-located with the Task Force 
or are available for co-location at the direction of 
the Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force Coordi
nator. 

Some real issues come between IRS's po
tential investigative power and what it has been able 
to deliver. The most serious limitations have their 
basis in statute and/or department regulations: 

• Statutes make it a crime for IRS 
empk 1ees to make a willful disclosure 
of information contained in individual 
tax files. Since this constraint applies un
til IRS has received permission from the 
Tax Division to participate in a grand 
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jury investigation, it inhibits open ex
change of information during develop
mental stages of an investigation. Out
side the Task Forces, IRS is perceived 
to be of little help in developing targets 
for subsequent investigation. Once 
grand jury approval has been obtained, 
IRS is able to cooperate fully and openly 
share tax information. Procedures have 
recently been implemented that will 
streamline the process by which IRS and 
the Department of Justice authorize a 
grand jury investigation. 

ceeds without necessarily conducting a 
criminal tax investigation. Treasury 
Department managers look to IRS to 
bring tax cases. They are willing to allow 
IRS to assist other agencies in cases that 
may not result in such charges, but if this 
sort of assistance is predominant in 
IRS's association with Task Forces, 
managers may rethink their commit
ment of resources to the Task Force 
Program. 

• IRS believes that co-location of agents 
working on a case provides the principal 
opportunity for Task Force progress. As 
the agency most often called upon to be 
the Task Force "custodian of records," 
IRS believes it can only hold them prop
erly and still make them immediately 
available if all agents are co-located. 

• None of the Task Force investigative 
agencies have common boundaries with 
the judicial districts. This creates ad
ministrative problems for all and special 
problems for IRS. For example, if a 
grand jury has jurisdiction over two or 
more IRS districts, both of the District 
Directors must approve the grand jury 
application. Even in the single district 
case, approval of the Tax Division often 
becomes the critical path, leaving other 
agencies reluctant to cooperate in 
generating tax cases. 

• Some Task Force Coordinators and 
agents, while praising IRS's role on the 
Task Forces, find the agency a limited 
partner for drug investigations because 
of its customary reliance on overt ac
tivities, not a suitable approach for drug 
work. There are times when it is wise to 
allow simultaneous overt and covert 
operations, as the combination of the two 
may often yield greater results. Tracing 
narcotics proceeds with the assistance of 
the tax grand jury can result in "stirring 
up" activity, such as the liquidation of 
assets or drug inventory out of fear of 
discovery or seizure. Overt investigative 
techniques, however, can also jeopardize 
the secrecy of an ongoing covert opera
tion, causing suspects to flee or even risk
ing the well-being of agents working 
under cover. 

Other issues affecting IRS's participation are: 

• IRS Special Agents are being asked to 
utilize their financial expertise in the 
tracing and disposition of narcotics pro-

IRS has 18 percent of Task Force investigators 
and at year's end had participated in 318 (68 per
cent) Task Force cases. 

U.S. Customs Service 
Customs is a full partner in the Task Forces, 

limited only by personnel shortages at some core 
cities. It participates with IRS in various Finan
cial Task Forces that generate new narcotics
connected cases and performs other case develop
ment and investigative tasks as assigned. Under the 
Task Force Program, thirty-three additional 
Customs Intelligence Research Specialists are 
assigned to the Treasury Financial Law Enforce
ment Center (TFLEC), located at U.S. Customs 
Headquarters in Washington, D.C. 

TFLEC is responsible for collecting, cor
relating, and analyzing data obtained under the 
reporting provisions of the Bank Secrecy Act. 
Through analysis of the financial data and related 
information, TFLEC independently identifies 
priority financial investigative targets that meet 
suspect transaction criteria. This information is 
then provided to field operational units, including 
Task Force elements, for investigation into the 
source and origin of the funds. TFLEC analysts 
continue to develop new investigative methods, 
such as the Mirror Image Program Task Force File 
which will enable each Task Force to display maste; 
file data directly on its own computer. For exam
ple, evidence and information generated by an in
vestigation can be tracked and extracted chrono
logically by name, subject matter, code name, and 
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association through special search queries (also see 
Chapter 5, p. 62 ). 

The U.S. Customs Task Force Coordinator, 
in addition to the functions called for in the 
Guidelines, provides entree, in all legally appropriate 
cases, to the Title 31 tools-Cash Transaction 
Reports, Currency or 1'1onetary Instruments 
Reports, and foreign bank deposits. The Customs 
Coordinator is the Task Force's primary point of 
contact with TFLEC for purposes of screening ac
cused individuals and banking institutions and for 
originating Bank Secrecy Act investigations. The 
Customs Coordinator reports to the local SAC and 
is formally charged with coordination ofCustoms's 
participation throughout the Task Force Region. 
Most Customs Coordinators do not supervise the 
Task Force Customs agents but do coordinate their 
Task Force investigative work. 

Customs personnel strongly support housing 
Task Force personnel together. The Task Force 
Program principle of decentralization does not lend 
itself to the establishment of a cohesive national 
identity and centralized management. Customs 
SAC~ and Task Force Coordinators insist that in 
this decentralized environment, unified identities 
within each Task Force are essential. Neither they 
nor agent personnel of other Task Force par
ticipating agencies claim co-location will guarantee 
cooperation or coordination, but they all concur 
that it cannot be as fully achieved without it. With 
142 Task Force agents, Customs, when it reaches 
full strength, will represent 14 percent of the in
vestigative forces. Customs is currently involved 
in 48 percent of Task Force cases. 

Other Agencies 

U.S. Marshals Service 
U.S. Coast Guard 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 

These three agencies participate in the Task Forces 
in varying capacities according to local and national 
requirements. 

The U.S. Marshals Service has a Dep1Jty 
Marshal, usually with the rank of inspector, as
signed to every Task Force as a ''liaison official" 
as called for in the Guidelines. The liaison role ranges 
widely from location to location but usually con
sists of coordinating services according to requests 
from the Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force Coor
dinators. These include tracking and arresting 
fugitives, witness protection, prisoner movement, 
warrant service, seizure and management of prop-

erty, and participation in raids and searches. These 
functions become more vital as Task Force cases 
move into the later stages of prosecution. 

Without Task Force personnel funding, the 
Coast Guard has provided full-time representatives 
to several Task Forces. These personnel provide 
valuable services ranging from legal work (two are 
attorneys) to coordination of Coast Guard activities 
where they might affect development of Task Force 
cases. The Task Force case management system 
operates on an advanced computer system obtained 
by the Coast Guard using Task Force funds. 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service 
(INS) is available to Task Forces as needed. On 
the national level, INS participates in an advisory 
capacity when its particular interests and expertise 
coincide with Task Force requirements. 

Summary 
At this early stage of Task Force Program 

evolution, coordination of case development and 
prosecution is generally effective. When uninhibited 
cooperation is slow to occur, it is not permitted to 
imperil the selection, investigation, and prosecu
tion of solid drug cases. 

Notwithstanding some contrasting agency 
positions over authority and jurisdiction, Task 
Force associations and interactions have brought 
considerable cooperation to investigative and 
prosecutorial arenas where it was previously absent. 
As might be expected, the principal Federal 
agencies, each with a different mandate and 
institutional history, approached Task Force case 
development different!;. The Task Force concept 
requires these differing approaches to converge in 
commonly regulated methods to reach common 
goals. Requirements in the Guidelines for coordina
tion of effort are reasonably explicit. Wherever 
coordination was slow to come, the issue has been 
forced. 

The imposition of the Task Force on the 
agencies compels a certain amount of cooperation. 
But most often, cooperation has stemmed from the 
opportunity to work in concert toward goals of 
national significance. As the number of success
ful Task Force prosecutions grows, mutually sup
portive investigative methods are reinforced and 
are becoming institutionalized. 

In many of the cases discussed, respondents 
said that the Task Force difference rested in the 
ability to orchestrate cases through a range of 
Federal jurisdictions (of different agencies, or dif
ferent districts within a given agency) in a manner 
not otherwise possible. Even in the least developed 
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This case, ''Jailbirds,'' is consistent with 
the Task Force mandate to target prison gangs, 
and illustrates: 

• Inter-district coordination and coop
eration; 

• Heavy and early attorney involve
ment; 

• Multi-agency cooperation; and 

• Importance of Task Force funds 
(for necessary travel and translation 
expenses). 

Agents in a major eastern city learned 
from an informant that one of the city's drug 
convicts, now in a Federal prison in the 

? Midwest, was continuing to deal in drugs by 
using the telephone in the prison's Alcohol 
Treatment Unit (ATU), where he was being 
held. On the basis of this and other informa
tion, a Task Force Assistant U.S. Attorney ob
tained a warrant for a tap on the ATU phone, 
to be monitored by agents from DEA and FBI. 
The tap soon revealed that a flourishing 
organization was operating out of the ATU, 
and authorization was obtained to extend the 
intercept in order to capture as much detail as 
possible. 

The prison tap authorizations included 
seven inmates as targets. Although a sign 
posted over the A TU telephone warned that 
calls might be monitored, the inmates con
ducted what turned out to be a substantial drug 

0 trade, often using code language but frequently 
talking ''in the clear.'' 

The taps revealed that a former inmate of 
the same prison, now completing his sentence 
at a halfway house in Miami, was serving as a 
source of supply for his former fellow inmates. 
He was free to leave the halfway house during 
the day, when he would obtain the drugs that 
had been ordered and ship them to the prison 
or other destinations. Elements of the enterprise 
were eventually discovered in Tennessee, In
diana, Kentucky, Illinois, New York, and 
Georgia. 

To substantiate the information obtained 
by the phone tap, warrants were obtained and 
a search was made of the ATU prisoners' 
cubicles. The search turner.I up drugs and 
records relating to drug transactions. The 
search also prompted the prisoners to alert their 
cohorts to the situation by telephone, and, of 
course, those phone calls were also intercepted 
and provided additional evidence for the case 
against the conspirators. 

These prisoners, all located in a unit sup
posed to provide treatment for alcoholics, were 
able to continue to deal in drugs on the out
side, through their confederates. They were 
able to maintain a steady flow of drugs into the 
prison, where the price of the drug was seven 
to eight times greater than on the outside. 

The entire investigation had to be carried 
out away from the prison itself, and with the 
awareness of only the highest prison admin
istrators. In addition to involving the two Task 
Force investigative agencies (FBI and DEA), it 
required the full attention of an Assistant U.S. 
Attorney from the eastern city and one from 
the Midwest, where the prison was located. Ad
ditional investigative support was drawn from 
several other jurisdictions where the operation 
had spread its tentacles. 

In all, over 8,500 phone calls were in
tercepted, about half of them in Spanish. Task 
Force resources made it possible to employ 
translators who could provide rapid reports of 
the calls' contents, enabling the investigative 
team to meet the court's reporting require
ments, and to permit prompt follow-up of 
perishable leads. 

The operation culminated in the filing 
of two indi.ctments, one in the East and 
one in the Midwest. Together the two indict
ments charged eight present or past inmates 
of the prison and fifteen of their colleagues 
outside with conspiracy to possess and 
distribute narcotics, attempt to possess, dis
tribution of narcotics, and use of wire com
mun,ications to facilitate narcotics transac
tions. Trials were promptly scheduled for early 
1984. 
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of the Task Forces there are positive elements that 
relate to new types and levels of Federal agency 
cooperation, and they are directly attributable to 
the Task Force Program. 

"One current investigation is a 
good example of how the Task 
Force prompted interagency 
cooperation where there prob
ably would have been none. 
The case involves a major mari-
juana and' cocaine trafficking 
organization with ten to fifteen 
subjects} and the Task Force is 
aiming for CCE charges and 
substantial asset forfeitures. 
IRS initiated the investigation 
andJ using intelligence pro
vided by A TFJ developed most 
of the evidence in the early 
stages. Through the Task 
ForceJ IRS requested assistance 
from DEAJ and together the 
two agencies developed some 
good informants and began to 
make significant inroads into 
the organization. Outside the 
Task Force framework} IRS 
might not have asked for DEA 
participation lestJ when the 
case came to courtJ the drug 
charges replace the tax counts 
IRS had developed. n 

In essence the Task Force Program is another 
in a series of attempts to harness the separate and 
distinct capabilities of Federal enforcement agen
cies and employ them jointly, this time specifically 
against the tightly knit network of narcotics 
racketeers, financiers, and traflickers. The plan has 
been well received in most locations and from agen
cy to agency. The Treasury agencies have em
braced the Task Force Program, with only one 
reservation-that it not be directed by any De
partment of Justice entity other than the U.S. At-

torneys. DEA, having just undergone a centraliz
ing reorganization which also placed it under the 
FBI Director, has attempted to share its drug in
vestigating mandate without losing its identity. The 
FBI has, to a large extent, tasked the core city SACs 
to help develop the Task Forces as they see fit. 

The U.S. Attorneys have quietly played a 
guiding role in Task Force development. In all cases 
they have selected top coordinators and assigned the 
best Assistant U.S. Attorneys they had or could hire. 
They have increased their commitment to drug law 
enforcement. In core cities and districts they have 
guided and supported their fledgling Task Forces 
with evenhandedness and effective public relations 
techniques, resulting in a consensus among SACs 
and Coordinators that the U.S. Attorneys have pro
vided outstanding leadership in the establishment 
and early operation of the Task Force Program. 

All agencies have honored the Task Force con
cept by assigning excellent agents and giving them 
both the leeway and support necessary to be ef
fective within the Task Force framework. The 
strong motivation within all agencies to mount an 
organized effort against the emergency of drug 
abuse has taken priority over turf concerns or 
resistance to change. The Task Force Program does 
work; its cost effectiveness can only be determined 
over the coming years as the cases so far developed 
reach the courtroom stages. 

State and Local Law 
Enforcement Participation in 

the Task Force Program 

One specific Task Force objective stated in the 
Guidelines is: 

To work fully and effectively with state 
and local drug enforcement agencies ... 

To facilitate the collaboration with State and 
local law enforcement clements, the Task Force 
Program encourages, where appropriate, the cross
designation of Federal attorneys and State and local 
attorneys; the deputation of State and local police 
o11icials as Special Deputy U.S. Marshals; the pay
ment of certain overtime, travel, and per diem costs 
for State and local officials engaged in Task Force 
work; and the signing of agreements to set forth 
the nature of the understanding between the Task 
Forces and the State and local jurisdictions. While 
not without some shortcomings, State and local 
cooperation with the Task Force Program has been 
successful and productive. 
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Cross-Designation of Attorneys 
Task Forces use cross-designation in widely 

varying ways. Cross-designation has not taken place 
at all in several Task Forces, while in others it is 
highly developed and utilized. The practice makes 
it possible for designated Federal attorneys to par
ticipate in State court prosecutions, or for State 
attorneys to participate in Federal prosecutions. In 
one district, four State or local prosecutors have 
been designated as Special Assistant U.S. Attorneys 
for participation in certain cases, and one Assist
ant U.S. Attorney has been designated as a State's 
attorney under the State's statute. The situation 
there is well described by one of the State's 
attorneys who participates in the Task Force 
Program: 

Up to a few years ago, State and Federal 
agencies accused everybody of stealing 
their work product. When we were able 
to bring in the U.S. Attorneys at a very 
early stage, we used them to help us set
tle disputes among agencies and didn't 
worry about who would get the credit. 
It takes a long time to train a policeman 
not to be suspicious of Federal agents. 
One of the things we have been able to 
do is to call the U.S. Attorney's office 
and get the Assistant U.S. Attorney's 
word that, whatever happens, the officer 
will continue to be involved in the case. 
He'll be able to go on the raids, get his 
picture in the paper, sit at the witness 
table, testify, all that. It just helps wipe 
out that reluctance to talk to Federal 
agencies. 

The present State's attorney was an 
Assistant U.S. Attorney who worked for 
the U.S. Attorney. He sold him on the 
concept that's now spreading around the 
country-cross-designation. Now, early 
in the investigation, the whole dynamic 
is changed. It doesn't matter whether it's 
Federal or State. We'll be sitting at the 
trial table, whichever court it goes to. 
Now it's no problem whichjurisdiction 
we go to, and the political dynamic is 
better, because we won't be accused of 
not being able to handle the big casr,1, 
because we will be there. 

Since the inception of the Task Force Pro
gram, the increase in the number of cross-desig-

nated State and local prosecutors serving as special 
Federal prosecutors has been dramatic. According 
to records maintained by the Executive Office for 
U.S. Attorneys (EOUSA), there were normally 
about 40 such cross-designations on record in a 
given month in early 1983. By September, the 
number had doubled and by the end of the year, 
there were 13 7. Most of the new cross-designations 
are in support of Task Force cases. 

Accurate figures for the numbers of Federal 
attorneys cross-designated to participate in State 
or local prosecution are not available. EOUSA does 
monitor this activity, however, and reports that all 
such cross-designations currently reported are 
within the Task Force Program. 

Not all Task Forces are utilizing the cross
designation approach extensively or effectively. 
Some jurisdictions do not find it necessary or 
desirable to share prosecutorial responsibilities. In 
some instances, cross-designation attempts have 
been frustrated by the length of time required to 
process requests for Federal designation of State and 
local prosecutors. An extensive background in
vestigation is required before a nominated attorney 
may be designated as a Federal prosecutor; thus, 
the case may be completed before the background 
investigation. 

The Task Force cross-designation effort has 
caused a substantial increase in the number of State 
and local prosecutors who are active in Federal 
courts, resulting in enhanced collaboration between 
Federal prosecutors and their State and local col
leagues. Though most Task Forces do not make 
full use of cross-designation, they do maintain dose 
working relationships with State prosecutors and 
decide jointly what kinds of charges to place in State 
or Federal courts. 

Deputation 

In order to make possible the full participa
tion of State and local personnel in Task Force in
vestigations, Task Forces are encouraged to have 
coopernting State and local investigators deputized 
as Special Deputy U.S. Marshals. Deputation 
enables State or local police officials to function as 
law enforcement officers outside their normal 
jurisdictions. Thus, as a Special Deputy U.S. 
Marshal, a local police officer from Denver can 
participate legally in investigative work in Cali
fornia or Flonda; a West Virginia State Police 
officer's authority to pursue a case's investiga
tion does not end abruptly at the Pennsylvania 
State line. Deputation enhances State and local 
law enforcement officers' ability to participate 
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in Federal investigations. It also provides the 
Task Forces with a substantial additional pool of 
personnel. 

Frequently-estimates vary, but the fre
quency is high-drug cases originate at the State 
or local level. A police officer makes a bust and 
subsequent developments expand the case. The 
police department shares its information with DEA 
or another Federal agency, in order to obtain in
formation on the pusher's other criminal activity, 
for instance, and a larger case is begun. As the 
Federal agencies become involved, violations of 
Federal statutes, which sometimes carry heavier 
penalties than State laws, come to light. The re ;ult 
may be prosecution in a Federal court. Such 
Federal prosecutions have often not reflected the 
substantial contributions of the State and local 
forces, because their investigative role may have 
been inhibited. With a broader policy of deputa
tion, their role is expanded. Not only are those 
agencies credited more properly for their contribu
tions, but, with deputation, the State or local officer 
may testify as a local police officer and as a Special 
Deputy U.S. Marshal. 

This practice did not begin with the advent 
of the Task Forces. It is part of Task Force Pro
gram policy, however, to encourage the use of 
deputation. 

Payment of Overtime and Other Costs 
State and local law enforcement agency 

budgets are often stretched to the limit. In order 
to encourage greater participation of these agen
cies in Task Force operations, the Task Force Pro
gram budget provides funds to help these agencies 
meet the costs of participation. These funds are used 
in two ways. One is the payment to State and local 
law enforcement agencies for overtime costs in
curred when their personnel are involved in Task 
Force operations. The other is the reimbursement 
to those agencies for travel and per diem costs in
cidental to Task Force operations. 

The FY 1983 allocation for payments to State 
and local law enforr.:ement agencies was $1,628,000, 
the total amount of which was obligated prior to 
the end of the fiscal year. The FY 1984 allocation 
is twice that amount. Each Task Force has an 
allocation of funds for this purpose, which is not 
to be exceeded. A reserve fund is maintained in 
Washington to permit an appropriate response to 
special or emergency needs. 

Sixty-four agreements for Federal reim
bursements to State and local agencies were signed 
by the end of 1983. They range from .$1,500 to 

$90,000. These agreements provide that person
nel assigned to Task Force operations may be reim
bursed with Federal funds for overtime costs (not 
to exceed in any year 25 percent of the salary of 
a GS-10, Step 1, per person) and for travel and per 
diem costs incurred. In many instances, the Federal 
payment of these expenses is highly effective in 
enabling State and local enforcement agencies to 
participate fully in Task Force operations. One FBI 
SAC, noting that there was extensive cooperation 
with the local police department even before the 
inception of the Task Force Program, added that 
"the Task Force money for overtime and expenses 
has made a world of difference." 

A number of jurisdictions, however, are not 
able to take advantage of this provision. Some 
State and local jurisdictions have laws prohibiting 
the use of funds from other jurisdictions as salaries 
for law enforcement personnel, but in some of those 
cases payment of travel and per diem expenses may 
be covered by Federal funds. In some other in
stances, State and local agencies have declined to 
accept proffered Federal fundi'i, fearful of a loss of 
their independence. This attitude, however, has not 
diminished the contribution of those agencies to the 
Task Force Program. Numerous jurisdictions have 
cooperated wholeheartedly with the Task Force 
Program without Federal reimbursement 
agreements. 

Enhanced Collaboration 

Atlanta: On invitation from the Task 
Force in Atlanta, the Georgia Bureau of 
Investigation (GBI) assigned a GBI of
ficer as a full-time member of the Task 
Force Coordination Group. The officer 
works at the Task Force office and is a 
full participant in the deliberations of the 
Task Force Coordination Group. 

The GBI's Investigations Division has a com
plement of about 250 agents, of whom 40 are 
assigned to the Narcotics Unit (although about 100 
are involved in narcotics investigations). As ofla.st 
November. two of the GBI's narcotics agents were 
assigned full-time to work on Task Force cases. 
\,Yhen the Task Force found an urgent need for 
additional personnel for a case in Savannah, the 
GBI Task Force Coordinator was ask(·d for help. 
"How many and when?" he asked. He was told 
that nine agents wouid be very helpful, as soon as 
it could be arranged. Nine agents were on duty the 
following morning in Savannah. The GBI has 
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informed the Task Force that it will commit as 
many personnel as the Task Force requests. 

This is not a one-way street, benefiting only 
the Task Force. The GBI Coordinator points out 
with pleasure that Task Force participation makes 
all the difference in pursuing narcotics traffickers. 
Not only is it a matter of greater fiscal resources, 
permitting bigger buys and access to higher levels 
of the drug organization, but it also provides a 
wider range of resources and abilities, and an ex
tensive network that enables a Georgia case to be 
coordinated with one in California in a manner 
never before possible. 

Wheeling: An integral part of the Task 
Force in the Northern District of West 
Virginia is the West Virginia State 
Police, which has assigned six officers to 
the Task Force on a full-time basis. This 
situation is a prime example of sym
biosis. The DEA has a small comple
ment in the State of West Virginia. The 
State Police has limited numbers of per
sonnel, too, and does not have access to 
the expertise and the resources that the 
Federal agencies can command. Com
bining personnel and other resources 
result in a much greater return for each 
dollar invested, for both the Task Force 
and the State Police. 

Not only does the State Police bring person
power to the effort, it also constitutes an invaluable 
source of intelligence, at a local level, that the 
Federal officers cannot match. Awareness of what's 
going on in the communitv is valuable intelligence 

I I 

as illustrated by one case where State Police officers 
learned, through "neighborhood gossip," that an 
unsuspected individual was spending enormous 
amounts of money. In less than a year, this per
son bought more than $1.5 million worth of real 
estate. A bit of scmtiny revealed that the sourer 
of income was nr.rcotics dealings, and he is now 
the subject of a Task Force investigation. In another 
case, a man with a West Virginia address was 
arrested in Florida. The man had a great deal of 
money, which Florida authorities assumed was 
legitimately acquired. But, when a routine check 
was made in West Virginia, it was determined that 
the man had no known source of income there 
either. The result was a new narcotics investigation. 

An example of the extent to which Federal, 
State, and local officers can &nd do complement 
each other's work is the following roster of par
ticipants in a marijuana search raid in the vicinity 

of Parkersburg, in November 1983. Present were 
four West Virginia State Police, three IRS Special 
Agents, one FBI Special Agent, two county sheriffs, 
and two local police officers: a total of twelve people 
from five agencies, of which two were Federal one 
State, and two local. Each agency had its own 'role 
responsibility, and expertise, and all worked closel; 
together as a Task Force team. 

The six full-time, Task Force-assigned West 
Virginia State Police officers have all been made 
Special Deputy U.S. Marshals, affording them 
~c~ess to ~ensitive and legally protecced investigative 
mformat10n. Here, as elsewhere, however, their 
supervisors, who are not so deputized, may not 
receive that information. While it is not normally 
desirable for an investigator to withhold informa
tion from a su.perior, the West Virginia State Police 
permits the situation in the interests of better drug 
prosecutions. 

Detroit: The Michigan State Police is 
developing into an integral part of the 
Task Force mechanism. A police lieu
tenant attends Task Force meetings on 
a regular basis, and a complete two-way 
dialogue is growing, according to the 
U.S. Attorney in Detroit. 

The Michigan State Police has placed one full· 
time person in the Task Force office in Detroit who 
facilitates the exchange of information and s~rves 
as a coordinator. Both Michigan State Police and 
Detroit Police Department personnel are active in 
Detroit's Task Force cases. The Michigan State 
Police lieutenant has subsequently become a full
time coordinator-member of the Great Lakes Task 
Force. 

Omaha: An Omaha Police Department 
(OPD) investigation in 1982 led to the 
identification of a mqjor cocaine net
work. The OPD shared the case with the 
FBI, and in 1983 the case was brought 
to the Task Force. Labor-intensive elec
tronic and physical surveillances made 
heavy personnel demands, as did the 
massive arrests of forty-four suspects in 
June. Working side by side with Task 
Force personnel from FBI, DEA, and 
IRS were police officers from the OPD, 
Bellevue Police Department, Nebraska 
State Polic:e, Douglas and Sarpy 
Co'1nties Sheriffs' Offices, and Iowa's 
Division of Criminal Investigation and 
Pottawatomie County Sheriffs Depart
ment. 
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OUT 
WEST 

This case, entitled "Out West," illustrates: 

• Collaboration of a Task Force with 
State and local law enforcement 
agencies; 

• Early and intensive involvement of 
attorneys during an investigation; 
and 

• The heavy investment of time and 
resources needed to conclude suc
cessfully a complex drug case. 

In a western State, a city patrol officer 
stopped a sports car for a traffic violation. 
While questioning the driver, he noticed a gun 
and a vial of white powder in the car. He 
arrested the driver and passenger. Analysis 
showed the powder to be cocaine. Later, the 
passenger agreed to cooperate with law enforce
ment officials and described his role in one of 
the largest drug organizations ever to operate 
in the State. He had served as the pilot for the 
ring, importing over $12 million worth of co
caine from Colombia. The cocaine was distrib
uted in a number of western States. The ring 
used several legitimate businesses to launder its 
drug profits. 

The city's law enforcement system soon 
found itself engaged in an investigation too big 
to handle alone and sought assistance from the 
DEA. The case was selected for the Task Force 
early in 1983. As the investigation developed, 
it came to include prosecutors and law en
forcement agencies in two counties; police 
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departments in five cities; Task Force agents 
from the FBI, DEA, IRS, and the l\farshals 
Service; and three Task Force Assistant U.S. 
Attorneys. 

Investigators used court-approved wiretaps 
and other electronic means for surveillance of 
the suspects' homes and businesses. They 
maintained physical surveillance of the sus
pects' activities and movements across several 
States. Almost a year after the traffic incident, 
investigators conducted raids on several of the 
suspects' homes and businesses, seizing over 
$1.5 million in cash and numerous gold bars 
from one residence. 

A few months later, a Federal grand jury 
returned a thirty-count indictment against 
thirty individuals, including nine Colombian 
nationals. CCE charges were filed against 
two of the leaders. Nine defendants entered 
guilty pleas. The others are expected to stand 
trial. 

The defense attorneys filed more than a 
hundred pretrial motions to have wiretap 
transcripts and other pieces of evidence sup
pressed. The pretrial motions consumed almost 
six months and engaged the full attention of 
the three Task Force attorneys assigned to the 
case. The bulk of the evidence was preserved 
intact. 

The investigation spanned fifteen States. 
It utilized the resources and varying skills of 
seven city and county law enforcement agen
cies, four Federal agencies, prosecutors from 
two counties, and three Federal attorneys. It 
took more than two years, from the traffic vio
lation incident to the beginning of the trial. 
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The heavy demands on technical skills, 
equipment, and personpower that contributed 
to this successful operation could only be met 
by joining the resources of multiple Task Force 
agencies with those of these seven State and 
local agencies. The ability to put together very 
large teams for such purposes is extremely ben
eficial both to the Task Forces and to the 
State and local forces that, as in this case, 
so frequently do the original spadework in drug 
cases. 

Not all Task Force offices enjoy full-fledged 
cooperation from State and local law enforce
ment agencies. There are instances where con
cerns about integrity and levels of profession
alism inhibit the fuller integration of State and 
loca.l personnel into Task Force cases. A few, 
and fortunately there arc only a few, juris
dictions have histories of police corruption; and 
the access to huge sums of money derived 
from narcotics dealing is an immense corrup
tive power. Consequently, sclccti\•ity is often 
a necessary adjunct to involvement of State 
and local agencies in Task Force cases. As 
one Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force Coor
dinator with extensive experience as a Jocal 
prosecutor put it, "Everybody around here knows 
who the crooked cops are, or the crooked DA's 
or judg·es. We just avoid them." 

Another obstacle can be indifference. One 
Task Force, for example, enjoys a very close 
working rdationship with the half-dozen or so 
police departments in its immediate area. In 
one nearby resort city, however, an attitude 
of "live and let live" applies to the dealers 
of marijuana and cocaine, who arc "respect
able" people pro\'iding "recreational" drugs 
to "respectable" people. The Task Force re
ceives no cooperation in that city. Tlw same 
consideration of "respcctabiJit y" is found in 
numerous other communities, making the work 
of the Task Forces more cliffirnlt. 

Summary 
\•Vhile the record is une\'l'n, manv 

Task Force elements are still dc\'eloping th~· 
full use of the resources represented by State 
and local law enforcement personnel and pro
secutors. Obstadcs remain, nonethe
less the Task Forces have made substantial 
progress toward integrating their efforts with 
those of their colleagues at the State and Jorn] 
levels. The results are superior im'('stigations, 
better prosecutions, and an environment of iru
provecl working relationships. 

Financial Investigations, 
Seizures, and Forfeitures 

As with many criminal enterprises, the prin
cipal inducement to trafficking in narcotics is 
money. The vast amounts of dollars that change 
hands enrich the criminal traffickers but also pose 
an extremely difficult problem for them. Those 
dollars arc often in small denominations of ones 
fives, tens, and twenties. The small bills becom~ 
too numerous and bulky to handle inconspicuous
ly. As large amounts of money accumulate, the traf
ficker rnust convert it from cash to some other form. 
Some traffickers spend excessively; many put the 
cash into other asset forms, such as bank accounts 
or in\'cstmcnts; and virtua.lly all reinvest large 
arnounts of money in additional supplies of drugs. 

These large-scale money movements provide 
law enforcement agencies with an opportunity to 
detect criminal dealers. In their efforts to avoid 
detection, traffickers often make illegal currency 
transactions. Almost always, the traffickers fail to 
pay their full share of income tax. The Task Forces 
are emphasizing the use of financial investigative 
techniqw:s to: 

• Identify traffickers; 

• Determine their criminal liabilities for 
illegal currency transactions and tax 
evasion; 

• Develop further proof of inYolvement 
in drug trafficki1fg; and 

• Deprive traffickers of further enjoy
ment of their illicit profits. 

As stated in the Guidelines, the Task Force Pro
gram's objective is: 

To make full use of financial in
vestigative techniques, including tax law 
enforcement and forfeiture actions, in 
order to identify and convict high level 
traffickers and to enable the government 
to seize assets and profits clcrivccl from 
high-level drug trafficking ... 

A number of financial investigation groups 
existed prior w the Task Force Program. Their suc
cesses encouraged the gTowth of additional finan
cial inwstigative teams. l'vlany of these groups h:we 
been incorporated into Task Force offices. l'v1ost 
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Task Forces have a designated financial investiga
tion specialist. The specialists are either Assistant 
U.S. Attorneys or investigative agents who are 
expert in tracking the paper trails of financial 
activity. Seven Task Force core cities and several 
more districts have the benefit of a Financial In
vestigations Unit or Financial Task Force. Some 
of these operate outside the Task Force structure. 
Usually, however, the participation of a Task Force 
Assistant U.S. Attorney, IRS agent, and Customs 
agent is crucial to the operations of such a group. 
Though five Task Forces lack financial investiga
tion groups, there are active financial investigations 
under ·.vay in support of ongoing cases in each Task 
Force Region. 

Identifying Narcotics Traffickers 
A particular value of one kind of financial in

vestigation is that it can lead to the identification 
of individuals never previously suspected of having 
any connection with the drug trade, but who are 
knowingly and willfully participating in narcotics 
trafficking. These are the bankers, lawyers, or 
financiers who hide behind their respectability while 
enjoying the fruits of their crimes. This approach 
is analogous to, but much more sophisticated than, 
the instance cited earlier in this report, in which 
a West Virginia man became a suspect by virtue 
of having bought over $1. 5 million worth of real 
estate in a year without any apparent or legitimate 
source of income. Unexplained money transactions 
create a suspicion. That suspicion must be followed 
by much additional investigation to establish 
whether drugs are indeed the source of the unex
plained income. 

Pioneered on a large scale in conjunction with 
the South Florida Task Force, computerized data 
analyses are being used by the Task Force Program 
to discover unusual patterns of money movements 
through the banking system. These analyses rely 
primarily on reports that banks and individuals are 
required to complete at the time of certain trans
actions. One important record of this sort is the 
Currency Transaction Report (CTR), which banks 
and some other financial institutions must compiete 
whenever a customer engages in a cash transaction 
of more than $10,000. CTRs are filed with the IRS 
and recorded in a data bank. Through computer 
analysis ofCTRs, it is sometimes possible to iden
tify individuals engaging in repeated transactions 
of this size, and to sort out those with legitimate 
reasons to do so (e.g., retail stores) from those who 
remain suspect. This analysis can lead to further 
investigations. Similarly, one may be able to iden-

tify bank accounts to which large amounts of cash 
are frequently deposited. 

Similar methods are used to analyze Currency 
or Monetary Instruments Reports (CMIRs), which 
must be filed when large amounts of money (over 
$5,000) are taken out of the country, and the 
Foreign Bank Account Reports (FBARs),which are 
required of anyone with a foreign bank account 
exceeding $1,000 in value. Investigators also use 
other banking records such as wire transfers and 
bank examination reports. Investigations of this sort 
are often very time-consuming and require a high 
degree of technical skill. Agents of IRS and 
Customs are particularly well-equipped for such 
investigations. 

To support financial investigations, Customs 
maintains a central data bank, with access to a 
variety of Federal records such as CTRs and 
CMIRs. This office, called the Treasury Financial 
Law Enforcement Center (TFLEC), is staffed with 
experienced Customs and IRS analysts who can 
comb the data in response to Task Force requests. 
Task Force queries to TFLEC are forwarded via 
Customs' on-line computer facilities. One part of 
the Task Force Program's allocation of personnel 
was to augment the staff of TFLEC with almost 
forty new analysts. When asked to do so by a Task 
Force, TFLEC can perform a macro-analyr.is, ex
amining banking patterns within an entire Federal 
Reserve area, for example, in order to find banks 
whose practices are anomalous and who may be 
dealing with large amounts of drug funds. This 
technique has been used on a number of occasions 
in Florida and elsewhere. Or, on a much smaller 
scale, TFLEC can examine individual accounts or 
records, or can analyze the relationships between 
identified accounts. 

The Task Forces are trying to identify 
money launderers and drug dealers, and fi
nancial institutions that are knowingly work
ing with these criminals. Task Forces are still 
at a relatively early stage in this area, be
cause the processes involved are highly sophis
ticated, technical, and time-consuming. In the 
Great Lakes Task Force both Detroit and Cleve
land have established Financial Task Forces, 
composed of Assistant U.S. Attorneys, and agents 
from Customs, IRS, and other agencies. Charles
ton, South Carolina, has been highly success
ful in applying the skills of a Financial Task 
Force to the job of identifying unknown per
sons in the narcotics trade. The Task Force 
in Boston has a highly skilled team working to mine 
this lode. 
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Financial searches are not always successful. 
The extensive data resources and analytical 
capabilities of both TFLEC and the Task Force 
financial investigation groups make the probability 
of success far greater than before, but there are still 
problems. Perhaps the most frustrating result has 
been the discovery of financial irregularities that 
do not relate to drug transactions. While it is con
sidered a truism that almost all major narcotics traf
fickers engage in financial irregularities, other 
criminals also seek ways to conceal their illegal 
money deals. These may be operators of gambling 
or prostitution rings, for example, or oil resellers, 
or pension fund "skimmers." Sometimes the finan
cial anomalies discovered lead to these other 
criminal sorts. This problem has initiated a debate 
as to the propriety of supporting Financial Task 
Forces that may generate non-drug and non-Task 
Force cases. But the attitudes of those Task Forces 
that are using this approach is perhaps best ex
pressed by one of the Assistant U.S. Attorney Task 
Force Coordinators: 

Our emphasis has to be on the "pro
active" approach, rather than creaming 
the cases that just appear. You've got to 
be willing to risk failing a lot to gain a 
lot. You may put two years into mak
ing a case, before you know for sure 
whether it is the right case or not. You 
don't know what the outcome will be 
when you start, or whether it is the right 
case. But that is the only way you can 
get the real big rewards. 

Another aspect of the financial approach to 
the identification of drug dealers and their transac
tions is exemplified by the Atlanta office of the 
Southeastern Task Force. With the strong en
couragement of the U.S. Attorney in Atlanta, a 
Task Force team has been touring the State, 
meeting with bankers' association groups, inform
ing them of money-handling techniques that are 
common among drug dealers, and inviting the 
bankers to cooperate by volunteering information 
when such practices are seen. They also remind the 
bankers of the penalties that can be imposed on 
banks or bankers who are shown to be participating 
in money laundering schemes or failing to file re
quired reports. Sometimes, in the wake of one of 
these briefings, a banker wilJ come forward to report 
a suspicious activity, such as a "curious transac
tion" or series of transactions, which leads to the 
identification of new drug targets. 

The "Moneybags" case is an excellent exam
ple of the way traffickers can be identified because 
of their financial transactions (see p. 66 ). In
vestigators in this case interviewed real estate 
brokers to learn who had been buying expensive 
resort properties, searched court records for mort
gage and title information, questioned car dealers 
about purchases of expensive cars, and so on. In 
this manner, they were able to isolate the names 
of a number of big spenders and, later, to identify 
smugglers among them. 

Proving Drug Charies 
Another purpose of financial investigations is 

to buttress charges against drug traffickers. The 
CCE statute, for example, is applicable only when 
it can be demonstrated that the violator has ob
tained substantial income or resources from drug 
trafficking activities. In order to perfect cases 
against high-level drug dealers, knowledge of the 
amount and nature of income and its disposition 
is often invaluable. Careful investigation is 
necessary to identify the mechanisms and the in
dividuals involved in the laundering of drug 
moneys, or those partners or other associates who 
are participating in the activity. 

The case of "The Sheriff and the Dealer" 
(see p. 44) is one in which financial inves
tigation tracked the Dealer's money transac
tions back to 1977, in order to link the Dealer 
with the purchase of a boat used in smug
gling marijuana. This is a crucial element in 
proving the smuggling charges and the long
term nature of the Dealer's involvement in 
the continuing criminal enterprise. 

This kind of financial investigation usually 
works against identified targets, persons who are 
known to be involved in the drug trade. These in
vestigations can generate new targets, however, as 
they progress, by showing that known trafficker 
Smith, for instance, has repeated money transac
tions with unknown individual Jones, whom later 
investigation shows to be a criminal trafficker, 
too. 

It is often only through financial investigations 
that the supposedly respectable professional 
associates of drug dealers can be identified and link
ed to criminal activity. In only a small number 
of Task Force cases-less than 4 percent of the 
total-have Task Forces been able to project at the 
outset that the case will result in charges against 
a major money launderer or financial backer. 
However, as many financial investigations proceed, 
a trafficker's business associates, such as lawyers 
and bankers, can be identified, and their roles 
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as launderers and financiers pinned down with 
clarity. 

Financial investigative specialists examine any 
available records of financial activity pertaining to 
the subject of the investigation. Because oflaws pro
tecting the privacy of all citizens, such records are 
not always easily available to the investigators ex
cept through legal proceedings such as a grand jury 
subpoena. The investigators may have to rely on 
other sources of information during a substantial 
part of an investigation (before reaching the grand 
jury phase). This may mean identifying frequent 
contacts through surveillance or telephone records, 
and establishing the nature of those relationships 
through overtly available information sources. At 
this stage of an investigation, the range of finan
cial materials available is limited. Personal and in
stitutional records become available in great 
numbers when an investigation advances to such 
a point that search warrants and subpoenas are 
possible. At that point, a Task Force's IRS and/or 
Customs agents move into high gear to determine 
what the target's income has been, where the 
money has gone, who assisted in hiding the money 
and other assets, what the tax payments have been 
and should have been, and what illegal currency 
transactions have occurred. 

Establishing Tax and Currency Violations 
As long as the effect of the enforcement ac

tion is to put major traffickers and trafficking 
organizations out of business, it is not necessary 
that actual drug charges be brought. Sometimes tax 
and currency violations can be identified and suc
cessfully prosecuted when drug charges cannot be 
proved. This approach is not new, its most notable 
success being Al Capone. Tax violations can carry 
substantial financial penalties and prison sentences, 
often combined with seizures of assets when there 
is a reasonable likelihood that the criminal would 
place those assets out of the reach of the govern
ment to avoid losing them. A single currency viola
tion can carry a penalty of a $500,000 fine and five 
years in prison, and may effectively inhibit further 
drug dealing. The Task Forces are enjoined to use 
these weapons in conjunction with drug charges, 
or when drug charges cannot be proved, in order 
to disable narcotics enterprises. 

For the most part the Task Forces have been 
able to make narcotics counts an integral and 
principal part of the indictments brought to date. 
In most cases, however, tax or currency charges 
are included in the same indictments. It can be 
assumed that virtually all drug dealers fail, in 

one way or another, to report accurately their 
income from drugs. The culpability of the crimi
nals has not changed because of the creation of 
the Task Forces, but the method of addressing 
their criminality has. In pre-Task Force times, 
IRS would have pursued tax and banking charges, 
Customs would have pursued currency charges, 
the FBI would have pursued money and finance 
charges, and DEA would have pursued drug 
charges. The Task Force approach places the drug, 
tax, and currency cases in the same file folder, and 
the investigations and prosecutions reinforce each 
other. 

Task Forces do not always accomplish this 
without some difficulty. As noted above in the sec
tion on "Federal Agency Coordination and Co
operation," IRS' s role is seriously complicated by 
a number of factors, including restrictions on 
disclosure, the case review process, and the con
flict between overt and covert investigative needs. 
Even given these inhibitions, the contribution that 
IRS makes to the Task Forces' efforts is often 
described by U.S. Attorneys as the greatest con
tribution of any single agency. 

Seizures and Forfeitures 
RICO and CCE, the kingpin statutes, pro

vide for forfeiture of the fruits of criminal activities 
under criminal proceedings. The intent is to ex
tinguish the rights of the criminal to enjoy or fur
ther benefit from the assets or positions acquired 
through illegal actions, or which have been used 
to further those actions. This means that the 
Government may have the right to take ownership 
of all such assets, be they real estate, automobiles, 
equity in a business, directorships in companies, 
offices in labor unions, bank accounts, or any kind 
of goods or entitlements that the criminal has used 
in the criminal enterprise or obtained as a result 
of it. 

While these statutory provisions have been 
available to Federal prosecutors for more than 
ten years, only limited use had been made 
of them. The Task Force Program has given 
these statutes new emphasis. It appears that 
this emphasis on criminal forfeiture provisions 
is bringing about significant results. The an
ticipated RICO and CCE prosecutions fore
cast in Case Initiation Forms are indicated 
in Table 20, p. 82. Because of the stringent 
requirements of proof under these statutes, it 
is likely that the actual number of RICO and CCE 
indictments will be a bit lower, but these figures 
are far in excess of any previous body of cases. 
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Further, when neither RICO nor CCE can 
?e made .to stand, civil forfeitures can be utilized 
m. m~ny mst~nces. Often, the use of both civil and 
cnmmal f~rfe1tures is desirable. Properly used they 
can constitute a potent combination. Legal dif
f~rences between civil and criminal forfeiture ac
t10ns afford prosecutors and investigators a range 
?f flex_ibil~ty that can enhance the chances of both 
mvest1gat1ve and prosecutorial success. For exam
P!e, civil forfeiture proceedings can precede an in
d1ctme:it, but RICO and CCE criminal forfeitures 
are an mtegral part of the indictment. Thus, ~eizure 
of pr~perty under civil forfeiture proceedings can 
effec.t1vely "nail down" assets that might otherwise 
be disposed of by a trafficker who is aware that the 
enforcement net is being drawn around him or her. 
Task Force Assistant U.S. Attorneys are encour
aged to use these tools to prevent the flight of assets, 
to.se~ure them for the Government, to deprive the 
cnmm?l of their use, and to develop additional in
format10n about narcotics traffickers. 

. The Gove:nment can institute civil pro
cee?mgs to forfeit property used in furtherance of 
an illegal enterprise. In addition, a civil forfeiture 
can be ~as:~ ?n an immediate demand for payment 
~ft~ l1abi11t1es. These. "jeopardy" or "termina
t1orn_ . assessments provide for seizures of assets of 
s~,hc1ent value to satisfy the violator's tax obliga
~10n, and need not apply nnly to property used in 
illegal activities. 

Fina11~ial investigations are, of course, crucial 
t.? an ~ffec.t1ve pursuit of forfeitures. Task Forces' 
fi~ancral rnvestigation groups can and do con
tribute to the identification of assets for forfeiture 
as :"ell as the !dentificalion of the parties to nar~ 
cot1cs tr~nsactrons. In addition, five Task Forces 
have d~s1gnated ~s.sistant U.S. Attorneys to serve 
as forfeitu.re specialists. Perhaps of comparable im
port~nce rs the constant exhortation to maximize 
'.orf:itures. Task Forces are "thinking forfeiture" 
~n v1r~ual!y every case, and are constructing their 
rnvest1g?tro.ns to support that approach. The results 
are begrnn mg to be seen. 

. The tabl~s J~rovided in the next chapter in
d1cat~ substantial rncreases in drug-related seizures 
~nd forfeitures. It is not possible to attribute these 
mcreases to. the T~s~ Force Program. First-year 
com~rehens1ve stat1st1cs of Task Force seizures and 
~orf~rtu.res are set forth in Table 42, however. They 
1 ef1ect a total of more than .$50 million in seizures 
a.ncl forfeitures of cash and property, and an addi
t10nal $1.5 million in lines. As Task Force cases 
move to com~letion, it is entirely possible that the 
dollar value of the properties obtained through these 

efforts will eventually exceed the cost of the Task 
Force Program. 

The forfeited properties themselves can and 
do. often contribu:e to the Task Forces' workings. 
Seized cars, for mstance, may become superior 
surveillance vehicles, because they do not look like 
" "Of c.op ~ars. ten the forfeited properties are sold, 
?rmgmg revenue to the Federal coffers. In some 
mstances, the State and local jurisdictions share in 
thes~ ?enefi~s, which reinforces their willingness to 
part1c1pate m Task Forces' efforts. 

yYhile ~ost investigative agencies have 
au~honty to seize ~rugs, c?~traband, or other prop
erties u~der certam cond1t1ons, the formal seizure 
µroc~ss is a. special responsibility of the Marshals 
Service. Seizures u.nder t~1e Task Force Program 
have been substantial durrng the first year, but as 
more cases reach fruition the demand for seizures 
to be car~ied out by the Marshals Service is ex
pected. to rncrease dramatically. This increase will 
re~ult rn greater amounts of properties to be main
tame.d, pendi.ng final court determination of 
forfeiture or disposition by the Government. The 
U.S. Attorn.ey is resp~nsible for maintaining seized 
property, with the assistance of the Marshals Serv
ice-, As the amount .of properties seized increases, 
ma111te11ance requirements will become more 
oner?us: To manage the greater load, the Marshals 
Servr~e 1s developing a National Asset Seizure and 
Forfe1t~re Pr?gr~n:, which will support U.S. At
torneys m mamtamrng properties obtained by Task 
Force and non-Task Force prosecutions. 

S~izures and Forfeitures as Investigative 
Aids 

. ~eizures. and forfeitures can serve both 
punrt1ve and mvestigative ends. In addition the 
mere. act of seiz.ing properties can act as a lev;r for 
the discovery o1 remarkable amounts of intelligence 
about the p~ople who traffic in drugs. 

There is perhaps no better example of this 
phenomenon than the '.'Moneybags" case (p. 66). 
Because many of the seizures were carried out with 
extr~n:ely high visibility and with maximum 
p~bl~c1ty, many of the community's narcotics 
cnmrnals from the respectable strata of society 
became concerned that they, too, would be targeted 
and prosecuted by the drug enforcement establish
m~nt. As.they saw how their fellow traffickers were 
bemg stripped of their assets and taken to trial 
many of these professionals chose to come forward 
and .tcJl al! they knew, in an effort to minimize the 
p~rnshments they recog~ized as inevitable. Many 
of these attorneys, financiers, and accountants were 
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This case, "Moneybags," began before 
the Task Force Program was initiated, but it 
was reinforced by Task Force resources and the 
Task Force mandate. It illustrates: 

• The use of financial investigations to 
identify unknown traffickers; 

• Involvement with numerous foreign 
jurisdictions; 

• Potent and effective use of seizures 
and forfeitures; and 

• Task Force ability to pursue an inves
tigation over a long period of time. 

In February 1982, a Southeastern Task 
Force district established a team of Federal 
agents from several agencies to use a fin~nci~l 
approach to identify and prosecute the kmgpm 
financiers and organizers of drug smuggling ac
tivities in the area. By May, the team was in 
place. (At its height, with the infusion of Task 
Force personnel, it included seventeen agents, 
from IRS, FBI, DEA, ATF, and the State's 
Law Enforcement Division, plus seven Assist
ant U.S. Attorneys.) A special grand jury was 
empaneled to hear all testimony in the in
vestigation and to issue subpoenas for records 
from banks, businesses, real estate offices, and 
law offices and other documents relating to thP. 
flow of money. 

There was no list of suspects to question, 
no files to develop, and no leads, other than 
the names of many low-level people. No one 
knew who was at the top. 

Initially, a pair of agents went to a resort 
area, where many "high-rolling" smugglers 
were said to visit. They questioned realtors and 
developers to discover who had been buying ex
pensive resort property; they searched court 
records to learn of mortgages and in whose 
name titles were registered; they interviewed 
car dealers to find out who was buying expen
sive imports; they questioned house and dock 
builders to see who was building on waterfront 
property. By late summer, they had inter
viewed hundreds, and were beginning to un
cover two separate drug organizations which 
had been operating without detection since 
1974, importing many millions of dollars worth 
of marijuana and hashish. None of the finan
cier/organizer suspects had ever been known to 
any law enforcement officials before. 

In September, seizures began-$344,000 
from an attorney's account, a $100,000 piece of 
resort real estate, and a fashionable $450,000 
restaurant and nightclub. Seizures amounted to 
over $2 million by the end of the year, in
cluding resort property in Nantucket and a 
$160,000 certificate of deposit from a bank in 
the Bahamas. By mid-1983, seizures totaled 
over $5 million. 

The investigators determined that the two 
rings had imported about three-quarters of a 
billion dollars worth of drugs over the 
previous ten years, from the Bahamas, South 
America, and Lebanon. 

An indictment against the first ring, in 
May 1983, charged two men with CCE viola
tions, and another twenty-two with various 
drug, currency, and tax violations. Prior to in
dictment, eleven men, including two attorneys, 
pied guilty. Three more pled guilty before trial, 
five others were found guilty, and three were 
acquitted. 

An indictment against the second ring 
charged four defendants with CCE violations, 
and nineteen others on related offenses. Of the 
major figures, one pied guilty to CCE and 
other charges under a plea agreement. Another 
pied guilty to tax, drug, and currency viola
tions; four pled guilty to a variety of charges; 
four were found guilty by a jury on all counts; 
two others were found guilty on drug and cur
rency charges; and one was acquitted. 

In cooperation with Antiguan authorities, 
a fugitive kingpin defendant was located and 
extradited, and his $900,000 boat seized. Infor
mation from defendants who were now coop
erating with the investigation made it possible 
to obtain a superseding indictment against 
this man, now including CCE violations and 
multiple counts of conspiracy and drug viola
tions, plus forfeiture of all drug profits and 
interests. 

Other international judicial assistance was 
sought from several foreign jurisdictions, in
cluding the Island of Jersey, the Bahamas, and 
Hong Kong. Materials from these proceedings 
contributed to the convictions. 

As of the end of 1983, the investigation 
was continuing, with more indictments an
ticipated, and still other organizations being 
discovered. It is expected that over one huu
dred traffickers will be prosecuted as a result of 
this operation. 
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previously considered beyond reproach. But when 
the heat of massive seizures and arrests surround
ed them, they appeared, as if from nowhere, in 
substantial numbers. 

The Task Forces are still developing their 
abilities to derive the greatest benefit from 
such investigative subtleties. The effect cited 
here is not always the rule. It cannot be an
ticipated that a rash of seizures will inspire 
the managers of traditional organized crime 
groups to step forward and confess. But this 
kind of lightning strike can bring gratifying 
results in those communities where respected 
professionals have been enriching themselves 
through criminal narcotics activity. Task Forces 
are able to carry this off more eff ective.ly be
cause of their demonstrated ability to identify 
and seize assets, and because they constitute 

a forum, among themselves, for the sharing 
of newly developed techniques and approaches. 

Summary 
The roles of financial investigation, and of 

seizures and forfeitures, in law enforcement are not 
new. The Task Force Program brings to them, 
however, two special and effective dimensions. The 
first is that the special skills of diverse agencies are 
combined to make these investigations effective, 
timely, and mutually supportive. The second is that 
all Task Forces are enjoined to "think financial," 
in terms of investigations and in terms of seizure 
of assets. The effect of these two factors is that the 
Task Forces show promise of a higher level of 
application of these techniques than has previ
ously existed, resulting in superior enforcement of 
narcotics laws. 
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6 Drug Use and 
Enforcement Data 

Data Collection Methodology 

The type of investigations and prosecutions 
the Task Forces were designed to undertake-high-
1~vel, organizational, and financial-require more 
time to investigate and prosecute than simple in
terdictions or traditional buy-bust drug cases. The 
Department of Justice estimates that the pre
indictment phase of a Task Force investigation 
alone requires eighteen to thirty months, and the 
indictment to verdict phase from two months to a 
year. (See Exhibit 1, p. 18.) 

Some 200 pre-indictment cases were selected 
from ongoing investigations during the first six 
months of 1983, along with approximately 60 newly 
initiated Task Force cases. Together these cases ac
count for virtually all of the 1, 232 indictments re
turned By December 1983, sentencing was com
plete in only twelve Task Force cases. This first
year statistical evaluation, therefore, is skewed 
toward initial investigations and away from ad
judication or sentencing data. Mature data re
garding the relationship between investigations and 
prosecutions cannot be gathered until well into the 
second year of operations. 

The initial Task Force data base exhibits the 
usual start-up problems, such r; .~ developing specific 
definitions for the various categories, determining 
the points at which data should be consolidated for 
reporting purposes, and establishing data transmis
sion methods which are compatible with security 
requirements. Some categories of data that seemed 
to create collection problems were, in fact, easy to 
collect. For exam pie, the problem of collecting and 
processing indictment information was resolved by 
centrally collecting and analyzing all Indictment 
Forms as they were returned. Some items that 
seemed simple, like number of arrests attributable 
to the Task Force Program, are so obscured by 
overlapping jurisdictions that accurate statistical in
formation is difficult to compile. 

Some information categories specified by 
Congress and estimated herein, such as "the 
number of drug trafficking organizations 

... dismantled,'' are highly subjective and depend 
on the criteria selected for their expression. Other 
categories requested by Congress are available in 
the Task Force data base but are new categories 
with no basis for comparison. New categories in
clude seizures, indictments, and convictions at
tributable to the Task Force Program. Further
more, this start-up year information provides a 
weak basis for comparison in subsequent reports. 
Monthly or quarterly summaries may better iden
tify future trends of investigative and prosecutorial 
progress. 

Almost all narcotics abuse data lack 
completeness since the data indicate only in
cidence known to enforcement authorities. (The 
Bureau of Justice Statistics' National Crime Sur
vey is a notable exception.) Attempts to identify 
trends from street availability or price and purity 
indices are reported here as required. These at
tempts often fall short due to a myriad of uncon
trollable variables such as growing conditions at 
the source or foreign law enforcement will and 
capacity. 

The statistics, therefore, arc presented 
cautiously in the following section. No inference 
can be drawn that the Task Forces in their first year 
have had more than moderate, local effect on 
market and user figures. Much of the Task Force 
data, particularly the level of persons indicted and 
the type of charges brought, appear to represent 
new and important contributions to drug law 
enforcement. 

Anecdotal data from the twelve Task Force 
Regions may enable the reader to evaluate the first 
year of operations and judge which approaches can 
be further exploited and which deterrents to Task 
Force case development can be better controlled. 
The method by which this information was 
gathered is described in Appendix B. The field 
research design is subjective and depends for va
lidity on the recollections and selection of data by 
trained but human observers. Y ct these observa
tions may, when carefully studied, be more useful 
than the first-year statistic::;. 
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National Drug Data Tables 

The foll~wing tables refl~ct national d~ta for each of the three years beginning with 1980. The tables 
are arranged m three categones:r Importation/Production and Market (1, 2), Use and Abuse (3-5), and 
Drug Law Enforcem:n.t (6-12). I'he data source is identified for each table. Law enforcement data are 
based on Federal act1v1ty. Note that Tables 7, 10, 11, and 12 are divided by fiscal year (FY) wh'l 
all other tables reflect results by calendar year (CY). ' 

1 
e 

Heroin (metric tons) 
Cocaine (metric tons) 
Marijuana (metric tons) 
Dangerous Drugs (MDU)* 

*Million dosage units 

Table 1 
Importation/Production 

CY 80 CY 81 

3.95 3.89 
34-45 

10,200 9,600 
3,340 

CY 82 

4.08 
45-54 

12,340 
3,030 

Source: DEA, NNICC, Narcotics Intelligence Estimates, 1981, 1982. 

Heroin ($ per milligram) 
Purity (percent) 

Cocaine ($ per pure 
milligram) 

Marijuana ($ per kilo) 

(E) Estimated 

Table 2 
Retail Price 

CY 80 

$2.21 
3.8 

.71 

CY 81 

$2.34 
3.9 

.79 
$1,320.00 $1,320.00 

CY 82 

$2.31 
5.0 

.71 
$1,320.00 

CY 83 

CY 83 

$2.50 (E) 
5.0 (E) 

$880.00 

Source: Heroin, DEA Letter; Cocaine, DEA, "Domestic Drug Situation ''October 1982· M·11·1•• • • 
DFA ''1'h Ill' . ' . . . ' c ' ' < UU<llltl, 

<.. , c 1c1l Drug S1tuat10n 111 the U.S. Through September 1983." 
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Heroin 
Cocaine 
Marijuana 
Dangerous Drugs 

*In thousands 

(E) Estimated 

Table .3 
Number of Users* 

CY 80 CY 81 

492 (E) 492 (E) 
9,580 

31,450 
14,010 

CY 82 CY 83 

500 (E) 500 (E) 
11,900 
31,460 
16,600 

Source: NIDA, ADAMHA Letter and National Survey on Drug Abuse, Population Projections, 

1982. 

Heroin 
Cocaine 
Marijuana 
Dangerous Drugs 

(E) Estimated 

Table 4 
Emergency Room Mentions 

CY 80 CY 81 

8,710 9,667 
4,159 4, 781 
4,128 4,678 

17 ,025 15,909 

CY 82 

12,640 
6,180 
5,293 

15, 134 

Source: DEA, "The Illicit Drug Situation in the U.S. Through September 1983." 
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CY 83 

11,500 (E) 
6,500 (E) 
5,350 (E) 

13,483 (E) 

I 
i 

I 

Heroin 
Cocaine 
Total 

*Excludes New York City 

(E) Estimated 

CY 80 

898 
169 

1,067 

Table 5 
Overdose Deaths 

CY 81 

927 
194 

1, 121 

CY 82 CY 83 

924* 900* (E) 
202* _180* (E) 

1, 126 1,180* (E) 

Source: Heroin, DEA Letter; Cocaine, DEA, "The Illicit Drug Situation in the U.S. Through 
September 1983. '' 

CY 80 

Heroin 2,033 
Cocnine 4,069 
lVlarijuana 2,94-7 
Other ~077 
Total 12, 126 

(E) Estimated 

Table 6 
Drug Arrests 

CY 81 

2,452 
4,288 
3. 7'.35 

_b.+21 
12,896 

Source: DEA, Offcndt•r-Bnsecl Transaction System. 

CY 82 CY 83 

2,221 
4·,393 
3,680 
2,38~ 

12,676 13,000 (E) 
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FY 80 

Heroin 1,055 
Cocaine 1, 728 
Marijuana 1,266 
Other 943 
Total 4,992 

Table 7 
Indictments 

FY 81 

897 
1,694 
2,245 

751 
5,587 

Source: Department of Justice, EOUSA data. 

CY 80 

Heroin 1,lH 
Cocaine 1, 737 
Marijuana 1, 142 
Dangerous Drugs 1,228 
Total 5,251 

* 1500 attributed to irnpro,·ed reporting 

Table 8 
Convictions 

C'Y 81 

1,088 
2,001 
1,380 
1.350 
5,828 

Source: DEA, Offender-Based Transaction System. 
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FY 82 

783 
1,889 
2,414 
1,08~ 
6, 171 

CY 82 

l, I 57 
2' 115 
1,535 
1, j 62 

5,969 

FY 83 

960 
2,461 
2,449 
1.0Q§_ 
6,876 

CY 83 

11,2~1* 

Heroin (kilos) 
Cocain(' (kilos) 
P.farijuana (kilos) 
Dangerous Drugs (l\!fDU) 

Table 9 
Drug Seizures* 

CY 80 CY 81 

268 231 
4,797 3,205 

1,773,098 3,078,696 
37,389 139,936 

*Includes seizures, purchases, and ::;amples 

:.Source: Coast Guard, plus DEA data f'or all other agencies. 

DEA 
Other Federal 
Total 

*In thousands of dollars 

(E) Estimated 

Source: DEA data. 

FY 80 

39,382 
54,, 753 
94,1'.35 

Table 10 
Other Seizures* 

FY 81 

64,657 
_2_~'.)38 
160,995 

CY 82 

305 
9, 763 

3,022,551 
13,998 

FY 82 

106,656 
84,083 

190, 7'.39 

CY 83 

495 
18,027 

1,948, 771 
21,056 

FY 83 

2'.35,000 (E) 
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DEA 
Other Federal 
Total 

*In thousands of dollars 

(E) Estimated 

Source: DEA data. 

IRS 

*In thousands of dollars 

FY 80 

6,793 
35,831 
42,624 

Table 11 
Forfeitures* 

FY 81 

12,942 
96,338 

109,280 

FY 82 

:39,588 
83,7G4 

12'.~.352 

Table 12 
Jeopardy-Termination Final Assessments* 

FY 80 FY 81 FY 82 

81,400 J 5:3, GOO 

Source: DEA, NNICC, Narrntks IntelligC'll('C' Estimate, 1982. 

FY 83 

:38,099 (E) 
176,512 (E) 
2H,611 (E) 

FY 8'.~ 

I 

Task Force Data Tables 

The following tables present Task Force Program activities through December :31, 1983, as reported 
by the Task Force Reg-ions. Tables 13 through 2'.3 summarize Task Force cases initiated. The data are 
derived from Task Force Case Initiation Forms. Tables 24 through 33 summarize Task Force data as 
reported on Indictment Forms. Tables 34: through 37 present data reported on Sentencing Forms. These 
tables indicat(· the disposition or charges against indi\·iduals whose Task Force prosecutions arc com
plete and \\'ho have been sentenced. Task Force-generated seizures, l'orfC.·iturcs, and fines arc detailed 
in Tables 38-42. The case monitoring system, from "'hich most or these data derive, is described in Appendix A. 

r·n the lirst year or operation, the Task Forces initiated 467 cases. There have been 264 separate 
indictments returned in 120 cases against 1,2'.32 individual ckfendants. The dcfr·ndants have been charged 
with a \\'ide range of offc:nscs including 71 charged under the Continuing Criminal Enterprise (CCE) 
statute and 90 charged with \'tolating the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizaticll1s (RICO) statute. 
By the close of CY 198'.3, :33 7 de!C.·nclants had been convicted and 21 (j or the co11\'icted defendants had 
been sentenn·cl as a resulr of Task Force invC'stigations and prosecutions. 

On the tables the Task Forn· RC'gions are identified as follows: 

CL (; rcat Lakes NC :'\orth Central GC Gulf Coast 
N \\' Northl\'cSt LA J ,os Angdes/N C\'Uda 
SC .South Central :--IA Mid-Atlantic 
SE Southeast l\IS ,\Iountain States svv Sou t hl\'est NE Ne"' England 
FL l\'liddle and Northern ,'\JY Nell' York/!'Jew J e rsn· 

Districts c1!' Florida 
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Table 13 
Type of Criminal Organization 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

Percent-
Total age of 

GL GC LA JvIA MS NE NY NC NVV SC SE S\V FL Cases Cases 

LCN 2 0 7 9 12 0 

Drug Trafficking 
Organization 24 23 10 25 15 15 13 29 

Other Criminal 
Group 7 15 15 

::-.Iotorcycle Gang 3 

Prison Gang 0 0 

Registrant 0 

Other () 2 () 

Legend 

9 

6 

2 

4 9 9 18 

3 () 

0 0 2 

0 () 0 4 

0 0 0 

LCN-"La Casa 0lostra," traditional organized crime families. 

() 2 () () 3 37 7.9 

24 25 10 8 12 49.9 

6 18 18 10 11 149 31.9 

4 3 30 6.4 

0 () 1.9 

() 2 0 0 () 9 1.9 

0 () {) () 5 1.1 

(N = 4·67) 

Drug Trafficking Organization-Organizations whose primary purpose is drug trafficking. 
Other Criminal Group-Organizations involvt•d in fdony crimes whose members also engage in drug 

trafficking. 
~vlotorcycle Gang-Organizations controlled by motorcycle dubs. 
Prison Gang-Organizations controlled by prison inm,ues. 
Registrant-Persons who sulwcrt legal authority C)\'Cr controlled substances. 
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International 

tvf ulti-District 

Single District 

Not Designated 

Legend 

Table 14 
Scope of Criminal Organization 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL 

1 7 22 19 23 7 21 23 1 a 5 15 13 16 10 

16 17 7 24 7 12 22 29 15 2 7 

3 2 5 () 5 6 8 5 2 6 

() 0 0 () 0 () 0 

Inter~iat~on~tl-Cri~ni1.rnl acti~·i~i:·s ti.mt include substantial international drug trafficking. 
Mult1-D1stnct-Crnn1nal acuv1t1cs 111 two or more Federal judicial districts. 
Single District-Criminal activities limited to one Federal judicial district. 

Long-Established 

Relatively New, 
Growing 

Not Designated 

Table 15 
History of Criminal Organization 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

GL GC LA MA rvrs NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL 

25 27 11 4·1 15 27 17 :~7 18 28 22 18 15 

9 13 I '.1 10 9 10 16 12 16 17 6 6 

3 3 3 0 2 4 5 2 () 3 

Percent
Total age of 
Cases Cases 

201 43.1 

214 45.8 

5 9.4-

7 1. 7 

(N "'467) 

Percent
Total age of 
Cases Cases 

301 64.+ 

138 29.6 

28 6.0 

(N = 467) 
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Table 16 
Degree of Violence of Criminal Organization 
Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC N\V SC SE S\V FL 
Total 
Cases 

Percent
age of 
Cases 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Extremely Violent 9 6 4 12 3 11 12 4 4 6 3 

Moderately Violent 7 19 7 13 6 7 16 12 6 18 12 

:tviinimally Violent 17 11 6 17 JO 4 24 H 16 12 

Not Considered 
Violent 

Not Designated 

Legend 

+ 5 9 

0 2 

8 5 1:2 11 9 3 

'.2 () 5 0 () 

Extremely Vioknt-frequent assaults, murders. . . . . . 
rvlodl'ratel\' Violent-some assaults or murders, substantial 1nt11111dallon. 
lVIinimalh.' \'iolent-intimidation, threats, no kno\\'n murders. 
Not Con~idered Violent-no known threats or \'iolencc. 
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+ 3 81 17 .3 

5 6 1'.H 28. 7 

5 10 155 '.33. 2 

B3 18.0 

() H '.Ul 

(N = +67) 
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Top Leader 

Table 17 
Principal Prospective Defendant's Organizational Role 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL 

66 88 34 67 33 53 41 87 '}5 63 49 27 32 

l\fal- Level Leader 56 76 11 M 38 43 67 60 37 40 46 13 49 

l\lajor Financial 
Backer 

1\lajor Money 
I.aunclerer 

l\f<0or Enforcer 

l\lc0or Supplier/ 

17 

12 

5 

5 4 9 

9 5 

+ 2 

9 4 7 14 2 7 

+ 7 7 10 15 11 6 

5 () 3 2 8 0 

Distributor 40 22 20 22 25 33 49 73 117 97 66 13 8 

Ker Contact to 
Sources 

Corrupt Public 
Oftic:ial 

Other 

5 7 

7 () () 

15 12 H 4 

:~ 10 10 20 12 11 + 7 

() 5 () () 2 3 

0 21 69 50 3 13 35 :3 16 

Percent-
Total age of 

Defend- Defend-
ants ants 

685 33 .1 

600 29.0 

83 4·.0 

92 4.4 

33 1.6 

585 28.2 

117 5.6 

22 1.1 

255 12.3 

(N = 2,072) 

Note: Tlw total number of principal prospectivt.' defendants is 2,072. Some perforrn more than one role. 
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Heroin 

Cocaine 

Hashish 

Marijuana 

PCP 

Table 18 
Drugs Involved 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

Total 
GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL Cases 

7 7 5 13 8 8 16 2 12 17 5 3 104 

34 34 18 33 20 29 22 44 23 37 20 15 16 345 

4 2 0 5 2 3 2 2 2 26 

14 30 6 12 14 17 4 28 12 31 19 14 21 222 

3 0 4 () 0 () 5 0 20 

.tvlethamphetamine 6 9 2 10 8 4 5 5 4 5 3 () 62 

Methaqualone 6 2 2 () 2 3 6 4 6 35 
Pharmaceutical 2 2 4 0 4 0 3 0 () () 18 
Other 0 2 0 4 0 4 3 3 0 2 0 0 19 

Percent
age of 
Cases 

22.3 

73.9 

5.6 

47 .5 

4.3 

13.3 

7.5 

.1.9 

4.1 

(N = 467) 

Note: P.fore than one drug is in\'ol\'ed in many cases. 
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Importation 

Manufacture 

Distribution 

Crop Cultivation 

Di\'crsion 

Street Sales 

Financial Backing 

Table 19 
Type of Criminal Activity 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

Percent
Total age of 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL Cases Cases 

18 33 19 26 12 25 22 30 22 18 18 16 21 280 60.0 

3 8 4. 13 5 2 10 9 3 10 2 5 3 77 16.5 

:36 38 24 % 23 31 34 51 35 44 28 18 20 428 91.6 

() 4 0 () 2 0 0 3 3 8 2 5 2 29 6.2 

0 4 2 0 2 0 4 2 2 20 4.3 

19 22 5 20 10 24 6 23 21 12 3 6 172 36.8 

18 17 1:~ 12 5 25 20 19 10 19 1 7 6 10 191 40.9 

r-.foney Laundering 20 24 15 18 11 17 16 27 17 26 20 15 11 237 50. 7 

Other 6 0 5 2 0 3 5 27 5.8 

(N = 467) 

Note: Mor(' than one type or activity is involved in many cases. 
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Table 20 
Prospective Charges 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

Total 
GL GC LA MA lvlS NE NY NC NVV SC SE S\V FL Cases 

Percent
age of 
Cases 

Title 18: RICO 

Title 18: ITAR 

Title 18: Firearms 

Title 18: Hobbs Act 

Title 18: Tax 
Conspiracy 

Title 21: CCE 

15 16 5 11 4 12 13 27 14 8 15 5 16 

12 14 3 13 6 7 4 13 14 13 13 6 

9 9 2 7 4 3 5 9 10 11 6 4 0 

2 6 3 0 0 4 0 4 () 2 

() 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 

33 35 16 36 13 26 24 38 22 27 25 15 11 

Title 21: ivianufaeture 3 10 5 20 5 5 9 8 6 14 5 5 2 

Title 21: Distribution 34 38 22 47 23 31 30 49 35 45 27 16 14 

Title 21: Importation 12 30 13 23 13 23 21 27 26 20 19 17 14 

Title 21: Conspiracy 35 41 25 49 22 35 29 50 36 45 26 17 20 

Title 26: Tax 
Violations 28 31 14 23 14 14 15 37 21 32 27 16 13 

Title 31: Currencr 
Violations 

Other 

16 21 9 19 4 16 11 

2 12 4 5 2 2 

Note: More than one charge is anticipated in many cases. 

22 17 

10 3 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program Annual Report 

7 17 15 3 

6 6 7 3 

161 34.5 

119 25.5 

79 16.9 

24 5.1 

0 0 

321 68. 7 

97 20.8 

411 88.0 

258 55.2 

430 92.1 

285 61.0 

177 37.9 

63 13.5 

(N = '167) 

FBI 

DEA 

IRS 

Customs 

ATP 

!vfarshals Service 

Coa~t Guard 

Assistant U.S. 
Attorneys 

Organized Crime 
Strike Force 

State Invesi.igators 

State Prosecutors 

County/Local 
Investigators 

County/Local 
Prosecutors 

Foreign Govern
ment 

Other 

Table 21 
Law Enforcement Agency Involvement* 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL 

Percent
Total age of 
Cases Cases 

32 36 18 34 22 28 16 43 28 37 30 15 10 349 74. 7 

21 42 24 48 22 34 29 48 31 46 27 18 13 403 86.3 

27 36 23 24 17 19 13 49 23 35 26 15 1J 318 68.1 

15 28 23 33 6 11 10 21 28 7 22 13 5 47.5 

12 32 8 13 14 11 3 21 16 13 13 4 161 34.5 

11 30 2 2 4 3 3 3 2 2 4 68 14.6 

6 5 2 2 0 4 0 0 0 3 4 28 6.0 

34 34 22 45 23 32 29 49 16 47 24 19 13 387 82.9 

0 2 5 0 13 0 2 0 0 26 5.6 

7 14 5 12 13 12 7 8 4 16 16 9 124 26.6 

4 2 4 6 5 0 3 0 6 2 1 0 34 7.3 

7 13 4 9 15 11 16 15 8 22 8 3 5 136 29.l 

2 7 6 4 5 4 2 0 3 0 1 36 7.7 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 

2 3 0 7 0 18 0 2 2 0 2 38 8.1 

(N = 467) 

* "Agency Involvement" indicates participation in Task Force cases b)' respective Federal, State, and local 
law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies, 

Note: More than one agency is involved in almost all cases. 
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Undercover or Sting 

Title III 

Immunity 

Tax Grand Jury 

Other Grand Jury 

Parole into U.S. 

Extradition 

Financial Investigation 

Witness Protection 

Other 

Table 22 
Investigative Techniques* 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 1983 

Total Cases 

294 

188 

230 

211 

323 

3 

22 

322 

138 

84 

Percentage of Cases 

63.0 

40.3 

49.3 

45.2 

69.2 

0.6 

4.7 

69.0 

29.6 

18.0 

(N = 467) 

* Major techniques to be employed during investigation and prosecution as anticipated at the time 
of case initiation. No regional breakdown is indicated for reasons of investigative sensitivity. 

Note: More than one investigative technique was used in most cases. 
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Table 23 
Prospective Seizures and Forfeitures 

Cases Initiated through December 31, 19.83 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL 

Tn~e of ProEert}'. 

Seizure of Drugs Likely 11 27 16 28 14 19 28 19 34 24 9 9 9 
Seizure/Forfeiture 

(Money) 22 24 12 27 8 15 19 27 30 23 18 11 3 
Seizure/Forfeiture 

(Asset) 28 33 22 31 14 15 13 41 22 28 23 14 14 

Tn~e of Judicial Action 

RICO (Criminal) 11 9 5 4 2 7 6 24 2 7 12 7 7 
CCE (Criminal) 27 27 15 26 11 20 15 35 4 25 21 11 5 
Other Criminal 0 16 2 0 2 0 2 
RICO (Civil) 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 0 
Title 21 (Civil) 24 33 24 37 19 24 21 35 30 36 19 13 10 
Title 26 (Civil) 6 12 13 7 9 7 6 8 3 9 8 11 4 
Other Civil 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Title 31 (Criminal or 

Civil) 0 6 10 11 1 2 4 3 2 5 4 0 

Note: Categories are not mutually exclusive. 

Percent-
Total age of 
Cases Cases 

247 52.9 

239 51.2 

298 63.8 

103 22.1 

242 51.8 

28 6.0 

10 2.1 

325 69.6 

103 22.1 

2 0.4 

49 10.5 

(N = 467) 
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Table 24 
Type of Criminal Organization 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

Percent
Total age of 

Indict- Indict
G L GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL ments ments 

LCN 0 0 0 3 1 

Drug Trafficking 
Organization 10 2 10 48 2 

Other Criminal 
Group 0 27 

Motorcycle Gang 0 0 

Prison Gang 0 0 

Registrant 0 0 

Other 0 5 

Legend 

1 5 

0 14 2 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 14 

1 3 0 

6 12 14 

2 3 6 

0 0 2 

0 

0 0 0 

3 1 0 

LCN-"La Casa Nostra," traditional organized crime families. 

0 2 0 0 0 10 3.8 

10 11 5 0 0 130 49.2 

10 3 2 6 5 71 26.9 

3 2 0 0 0 23 8.7 

0 0 0 0 3 1.1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 

0 4 0 3 31 11.7 

(N = 264) 

Drug Trafficking Organization-Organizations whose primary purpose is drug trafficking. 
Other Criminal Group-Organizations involved in felony crimes whose members also engage in drug 

trafficking. 

Motorcycle Gang-Organizations controlled by motorcycle clubs. 
Prison Gang-Organizations controlled by prison inmates. 
Registrant-Persons who subvert legal authority over controlled substances. 
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International 

Multi-District 

Single District 

Not Designated 

Legend 

Table 25 
Scope of Criminal Organization 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

Percent
Total age of 

Indict- Indict-
G L GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL ments ments 

6 15 10 9 8 13 10 14 9 6 3 4 108 40.9 

4 13 19 9 1 5 12 10 7 0 83 31.4 

0 0 35 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 44 16. 7 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.4 

(N = 264) 

International-Criminal activities that include substantial international drug trafficking. 
Multi-District-Criminal activities in two or more Federal judicial districts. 
Single District-Criminal activities limited to one Federal judicial district. 

Long-Established 

Relatively New, 
Growing 

Not Designated 

Table 26 
History of Criminal Organization 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL 

9 16 4 58 4 8 11 14 10 13 5 3 3 

0 12 6 6 6 1 8 4 14 5 3 2 

0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 

Percent
Total age of 

Indict- Indict
ments men ts 

158 58. 7 

68 25.8 

8 15.5 

(N = 264) 
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Table 27 
Degree of Violence of Criminal Organization 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

Percent
Total age of 

Indict- Indict
G L GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL ments ments 

Extremely Vi©lent 0 2 0 5 3 2 7 2 4 3 0 

Moderately Violent 13 4 43 3 8 9 9 11 

Minimally Violent 4 4 6 6 2 2 11 9 3 4 

Not Considered 
Violent 

Not Designated 

Legend 

5 12 

0 6 

2 7 0 

1 1 14 

Extremely Violent-Frequent assaults, murders. 

2 0 0 2 

3 3 0 4 

Moderately Violent-Some assaults or murders, substantial intimidation. 
Minimally Violent-Intimidation, threats, no known murders. 
Not Considered Violent-No known threats or violence. 
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0 3 31 11. 7 

0 0 103 39.0 

2 2 56 21.2 

4 0 37 14.0 

0 2 36 13.6 

(N = 264) 
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Top Leader 

Mid-Level 
Leader 

Major Financial 
Backer 

Major Money 
Launderer 

Major Enforcer 

Major Supplier/ 
Distributor 

Key Contact to 
Sources 

Corrupt Public 
Official 

Other 

Table 28 
Defendant's Organizational Role 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

Percent-
Total age of 

Defend- Defend-
GL GC LA .tvIA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL ants ants 

12 37 10 28 8 11 23 30 8 16 9 7 200 16.2 

4 36 33 66 5 19 50 11 10 2 2 3 242 19.6 

2 2 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 14 1.1 

4 4 2 3 0 0 2 3 0 5 3 0 27 2.2 

0 12 0 2 2 7 2 0 0 0 0 27 2.2 

0 62 4 75 9 10 58 18 32 18 0 0 287 23.3 

0 21 4 7 2 6 5 15 2 7 2 3 5 79 6.4 

0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0.8 

23 78 15 56 31 24 42 79 37 39 49 12 486 39.4 

(N = 1 ,232) 

Note: Total number of persons indicted is 1,232. Some defendants performed more than one organizational 
role. 
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Table 29 
Drugs Charged in Indictment 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

Percent
Total age of-

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL ~~~~:- ~~~~:-
Heroin 3 2 31 3 12 

22.3 
4 0 0 0 59 

Cocaine 3 15 8 17 3 3 12 13 17 12 2 
41. 7 2 3 110 

Hashish 0 0 0 3 0 
7 0 0 0 0 2.7 

Marijuana 5 11 1 11 6 4 4 6 7 7 2 

0 0 0 1.1 

2 67 25.4 
PCP 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Methamphetamine 0 2 0 11 3 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 24 9.1 
Methagualone 0 4 0 0 3 3 0 0 15 5.7 
Pharmaceutical 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1.1 
Other 0 0 1 4 0 0 

4.2 
3 0 0 0 11 

(N = 264) 

Note: More than one drug is charged in some indictments. 
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Importation 

Manufacture 

Distribution 

Crop Cultivation 

Diversion 

Street Sales 

Financial Backing 

Table 30 
Type of Criminal Activity 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

Percent
Total age of

Indict- Indict
G L GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL ments ments 

5 15 2 12 3 4 17 6 17 5 3 4 5 98 37.1 

0 4 3 7 6 0 4 2 5 4 0 0 0 35 13.3 

9 22 10 63 12 8 18 16 27 16 4 3 5 213 80.7 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1.1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 5 0 8 4 4 5 7 5 7 0 1 0 51 19.3 

2 2 12 0 4 8 3 11 2 0 2 48 18.2 

Money Laundering 3 4 2 3 2 2 4 5 14 5 3 49 18.6 

Other 2 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 0 3 0 13 4.9 

(N = 264) 

Note: Many defendants were charged with more than one type of criminal activity. 
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Table 31 
Defendants by Charges 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

Total Percent
Defend- age of 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL ants Charges 

Title 18: RICO 

Title 18: ITAR 

Title 18: Firearms 

Title 18: Hobbs Act 

Title 18: Tax 
Conspiracy 

0 41 0 5 0 5 17 19 0 3 0 0 0 

2 20 3 33 9 0 0 29 15 9 0 0 

0 10 0 2 8 6 11 4 0 0 0 

0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

12 7 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 5 0 2 0 

Title 21: CCE 2 9 2 11 3 5 12 11 4 3 7 1 

Title 21: Manufacture 0 12 9 6 0 0 0 14 4 0 0 0 

Title 21: Distribution 11 138 11 100 71 36 53 80 65 42 58 11 19 

Title 21: Importation 0 96 0 10 2 14 28 40 22 4 56 9 15 

90 7.3 

121 9.8 

43 3.5 

3 0.2 

29 2.4 

71 5.7 

46 3.7 

695 56.4 

296 24.0 

Title 21 : Conspiracy 40 195 30 160 82 54 138 164 79 73 58 10 20 1,103 89.5 

Title 26: Tax 
Violations 

Title 31: Currency 
Violations 

Other 

6 8 2 8 0 11 3 3 3 0 

0 6 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 6 0 0 

6 39 27 121 41 14 28 69 29 11 7 5 2 

Note: Many defendants were indicted under more than one charge. 
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47 3.8 

19 1.5 

399 32.4 

(N = 1,232) 
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FBI 

DEA 

IRS 

Customs 

ATF 

Coast Guard 

Organized Crime 
Strike Force 

State Investigators 

State Prosecutors 

County/Local 
Investigators 

County/Local 
Prosecutors 

Table 32 
Law Enforcement Agency Involvement* 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

Percent
T utal age of

Indict- Ind1'ct
G L GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL ments ments 

8 23 7 64 9 4 8 11 25 16 8 4 188 71.2 

9 29 7 60 3 9 16 17 27 18 7 4 2 208 78.8 

9 14 2 40 2 3 4 13 11 6 7 5 0 116 43.9 

4 16 5 45 0 8 4 13 0 7 5 3 111 42.0 

0 0 0 0 3 2 0 3 3 2 2 0 16 6.1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 1.5 

0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 4.5 

0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1.9 

0 0 0 2 0 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 10 3.8 

0 3 6 86 8 8 15 1 7 7 19 8 3 2 182 68.9 

0 6 11 33 7 8 12 0 0 3 83 31.4 

Foreign Government 0 O O 0 3 4 2 1 0 2 2 0 15 5.7 

Other 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 5 1.9 

(N = 264) 

* More than one.agency \".as involved in most cases. U.S. Marshals Service and U.S. Attorne s are 
assumed to be 111volvecl 111 all cases. y 
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Table 33 
Investigative Techniques* 

Indictments Returned through December 31, 1983 

Total Percentage of 
Indictments Indictments 

Undercover or Sting 147 55. 7 

Title III 68 25.8 

Immunity 130 49.2 

Tax Grand Jury 46 17 .4 

Other Grand Jury 133 50.4 

Extradition 6 2.3 

Financial Investigation 75 28.4 

Witness Protection 103 39.0 

Informant(s) 183 69.3 

Mutual Assistance Treaty 3 1.1 

Extended Surveillance 132 50.0 

Other 20 7.6 

*Major techniques to be employed during investigation and prosecution 
as anticipated at the time of case initiation. No regional breakdown is 
indicated for reasons of investigative sensitivity. 

Note: More than one investigative technique was used in most cases. 
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Table 34 
Defendant's Pleas 

Charges Disposed of through December 31, 1983 

Percent-
Total age of 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL Pleas Pleas 

Guilty 2 46 17 47 15 9 13 39 12 0 0 5 206 32.6 

Nolo 
Contendere 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 

Not Guilty 0 112 14 93 52 3 0 18 39 35 9 0 49 424 67 .2 

(N = 631) 

Note: Total number of persons whose cases were disposed of is 260. Many of them entered multiple pleas. 

GL GC LA 

Convicted 2 82 17 

Acquitted 0 7 0 

Dismissed (Gov- 0 52 14 
ernment 
Motion) 

Dismissed (Non- 0 18 0 
Government 
Motion) 

Table 35 
Disposition of Defendant's Charges 

through December 31, 1983 

MA MS NE NY NC NW SC 

60 :32 4 9 24 42 25 

8 2 0 0 3 0 

68 28 2 0 4 36 21 

6 0 0 0 0 0 

Percent-
Total age of 

Disposi- Disposi-
SE SW FL tions tions 

9 0 53 359 56.9 

0 0 22 3.5 

0 0 0 225 35. 7 

0 0 0 25 4.0 

(N =631) 

Note: Total number of persons whose cases were disposed of is 260. Multiple charges against a defendant 
are frequent. 
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Table 36 
Acquittals by Charge 

Charges Disposed of through December 31, 1983 

Total Percent-
Acquit- age of 

GLGC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL tals Acquittals 

Title 18: RICO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Title 18: ITAR 000 00 0 0 0 

Title 18: Firearms 000 00 0 0 0 

Title 18: Hobbs Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Title 18: Tax 
Conspiracy 

Title 21: CCE 

Title 21: Manufac
ture 

000 00 0 0 0 

000 00 0 0 0 

000 00 0 0 0 

Title 21: Distribution 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Title 21: Importation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Title 21: Conspiracy 0 4 0 8 2 0 0 2 

Title 26: Tax 
Violations 

Title 31: Currency 
Violations 

Other 

000 00 0 0 0 

000 00 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Note: Total number of acquittals is 22. 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 
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0 0 4.5 

0 0 0 0.0 

0 0 0 0.0 

0 0 0 0.0 

0 0 0 0.0 

0 0 0 0.0 

0 0 0 0.0 

0 0 0 4.5 

0 0 2 9.0 

0 0 16 72. 7 

0 0 0 0.0 

0 0 0 0.0 

0 0 0 4.5 

(N = 22) 

I 
tl 

Title 18: RICO 

Title 18: ITAR 

Title 18: Firearms 

Title 21: CCE 

Table 37 
Convictions by Charge 

Charges Disposed of through December 31, 1983 

GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW FL 

0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 4 0 6 6 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 

0 0 0 0 l) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Title 21: Manufacture 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 

Title 21: Distribution 

Title 21: Importation 

Ti tic 21: Conspiracy 

Title 31: Currency 
Violations 

Other 

0 9 15 7 2 0 16 6 3 0 13 

0 12 0 6 0 0 0 11 2 0 11 

43 8 22 17 7 13 3 12 4 0 28 

0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 

0 8 5 11 2 0 0 3 7 5 0 0 0 

Percent-
Total age of 

Convic- Comric-
tions tions 

4 1.9 

22 10.2 

0.5 

5 2.3 

5 2.3 

73 33.8 

44 20.4 

159 73.6 

5 2.3 

41 19.0 

(N = 216) 

Note: Total number of persons convicted was 216. l'vlany were convicted of multiple charges. 
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Table 38 " Table 39 ' Dn.,gs Seized I Non-Drug Assets Seized 

l thmugh :Uecember 31, 1983 ! through December 31, 1983 
.\ ., 

Drugs Seized Region Cash ($) Property ($) 
Heroin Cocaine Marijuana 

Region (Kilos) (Kile,'.;) (Kilos) 

Great Lakes 1,982,377 4,232,130 

98 Great Lakes 2 33 668 Gulf Coast 1,055,700 1,422,000 
99 

Gulf Coast 4 30 73,450 Los Angeles/Nevada 416,640 312,500 

Los Angeles/Nevada 0 145 6 Mid-Atlantic 964, 110 2,966,975 

Mid-Atlantic 1 15 94, 128 Mountain States 1,581,727 164,000 

Mountain States 0 9 1, i'26 New England 1,137,925 3,333,082 

New England 8 39 93,773 New _York/New Jersey 265,000 30,000 

New York/New Jersey 27 3,219 12 North Central 1,031,696 1,178,375 

North Central 5 413 7,530 Northwest 1,892,100 1,005,994 

Northwest 0 657 11 South Central 0 0 

South Central 0 756 76 Southeast 1,465,600 5,338,500 

Southeast 0 2,424 20 Southwest 2,834,250 930,305 

Southwest 0 8 10,000 
Totals 14,627,125 20,913,861 

Totals 47 7, 748 281,400 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forl'e Pro15ram Annua) Report Organized Crime Drng Enforcement Task Force Program Annual Report 
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Table 40 
Non-Drug Assets Forfeited 

through December 31, 1983 

Forfeitures 
Region Cash ($) Property ($) 

Great Lakes 741, 180 1,395,284 

Gulf Coast 5,600 107' 100 

Los Angeles/Nevada 448,000 2,500,000 

Mid-Atlantic 157,500 70,500 

rv1otu-1tain States 0 0 

New England 4·0,000 33,000 

New York/New] crscy 74,950 247,445 

North Central 85, 108 886,000 

Northwest 0 1,211,000 

South Ce11tral 177,200 933,800 

Southeast 1,168,037 2,486,370 

Southwest 0 300,000 

Totals 2,897 ,575 10,170,499 
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Table 41 
Fines Assessed 

through December 31, 1983 

Region 

Great Lakes 

Gulf Coast 

Los Angeles/Nevada 

Mid-Atlantic 

Mountain States 

New England 

New York/New Jersey 

North Central 

Northwest 

South Central 

Southeast 

Southwest 

Total 

Fines ($) 

288,000 

555,000 

0 

397 ,400 

5,000 

20,000 

85,000 

45,000 

0 

150,000 

50,000 

0 

1,595,400 
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0 Table 42 .., 
Drugs, Cash, and Property Seized (lq 

Pl 
::i and Fines Levied in OCDE Task Force Cases in 1983 N' 
("l) 

c.. 
() (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (I) (b + d +I) (c + e) ., 

Drugs Seized Other Seizures Forfeitures Totals §' 
("l) (by kilos) Cash Property Cash Property Fines Cash Property 
ti Region Heroin Cocaine Marijuana ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) ., 
c 

(lq 

Great Lakes 2 33 668 1,982,377 4,232,130 741,180 1,395,284 288,000 3,011,557 5,627,414 trj 
::i 

O' ., Gulf Coast 4 30 73,450 1,055, 700 1,422,000 5,600 107' 100 555,000 1,616,300 1,529,100 ('l 
("l) 

3 
("l) 

Los Angeles/Nevada 0 145 6 416,640 312,500 448,000 2,500,000 0 864,640 2,812,500 ::i 

>-J 
Pl 

Mid-Atlantic 15 94,128 964,110 2,966,975 157 ,500 70,500 397 ,400 1 ,519,010 3,037,475 "' r. 
'Tl 
2 Mountain States 0 9 1, 726 1,581,727 164,000 0 0 5,000 1,586,727 164,000 <"i 
r. 

"'C ., 
New England 8 39 93,773 1,137,925 3,333,082 40,000 33,000 20,000 1,197 ,925 3,366,082 0 

(lq 

P.l 
3 
>-

New York/New Jersey 27 3,219 12 265,000 30,000 74,950 247 ,445 85,000 424,950 277 ,445 

::i 
::i North Central 5 413 7,530 1,031,696 1,178,375 85, 108 886,000 45,000 1,161,804 2,064,375 c 
2.. 
;:::; Northwest 0 657 11 l ,892,100 1,005,994 0 l ,211 ,000 0 1,892,100 2,216,994 '"' -g 
;:1 

South Central 0 756 76 0 0 177,200 933,800 150,000 327 ,200 933,800 

Southeast 0 2,424 20 1 ,465,600 5,338,500 1,168,037 2,486,370 50,000 2,683,637 7 ,824,870 

Southwest 0 8 10,000 2,834,250 930,305 0 300,000 0 2,834,250 1 ,230,305 

Totals 47 7 ,748 281,400 14,627,125 20,913,861 2,897 ,575 10, 170,499 l ,595,400 19, 120, l 00 31,084,360 

\ 
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Exhibit 6 
Task Force Cases, Indictments, Convictions, 
and Estimated Potential Defendants in 1983 

Principal Potential Defendants 
Persons Indicted _____ , ___ .. 
Cases Ini timed 
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Convictions 
Indictments 
Cases Indicted 

( ) Reporting Date 

I . I 
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(2 Ji (I} 

Ill 
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{Iii ilhl 

Sec Ex hi bit 7 on next page for plot of these values. 
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Exhibit 7 
Task Force Cases, Indictments, 

and Convictions for Last Half of 1983 

IH Ill! 1h-I,_'·, __ ...., _____ _ 
11111 __ ,__ _____ _ 

--------. . _s;I; ________ _ 

Cases In1t1atC'd ------------------------ H~ illlr·-·-
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Other P1·esidential Initiatives 

Although thl' Task Force Program is a signili
cant achie\·ement in itself, it is not an isolated 
presidrntial initiati\'l'. ln 1982 the Prl'sidrnt an
nounced a Commission on Organized Crime, a 
Cm't'rnors Project on criminal justice rl'form, and 
a Ill'\\' training progra111 l'or la\\' l'nforn·nwnt per
sonnel. He also called for expansion of the Federal 
prison system and enactment of' Federal anti-crime 
legislation. This chapter briel1y discusses the prog
ress or these undertakings. 

President's Con1n1ission 
on Organized Crin1c 

Oill' cknH·nt or the President's program
one tha1 \\'ill make substantial short-term and long
term contributions to the cle\·elopnll'nt and refine
ment or the F('deral Um·ernment 's strategy to com
bat organized crinH•-is the President's Commis
sion on Organized Crime. Established by Execut i\'l' 
Order on .July '.2B, 19B'.1, the Commission consists 
of' nineteen presidential appointees, ll'hO an· 
"distinguished :\ml'ricans from cli\'l'rse 
backgrounds and prof'e~sions \\'ith practical cx
pcril'nce in nirninal justice and combating organ
ized crime.":\ list or ml'llll)('rS appears at thl' end 
oJ' this Sl'Ction. 

The terms of' the ExerntiY<' Order rl'quire the 
Com111ission to undertake six principal tasks: 

J) To make ;1 full and CO!llpktl' nat ionnl 
and rl'gion-by-region analysis of'organ
i Zl'cl ffi lll e: 

2) To define the nature or traditional 
organizecl cri111e as ll'ell a~ emerging 
organized cri111c gT<lltps, the soutTt's and 
amounts or organized crime's inconH', 
;ind tltl' uses to ll'hich organized crirnl' 
puts its income: 

3) 

4·) 

5) 

To dc\·clop in-depth inli.mnation on the 
participants rn organized crime 
net \\'or ks; 

To l'\'aluate Fl'cleral laws pertinent to the 
effo!'l to combat organized crime: 

To ach·ise the President and the Attorney 
General with respect to its Jindings and 
actions which rnn be undertaken to im
j)l'O\'<' law enforcement c ffort s directed 
against organized crime; and 

6) To make rccomrnl't1Clations concerning 
appropria1e administ rati\'l' and legis
lati\'l' impro\'Ctlll'nts in the adrninis
tration of' jusricc. 

In addition, the Commission is required to 
report to the Prl'siclcnt from time to time as re
que.<tcd, and to submit a Jina! report by l\Iarch 1, 
1986, 

On·r the course or the next (l\'O \'('Hrs, thl' 
Commission will constitute a potent 11c~1· weapon 
in the Federal Go\'crnmcnt 's arsenal against 
orgnnizl'd criml'. Although other nntional commis
sions and rnmmittl'C's-notabl\' the Kefau\'l'r Com
mit tee in the 1950s, the Pre:iden t 's Commission 
on Law Enforcement and the Administration of 
Justice in the J 960s, and the Senate Pnmanent 
Subcommitll'l' on lm·cstigations-hm·t• performed 
\'aluabk sen·ices in exposing spccilic aspects or 
organized criminal acti\·ity, this Commission pro
\·ides the Jirst opportunity ror a rnmprchensi\'C' <lllcl 
thorough i11\·estig«1tion cle\·otecl exclusi\Tly to 
organized crime in its many nwnili.•stations 
throughout the country. By conducting public hear
ings in nunH'rous cities across the United States, 
and by lllaking use of a \'aricty or irn·cstigati\'C' 
techniques. the Commission can <\lert the public 
to the scope and pernicious clkcts or orgnnizl'd 
crimt' in American society. These hearings will nlso 
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amass the kinds of information that will ultimately 
enable the Commission to present detailed findings 
on organized criminal activity and to develop an 
integrated national program for the elimination or 
such acti,·ity. 

Although the mandate of the Co·mmission 
extends to ali aspects of organized crime, the Com· 
mission has recognized from the outset that it 
must devote considerable time and resources to the 
subject of drug trafficking in the United States and 
abroad. At the first open meeting of the Commis
sion on November 29, 1983, Attorney General 
William French Smith, Director of the Federal 
Bureau oflnvestigation William H. Webster, and 
Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration Frances l'vl. Mullen, Jr., indicated that 
the impact of organized crime in international drug 
trafficking was au area that particularly warranted 
the Commission's attention. Their testimony, and 
other information available to the Commission, 
prompted the Commission to select three priority 
areas as an initial focus for its investigation: 

1) Narcotics importation and distribution. This 
area is likely to be a particularly fruitful 
avenue for the Commission to explore. 
Apart from the fact that drug traffick
ing is one of the most pervasive and prof
itable activities conducted by organized 
crime, investigation of this area may 
reveal the extent to which criminal en
tities other than the traditional La Cosa 
Nostra families have participated in and 
profited from such activities. 

2) Laundering of profits from illegal operations. 
Because organized crime depends on a 
variety of techniques for laundering its 
profits from drug trafficking and other 
illegal enterprises and reinvesting those 
profits in legitimate enterprises, the 
Commission will seek to acquire a de
tailed understanding of laundering 
techniques, both to improve its 
understanding of organized crime as an 
economic phenomenon and to develop 
recommendations for counteracting 
those techniques. 

3) Infiltration of legitimate businesses. Over the 
years, many members and associates of 
organized crime have found it conven
ient to acquire interest in legitimate 
enterprises through both legal and illegal 
means, in order to enhance their profits 

and to disguise their true means of 
livelihood. The Commission will ex
amine this area closely to determine 
which responses by law enforcement are 
most likely to make legitimate businesses 
less tempting targets for infiltration by 
organized crime. 

To date, the Commission has begun to assem
ble a staff of lawyers and investigators with substan
tial background in the area of organized crime, and 
to select the methodologies and investigative tech
niques most suitable to the Commission's opera
tions and activities. 

Members of the Commission 
Judge Irving R. Kaufman, Chairman of the 

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit; 
Phyllis T. Aranza, a Lieutenant with the Homicide 
Di,·ision of the Houston Police Department; Jesse 
A. Brewer, Jr., Deputy Chief of the Los Angeles 
Police Department; Carol Corrigan, a Deputy 
District Attorney in Alameda County, California; 
Justin J. Dintino, Executive Officer of the New 
Jersey State Police; William]. Guste,Jr., Attorney 
General of Louisiana; Judith Richards Hope, a 
lawyer in Washington, D.C., and former Associate 
Director of the VVhite House Domestic Council; 
Philip Manuel, President of an investigative con
sulting firm in Washington, D.C., and fonner chief 
investigator of the U.S. Senate Permanent ~'ubcom
mittee on Investigations; Thomas F. McBride, 
Associate Dean of the Stanford University Law 
School and former Inspector General of the Depart
ments of Agriculture and Labor; Eugene H. 
Methvin, a Senior Editor of' Reader's Digest; Edwin 
L. Miller, Jr., District Attorney in San Diego 
County, California; Tvianue!J. Reyes, a lawyer and 
Executive Vice President of' the Board of Directors 
of Tvliami International Hospital; Representative 
Peter W. Rodino, Jr., Chairman of the U.S. House 
Committee on the Judiciary; Charles H. Rogovin, 
a Professor at the Temple University Law School 
and former President of the Criminal J usticc 
Associates; Barbara A. Rowan, a lawyer and Presi
dent of an investigative consulting firm in Alexan
dria, Virginia; Frances A. Sclafani, Chief Ad
ministrative Assistant District Attorney for ln
terageney Liaison in Suffolk County, New York; 
Samuel K. Skinner, a lawyer in Chicago, Illinois, 
and former U.S. Attorney for the Northern District 
of Illinois; Potter Stewart, a retired Associate Justice 
of the U.S. Supreme Court; and Senator Strom 
Thurmond, Chairman or the U.S. Senate Com
mittee on the Judiciary. 
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The Governors Project on 
Organized Crime and 
Narcotics Trafficking 

ln his October 14 announcement, President 
Reagan singled out a special initictti\·e for the :i

tion 's Governors: 

This Administration will launch a proj
ect . . . that will enlist the Nat ion's 
Govern·.irs in bringing about needed 
criminal justice reforms. For example, 
withouc effective enforcement or local 
and State statutes against various kinds 
of r,1Cketecri11g· like illeffal <»ambling this 

" n n '", 
vi~al so~1'Ce of revenue for organized 
crime mil ne\·er be fully dried up. This 
Governors Project \\'ill attempt to bring 
to the attention or the States the impor
tance of such initiatiws as well as sen·
ing as a sounding board for the Gover
nors' concerns. 

The Department of' Justice undertook the 
coordination oft he Governors Project. On .lviarch 1, 
1983, the National Go,·ernors' Association (NGA) 
~·oted to endorse the President's program, which 
111cluckd the Governors Project. Similar en
dorsements \\'ere later passed by the Southern 
Governors' Association and the Republican Gowr
nors' Association. 

Besides endorsing the program, NGA called 
L~pon the States to undertake increased drug educa
tion anc~ drug enforcement dTorts. Two NGA pro
posals, 111crcased military interdiction efforts and 
standardization of State dl'Llg laws, havt' since been 
addressed in part hy the format ion or the Nat ion al 
Narcotics Border Interdiction System (NNBIS) and 
the Department or.Justice's approval of the develop
ment or a State guide for drug law reform. 

The Governors Project is designed to act as 
a Federal liaison and to prO\·ide a steadv flow of' 
information to Go\'ernors. Project sl;1ff com
municall' rq.,rcilarly with the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Forces, NNBlS, and the Glvn'
cn training program. Beginning Februarv 28, ElWl, 
tne II 'rl'k(r A'tws Sw11111azT, a timely, comi>relwnsive 
compilation ol' current events relating to Federal 
cll'Llg enforcement, has been distribute~! to the firtv
live State and territorial Gowrnors and to the U.S. 
Attorneys in the twelve core cities. The Prc~ject has 
'.Lis~> ende.avored to provide Governors with specific 
1Jllormat1on on State criminal justice reform. For 
example, at the request orGovcrnor t-v"lark VVhite 

' 

the Governors Project is providing research and in
formation for a comprehensive proposal for 
criminal justice reform in Texas. During the past 
twelve months, Project staff have responded to in
quiries originating from l'vfarvland to American 
Samoa, providing information' on criminal justice 
'dorm, law enforcement equipment, the Task 
•: 1rce Program, and other Stale concerns. 

, The Project serves as a special link on drug 
e1i101·~·cment between the Governors and ap
propriate Department ofJ usticc offices. Project staff 
meet regularly with NGA staff and have also met 
wi~h ?talc officials in Illinois, l\/laine, 1v1arylancl, 
M1ch1gan, Ne,·ada, New Jersey, Ohio, Penn
syh-ania, Tennessee, and Texas. Recend 11. NGA 
and the Nation.al Criminal Justice Association pro
posed to publish a manual for improvi1w State 
legislation aimed at attacking the drug problem in 
each State. The Governors Project secured a com
mitment for a grant to fund the guide from the 
Federal .J usticc Research Program. 
. yhc C?on'~·nors Pr?ject has assisted in arrang
ing d1scuss1ons 111 VVashmgton and in the States be
t ween Gm·ernors and between Department or 
Justice officials and State officials. At the NGA's 
request, the Project arranged for funding for a con
ference on "The Use of the Militarv in Controll
ing Tllegal Drugs." Held under the <~LISpices of the 
~GA and the National Criminal Justice Associa
~1011: repr:sentat!ves of thirty-one Governors joined 
111 d1snw.>1ons with the nation's chief Federal drug· 
enforcement officials. In addition, the Governor~ 
Project has worked to complement the Law En
forcement Coordinating Committees, which offer 
c~pportunitie~ fo.r Federal, State, and local drug en
lorccment ollinals to meet their counterparts. 

Due in part to the high Jc,·eJ or cooperation 
demonstrated by the Governors Project and NGA, 
the Attorney General has recently called for the 
establishment of an intergo\•c rnmental affairs of
fice. Beginning this year, the Go,·ernors Project will 
continue its liaison efforts as part of the ne,~· Office 
of Legislative and lntergovcrl1'11ental Affai1s. 

Training Law Enforcen1ent 
Personnel 

The development or advanced, specialized law 
enforcement training for Federal, State, and local 
investigators and prosecutors is critical to the suc
Cl'~sl~d investigation and prosecution or organized 
<TJlll! ml groups and high-level drug trafficking 
e.ntcrprises. Task Force investigations and prosecu'
t1ons demand complex, long-term efforts on the 
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part of law enforcement personnel. I1westigators 
and prosecutors must be trained tu use cffec
tiwly the full panoply of sophisticatt.:d investi
gative techniques and legal sanctions in order to 
reach the highest levels of the wealthy, insulated, 
violence-prone organizations that illegally traffic 
in drugs. 

The President pro\·ided for this training in his 
anti-crime program. Specilically, the President 
called for the establishment of a National Center 
for State and Local Law Enforcement Training at 
the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center in 
Glynco, Georgia. This Center would complement 
the excellent training programs already offered by 
the FBI, DEA, ATF, and U.S. Customs Sen·ice 
for Federal, Srate. and local law enforcement per
sonnel. The establishment of this National Train
ing Center was based on the realization that while 
primary responsibility for law enforcement rests 
with State and local gm·crnments, the Federal 
Gcwcrnment could significantly assist them by, 
among other means, providing training in those 
areas where Federal investigatin· agencies ha\·e 
unique expertise. 

The Cenrer is now fully operational. It offers 
ad\·anced, specialized training to State and local 
law enforcement on a shared cost basis utilizing 
existing Federal resources and facilities. Approxi
mately twenty-one different law enforcement 
courses arc offered in areas such as white-collar 
crime. drugs and narcotics, financial and under
cover im·estigative techniques, fire and arson, cargo 
thefts, and fraud, as well as in other legal, technical, 
policy. and management areas. A total of 800 State 
and local law enforcement ol1icers received train
ing at the Center in FY 1983. Of this number, 3 75 
State and local ol1icers received training about 
orga.nized crime and drug enforcement. The State 
and local officers who have bec!1 trained, especially 
those who function as operational and technical 
specialists, greatly value the training. They state 
that they rely on the expertise of the Federal 
Government to keep abreast of emerging trends and 
dc\'clopmcnts in law enforcement. 

By implementing a national policy of coor
dinated training, the National Training Center 
contributes significantly to the development of pro
fessional i1westigative networks and a spirit of in
tergovernmental r-ooperation. Congress long ago 
recognized the value of intergovernmental coopera
tion and coordinated training programs among 
Federal, State, and local agencies in the realm of 
dru15 enforcement when it passed the Controlled 
Substances Act in 1970 (21 U.S.C. 873(a)). The 
National Training Center has already served to pro-

\·ide information not readily m·ailable to State and 
local law enforcement agencies, such as intelligence 
data and national trends in law enforcement, and 
to limit fragmentation. duplication, and 
parochialisrn in law enforcement. This national 
training forum, through ·which information is 
disseminated and communication encouraged, is 
critical both to the successful operation of the Task 
Forces, which rely henvily Gn State and local par
ticipation, and to law enforcement generally. 

In addition to the training offered to State and 
local Jaw enforcement personnel through the Na
tional Center for State and Local Law rnforccment 
Training, the Justice and Treasury Departments 
offer m·er 260 law enforcement courses to State and 
local officers. In FY 1983, the DEA and FBI pro
vided drug-related training to 'L 79+ State and local 
officers. This training included a variety of courses 
ranging from forensic chemistry to fi1.annai i01-
vcstigativc techniques such as tracing of funds, 
banking operations, and financial transactions. 
::\forcm·er, 1,000 State and lorn! law enforcement 
officers attended the FBI' s clen:n-wcck National 
Academy Program, which included training in the 
management of complex drug i1westigations and 
in the im·estigation of international laundering or 
drug money. Also, DEA and FBI training person
nel have den.' loped an eight-hour block of instruc
tion with supporting audio-\·isua] material that pro
\·ides Federal, State, and local officers in the field 
with an introduction to narcotics and dangerous 
drugs. 

The Fourteenth l\Iajor Drug Tral1ickers Pros
ecution Conference (November 7-10, 1983), which 
highlighted the operation of the Task Forces, was 
attended by 326 Federal, State and local in
\'C'stigators and prosecutors. Substantive lectures 
and workshops focused on using Racketeer In
fluenced and Corrupt Organizations (RfCO), Con
tinuing Criminal Enterprise (CCE), tax, bank 
secrecy, and forfeiture statutes in the prosecution 
or major cases and on ··onclucting undercover 
operations, financial investigations, and electronic 
surveillance in major drug inwstigations. 

A Special Drug Task Force Seminar was con
ducted on October 25 to '2 7, 1983, by the Depart
ment of'Justice Ad\'ocacy Institute for sixty-nine 
Assistant U.S. Attorneys assigned to the twdvr· 
Task Force Regions. The seminar prm·idccl ad
vanced training in the use or Title 26, Title 3 i, 
RICO, and CCE statutes. In addition, the seminar 
dealt with the prosecutorial problerns attendant in 
obtaining foreign evidence, disclosing grand jury 
material, acquiring and managing assets subject to 
criminal or civil forfeiture, and conducting tax 
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investigations, u ndercovcr operations, electronic 
surveillance, and investigative grand juries. 

Federal Prison System 
Housing Expansion 

Correctional Facilities 
Another of the presidential 1111tiatives ad

dressed the concern that already O\'ercrowded cor
rectional institutions could not absorb the expected 
increase in inmate population, and $18 million was 
appropriated to construct additional housing at ex
isting rnrrectional institutions. The specific insti
tutions were selected because of existing capacity, 
central sen·icc, and site compatability. Funds are 
applied as necessary to cover design and construc
tion costs of the housing units in various regions. 
The following is a discussion of each project: 

Memphis, Tennessee, Federal Correctional Insti
tution. A 104-becl housing unit was designed to 
match the existing housing- at this new institution, 
built in 1977. Site work is complete and construc
tion work is now under way. The unit is a two-story 
split-level, designed for case of supervision. The 
projected activation elate is December 15, 1984. 

Petersburg, Virginia, Federal Correctional Insti
tution. This 150-bed camp facility will provide 
permanent housing for the minimum security in
mates, who arc housed outside the main facility. 
It is a three-story, five-level structure with cubicles 
to partition inmate sleeping areas. Construction has 
begun, with expected activation on February 15, 
1985. 

Ashland, Kentucky, Federal Correctional Insti
tution. This 100-bed housing unit is a departure 
from the existing struc, res at Ashland, which were 
built in the 1930s. Th, ·1it will not have long, 
hard-to-patrol corridors, but inmate rooms 
clustered around a large multipurpose area. Con
struction has started, with activation expected on 
December 15, 1984. 

Butner, North Carolina, Federal Correctional 
Institution. The 100-bcd, two-story housing unit 
is designed to blend with the existing structures. 
Bidding is complete and construction is expected 
to begin soon. The expected activation elate is 
February 1985. 

Tallahassee, Florida, Federal Correctional Insti
tution. This 98-bed housing unit will provide 

private rooms in addition to the existing dormitory
style housing. Grading work is under way. The 
housing unit was scheduled for bid in January 1984, 
v•:ith expected activation in FFbruary 19135. 

Leavenworth, Kansas, U.S. Penitentiary. The 90-
bed segregation unit for Leavenworth will encom
pass secure outdoor recreation and offices as well 
as 90 segregation rooms. The first design was not 
approved and a new design concept is now being 
made final. Activation is expected in September 
1985. 

Oxford, Wisconsin, Federal Correctional Insti
tution. A minimum security outside camp for 
104 inmates will be built at Oxford rather than the 
originally planned 70-bed witness protection unit. 
A site adaption of a recently built camp in El Reno, 
Oklahoma, is being used for this facility. The camp 
will include facilities for a visiting area, food pre
paration, and recreation. The bid date was Janu
ary 1984, with activation proposed for July 1985. 

Detention Facilities 
The Federal criminal justice system depends 

upon the availability of local and State detention 
services for confinement of persons arrested for 
Federal offenses. Without local support and 
cooperation, the Federal Government would be re
quired to establish and operate detention facilities 
for unsentcncccl prisoners in an estimated 240 
Federal Court cities throughout the United States. 
At present, an estimated 31 percent of all U.S. 
lVIarshals Service prisoners arc housed in over
crowded Federal institutions. Federal Court cities 
are the primary metropolitan areas where local 
detention space for Federal prisoners is unavailable 
or extremely limited. Only 46 percent of :Marshals 
Sen·ice prisoners can presently be located in Federal 
Court cities, and 34 percent or the local jails hous
ing these prisoners are under court order for over
crowcli ng and substandard conditions of 
confinement. 

In order to ensure the availability of sufficient 
detention space that complies with national stand
ards in local facilities, the Department of Justice 
implemented the Cooperative Agreement Program 
(CAP) in 1982. Through CAP, the Marshals 
Service can make funding available to local or State 
facilities housing Federal prisoners for the purpose 
of upgrading, expanding, or constructing detention 
facilities with the mandatory provision that the 
recipient local or State government will guarantee 
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to provide for the housing and care of Federal 
prisoners for a specified period of time. CAP 
uses Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs), 
which require that the l\IIarshals Service enter 
into multiyear, long-term, guaranteed prisoner 
housing agreements with local and State au
thorities. 

\Vhile there are approximately 4,000 non
Federal detention facilities located throughout the 
United States, CAP is designed to assist only those 
facilities (approximately 300) that are essential to 
the Marshals Service's ability to support the Federal 
Courts. CAP is not a grant program. The iv!ar
shals Service selects those localities where adequate 
housing and care of Federal prisoners must be ob
tained in accordance with agency operational 
priorities. The program encompasses the upgrading 
of institutional programs, services, and conditions 
of confinement as determined necessary through 
the application of established national standards for 
detention facilities. 

In 1983, the Task Force Program appropria
tion made available a total of $6.6 million to CAP 
in order to ensure that sufficient detention space 
would be a\·ailable in those Task Force cities where 
se,·ere inmate housing shortages for Federal 
prisoners currently exist. The Administration's law 
enforce~l'nt initiati,·es on violent crime and Jrug 
traffickmg would be se,·erely hampered without 
adequate detention space to accommodate the 
prisoner loads generated by che Task Forces. This 
additional funding for CAP generated a total of 437 
guaranteed bed spaces for Federal prisoners (at an 
average cost of$15,103 per bed) in eight Task Force 
Regions. Five of the eight Regions now receiving 
CAP assistance had b~en experiencing severe deten
tion space shortages. 

A detailed discussion of the specific costs and 
benefits derived from Task Force funding is pro
vided belmv: 

New England (Serious Detention Space Shortages). 
A CAP agreement with Essex County (located in 
the Boston area) for the Salem and Lawrence 
Detention Facilities to provide 25 guaranteed beds 
for five years was finalized at a total cost of 
$250,000. Both of these jails were built in the earlv 
1800s, an,! were under court order for sanitation' 
safety, and emergency deficiencies. Federal 
prisoners account for 17 percent of the daily popula
tion. CAP funds are being utilized to install a new 
kitchen and infirmary, renovate the inmate dining 
hall, and purchase communications and security 
screening equipment. 

Mid-Adantic (~erious Detention Space Shortages). 
A CAP agreement with the Baltimore' City Jail was 
negotia1ted to provide a total of 90 oeds for a period 
of ten years at a cost of $1 million. The facility, 
built in the mid-1800s, was under court order for 
overcrowding and lack of inmate recreational space. 
Continued access to this facilitv was essential to the 
iv!arshals Service's ability to 'support the Federal 
Court. At one time, all Federal prisoners were 
ordered remm·ed clue to the court-ordered popula
tion ceiling. As all local jails throughout the 
N!arylancl, \'Vashington, D.C., and Virginia areas 
arc severely overcrowded, the district would have 
had to transport its prisoners to the !vktropolitan 
Correctional Center in New York Citv on a dailv 
basis. CAP funds arc being utilized to r~·no\·ate an~! 
upgrade an inmate gymnasium, and construct a 
50-bed housing unit. 

Gulf Coast (Serious Detention Space Shortages). 
A CAP agreement was negotiated with the 
Cameron County Jail, located in Brownsville, 
Texas, to obtain 150 beds for fifteen vears at a total 
cost of $2 million. The facility, built in 1976, is 
under court order and cited by the Texas State 
Commission on Jail Standards for overcrowding, 
poor lighting, inadequate staff supcn·ision of in
mates, and lack of smoke alarm equipment. The 
project will double the jail's bcJ space to 140 beds. 
The Cameron County Jail is essential to support 
of the illegal alien border apprehension program. 

North Central. The Marshals Service negotiated 
a CAP agreement with the Banclcrburgh County 
Jail, located in E\·ans,·illc, Indiana, to provide 20 
beds for a period often years at a cost 01'$250,000. 
The facility is under litigation in the U.S. District 
Court for inadequate medical care, as well as lack 
of recreation and exercise facilities. This is the only 
facility a\·ailable in this area which services a 
Federal Court in Evansville. At present, 98 per
cent of the prisoners must be housed in In
dianapolis, which is 140 miles from the Evansville 
Federal Court. CAP funds are being used to con
struct an outdoor exercise area and an indoor 
multipurpose room for inmates (for exercise, a 
library, and religious services), to install com
munications equipment for the visitors area, and 
to purchase fire, emergency, and inmate !'('Crea
tion equipment. 

Northwest (Sc, ere Detention Space Shortages). 
The loss of the King County, Seattle, jail (which 
was under court order for overcrowding) meant 
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that the Marshals Service was forced to spend from 
four to five hours a clay transporting prisoners to 
and from court from l\1cNeii Island. The Marshals 
Service was able to negotiate a CAP agreement with 
Pierce County, which was constructing a new 
detention facility. Construction plans were modi
fied, and 60 beds were added and guaranteed for 
Federal prisoners for a period of fifteen years at a 
cost of $2,225,000. The Pierce County Jail is a 
45-rninute drive from the Federal Court in Seattle. 

Los Angeles/Nevada. A CAP agreement (total cost: 
$65,000) was also finalized with the Colusa County 
Jail, located 60 miles from Sacramento. Both the 
Sacramento and Reno areas arc experiencing severe 
housing shortages, and Colusa County's 32 
guaranteed beds will be used to handle overl1ovv 
population. CAP funds are being used to enclose 
an outdoor exercise yard as a permanent recrea
tion area; enlarge the sallyport; and purchase lm111-
dry and kitchen equipment, perimeter fencing, and 
fire-retardant mattresses. 

Florida (Severe Detention Space Shortages). Due 
to the influx of illegal aliens, State and local facilities 
throughout the State arc severely cJ\'ercrowclcd. 
Detention space for Federal p1:isoners in the 
J aeksom·ille area was virtually nonexistent, and 
Duval County, under court order for overcrowding, 
was unwilling to participate in CAP. As a rl'sult, 
CAP agreements funded by the Task Force Pro
gram were negotiated \Vith two facilities for a total 
of $804,500. Baker County agreed to provide 20 
guaranteed spaces for a period of fifteen years, and 
Nassau County agreed to provide 15 bl'ds for a 
period of ten years. Approximately 33 percent of 
Baker County's population arc Federal prisoners, 
and the facility had been cited by the State Fire 
Marshal for lack of safety and emergency equip
ment. Baker County will enlarge its kitchen, pur
chase food service equipment, renovate its com
munications center, purchase laundry equipment, 
and construct a new physical plant. Nassau County 
will construct a 24·-becl minimum security wing, 
renovate and expand the kitchen area, construct 
an infirmary, and install fire safety equipment. 

Southwest. With the remaining $5,500 in Task 
Force funding, a CAP agreement was negotiated 
with the Valencia County Jail, located approx
imately 25 miles from the J\ilarshals Service office 
in Albuquerque, New l\frxico, to acquire 25 
guaranteed beds for a period of five years. The ad
ditional $14-,500 required was obtained from Jobs 
Bill funding. The bed space was necessary in order 

to house illegal alien material witnesses. CAP funds 
are being utilized to construct a recreation and ex
ercise yard and install additional lighting in inmate 
areas. Federal prisoners account for approximately 
60 percent of the facility's population. 

Anti-Crime Legislative 
Initiatives 

The process of mounting a successful cam
paig·n against organized drug trafficking requires 
not only the coordination and cooperation of the 
investigative and prosecutorial resources of the ex
ecutive branch of the Federal Government, but also 
the coordination and cooperation of the lcgislati\'e 
branch. Congress's commitment to the Task Force 
Program was quick and unstinting. Funding was 
pro,·ided within seventy da.ys following the Presi
dcnt 's announcement of the Program. Now, addi
tional congressional action is required to enable the 
Task Forces to reach their full potential. There is 
an urgent need for criminal law reforms. 

Many provisions of Federal criminal law have 
become hopelessly outmoded. Federal bail laws 
have created a "revolving door" system of justice 
in which drug offenders arrested by Federal agents 
arc sometimes released on bail before agents hm·c 
completed the paperwork associated with the ar
rest. Many offl·nckTs have contacts with drug traf
fickers overseas; so release on bail provides an 
opportunity to flee the United States and escape 
prosecution, an opportunity that is often seized. 
There are today more Federal drug fugitives than 
there arc Federal drug agents. Federal bail laws 
contribute to this incredible statistic. 

Federal sentencing· practices have been called 
a "national scandal," and shocking disparities in 
sentences handed clown by Federal judges have led 
many to question whether there is any equity in 
the justice system. In addition, the sentences have 
virtually no relation to terms of imprisonment 
because of the parole system, which generally 
releases prisoners who have served no more than 
one-third of their sentences. The time has come for 
"truth in sentencing." 

Forfeiture of the instrumentalities and pro
ceeds of drug trafficking offers tremendous poten
tial for breaking up drug trafficking rings by strip
ping away the money and other property used to 
carry out, and derived from, their schemes. Un
fortunately, weaknesses in Federal forfeiture laws 
prevent law enforcement officials from making 
maximum use of this law enforcement tool in many 
drug cases. 
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Federal drug laws also need to be strengthened 
to prevent diversion of legitimate drugs into illicit 
channels and to improve the ability of Federal 
authorities to stop the money laundering operations 
through which the profits of drug syndicates are be
ing maneuvered to disguise the illicit origin of such 
mo111es. 

The President's Comprehensive Crime 
Control Act of 198.3 

On J\farch lG, 1983, President Reagan sub
mitted to Congress a 42-part, omnibus anti-crime 
package, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act 
of 1983. These measures would make the urgently 
needed criminal justice reforms discussed above and 
address other law enforcement problems outside the 
drug area. 

The Senate Judiciary Committee moved 
expeditiously on the President's anti-crime bill 
(S. 8'.29), holding hearings in May and early June 
1983. In July, the Senate Judiciary Committee 
reported (by a vote of 15 to 1) the bulk of the Presi
dent's crime package as S. 1762. In addition, the 
Committee reported three major parts of the Presi
dent's anti-crime package as separate bills: S. 1763, 
habeas corpus reform; S. 1764, exclusionary rule 
reform; and S. 1765, reinstitution of capital punish
ment. All of these measures were passed by over
whelming votes in the full Senate. 

The House of Representatives has yet to act 
on H.R. 2151, the companion bill to S. 829. The 
Subcommittee on Crime of the House Judiciary 
Committee has, however, reported H.R. 4901, 
which contains a number of the forfeiture and drug 
penalty reforms set out in Titles III and V of S. 
1762. Se\'era.l other proposals in the President's 
package have received consideration in the House 
as separate measures, including the insanity defense 
reform. 

Summary of the Drug-Related 
Provisions 

Many provisions of S. 1762 would assist in 
Federal drug enforcement. 

Title I, Bail Reform, would amend the Bail 
Reform Act of 1966 to permit Federal Courts to 
consider danger to the community in setting bail 
conditions and to deny bail altogether where a 
defendant poses an especially grave danger to 
others; tighten the criteria for post-conviction 
release pending sentencing and appeal; provide for 
revocation of release and increased penalties for 
crimes committed while on release; and increase 
penalties for bail jumping. 

Title II, Scntencing Reform, would revise the 
sentencing system to establish a determinate sen
tencing system with no parole and limited "good 
time" credits; promote more uniform sentencing 
by establishing a commission to set a narrow sen
tencing range for each Federal criminal offense; re
quire courts to explain in writing any departure 
from sentencing guidelines: and allow defrndant:i 
to appeal sentences which are harsher than com
mission guidelines and the Government to appeal 
sentences which are more lenient than commission 
guidelines. 

Title III, Foifeiture Reform, would strengthen 
Federal criminal and civil forfeiture lmvs by pro
\·iding for forfeiture of profits and proceeds of 
organized crime (RICO) offenses; criminal 
forfeiture in all narcotics trafficking cases; expanded 
procedures for "freezing" forfeitablc property 
pending judicial proceedings; forfeiture of substitute 
assets where assets originally subject to forfeiture 
ha\·e been removed from the reach of the GO\-ern
ment; forfeiture of land used to grow, store, and 
manufacture dangerous drugs; and expanded use 
of efficient administrc1ti\'e forfeiture procedures in 
uncontested cases. 

Title T~ Dru/; E1~forcemmt Amendments, would 
strengthen Federal penalties applicable to narcotics 
offenses; reduce the regulatory burden on law
abiding manufacturers and distributors of legi
timate controlled substances; and strengthen the 
ability of DEA to prevent diversion of legitimate 
controlled substances to illegal uses. 

Title IX, Fore(t;n CurrenC)' Transaction Ammd
ments, would improve Federal laws designed to pre
vent international money laundering by adding an 
"attempt" provision to existing laws prohibiting 
transportation of currency out of the United States 
in violation of reporting requirements; by strength
e:ning penalties for currency violations and authoriz
ing payment of rewards for information leading to 
the conviction of money launderers; and by clari
fying the authority of Customs agents to conduct 
border searches related to currency offenses. 

Title X, A1iscellaneous Violent Crinw Amendments, 
contains amendments that would be helpful to Task 
Forces, including Part A, to establish Federal 
jurisdiction ovrr murder-for-hire and crimes in aid 
of racketeering; Part B, to establish Federal jurisdic
tion over solicitation to commit a crime of violence; 
Part D, to establish a minimum mandatory five
year sentence for use of a firearm in a Federal crime 
of violence; Part E, to establish an additional, 
minimum mandatory fi\'e-year sentence for use of 
armor-piercing bullets in a Federal crime of 
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\'iolcnce: Part F, to expand 18 U.S.C. 1201 to 
include kidnapping of Federal officials; Part G, to 
establish a new Federal offense for crimes against 
family members of Federal officials; Part J\,f, to 
amend extradition of fr>reign fugitives laws; and 
Part 0, to establish Federal jurisdiction ewer rob
beries and burglaries directed at pharmacies and 
others registered to dispense, manufacture, or 
distribute controlled substances. (Part 0 is a con
gressionally initiated proposal.) 

Title XI, Saious 1\.'011- I 'iolmt O.ffms1•s, includes 
two provisions or benefit to Task Forces: Part B, 
to amend 18 U.S.C. '.2232 to CO\Tr warning the sub
ject of a search; and Part H, to impro\·e penalties 
for trafficking· in drugs, weapons, or other contra
band in Federal prisons. 

Title.\'!!, Procedural Amendments, includes four 
prm·isions of interest to Task Forces. These me Part 
A, to lower from sixteen to fifteen the age at \\hich 
ajuvenik may be prosecuted as an adult for serious 
crimes uf \·ioknce and drug trafficking offenses: 
Part B, to amend wiretap laws to pcrlllit emergency 
wiretaps in lif'e-enclangering situations and expand 
the range of predicate offenses to include child 
pornography, illegal currency transact ions, and 
crilllc ag·ainst \·ictims and witnesses: Part E, to 
authorize go\·crnlllcnt appeal or nc\\' trial orders: 
and Part F, to imprO\T the \\'itncss Seci1rity Pro-

gram through codification of case law and other 
changes. 

Other Anti-Crime Provisions 
S. 1164, Exdu.sio1w1)' Rule R~form, would create 

an exception to the application of the exclusionary 
rule to prewnt suppression or C\'idcnce where it can 
be shown that officers were proceeding in good faith 
and with objectiwly reasonable belief that they were 
acting in compliance with the law. 

S. 1 765. Rl'i°nstitution (!f Capital Punishment, 
would establish constitutionally permissible pro
cedures for illlposition or the death penalty in cer
tain homicide, treason, and espionage cases. 

The Task Forces arc committed to pen
etrating and breaking up the drug tra11icking 
syndicates, which arc responsible for the importa
t;on and dissemination of the vast 1m~jority 

of illegal drugs being used in this country. 
As documented elsewhere in this report, the 
Task Forces are starting to produce dramatic 
results. Ho\\'ever, these results arc clearly cir
cumscribed by the existing Federal criminal 
laws within which tht· Task Force Program 
must operate. Congressional act ion on the crim
inal justice reforms proposed by the President 
will help the Task Forces to achie\'C their full 
pott'ntial. 
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8 Conclusions 

This Annual Report inventories the first-year 
operations of the Task Force Program. Behind the 
concrete accomplishments cited here are some 
remarkable changes that have taken place in the 
process of identifying, developing, and prosecuting 
significant drug cases. This report pinpoints and 
explains those changes. Their principal elements 
are summarized in the following list of Task Force 
advantages. These include: 

• Capacity to synchronize multiple inves
tigations against common target organ
izations; 

• Partnership of investigators and attor
neys during early investigative phases; 

• Agents and attorneys who are familiar 
with drug investigations; 

• ~'lore immediate acces~ to grand jury 
time; 

• Easier access to other agencies' exper
tise, resources, and records, and quicker 
response from Washington and other 
regions to requests for assistance; 

• Greater collaboration between Federal, 
State, and local law enforcement 
agencies; 

• Additional funds for purchase of 
evidence and other investigative 
expenses; 

• Greater availability of modern surveil
lance and communications equipment; 
and 

• Investigative and prosecutorial orches
tration of case development, resulting in 
multi-agency and interregional coordina
tion of timing, responsibilities, and 
actions. 

These new advantages result in: 

• Economy of effort-the ideal agents 
and equipment at the right place, at the 
right time; 

• P.fore significant seizures and forfei
tures, and broadened use of financial 
investigations; 

• Better cases against higher level targets 
and the time to investigate and prosecute 
them in depth; 

• Enlargement and enhancement of the 
narcotics and dangerous drug intelli
gence data base; and 

• A cooperative law enforcement envi
ronment where Federal, State, and local 
agencies can act in concert on investiga
tions and prosecutions. 

These first-year results have advanced the 
Program toward its ultimate goal-disruption of 
the major drug trafficking organizations. The Task 
Force Program's progress toward this goal may not 
yet be extensive. This reOects not on the Program 
but on the problem. The U.S. drug market, ap
proaching $100 billion annually, cannot be expected 
to yield to first-year assaults. But in just a year, 
the Task Forces have tested and validated a new 
concept, one of centralized direction, decentralized 
management, and coordinated efforts, that has cer
tainly damaged and may eventually undermine the 
high-rolling drug businesses. 

Most of those associated with this Program 
support it enthusiastically. There is little compla
cency, nor is there room for it. The Task Forces 
are still in their infancy. Those involved in the Task 
Forces are very proud of what has been accom
plished so far, but no one believes that the design 
cannot be improved. The Department of Justice 
will continue to work with all participants to make 
needed improvements, but it is important not to 
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lose ~ight of the fact that the Program is up and 
runnmg, and has to its credit much that clearly 
could not have been accomplished without the Task 
Force approach to investigations. 

If first-year trends continue into the second 
year, the expense of operating the Task Force Pro-

gran; may well be exceeded by the value of the 
forfeitures, fines, and seizures generated by Task 
Force cases. !he foundation is laid. The signifi
cant i;ienetra~10ns already effected will bring about 
~he d1sma~t11r,ig of eve;i more major drug traffick
mg orga111zat1ons durmg the coming year. 
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Appendix A 
The Case Monitoring System 

Among the first actiYities of the Task Force 
Program was the formation of a committee to assess 
what Task Force case information should be col
lected and how the identified information needs 
could best be met. The committee consisted of the 
Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal and 
Justice Management Divisions, a U.S. Attorney 
from a core city Task Force, the Director of the 
Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys, the Task Force 
Administrator, and a representati Ye of each of the 
Task Force investigative agencies. 

The committee wanted to create an informa
tion system that would satisfy the management 
needs of the Associate Attorney General, U.S. 
Attorneys, the OCDETF Working Group, and the 
regional Task Forces. In addition, the information 
system had to provide the data necessary to evaluate 
Task Force Program performance. The resultant 
Case Monitoring System consists of four standard 
reports: the Case Initiation Form, the Indictment 
Form, the Sentencing Form, and the Monthly 
Report. 

The Case Initiation Form (CIF) serves two 
primary functions. First, it provides the core city 
Task Force Coordination Group with the informa
tion necessary for determining if a case meets Task 
Force case selection criteria. Second, it provides the 
preliminary data for the records of both the Assist
ant U.S. Attorney Task Force Coordinator and the 
Task Force Administrative Unit in Washington, 
D.C. 

In the districts, the CIF is filled out by the 
Task Force Assistant U.S. Attorney assigned to the 
case in close consultation with the case agents. 
Copies of the CIF are then distributed to all district 
Special Agents in Charge (SACs) of the agencies 
participating in the Task Force. When appropriate, 
copies are also distributed to officials of participating 
State and local law enforcement agencies for review. 
The U.S. Attorney for that district then reviews 
the CIF and certifies that all district SACs have 
initialed copies of the form. 

The CIF is then forwarded to the Assistant 
U.S. Attorney Task Force Coordinator in the core 
city for review by the Task Force Coordination 

Group. If the case is accepted, the CIF is initialed 
by all Agency Ccordinators and the Assistant U.S. 
Attorney Task Force Coordinator and is signed by 
the core city U.S. Attorney. The Task Force Coor
dinator then sends a copy of' the CIF to the Task 
Force Administrative Unit in \'Vashington for entry 
into an automated system. 

The second report in the Case .t'vionitoring 
System is the Indictment Form. The form updates 
and provides more in-depth case information at the 
point where an indictment or an information has 
been returned by a grand jury. 

As with the Case Initiation Forms, the Indict
ment Form is completed by the Task Force case 
attorney in consultation with the case agents. 
Copies of these forms arc also distributed to all 
district SA Cs and certified by the U.S. Attorney. 
The Indictment Form is then forwarded to the 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force Coordinator 
for review by the core city Coordination Group, 
providing the opportunity for closer coordination 
of the Task Force effort. A copy of the Indictment 
Form is attached to the next :tvionthly Report and 
sent to the Task Force Administrative Unit. 

Each time a defendant in a Task Force case 
is sentenced a Sentencing Form is completed. This 
form provides trial results and other case outcome 
data. The Sentencing Form reports on charges, 
convictions, and sentences, and provides data on 
the types, quantities, and values of forfeited assets. 
The form also requires a brief narrative on the 
case's impact on the criminal organizations in
volved and a discussion of any unusual aspects of 
the case. 

The Sentencing Form is also completed by the 
Task Force case attorney immediately after the 
sentencing of each defendant in a Task Force case. 
The Sentencing Form is then forwarded to the Task 
Force Coordination Group for review. A copy of 
this form is attached to the next Monthly Report 
and submitted to the Task Force Administrative 
Unit. 

The final instrument in the Case Monitoring 
System is the Monthly Report. The report is a 
narrative memorandum providing a monthly 
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update of significant Task Force act1v1t1es and 
problems in each district and in each Task Force 
Region. Each month, the Task Force Administra
tive Unit sends each Region a Monthly Report 
Form and a list, by district, of all active Task Force 
cases. 

Each district is required to submit its Monthly 
Report to the Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force 
Coordinator. The Task Force Coordinator consoli
dates the information received in the memoranda 

Crom each of the districts into a single Monthly 
Report. This memorandum reflects the activities 
and issues of the Task Force in the entire Task 
Force Region. The Task Force Coordinator sub
mits the memorandum to the Administrative Unit. 

The Administrative Unit, as the central re
pository of the case data, is able to orovide the 
national focus necessary for the Associ~te Attorney 
Gc11eral to manage and assess the Task Force 
Program. 
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Appendix B 
Research Methodology 

Requirements for this and subsequent Annual 
Reports >vere introduced by the President in these 
words: 

I will ask that the Attorney General be 
required to submit a yearly report to the 
people through the Presidr.nt and the 
Congress on the status of the fight 
against organized crime and organized 
criminal groups dealing in drugs. This 
requirement, although simple and in
expensive, will establish a formal mech
anism th rough which the Justice De
partment will take a yearly inventory of 
its efforts in this area and report to the 
American people on its progress. 

Congressional conferees then agreed on spe
cific requirements for a report which includes both 
quantitative and qualitative analyses of each year's 
progress (H10:632, Congressional Record - House, 
December 20, 1982). 

Quantitative indicators required arc those 
which measure reduction of supply (including data 
on importation or production), number of abusers, 
treatment and admission statistics, overdose death 
figures, and price and purity indices. Enforcement 
activity is to be measured by amounts of seizures 
and forfeitures, arrests and convictions by violator 
type, and an assessment of damage to trafficking 
organizations. 

These data have been provided directly by 
various agencies within the Department of Justice, 
or are extracted directly from Department of Justice 
publications such as the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration's "Quarterly Analysis" or the Bureau 
of Justice Statistics' Source Book of Criminal justice 
Statistics and the Executive Office for U.S. At
torneys' annual reports. Other statistics are from 
a new data base consolidating Task Force infor
mation. Although the Task Force data base is new 
and incomplete, the data available appear to be 
unbiased and robust enough to support the 
observations and conclusions offered in this report. 
All data are complete or estimated through 
CY 1983. 

The qualitative information requested by 
Congress includes examples of successful law 
enforcement and prosecution efforts based on 
information exchange, allocation of resources, 
and coordination between agencies (Federal, State, 
and local). These data were acquired by a small 
team composed equally of J usticc Department per
sonnel and research consultants. Private, 
face-to-face interviews of approximately one 
hour's duration were conducted with 362 Task 
Force members and other interested parties at 
seventeen U.S. locations between October 17 and 
December 15, 1983. 

The interview sample was intentionally biased 
to include more management and attorney person
nel than agents and consisted mostly of persons at 
the twelve core cities who coordinate the respec
tive Task Forces. Twenty-nine Task Force person
nel from four (non-core city) districts, Buffalo, 
Wheeling, Las Vegas, and \Vashington, D.C., 
were interviewed. This represents 8.58 percent of 
the total whereas 46. 7 percent of full-time profes
sional personnel are located at districts; 24.5 per
cent of persons interviewed, however, had Task 
Force responsibilities throughout their respective 
Regions. 

Persons to be interviewed were preselected by 
title: the U.S. Attorney, agency Special Agents in 
Charge (SACs), the Assistant U.S. Attorney Task 
Force Coordinator and each Agency Task Force 
Coordinator, agents, the Strike Force Chief, and 
State, county, or local law enforcement officers or 
prosecutors. No requirements were specified other 
than conducting interviews with U.S. Attorneys 
and Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force Coor· 
dinators. Although almost all Agency Task Force 
Coordinators were interviewed, Assistant U.S. 
Attorney Task Force Coordinators were free to 
select the local sample of Assistant U.S. Attorneys, 
SACs, supervisors, Federal agents, and local law 
enforcement officers and attorneys. Some follow-up 
interviews were then scheduled by the interviewers 
based on local observations and the content of the 
prescheduled interviews. Task Force agents as 
opposed to all other categories constituted 21.2 per
cent of the total sample. 
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Interviews were loosely structured around a 
field interview guide developed for this purpose. 
Responses were manually recorded in narrative 
form during and after each interview and organized 
with interview team analyses and comments into 
regional feeder reports. Attribution of quoted or 
paraphrased responses was avoided in order to 
enhance the depth and spontaneity of response. See 
Exhibit 8 for a numerical array of personnel inter
viewed by agency and location. 

Congress also authorized additional, unspeci
fied measurements. Some such measurements have 
been defined and are included with the specified 
qualitative and quantitative data. 

A summary of the statistical data appears in 
Chapter 6. The evaluation and analysis of qualita
tive results make up the body of this report, par
ticularly Chapters 3, 4, and 5. Case examples, from 
which readers of the report may draw their own 
conclusions, appear in Chapter 5. 

Exhibit 8 
Number of Interviews by Agency and Location 

Location 

Interviews 

7 7 J us ti cl. Dept. 

2 2 Treasury Dept. 

4 2 8 6 5 10 7 5 2 6 7 6 6 5 5 6 7 97 USAO 

4 3 4 4 6 5 3 5 3 3 2 3 2 2 51 FBI 

4 4 4 5 10 7 4 2 2 2 4 3 2 55 DEA 

4 1 4 2 3 6 2 2 4 2 3 4 2 2 4 2 47 IRS 

2 1 2 3 3 2 2 2 23 ATF 

1 2 2 5 2 2 4 2 2 4 1 30 Customs 

2 1 1 13 USMS 

2 11 USCG 

2 7 1 1 14 Other t 

2 2 2 2 13 State/Local 

13 23 23 22 22 46 23 23 2 26 22 20 24 13 21 21 19 363 Total 

* Las Vegas personnel were interviewed at Los Angeles. 
t Includes Strike Force, Financial Task Forces, "Operation Greenback." 
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Appendix C 
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Force Program Budget for 1983 

Funding for the Task Force Program was ini
tially requested in a 1983 Budget Amendment. The 
Department of Justice received its entire Task Force 
Program request except for funds associated with 
the Presidential Commission on Organized Crime. 
The total Task Force Program appropriation for 
FY 1983 was $127 .5 million. Of this amount 
$92,569,000 was allocated for law enforcement ac
tivities, $11,731,000 for prosecutorial expenses, 
$23,000,000 for correctional facilities, and $200,000 
for the Policy and rvianagement Division. A 
reprogramming of $500,000 from the prosecution 
allocation later provided funds for the establishment 
of the President's Commission. Funding for the 
Task Force initiative provided for 1.,630 additional 
personnel in FY 1983. 

Task Force funds allocated to law enforcement 
activities provided operating expenses for in
vestigators, clerical staff, and associated support 
within the Department of Justice necessary to the 
twelve Task Force Regions, totaling $42,225,000 
and 760 positions. Operating expenses were also 
provided for Federal agencies outside the Depart
ment of Justice, totaling $14, 716,000 and 500 posi
tions. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
and Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) were 
allocated funds for automated information systems, 
sophisticated voice privacy communications and 
surveillance equipment, and some long-range air 
support. The Task Forces have worked in close 
cooperation with the State and local law enforce
ment personnel and were provided $1,628,000 in 
FY 1983 for such expenditures as extraordinary 
overtime, specialized equipment, and other 
operating costs incidental to State and local involve
ment in Task Force operations. 

The resources for the DEA Air Intelligence 
Program, $2,000,000, provided for the purchase 
of or:e long-range, cabin class, twin-turbine-engine 
surveillance aircraft with sufficient fuel and 
maintenance for missions necessary to South 
American operations in support of the Task Forces. 
To strengthen DEA's intelligence networks, an 
associated processor was installed at the El Paso In
telligence Center (EPIC). For the same reason 

DEA's PATHFINDER system was extended to in
clude all DEA division of1ices. DEA replaced equip
ment from the DEA Teleprocessing System 
(DATS) and expanded this system to seventeen 
overseas locations. 

The FBI has strengthened its basic informa
tion systems with its 1983 allocations. Funding has 
enhanced FBI field investigative productivity 
through the purchase of tempest-tested intelligent 
terminal dusters for the Organized Crime Infor
mation System (OCIS) and the Investigative Sup
port Information System. Implementation of the 
Field Office Information Management System 
(FOIMS), a system designed to permit secure 
handling of all FBI investigative information, has 
also begun. Finally, the FBI has purchased voice 
privacy equipment to meet its technical field equip
ment needs. These FM radio privacy systems 
thwart interception of agent communications 
and have been held by field agent personnel as 
the highest priority operational equipment 
need. 

Funding for the Task Force Program's pros
ecution activity, $11,731,000 and 340 positions, 
covered expenses for the attorney, paolegal, anci 
clerical personnel necessary to ensure th at evidence 
gathered on Task Force cases was legal. y obtained 
and properly prepared and presented in grand jury 
sessions and in the trial and appellate courts in each 
of the Task Force Regions. Funding was also pro
vided here to meet the increased costs associated with 
the fees and expenses of witnesses utilized in the 
presentation of Task Force cases. In addition to the 
reprogramming of prosecution funds to establish the 
Presidential Commission on Organized Crime, 
another $1,600,000 was transferred to increase 
funding for the Cooperative Agreement Program 
(CAP), which is managed by the U.S. Marshals 
Service. 

Excluding the CAP reprogramming, the Cor
rections Activity received resources of $23,000,000 
and ten positions. CAP funds have been provided 
for the construction and renovation of State and 
local jail facilities through cooperative agreements 
guaranteeing the Federal Government bedspace in 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program Annual Report 

local jails. The initial appropriation language 
specified that of the total $12 7. 5 million ap
propriated to the Task Force Program, $18 million 
remain available until expended for construction 
of new facilities and for constructing, remodeling, 
and equipping buildings and facilities at existing 
detention and correctional institutions. Of the $18 
million thus allocated to Federal prison system ex .. 
pansion, $5,914,000 was obligated in 1983 and 
$14,743,000 wr-s carried into 1984. For a discus
sion of the current status of both the CAP and 
Federal prison system expansion projects, see 
Chapter 7. 

The Policy and Management Division was 
originally allocated $200,000 for the Governors 
Project and the Annual Report. The Governors 
Project was provided wit;, $100,000 to help coor
dinate Federal efforts with State and local enforce-

ment programs, to create a forum for States to tell 
the Federal Gov<·rnment of their concerns about 
organized crime, and to supplement the Law En
forcement Coordinating Committees. The re
maining $100,000 in the Policy and Management 
Division covers expenses associated with the 
preparation and publication of the Task Force Pro
gra.m. 's Annual Report. 

Of the total 1983 Task Force Program ap
propriation, $108,218,000 was obligated in FY 
1983. The unobligated balance at the end of the 
year that was carried forward into FY 1984 totaled 
$18,143,000. Of this amount $3.4 million remains 
available for FBI undercover expenses and DEA 
automated data processing needs, and $14, 743,000 
remains available for the Bureau of Prison's prison 
expansion project. The unobligated balance laps
ing at the end of FY 1983 totaled $1,139,000. 
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District 

Appendix D 
Personnel Allocations 

Exhibit 9 
OCDE Task Force Attorney, Agent, 

and Support Position Allocations 

AUSAs FBI DEA IRS* Customst 

Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Suppon Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support 

Great Lakes 

Kentucky, E 

).fichigan. E 

;\fahigan. \\' 

Ohio. N 

Ohio. S 

Pennsylrnnia. \\' 

West Virginia, X 

8 

+ 
2 

3 

\Ve.it Virginia, S 0 

6 

3 

2 

0 

3 

13 

0 

8 

3 

4 

0 

0 

5 

() 

2 

0 

0 

0 

9 

0 

5 

2 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

() 

0 

() 

0 

13 

0 

3 

4 

2 

4 

0 

0 

5 

() 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

9 

() 

5 

0 

() 

0 

0 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~--~~~~ 

Totals: 

Gulf Coast 

Louisiana. E 

Louisiana, :vr 
Louisiana, W 

:viississippi. S 

Texas. E 

Texas, N 

Texas. S 

Texas, \V 

Totals: 

20 

3 

2 

7 

3 

19 

15 

2 

5 

2 

14 

32 

+ 
2 

2 

3 

0 

4 

7 

4 

26 

8 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

6 

20 

8 

2 

() 

3 

15 

33 

2 

3 

() 

0 

() 

() 

0 

7 

() 

10 

r _, 

2 

() 

5 

6 

6 

22 

5 

() 

0 

0 

() 

0 

() 

3 

() 
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14 

3 

() 

0 

0 

0 

5 

2 

11 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

() 

() 

0 

0 

() 

() 

0 

0 

2 

0 

6 

() 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

0 

0 

() 

() 

() 

0 

6 

0 

6 

() 

0 

0 

() 

() 

0 

() 

() 

0 

0 

() 

0 

0 

0 

USP.IS 

() 

0 

0 

() 

0 

0 

0 

() 

() 

() 

0 

0 

() 

0 

District AUSAs FBI DEA IRS* USMS 

Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support 

Los Angeles
Nevada 

California, C 

Ne,·ada 

Totals: 

:\lid-Atlantic 

Delaware 

9 

2 

11 

0 

District of'Columbia 2 

;\laryland 

Pcnnsykania, E 

Pcnnsyl\'ania, i'd 

\'irginia, E 

Virginia, W 

Totals: 

;\fountain 

Colorado 

Idaho (mobile) 

:\lontana 

Nebraska 
(and Iowa) 

:"\1orth Dakorn 
(mobile) 

South Dakota 

Utah 

Totals: 

4 

6 

3 

17 

6 

() 

2 

0 

11 

6 

i 

0 

4 

4 

0 

•) 

12 

4 

0 

0 

8 

21 5 13 2 12 2 12 2 7 

4 3 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 

25 6 16 2 14 2 14 3 7 

0 0 () () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 2 3 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 

II 4 6 5 2 10 2 3 0 

11 2 8 3 4 0 6 0 0 0 

0 0 () () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5 () 2 0 4 () 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

32 8 20 5 1'1· 2 16 3 3 () 

7 3 7 4 2 0 0 

() () 0 () () () 0 0 0 0 

() 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 

4 5 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 

() () () 0 () 0 0 0 () 0 0 

() 2 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 () 2 0 0 () () 0 0 () 

17 ·~ 18 6 2 () 0 
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District AUSAs FBI DEA IRS* Customst 

Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Suppon Agent Support 

New England 

Connecticut 

Ivfaine 

Massachusetts 

New Hampshire 

New York, N 

New York, W 

Rhode Island 

Vermont 

Totals: 

New York-New 
Jersey 

New Jersey 

(New York, E)§ 

(New York, S)§ 

Totals: 

North Central 

Illinois, C 

Illinois, N 

(Indiana, N)§ 

(Indiana, S)§ 

(Iowa, N)§ 

(Iowa, S)§ 

Mim;esota 

Wisconsin, E 

Wisconsin, W 

Totals: 

3 

7 

0 

2 

2 

0 

16 

5 

8 

8 

21 

8 

3 

0 

2 

2 

0 

17 

2 

5 

0 

0 

11 

4 

6 

6 

16 

6 

2 

0 

0 

12 

6 

0 

10 

0 

5 

5 

3 

0 

29 

10 

37 

47 

14 

6 

0 

2 

3 

4 

0 

30 

0 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

2 

9 

11 

0 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

5 

11 

0 

2 

2 

2 

0 

23 

5 

32 

37 

3 

10 

5 

0 

0 

2 

2 

0 

22 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

2 

7 

9 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

2 

0 

4 

0 

4 

2 

0 

13 

5 

; 

i 

19 

3 

8 

4 

0 

0 

2 

2 

0 

19 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

3 

3 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 
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2 

0 

8 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

13 

4 

16 

20 

0 

11 

2 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

15 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

2 

3 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

5 

0 

6 

0 

0 

() 

0 

0 

0 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

USMS 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

() 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

District 

Northwest 

Alaska 

California, E 

California, N 

Guam 

Hawaii 

Oregon 

Washington, E 

\Vashington, \V 

Totals: 

South Central 

Arkansas, E 

Arkansas, \\' 

Illinois, S 

Kansas 

Kentucky, W 

ivfississi ppi, N 

i\lissouri, E 

i\fosouri, \V 

(Oklahoma, N)§ 

(Oklahoma, E)§ 

Oklahoma, \·V 

Tennessee, 'vV 

Totals: 

AUSAs FBI DEA IRS* Customst USMS 

Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support 

0 0 

3 2 

7 5 

0 0 

2 

2 

16 11 

{) 0 

() () 

5 + 
2 

12 

0 

5 

11 

0 

3 

3 

() 

3 

25 

3 

0 

3 

2 

() 

7 

3 

3 

23 

0 

4 

0 

0 

() 

0 

0 

5 

0 

() 

() 

0 

0 

() 

0 

() 

4 

0 

4 

9 

0 

3 

2 

3 

22 

2 

() 

0 

2 

() 

6 

2 

2 

16 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I' d 

2 

0 

5 

0 

2 

9 

() 

(} 

0 

13 

0 

0 

() 

4 

2 

12 

(} 

0 

2 

0 

0 

() 

0 

0 

2 

() 

(} 

(} 

(} 

0 

0 

2 

0 

(} 

0 

2 

0 

0 

8 

0 

0 

0 

2 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

2 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(} 

0 

0 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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~ District AUSAs FBI DEA IRS* 

~~ 
Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support ~. 

Southeast 

Alabama, ;\1J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Alabama, N 2 0 0 2 0 

Alabama, S 3 0 3 0 126 
(Georgia, N)§ 7 5 9 5 12 3 6 3 

(Georgia, ;..'!)§ 

Georgia, S 3 0 0 0 

(North Carolina, E)§ 2 3 2 () 3 0 

(North Carolina, M)§ 

(:'·forth Carolina, \V)§ 

South Carolina 3 2 3 () 4 2 2 () 

Tennessee, E () () () () () () 

Tennessee, ~vi 3 () 2 2 () 

Totals: 18 14 26 6 25 8 16 3 

Southwest 

Arizona 3 2 6 2 7 3 0 

California, S 7 5 13 4 12 3 6 2 

New :viexico 3 0 3 0 

Totals: 11 8 22 6 22 5 10 2 
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Customst ATFt 

Agent Support Agent Support 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

4 5 

0 0 0 () 

() 0 () 0 

4 () 0 

() () 0 0 

0 0 0 () 

8 2 5 

2 0 

10 2 5 

0 0 () 

12 3 5 

USMS 

0 

0 

0 

() 

() 

() 

0 

0 

Ii 
i\ 
~! 
·j 

:1 
~I 

~ 
I 
' 

I 
tJ ,. 
r: 
r, 
' l1 
I· 
i' 
" I Ii 
L 
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District AUSAs FBI DEA IRS* Customst USMS 

Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support 

Florida 

Florida, N 3 2 

Florida, fl.I 4 3 

Florida, S 2 

Puerto Rico 

Virgin Islands 

Totals: 

* 

t 

t 

§ 

9 6 

IRS has assigned support personnel positions to the core cities for use within each Task Force in the manner 
determined by the core city IRS management. Five" IRS support positions are assigned to the Treasury 
Financial Law Enforcement Center. 

Thirty-three additional Customs support personnel are assigned to the Treasury Financial Law Enforcement 
Center, Washington, D.C. 

A TF has retained a pool or 17 agents (25 percent of its total) for use in any district on a person-year 
basis as needs arise. 

In districts grouped together by parentheses, the United States Attorneys, Task Force agency SACs, and 
the Assistant United States Attorney Task Force Coordinator for the Task Force in which the districts 
arc located are to meet and determine how the Task Force positions arl" to be allocated. In some instances, 
in order to adhere to the guiclclincs, it will be necessary to not allocate any positions to one or more of 
the districts in a grouping. 
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Appendix E 
Members of the Working Group on 

Drug Supply Reduction 

Associate Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Administrator 
Drug Enforcement Administration 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Executive Secretary 
Cabinet Council on Legal Policy 

Director of Drug Abuse Policy Office 
Office of Policy Development 

General Counsel 
Department of Agriculture 

Associate General Counsel 
Legislative and Regulation 
Department of Commerce 

Deputy Assistant Secretary 
Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics 

Department of Defense 

Deputy Director 
National Institute of Drug Abuse 

Department of Health and Human Services 

Deputy Solicitor 
General Law Division 

Department of the Interior 

Deputy Assistant Sf<:retary 
Office of the Asslstant Secreta, . hr Budget and Programs 

Department of T·ransportation 

Commandant 
United States Coast Guard 

Assistant Secretary for Enforcement and Operations 
Department of the Treasury 
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Commissioner 
United States Customs Service 

Deputy Director for Operations 
Central Intelligence Agency 

General Counsel 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Associate Director for Economics and Government 
Office of Management aud Budget 

Assistant Secretary 
Bureau of International Narcotics Matters 

Department of State 
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Appendix F 
Members of the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 

Task Force Working Group 

Associate Attorney General 
Chairman 

Deputy Associate Attorney General 
Executive Director 

Assistant Attorney General 
Tax Division 

Assistant Commissioner (Enforcement) 
United States Customs Service 

Director 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 

Director 
United States Marshals Service 

Administrator 
Drug Enforcement Adm' nistration 

Assistant Attorney General 
Justice Management Division 

Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division 

Director 
Executive Office for United States Attorneys 

Chief 
Office of Operations 

United States Coast Guard 

Assistant Secretary 
(Enforcement and Operations) 
Department of the Treasury 

Assistant Commissioner 
(Criminal Investigations) 
Internal Revenue Service 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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Appendix G 
Members of the Washington Agency Representatives Group 

Criminal Division 
Drug Enforcement 
Administration: 

Federal Bureau of Investigation: 

Office of the Associate Attornev 
General: ' 

United States lVfarshals Service: 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Chief, Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs Section 

Deputy Assistant 
Administrator for Operations 

Chief, Operations Management 
Staff 

Member, Operations Management 
Staff 

Deputy Assistant Director, 
Criminal Investigative 
Division 

Chief, Task Force 
Organized Crime Section 

Supervisor, Task Force 
Organized Crime Section 

Supervisor, Task Force 
Organized Crime Section 

Deputy Associate Attorney 
General 

Staff Director, Task Force 
Administrative Unit 

Assistant Director for 
Operations 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

United States Coast Guard: Acting Assistant Chief, 
Operational Law Enforcement 
Division 

Chief, General Law Enforcement 
Branch 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms: 

Internal Revenue Service: 

Office of the Assistant 
Secretary for Enforcement 
and Operations: 

United States Customs Service: 

Special Agent in Charge, 
Office of Law Enforcement 

Program Manager/Special Agent, 
Office of Law Enforcement 

Director, Criminal Investigations 
Division 

Chief, Special Enforcement Section 

Senior Analyst/Special Agent, 
Special Enforcement Section 

Enforcement Policy Advisor 

Senior Special Agent, 
Interagency Liaison and 
Support Section 

Chief, Investigative Operations 
Branch 
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· ®ffm nf t4t Attnrntt? <!ittttrttl 
•n114ingtnn, l. <!1. 2nszn 

March 19, 1985 

The Honorable Ronald Reagan 
President of the United States 
The White House 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

When you announced the creation of the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force Program in October 1982, this Administra
tion initiated a comprehensive attack against organized crime and 
drug traffickers. Through the strategic deployment of more than 
1,000 Federa~ law enforcement personnel and 200 Assistant United 
States Attorneys and increased initiatives coordinated with State 
and local law enforcement officials and prosecutors as well as 
increased international cooperation, impressive gains have been 
achieved during the two years of Task Force operations. These 
resources, when combined with the new investigative and pros
ecutorial tools provided in the Comprehensive Crime Control Act 
of 1984, provide the means necessary to dismantle and destroy 
those criminal organizations, their financiers and suppliers who 
prey upon our society through their importation, manufacture, and 
distribution of illicit drugs. 

The information in the enclosed annual report clearly 
demonstrates that the efforts of the agents and prosecutors 
involved in the Task Forces have begun to make major inroads 
against trafficking groups both on a national and an interna
tional scale. 

Recognizing that the drug problem remains a serious and 
constant threat to this nation, our firm and continuing commit
ment to meet this problem head-on has effectively put the traf
fickers on notice that the eradication of their criminal enter
prises continues to be a top priority of this Administration. 

The annual report describes how Federal law enforcement 
agencies working together wage an ongoing battle with organized 
criminal groups. As of December 1984, the thirteen Task Forces 
had initiated 804 cases resulting in 953 indictments initiating 
criminal charges against 3,468 individuals. 1,408 individuals 
had already been convicted and sentenced, and fines, seizures and 
forfeitures exceeded $219 million. It also discusses how the 
Task Forces have used sophisticated investigative techniques and 
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the full range of applicable criminal statutes to combat the 
increasingly complex drug trafficking trade. 

The report highlights the first successful extradition of 
Colombian nationals effected pursuant to the 1982 extradition 
treaty with Colombia. Additional Colombian nationals named in 
Task Force indictments now face possible extradition to face 
charges in the United States. Another important development on 
the international front is the agreement with the Cayman Islands 
providing the United States with a means to gain access to the 
heretofore secret records of drug traffickers accounts in Cayman 
banking institutions. 

The report provides an update of a number of the several 
parts of our overall strategy to combat drug-related and other 
criminal organizations. These include the Organized Crime 
Commission, the Governor's Project, the expansion of prison space 
and detention facilities, and enhanced law enforcement training 
capabilities. An analysis of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act 
of 1984 and the enhancements it provides to Task Force operations 
is also included. 

Based upon the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force 
record to date and the prospect for continued success, it is my 
honor to transmit herewith the second annual report, presented 
through your office to the American people and the Congress. 
Copies are also provided specifically to the Appropriation 
Committees and Judiciary Committees of the Senate and House of 
Representatives. 

Respectfully, 

EDWIN MEESE III 
Attorney General 
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March 19, 1985 

The Honorable Ronald Reagan 
President of the United States 
The White House 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

When you announced the creation of the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force Program in October 1982, this Administra
tion initiated a comprehensive attack against organized crime and 
drug traffickers. Through the strategic deployment of more than 
1,000 Federal law enforcement personnel and 200 Assistant United 
States Attorneys and increased initiatives coordinated with State 
and local law enforcement officials and prosecutors as well as 
increased international cooperation, impressive gains have been 
achieved during the two years of Task Force operations. These 
resources, when combined with the new investigative and pros
ecutorial tools provided in the Comprehensive Crime Control Act 
of 1984, provide the means necessary to dismantle and destroy 
those criminal organizations, their financiers and suppliers who 
prey upon our society through their importation, manufacture, and 
distribution of illicit drugs. 

The information in the enclosed annual report clearly 
demonstrates that the efforts of the agents and prosecutors 
involved in the Task Forces have begun to make major inroads 
against trafficking groups both on a national and an interna
tional scale. 

Recognizing that the drug problem remains a serious and 
constant threat to this nation, our firm and continuing commit
ment to meet this problem head-on has effectively put the traf
fickers on notice that the eradication of their criminal enter
prises continues to be a top priority of this Administration. 

The annual report describes how Federal law enforcement 
agencies working together wage an ongoing battle with organized 
criminal groups. As of December 1984, the thirteen Task Forces 
had initiated 804 cases resulting in 953 indictments initiating 
criminal charges against 3,468 individuals. 1,408 individuals 
had already been convicted and sentenced, and fines, seizures and 
forfeitures exceeded $219 million. It also discusses how the 
Task Forces have used sophisticated investigative techniques and 
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Executive 

The second Annual Report of the Organized 
Crime Drug Enforcement 1~ask Force Program 
describes the operations, accomplishrnents, and in1-
pact of the 13 regional Task Forces through calen
dar year 1984. During this second year, the first 
year of operation at full strength, the Task Force 
Program has continued to target, investigate, and 
prosecute major narcotic trafficking organizations, 
and the high-level individuals within these organ'7a
tions, as mandated by the President and Congi ::ss 
when the Program was initiated in October 1982. 

The report identifies a number of Progran1 
refinements that occurred in 1984. The major 
enhancement of the Task Force Program was the 
design and implementation of the Florida/Carib
bean Task Force. On October 1, 1984, the Attorney 
General announced the creation of the thirteenth 
Task Force. It encompasses the Northern, Middle, 
and Southern Judicial Districts of Florida, as well 
as Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The thir
teenth Task Force includes 132 agents and 26 
Assistant U.S. Attorneys as well as a complement 
of support personnel. By adding the Florida/Carib
bean Task Force, complete national coverage by 
the Program has been achieved. A second initiative 
\Vas the enhancement of the Case Monitoring 
System. The Case Initiation) Indictment and 
Sentencing forms were revised to delete duplicate 
data poin1:s and provide definitional uniformity. An 
Asset Forfeiture Form was added and the Monthly 
Reporting Form was changed to a Quarterly 
Report. A Caseload study was also designed and 
implemented to provide assistance in the forecast
ing of required investigative and prosecutorial 
resources. 

Through agency perspectives and an overview 
by the Assistant U.S. Attorney Coordinators, the 
report presents the views of the agents and pros
ecutors working within the Task Forces. These con
tributions provide firsthand insight into the day
to-day operations of the Task Forces, such as the 
techniques used for case selection, the merits of and 
reliance on a team approach, and the merging of 
the expertise of various agencies to facilitate and 

Summary 

streamline investigations. 'fask Force case examples 
underscore the cooperative nature of the investiga
tions and the increased reliance on State and local 
law enforcement agencies. State agencies par
ticipated in 29 percent of'fask Force investigations 
in 1984; local agencies participated in 34 percent. 

The operations of the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram are further elucidated through a discussion 
of the various investigative and prosecutorial tech
niques utilized by agents and attorneys in the field. 
These include the use of undercover operations in 
35 percent of the investigations; wiretaps in 24 per
cent; and the Witness Security Program in 24 per
cent. Ancillary discussions include the Task Force 
reliance on the cooperative assistance of foreign 
governments, and two breakthroughs in interna
tional cooperation are highlighted, as well as other 
breakthroughs in international cooperation. 
Chapter 4, "The Illicit Drug Situation in 1984," 
depicts the magnitude of the battle being fought by 
the OCDE Task Force Program. It points out that 
while marijuana consumption in the United States 
in 1984 was somewhat below the 1983 level, co
caine importation increased from an estimated 69 
metric tons in 1983 to an estimated 74-90 metric 
tons in 1984. With this saturation of the market
place the wholesale price of a kilogram of cocaine 
has dropped from $55,000 to $65,000 in 1982 to 
approximately $42,000 in 1984. The report also 
points out that Colombia, Peru, and Bolivia con
tinue to be the major exporters of cocaine to the 
United States. 

The statistical data presented in this report 
reflect the ongoing commitment of the Task Forces 
to focus their efforts on major organizations and 
high-level individuals. As of December 31, 1984, 
804 Task Force cases had been initiated, resulting 
in the indictment of 3,468 individuals. As of that 
same date, 1, 408 individuals had been convicted 
and sentenced as a result of Task Force initiatives. 
Fines, seizures, and forfeitures of property and cash 
exceeded $219 million through the end of 1984. The 
seizure and subsequent removal of illicit drugs from 
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Executive Summary 

The second Annual Report of the Organized 
Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 
describes the operations, accomplishments, and im
pact of the 13 regional Task Forces through calen
dar year 1984. During this second year, the first 
year of operation at full strength, the Task Force 
Program has continued to target, investigate, and 
prosecute major narcotic trafficking organizations, 
and the high-level individuals within these organi?'.a
tions, as mandated by the President and Cong1css 
when the Program was initiated in October 1982. 

The report identifies a number of Program 
refinements that occurred in 1984. The major 
enhancement of the Task Force Program was the 
design and implementation of the Florida/Carib
bean Task Force. On October 1, 1984, the Attorney 
General announced the creation of the thirteenth 
Task Force. It encompasses the Northern, Middle, 
and Southern judicial Districts of Florida, as well 
as Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. The thir
teenth Task Force includes 132 agents and 26 
Assistant U.S. Attorneys as well as a complement 
of support personnel. By adding the Florida/Carib
bean Task Force, complete national coverage by 
the Program has been achieved. A second initiative 
was the enhancement of the Case Monitoring 
System. The Case Initiation, Indictment and 
Sentencing forms were revised to delete duplicate 
data points and provide definitional uniformity. An 
Asset Forfeiture Form was added and the Monthly 
Reporting Form was changed to a Quarterly 
Report. A Caseload study was also designed and 
implemented to provide assistance in the forecast
ing of required investigative and prosecutorial 
resources. 

Through agency perspectives and an overview 
by the Assistant U.S. Attorney Coordinators, the 
report presents the views of the agents and pros
ecutors working within the Task Forces. These con
tributions provide firsthand insight into the day
to-day operations of the Task Forces, such as the 
techniques used for case selection, the merits of and 
reliance on a team approach 1 and the merging of 
the expertise of various agencies to facilitate and 

streamline investigations. Task Force case examples 
underscore the cooperative nature of the investiga
tions and the increased reliance on State and local 
law enforcement agencies. State agencies par
ticipated in 29 percent of Task Force investigations 
in 1984; local agencies participated in 34 percent. 

The operations of the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram are further elucidated through a discussion 
of the various investigative and prosecutorial tech
niques utilized by agents and attorneys in the field. 
These include the use of undercover operations in 
35 percent of the investigations; wiretaps in 24 per
cent; and the Witness Security Program in 24 per
cent. Ancillary discussions include the Task Force 
reliance on the cooperative assistance of foreign 
governments) and two breakthroughs in interna
tional cooperation are highlighted, as well as other 
breakthroughs in internation"al cooperation. 
Chapter 4, "The Illicit Drug Situation in 1984," 
depicts the magnitude of the battle being fought by 
the OCDE Task Force Program. It points out that 
while marijuana consumption in the United States 
in 1984 was somewhat below the 1983 level, co
caine importation increased from an estimated 69 
metric tons in 1983 to an estimated 7 4-90 metric 
tons in 1984. With this saturation of the market
place the wholesale price of a kilogram of cocaine 
has dropped from $55,000 to $65,000 in 1982 to 
approximately $42,000 in 1984. The report also 
points out that Colombia, Peru, and Bolivia con
tinue to be the major exporters of cocaine to the 
United States. 

The statistical data presented in this report 
reflect the ongoing commitment of the Task Forces 
to focus their efforts on major organizations and 
high-level individuals. As of December 31, 1984, 
804 Task Force cases had been initiated, resulting 
in the indictment of 3,468 individuals. As of that 
same date, 1, 408 individuals had been convicted 
and sentenced as a result of Task Force initiatives. 
Fines, seizures, and forfeitures of property and cash 
exceeded $219 million through the end of 1984. The 
seizure and subsequent removal of illicit drugs from 
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the marketplace included 214 kilograms of heroin, 
13,282 kilograms of cocaine, and 503,386 kilograms 
of marijuana. The data also point to a continued 
concentration on use of the so-called "kingpin" 
statutes-the Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt 
Organization (RICO) and Continuing Criminal 
Enterprise (CCE) statutes. Through the second 
year of operations, the Task Forces indicted 355 
individuals under RICO and 211 under CCE. 
These impressive figures, along with case examples) 
are evidence Of an aggressive and accelerating battle 
against drug-related organized crime. 

The report provides an update on the activities 
of the President's Commission on Organized 
Crime, the Governors Project, the training of State 
and local law enforcement personnel, and the 

Federal Prison Housing Expansion efforts. A 
review of the Comprehensive Crime Control Act 
of 1984 and its implications for the prosecution of 
major narcotics dealers is also included in the 
report. 

In sum, 1984 has been a year of refinement, 
focus, and maturation for the Organized Crime 
Drug Enforcement Task Force Program. The 
agents and attorneys are more experienced and bet
ter equipped to fight criminal organizations. The 
commitment, confidence, enthusiasm, and success 
of these dedicated individuals can be measured by 
the impressive record attained over the last two 
years. In the coming year, the Task Forces will con
tinue to utilize all means at their disposal to turn 
the tide in this country's drug war. 
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Background and Introduction 

On October 14, 1982, the President unveiled 
an extensive eight-point program to attack drug 
trafficking and organized crime. At the heart of this 
initiative was the Organized Crime Drug Enforce
ment Task Force Program-a network of regionally 
based, multiagency Task Forces comprised of a 
broad spectrum of Federal, State, and local criminal 
justice agencies. 

This program was based on the recommen
dations of an ad hoc committee appointed by the 
Attorney General in mid-1982. This committee, 
comprised of senior officials of the Justice and 
Treasury departments, was charged with the task 
of devising a more effective approach to the prob
lem of drug trafficking. The group reviewed pre
vious efforts in the drug control field, including a 
variety of earlier "task forces" and other coop
erative ventures. The result of its work provided 
the structural and philosophical bases for the 
Program. 

This is the second Annual Report of the 
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force 
Program. 

Purpose and Methodology of the 
Second Annual Report 

The purpose of this report is to summarize 
OCDE Task Force Program operations and results 
during 19_84; and, in doing so, to meet the con
gressional requirements that it explain the Program 
guidelines and describe their implementation, pro
vide examples of cases successfully prosecuted, and 
present and analyze current narcotics flow and en
forcement statistics.* 

The methodology of the second Annual 

* Report requirements were outlined in the House and 
Senate Appropriations Conference Committee 
Report, December 20, 1982, as published in the Con
gressional Record (H10:632). The Guidelines for the 
Drug Enforcement Task Forces were adopted by the 
Attorney General on January 20, 1983, which be
came the effective startup date. 

Report differs from that of the first in a number 
of important aspects. 

The original Task Forces were authorized in 
January 1983 and became operational during the 
spring of that year. Therefore, the first Annual 
Report placed primary emphasis on aspects of 
organizational and operational development in 
terms of the Guidelines for the Drug Eriforcement Task 
Forces. The second Annual Report places primary 
emphasis on the progressive implementation of the 
Guidelines and on the results achieved by the Task 
Forces. 

The second Annual Report reflects this change 
in emphasis: ( 1) implementation of the guidelines 
is chronicled by narrative perspectives supplied by 
those who actually accomplished it; (2) narrative 
case results, through prosecution and appeal, are 
now available and are presented throughout the text 
as illustrations; (3) the 1984 statistical results of 
Task Force Program investigations and prosecu
tions are presented, and detailed drug use and 
market indicators are discussed. 

These changes reflect the progress and matu
ration of the Task Force Program during its second 
full year of existence. 

This report was drafted by the Task Forces 
themselves and by their national support system. 
Each agency has contributed a brief summary of 
its experience in the Program and has offered case 
descriptions. The Assistant U.S. Attorney Coor
dinators of the 12 original Task Forces have 
reported on how prosecutors affect and are affected 
by Task Force participation and have provided 
other observations which appear throughout the 
report. The thirteenth Organized Crime Drug En
forcement Task Force, the Florida/Caribbean, has 
discussed its evolution and provided a report on its 
unique situation. 

The Drug Enforcement Administration, the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Internal 
Revenue Service, the U.S. Customs Service, the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the U.S. 
Marshals Service, and the U.S. Coast Guard have 
described their participation in the OCDE Task 
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Force Program and given their perspectives on its 
operation and development. The DEA drafted 
"The Illicit Drug Situation in 1984" and the FBI 
provided drafts reviewing Task Force employment 
of undercover operations and Title III wiretaps. 
The IRS and the Department of Justice Tax Divi
sion reviewed the role of tax grand juries. The 
Criminal Investigation Division of the IRS con
tributed sections of Chapter 3, "Investigative and 
Prosecutorial Techniques.'' The other Presidential 
drug law enforcement initiatives are described by 
cognizant agencies in Chapter 6 of the Annual 
Report. 

Research, editorial, and production assistance 
was provided by Aurora Associates, Inc., of 
Washington, D.C. 

Throughout this Annual Report run two con
sistent undercurrents-teamwork and achievement. 
It is no longer a novelty for multiple agencies to 
plan and conduct investigations and prosecutions 
together. Instead, ways of focusing this synergistic 
power against what are emerging as highly powerful 
enemies of the public are now discussed. 

While national in scope, and sub
ject to Federal oversight, the 
Task Force Program was to be 
decentralized, thus permitting 
the widest possible flexibility in 
dealing with problems peculiar to 
the regions. 

The reports received from the field and from 
the headquarters focus on cases-what the traf
fickers were doing and how those activities were 
disrupted by the joint efforts of the Task Forces. 
A few of these cases are presented here in brief, 
offering an exposition of the magnitude of the 
problem as well as the Task Force solutions. No 
region has yet reported running out of big drug 
cases. On the contrary, the early investigations have 
spun off leads carrying agents deep into the nar
cotics economy to uncover high-level violators 
formerly shielded by layers of subordinates. It is 
in the details of the investigation and prosecution 
of these cases that the characteristic Task Force 
capabilities can best be observed. 

Implementing the Task Force 
Concept 

In combining the resources of several agen
cies, the designers of the Organized Crime Drug 

Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) Prog 
sought to avoid the pitfalls encountered by ea 
task forces in the drug field. Five guiding prec 
were key to the emerging design: 

1. The Program was to be national in ; 
in order to respond to the national s 
of drug trafficking and of the n 
organizations engaged in the illicit 
business. Localized enforcement 
grams, even of a regional nature, 
seen as inadequate and inapprop 
because of the extended scope of crir 
organizations working the drug tr 

2. The Task Forces' operational deci 
making was to be based on a conse 
model. The participating agencies w 

conduct their affairs on the basi 
disparate methods of operation 
varying institutional backgrou 
philosophies, approaches, and typ< 
expertise. An authoritarian model w 
exacerbate or artificially suppress t 
differences, with resulting discord 
inefficiency. The consensus-based 
proach would permit the retention o 
stitutional personalities and the fuJ: 
ercise of organizational capabilitie 

3. The Task Force Program was tc 
drawn from existing agencies and its 
ticipants were to retain their organ 
tional identities; the Program would 
create a new bureaucracy. Task Fo 
would not be "superagencies," witl: 
accompanying potential for the infrii 
ment of citizens' rights and participa 
agencies would operate in accord ' 
their own tested and proven metl_ 
and guidelines. 

4. While national in scope, and subjec 
Federal oversight, the Task Force I 
gram was to be decentralized, thus ] 
mitting the widest possible flexibilit 
dealing with problems peculiar to 
regions. This degree of flexibility we 
permit the Task Forces to dispose ti 
assets in the manner most appropr 
to their own needs. 

5. The Program was to have a quick st 
up. The urgency of the drug traffid 
problem demanded a prompt respm 
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Exhibit 1-3 

Structure of the Washington Elements 
of the OCDE Task Force Program 
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even though operations against high
level targets would be lengthy. The Pro
gram was to be designed to move rapidly 
into an operational posture, with a 
minimum of bureaucratic delay. 

These guiding principles provided the 
framework for the creation of the OCDE Task 
Force Program. As announced by the President, 
the Program was to be composed of 12 regional 
Task Forces. The Program would cover the entire 
country, except, at that time, for Florida. Par
ticipants would be the U.S. Attorneys' offices, the 
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the U.S. 
Customs Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms (ATF), the Internal Revenue Service 
(IRS), the U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. Mar
shals Service. Initial resource allocations provided 
for 1,019 investigative agents, 200 prosecuting at
torneys, clerical and technical assistants, special 
startup funding, and additional money for opera
tional use. Overall organizational plans and opera
tional policies were set forth in Guidelines for the Drug 
Enforcement Task Forces, framed by senior repre
sentatives of the participating agencies and issued 
over the signature of the Attorney General. 

The Guidelines 
The Guidelines for the Drug Enforcement Task 

Forces were designed to provide a structured but 
flexible set of operational and administrative rules 
of conduct for the Task Forces. There has been a 
high degree of compliance with the letter and spirit 
of the Guidelines on the part of the participating 
agencies, and the Task Forces have grown into 
unique but closely related entities, sharing goals, 
methods, and resources. 

The Guidelines set forth the OCDE Task Force 
Program goal: 

To identify, investigate, and prosecute 
members of high-level drug trafficking 
enterprises and to destroy the operations 
of those organizations by means of: 

• Adding new Federal resources 
for the investigation and prose
cution of major drug trafficking 
organizations and 

• Fostering improved interagency 
coordination and cooperation in 
the investigation and prosecu
tion of major drug cases. 

The Guidelines also enumerate the specific ob
jectives of the Program, as follows: 

1. To target, investigate, and pros
ecute individuals who organize, 
direct, finance, or are otherwise 
engaged in high-level illegal 
drug traffic.king enterprises, in
cluding large scale money laun
dering organizations; 

2. To promote a coordinated drug 
enforcement effort in each Task 
Force region and to encourage 
maximum cooperation among 
all drug enforcement agencies; 

3. To work fully and effectively 
with State and local drug law en
forcement agencies; and 

4. To make full use of financial in
vestigative techniques, including 
tax law enforcement and for
feiture actions, to identify and 
convict high-level traffickers and 
to make possible government 
seizure of assets and profits 
derived from high-level drug 
trafficking. 

Appropriate targets for the Task Forces, ac
cording to the Guidelines, include: 

• traditional organized crime 
figures; 

• major outlaw motorcycle gangs; 

• prison gangs or prison-associated 
organizations; 

• criminal groups formed for the 
purpose of importing and/or 
distributing large amounts of con
trolled substances, or which are 
financing the foregoing in addition 
to other nondrug criminal activity; 
and 

• physicians, pharmacists, or other 
registrants illegally dispensing 
substantial quantities of prescrip
tion drugs. 
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The Task Force Program in Washington 
The Guidelines provide for national oversight 

of the OCDE Task Force Program through a 
number of groups composed of representatives of 
various Federal departments and agencies. This 
oversight is, as a rule, advisory in nature, providing 
policy direction and, when needed, dispute 
resolution. 

The senior oversight group is the Cabinet Coun
cil on Legal Policy, chaired by the Attorney General.* 
This council has responsibility for national policy 
formulation and interagency coordination and 
cooperation; it deals only with exceptional, 
national-scale problems and is seldom concerned 
with the day-to-day details of Task Force opera
tions. The Working Group on Drug Supply Reduction 
is chaired by the Associate Attorney General (see 
Appendix C for composition of this Working 
Group) and provides support to the Cabinet Coun
cil as well as guidance to the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) Working Group. 
This Working Group is also chaired by the 
Associate Attorney General and is composed of 
senior officials from agencies of the Treasury, 
Transportation, and Justice departments. (A roster 
of the Working Group's ex officio membership is 
in Appendix D.) 

The OCDETF Working Group provides direct 
supervision and guidance for the OCDE Task Force 
Program nationally. It is its role to articulate policy, 
and to coordinate the development and mainte
nance of the OCDE Task Force Program. It is this 
Working Group's responsibility to resolve in
teragency administrative or policy disagreements 
that cannot be settled in the field. The OCDETF 
Working Group is charged with the responsibility for 
reviewing the Guidelines on an annual basis, and for 
continuing review of resource allocation. 

The Washington Agency Representatives Group pro
vides routine staff assistance to the Working Group 
(see Appendix E). It works in close association with 
the OCDETF Administrative Unit (see below) 
through meetings and individual consultation. Dur
ing the early days of the Program, this group met 
as often as twice a week; meetings are now regularly 
scheduled on a monthly basis. 

The OCDETF Administrative Unit, in the 
Department of Justice, is under the supervision of 

* The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 
codified the drug enforcement coordination 
mechanisms established by the Cabinet Council on 
Legal Policy and the Working Group on Drug Sup
ply Reduction. Effective January 20, 1985, this Act 
established the National Drug Enforcement Policy 
Board chaired by the Attorney General. 

the Deputy Associate Attorney General. It has day
to-day responsibility for prov1dmg admm1strat1ve 
support to the Task Forces and is responsible for 
records management and maintenance. This Unit 
serves as a first-echelon point of contact for the Task 
Forces when Washington intervention or problern
solving assistance is required. The Administrative 
Unit operated through the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram's first two years without funding and without 
its own table of organization; personnel were 
drawn, on loan, from other offices. In late 1984 a 
Director for the Administrative Unit was author
ized, and assigned five personnel positions in the 
office of the Associate Attorney General. 

The relationships among the elements of the 
OCDE Task Force Program are set forth in the ex
hibits on the following pages. 

Task Force Field Organization 
The original design for the Task Force Pro

gram resulted in the creation of 12 Task Forces. 
(Florida and the Caribbean have now been incor
porated into the Task Force structure-see Chapter 
2.) In each of the Task Force regions, a major city 
was designated as a "core city," and the Federal 
judicial district in which it is located was termed 
the core city district. The other judicial districts 
within a region are referred to as non-core city 
districts or, for simplicity, as districts. 

The number of districts in a region varies from 
two (in the Los Angeles/Nevada Task Force) to 12 
(in the Gulf Coast and the Southeast Task Forces). 
During 1984, as events demonstrated the need, ad
justments were made from the original composi
tion of some Task Forces. A complete year-end 
listing of the regions and the districts, together with 
personnel allocations, appears in Appendix B. 
Chapter 2 explains the changes. 

The US. Attorney for the district where the core 
city is located is the senior official responsible for 
the performance of each Task Force. The U.S. At
torney is accountable to the Associate Attorney 
General for Task Force matters and chairs the Task 
Force Advisory Committee for the region. The 
U.S. Attorney also oversees Task Force operations 
and progress and supervises the Assistant U.S. At
torney Task Force Coordinator, described below. 

The core city U.S. Attorney has no line 
authority over other U.S. Attorneys and their staffs, 
nor over the personnel of investigative agencies, but 
bears direct responsibility for the emphasis placed 
on Task Force activities in the district. The core 
city U.S. Attorney is also responsible for facilitating 
interaction among the various agencies, and among 
the representatives of the districts within the region. 
The positive, aggressive, and skillful support of the 
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core city U.S. Attorney is extremely important to 
the success of a Task Force. 

Each Task Force region has a Task Force Ad
visory Committee composed of all of the region's U.S. 
Attorneys, the Assistant U.S. Attorney Task Force 
Coordinator, the Agency Task Force Coordinators, 
and the senior representatives of the investigative 
agencies throughout the region. Where there is an 
Organized Crime Strike Force, its chief is also a 
member of the Committee. It is this committee's 
responsibility to oversee the Task Force and to pro
vide general guidance on policy and procedures, 
within the context of the Guidelines. 

The central administrative element for each 
Task Force is the Task Force Coordination Group. This 
is the most visible and recognizable Task Force en
tity, and usually oc~upies "the Task Force office." 

Each participating agency-ATF, Coast 
Guard, Customs, DEA, FBI, IRS, and the Mar
shals Service-has one representative designated 
as an Agency Coordinator and member of the Task 
Force Coordination Group. (The Coast Guard is not 
represented in the Mountain States and North Cen
tral Task Forces.) These agency coordinators are 
relatively senior and experienced investigative per
sonnel, drawn from their respective organizations. 
For the most part, they have no supervisory 
authority over personnel within their agencies (only 
ATF consistently maintains a supervisory role for 
its coordinators) but serve to coordinate the ac
tivities of their agencies within the Task Force; to 
provide a direct and informed communications 
channel to facilitate Task Force operations; to par
ticipate in the review, selection, and disposition of 
Task Force cases; to monitor the allocation of 
resources to Task Force cases; and to contribute 
to both the Task Force's and their agencies' re
porting and information systems. 

An Assistant U.S. Attorney (A USA) in the 
core city, the A USA Task Force Coordinator, has the 
responsibility for the administrative operations of 
the Coordination Group and for establishing and 
maintaining the Task Force office. This AUSA 
Coordinator is also to serve as a focal point for com
munications among the Task Force's districts, 
among various Task Forces, and between the Task 
Force and the Administrative Unit in Washington. 
It is the AUSA Coordinator's responsibility to en
sure that reports to Washington are timely and con
form to the requirements spelled out by the Ad
ministrative Unit. 

In the (non-core) districts, it is once again the 
U.S. Attorney who sees to the general coordina
tion and oversight of Task Force operations. The 
U.S. Attorney also provides the administrative sup
port and organizational leadership for the District 

The individuals designated to 
serve in Task Force positions are 
required by the Guidelines to be 

experienced in the conduct of 
Federal narcotics cases. 

Drug Enforcement Coordination Group, which 
reviews case selection, resource allocation, and 
operational progress of Task Force efforts. Districts 
do not have individual Task Force Coordination 
Groups such as those in the core cities. Each U.S. 
Attorney designates an AUSA to serve as Lead 
Task Force Attorney for the district. This AUSA 
has responsibility for managing Task Force ad
ministrative requirements, overseeing the case 
selection process, providing necessary reporting, 
and serving as a liaiso'n point with the core city Task 
Force office. 

Personnel 
Personnel allocations for the Task Force Pro

gram were for 200 AUSAs and 1,019 agents from 
the participating investigative agencies. Support 
personnel-clerical, technical, and paralegal
totaling 387 were also allocated. The breakdown 
of allocations among the several agencies was as 
follows through September 1984: 

Attorneys/ Agents Support 

Asst. U.S. 
Attorneys 200 146 

FBI 334 77 

DEA 274 63 

IRS 185 35 

U.S. Customs 142 58 

ATF 72 8 

U.S. Marshals 
Service 12 

U.S. Coast 
Guard* 11 

*(Coast Guard receives no budget allocation 
for Task Force personnel, but has stationed 
coordinators with all Task Force offices ex
cept Denver and Chicago.) 
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With the creation of the Florida/Caribbean 
Task Force in October, an additional 15 attorney, 
57 agent, and 24 support positions were allocated; 
84 more slots are planned when Department of 
Treasury funding becomes available in 1985 (see 
Appendix B). All of the positions indicated are for 
field personnel, with the exception of five IRS and 
33 Customs support positions allocated to the 
Treasury Financial Law Enforcement Center in 
Washington, D.C. 

The individuals designated to serve in Task 
Force positions are required by the Guidelines to be 
experienced in the conduct of Federal narcotics 
cases. By and large, this policy has been adhered 
to, with the partial exception of those agencies that 
have not recently or traditionally had such involve
ment. U.S. Attorneys and agency supervisors were 
instructed to designate experienced and capable 
personnel for the Task Forces, while "back-filling" 
their vacated positions and avoiding any diminu
tion of effort or effectiveness against their pre-Task 
Force targets. 

All of the participating agencies made good
faith efforts to meet these injuntions, but shortages 
of trained and experienced personnel made it im
possible always to sustain prior levels of effort while 
devoting a substantial portion of senior agents and 
attorneys to the OCDE Task Force Program. To 
a certain extent, these shortfalls persisted for some 
time, but as additional personnel have moved 
through the agencies' respective pipelines, ''back
fills" have been accomplished. The Task Forces 
themselves are fully and competently staffed and 
moving into routine personnel reassignment cycles. 

The Guidelines further state that the term 
''Task Force personnel,'' referring to both agents 
and attorneys, is to be interpreted to mean 
dedicated or full-time permanent positions rather 
than cumulative hours or "fulltime equivalency." 
Provisions is made for filling up to 25 percent of 
an agency's allocation on the basis ofpersor,-hours, 
however, to permit temporary utilization of in
dividuals with special skills and to provide a cer
tain amount of managerial flexibility. Task Force 
cases often require the commitment of resources 
over and above the designated investigators and at
torneys in order to get the job done, and as a result 
many agencies, in a number of the Task Forces, 
are exceeding their required personnel com
mitments and are doing so largely on the basis of 
person-hours, rather than dedicated or permanent, 
full-time personnel. While the use of full-time 
equivalent personnel results in more difficult per
sonnel accounting, some managers have found that 
such practice affords them greater flexibility in 
responding to day-to-day fluctuations in re-

quirements. Others feel strongly that a dilution of 
personnel dedication results in a reduction of 
availability and responsiveness. 

Operations 
Task Force operations follow the same life cy

cle as other narcotics prosecutions: initiation, in
vestigation, prosecution, disposition. These stages 
are looked at briefly in the following paragraphs 
and the features that distinguish Task Force cases 
from others are highlighted. 

Initiation 
Task Force cases can be said to originate 

twice: once with the inception of an agency's in
vestigation and once more when the case is accepted 
for Task Force status. Regardless of the case's 
"age," it may be submitted by the investigating 
agency for acceptance as a Task Force case. In the 
districts, the case is reviewed and endorsed (or re
jected) first by the District Drug Enforcement Coor
dination Group. If that group approves it, the 
district's U.S. Attorney forwards the initiation form 
to the core city's Task Force Coordination Group 
for its consideration. If the Coordination Group 
agrees, the case is formally adopted by the Task 
Force. 

Specified criteria for acceptance of a case by 
a Task Force are spelled out in the Guidelines. A 
case is appropriate for Task Force adoption if it ap
pears to: 

• involve major drug trafficking 
figures; 

• require the resources and ex
pertise of another agency be
cause of possible violations other 
than those involving narcotics; 

• have serious investigative rami
fications that extend to other 
geographical jurisdictions; 
and/or 

• require the assistance of an 
Assistant U.S. Attorney during 
the early stages of an investi
gation. 

The local approval process is an integral part 
of the decentralized nature of the Task Force Pro
gram. It enables each region to make its own deter
mination of the scope and nature of cases ap
propriate for the Task Force, in light of such local 
conditions as trafficking patterns,. the nature of drug 
use in an area, and the economic or social impact 
of drug use or trafficking in an area. 
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The case selection and initiation process ini
tially included oversight by Washington to establish 
certain levels of "quality" for Task Force cases. 
In accordance with the OCDE Task Force Program 
development plan, the Washington involvement in 
case selection was discontinued in July 1983. The 
Task Forces now have the responsibility for select
ing their own cases. By the end of 1984 a total of 
804 cases had been initiated. The characteristics 
of these cases are displayed in the exhibits presented 
in Chapter 5. 

It is apparent that the number of Task Force 
cases on the books has continued to increase, 
although the resources available to the Program 
have not. Consequently, Coordination Groups in
creasingly scrutinize cases under review for possi
ble Task Force status in terms of the resources
particularly personnel resources-that they will 
require. During 1984, some Task Forces have 
added to the earlier qualitative selection criteria a 
requirement that Task Force resources adequate 
to the effective pursuit of a case be identifiable and 
available. Increasingly, new cases cannot be ap
proved for the Task Force until earlier cases are 
completed or dropped. The Task Forces are still 
endeavoring to arrive at a practical method of 
eliminating from the record-and from actual 
practice-cases that no longer qualify for Task 
Force resources, for whatever reason. Law enforce
ment activities often resist neat categorization and 
recognizable boundaries; this is particularly so with 
the complex cases that constitute the bulk of the 
Task Forces' case loads. 

Investigation 
The Task Force Program's Guidelines direct 

that: 

Investigation should focus on 
criminal activities in order to achieve 
high level prosecutions and, when ap
propriate, should also concentrate on the 
financial aspects of the case. The in
vestigations should utilize a wide range 
of advanced and traditional investigative 
techniques which may include but not 
be limited to: 

• undercover 

• Title III 

• immunity 

• tax grand jury 

• other grand jury 

• parole into the United States 

• extradition 

• witness protection 

The thrust of this directive is threefold. In the 
first place, it directs that investigations will not be 
of the traditional "buy/bust" nature, in which drug 
sellers are arrested promptly after making one sell 
to an undercover operative. Instead, investigations 
will continue beyond the first buy and beyond the 
retail seller to identify and collect evidence on the 
illegal activities of major traffickers-importers and 
distributors-and of the financiers, lawyers, and 
others who participate in money laundering and 
other support roles. 

Second, the directive requires that investiga
tions will utilize such investigative techniques as 
are appropriate, drawing upon the special resources 
of the Task Forces as necessary. This means that 
more than one agency's particular expertise, 
technology, and personnel strength can be 
employed in Task Force cases. The Task Forces 
·are also provided with special appropriations of 
operational funds which can be drawn upon for the 
purchase of evidence and information, and for the 
purchase of sophisticated investigative equipment. 

In addition to directing 
enhanced cooperation and coor

dination among the several agen
cies that participate in the Task 

Force Program, the Guidelines 
encourage wide cooperation with 
State and local law enforcement 

agencies and provide for reim
bursement to them for overtime 

work on Task Force investiga
tions. 

Third, the range and nature of the in
vestigative techniques requires, more often than 
not, continuing and intensive participation by 
Assistant U.S. Attorneys in the development of in
vestigative strategy and in the provision of contin
uing counsel to ensure that evidence growing out 
of the investigation will be complete, conclusive, 
proper, and admissible. 

Task Force investigations have indeed 
benefited from these stated intentions in the 
Guidelines and from a number of synergisms that 
may not have been anticipated. The result is a 
litany of features found in Task Force investiga-
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tions that are not standard in traditional efforts. 
They include more experienced investigative per
sonnel; ready attorney availability; greater person
nel resources, both in numbers and range of ex
pertise; interagency communications channels that 
result in rapid and effective flow of investigative 
information; and the existence of a Task Force 
"network" such that, for example, a California in
vestigative team can achieve instant attention and 
rapport with its counterparts in Ohio. 

In addition to directing enhanced cooperation 
and coordination among the several agencies that 
participate in the Task Force Program, the 
Guidelines encourage wide cooperation with State 
and local law enforcement agencies and provide for 
reimbursement to them for overtime work on Task 
Force investigations. The generally enhanced rela
tions with State and local agencies have greatly in
creased investigative leads and opportunities, 
augmented the personnel resources available to in
vestigations, and consolidated relations among the 
agencies of various levels of government. 

Another distinguishing feature of Task Force 
activities is the emphasis placed on financial in
vestigations, directed at proving or reinforcing drug 
charges, bringing tax or currency charges against 
target drug dealers, and identifying assets subject 
to seizure and forfeiture. The Task Forces have 
designated experienced attorneys and agents to 
serve as specialists in financial investigations. A 
Task Force feature of some novelty, which has 
grown during 1984, is a financial investigations unit 
now existing within most of the Task Forces. The 
manner in which these specialists operate and the 
role of financial investigations in Task Force opera
tions are described in some detail in Chapter 3. 

Also worth noting is a substantial increase in 
the use of international litigative efforts in support 
of investigations as well as prosecutions. Perhaps 
most outstanding is the greater use of extradition 
of witnesses as well as fugitives; the parole into the 
United States of witnesses; and the acquisition, 
through legal means, of banking and financial in
formation from foreign financial institutions. Work
ing closely with the U.S. Department of State, the 
Task Forces have been highly successful in this area 
of international investigations. 

These and other investigative highlights of the 
Task Force Program are examined further in 
Chapter 3. Statistical data reflecting the nature of 
the Task Forces' investigations are to be found in 
Chapter 5. 

Prosecution 
Task Force prosecutions benefit from broad, 

thorough, and careful investigations of the sort 

outlined above, and from the dedicated attention 
of attorneys who are skilled and experienced in nar
cotics cases and who are intimately familiar with 
the cases at hand. Distinctive factors of Task Force 
prosecutions include: 

• a disciplined use of plea agreements, as 
outlined in the Guidelines, to lead to 
higher level targets; 

• an increased emphasis on forfeitures, 
either in civil actions or under the 
criminal forfeiture provisions of the 
''kingpin'' statutes; 

• the use of any of a wide range of 
statutes-not just drug statutes-to put 
drug trafficking organizations out of 
business; and 

• a concerted determination to coordi
nate prosecutorial act1v1t1es among 
various jurisdictions in order to achieve 
maximum impact on entire organiza
tions. 

Increasingly, Task Forces are making use of 
the process of'' cross-designation,' of attorneys per
mitting State or local prosecutors to participate in 
Federal prosecutions and vice versa. As with the 
use of State and local investigators, this practice 
not only augments the attorney resources that can 
be brought to bear, it also adds to prosecutorial flex
ibility in terms of choices of venues and charges. 

The effectiveness of the Task Forces' prosecu
tions is attested to by the extent to which they have 
resulted in convictions under the statutes that carry 
heavy penalties. A section of Chapter 3 provide> 
a detailed look at the Task Forces, success in utiliz
ing the "kingpin" statutes. 

Disposition 
The ultimate statistical measure of law en· 

forcement success is to be found in the outcome 01 

prosecutions. A review of the statistics presentec 
in Chapter 5 shows that, during 1984, Task Fore< 
cases resulted in 1,559 persons whose cases wer<: 
disposed of, of whom 1, 129, or 72. 4 percent 
entered a guilty plea; 279, or 17. 9 percent, wer< 
found guilty; 51, or 3.3 percent, were found no' 
guilty; and charges against 100, or 6.4 percent 
were dismissed. 

Case examples describing how a few of th< 
1984 cases were pursued and concluded are m 
terspersed among the succeeding chapters. 
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The Second Year 

Nineteen eighty-four was a year of matura
tion and consolidation of gains for the Task Forces. 
Investigations matured into prosecutions, and 
agents and attorneys honed and perfected what for 
many were newfound technical skills. The special 
procedures developed during the Program's first 
year for tailoring agency capabilities to meet case 
development needs .have been institutionalized. 

The Federal, State and local agencies engaged 
in drug and cashflow interdictions in South Florida 
were now joined to the nationwide system by the 
creation of the Florida/Caribbean Task Force. The 
Task Force Administrative Unit was able to im
prove the system for tracking cases, to implement 
logical revisions of certain Task Force geographic 
boundaries, and to initiate a study of the burgeon
ing Task Force case load. 

These innovations of the Task Force's second 
year are summarized in this chapter. The Task 
Forces in the field speak for themselves through 
agency and AUSA reports of their views at the close 
of the second year. 

The Thirteenth Task Force 

On October 1, 1984, the Florida/Caribbean 
Task Force became the thirteenth OCDE Task 
Force, completing the Program's national coverage. 
By year's end, the newest Task Force was at work 
on dozens of substantial cases, providing support 
to its sister Task Forces, and working in harmony 
with pre-existing drug law enforcement elements 
in the region. 

Florida was host to both the earliest and the 
most recent major Federal drug task force. 
Southern Florida had served as a focal point for 
related efforts for several years prior to the initia
tion of the OCDE Task Force Program. Florida 
and the Caribbean experienced seriously escalating 
drug-related crime problems beginning in the early 
1970s. Miami and the surrounding ports were the 
points of entry into the United States of vast 
amounts of marijuana and cocaine, primarily pro-

duced in South America. While Miami itself con
stituted a market for some of these drugs, it was 
and remains primarily a trans-shipment point to 
all areas of the country. It is also a banking center 
through which flows huge amounts of cash, the 
fruits of illicit drug transactions. 

Miami is easily accessible to South American 
drug traffickers. It was a well-established commer
cial and financial center long before the onslaught 
of the narcotics trade. There were previously devel
oped popular patterns of commerce and travel be
tween Miami and South and Central America. 
These factors, combined with the potential for 
smuggling that hundreds of miles of coastline and 
scores of remote airports present, made Florida a 
hospitable base for the illicit drug trade. 

As this trade grew, so did related violence in 
the streets of Miami. Foreign and immigrant traf
fickers did not observe the <(disciplines and courte
siesn of many indigenous American criminal 
groups, with established criminal etiquette and 
mutual respect for territory. Many traditional 
criminal organizations had developed a system of 
''living by the rules,'' only infrequently resorting 
to violence as a means of resolving disputes. The 
newcomers to American drug dealing resorted to 
violence much more readily. Many South Ameri
can-based smugglers and dealers believed that 
carrying-and using-high-powered, sophisticated 
weapons was an essential element in defending 
one's supply of drugs. Homicides in and around 
Dade County rose alarmingly; murders occurred 
in broad daylight, and in plain sight. All too often 
the victims were innocent bystanders. 

As this terrifying lawlessness strained avail
able police resources in the area, drug dealers 
amassed exceptional amounts of money, much of 
which found its way into the banking system of 
Southern Florida. South American criminal nar
cotics organizations directed payments from their 
U.S. wholesale customers to Miami. From Califor
nia, New York, Detroit, Denver, and the rest of 
the country came cash payments for tons of mari
juana and kilos of cocaine. In suitcases, duffel bags, 
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and cardboard cartons-the cash flowed into Miami 
banks. 

In order to be useful, the profits from drug sales 
had to be either available for reinvestment in fur
ther purchases of wholesale drugs in foreign coun
tries-or laundered. Both the transfer of funds out 
of the country for reinvestment and the launder
ing of funds through foreign accounts typically 
began at the domestic commercial banks. This kind 
of activity can tend to corrupt elements of a bank
ing system. 

As early as 1978, the Federal 
Reserve Banks in Miami and 
Jacksonville received a surplus of 
$3.3 billion in currency from 
financial institutions in Florida. 
In contrast, the remaining 35 
Federal Reserve Banks were re
quired to provide the institutions 
they serviced with some $3.5 
billion in currency. By 1984 the 
Miami Branch of the Federal 
Reserve experienced a cash 
surplus of $7 billion! 

As a result of this act1v1ty, Miami rapidly 
became the U.S. leader in drug-related cash flow. 
As early as 1978, the Federal Reserve Banks in 
Miami and Jacksonville received a surplus of $3. 3 
billion in currency from financial institutions in 
Florida. In contrast, the remaining 35 Federal 
Reserve Banks were required to provide the institu
tions they serviced with some $3. 5 billion in cur
rency. By 1984 the Miami Branch of the Federal 
Reserve experienced a cash surplus of $7 billion! 
This huge surplus, recognized as a strong indicator 
of the processing of drug money, coupled with the 
unprecedented incidents of violence, served as 
strong impetus for the development of a new 
Federal response. 

The Federal response to what had become an 
intolerable situation took several forms. The first 
was the establishment, in 1980, of Operation 
Greenback, made up of investigation and prosecu
tion teams in Miami, Tampa, and Sanjuan. The 
teams were made up of criminal investigators from 
IRS, Customs, and DEA, and prosecuting attor
neys from the U.S. Attorneys' offices and the 
Department of Justice. The Greenback units 

focused upon the flow of illegal drug money through 
the area's legitimate institutions. 

The most widely heralded initiative was the 
creation, in early 1982, of the Vice President's 
South Florida Task Force (VPSFTF), charged to 
coordinate and strengthen Federal drug law en
forcement in the region. The VPSFTF was respon
sible for the creation of the DEA/Customs Joint 
Task Group, an investigative effort focusing on the 
follow-up of interdictive operations. To assist in car
rying out the VPSFTF mandate dealing with crim
inal weapons use, A TF tripled its personnel in 
Southern Florida, and entered into an aggressive 
program of collaboration with State and local forces 
in firearms enforcement, resulting in a 400 percent 
increase in firearms cases prosecuted in the district. 

These substantial initiatives were solidly in 
operation in late 1982, when the President an
nounced the creation of the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force Program. The strides 
made by these organizations in Southern Florida 
had, on the one hand, encouraged Federal planners 
to use the multi-agency task force approach more 
widely in confronting drug trafficking. On the other 
hand, these focused attacks had diverted a substan
tial amount of drug smuggling to gulf and eastern 
sea- and airports of entry. Money laundering activ
ities had been diverted to as far away as New York 
and the California-Mexico border. The problems 
were now shared by many regions. 

A more recent addition to the Federal pres· 
ence in Southern Florida was the National Narcotic' 
Border Interdiction System (NNBIS), an informa· 
tion-gathering and consultative organizatior 
designed to identify smuggling operations and tc 
assist the Coast Guard and Customs in interdictine 
the illegal importation of drugs. NNBIS is alsc 
charged with facilitating the use of militar7 
resources in support of interdiction actions. NNBI~ 
was established in March 1983, with six regiona 
locations around the country i to assist in copine 
with the vast amount of drug importation, includine 
the importation that had been diverted from th< 
Miami area. 

The OCDE Task Force Program was struc· 
tured to avoid disrupting the organization and func
tioning of the enforcement programs already oper· 
ating in Southern Florida. The original plan pro· 
vided limited additional resources to Southerr 
Florida and only modest resources and no organiza· 
tional structure to the Northern and Middl< 
Districts of Florida. 

Although drug traffic in and through Southerr 
Florida had received widespread attention, rela· 
tively little notice was given to the situation in th( 
Caribbean. Clearly, Puerto Rico shared many o 
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Because such a high proportion 
of the United States' cocaine and 
marijuana imports, and the 
dollars they generate, travel 
through Miami, the other twelve 
Task Forces find themselves 1n 
steady contact with various 
Southern Florida officials. 

Miami's economic and cultural ties to Latin 
America and was comparably accessible to smug
glers. The Virgin Islands constituted a virtually 
unguarded point of entry into American jurisdic
tion with a high number of daily transients and 
ample opportunities to spend money without at
tracting attention. The magnitude of illegal drug 
transactions in these jurisdictions was unknown. 

Acting through supplementary budget appro
priations for FY 1985, Congress authorized the 
establishment of the Florida/Caribbean Task Force 
as an integral part of the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force Program. 

The Department of Justice took considerable 
pains to design and inaugurate a Florida/Caribbean 
Task Force compatible with existing programs. 
Studies were made to obtain Florida law enforce
ment perspectives; to determine what elements were 
already available and what others were needed to 
make the new Task Force a viable and productive 
addition; and to determine how best to integrate 
the new program with existing ones without waste 
or disruption. 

The primary concern of those involved was 
that the new Task Force would add to the com
plexity and difficulty of rationalizing and coor
dinating drug law enforcement activities in the area. 
Some officials in Southern Florida lamented the 
proliferation of investigative agencies and the dif
ficulties encountered in attempting routine but 
essential coordination. In an area with more than 
1,000 drug investigators already at work, the 
insertion of yet one more organization was viewed 
with apprehension. In order to be accepted and to 
succeed, the new Task Force would have to create 
new avenues of coordination without reinforcing 
existing communication barriers. 

Another challenge affecting the plans for the 
new Task Force was the enormous volume of refer
rals being received in Florida from other OCDE 
Task Forces. Because such a high proportion of the 
United States' cocaine and marijuana imports, and 
the dollars they generate, travel through Miami, 
the other 12 Task Forces find themselves in steady 
contact with various Southern Florida officials. 

There is a constant and sizable flow of requests to 
Mian1i for investigative assistance in support of 
cases in other parts of the country. Often providing 
this assistance requires days of investigative time. 
Frequently, other Task Forces develop leads or ob
tain information that -is properly considered to be 
of operational interest to Miami investigators and 
prosecutors; the receipt and pursuit of such leads 
is also time consuming. Even routine requests for 
information which are not demanding on an indi
vidual basis can assume overwhelming proportions 
when their numbers increase. It was clear that the 
new Task Force should plan to serve the other Task 
Forces and the existing drug law enforcement pro
grams in Miami by becoming a clearinghouse and 
service center for dealings among them. 

A need existed for the new Task Force to serve 
as a regional entity, providing assistance and 
guidance to the state's Middle and Northern 
Districts, and to Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands, as well as the beleaguered Southern District 
of Florida. None of these judicial districts had 
received significant resources, support, or guidance 
under the previous arrangement, and it was essen
tial that they be joined in a regional approach to 
the problems common to them all. 

Another factor to be considered in planning 
for the new Task Force was the differences in scale 
and concept between OCDE Task Force Program 
cases and those typical of Southern Florida. The 
Task Forces concentrate their attention on organi
zations, and structure their investigations accord
ingly, using a multi-agency approach. Cases under 
investigation by agencies of the Vice President's 
South Florida Task Force, in contrast, were 
generally selected on the basis of prior intelligence 
of major transactions. Nonetheless, the volume of 
drugs and size of drug transactions in or through 
Southern Florida was of such magnitude that no 
other Task Force region regularly dealt with trans
actions of comparable importance. Typical drug 
transactions in Southern Florida can be as much 
as 10 times the size of those in other regions. The 
advent of the OCDE Task Force Program meant 
the introduction of a different conceptual ap
proach-targeting organizations-and linked the 
national OCDE Task Force Program to extremely 
high levels of trafficking, as well as to numerous 
other high-profile drug law enforcement groups. 

The Florida/Caribbean Organized Crime 
Drug Enforcement Task Force became operational 
in Miami on October 1, 1984. In accordance with 
a schedule of careful development, all the parts were 
in place on that date. The Florida/Caribbean Task 
Force was set up according to the Guidelines, sup
plemented by several considerations. Primary 
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among these is the rule that no existing task force, 
group, operation, or office would be altered as a 
result of the initiation of the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram, unless agreed to by the entity affected. 

Unlike most existing drug law enforcement 
groups in the area, the Florida/Caribbean Task 
Force would be a regional group, responsible for 
resources throughout the five Federal judicial 
districts assigned to it. 

Consistent with Organized Crime Drug En
forcement Task Force Program policies elsewhere, 
the Task Force would function under the general 
policy direction of an advisory committee. The 
Florida/Caribbean Advisory Committee, however, 
would have additional representation, reflecting the 
unique characteristics of the region. The 
Florida/Caribbean Advisory Committee is com
posed of: 

• The U.S. Attorney, Southern District 
of Florida, Chair; 

• The U.S. Attorneys of the Middle and 
Northern Districts of Florida, and of the 
Districts of Puerto Rico and the Virgin 
Islands; 

• The Special Agents in Charge of the 
participating Federal investigative 
agencies; 

• Representatives of State and local law 
enforcement bodies; 

• A representative of the Department of 
Defense; 

11 The Chief of the Miami Organized 
Crime Strike Force; and 

• The Commander of the Seventh Coast 
Guard District, who is also the Coor
dinator of the Vice President's South 
Florida Task Force and of the 
Southeastern Region of NNBIS. 

District USAO FBI DEA 

N. Dist. FL 5 0 0 
M. Dist. FL 8 8 7 
S. Dist. FL 11 23 18 
Puerto Rico 2 3 3 
Virgin Islands 0 0 0 

TOTALS 26 34 28 

Thus the advisory committee has, through the 
Coast Guard Commander, representation from 
both the VPSFTF and NNBIS. The result is fur
ther assurance that the policies of the major 
organizational elements are kept consistent and 
mutually supportive. 

The next organizational level is the Task Force 
Coordinating Group, which differs from those of 
the other Task Forces in two respects. First, in ad
dition to the regular corps of agency and A USA 
Coordinators, it has an Administrator, supplied by 
the Department of Justice, to assist in Task Force 
management and to facilitate interaction among the 
many drug law enforcement elements in the area. 
Second, the Coordinating Group provides con
tinuing operational-level technical coordination 
between the Task Force and NNBIS. Recognizing 
the particular importance of interdiction in the 
Florida area, the Task Force makes special efforts 
to provide information derived through the in
vestigative process to NNBIS. Daily contact be
tween the Coordination Group and NNBIS facili
tates the timely flow of technical information 
between the two offices. 

Further, to ensure operational coordination 
with both NNBIS and the Vice President's Task 
Force, an informal but regular liaison has been 
established at the operating level, through regular 
meetings of the OCDETF Administrator and the 
Staff Coordinator for those two organizations. 

The District Drug Enforcement Coordination 
Groups in the remaining districts of Florida, Puerto 
Rico, and the Virgin Islands follow the same 
pattern as those in other Task Forces around the 
country. The respective U.S. Attorneys appoint the 
Groups, which review and consult on resource 
allocations and progress, and a Lead Task Force 
AUSA, responsible for Task Force operations in 
the district. 

Prior to October 1, 1984, the only Task Force 
personnel allocations in the Florida/Caribbean 
region were for nine AUSAs and six support posi
tions in the three districts of Florida. The follow
ing table shows the professional (agent or attorney) 
personnel assigned to each of the Florida/Caribbean 

uses IRS ATF USMS USCG 

2 5 0 0 0 
4 10 2 0 0 

17 13 13 1 1 
0 2 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

23 30 15 
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Task Force's districts as of the end of 1984. 
In addition to attorney and agent positions, 

40 new support positions were added to the six ex
isting in the three Florida districts, to make a total 
of 46. 

Many of the new positions were filled by ex
perienced, existing personnel, with backfill to their 
respective agencies actually creating the additional 
personnel. Staffing, however, was not fully com
plete by year's end. Department of justice agencies 
had begun the process but would not complete the 
hiring and training necessary to reach full strength 
until the Spring of 1985. Treasury agencies were 
obliged to await additional congressional appropria
tions action in order to reach full programmed 
strength. 

The Greenback operations in both the Florida 
and Puerto Rican districts were being incorporated 
directly into the new Task Force, keeping their 
proud identity and gaining new Task Force 
associations. By mid-1984 the Miami office of 
Operation Greenback was conducting about 50 in
vestigations with a staff of 53 investigative agents 
and attorneys and a support staff of 22 clerks and 
technicians. 

In Florida's Middle District, Operation 
Greenback included eight attorneys and agents. 
The Puerto Rican Greenback operation was con
ducted by nine attorneys and agents vvhen it became 
part of the new Task Force. The inauguration of 
the Florida/Caribbean Task Force served to sup
port and strengthen all of these Operation Green
back efforts. 

As part of the process of integration, the 
Greenback managers consolidated much of the 
ongoing activity into cases that met OCDE Task 
~orce Program criteria. Those cases that did not 
meet these criteria were being phased out of the 
Greenback inventory, and by year's end those 
Greenback cases being actively pursued were con
sistent with Guidelines standards, and new cases were 
being developed. To further this vital integration 
of Greenback into the Task Force, senior Green
back agents from DEA, IRS, and Customs were 
appointed by their agency managers to serve as 
coordinators for their respective agencies in the new 
Task Force. 

One of the three Greenback operations 
(Miami) in the Florida/Caribbean region moved 
promptly and smoothly into the Task Force, 
becoming a functioning and productive specialty 
unit. The other two operations were still in transi
tion as the year ended. 

Another special function was established 
within the Task Force: responding to OCDE Task 
Force Program referrals. Coping with the flow of 

referrals and requests for assistance has been a 
major responsibility of all the agencies in Southern 
Florida, as previously noted. Each of those agen
cies responded to such requests in a positive man
ner, trying to balance its own immediate needs with 
those of other Task Forces. Now the Florida/ 
Caribbean Task Force Coordination Group serves 
to expedite and facilitate that process. The Coor
dination Group assists the Task Force agencies 1 

referral units by screening and placing in order of 
priority those referrals and requests received from 
other Task Forces. This mechanism provides a clear 
and responsive channel for the other Task Forces 
around the country and reduces the interference 
in investigative agencies' operations, which was 
common before this system was implemented. 

In addition to integrating Greenback and 
handling referrals, most Florida/Caribbean Task 
Force agents_ an.cl attorneys are devoted to the pur
suit of regular cases within the Program context. 

The Northern and Middle Districts of Florida 
were participants in the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram from the beginning. At the time of the new 
Task Force's inauguration they had some 38 cases 
in an active status. The two districts had operated 
outside a regular Task Force Program environ
ment-independent of a regional structure. (As 
noted elsewhere, the Program's system is highly 
decentralized and relies on regional offices for coor
dination and guidance, within the framework of the 
Guidelines.) In the absence 0f explicit regional 
guidance and coordination, the two districts had 
developed widely differing standards and ap
proaches. The Northern District had developed a 
large caseload, totaling some 26 cases, while the 
Middle District, using a different case structure, 
had initiated only 12. An early priority established 
for the new Task Force is to assist and support 
districts in bringing their policies-and case
loads-into a common regional standard. 

By the end of 1984, the two districts had a total 
of 32 active cases. Since the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram's inception in 1983, the Task Force agencies 
in the Northern and Middle Districts of Florida had 
convicted a total of 56 individuals. 

Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands presented 
new dimensions to the OCDE Task Force Program. 
The unique geography, cultures, and laws present 
challenges to the program which are not yet fully 
identified. Puerto Rico has introduced two major 
investigations into the Program. Although no Task 
Force personnel resources were allocated for the 
Virgin Islands, the Miami office of the Task Force 
and the U.S. Attorney in the Virgin Islands have 
set about defining and implementing an operational 
plan for that district. 
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The new Florida/Caribbean Task Force 
moved promptly in Southern Florida to adopt and 
initiate cases meeting Task Force Program criteria. 
By year's end, the Southern District of Florida had 
certified 10 cases, targeted on those organizations 
believed to be the largest and the most extensive 
in scale and impact. These cases were at varying 
stages when taken into th~ Task Force, and two 
have already resulted in indictments. 

Thus, in a relatively short period of time, 
plans were drawn for the new Florida/Caribbean 
Task Force, and it was inaugurated in an environ
ment rife with narcotics crime and already contain
ing a large number of traditional and nontraditional 
law enforcement organizations. It was established 
without altering, displacing, or disrupting any 
existing law enforcement operations. Arrangements 
were made to ensure fullest possible coordination 
with existing entities and the Task Force began 
operations of its own, while reinforcing Greenback's 
financial investigations and cases, and setting aside 
resources to respond to the referrals of other Task 
Forces. 

Realignments and adjustments were still tak
ing place at year's end as the OCDE Task Force 
Program approach took root and operations were 
geared up toward capacity. 

As the Florida/Caribbean Task Force reaches 
its full size and status, it can be expected to develop 
further its unique identity within the Task Force 
Program. It will add a new dimension to the drug 
law enforcement program in Southern Florida, 
focusing sharply on the discovery and prosecution 
of organized criminal elements engaged in drug 
trafficking there and across the hemisphere. It is 
expected to foster the creation of a region wide pro
gram dedicated to coordinated and concentrated 
pursuit of drug-dealing organizations. 

Fine-tuning the System 

Judicial Districts 
Experience gained during the first full year 

of Task Force operations indicated that a number 
of judicial districts should be shifted from one Task 
Force to another to bring them more closely in line 
with the patterns followed by organized crime and 
the structures of the law enforcement agencies. 
These realignments would result in a streamlining 
of investigations and prosecutions and a reduced 
need for bureaucratic coordination. Four such 
transfers were made on October 1, 1984. 

Northern District of Mississippi 
The Northern District of Mississippi was 

reassigned from the South Central Task Force 1 

the Gulf Coast Task Force. 
It had originally been anticipated that them 

jority of OCDE Task Force cases in this distri 
would originate in Memphis, Tennessee, a Sou1 
Central Task Force city. In practice, however, c 
of the Northern Mississippi Task Force cases hm 
involved trafficking from Mexico and Colombi: 
via the Gulf Coast. 

The fact that this had been the only distri 
in the 5th Circuit that was not in the Gulf Coa 
Task Force reinforced the transfer decision. 

A final consideration was the fact that the Fl 
and DEA Special Agents in Charge for tl 
Northern District of Mississippi are located in tl 
Southern District of Mississippi, a Gulf Coast Ta: 
Force district. 

Northern and Western Districts of New York 
These two districts were originally includ< 

in the New England Task Force. The lines ' 
criminal activity that most affect these district 
however) emanate from the New York City ar( 
and not from New England (Boston). In additi01 
all of the investigative agencies in these districts a 
overseen by offices within New York State, ar 
none is subordinate to a New England office. 

Western District of Kentucky 
This district was transferred from the Sorn 

Central Task Force to the Great Lakes Task Fon 
to conform more closely to the investigative age1 
cies' structures. The offices in charge of all of ti 
investigations in the Western District of Kentuc1 
are located within the Great Lakes Task Fon 
region; none is located in the South Central Regio1 

The Case Monitoring System 
The OCDE Task Force Program has gather< 

critical information about the first two years of i 
investigations through the use of the OCDET 
Case Monitoring System. This system was design< 
to satisfy the reporting and management needs 1 

the Associate Attorney General, U.S. Attorney 
the OCDETF Working Group, the Task Force 
and other program administrators. In 1984, aft< 
a full year of experience, a revision to simplify an 
upgrade the reporting system was initiated. Tl 
resulting changes became effective January 1, 198! 

The Case Monitoring System used to genera 
the statistics presented in this report consists of tf 
automated OCDE Task Force data collected fr01 
four separate forms: the Case Initiation Form, tl 
Indictment Form, the Sentencing Form, and tl 
Monthly Report. In the revised system the forma 
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of these forms have been simplified. The Monthly 
Report has been replaced by a Quarterly Report 
and a fifth input source, the Asset Forfeiture Form, 
has been added. A description of each part of the 
revised system follows. 

An Investigation Initiation Form replaces the Case 
Initiation Form. It serves two primary functions. 
First, the form provides the Assistant U.S. Attorney 
Task Force Coordinator and the core city Task 
Force Coordination Group with a full explanation 
of why the investigation should be considered for 
Task Force status. Second, it provides preliminary 
data for the records of the regional Task Force and 
for the Administrative Unit in Washington. 

In the districts, the Task Force attorney as
signed to the investigation completes the Investiga
tion Initiation Fol,"m in close consultation with the 
agents involved in the investigation. Copies of the 
form are then distributed to the district Special 
Agents in Charge (SACs) of the Task Force agen
cies (FBI, DEA, Customs, IRS, ATF, etc ) and 
other agencies where appropriate. The district's 
U.S. Attorney then reviews the data and, if ap
proved, the form is forwarded to the AUSA Task 
Force Coordinator in the core city for considera
tion by the Coordination Group. 

The Task Force Coordination Group ex
amines each core city and district Investigation In
itiation Form and determines whether it meets Task 
Force selection criteria. If the investigation is ac
cepted, the form is initialed by the Coordinators 
and is then signed by the core city U.S. Attorney. 
Finally, it is forwarded to the Administrative Unit 
in Washington for entry into an automated data 
system. 

The Indictment or Information Form replaces the 
Indictment Form as the second part of the revised 
system. Its primary purpose is to give the Core City 
Coordination Group and the Administrative Unit 
a full description of each indictment or informa
tion returned and each defendant charged in Task 
Force investigations. 

As with the Investigation Initiation Form, the 
Indictment or Information Form is completed by 
the Task Force case attorney in consultation with 
the investigative agents, distributed to all district 
SACs, and certified by the U.S. Attorney. The 
form is then forwarded to the regional level for 
review by the Task Force Coordination Group, pro
viding opportunity for close coordination of the 
Task Force effort. Finally, the Indictment or In
formation Form is sent to the Administrative Unit 
for processing. 

On a quarterly basis the Administrative Unit 
prepares and sends a computer-generated Disposi
tion and Sentencing Report to each Task Force. This 

report, a summary of data from Indictment or In
formation Forms, consists of one formatted sheet 
for each individual who has been indicted but whose 
case has not been disposed of by sentence, acquit
tal, or dismissal. The forms are distributed to the 
responsible attorneys in the field who complete the 
report as decisions are rendered. At the end of the 
quarter the districts send their reports to the A USA 
Task Force Coordinator for review. The Coor
dinator forwards them to the Administrative Unit 
as part of the Quarterly Report for the region. 

The Quarterly Report provides the Task Force 
Coordinators with an update of significant activities 
and problems in their respective districts. It also 
provides the Administrative Unit with a con
solidated report of Task Force activities and of cur
rent concerns in each Task Force. The format is 
a questionnaire which asks for information on post
sentencing actions and appeals, administrative or 
management issues, significant developments in 
Task Force cases, and the impact of recent convic
tions on targeted organizations. The Quarterly 
Report is completed by the Lead Task Force At
torney in each district and sent to the AUSA Coor
dinator, who consolidates the information into a 
single Quarterly Report from the region. 

The totally new instrument in the revised Case 
Monitoring System is the Asset Forfeiture Form. This 
form is used to report the value and disposition of 
assets forfeited to the government in Task Force 
cases. The Asset Forfeiture Form requires data such 
as the type of asset, its estimated value at seizure 
and actual value at disposition, and the statutory 
authority for forfeiture. Working closely with the 
case agents, the Task Force case attorney is respon
sible for completing the form immediately after a 
forfeiture is ordered. Once completed at the case 
level, the form is forwarded to the Task Force Coor
dinator and then to the Administrative Unit in 
Washington. 

The Administrative Unit is the central 
repository for all OCDE Task Force data and 
reports. It monitors compliance with the Case 
Monitoring System, provides administrative sup
port to the program at the national level, and pro
duces documents needed for internal and external 
purposes. The Case Monitoring System generates 
essential data required by the Associate Attorney 
General to manage and assess the OCDE Task 
Force Program. 

The Caseload Study 
Early attorney involvement in the develop

ment of investigative strategy is one of the cor
nerstone principles of Task Force practice. It has 
been widely recognized that the more complex the 
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case, the greater the need for expert attorney in
volvement during the investigative stages to ensure 
the admissibility of evidence collected, and to main
tain the integrity of the impending prosecution. 
During the first months of the Task Force Program, 
when only a few cases had reached the prosecution 
stage, there were ample attorney resources to pro
vide for early involvement. However, as the grow
ing caseload matured, functions performed by Task 
Force members shifted heavily from investigative 
toward prosecutorial tasks. In the second year of 
the Program, agents and lawyers spent far more 
time in court or preparing for courtroom activities 
than in 1983. 

As caseloads swelled in some Task Forces, 
methods of controlling work volume were developed 
that narrowed the Guidelines, where the instruction 
is to accept' 'significant investigations of major drug 
trafficking organizations that warrant the involve
ment of more than one investigative agency ... 
[and] ... demand significant attorney resources 
during the investigative stage." The will to take 
on all such cases was not diminished but the capaci
ty was lacking in some locations and it was decid
ed to limit the acceptance of new cases through pru
dent management controls. 

This screening occurred first at the law en
forcement agencies, which sometimes chose not to 
"let a case go Task Force," because investigator 
time committed to the Task Force already exceeded 
personnel allocations. When a case survived the first 
screen and was nominated, agency and AUSA 
coordinators measured its projected personnel re
quirements against their agencies' personnel 
availability. Inevitably, some important cases were 
refused. 

For October 1983, AUSAs reported 
spending 64 percent of their Task 
Force time in preindictment ac
tivities. A year later, in October 
1984, the situation was reversed and 
62 percent of time was now devoted 
to pretrial and trial/appeal 
functions. 

The Office of the Associate Attorney General 
was concerned about the potential impact of this 
phenomenon on Task Force operations. In 
September 1984, using funds provided by the Na
tional Institute of Justice, a preliminary study was 

The additional resources pro
vided by the OCDE Task Force 
Program have allowed the con

duct of a greater number of long
term, in-depth investigations 

from the initial stages to ultimate 
conclusion ... 

initiated to further illuminate and quantify these 
conditions of caseload stress so that future agent 
and attorney requirements might be more ac
curately predicted. A group of researchers familiar 
with the Task Force Program designed the study 
to include three related research efforts utilizing 
data samples that fairly represent the first two years 
of program operations. 

The first such effort, Timeflow, gathered in
formation from more than 140 Assistant U.S. At
torneys, 40 by face-to-face interview, and the rest 
hy mailed questionnaires. The AUSAs were asked 
to describe their Task Force involvement over a 
period of 15 months, in terms of cases worked, time 
invested, and functions performed. These 
functions-such as meeting with investigators, 
drafting indictments, responding to motions, 
writing sentencing memos--were classified as in
vestigative or prosecutorial depending upon 
whether they preceded or followed indictment dates. 
Prosecutorial functions were again split into pretrial 
and "trial/appeal" segments. Data were then ag
gregated and the results analyzed for content and 
trends. 

Another approach, Caseflow, examined 20 suc
cessful 'fask Force prosecutions to determine 
month-by-month what Federal investigator effort, 
as well as AUSA time, brought them to conclusion. 
In this study, results can be compared with invest
ment to provide useful predictive information. 

These studies were backed up by Database, a 
broad analysis of existing case and personnel data 
from the automated data bases of the FBI, DEA, 
IRS, ATF, and U.S. Customs, as well as the Ad
ministrative Office of U.S. Courts, the Executive 
Office of U.S. Attorneys, PROMIS, and the Task 
Force Program itself. Data base studies also ad
dressed general questions of agent and attorney 
time expended, comparative case length and 
caseloads, outcomes, and other factors by which 
Task Force cases might be distinguished from other 
Federal criminal prosecutions. 

Final results of the caseload study are due in 
May, but some findingfu and trends are already 
apparent: 
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• In 1984 the five principal Federal in
vestigative agencies exceeded their 
original agent commitment to the Task 
Forces by 12 to 75 percent. 

• Over a 17 month period, assigned 
AUSAs reported devoting 51 percent of 
their Task Force time to preindictment 
activities, mainly grand jury preparation 
and participation in the development of 
investigative strategies, .however: 

• For October 1983, AUSAs reported 
spending 64 percent of their Task Force 
time in preindictment activities. A year 
later, in October 1984, the situation was 
reversed and 62 percent of time was now 
devoted to pretrial and trial/ appeal 
functions. 

• From the reported sample of cases at 
each of six month-long "windows" 25 
percent were in post-indictment stages 
in July 1983, 35 percent in October 
1983, 41 percent in January 1984, 54 
percent in April, 55 percent inJuly, and 
62 percent in October 1984. 

Investigative agencies, particularly the FBI 
and the IRS, have assigned more agents into Task 
Force cases than were allocated in 1984 budgets. 
In addition the Task Force cases so pursued have 
set up prosecutor demand which exceeds the 200 
authorized Task Force AUSAs. In some districts, 
this expanding workload has been spread by the 
U.S. Attorney over a number of A US As, whether 
or not designated as Task Force personnel. In 
others, caseload is tightly controlled to conform with 
existing personnel allocations. 

The study, when distributed to the Task 
Forces, will assist coordinators and agency 
managers in predicting personnel requirements and 
effectively planning their caseloads. It should also 
provide the Justice Department with the possibility 
of developing new forecasting ability and a glimpse 
of the profile and magnitude of the future Task 
Force caseload. 

Agency Perspe~tives 

Drug Enforcement Administration 
During the second full year of operation the 

OCDE Task Force Program continues to enjoy the 
enthusiastic support of DEA field personnel. This 
enthusiasm stems primarily from the positive ad
vantages that have accrued because of the Task 
Force concept. 

DEA has become increasingly 
proficient in all aspects of finan

cial investigations, organized 
crime penetration, and other 

areas due in large part to its rela
tionship with other Task Force 

agencies. 

There have always been more potentially 
high-level cases waiting to be worked than person
nel and funds to work them. Investigations of ma
jor high-level traffickers have inherent requirements 
for the long-term investment of personnel and 
funds. The additional resources provided by the 
OCDE Task Force Program have allowed the con
duct of a greater number of long-term, in-depth 
investigations from the initial stages to ultimate con
clusion, while still addressing the overall drug traf
ficking problem. 

Because of the varied resources available, the 
OCDE Task Force Program has attracted the best 
cases. A greater number of significant cases, 
yielding stronger penalties, have resulted. This has 
been due to the increase in funding and in
vestigative personnel; the availability of an ex
perienced prosecutorial staff; the sharing of exper
tise among Federal agencies; the greater emphasis 
on the use of financial and Title III investigations; 
and CCE/RICO indictments. 

Historically) DEA has been an organization 
heavily involved in cooperative efforts. In addition 
to its close working relationships with other Federal 
law enforcement agencies such as the INS, IRS, 
FBI, and U.S. Customs Service, DEA has always 
worked with State and local law enforcement agen
cies in both formal and informal task force opera
tions. DEA has engaged in cooperative investigative 
activities because it has long recognized that the 
complexity of the drug trade is such that varied 
forms of expertise are needed to combat traffick
ing effectively. 

State and local law enforcement agencies play 
a major role in the cooperative picture. By 
designating $3. 2 million for State and local over-

... Class I violators in all DEA 
investigations received an average 

sentence of 97 months. Class I 
violators in DEA-initiated Task 
Force investigations were given 

an average sentence of 138 
months. 
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time and expenses, the OCDE Task Force Program 
has paved the way for increased State and local par
ticipation. The use of local law enforcement per
sonnel in the program has resulted in several im
portant accomplishments. First, it has expanded the 
number of law enforcement officers available to 
work drug cases. Second, it has solidified the 
already excellent relationship between DEA and 
State and local law enforcement agencies. Third, 
it has involved State and local authorities in the 
highest level of drug law enforcement, thus rais
ing the sights of these authorities to new plateaus. 

Each Task Force case is by nature a multi
faceted investigation selected at the outset by 
mutual agreement. Each OCDE Task Force case 
that is initiated is guaranteed to have the 
cooperative expertise of the entire Federal law en
forcement community. DEA and the FBI are highly 
skilled in the planning and conduct of investiga
tions, the conduct of surveillances, and the retrieval 
of criminal records; the U.S. Customs Service and 
the INS are expertly equipped to intercept drugs 
and drug violators entering the United States; and 
the Internal Revenue Service is particularly strong 
in determining individuals' net worth and in 
penetrating efforts designed to disguise ownership 
of assets. The combining of these resources pro
vides a formidable weapon for the enforcement of 
Federal drug laws. 

In this combined effort, DEA has been 
unselfish in the sharing of expertise with other agen
cies and has also benefited from the exposure it has 
had to other disciplines in the Federal law enforce
ment community. DEA has become increasingly 
proficient in all aspects of financial investigations, 
organized crime penetration, and other areas due 
in large part to its relationship with other Task 
Force agencies. 

DEA also recognizes that the cooperative 
aspects of the OCDE Task Force Program extend 
to the prosecutorial level. The addition of 200 
Assistant U.S. Attorneys dedicated solely to the 
prosecution of drug-related cases has meant that 
at least in Task Force cases, DEA does not have 
to compete for prosecution time with other agen
cies. The importance of this is reflected in the fact 
that Class I violators in all DEA investigations 
received an average sentence of 97 months. Class 
I violators in DEA-initiated Task Force investiga
tions were given an average sentence of 138 
months. 

Finally, statistical results of the OCDE Task 
Force Program are indicative of the Program's suc
cess. From the inception of the program through 
FY 1984, DEA has brought 540 cases to the OCDE 
Task Force, virtually all of which have been against 

major trafficking groups. DEA has participated in 
2,336 arrests and seized roughly $84 million in 
assets including 4 77 vehicles, 32 vessels, 19 aircraft, 
$32 million in currency, $32 million worth of real 
property, and 223 weapons. DEA presently is 
devoting approximately 52,000 investigator hours 
per month to the OCDE Task Force Program. 

In the final analysis, the OCDE Task Force 
Program concept has allowed the U.S. Government 
to better coordinate its resources in combating drug 
trafficking. From the Drug Enforcement Admin
istration's perspective, it is working. 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
During the second year of the OCDE Task 

Force Program, the Federal Bureau of Investiga
tion (FBI) has continued its substantial commitment 
of resources to this important Program. Recogniz
ing the significance of the problem being attacked, 
the FBI has dedicated 550 Special Agents* to Task 
Force investigations, although allocated only 362 
agents for that purpose. At all levels of manage
ment, from the Director to the Field Supervisor, 
a common theme of commitment to the OCDE 
Task Force Program prevails. 

The Director, in establishing FBI goals, has 
stressed the importance of the Program and the 
necessity for participating agencies to n1ake good
faith efforts at greater cooperation. During the past 
two years in the OCDE Task Force Program, the 
FBI has developed a better understanding of the 
other Federal, State, and local agencies contributing 
to the drug law enforcement effort and, at the same 
time, has had an opportunity to share with the other 
participating agencies the investigative skills 
developed during its 76-year history. 

Historically, the FBI has utilized the Title III 
electronic surveillance technique in attacking both 
traditional and nontraditional organized crime 
groups. This practice has continued during the 
second year of the OCDE Task Force Program, 
as reflected by the fact that the FBI was actively 
involved in processing 95 Title III applications and 
117 extension affidavits through FBI Headquarters 
during 1984. The commitment of Bureau resources 
to investigations utilizing the Title III electronic 
surveillance technique is significant. The OCDE 
Task Force Program has assisted greatly in these 
investigations by providing Special Agents from 
other participating agencies to assist in the various 
stages of these complex investigations. In so doing, 
the Task Forces have helped to keep any given in
vestigative agency from being overwhelmed by a 
single major investigation. 

* Based on direct agent work years 
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The FBI has long been interested in just those 
types of investigations enumerated in the OCDE 
Task Force Guidelines. The FBI has stressed the com
mitment of its resources to cases against narcotics 
trafficking groups made up of traditional organized 
criminal groups, La Cosa Nostra and the Sicilian 
''Mafia,'' and nontraditional criminal organiza
tions such as the Hells Angels, Outlaws, and Pagans 
Motorcycle Gangs; prison-spawned gangs; and 
ethnic-based groups. In addition to those groups, 
the FBI has stressed the need to investigate inter
national narcotics trafficking cartels. Similar em
phasis has also been placed on financial flow in
vestigations and money laundering operations. 

A problem that, unfortunately, often follows 
in the wake of narcotics trafficking and which has 
proved susceptible to the Task Force approach, is 
the corruption of public officials. For years, the FBI 
has investigated corruption cases which have 
reached all levels of government. Obtaining con
current drug investigative jurisdiction with DEA 
in 1982 increased the FBI's involvement in that area 
of corruption which has long plagued all countries 
of the world where narcotics trafficking flourishes. 
The vast sums of money available to narcotics traf
fickers increase the possibility that corruption of 
public officials will occur. The FBI stresses that its 
agents always be alert to the possibility of corrup
tion of public officials. The focus of the OCDE Task 
Force trafficking groups reinforces and parallels the 
FBI' s traditional investigative philosophy, 
facilitating the participation of the FBI's Task Force 
investigative activities. 

The Coordinators have expressed 
the opinion that many of the suc
cessful investigations would not 
have developed in magnitude, as 
they did, without the spirit of 
cooperation among the various 
participating agencies. 

The FBI stresses long-term conspiracy in
vestigations, utilizing a wide variety of sophisticated 
investigative techniques, including Title III elec
tronic surveillance, consensual monitoring, under
cover operations, and financial flow investigations. 
For these reasons, the FBI views itself as being an 
active and integral part of the OCDE Task Force 
Program, and looks forward to continuing its ma
jor role in this vital Program. 

In an effort to broaden its knowledge and in
telligence base, the FBI undertook a study of Orien-

ta! organized crime groups and their impact on the 
crime problem in the United States. The results of 
this recently completed study indicate the impor
tance of developing prosecutive cases against these 
groups, which are involved in narcotics trafficking 
in this country. Through the OCDE Task Force 
Program, the FBI hopes to focus investigative at
tention on these groups in 1985. 

The FBI Special Agents in 
Charge (SACs) in all 59 FBI field 

divisions have shown their sup
port and commitment to the 

OCDE Task Force Program by 
dedicating resources over and 

above those budgetarily allocated 
to Task Force cases. 

The FBI continued its support of training 
related to the OCDE Task Force Program during 
the second year. The FBI Task Force Coordinators 
sponsored training programs for FBI personnel 
assigned to the OCDE Task Force Program and 
also sponsored training programs for all Task Force 
participants. FBI personnel from Headquarters, the 
FBI Academy at Quantico, Virginia, and from 
various FBI field offices participated in these pro
grams. One example of the training provided by 
the FBI is the money laundering financial flow 
seminars held in 10 of the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram regions during 1984. The FBI strongly en
courages its Task Force Coordinators to support 
training programs in their region and looks forward 
to being a participant in training programs that will 
increase the proficiency of all agent personnel 
assigned to the Task Force Program. 

In an effort to stress the role and responsibility 
of the FBI in the OCDE Task Force Program, the 
FBI continued its policy of regular meetings be
tween Headquarters personnel and the FBI Core 
City Coordinators. These meetings have been 
mutually beneficial. The Coordinators have stressed 
the very positive developments which have occurred 
as a result of the OCDE Task Force Program. They 
fully understand what is expected of them in their 
role. 

The Coordinators believe that relationships 
with other participating Federal law enforcement 
agencies, along with State and local law enforce
ment agencies, have been strengthened. They 
report that the successes achieved by the OCDE 
Task Force Program have been attributable, in 
part, to the high experience level and professional 
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attitude of the various agency Coordinators as
signed at the core city level. The increased com
mitment of attorney resources to the OCDE Task 
Force Program has assisted in decreasing the time 
it has taken to process Title III orders, to return 
indictments, and to proceed with civil and criminal 
forfeitures. The Coordinators have expressed the 
opinion that many of the successful investigations 
would not have developed in magnitude, as they 
did, without the spirit of cooperation among the 
various participating agencies. 

The FBI Special Agents in Charge (SACs) in 
all 59 FBI field divisions have shown their support 
and commitment to the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram by dedicating resources over and above those 
hudgetarily allocated to Task Force cases. The core 
city SACs have consistently supported the aims and 
goals of the OCDE Task Force Program and have 
ensured that the Coordinators have been given the 
support they have needed to carry out their respon
sibilities. This commitment of resources in excess 
of those allocated has, of course, had an impact on 
other investigative responsibilities of the FBI. This 
commitment is proof of recognition of the impor
tance of the Program. 

During the course of any multiagency or 
multijurisdictional investigation, differences in 
investigative philosophy occur. The experiences 
gained during the second year of the OCDE Task 
Force Program have shown that these differences 
can be resolved. The FBI believes that the coming 
year will be one in which the participating agen
cies will gain an even greater understanding of each 
other's investigative philosophy. 

The past year has been a growth experience 
for the FBI in narcotics investigations. With greater 
experience in narcotics investigations, the FBI has 
continued to press its attack against organized crime 
groups and has begun to investigate truly interna
tional narcotics traffickers and money launderers. 
The widespread utilization of the Title III electronic 
surveillance technique) stimulated by the under
cover technique, has allowed the FBI and other par
ticipating agencies to reach high levels of interna
tional narcotics trafficking groups. The Bureau 
looks forward to continuing its role in the OCDE 
Task Force Program and expects to have an even 
greater impact on organized crime and narcotics 
trafficking groups in the coming year. 

Internal Revenue Service 
Since President Reagan announced the for

mation of the OCDE Task Force Program, through 
its Criminal Investigation Division, the IRS has 
been an active participant. In addition to the in
vestigation of narcotics traffickers' violations of the 

income tax laws under Title 26, the Criminal In 
vestigation Division has been actively involved ii 
the investigation of money laundering operation 
under Title 31 and conspiracy under Title 18. 

With the expedited review proc
ess, the elapsed time from com

pletion of the investigative stage 
to indictment on IRS Task Force 

cases is half that of other IRS 
cases. 

IRS agents have been recognized in the Tas: 
Forces as financial experts. One reason for thi 
recognition is the Service's unique ability to iden 
tify_the "professionals" in our society who profi 
from involvement in narcotics trafficking. Thi 
classification includes lawyers who finance traf 
fickers' organizations and, in many instances, hel1 
launder the illicit narcotics money. It also include 
the accountants who keep the books and may heli 
disguise the source of narcotics proceeds. It include 
doctors, engineers, stockbrokers, and wealth~ 

businessmen who have helped finance loads of nar 
cotics and who are the silent partners in the dru~ 
business. In the past, this class of criminals ha: 
rarely been prosecuted and has seldom been iden 
tified. Historically these individuals were not ofter 
targeted by drug law enforcement agencies becaus< 
there was no firm informational or evidentiary lin1 
between them and narcotics. The only viable meani 
of attack against this class of criminal is througr 
financial investigations, where the paper trail OJ 

money earned from the sale of narcotics is trackec 
to its ultimate beneficiaries. 

At the inception of the OCDE Task Fore< 
Program, the IRS took immediate steps to over
come certain obstacles which had hampered it~ 

meaningful participation in multiagency investiga
tions in the past. IRS procedures relating to grand 
juries and tax prosecutions were lengthy and 
cumbersome. Agreements were reached between 
the IRS and Department of Justice on new 
authorization and review procedures for criminal 
tax grand jury investigations conducted under the 
OCDE Task Force Program. In addition, the 
Department of Justice's Tax Division appointed a 
liaison attorney for each of the Task Forces. These 
attorneys are responsible for monitoring and 
reviewing all cases and grand jury requests in their 
respective regional Task Forces. 

1 
As a result of these initiatives, the IRS ha's 

become a more effective partner in Task Force in-
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vestigations. Because of the streamlined grandjury 
request procedures, IRS agents are now able to par
ticipate in the developmental stages of investiga
tions and, while certain legal limits are still in force, 
they can cooperate and share information with other 
Task Force agencies. With the expedited review 
process, the elapsed time from completion of the 
investigative stage to indictment on IRS Task Force 
cases is half that of other IRS cases. 

In comparing IRS FY 1984 Task 
Force cases with non-Task Force 
cases, it is evident that the Task 
Force cases have a higher success 
rate, are completed in a shorter 
period of time, and result in 
longer sentences and higher fines. 

The commitment of the Internal Revenue 
Service to the OCDE Task Force Program is the 
largest of any of the Treasury agencies'. The IRS 
is providing 18 percent of the Task Force in
vestigators and at year's end had participated in 
66 percent of Task Force cases. Although allocated 
funds for 185 Task Force investigators, the IRS 
contributed 323 staff years to Task Force investiga
tions during FY 1984. 

The Service's demonstrated financial in
vestigative expertise, its clearly defined, non
overlapping statutory authority and its success in 
streamlining its procedures for tax grand jury re
quests and case reviews have encouraged other 
agencies within the OCDE Task Force Program 
to place their trust in capabilities of the IRS. Both 
prosecutors and investigative agencies are now 
much more willing to entertain tax charges 
associated with the basic drug charges in Task Force 
cases. It has become increasingly clear that by com
bining the expertise of the other agencies with the 
expertise of the IRS agents, evidence of the source 
of funds (narcotics activities) can be coupled with 
evidence of the expenditure of funds (income tax 
consequences) to improve the Government's chance 
for successful prosecution. 

IRS National Office personnel participate 
with a team of Department of Justice prosecutors 
who travel throughout the country sharing their 
technical expertise in such areas as forfeitures, 
financial search warrants, multiagency grand juries, 
and financial investigative units of the Task Forces. 
A very successful seminar for IRS Task Force Coor
dinators and management officials was held at the 
El Paso Intelligence Center in April of 1984. The 

seminar included an orientation on the activities 
conducted at the center and briefings by the heads 
of various analysis sections. In addition to other 
presentations, there were training sessions on the 
use of link analysis in large-scale narcotics investiga
tions, the use and application of Klein Conspiracy 
in Task Force cases, and the organizational ap
proach to conducting drug trafficking investiga
tions. 

IRS Task Force Coordinators continue to 
make presentations and conduct training sessions 
at the local level. For example, the Mid-Atlantic 
Task Force Coordinator is currently participating 
with the DEA Financial Task Force Unit in a pro
gram initiated by DEA to train uniformed police 
officers to recognize the type of financial leads fre
quently associated with drug dealings. 

In comparing IRS FY 1984 Task Force cases 
with non-Task Force cases, it is evident that the 
Task Force cases have a higher success rate, are 
completed in a shorter period of time, and result 
in longer sentences and higher fines. It is equally 
clear that many of the successful prosecutions ac
complished by the IRS would not have been possi
ble without the full cooperation and expertise of the 
DEA, FBI, Customs, ATF, and the other Federal 
and local law enforcement agencies assigned to the 
OCDE Task Force Program. The IRS is proud to 
be part of the Task Force team. 

U.S. Customs Service 
Through the Financial Investigations Division 

of the Office oflnvestigations, the U.S. Customs 
Service has developed strategies, programs, and 
systems for the enforcement of the Bank Secrecy 
Act. 

... the OCDE Task Forces have 
been able to utilize the Treasury 

Financial Law Enforcement 
Center (TFLEC) to substantially 

enhance their investigative 
resources. 

Involvement with the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram has enhanced the U.S. Customs Service's 
ability to utilize the provisions of the Bank Secrecy 
Act to conduct financial investigations resulting in 
the arrests of the violators and forfeiture of their 
assets. In turn, the OCDE Task Forces have been 
able to utilize the Treasury Financial Law Enforce
ment Center (TFLEC) to substantially enhance 
their investigative resources. 
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The Treasury Department established 
TFLEC at the U.S. Customs Service Headquarters 
as a centralized respository for financial informa
tion generated under the provisions of the Bank 
Secrecy Act. 

The Bank Secrecy Act has provided law en
forcement with a valuable tool in the form of three 
reports: the Currency Transaction Report (Inter
nal Revenue Service Form 4789), which is com
monly referred to as a CTR; Report of Interna
tional Transportation of Currency or Monetary 
Instruments (Customs Form 4 790), which is com
monly referred to as a CMIR; and Report of 
Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts (Department 
of Treasury Form No. 90-22.1), which is commonly 
referred to as an FBA. The strategy and logic of 
Congress in enacting the Bank Secrecy Act, and 
of the Treasury Department in establishing TFLEC 
within the U.S. Custom Service, was to create a 
mechanism to provide information on and to ex
amine the characteristics of currency flow suspected 
of being related to narcotics and other white collar 
crime and to provide an audit trail for suspect 
transactions. 

TFLEC utilizes the three reports by using 
criminal investigators, analysts, and automatic data 
processing equipment to assemble information from 
the three forms and from other intelligence sources 
into intelligence reports, currency flow charts) and 
link analysis. These are provided to the OCDE 
Task Force Program at various locations for in
vestigative action. 

TFLEC also maintains reference materials on 
legal decisions, legislative initiatives, Bank Secrecy 
Act information, and organized crime cash flow. 

The OCDE Task Forces, working closely with 
the U.S. Customs Service, are able to utilize the 
TFLEC material to assist in obtaining subpoenas 
and grand jury action for the purpose of identify
ing, locating, and seizing the assets of the criminal 
organizations, while at the same time indicting, 
prosecuting, and obtaining convictions of and jail 
sentences for their principals and major members. 

The drug trade, primarily a cash-and-carry 
business, generates huge volumes of currency; this 
currency must be recycled in some way through the 
international banking system. The sheer bulk of the 
currency involved, usually in small bills, makes it 
impractical to process it through any system other 
than the organized banking system. 

When currency is recycled through U.S. 
banks, the transactions involved should cause the 
banks to file the prescribed currency transaction 
reports. Thus, the U.S. Customs Service can pro
vide Task Force investigators with a documented 
audit trail of the funds. In addition, cash flow 

analysis of the transactions will often provide in
vestigators with a relatively simple trail through the 

.infrastructure of the organizations. This will help 
in identifying those principals and members of the 
group who tend to keep their distance from the con
traband, and who are extremely difficult to iden
tify through traditional methods. Thus, in
vestigators are provided with targets on whom to 
focus their investigative resources. 

The effectiveness of the U.S. Customs Serv
ice's participation in the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram can be measured by evaluating various in
dicators including number of targets provided to 
the Task Forces by TFLEC; increased awareness 
and cooperation by outside entities such as banks 
and financial institutions; increased number of re
quests for TFLEC information or assistance; reac
tion oflaw enforcement officers and U.S. Attorneys 
to TFLEC-generated information; successes of the 
Task Forces as shown by arrest, seizure, and 
forfeiture, jeopardy assessment, penalties, and bond 
forfeiture statistics; increased number of Task 
Forces conducting major financial investigations, 
using Customs-generated information; and in
creased perception of the U.S. Customs Service's 
involvement, expertise, and successes in financial 
investigations. 

In FY 1984, Customs participation in the 
OCDE Task Force Program resulted in 727 arrestS,-
860 indictments, 276 convictions, and the seizure 
of $16.2 million in currency/monetary instruments, 
and $17.5 million in property. 

The U.S. Customs Service will continue to 
participate in the OCDE Task Force Program. 
Utilization of this multiagency investigative ap
proach promotes full and effective cooperation 
among Federal, State, local and foreign law en
forcement officials. The Program, designed to 
target, investigate and prosecute individuals who 
organize, direct, finance, or are otherwise engaged 
in major multiagency drug trafficking enterprises, 
provides a coherent framework in which the U.S. 
Customs Service can efficiently pursue its goals of 
(1) identifying unusually high flows of currency; 
(2) frustrating organized crime's use of legitimate 
financial channels to launder money; (3) destroy
ing the financial base and infrastructure of criminal 
enterprises; and (4) disrupting the movement of 
narcotics into the United States. 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
Over the past several years, officials respon

sible for the enforcement of drug laws at all levels 
have witnessed a universal and alarming trend: in
creasing numbers of drug violators are using 
firearms and explosives in furtherance of their il-
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The machinegun is fast becom
ing the preferred weapon of 
violators seeking to protect the 
huge profits available to the il
legal drug traffickers. Firearms of 
all varieties are now used by 
dealers to protect their ''ter
ritory" or to attempt to take 
over the territory of a rival drug 
trafficker or trafficking 
organization. 

legal enterprises. The machinegun is fast becom
ing the preferred weapon of violators seeking to pro
tect the huge profits available to the illegal drug 
traffickers. Firearms of all varieties are now used 
by dealers to protect their ''territory'' or to attempt 
to take over the territory of a rival drug trafficker 
or trafficking organization. 

ATF's jurisdiction and its in
vestigative expertise make it a 
well-suited partner to other 
OCDE Task Force program agen
cies involved in the ongoing war 
against illegal drugs. 

Aside from the damage traffickers do one 
another and the perils to bystanders, this violence 
makes enforcement of the drug laws more haz
ardous. Paradoxically, it also has one advantage 
for drug law enforcement. The use of firearms and 
explosives by drug traffickers produces violations 
that are sometimes provable when drug charges are 
not. The agency responsible for enforcement of the 
Federal firearms, explosives, and arson laws is the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF). 
Because of the proclivity to violent use of firearms 
and explosives exhibited by drug violators, A TF 
special agents pursuing firearms and explosives 
violations come into frequent contact with drug 
violators. ATF's jurisdiction and its investigative 
expertise make it a well-suited partner to other 
OCDE Task Force Program agencies involved in 
the ongoing war against illegal drugs. 

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire
arms' involvement in the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram is one of the most effective means by which 
it contributes to overall drug law enforcement ef
forts. The number of ATF special agents commit-

ted to the program is small when compared to some 
of the other agencies involved, with funding to sup
port only 80 personnel positions prior to the 
establishment of the Florida!Caribbean Task Force. 
As the Program progressed, it became apparent that 
ATF would not be able to fulfill its role in this im
portant endeavor by utilizing only the allocated 
Task Force positions. The decision was made to 
respond to OCDE Task Force Program investi
gative needs on a priority basis, as existing 
resources permitted. Operating under those ex
panded guidelines, ATF exceeded the 80 budgeted 
positions by 40, for a total of 120 staff-years in 1984. 

In the OCDE Task Force Program, ATF 
special agents focus their investigative efforts on ma
jor drug traffickers who also violate laws enforced 
by A TF. Because of their consistent reputation for 
using guns and explosives, special emphasis has 
been placed on identifying outlaw motorcycle gangs 
trafficking in drugs as targets ofOCDE Task Force 
investigations. 

A TF is firm in its commitment to the OCDE 
Task Force Program; however, it cannot supply 
agents where there is no indication that the laws 
they enforce are being violated. Nevertheless, 
through the ATF Task Force coordinators ATF 
monitors all investigations, in order to be prepared 
when an oppportunity arises. Frequently, firearms 
or explosives violations surface as an investigation 
unfolds, and the potential for utilizing the firearms 
and explosiv~s laws as tools arises. In those Task 
Force regions where A TF maintains liaison in all 
investigations, ATF has greatly enhanced Task 
Force effectiveness. 

The OCDE Task Force Program has been ex
tremely successful and ATF has played an integral 
role in that success. Of the 832 indictments returned 
in Task Force cases through October 3, 1984, 144 
involved ATF violations. Up to that date ATF 
agents had seized 1, 171 firearms in OCDE Task 
Force Program investigations. 

Effectiveness in combating crime increases 
significantly when agencies combine resources with 
singleness of purpose. Indeed, the many successes 
of the OCDE Task Force Program can be attrib
uted to the strengths of each participating agency, 
joined in the spirit of teamwork and cooperation. 
The Task Force approach is designed to succeed, 
the objective is clear, the level of agency commit
ment is established, and the means of attack are 
all-encompassing. 

U.S. Marshals Service 
The U.S. Marshals Service continues for a 

second year to support the activities of the OCDE 
Task Force Program. 
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The Service provides a criminal investigator 
on site at each OCDE Task Force location as a 
liaison and coordinator between the OCDE Task 
Force and the Marshals Service. These coordinators 
also devote much of their time as fully participating 
members of Task Force investigative teams. Based 
solely on these 13 full-time participants, it may ap
pear that the contribution of the Marshals Service 
is comparatively small. The Marshals Service as 
a whole, however, is closely associated with Task 
Force efforts. The Marshal Coordinators have the 
capabilities of the entire Service to draw upon. 

In 1984, the Marshals Service was required 
to increase drastically the level of its support as 
OCDE Task Force Program first-year investiga
tions successfully brought major felons to trial. The 
Servi~e has accomplished this increase in several 
ways. 

. in 1984, 20 percent of all the 
international extraditions con
ducted by the Marshals Service 
were in response to Task Force 
requests. 

First, many OCDE Task Force cases brought 
to trial in 1984 were high in risk, dangerous, and 
expensive. These trials often involved several 
defendants with a propensity and capacity for 
violence and disruption of the judicial process. The 
Marshals Service is tasked to preserve the security 
and integrity of these important judicial pro
ceedings. Last year, in support of Task Force 
prosecutions, the Marshals Service was able to 
thwart actual attempts at jury tampering, assaults 
on Federal prosecutors, elaborate and expensive 
escapes, and civil disruption in the courtroom. 

During 1984, 44 individuals sponsored by the 
Task Force Program were authorized protection 
under the Marshals Service's Witness Security Pro
gram. Without this protection for witnesses, the 
prosecution of violent criminals would be extremely 
difficult, often impossible. This program is of 
special significance in the Task Force context 
because of the levels and types of violence often 
associated with drug transactions. 

Since many Task Force cases target "the fruits 
of crime," the Marshals Service has developed a 
centralized program to manage seized and forfeited 
property. The offices of this program are located, 
for the most part, in Task Force core cities. The 
National Asset Seizure and Forfeiture Program 
(NASAF) focused its efforts on assistance in Task 

Force forfeiture actions, to absorb the adminis
trative and property management burdens asso
ciated with the asset seizures which were handled 
in the past by Federal investigators and attorneys. 

Task Force seizures of real property and 
businesses tend to be highly publicized and result 
in complicated problems of management. Although 
the forfeiture provisions contained in the Com
prehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 will not 
eliminate these special problems, they will add to 
the role of the Marshals Service in managing such 
assets. 

The Marshals Service has the longest history 
of any Federal law enforcement agency in the field 
of fugitive investigations and, during 1984, it ha; 
shared its experience-based investigative informa
tion and techniques in this field with the Task 
Forces. 

In those instances when fugitives escape the 
boundaries of the United States, the Marshal• 
Service provides extradition assistance, and iti 
significance to the OCDE Task Force Program i• 
reflected by the fact that in 1984, 20 percent of al 
the international extraditions conducted by th( 
Marshals Service were in response to Task Fore( 
requests. This percentage is on the rise. 

The Marshals Service provides a variety o 
other support. From arraignment of defendants tc 
their case's adjudication the Marshals Service i: 
responsible for their movement to and from court 
rooms and between detention facilities. Task Forci 
initiatives and new laws affecting bail have alread; 
begun to increase the number of persons held i1 
custody, and the Marshals Service is respondini 
enthusiastically to the increased challenge. 

The execution of process is an often over 
looked activity of the Marshals Service; however 
it is essential to the success of Federal cases bein: 
prosecuted by the Task Forces. Subpoenas, sum 
manses and other court orders are being handlec 
daily by the Marshals Service. 

Overall, participation as a partner in the Tas) 
Force Program has been a challenging and satis 
fying experience for the U.S. Marshals Service 
Each of the mandated activities the Service pur 
sues has found new frontiers of application in th 
ongoing war on drugs. 

U.S. Coast Guard 
The Coast Guard has assigned a full-tim 

Agency Coordinator to 11 of the 13 Task Force• 
the Coast Guard is not a participant in Chicag 
or Denver. 

Representing a purely interdictive agency i 
a Program otherwise comprised of investigato1 
places the Coast Guard Task Force Coordinato1 



in a unique position. They have no standard in
vestigative role, per se. As a result, the Coast Guard 
Coordinators are assigned a variety of respon
sibilities according to their experience and 
specialties, melded with the needs of their respec
tive Task Forces. 

... the Coast Guard Coordinators 
were the maritime experts for the 
Task Forces, and provided 
valuable intelligence and 
guidance on cases with maritime 
connections. 

During the second year, all of the Coast 
Guard Coordinators performed three basic func
tions. First, they participated in the case selection, 
analysis, and review process. Second, they acted 
as a valuable liaison, not only with the Coast Guard 
itself, but also with the Department of Defense 
military services, the National Narcotics Border In
terdiction System (NNBIS), and the El Paso In
telligence Center (EPIC). Third, the Coast Guard 
Coordinators were the maritime experts for the 
Task Forces, and provided valuable intelligence and 
guidance on cases with maritime connections. In 
addition to these tasks, the Coast Guard Coordi
nators have assumed roles according to the back
ground and training of each. 

For example, one East Coast Coordinator was 
involved in case analysis and some field investi
gative work of maritime cases. He also provided 
Coast guard sighting and boarding data and, as the 
Task Force's expert in maritime smuggling, ana
lyzed charts and other documents found on seized 
vessels. He performed the liaison functions typical 
of all Coast Guard Coordinators and did some com
puter programming for the Program as well. 

Another Coast Guard Coordinator performed 
the normal liaison duties with the Coast Guard and 
military services and coordinated Task Force re
quests fOr resources from these forces. He provided 
maritime expertise to the organization and coor
dinated intelligence requests with EPIC. Previously 
the Public Affairs Officer for a Coast Guard district 
office, he is now the local Task Force Public Af
fairs Officer. 

Two Coast Guard Coordinators are attorneys 
with previous law enforcement experience. In ad
dition to being the Task Force maritime experts in 
case investigation and review, they also prepared 
briefs and prosecuted, having been designated 
Special Assistant U.S. Attorneys. 

Another Coordinator was a policeman before 
entering the Coast Guard. In addition to his nor
mal liaison duties he was particularly active in coor
dinating resource requests with the Army and Air 
National Guards. Due to the extensive coastline in 
his region there were several requests for Coast 
Guard assistance by the U.S. Attorneys in non-core 
cities. The Coast Guard Coordinator established 
close working relationships with various State and 
county officials in the region. He also functioned 
as the Computer Systems Manager for his Task 
Force. 

Two of the Coast Guard Coordinators were 
Reserve Officers on active duty. Both have ex
perience in Coast Guard intelligence and civilian 
law enforcement and became deputized U.S. Mar
shals. They were actively involved in maritime case 
investigations, performing document searches, 
chart reconstruction, and vessel lookouts. 

The Coast Guard was one of the earliest agen
cies to have a full-time Coordinator in Southern 
Florida. This officer has considerable law enforce
ment experience at various levels in the Coast 
Guard. With the heavy maritime smuggling activity 
in Florida and the Caribbean, there is ample case
work for which the Coast Guard Coordinator pro
vides critical maritime expertise. The extensive 
involvement of many Federal law enforcement 
agencies in the Miami area, and the presence of 
an active NNBIS center, kept this Coast Guard 
Coordinator deeply involved in liaison activities and 
intelligence exchange. 

The Coast Guard Coordinator in St. Louis 
has many years' experience in Coast Guard In
telligence. He acted as liaison with NNBIS centers 
in Chicago and New Orleans, and with EPIC. He 
also conceived and implemented the River In
telligence Unit (RIU) as a sub-unit of the Program. 
This new organization was formed in October 1984 
to determine the level of narcotics trafficking and 
other criminal activities taking place on our vast 
inland river system. The RIU is headed by the 
Coast Guard Coordinator, with Customs and DEA 
representatives assisting. 

Constant liaison is maintained between RIU 
State and local law enforcement authorities along 
the rivers, EPIC, and NNBIS located in Chicago 
and New Orleans in order to create for the Task 
Force a rapid, reliable, and secure means of ex
changing intelligence information. Contact with the 
river industry (barge companies) will take place as 
deemed appropriate and necessary. Intelligence to 
be gathered includes information on narcotics ship
ment and transfers, identification of persons with 
maritime connections or employment having a 
history of drug-related offenses, information on 
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stolen vessels, and suspicious activity on the water
ways. The RIU has the potential to become a highly 
valuable organization in support of the Program's 
goals. 

AUSA Perspectives 

The types of cases handled by Task 
Force attorneys' are much larger than 
the typical cases found in U.S. At
torneys' Offices, and often involve the 
use of statutes that are unfamiliar to the 
courts.* 

New resources, in people and 
dollars, are wedded in a 
cooperative and comprehensive 
attack on large and complicated 
drug trafficking schemes. 

The Task Forces' attorneys and the in
vestigative agents recognize a variety of benefits 
distinctive to the Program. New resources, in peo
ple and dollars, are wedded in a cooperative and 
comprehensive attack on large and complicated 
drug trafficking schemes. The environment is one 
characterized by complexity. Investigations are long 
and intricate and extend to many jurisdictions, 
often to foreign countries. They focus on criminal 
activities covered by sections of the criminal code 
dealing with taxes, currency) racketeering, public 
corruption, fraud, and other non-drug areas, in ad
dition to narcotics trafficking. 

I 
Methods of investigation 
previously used only sparingly 
have become the standard for 
Task Force cases. 

The range and nature of the investigative 
techniques employed to gather the evidence neces
sary to bring prosecutions to a successful conclu
sion can be bewildering. The pace of investigations, 
the extent to which they are conducted overtly or 
covertly, and the conflicts inherent in pursuing 
multifaceted investigations make for scenarios 

Quotations in this section are from year-end reports 
by AUSA 1'ask Force coordinators. 

fraught with legal and technical difficulties. It is in 
perative, throughout the investigation, to ensu1 
that the evidence obtained is conclusive and ac 
missible in court. 

The prosecutions must be of such quality ' 
to overcome the challenges of some of the best, ar 
best-paid, defense counsel. Litigation must be e: 
pert, followed by expert post-trial counsel dealir 
with both sentencing and appeals. 

What has been the impact of the OCDE Ta< 
Force Program on the role of the attorneys engag< 
in these demanding tasks? 

The Task Force investigations generally 
represent a higher level of drug cases 
than previously prosecuted in the region. 
The selection of major targets has re
quired a reevaluation of the threshold 
amounts of drugs and money that pre
viously caused a matter to be regarded 
as a significant case. In the process, the 
magnitude of the problem has become 
apparent, as what was once considered 
a major bust is no longer, and persons 
previously regarded as substantial 
dealers are now conceived as witnesses. 

Methods of investigation previously used 
only sparingly have become the standard 
for Task Force cases. Electronic sur
veillance is used more extensively now 
than at any time in the past. The grant
ing of use immunity and the compulsion 
of testimony, also used infrequently 
before, are commonplace, as are lengthy 
grand jury and financial investigations. 

First, the OCDE Task Force Program affo 
attorneys the time they need to participate in -
development of investigatiVf strategy, and to p 
vide the necessary legal services and counsel tJ 
the investigators require. They are not expectec 
rush cases to completion, but to move deliberat 
toward successful and comprehensive conclusio 
And while Task Force attorneys carry a caselc 
of fewer cases, their cases are more intricate c 
long-lasting than those of their non-Task Fo 
counterparts. 

In addition, Task Force attorneys tend to 
main in the Task Force, becoming highly qualil 
specialists in the course of their exposure. Old-I 
investigators lamented that they had been obli 
to "train" the AUSAs assigned to provide h 
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counsel during investigations. All too often the 
Government had looked to enthusiastic and ener
getic, but nonetheless inexperienced, AUSAs for 
legal consultation during preindictment investiga
tion. The development of a core of Task Force at
torneys, now devoting themselves to these tasks over 
a period of two years, has radically altered and 
improved this situation. 

Exacting legal strictures bound the use of Title 
III wiretaps and similar eavesdropping techniques, 
and the mounting of undercover operations. These 
activities are especially time-consuming for in
vestigators and attorneys alike in that they, along 
with search and arrest warrants, require extensive 
amounts of legal paperwork. A wiretap, for exam
ple, requires a detailed. application for initial ap
proval and repeated affidavits for renewal. The 
preparation of the necessary documents has become 
a virtual art form. The AUSAs report that they 
have developed a great deal of new and valuable 
expertise in these exacting tasks, growing out of 
their Task Force experience. The result is a corps 
of attorneys who are vastly more efficient at these 
tasks, a significant development in an area where 
maintaining investigative momentum is crucial. 

A major accomplishment of the 
OCDETF in this district has been the 
development of a group of prosecutors 
who are skilled in handling complex 
Federal narcotic and financial investiga
tions. Before the creation of the Task 
Force Program, narcotics cases were 
assigned within the U.S. Attorney's Of
fice on a rotating basis. There are now 
four Assistant U.S. Attorneys, two 
OCDETF and two non-OCDETF, who 
handle strictly narcotics cases. This has 
resulted in the increased use of search 
warrants, longer range Grand Jury in
vestigations, and the development of a 
coordinated narcotics intelligence base. 

Another feature cited by attorneys is their 
growth into "experts" in matters relating to nar
cotics dealing. These attorneys are now recognized 
by some courts for their acumen in interpreting the 
narcotics environment when applying for warrants 
for wiretaps or searches. They can authoritatively 
indicate the probability of finding narcotics ledgers 
or financial books and records which will show the 
fruits of drug trafficking, even in locations where 
drugs themselves are not likely to be found. Simi
larly, with experience, they can decode drug 
dealers' cryptic conversations in support of applica
tions for extensions of ongoing court-authorized 

wiretaps or for llew, supplementary wiretaps. The 
development of such expertise in the offices of the 
U.S. Attorneys is recent, and is primarily attrib
utable to the OCDE Task Force Program. 

Chapter Three of this Report deals with the 
"kingpin" statutes-CCE and RICO-noting the 
stringent requirements for conviction under those 
statutes. Those are but two of the many intricate 
and delicate statutes with which these attorneys 
must increasingly deal. Their ability to do so grows 
with experience, individually and collectively, as 
the Task Force AUSA's "network" shares its ex
panding expertise. 

A major investigative technique in Task Force 
cases has been the use of a grand jury to obtain 
testimony and evidence. Again, the attorneys in the 
Task Force have the time required for extensive use 
of the investigative grand jury. Increasingly, these 
grand juries are moving to compel the testimony 
of hostile (or neutral) witnesses such as defense 
attorneys, in the development of major narcotics 
cases. 

... prosecutors are increasingly 
poised and self-confident in deal

ing with laws of a complexity 
that many defense attorneys have 

not mastered. 

However, all significant drug dealers amass 
large amounts of money and are able to afford ex
cellent counsel. Consequently, defense attorneys 
who are assured of substantial fees enthusiastically 
pursue all legal avenues, including extensive pretrial 
motions of all sorts that are intended to change the 
course of the prosecution, to avoid it altogether, 
or simply to wear down the prosecution team. 
Teams of defense lawyers move into court with 
literally hundreds of pretrial motions. To deal suc
cessfully with such massive resistance, the AUSAs 
must have both special skills and resources. They 
have developed the skills, largely because the Pro
gram affords them the resources. 

After his arrest, Rosario Gambino 
moved to adjourn his trial indefinitely 
on the purported grounds that a medical 
(psychiatric and/or neurological) prob
lem rendered him incompetent to com
municate effectively with his lawyers, 
assist in his defense and stand trial. For
tunately, because of the extensive sur
veillances before Gambino' s arrest made 
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possible through OCDETF resources, 
the Government was able to demonstrate 
in detail just how normally he had been 
functioning. The OCDETF resources 
also permitted the commitment of exten
sive AUSA time to confer with the 
psychiatrist who would be the Govern
ment's witness and prepare to cross
examine the two defense psychiatrists 
and psychologists. In a scathing opinion, 
District Court Judge Lacey found that 
Rosario Gambino's post-arrest behavior, 
upon which the doctors retained by him 
had based their opinion, constituted ma
lingering and the motion was denied. 

By contrast, in 1979 Gambino had been 
prosecuted in the Eastern District of New 
York on charges resulting from what the 
Government alleged was his role in the 
importation of six kilograms of heroin 
at JFK Airport. Thereafter, Gambino 
moved to delay his trial on the grounds 
that he had a precancerous polyp in his 
throat, which prevented him from com
municating with his lawyer and prepar
ing for trial. Largely because of the 
delay, the multidefendant case was 
fragmented into separate trials of three 
groups of defendants, which depleted the 
Government's resources and was very 
taxing for the witnesses called by the 
Government. Indeed, because of a num
ber of hung juries, six trials resulted, and 
Rosario Gambino was ultimately ac
quitted. Gambino's polyp never became 
cancerous, his defense was conducted 
with undue impediment-and, as the 
New Jersey verdicts show, he was not so 
disabled that he was prevented from 
thereafter conducting his heroin busi
ness. 

It was probably the concerted effort 
against Gambino which was brought to 
bear through the OCDETF Program 
which tended to equalize the Govern
ment's resources with those of Gambino, 
and turned the tide. 

At trial, too, drug dealers usually enjoy 
representation by the most able lawyers. In many 
cities, the attorney corps includes highly skilled 
lawyers who have specialized in narcotics cases. 
Their success has been partly due to the fact that 
they were in competition with relatively inex-

perienced prosecutors. As Task Force attorneys 
move into their third year, that imbalance is be
ing redressed. The prosecutors are increasingly 
poised and self-confident in dealing with laws of 
a complexity that many defense attorneys have not 
mastered. 

The post-trial actions of a prosecutor involve 
sentencing and, often, appeals. The prosecutor's 
presentation of pertinent information for the con
sideration of a sentencing judge can affect the 
sentence imposed. The Task Force Program has 
carefully institutionalized the collection of pertinent 
information about defendants, and presents the 
most significant of these materials to the judge 
before sentencing. The result has been a general 
trend toward stiffer sentences for drug dealers in 
Task Force cases. 

Because OCDETF AUSAs recogmze 
that the sentencing stage is critical at 
least to specific deterrence of the par
ticular defendant from committing fur
ther crimes, in this region we have been 
involving ourselves more deeply in the 
sentencing process by filing detailed 
sentencing memoranda in major cases. 

While these efforts to focus on sentenc
ing have not always been as successful 
as the Government would have wished, 
it seems clear that the effort nearly 
always has some impact and often is 
highly significant. For example, in 
sentencingJairo Muriel, a "right-hand 
man" to one of the key defendants in 
United States vs. Escobar et al., Judge 
Morris E. Lasker observed to the defen
dant that: 

''In this case) as you know, the 
Government has fought you very 
hard. The Government has sub
mitted to me a presentence 
memorandum relating to every 
defendant in this case. It is a very 
long document, which you may 
have seen, and in the early stages 
of my consideration of this case, I 
was inclined to resent the fact that 
the Government had pressed me as 
an individual judge so hard in the 
determination of what the sentence 
would be here, and I was irritated 
this morning when the U.S At
torney) s office presented me with 
further material and wondered why 
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(the Lead OCDETF AUSA in the 
District) would participate and 
make a statement. 

However, as time has gone by, I 
have become persuaded that in the 
unusual circumstances of the co
caine scourge of this country which 
emanates today at least primarily 
from your country of Colombia, 
and which is wreaking havoc on 
thousands, if not millions, of peo
ple in this country, and in your 
own country in different ways, that 
it is proper for the Executive 
Branch of the Government to bring 
to the attention of the court how 
strongly the Executive Branch feels 
about this and what the ramifica
tions and results of this pernicious 
cocaine traffic are.'' 

Thereafter, Judge Lasker sentenced 
Muriel to the fifteen-year prison sentence 
which the Government had recom
mended. 

It is still too early in the life of the Task Force 
Program to determine what kind of appeals rates 
are being generated. A preliminary and very 
limited analysis shows consistently high rates of 
appeals for major sentences (five years or more) 
growing out of trial convictions. Essentially anyone 
convicted at trial who can afford it appeals on the 
grounds of' 'What is there to lose?'' There is still 
insufficient data to measure the success rate of those 
appeals. 

Yet another area of attorney expertise being 
brought into play relates to forfeitures. As Task 
Forces have assigned attorneys as referents for this 
field, the level of expertise has risen among AUSAs 
as a group. Provisions for forfeitures are increas
ingly being utilized, and the cases themselves are 
being designed from the outset with forfeitures in 
mind. 

The increasing load of cases, however, is tak
ing a toll, as are the very intensity and complexity 
of the cases themselves. Increasingly, attorneys and 
their supervisors are looking at the problems of 
stress and burnout, as appeals add to the burden 
of investigation and prosecution. A few new at
torney positions are anticipated in the coming year, 
and the newcomers will be welcomed into the net
work by their senior colleagues. Investigators, in 
the second year of the Task Force Program, are 
complaining that the attorney availability and 
''grand jury time'' that helped them make big cases 
is now slipping away due to volume. 

It must be noted that the attorneys in the 
region are becoming overburdened with 
the prosecution (thankfully usually suc
cessful during 1984) and now massive 
appellate work required by the success 
of the Task Force Program. There is 
simply not enough time to do the trial 
and appellate work, and at the same 
time, continue to fill the crucial role as 
advisor to the agencies conducting on
going narcotics and currency investiga
tions. More attorneys and support staff 
are without a doubt the greatest current 
needs for continuing our successes in 
jailing narcotics kingpins and forfeiting 
their assets to the United States. 
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Investigative and 
Prosecutorial Techniques 

The OCDE Task Force Program can Jay 
claim to no new inventions in the fields of in
vestigative and prosecutorial techniques. It can, 
however, be justifiably proud of its creative utiliza
tion of existing tools. 

This chapter begins with an examination of 
various law enforcement combinations which have 
been effected under the Task Force Program ban
ner and the benefits of the synergies thus created. 
Interagency, interjurisdictional, and international 
cooperative efforts are all explored. 

The breadth and depth of expertise available 
to the cooperating forces permits them to pursue 
prosecutions under the "kingpin" statutes to an 
extent never before achieved. These statutes, which 
impose heavy penalties on major traffickers, are 
discussed in their context as weapons in the Task 
Force Program's arsenal. rfhe combination of 
diverse resources has made possible the effective 
use by the Task Forces of a number of demanding 
investigative techniques. The Task Forces) use of 
undercover operations, electronic surveillance, and 
financial investigations is detailed below. 

This chapter concludes with a review of the 
Task Forces' utilization of the Witness Security 
Program, which enabled the maximum exploita
tion of witnesses whose cooperation might other
wise have been lost. 

Combining Forces Against Drug 
Crime 

Those who know the OCDE Task Forces best, 
the 13 Coordination Groups and the core city U.S. 
Attorneys who review their work, seem to agree 
that certain elements of the system's design are 
responsible for the successes so far achieved. Most 
of these elements are dictated by the original 
Guidelines: establish a decentralized management 
model; seek high-level targets of investigation; pro
mote coordination between Federal agencies and 
between Task Force districts and regions; increase 

integration of Federal, State, and local drug in
vestigations; and emphasize financial and tax 
investigations. 

As Task Force operations grow and develop, 
certain other organizational, investigative, and 
prosecutorial techniques have emerged as particu
larly adaptable and effective in the high-profile, 
multiagency environment: wiretaps authorized 
under Title III work best in a Task Force due to 
their short-term, high-intensity personnel re
quirements; international cooperation and in
vestigative coordination in narcotics law enforce
ment reached unprecedented levels in 1984; agents 
cite greater access to investigative grand juries as 
an important Task Force advantage; the seldom
used, 15-year-old "kingpin" statutes, RICO and 
CCE, have found their home in Task Force opera
tions; and the undercover technique is enhanced 
by the combined personnel environment and by 
greater availability of cash for ''flashing'' or for 
wholesale drug purchases. 

The Team Approach 
The Task Force Coordination Group, com

posed of an A USA and seasoned investigative 
supeiVisors from participating Federal, State, and 
local agencies, is central to the operation of each 
of the 13 Task Forces. It is by decision of this com
mittee that cases throughout the region are selected, 
it is in response to their judgment that investigative 
and prosecutorial assets are allocated among cases, 
and it is through their activities that interagency, 
interdistrict, and interregional cooperation is ob
tained and coordinated. Assuring full cooperation 
among Federal agencies may seem by contrast to 
be their simplest task, but this is not always true. 

The investigating agencies are 
presently concerned about the numerical 
count of achievements. The Task Force 
role must be reiterated to explain that 
quality defendants, not merely a 
numerical count, are the goal. Through 
OCDE Task Force activity, the fact has 
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surfaced that the narcotics problem is 
even graver than predicted. A single in
vestigative agency with limited re
sources, its goals geared to a numerical 
count, cannot be expected to combat 
drug enterprises that have been op
erating for over a decade. The financial 
underpinnings of drug organizations are 
now being explored, we are moving to 
the root of the problem-money. Any 
diffusion of Task Force assets continues 
the last two decades of sporadic drug law 
enforcement. Task Force cases require 
long-term investigation and the agencies 
should support these cases throughout, 
not merely at time of arrest and search. 
These comments are not made to 
criticize any agency as a whole, but to 
point out that an agency whose method 
of evaluation does not include the qual
ity of the case, and relies only on 
numbers of arrests, numbers of indict
ments, and numbers of guns, pounds, 
and dollars is set at cross-purposes with 
the goals of the Task Force Program. 

AUSA Coordinator's Report 

The Larkin-Fortmann Task 
Force Case is a perfect example 
of the successful Task Force ap
proach, that is, destroying an en
tire organized smuggling and 
distribution network by taking 
advantage of the strengths of dif
ferent agencies, jailing the 
leaders of the organization, and 
forfeiting their assets to the 
United States-thereby paying 
for the enforcement efforts with 
the ill-gotten gains of the 
criminals. 

On the other hand, another A USA Coor
dinator reports what he calls ''the good news.'' 

Interagency cooperation in the war 
on drugs is at an all-time high. In
telligence information is shared to an ex
tent unprecedented prior to the creation 
of the Task Forces. In the first year of 

operation) information sharing seemed 
to be grudging at best. During the sec
ond operational year, the agents and 
supervisors knew each other better, 
trusted each other more, and were hap
pier with the necessity of sharing data 
concerning high-level drug traffickers. 
Notable successes in multiagency Task 
Force cases during 1984 have convinced 
the agencies that there is indeed a solid 
self-interest motive for cooperation. Lack 
of cooperation is now perceived as miss
ing out on opportunities to claim 
recognition in the big cases which are 
meriting regional and national attention. 

.. efforts at cooperation result in 
successful completion of a case 

that no single agency could have 
brought to fruition. 

The Larkin-Fortmann Task Force 
Case is a perfect example of the suc
cessful Task Force approach, that is, 
destroying an entire organized smug
gling and distribution network by tak
ing advantage of the strengths of dif
ferent agencies, jailing the leaders of the 
organization, and forfeiting their assets 
to the United States-thereby paying for 
the enforcement efforts with the ill-gotten 
gains of the criminals. 

AUSA Coordinator's Report 

Presumably, the reports cited above are a 
curate and might even have come from a sing 
Task Force region reporting on different days. Or 
report neatly summarizes the problems involved i 
getting aggressive and independent agencies 1 

work together on complex cases using share 
resources. The second report, just as succinct!~ 
records the pride of accomplishment these ager 
cies feel when thes<( efforts at cooperation result i 
successful completion of a case that no single agenc 
could have brought to fruition. The weight of con 
mentary from the Task Forces and parent ager 
cies clearly reflects a steadily growing rapport, bot 
at the intervening levels of management and at tr 
cutting edge-the agents and AUSAs workin 
together in common cause. 
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The Task Force approach, as set forth in the 
Guidelines, holds that the coordination of covert in
vestigations, the exercise of search and arrest 
warrants, witness and plea negotiations, and pro
secutions will only be successful when implemented 
consistently and continuously. The conduct of Task 
Force cases is the raison d'etre for the Coordination 
Group conference, held weekly in most Task 
Forces. At this meeting each case in progress is con
sidered and potential conflicts of strategy, tactics, 
and timing are ironed out. Each coordinator comes 
to the conference with complete knowledge of his 
or her agency's position and plans in each Task 
Force case. Each leaves prepared to update the SAC 
and appropriate agency elements on other agen
cies' immediate plans and on Task Force progress 
and intentions. The coordination expected of this 
group is by no means limited by a case's locale. 
Through their separate agency channels and 
through Task Force channels, Coordinators will 
pass on and acquire case information, exchanging 
it with those who need to know throughout the 
United States and, at times, beyond. 

The Coordination Group decides, as well, 
who is to conduct liaison with Federal, State, or 
local entities not represented in the Task Force. 
Although the (non-core city) districts do most of 
their own coordinating, the core city Coordinators 
are available to perform their services throughout 
their respective Task Force regions. District opera
tions are likely to be as big and complex as core 
city operations, with strong State and local par
ticipation, and equally important targets. Here are 
two examples of coordination and cooperation in 
srnaller districts: 

The Task Force in Arkansas was 
implemented with the basic premise that 
joint investigation was a necessary fac
tor in successful drug prosecutions. In 
this vein, the Attorney for the Eastern 
District of Arkansas assembled a com
mittee consisting of the heads of the 
various federal investigative agencies in 
this district and included the Director of 
the Arkansas State Police, the Chiefs of 
the Little Rock and North Little Rock 
Police Departments. The Arkansas State 
Police and the North Little Rock Police 
Department each assigned one in
dividual to the Drug Task Force on a 
full-time basis. The Little Rock Police 
Department has assigned two men to 
work full-time on the Task Force and 
three others to work part-time. All these 
local agents have been deputized as 

Special Deputy U.S. Marshals and are 
housed in the Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration office. 

In the Arkansas Task Force each 
investigation is conducted under the 
team unit concept. One agent from each 
of at least two agencies is assigned to the 
investigation. The case agents then iden
tify work projects and divide job 
assignments. The committee case agents 
receive support through their respective 
supervisors who make specific job 
assignments to other Task Force (and 
non-Task Force) personnel as the situa
tion dictates. In most investigations, the 
committee of case agents, in conjunction 
with the AUSA, chooses one agent to be 
the lead agent on the case. The super
visor in each agency plays an important 
role in planning the initial investigative 
strategy. As the case develops into a ma
jor investigation, the supervisory agent 
or the case agent seeks the support of 
other agencies and the Organized Crime 
Drug Enforcement Task Force Coor
dinators. The lead agent is charged with 
the responsibility of keeping each agency 
informed of activities in the investiga
tion, to keep the investigation moving, 
and to report to the Task Force AUSA, 
who sits in at the meetings of case agents 
committees. 

Lead Task Force Attorney's 
Report 

Coordination on a daily, sometimes hourly, 
basis occurs among case agents: 

Upon approval of a matter as a 
Task Force investigation by the Gulf 
Coast Regional Coordinators and the 
U.S. Attorney, the agencies involved 
hold an organizational meeting. This 
meeting is the most critical and impor
tant first step in the entire Task Force 
case process. It is attended by all agents 
who will be working on the case and oc
curs within two or three days of ap
proval. 

At this meeting the agents give 
detailed investigative information, either 
verbally or by circulation of offense 
reports. Prior case histories and related 
investigations and prosecutions are 
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discussed. Very often the involvement 
of other districts and regions is 
discovered at this meeting, which im
mediately expands both the scope and 
the opportunities in the case. An in
vestigative framework is established so 
that the early stages of the investigation 
will have direction, avoiding a disor
ganized start. It is important, however) 
that the framework remain flexible to ac
commodate future events and 
opportunities. 

Assignments are handed out at this 
first meeting and centers of paperwork 
controI·are established. For example, a 
Customs agent might receive all phone 
tolls and take responsibility to make 
necessary analysis. The IRS agent would 
receive all bank records and other finan
cial documents, along with analytical 
responsibility. All drug offense informa
tion would be directed to the DEA or 
FBI agent. By spreading the workload, 
several Task Force processes are set in 
motion: intelligence is shared; a team 
approach begins to develop; agents from 
different agencies begin to build the 
essential element of familiarity with one 
another from which will flow trust and 
increased sharing of information; and 
the involvement of multiple agents in the 
circulation of investigative facts brings 
into play the resources and data bases 
of all the participating agencies. 

In giving assignments at the or
ganizational meeting) State and local in
dices are checked; since by sheer num
bers, State and local authorities are 
capable of gathering much more detailed 
information than the Federal agencies. 
As an investigation proceeds, more and 
more linkages are discovered and utilized 
to connect seemingly unrelated events. 
These linkages are frequently produced 
by State and local law enforcement. 

AUSA Coordinator's Report 

The direction of a complex multiagency in
vestigation carried out by senior, skilled Federal 
and State agents need not be dictated by any one 
agency. Rather, the direction is dictated by the 
seasoned judgment and experience of all of the par
ticipating agents and supervisors. Normally the 

agency which first recommended the investigati< 
plays a primary role in its management, but ti 
Task Force draws upon the expertise and sagaci 
of all participants to determine the direction a1 
management of the case. Thus, at the organiz 
tional meeting each agency is responsible for co 
tributions to the design of the investigation. 1 

multiple agencies participate in the design, th1 
come to realize that the end product will in fact I 
their own product. 

As an investigation gets underway, the info 
mation being discovered is passed among the age1 
cies and critical linkages begin to develop. As con 
munication proceeds, team spirit begins to develo1 
Agents from functionally and geographical· 
separated agencies are no longer fighting the ba 
tie individually, but find themselves part of a coo 
dinated multifront and multitalented offense. Ta, 
Force agents are not limited to making a case base 
on one agency's jurisdictions, but rather have t} 
opportunity to use the strongest statutes availab 
to Justice and Treasury agencies. The data ba: 
from which information can be obtained and t} 
agencies' ability to develop it is vastly expandec 
NADDIS, TECS, OCIS, NCIC, TFLEC, an 
State and local information systems are availab 
and easily accessed. The analytical capacities of ti 
participating agencies also become available: EPIC 
TLAN, VIA, and PATHFINDER can all be use 
to enhance the usefulness of the informatio 
gathered. More personnel strength is available, an 
with it, broader expertise, particularly in highl 
technical areas. 

With a broader agency base comes a broad< 
array of investigative opportunities. A Treasu1 
undercover operation presented with an oppo 
tunity to purchase narcotics can quickly and eff 
ciently follow that lead through the easily arrange 
introduction of Task Force DEA agents. AJusti< 
undercover operation which is presented with 
money laundering opportunity can immediate] 
avail itself of Treasury expertise. If maritime skil 
are required, the Coast Guard is readily availabl• 
Given the range of talents of the seven Task Fore 
agencies, plus those of State and local and othc 
cooperating Federal agencies, the investigati\ 
possibilities are almost limitless. 

No single agency had sufficient 
resources to accomplish this 

work. It was the Task Force and 
its focused use of resources in a 

coordinated strike that led to 
success in this investigation. 
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The Coordination Group provides a frame
work in which to pursue investigations in several 
parts of the country at the same time. Each Task 
Force has at least seven points of contact-the Coor
dinator of each participating agency-with every 
other Task Force. Through national meetings, each 
agency's Coordinators have become acquainted 
with one another. Thus, phone calls from one Task 
force to another are not between strangers but be
tween persons who view themselves as members of 
the same national priority program. 

As an investigation proceeds toward indict
ment, considerable contact occurs between the at
torneys in the two or more Task Force regions 
typically involved in the case. Just as investigators 
from the various agencies in different Task Forces 
maintain coordination during the investigation, so 
too the attorneys proceed in a coordinated man
ner. Through the national Task Force network, 
attorneys learn whether their indictment may jeop
ardize undercover work in another part of the coun
try. Exposure of sources of information; protection 
of undercover operations; flight of main defendants; 
flight of assets; and the best place to prosecute are 
an1ong the issues considered prior to the first in
dictment. Upon indictment the national coopera
tion continues, from bail hearings to the develop
ment of ''defendant-witnesses'' for the use of other 
Task Forces. 

In several cases, AUSAs from one Task Force 
have been "loaned" to another to pursue a Task 
Force prosecution, some for several months. Both 
inter- and intra-regional sharing can go beyond 
personnel: 

In addition to attorney resources, 
our region has shared travel funds for the 
benefit of the entire region. Earlier this 
year some districts were out of Task 
Force travel funds while others still had 
substantial funds. The U.S. Attorneys 
in our region agreed to shift funds 
among the districts so that each district 
could finish out Fiscal Year 1984. 

This same sharing and effective use 
of resources has occurred among the 
agencies. Several wiretaps have been ap
proved in Task Force cases in this 
region. In each instance, the sponsoring 
agency had to rely on resources from 
other Task Force agencies in order to 
man the investigation. Absent the Task 
Force structure, the lending agencies 
might not have offered manpower to 

support a wiretap in which they had no 
investigative interest. 

The sharing of resources, both 
manpower and money, was dramatically 
demonstrated in the recent Mont Blanc 
investigation. A 900 pound shipment of 
cocaine was smuggled into the United 
States, and taken off the streets by a 
Texas Department of Public Safety 
prearranged roadblock. This was done 
so skillfully that the targets of the in
vestigation continued to deal with our 
undercover agents. 

Following the loss of the cocaine, 
the cartel smuggled 1,200 pounds of 
marijuana as a test to see if it would get 
busted. By pooling resources of the Task 
Force agencies, it was possible to use hid
den cameras to guard the marijuana in 
a warehouse, rather than seizing it. 
When part of this marijuana was trans
ported illegally, a Sheriff's Office, by 
prearrangement, seized it. As with the 
first load, this was done so skillfully that 
the targets continued to deal with the 
undercover agents. The cartel then 
smuggled in another load of cocaine 
which was seized and the targets were 
arrested. 

No single agency had sufficient 
resources to accomplish this work. It was 
the Task Force and its focused use of 
resources in a coordinated strike that led 
to success in this investigation. 

On a more subtle level, in 1984, we 
have seen in this region more sharing of 
information than ever before, more trust 
than ever before, and a stronger desire 
to work together. This is not to say that 
all is in harmony. During 1985 we will 
continue to work to lower the remain
ing barriers which separate law enforce
ment agencies from each other. 

Al ·\Coordinator's Report 

Another exar. e Oi multiagency cooperation 
involved the investit, '.on of an organization com
prised of an estimated ::. .~O persons residing in the 
San Diego/Tijuana area and actively engaged in 
the smuggling of marijuana and cocaine into the 
United States since 1978. The organization was 
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believed to be responsible for distributing, monthly, 
controlled substances and drugs with an estimated 
street value in excess of $10 million. 

In June 1984, DEA agents executed five 
search warrants in this investigation, seizing 4,400 
pounds of marijuana and numerous firearms, in
cluding assault rifles which were believed to have 
been destined to be smuggled into Mexico. In
vestigation by the A TF revealed the source of the 
rifles to be a San Diego pawnshop. Further ATF 
investigation revealed a myriad of illegal firearms 
activities between the pawnshop and members of 
the drug smuggling organization. It was established 
that a two-way smuggling operation existed, mov
ing drugs into the United States and firearms into 
Mexico. Through the Southwest Border regional 
office of the Task Force, this information was coor
dinated with DEA, IRS, Customs, and local agen
cies, all of which were working on other aspects of 
the investigation. This coordination allowed the in
corporation into the case of five co-conspirators 
whose connection to the overall smuggling con
spiracy had been previously unknown. One of those 
men was also implicated in the firearms violations. 
The additional charges persuaded this defendant 
to become a witness for the Government. As a 
witness, the defendant provided accurate, 
verifiable, and extremely incriminating evidence 
against numerous other members of the organiza
tion, and, in particular, its leader. 

Although the level of coordination and 
cooperation is high, occasionally disputes will arise. 
A step-by-step procedure for resolution of disputes 
within the Task Forces is spelled out in the 
Guidelines. Disputes that could not be settled by im
plementing the local levels of these procedures have 
been rare. P .. s Task Force relationships mature, and 
as joint investigations lead more and more often 
to convictions, disagreements are increasingly be
ing settled ''at home,'' with effective case develop
ment as the only arbiter. 

The power of the Task Forces to fight drug 
crime and their ability ultimately to bring it under 
control appears to rest squarely on growing co
operation and near-perfect coordination of in
vestigations and prosecution~. As the Guidelines 
state: 

The Task Force Program's overall 
goal is to identify, investigate, and pros
ecute members of high-level drug traf
ficking enterprises, and to destroy the 
operations of those organizations by 
means of adding new Federal resources 
for the investigation and prosecution of 
major drug trafficking organizations and 

... funding and deputation-have 
resulted in what participants 

describe as a dramatic increase in 
joint cooperative efforts of 

Federal and non-Federal 
agencies. 

fostering improved interagency coor
dination and cooperation in the in
vestigation and prosecution of major 
drug cases. 

Among the specific objectives of 
each Task Force will be ... to promote 
a coordinated drug enforcement effort in 
each Task Force region, and to en
courage maximum cooperation among 
all drug enforcement agencies. 

State and Local Participation 

Just before dawn on November 22, 
1983, a Task Force of more than 200 
Federal, State, and local law enforce
ment officers led by Special Agents of the 
Drug Enforcement Administration con
ducted simultaneous raids in New Jersey 
and New York that led to the arrests of 
more than 40 suspects and the seizure 
of substantial quantities of cocaine, 
"speed," and Dilaudid, as well as cash 
and weapons. The raids concluded the 
active phase of a five-month investiga
tion into the activities of what amounted 
to a drug clearinghouse in Newark, New 
Jersey, operating behind the shield of a 
purported charity. That phase had in
cluded a court-authorized wiretap in the 
"charity" office and several other loca
tions, physical surveillance leading to 
vehicle stops and arrests of some 
members of the drug ring in possession 
of drugs, and undercover purchases. 

Nationwide, almost 700 State 
and local law enforcement of

ficers took the oath of office as 
Special Deputy U.S. Marshals 
during 1984, in order to par

ticipate in the Task Forces' 
cases. 
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Between December 16, 1983, and 
April 4, 1984, all but eleven of the de
fendants either pleaded guilty or were 
reindicted. Two of the kingpins were 
among those who agreed to cooperate 
after pleading guilty to RICO and CCE 
charges. Their testimony led directly to 
the conviction of ten other defendants. 

The probe was directed by the 
Newark Field Division of DEA, with in
vestigative participation by the Internal 
Revenue Service, Essex County Pros
ecutor's Office) Essex County Police, 
and the Newark Police Department. Ad
ditional assistance was afforded by the 
Middlesex County Narcotics and Or
ganized Crime Task Force, Gloucester 
County Prosecutor's Office, New Jersey 
State Police, and a number of other local 
police departments throughout New 
Jersey and New York. The ability to 
prosecute not only for direct drug 
crimes, but also for widely disparate 
schemes engaged in by the group, was 
greatly facilitated by the number and 
variety of the investigative agencies 
involved. 

AUSA Case Narrative 

Increased participation by State and local law 
enforcement elements has been a major factor in 
the success of the OCDE Task Force Program in 
1984. As a prominent principle of its organizational 
guidelines, the Program promotes joint involve
ment of State and local authorities in the investiga
tion, ·apprehension, and prosecution of major drug 
traffickers and drug trafficking organizations. To 
promote this participation, funding is provided to 
underwrite some of the costs incurred by State and 
local personnel while they are working on Task 
Force cases. When appropriate to a case, the 
deputation of State or local law enforcement per
sonnel as Special Deputy U.S. Marshals is en
couraged by the Task Force Program. Both of these 
Program initiatives-funding and deputation
have resulted in what participants describe as a 
dramatic increase in joint cooperative efforts of 
Federal and non-Federal agencies. 

Funding 
Congress has appropriated funds to reimburse 

the States and localities for overtime and expenses 
incurred by their personnel while they are par-

ticipating in Task Force cases. There are now more 
than 200 active reimbursement agreements between 
Task Forces and State, county, or local agencies. 
These local agencies continue to pay the salaries 
of their investigators who are working on Task 
Force cases but are relieved of the costs of over
time, travel, and per diem expenses incurred as a 
result of their participation. 

The Southeast Task Force is one example of 
a Task Force that has made exceptional strides in 
bringing State and local forces into its cases. By 
the end of 1984, 50 cases were under investigation 
in the Southeast Task Force, with at least one case 
in each of the 12 Federal districts in that region. 
Two districts had Task Force investigations under
way even though they are among those smaller 
districts with no allocation of Task Force resources, 
either attorneys or agents. This region has enlisted 
significant participation from State and local agen
cies to assist with its caseload. The Georgia Bureau 
of Investigation (GBI) assigned a coordinator, a 
squad commander, and six agents to the Task 
Force. These agents operate from the Task Force 
headquarters in Atlanta. More than 50 GBI agents 
have now worked on Task Force cases in Georgia. 
The Cobb County Sheriff's Department also has 
a full-time coordinator assigned permanently to the 
Task Force. 

Local law enforcement personnel I 
have unique and comprehensive 
insights into drug trafficking in 

their jurisdiction. 

State investigative agencies throughout the 
region have worked on Task Force cases, including 
the Office of the Secretary of State of Georgia; the 
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation; the South 
Carolina Law Enforcement Division; the North 
Carolina State Bureau of Investigation; and the 
Alabama Bureau of Investigation. Local agencies 
participating in Task Force cases include the 
Atlanta, Athens, Savannah, Henry County, East 
Point, and Chattanooga police departments, and 
the Fulton County Sheriff's Department. 

Deputation 
Nationwide, almost 700 State and local law 

enforcement officers took the oath of office as 
Special Deputy U.S. Marshals during 1984, in 
order to participate in the Task Forces' cases. 
Departments entering this partnership provide ex
perienced law enforcement personnel who agree to 
adhere to the policies and procedures of the span-
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soring Federal agency while working on the Task 
Force case, though they continue to be subject to 
the established lines of authority of their own 
organizations. In addition, State and local officers 
agree to adhere strictly to the requirements of the 
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure relating to 
grand jury secrecy. 

In late October 1983, cooperating 
Federal and local law enforcement agen
cies in Indiana submitted for nomina
tion as a Task Force target a registered 
pharmacist whom the agencies suspected 
of diverting large quantities of Schedule 
II Controlled Substances into the drug 
market in the Indianapolis metropolitan 
area. 

After rece1vmg Task Force ap
proval, the Indianapolis Police Depart
ment and the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force entered into an 
agreement and five Indianapolis Police 
Department narcotics detectives were 
made Special Deputy U.S. Marshals. 
The Federal and local agencies moved 
swiftly to agree upon and utilize seven 
Title III wire intercepts on the pharmacy 
and the three main distributors of the 
drugs. Because of the nature and extent 
of the interagency and Federal and local 
cooperation, the law enforcement agen
cies were able to devastate the organiza
tion in February 1984, by serving 30 
search and seizure warrants upon the 
members of the organization, at the con
clusion of the court authorized wire in
tercepts. The impact upon the drug 
market in the metropolitan Indianapolis 
area was far-reaching. The street price 
of the pharmaceutical drugs that the 
organization had been distributing 
almost tripled and the local methadone 
clinic experienced a tremendous increase 
in patient load. 

During the grand jury phase of this 
Task Force case, interagency and 
Federal and State cooperation con
tinued. This exemplary cooperation 
resulted in the indictment of 27 in
dividuals, of whom 25 pleaded guilty, 
one was tried and sentenced to 15 years 
imprisonment, and one was a fugitive. 
The major defendant, although not yet 
sentenced, had agreed to a preindictment 

plea agreement under which he will 
receive a term of 20 years and forfeit all 
proceeds of his illegal activity. Federal 
agencies, local law enforcement and local 
prosecutors' offices worked closely to ar
rive at plea agreements entailing 
substantial sentences for the defendants. 

The results achieved in this case 
could only be accomplished through 
cooperative sharing by all participating 
agencies of the intelligence acquired and 
evidence obtained during the course of 
the investigation. The cooperative effort 
continues with anticipated prosecution 
of 30 additional defendants at the 
Federal level and still others in State 
court. 

AUSA Coordinator's Report 

Benefits of the Team Approach 
The mutual advantages of a Federal/State/ 

local team are numerous. Clearly, the funding for 
overtime and expenses helps the non-Federal agen
cies, but there are more significant benefits which 
they receive as a result of their participation. Full 
partnership with the Federal law enforcement com
munity provides them with expertise they may b< 
lacking, in an area such as financial investigations. 
Since Federal jurisdiction is nationwide, deputiza· 
tion enables members of State and local depart· 
ments to cross geographical jurisdictional lines ir 
the conduct of an investigation. In addition, tht 
non-Federal agencies have seen the payoff of thi; 
partnership when major drug traffickers in their 
areas receive stiff penalties imposed as a conse· 
quence of the Federal statutes, which in many in· 
stances are more punitive than those of the States 

The assets forfeiture provisions of Federal la" 
now provide an increased incentive to State anc 
local agencies to participate in the OCDE Tasl 
Force Program. The Comprehensive Crime Con 
trol Act of 1984 makes it possible for non-Federa 
agencies to receive a share of drug traffickers' asset 
forfeited as a result of joint investigations. 

The Federal Task Force participants have alS< 
realized benefits of this Federal/State/local team ap 
proach. Local law enforcement personnel hav1 
unique and comprehensive insights into drug traf 

For the first time Colombian na
tionals could be extradited to the 

United states for narcotics 
violations. 
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ficking in their jurisdiction. Their contacts within 
the community and their networks of informants 
generate information which in many instances sup
plies links between seemingly unrelated data. 

The extradition of these major 
narcotics violators represents not 
only a significant victory in the 
war on drugs, but it has also set 
a new standard of cooperative in
ternational effort in combating 
narcotics trafficking ... 

In most cases, Federal drug law enforcement 
agencies have f~und it easier to work with the.local 
agencies than to conduct separate investigations, 
particularly where, as in many jurisdictions) the 
State or local agency is the ''only game in town'' -
Federal presence being minimal at best. Conse
quently, the utilization of State and/or local agen
cies provides the Task Forces with a personnel 
resource which always enhances, and in many cases 
makes possible, the conduct of a Task Force in
vestigation. This kind of partnership has resulted 
in wide participation by State and local law enforce
ment agencies in Task Force investigations. In 1984 
roughly half of the investigations conducted by the 
Task Forces had active State and local participation. 

International Cooperation 

By November of 1983, electronic sur
veillances determined that the Catalano 
Faction was importing heroin from other 
La Casa Nostra Families in Sicily. The 
primary supplier was identified as 
Gaetano Badalamenti of Cinisi, Sicily, 
the most wanted narcotics fugitive in 
Italy. 

To facilitate an exchange of information, 
Italian Magistrates and police officials 
regularly came to the United States. 
Some of these officers were made special 
deputy U.S. Marshals and assisted in 
monitoring and interpreting ongoing Ti
tle III installations. . . FBI, Customs, 
and DEA agents were sent to Italy, 
Spain, Switzerland, and Brazil to 
facilitate the investigations in those coun
tries. Due to this outstanding coopera
tion, continuous physical surveillances 
could now be maintained on the New 

York subjects during their regular visits 
to Sicily and Western Europe. The 
American agents would simply get on an 
airplane with the subject and join with 
a foreign surveillance team at the in
tended destination. Moreover, surveil
lances of interest which were initiated in 
a foreign country could be continued in 
the United States by our agents .... 

In early April 1984, Badalamenti called 
Alfano over a public telephone which 
was being monitored and told him to 
come to Madrid. Again, due to the 
smooth international relations which had 
been developed, DEA and FBI agents 
followed Alfano to Madrid where the 
Spanish police continued the quick mov
ing surveillance. Two days later Gaetano 
Badalamenti, his son Vito, and Alfano 
were arrested in Madrid. Italian police 
officials who were on the scene positively 
identified Badalamenti and praised the 
Americans for engineering the capture 
of this long-sought international 
fugitive .... 

The kind of international cooperation that af
fects Task Force cases is illustrated dramatically in 
the foregoing excerpt from a motion by the U.S. 
Attorney's Office in Manhattan. Task Force efforts 
to improve cooperation with police and prosecutors 
from other nations have become possible through 
funding for travel and by a determination that in
vestigative and prosecutorial efforts should be pur
sued even beyond our borders. 

This agreement is a major 
breakthrough in the efforts to get 

Caribbean jurisdictions to pro
vide the United States with ac

cess to the records of "offshore" 
transactions in which major drug 

smugglers and distributors 
disguise the links between their 

assets and their crimes. 

Both investigative and prosecutorial elements 
have benefited from two particular initiatives of the 
Department of State, working closely with the 
Department of Justice. The first is a broad new 
agreement with the Government of Colombia for 
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the extradition of accused narcotics traffickers; the 
second is an agreement with the Government of 
the United Kingdom and the Government of the 
Cayman Islands, providing for access by American 
law enforcement personnel to certain financial 
records relating to narcotics trafficking. 

Colombian Extradition 
In 1982 a new and innovative extradition 

treaty went into effect between the United States 
and Colombia. For the first time Colombian na
tionals could be extradicted to the United States 
for narcotics violations. However, despite repeated 
approval of American extradition requests by the 
Colombian Supreme Court, the Colombian Presi
dent refused extradition of nationals for reasons 
having to do with domestic considerations. 

On April 30, 1984, after opening a major of
fensive against narcotics traffickers, the Justice 
Minister of Colombia was assassinated. At the 
Minister's funeral, President Belasario Betancur 
announced that he would henceforth approve the 
extradition of Colombian nationals to face criminal 
charges abroad. This reversal of policy opened a 
tremendous opportunity to breach the sanctuary 
which many Colombian narcotics kingpins had 
been enjoying in their country, despite pending 
prosecutions in the United States. 

Recognizing the historic potential of this op
portunity for antinarcotics efforts, a sub-Cabinet
level working group convened in May 1984 to coor
dinate U.S. law enforcement and diplomatic efforts. 
While endorsing enhanced interdiction efforts and 
the supplying of antinarcotics aircraft and other 
assistance to Colombia, it was agreed that the focal 
point of this thrust would be extradition. 

Since that time the United States has sub
mitted new requests to Colombia for the extradi
tion of approximately 65 fugitives, many of whom 
are defendants in OCDE Task Force program 
cases. As of January 1, 1985, the Colombian 
Supreme Court had approved the extradition of 
nine of the detained fugitives and, of this group, 
President Betancur has approved extradition of six 
and denied one. Several of the fugitives fled Co
lombia to Spain after the crackdown and four 
fugitives are now under arrest, awaiting extradi
tion from Spain. 

As of the date of this writing four of the six 
Colombian extraditions have been completed. The 
extradition process for those still in custody in Co
lombia should be completed in 1985. The extradi
tion of these major narcotics violators represents 
not only a significant victory in the war on drugs, 
but it has also set a new standard of cooperative 
international effort in combating narcotics traffick-

ing and has established a valuable precedent, 
through all of Latin America, in favor of the policy 
of extraditing nationals. 

The Cayman Islands Agreement 
On July 26, 1984, the United States and the 

United Kingdom exchanged diplomatic cor
respondence establishing an agreement on access 
to the documentary information, resident in the 
Cayman Islands, needed in narcotics investigations 
and proceedings in this country. This agreement 
is a major breakthrough in the efforts to get Carib
bean jurisdictions to provide the United States with 
access to the records of'' offshore'' transactions in 
which major drug smugglers and distributors 
disguise the links between their assets and their 
crimes. 

... the Cayman authorities will 
obtain a warrant to search for 

and seize the needed records and 
deliver them to the United 

States. 

The agreement is the result of seven months 
of intense negotiation between the Cayman Island 
Government, the British Government (the 
Caymans are a British colony), and the U.S. 
Departments of Justice and State. The United 
States entered the negotiations to check the grow
ing role played by Cayman Islands' institutions in 
facilitating banks, law firms, and trust companies 
in the laundering of profits acquired through drug 
trafficking. The British were prompted to negotiate 
by a keen concern that the increasingly successful 
use by U.S. prosecutors of subpoenas served on the 
United States branches of international banks and 
businesses to compel the release of records main
tained in bank secrecy jurisdictions abroad tended 
to undermine Cayman Islands bank secrecy laws. 

Under the agreement, whenever Federal pros
ecutors or investigators here need bank or business 
records located in the Cayman Islands in a matter 
"arising from, related to, connected with, or 
resulting from" illegal drug trafficking, the U.S. 
Attorney General may obtain the records by issu
ing a "certificate" to the Attorney-General of the 
Cayman Islands. 

The certificate can be issued in connection 
with a Federal grand jury investigation, a criminal 
case awaiting trial, or even a civil or administrative 
proceeding ancillary to narcotics trafficking litiga
tion. Thus, a civil forfeiture proceeding under the 
United States Code can serve as the predicate for 
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a certificate. The matter involved need not even 
specifically involve narcotics charges as long as the 
investigation or proceeding is materially related to 
narcotics trafficking. For example, a pending or 
contemplated tax evasion case can qualify for the 
issuance of a certificate if the "likely source 1

' of the 
target's income is narcotics trafficking. 

The certificate contains no information about 
the case other than the grand jury number or docket 
number and the Attorney General's assurance that 
the matter falls within the scope of the agreement. 
Therefore, use of the certificate process does not 
conflict with grand jury secrecy or pose the prac
tical jeopardy to the investigation inherent in tradi
tional methods of international judicial assistance. 

Upon receipt of the certificate, the Cayman 
Islands Attorney-General is obliged to order the 
Cayman entities involved to surrender the records 
to him within 14 days. Once the records are sur
rendered, the Attorney-General forwards them to 
the Department of Justice. The agreement also 
obligates the Cayman authorities to provide founda
tion testimony to ensure the admission of the 
records into evidence before our courts. If bank 
officials or other individuals fail to produce the 
records specified in the certificate, they face the im
position of fines and imprisonment, and the 
Cayman authorities will obtain a warrant to search 
for and seize the needed records and deliver them 
to the United States. 

In return for the Cayman Islands' good faith 
implementation of these procedures, the United 
States agreed not to use subpoenas served upon the 
U.S. branches of international banks and businesses 
in any case which would fall within the.agreement. 
However, the United States insisted that the agree
ment not take force until the Caymans had drafted 
and enacted new internal legislation which clearly 
enabled its government to carry out the promises 
offered at the bargaining table. The necessary 
Cayman internal legislation was enacted in late 
August 1984, and the agreement became effective 
August 29, 1984. 

By year's end, the Attorney General had 
issued 17 certificates demanding Cayman Islands 
records for use in major drug investigations from 
all over the country. Most of the prosecutors 
responsible for the cases involved have praised the 
evidence obtained under the agreement as ex
tremely valuable. For example, the Lead Task 
Force Attorney in Cincinnati has credited the 
evidence obtained pursuant to the agreement with 
facilitating the recent convictions there of members 
of a major cocaine trafficking organization. 

The agreement is to remain in force for 15 
months. A key provision specifically obliges the 

Cayman authorities to begin good faith negotia
tion of a full, formal, mutual legal assistance treaty 
that would cover more than just narcotics-related 
offenses. These negotiations are to begin in May 
1985. Accordingly, both sides view the current 
agreement as an interim arrangement pending 
negotiation of the formal treaty. There can be little 
doubt, however, that the agreement has provided 
a significant boost to the efforts to gain international 
cooperation in the battle against narcotics. 

The Kingpin Statutes 

Eighteen months of intensive Task Force 
investigation made it clear that Gazy 
J alilie was the head of a major cocaine 
distribution and money laundering 
organization in Sacramento. While at
tempting to board a flight from Miami 
to Panama, he and two associates were 
arrested by Federal agents. Nineteen 
other members of the organization were 
later arrested. After Federal officials con
fronted] alilie with the massive evidence 
against him, he agreed to plead guilty 
to, among other things, having operated 
a continuing criminal enterprise. 

U.S. Customs and AUSA Case 
Narratives 

The Continuing Criminal Enterprise statute 
(Section 848 of Title 21 of the U.S. Code), com
monly called CCE, provides for the most rigorous 
sanctions of any Federal criminal statute directed 
at drug-related activities. Enacted as part of The 
Comprehensive Drug Abuse Prevention and Con
trol Act of 1970, it carries a maximum penalty of 
life imprisonment and a minimum of 10 years
with no parole in either case-and fines up to 
$100,000. It also provides for forfeiture of any and 
all proceeds of the specified criminal activity, or of 
any assets purchased with such proceeds. This 
means that the Government has the right to take 
ownership of any real estate, automobiles) aircraft) 
boats) business equity, bank accounts, securities, 

A total of $33,800,000 in non
drug assets has been forfeited to 

the Government as a result of 
Task Force convictions under the 

Continuing Criminal Enterprise 
statute. 
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or any other kind of goods or entitlements that were 
used in a criminal activity or purchased with money 
generated from it. 

J alilie' s sentencing was scheduled for late 
March 1985. The Government asked for 
a sentence of twenty-five years (without 
parole) and forfeiture of assets valued at 
almost a million dollars. 

U.S. Customs and AUSA Case 
Narratives 

Because the penalties are so severe, the statute 
requires five stringent elements of proof for con
viction of defendants charged with CCE: 

• The defendant's conduct ,must con
stitute a felony violation of Federal nar
cotics law; 

• That conduct must take place as part of 
a continuing series of violations; 

• The defendent must undertake this 
activity in concert with five or more 
persons; 

• The defendant must act as the 
organizer, supervisor, or manager 
("kingpin") of this criminal enterprise; 
and 

• The defendant must obtain substantial 
income or resources from the enterprise. 

The Task Forces are remarkably well-suited to con
duct the comprehensive investigations necessary to 
establish the requisite proof for CCE convictions, 
and to identify potential assets for forfeiture. 

The CCE statute was not the only statute 
relating to drug trafficking passed in 1970. The 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations 
(RICO) statute, part of the Organized Crime Con
trol Act of 1970, provides other strong sanctions 
that deal with criminal organizations and their per
nicious infiltration into legitimate businesses. The 
RICO penalties, however, are less severe than those 
for CCE: up to 20 years imprisonment, $25,000 
in fines, and civil and criminal forfeitures. 

Richard Fields was arrested in 
Marquette, Michigan, in 1978 for 
possession of about nine ounces of co
caine. He was not prosecuted, but was 
the subject of continuing investigations 

over the succeeding years. The Task 
Force assumed the case in the spring of 
1983, the forces of several agencies and 
attorneys were combined and expanded, 
and the investigation proceeded in 
pyramid fashion. One witness' testimony 
led to admissions by others, and their 
cooperation in turn led to more impor
tant participants in the enterprise. Fields 
himself agreed to cooperate with the in
vestigation. Ultimately, a host of convic
tions was obtained, among them the con
viction of a Chicago bank. But most 
significant were 19 convictions for 
RICO. 

IRS and AUSA Case Narratives 

The RICO provisions focus on an "enter· 
prise,'' defined as ''the association of a group o: 
individuals,'' where that enterprise utilizes income 
from an illegal activity, acquires or exercises con· 
trol through illegal activity, commits illegal acts, 
or conspires to do any of these things. The enter
prise may or may not relate to drug dealing bu1 
a prosecutor must show that each defendant is guilt} 
of a pattern of racketeering. That is, within a 1( 

year period the defendant must have committed a1 
least two acts of racketeering. These acts must be 
connected by a con1mon scheme in order tc 
demonstrate that they are not merely unrelated 
offenses. 

While the maximum penalties provided fo1 
by RICO may be less severe than the maximum 
CCE penalties, they can be extensive. Furthermore, 
while CCE convictions are usually limited to twc 
or three defendants in a given case, RICO can, and 
does, provide for punishment not just of the leader~ 
but of even remote associates-' 'little fish'' -who 
are willing participants in the enterprise's illega] 
activities. Hence, in the Fields case cited above, 
19 RICO convictions were obtained within one 
drug-related enterprise. 

As noted, both statutes were enacted in 1970. 
Their full and effective use, however, has come 
about only with the advent of the Organized Crime 

The Task Forces have . .. used 
their undercover operations to 

gain greater access to drug 
organizations . .. This method 

leads to better identification -
and stronger incrimination - of 

high level drug dealers. 
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Drug Enforcement Task Force Program, a Pro
gram that has consistently emphasized the impor
tance of the kingpin statutes. as a necessary con
comitant to its organizational focus. Most CCE and 
RICO prosecutions during 1984 have been under 
the Task Force aegis, with the following results. 

As of December 31, 1984, 11 percent of all 
Task Force indictments included one or more 
defendants charged with CCE. A total of 211 
defendants were charged with operating a contin
uing criminal enterprise. Of those 211, CCE 
charges against 109 defendants were disposed of by 
year's end-61 percent of those defendants were 
convicted (as a result of either a trial or a plea of 
guilty). Only 4 percent of those defendants were 
acquitted of CCE charges. CCE charges against 
35 percent of the defendants were dismissed for a 
variety of reasons. These included the granting of 
motions by the defense; motions by the Govern
ment after the defendant agreed to plead guilty to 
other charges; or, often, motions by the Govern
ment after the defendant agreed to cooperate with 
the Government and/or forfeit substantial amounts 
of property and cash. The minimum 10 year 
sentence mandated under CCE resulted in heavy 
sentencing: 52 percent of those defendants sen
tenced received prison terms of 10 to 20 years, 10 
percent received jail terms ranging from 20 to 25 
years, and 38 percent were given terms of 30 years 
or greater. A total of $33,800,000 in non-drug assets 
has been forfeited to the Government as a result 
of Task Force convictions under the Continuing 
Criminal Enterprise statute. 

By year's end, 4 percent of all Task force in
dictments included one or more defendants charged 
with RICO. A total of 355 defendants were charged 
with violations of the RICO statute. Of those, there 
have been dispositions of the RICO charges against 
142 defendants; 65 percent were convicted, and 37 
percent of those sentenced received prison terms 
ranging from 12 to 20 years. An additional 37 per
cent of those convicted of RICO violations were 
given jail terms in the five to eight year range. 
Prison terms of one to four years were given to 21 
percent of those defendants convicted of RICO. 
Non-drug asset forfeitures for all RICO defendants 
reached $5, 700,000 by year's end. 

The forfeiture provisions of both RICO and 
CCE were clarified and strengthened by the Com
prehensive Crime Control Act of 1984. Those 
modifications are discussed in Chapter 3 of this 
Report. 

The CCE and RICO statutes serve drug law 
enforcement well. They are punitive. They sum
marily remove the fruits of crime. They entail 
substantial periods of incarceration. They deprive 

convicted criminals of the financial means for con
tinuing their illegal activities. And, by imposing 
substantial prison terms, they deter criminals from 
reentering the drug business for a long time. 

The enormous importance of this last element 
is illustrated by the example of Nicholas Valvano, 
the principal in a Task Force case. Valvano was 
convicted under CCE and sentenced to 20 years 
without parole. He and his 45 codefendants had more 
than 400 prior convictions among them at the time 
of their trial. Valvano, the leader of the gang, had 
been convicted four times prior to 1977. Since that 
date he was convicted three more times: for an 
armed robbery, which was followed by a police 
shoot-out; for a separate bank robbery; and for 
parole violation. He had been sentenced to more 
than 15 years-yet he was legally at liberty in 1982, 
and remained so until his arrest in 1983 ! Because 
of CCE, he will not be on the streets again before 
the next century. 

Investigative Techniques 

Undercover Operations 
An undercover operation is one in which an 

investigative agent assumes the role of a partici
pant in an activity that relates to criminal behavior. 
It is designed to collect direct, first-hand, evidence 
or to obtain collateral intelligence, such as the 
names of other participants or locations of criminal 
activities. Undercover activities are often combined 
with electronic monitoring (also known a~ consen
sual monitoring or ''wearing a wire'') to substan
tiate the agent's eyewitness testimony. 

The range of undercover operations is almost 
limitless. An undercover operation can be as sim
ple as one agent's visit to a medical clinic (while 
wearing a wire) to collect first-hand evidence of il
legal drug diversion activities; or it can be a major 
undertaking such as the operation of a bogus com
pany involved in ostensibly shady dealings, in order 
to learn of illegal activities. 

The undercover agent is an actor, assuming 
an often dangerous role. The undercover agent 
must win the trust of the operation's targets, a task 
that often entails personal risk. The pay-off, 
however, comes when sufficient trust has been 
established so that the targets are willing to share 
their secrets with the under_cover agent. 

These secrets can consist of the actual com
mission of a crime in the presence of the agent, as 
when a drug dealer sells his wares to an undercover 
agent. While such undercover "buys" have long 
been a staple of drug law enforcement, they have 
usually been accompanied by immediate arrests. 
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The "buy/bust" syndrome has be~ome standard. 
The Task Forces have resisted the simple buy/bust 
approach and have used their undercove~ op~ra-

t . t ai·n greater access to drug organizations ions o g ,, f . 
by making increasingly larger "buys . ram mcTreha~
ingly higher figures in the organization. is 
method leads to better identificauon-and stronger 
incrimination-of high level drug dealers. 

In some instances, an undercover agent 
b comes a member of the target criminal organiza-

t .e The Southern Comfort case, involving an 
wn. h 1 . 

organization run by kingpin Harold Rosent a , is 

illustrative: 

An informant was a pilot for 
Rosenthal's organization. Rosenthal 
wanted him to hire a copilot. DEA ob
liged by providing one of its agents who 
was a qualified pilot. Together, the in

formant and the undercover agent flew 
cocaine into the country (where ulti
mately it was intercepted). But Rosen
thal became suspicious of the copilot, 
believing he was responsible for kaks of 
information that were endangering the 
organization. Rosenthal. ordere~, the 
pilot to investigate the copilot and take 
care of him,'' if necessary. Because 
Rosenthal was known to be quite capable 
of ordering the "elimination" of anyone 
who threatened his operation, the Task 
Force team had to take steps to protect 
the agent. Accordingly, the pilot 
reported back to Rosenthal that he had 
gift-wrapped and presented a poisonous 
snake to the copilot, thereby arrangmg 
an "accident" which claimed the 
copilot's life. The funeral was duly 
reported by Atlanta newspaper_s. In this 
case the agent was able to prov~de enor
mous amounts of highly useful mforma
tion for the investigation and contributed 
significantly to the ultimate _prosecution 
of Rosenthal and his associates. 

OCDETF Case Narrative 

Undercover operations are the most fre
quently exploited source of investigative i~forma
tion in Task Force operations other than infor~
ants. During 1984, 35.3 percent of those cases m 
which indictments were brought had utilized an 
undercover operation as an element of the 

investigation. . 
The utility of undercover operations gro~s out 

of two factors in particular. One factor. is t_he 
necessity of discovering what normally remams hid-

den and unreported. Drug dealing is based on 
transactions between two willing parties-a buyer 
and a seller. Therefore, there is usually no one to 
file a complaint. To discover the drug dealers, it 
is often necessary for an agent to pose as a party 
to such a transaction. 

The second factor is the credibility of a 
witness. Undercover agents are credible witnesses. 
When an informer-witness, or "snitch," has been 
a party to criminal activities it is often possible for 
the defense to challenge that witness's integrity, 
especially if the witness was an accomplice, has a 
criminal history, or has entered into a plea agree
ment which limits punitive exposure in exchange 
for testimony. The undercover agent, on the other 
hand, is a professional law enforcement officer, not 
a criminal. In testifying, the agent is reporting on 
how professional responsibilities were carried out. 
When this first-hand testimony is further substan
tiated by authorized wiretaps or by consensual 
recordings of conversations with or between defend
ants, the testimony becomes unassailable. 

Task Force operations most commonly seek 
to use undercover operations to identify and in
criminate the organizational heart, the leadership 
without which it can no longer function. A frequent 
objective is to learn the identities of those parties 
in u~e organization who never touch the drugs
the bankers, lawyers, financiers, and others who 
enrich themselves in criminal activities. Such Task 
Force cases are usually designed strategically, with 
an intended long-range objective complementing 
other aspects of the investigation. The approach 
must remain flexible, however, in order to permit 
prompt exploitation of targets of opportunity as they 
arise. 

Title III Wiretaps 

A major OCDE Task Force case, 
concluded in 1984 with substantial con
victions, involved importation of 18 kilos 

. of heroin concealed in a shipment of 
Italian tiles destined for Buffalo. On Sep
tember 13, 1983, the heroin was surrep
titiously removed from the shipment in 
a New Jersey in-bond warehouse and 
replaced with a look-alike by Task Force 
Agents. Three days later, Andrea Aiello, 
awaiting the shipment in Buffalo, phon
ed his confederate Lorenzo Scaduto in 
New York City with a status report. (In 
this intercepted conversation, authoriz
ed under Title III, the "horse" is the 
heroin shipment; the ''track" is the 
warehouse.) 
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Aiello: Ahm ... I'm here waitmg be
cause ... the horse, ah ... yesterday they 
couldn't take him out. He was lame. 
So ... I was supposed to get him this 
morning. But nothing has arrived yet. 
So I'm waiting until five o'clock. 

Scaduto: Uh, uhm. 

Aiello: I just spoke to a guy. He told me, 
he says, "I think ... it's supposed to 
arrive at five o'clock.'' At least, we 
left it like this. 

Scaduto: But did you ask him, if, if they 
took him out from the track? 

Aiello: This morning ... yesterday, they 
couldn't get it yesterday. So, now, 
ahh ... they unhitched him this morn
ing. And ... I'll wait here at five 
o'clock. 

Scaduto: Why don't you call the track 
here to see if already, or ... 

Aiello: What do I do with the track? 
Everything is done. 

Scaduto: And they can tell you if it 
already left from there? They brought 
it from the track? 

Aiello: He told me, "You can inquire 
over there. They will put it in the 
trailer.'' 

Scaduto: Yeah. 

Aiello: He says, "It will arrive over 
there." He says, "From here, the in
formation that I got from the 
veterinarian is that it left today." So 
this is what I can tell you. He put it 
in our trailer. If that driver is able to 
run with speed ... he should be over 
there tonight. 

The following day Aiello reported that 
"the horse is in the barn." 

AUSA Coordinator's Report 
and Title III Transcript 

Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and 
Safe Streets Act of 1968 is the legislation that 
enables the Federal Government to engage in 
wiretapping and electronic surveillance of private 
communications. Such intercepts are used to hear 

and record secret conversations.* The targets of the 
intercepts do not know that someone is listening, 
but often use code languages to disguise what they 
are discussing, on the assumption that the telephone 
may be tapped. In common parlance, one of these 
operations might be referred to as a bug, a tap, a 
wire, or a Title III. 

. .. Title Ills are not frivolously 
undertaken. It is only because 

the Task Forces are engaged in 
cases of such magnitude and 

duration that the expenditure of 
such efforts and resources can be 

justified. 

Electronic surveillance can be one of the most 
productive tools in the investigation of organized 
crime and narcotics trafficking. Its particular value 
derives from two factors: for the investigations it 
produces intelligence leading to previously 
unknown conspirators, dates of events, and the 
locations of activities of interest to law enforcement. 
For the prosecutions it produces the defendant's 
own words, describing his criminal actions. Legally 
and properly obtained recordings or transcripts are 
strong, virtually incontrovertibly incriminating 
pieces of evidence. Some of the Task Forces' most 
impressive cases have been possible only because 
of the product of electronic intercepts. 

Of the 953 indictments reported 
by the end of 1984, 224 (23.5 

percent) resulted from investiga
tions which utilized an intercept 

operation. 

A wiretap or other similar intercept is, of 
course, an invasion of privacy and, under normal 
circumstances, is prohibited by the same Title III. 
The potential for abuse in conducting intercepts is 

* The legal restrictions of Title III do not apply to what 
is called a "consensual wire," in which, for instance, 
an undercover agent wears a hidden microphone and 
recorder. Courts have ruled that consensual in
tercepts are not substantially different from an agenf s 
personally reporting what transpired, except that the 
recording is more accurate and reliable. At the same 
time, the Department of justice reviews consensual 
operations in advance, against criteria similar to those 
for a Title III. There is no requirement for a court 
order, however. 
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enormous, and the law provides stiff penalties for 
those not clearly sanctioned. The process by which 
these bugs may be authorized and the constraints 
under which they are to be administered are set out 
in detail in law and in departmental guidelines and 
are designed to avoid eavesdropping that might be 
considered inappropriate. The first such constraint, 
for example, is a specific and limited listing of those 
offenses whose probable commission justifies the 
activation of an intercept operation. t 

When an investigative team is convinced of 
the propriety and desirability of mounting a Title 
III operation, it is necessary to obtain first the ap
proval of the U.S. Attorney General to request a 
court-ordered warrant for the operation. The appli
cation for this authorization must be extremely 
detailed, and its preparation is a time-consuming 
chore for agents and attorneys. The application is 
followed by a comparably detailed affidavit. Each 
court-approved intercept is then authorized for only 
a brief period-usually 10 to 15 days, and never 
more than 30 days. Any request for renewal re
quires a detailed review of the recordings or 
transcripts collected to date. 

The actual operation of the listening and 
recording equipment makes enormous strains on 
the agencies' personnel. It is, for example, essen
tial that conversations not covered by the court 
order not be intercepted, and this in turn means that 
the equipment must be monitored "live" rather 
than by automatic equipment. All pertinent mate
rials that are recorded must be transcribed (and 
often translated, as well) and reviewed for investi
gative exploitation, for the operation's next renewal 
(when appropriate) or for prosecutorial use. These 
processes-monitoring, transcribing, translating, 
and reviewing-are tremendously time consuming 
and expensive. There is normally an additional 
necessity for a physical surveillance to reinforce the 
tap and, often, to exploit highly perishable leads. 
This kind of surveillance doubles the personnel 
needs. 

The heavy burdens inherent in the several re
quirements listed above mean that Title Ills are 
not frivolously undertaken. It is only because the 
Task Forces are engaged in cases of such magnitude 
and duration that the expenditure of such efforts 
and resources can be justified. And it is only 
because the combined resources of the agencies-in 
both personnel and expertise-are sufficient to 
mount and sustain wiretap operations that they 
have been brought to bear in so many instances 

t The comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 added cur
rency transactions (31 U.S.C. 5322) to the offenses con
cerning which interceptions may be ordered. 

and with such beneficial results. Even the · 
multiagency personnel pool is often not enough and 
many Task Force wiretaps have been possible only 
because of the assistance of State and local agen
cies, under the aegis of the Task Force Program. 
The Task Forces have benefited greatly from the 
many years of Title III experience of the FBI in 
particular and other investigators are becoming 
increasingly adept. For illustration, a Task Force 
lawyer has also noted that: 

The District of New Jersey has particu
larly honed its skills in seeking court 
authorization for multiple wiretaps and 
in trying the resultant cases .... The 
OCDETF AUSAs have been heavily en
gaged in seeking and/or reviewing drug
related wiretaps, with ever-decreasing 
lead timed needed for actual drafting as 
experience skyrockets. 

The confluence of these factors has generated 
a surge of Title Ills within the Task Forces. Of the 
953 indictments reported by the end of 1984, 224 
(23.5 percent) resulted from investigations which 
utilized an intercept operation. 

Convincing evidence of the flow 
and availability of large amounts 
of cash is of incomparable impor
tance when bail is set and at the 

time of sentencing. 

The number of Title III authorizations an< 
extensions approved by the Attorney General ha 
doubled during the past two years, and narcotic 
cases currently account for more than two-third 
of the total. 

Using the reports of financial 
transactions which are gathered 

in the records of the Treasury 
Financial Law Enforcement 

Center (TFLEC), Task Forces 
seek to spot anomalies and pat

terns indicative of money 
laundering. 
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Financial Investigations 
The OCDE Task Force Program has brought 

the use of multiagency financial investigations in 
narcotics cases to new levels of sophistication and 
utility, and extended their value dramatically. 
These investigations are typically spearheaded by 
IRS or Customs and coordinated by an AUSA 
specialist. This section will briefly examine the Task 
Forces' accomplishments in using financial investi
gations in narcotics cases to achieve a variety of ob
jectives. Special attention will be given to two facets 
of OCDE Task Force Program financial investiga
tions: tax grand juries and civil and criminal 
forfeiture law. 

One major objective of Task Force financial 
investigations is the identification of previously 
unknown persons who are benefiting from drug 
trafficking. In practice these investigations lead 
principally to financiers and money launderers. 
Using the reports of financial transactions which 
are gathered in the records of the Treasury Finan
cial Law Enforcement Center (TFLEC), Task 
Forces seek to spot anomalies and patterns indica
tive of money laundering. 

In addition to identifying the unknowns, these 
units and the methods they employ can also take 
the name of a suspect and construct a trail of 
evidence that makes prosecution possible. Such a 
case is that of Luis Pinto, whose sole function was 
to assist three cocaine organizations by moving their 
cash funds into concealable or legitimate accounts 
for further use or reinvestrnent. (See case study, 
"The Standby Senator.") 

Another purpose of financial investigations is 
to establish links among individuals engaged 
together in a narcotics enterprise. The flow of 
money, transfers of property, or transfers of interest 
in valuables or in companies can often be traced 
and documented by expert investigators. Within 
the OCDE Task Force Program it has become quite 
common, for instance, for search warrants to be 
drawn in such a fashion as to ensure that one 
authorized participant in a search party is a finan
cial investigator with the expertise to recognize 
drug-related ledgers or other documents. The 
following excerpt from a Task Force case narrative 
shows the interplay of financial records and other 
investigative elements. 

Electronic and physical surveillance 
of the activities was continued and on 
September 7, cryptic telephone 
conversations and physical surveillance 
of an apparent clandestine meeting led 
agents to follow one of Goldberg's 
associates to a storage locker in San 

An IRS analysis of Task Force 
cases indicted in 1984 disclosed 

an average elapsed time of 9.2 
months from case initiation to 
the return of an indictment or 
information. During the same 
period, non-Task Force cases 

averaged 15.6 months. 

Rafael, California. The locker was 
searched pursuant to a warrant the fol
lowing morning and inside were found 
packaging material with marijuana 
residue and over a thousand pages of 
business type records indicating a 
multimillion dollar Thai marijuana 
importation and distribution operation. 
During the next several months, the 
records were analyzed by experts and 
found to be detailed accounting records 
of an enterprise which had employed 
more than 20 individuals to receive, 
process, inventory, and distribute vast 
quantities of Thai marijuana, with total 
sales of 7. 3 million dollars during May 
through August 1983. The records were 
also subjected to fingerprint and hand
writing analysis and entries in the 
records concerning capital expenditure, 
such as the rental of trucks to transport 
the marijuana, were correlated with 
telephone tolls and subpoenaed rental 
records showing the rental of those trucks 
by subjects of the investigation. This, 
together with information developed 
from the wire tap of Goldberg and infor
mation from Wells and Scroggin con
cerning their knowledge of Goldberg's 
marijuana trafficking, furnished the 
basis for the indictment of Goldberg and 
the others. 

AUSA Case Narrative 

An additional outcome of financial investiga
tions relates to their impact on prosecution. Most 
jurors have little first-hand knowledge of drugs. 
They find it difficult to comprehend the significance 
of one kilo, a hundred pounds, or a ton. Measur
ing the size of an organization's operations in terms 
of dollars spent or received, however, brings the 
organization into much sharper focus for a jury. 
Convincing evidence of the flow and availability 
oflarge amounts of cash is of incomparable impor-
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tance when bail is set and at the time of sentencing. 
To facilitate financial investigations the Task 

Forces are encouraging and assisting the develop
ment of groups with special expertise. These are 
financial investigation units; generally staffed by 
investigators from two or more investigative agen
cies, and often joined by an AUSA. During 1984 
about 40 of these units were active and most of them 
were part of, or closely related to, OCDE Task 
Forces. Eleven of the core cities have financial in
vestigation units. The most widely known is Opera
tion Greenback. (See Chapter 2.) 

As the Internal Revenue Service increases its 
participation at the earlier stages of Task Force in
vestigation there is more frequent use in search war
rant~, of language authorizing the search for and 
seizure of financial records of narcotics traffickers 
and organizations. This authorization is sought 
once probable cause is established that such 
evidence exists and is on the premises to be 
searched. Often, in keeping with the Task Force 
concept, IRS special agents participate with other 
agencies, using their specialized expertise to search 
for items of financial evidence. Having one war
rant, executed by various agencies whose agents 
search for items within their area of expertise, 
greatly enhances the efficiency of the endeavor. Not 
only does the expertise of the IRS agents in locating 
critical financial documents assist in the develop
ment of Title 26 tax cases, the evidence gathered 
can provide leads to assets vulnerable to seizure 
under the forfeiture provisions of the CCE statute 
or the Controlled Substances Act and can also un
cover evidence that will pertain to the "substan
tial income and resources" element of the CCE 
prosecution. 

Before the OCDE Task Force Program was 
instituted, the Criminal Investigation Division of 
the IRS had initiated the High Level Drug Leaders 
(HLDL) project as a part of its efforts to combat 
narcotics traffickers. While most criminal cases in 
the Internal Revenue Service are investigated ad
ministratively, that is, without the use of a grand 
jury, HLDL cases utilized grand jury investiga
tions. During the development of the OCDE Task 
Force Program, it was recognized that major drug 
investigations would be greatly enhanced by 
HLDL-type participation of the IRS. 

... the OCDE Task Force Pro
gram's conscious emphasis on 
forfeitures is calculated to cripple 
drug organizations by taking 
away their profits. 

In the early months of the OCDE Task Fore 
Program, the IRS would submit detailed writte 
requests for authorization to start or join Task Fore 
grand jury investigations. That procedure was 
reflection of long-standing safeguards designed t 
prevent the misuse of the grand jury process. Re 
quests for grand jury authorization were reviev...-e 
at several levels within the IRS and then forwarde 
to the Department of Justice. When these requcs1 
were approved the IRS would apply its resource 
to the grand jury investigation and, at its conclu 
sion, prepare a lengthy and detailed report recorn 
mending prosecution. This report would also b 
reviewed at several levels within IRS before bein 
submitted to the Department of Justice. 

The system for approving IRS particpatiu 
in grand jury investigations and for approving pm 
ecution on tax charges was far more tirr1t:' 
consuming than the approval procedures of th 
other participating federal agencies. In some in 
stances, procedural delays precluded IRS fror 
participating in ongoing investigations and, i 
other instances where IRS was a participant, in 
dictments were delayed to accommodate thes 
lengthy reviews. 

Coordinated timing of indictments is ofte 
critical to the success of Task Force prosecution~ 
Therefore, in November 1983, the IRS reevaluate 
its position and the Secretary of the Treasur 
modified the procedures, delegating approval < 

Task Force grand jury investigations to the Distri( 
Directors. Further, authorizations for the prosecl~ 
tion of criminal tax cases involving Task Fore 
targets during 1984 were made on an expedite 
basis, the average case being authorized in less tha 
30 days. Often authorizations were granted oral! 
within 24 to 48 hours of the submission of the in 
vestigating agent's report. 

Drawing on over a year's experience, it i 
possible to evaluate the effect that the expedite' 
review process has had on Task Force tax case~ 
An IRS analysis of Task Force cases indicted i 
1984 disclosed an average elapsed time of 9. 
months from case initiation to the return of an in 
dictment or information. During the same period 
non-Task Force cases averaged 15.6 months. Th 
expedited review procedures in Task Force case 
has saved substantial time; this in turn, has resulte~ 
in more significant multifelony indictments, anc 
in more tax dollars assessed and collected. More 
over, this expeditious review has allowed the IR! 
to apply its expertise to all financial aspects a 
investigations-not just tax violations-and t1 
create an atmosphere of full cooperation with th 
other Federal and local enforcement agencie 
involved. 
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The streamlining of IRS procedures in Task 
Force cases has resulted in expanded effectiveness 
and use of the tax grand jury in Task Force grand 
jury investigations. A total of 120 Task Force grand 
jury investigations were authorized by the Depart
ment of Justice's Tax Division during 1984. As a 
result of these grand jury investigations, a total of 
351 individuals have been investigated for criminal 
tax violations. In 1984, the Tax Division authorized 
prosecution of 271 of these defendants for criminal 
tax violations. 

In a further attempt to streamline the process
ing of Task Force cases, the Tax Division of the 
Department of Justice appointed special Criminal 
Section attorneys as liaison attorneys to the Task 
Forces. Each tax attorney is assigned to a regional 
Task Force and is responsible for expeditious review 
of all grand jury requests and prosecution reports 
from the Task Force in that region. The attorneys 
were selected on the basis of their experience with 
complex multiagency investigations involving the 
extensive use of indirect methods of proof, which 
are frequently used in Task Force cases. 

In 1984 prosecutors from the Tax Division 
traveled to all areas of the country where their ex
pertise was required either by another prosecutor 
or by investigating agents. These activities were 
coordinated with the U.S. Attorneys and resulted 
in unprecedented cooperation in Task Force investi~ 
gations and trials. Tax Division attorneys are also 
in constant contact with the Internal Revenue Serv
ice Coordinators in their respective regions in order 
to keep abreast of new developments that might be 
of particular importance to the Tax Division. 

The following examples typify the results of 
the combined efforts of local Task Force A USAs, 
with Tax Division support, using the expedited ap
proval procedures and tax grand juries: 

A Southwest Border Region case 
involved a major cocaine and marijuana 
importation/distribution organization. 
The grand jury investigation conducted 
by an Assistant U.S. Attorney and a Tax 
Division liaison attorney resulted in a 
mulicount and multidefendant indict
ment charging various violations of 
Titles 18, 21 and 26. Among the charges 
were tax evasion, maintaining a continu
ing criminal enterprise, and conspiracy 
involving the laundering of drug pro
ceeds by an accountant. To prosecute a 
CCE charge successfully, it is necessary 
to prove the defendant derived "sub
stantial income" from his drug dealing. 
Charges of tax evasion amounting to 

$2,100,000 helped to meet that require
ment. This case vvas resolved successfully 
after the second day of trial with guilty 
pleas being taken to various Title 26 and 
Title 21 offenses. 

The Tax Division representative 
for the North Central Region Task Force 
helped the Task Force AUSA in Chicago 
in the grand jury investigation of Carl 
Valdes, et al. This investigation lasted 
through July, 1983, and concerned itself 
with an importation/distribution net
work that marketed cocaine with a street 
value of approximately $50,000,000. 
The investigation resulted in the indict
ment of21 people. Charges included vio
lations of the RICO law, the continuing 
criminal enterprise statute, and criminal 
tax laws. The suit alleged evasion of a 
million dollars in taxes. A trial occurred 
in June 1984 which resulted in 20 of the 
21 defendants being found guilty, the re
maining defendant being a fugitive. 

Tax Division Case Narratives 

Multiagency grand jury investigations as 
outlined above are having an impact. Through 
December 31, 1984, 328 Task Force criminal 
indictments/informations for tax statute violations. 
have been obtained. These charges generally were 
obtained in conjunction with other charges under 
narcotics, conspiracy or banking laws. 

As in the case of tax grand juries, the OCDE 
Task Force Program's conscious emphasis on 
forfeitures is calculated to cripple drug organiza
tions by taking away their profits. This is a field 
of spectacular success, in terms that are real and 
measurable. 

At the Task Force Advisory Com
mittee meeting in New Orleans early in 
1984, the use of forfeitures was the prin
cipal topic discussed. Thanks to the 
presentation by the District of South 
Carolina and IRS's national office, our 
region learned of the successes that had 
been achieved in other parts of the coun
try and decided to apply these principles 
in the Gulf Coast Region. 

After the meeting the Eastern Dis
trict of Texas stepped up its efforts to 
seize a horse ranch near Aubrey, Texas. 
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Included in this seizure were approxi
mately 150 horses, several luxury homes, 
tractors, equipment, jewelry and expen
sive vehicles. In the trunk of one of the 
vehicles was 240 pounds of gold bullion. 
Current value of the seizures is estimated 
to be in the range of $10,000,000. 

In another Task Force case, the 
Cash Crop investigation, the Southern 
and Western Districts of Texas have 
seized bank accounts, vehicles, jewelry, 
contents of safety deposit boxes, three 
homes, a marijuana processing ranch, 
equipment, and land with approximate 
value of $9, 000, 000. 

AUSA Coordinator's Report 

In another Southern District case 
a multi-million dollar printing company, 
vehicles, homes, and aircraft with an ap
proximate value of $5,000,000 were seiz
ed in a RICO indictment which is cur
rently pending. The total seizures dur
ing 1984 of drug-related assets for this 
region exceeds $26,000,000. 

AUSA Coordinator's Report 

The Task Forces are encouraged to use these 
complex and unfamiliar tools by presentations given 
at meetings such as the one in New Orleans cited 
here, and by a series of Task Force/Department 
of Justice seminars such as the week-long forfeitures 
seminar held in Denver in April 1984. 

Other organizational reinforcers are regularly 
offered by the Department of Justice's Asset 
Forfeiture Office and the U.S. Marshal Service's 
National Asset Seizure and Forfeiture (N ASAF) 
Program. The Asset Forfeiture Office supervises 
and assists in Federal forfeiture litigation. It pro
vides forfeiture guidelines to all Federal prosecutors; 
provides advice, guidance, or research to attorneys 
and agencies requesting it; and provides training 
programs or speakers for sessions sponsored by 
other groups. 

The NASAF Program, launched in the Spring 
of 1984, was created explicitly to centralize the 
management of seized assets and to support Task 
Force initiatives. The NASAF Program incor
porates a headquarters administrative unit and 13 
field offices, located in Task Force core cities (ex
cept that there is a NASAF office in Seattle and 
none in San Diego). NASAF, when fully imple
mented, will be a centralized program for the man
agement of seized and forfeited property. It will 

1 
~ 

bbhd ... d m a sor t e a m1n1strat1ve an property manage. ~ 

ment responsibilities associated with asset seizures i 
previously handled by Federal investigators and i 
attorneys. g 

The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 'I'. 

1984 includes provisions that will have a major . 
impact on Task Force forfeiture proceedings. I 
Because the act was signed late in the year, the ef- I 
feet of the changes will not become apparent until 1 
1985. The changes are briefly explained in Chapter ! 
6 of this report. ! 

The two "kingpin" statutes, RICO and l 
CCE, provide for criminal forfeiture of the fruits J 
of crime. Other statutes provide for civil forfeiture £ 
of such illicit profits. These forfeiture provisions are i 
being used increasingly by the Task Forces, as are ! 
administrative seizures which can be employed ] 
under certain circumstances. i 

In addition to RICO and CCE seizures, ! 
jeopardy assessments executed by the IRS are a part l 
of the Task Force arsenal. Jeopardy assessments J 

differ from other tax assessments in that at any tirr1e ' 
after the due date the IRS may avoid the usual 
time-consuming procedures and immediately assess 
and collect the tax, given that there is an indica
tion that collection may be in jeopardy. Termi
nation assessments under the same circumstances 
are made before the due date. 

Jeopardy and termination assessments are 
1 

made by the IRS in OCDE Task Force cases and 
in other IRS narcotics-related investigations. It is , 
not currently possible to segregate OCDE Task 1 

Force jeopardy and termination assessments from 
the total jeopardy and termination assessments 
made by IRS through its overall narcotics program, 
but an analysis of the total IRS narcotics jeopardy 
and termination assessments during fiscal years 
1983 and 1984 is shown in the Exhibit following. 
It shows a substantial increase in the number of 
such assessments, the total amount assessed and the 
average assessment from FY 1983 to FY 1984 (the 
first full year of the OCDE Task Force Program). 
FY 1976 figures are provided for comparison: 

IRS Narcotics Jeopardy and Termination 
Assessments 

Total 
Fiscal Number Assessment Average 
Year of Cases ($ Millions) Assessment ($) 

1976 104 7.4 71,000 

1983 262 68.8 262,900 

1984 297 116.6 392, 700 
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These jeopardy and termination assessments 
are civil forfeitures and result in an immediate de
mand for payment. They provide for seizures of 
assets of sufficient value to satisfy the subject's tax 
obligations. All other forfeiture laws can reach only 
property used in illegal activities or obtained with 
tainted money. Jeopardy and termination 
assessments, however, can apply to all property 
owned by the individual, regardless of the source 
of funds used to acquire the property. This feature 
makes these assessments particularly effective when 
dealing with wealthy narcotics traffickers. 

The ability and willingness of the Task Forces 
to employ these tools has grown dramatically. The 
Program's first year resulted in almost $50 million 
in seizures and forfeitures alone. The first OCDE 
Task Force Program Annual Report noted in its 
conclusion that ''If first year trends continue into 
the second year, the expense of operating the 
OCDE Task Force Program may well be exceeded 
by the value of forfeitures, fines, and s·~izures 

generated by Task Force cases." The total value 
of Task Force fines, seizures, and forfeitures in 1984 
was nearly $170 million, and that projection has 
indeed been realized. 

The Witness Security Program 

The Witness Security Program, established 
in 1971 as part of the Organized Crime Control 
Act of 1970, is administered by the U.S. Marshals 
Service. The program provides for the physical se
curity and social well-being of government witnesses 
and their families whose lives have been threatened 
by virtue of their willingness to provide vital in
formation and testimony against organized criminal 
activities. Witnesses and their families are relocated 
to a safe area under a new identity and assisted by 
the USMS in becoming self-sufficient. Since 1971 
over 4,600 principal witnesses have accepted the 
protection of the program. Program witnesses are 
responsible for the conviction of over 78 percent 
of the defendants against whom they have testified. 
Since the program's inception, the Marshals Serv
ice has an unblemished record for protecting the 
lives of witnesses living within the security 
guidelines of the program. 

In 1984, 44 witnesses entered the Witness 
Security Program after cooperating in Organized 
Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force investiga
tions. They represent approximately 1 7 percent of 
the total of 265 witnesses who entered the Witness 
Security Program last year. 

The protected Task Force witnesses testified 

against many criminal organizations, most ex
tremely dangerous. These witnesses were members 
of or closely associated with such narcotics organiza
tions as the Pagans Motorcycle Gang in Pennsyl
vania, Maryland, and Delaware, the Ghost Riders 
in Washington, and the Outlaw Motorcycle Club 
in Ohio; Colombian trafficking groups; and the 
Dixie Mafia. 

Four witnesses were placed in the program in 
a recent Task Force prosecution in the Northern 
District of Georgia, when members of the 
Rosenthal smuggling operation were indicted. 
Rosenthal and his associates have a well-established 
reputation for violence. Information indicates that 
the organization tortured those suspected of 
disloyalty. 

The marijuana and cocaine ring of Harold 
Jerry Garmany was responsible for the importa
tion of at least 200, 000 pounds of marijuana and 
80 kilograms of cocaine. The Garmany organiza
tion has been documented as extremely violent and 
involved in several murders. Members and 
customers of the organization had been beaten and 
threatened. Three witnesses in this case entered the 
Witness Security Program. In January 1984, 
Garmany was convicted in the Northern District 
of Alabama and was sentenced to 20 years incar
ceration and fined $40, 000. 

In the Northern District of Ohio, two Drug 
Task Force witnesses entered the Program as a 
result of their cooperation in a case concerning 
seven members of an organization capable of dis
tributing up to 20 kilograms per month of high 
grade cocaine, flown directly from Colombia. The 
organization was known for violence, and the lead 
defendant, Salvatore Gati, had made it clear that 
he used armed enforcers. All seven defendants 
either pied guilty or were convicted. Three defend
ants were sentenced to 12 years incarceration and 
fined $10,000 each, one defendant was sentenced 
to 10 years and fined $10, 000, one defendant was 
sentenced to three years incarceration, and two are 
awaiting sentencing. 

In March 1984, seven individuals were 
indicted by the Task Force in the Western District 
of North Carolina on charges arising from the 
distribution of marijuana and cocaine in Florida, 
North Carolina, and West Virginia. The majority 
of the defendants in the North Carolina prosecu
tion are from Wilkes County, a mountainous rural 
area notorious for moonshine stills, bribery of 
public officials, and crimes of violence. There have 
been six drug-related homicides in the county in 
the last two years. One witness, who had been a 
member of the organization, entered the Witness 
Security Program. One leader of the group, Garvey 
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Martin Cheek, Jr., was convicted and sentenced 
to 75 years incarceration. His co-leader, Jeffrey 
Denny Van Meter, was convicted and sentenced 
to 50 years incarceration without parole. Three 
other defendants were convicted and each was sen
tenced to 10 years in Federal prison. Of the remain
ing two defendants, one is believed dead and the 
other is a fugitive. More than 50 other individuals 
are likely to be prosecuted as a result of this 
investigation. 

In the Southern District of Mississippi, 11 in
dividuals considered to be the very top criminals 
on the Gulf Coast were indicted. They had con
ducted their various illegal activities-including 
drug trafficking-with impunity for years because 
of their ability to bribe local law enforcement 
officers. A sheriff and his chief deputy were among 

those indicted, and both agreed to testify for ti 
Government. Because the group and its membe 
had lengthy criminal records and a reputation f, 
violence and murder, the sheriff, his deputy, ar 
two other witnesses entered the Witness Securi· 
Program. Of the 11defendants,10 pied guilty, ar 
the other committed suicide. 

Members and associates of the Pagans Moto 
cycle Club were prosecuted in several districts c 
charges arising from the distribution of marijuan; 
quaaludes, methamphetamine, and cocaine. Tl 
Pagans, as a matter of policy, inflict or attempt 1 

inflict severe bodily harm on any and all persor 
who testify against them. The Club has a <loci 
mented history of violence, including murde 
Several witnesses who have testified against tl
Pagans entered the Witness Security Program. 
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:i. Pagan Rituals 

. CH .... The Pagans Motorcycle Club is located primarily in East Coast states, from New York to 
({Fforida. The Pagans are organized in about 20 local chapters, under the direction of the Mother 
·· •• Ch1.b chapter, which elects from among its own m.embers a National President, Vice-President, 
ti: Sergeant-at-Arms, and Treasurer. Each of the Mother Club's 15 to 20 active members also serves 
,;, as .advise>rto one or more .local chapters. The Mother Club gove"'.s the Pagans by setting policy, 
•.X ••• enfgrci!lg rules, and scheduling Club events. Club members are commonly. known by colorful 

;f;;·_~,·.·ni~~~:Jnes. :>· .. -..... :. ·.·. .·· ...... >.·: ._. . .. . . ..... - . : ... · ...... -
f0J f8talJ9uq~n years, memb~rs of the Pagans had been involvec! in deali11g almosteyet)'" kind 
( pff?!lfr<;>lled subst,i!lce, brit the oVef;\'helmirigly predpminant drugs were methamphetamine 
(G.(''meth'') aµd phenryclidirie (''PCP''). Both of these syntheticd~ugs.a.remanufacturedin crude 
.:,)abo)'~tories from other, fairly compion; chemicals .. A form of drug porulat with s01ne Pagarts 
•;; is ''k.iUer;yeed," parsley leaves impr"gnated with PCP, which can be smoked like cigarettes, but 
; witlryery diffete!ltresults; .. • .. ·.. . .. · . .. . . . . . . . . . .. 
• • • ,»1hile Federal agents hadbeenworking against the Pagans for some time, the Pagans were 

· cai:~fttf to,avoict seriously incriminating themselves on majordn1g charges. Theywere.wellaware 
< 9ftl}{,Pty.Visions ofthe RICO statuf~,. for instance, and tcx;kspecial precauiioi:s topr?tect themselves 

. ag~ii:stl.UyO c~a.rges.But thatall changed in Oct(Jber J982, wJ,en ar1anonymousphone call 
;; to '\.~ll~kriownDEA agent.i11dicated that ''Jimll!y D'' wanted to cooperate.. .. . .· .·.· 
•:, JimJ,tlyD had just been co11yicted in .a state court ofsho0ting a member of a rival ~riminal 
·· ·•• .. · or$>):i)i~ati?I1· The shooting )"~San assignment from the Club .. While. the. attempted murder was 

a $tat<:?1Iense, there were ~!so Feci"ral firearmschatges filed against Jimmy D. He was worrieci 
• abopt ~is 'Yife arid ctaughter, and wanted to avoid. exposure to added prison time. So,Jimllly . 

1 :Q5'J"lipped," . .·.. .·. . . . . . . ·.·.. .•... . . . · · . . · .. · .·.. . . . ·. · ..• •· .·. · 
Of. . J;i!'l!'lY.D h~d been a P~gaI1si!lceJ976. In additio.nto his gun-toting eriforcyr·role, he.wa.s 
. · in~1]'\\atelyjnvolvec:I With th~ manuffctlire aµd distriqution ofmethand PCP within the Club, 

"':19 ~ad bc;come fi priilc;ipal ''chemist''. of the Mo.th er Club's !lleth, He ;Vas able to teU the Fede~al 
ag.,I1t~a great deal alJolitpreyious.drugderuing within the MotherC!ub .. When he agreedto '.York 
wit~ j:he fedfral agf!lts il.s a. conff denti~ informant, arrangements were made forJimmy b' s relea~e 
''?JI lJ>!H; pendi11g appeal'' (Jfhjs shooting c?nviction. .· ·.· .... · . .. . ... . . ·•.· .•..•. ·. 

•• ... •. hi JimJl1y D's of£ero! c9operat\0I1 c?incided almost to the day with the President's annmmce-
.. m'.l'nt?fihe <;?9DF,Ta~kFotce Pr9gram, whichgavethe investigators assurance that the resollrces 

9f!l'7I11lilcl (Iloney wovl.dbe.availab,letQ coll,tlriu~ long-term .. exploitation ofthis?ppor<u11ity. Pros
P~fts. for f?ettiI1g .t.he· Pagans. looked bright. .. This was the. first case accepted by. the Task ·F.O~\'.e 
in £'.h.1laddphia. · .. · ·. .. ·. .•· .· . . · < . .. ·. . · ... ·. . .·. ·.. ·.. > . .. . .· ·. .. . . ·.· 

••• (lver the course of. about six ;yee\<s, Jill!my D. reconta~t<;Q hisfriends. ill the. Clt.tb, anc:! let 
·. · .• gge]rn.?;vn tha(heneeded money to.care forh\swife.and dat.tghter y,;hile}ie )"o\lld be in.prison. 
· B;e'. a.g5eed t9 co9k a batch. ofmeth, ill' exchange for $10,~00 paid to. himself or his wife. DEA 

~b,(,J,tli~tsmacte ur a bat.ch of ''lo?k-alike"<llleth, 'YhichJimll!y :0 w'!'s theI1 able to sell to members· 
kl;i9"':n as. "yy~it~ J3ear' ' and ' 'M<0N \It.' 'The~e transactions took place at a Holiday Inn. Jimmy 
·l) .. ~_..wa.~. ·.:'.f:~~~.r~t}.g .. a·.wire,·.''. :(ln.d .. T.as~_J;'9~c~ ._(!gen.ts: h.?ard· .alld.: ·~ecp.rde~ the ·~.O.nversat.ioll:s,·'·.and. 
phcitogr~phed White Bear and .McNut receiving the pho11y meth. fropi Jimmy D and placing it 

in their ca.I'S. .. . • . . .·.. . .· < . < . .·.· . ..·. .·.·. .. . ·.·. . . . . . .· •. < Soon thereafter, JimmyD r.eturned. to prison, and to the .care of the Witness Protection 

progral,11. .. . •.•. · . .· ·. ·.. . . .. . . . . ·. . ·. . • . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . •. . . .. . . ,· 
Tq~ T~skFo~se already !iad the benefit of an FBI confiderttiru inform.ant, ''Kool Bre.eze," 

>yho ~ontribute\f to the investigators' growi11gknowledge of the Pagans' .drug dealings. Overthe 
course of the following 18 months, more members C:>meforward, offering to cooperate. 1Il all, 
t.~e c·oope·rat.ing·. membeTs. we~e ''Sliadpw./' '·'-Ronnie.," "Muff/' "Yosemite Sam," "Worm," 
''Scarf,'' and "Hands." In addition, two non-members shared their knowledge of the Pagans' 
affairs; 
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The Illicit Drug Situation 
1984 • 

lll 

This chapter presents a summary of the 
availability, trafficking, and abuse patterns of il
licit drugs in the United States during 1984. This 
summary is arranged in the following categories: 
(1) Marijuana, (2) Cocaine, (3) Heroin, (4) Heroin 
Substitutes and Analogs, and a fifth category, 
"Dangerous Drugs." Dangerous drugs is an um
brella term used to describe those illicit drugs 
(stimulants, depressants, psychomimetic sub
stances, etc.) which do not fall into the four previous 
categories. 

Marijuana 
It is estimated that the volume of marijuana 

consumed in the United States in 1984 did not ex
ceed the 1983 volume of nearly 14,000-tons. Mari
juana availability in 1984 was affected by a 
preharvest shortage in the domestically grown por
tion of the commercial product. There has also been 
evidence of sporadic shortages of Colombian mari
juana in 1984. 

The marijuana abusing popula
tion is likely to have stabilized 
or even decreased during the last 
five years. 

Estimates indicate that the domestically pro
duced portion of the marijuana supply remained 
stable in 1984; it is not expected to exceed the 10 
to 11 percent level attained in 1983. 

The remaining 90 percent of the marijuana 
supply available in the United States in 1984 was 
from foreign sources. It was estimated that during 
1983 Colombia accounted for 60 percent of the total 
United States supply. Based on preliminary data, 
the proportion declined in 1984. Mexican mari
juana, on the other hand, was far more significant 
in the United States market in 1984, perhaps 
doubling its 1983 proportion of less than 10 per
cent. Other foreign sources of marijuana included 
Jamaica and Central America. 

Although there is no direct evidence of a single 

highly developed distribution structure in the 
United States, there is evidence to support the con
tention that many local, intrastate, and interstate 
distribution organizations exist and are responsible 
for the successful transportation and distribution 
of the large quantities of homegrown marijuana 
available in the market. In 1984 the major mari
juana growing states were Hawaii, California, and 
Oklahoma, in that order. Major crops also originate 
in Arkansas, Georgia, Indiana 1 Kansas, Tennessee, 
and West Virginia. 

The Federal Government funds cooperative 
efforts with some States to eradicate marijuana 
plants. That funding level increased from $960,000 
in 1982 to $3. 3 million in 1984. Some 3. 8 million 
cultivated plants and approximately 9 million wild 
plants were destroyed during the year. 

Marijuana abuse has actually declined in 1984 
as measured by the number of younger users ex
perimenting with the drug and the number of 
marijuana-related emergency room episodes. (See 
Exhibit 4-3.) However, this may be partially ac
counted for by the shortages mentioned earlier. 

The marijuana abusing population is likely to 
have stabilized or even decreased during the last 
five years. The National High School Senior Survey 
indicates that 40 percent of all seniors used mari
juana in 1984. This proportion is down from the 
42 percent reported in 1983, and is the lowest since 
1975. Changes in abuse patterns, rather than in 
absolute abuser prevalence, are likely to be respon
sible for the level of marijuana abuse indicators such 
as treatment admissions and emergency room men-

Preliminary estimates indicate 
that approximately 74-90 metric 
tons of cocaine were exported to 

the United States in 1984. Ap
proximately 75 percent of this 

supply originated in Colombia, 
most of the rest in Bolivia and 

Peru. 
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lions. In general, the price of both hybrid mari
juana and sinsemilla at more than $100 per ounce 
make these varieties prohibitively expensive to 
younger users. For them, less expensive commer
cial grade marijuana sold at approximately $50 per 
ounce remains the drug of choice. (See Exhibit 4-2.) 
It is known that high prices for sinsemilla in 1984 
forced some adult users to downgrade to the 
domestic and imported commercial grade product. 

Cocaine 
Preliminary estimates indicate that approx

imately 7 4-90 metric tons of cocaine were exported 
to the United States in 1984. Approximately 75 per
cent of this supply originated in Colombia, most 
of the rest in Bolivia and Peru. 

Based on information obtained 
from intelligence sources, drug 
treatment clinics, and street 
studies units, it is estimated that 
"freebasing" (the inhaling of the 
fumes of a heated solution of co
caine and ether) is continuing to 
gain in popularity. 

By 1983, cocaine had saturated the United 
States drug market, causing substantial wholesale 
price reductions, although since June 1984 this 
situation has stabilized. Currently, a kilogram of 
cocaine sells in Miami for between $33,000 and, 
$38,000 in multikilogram quantities. At the na
tional level, the wholesale price of a kilogram of 
cocaine has declined from a range of approximately 
$55,000 to $65,000 in 1982 to a range of approx
imately $40,000 to $50,000 at the end of 1984. The 
price of cocaine at the "street" or gram level has 
not reflected the sharp downward trend at the 
wholesale level. Nationally, a gram currently sells 
for $100 to $120, a price that has remained relative
ly stable over the last several years; bargain pur
chases as low as $50 a gram in Miami and $ 7 5 in 
New York City have been reported from time to 
time. Price movement at the street level has been 
evident only in the increasing availability of small 
and therefore relatively inexpensive packages of co
caine. The marketing of these packages is probably 
related to a rise in the use of "speedballs/' a 
heroin/cocaine combination, rather than market 
pressure on the price per gram of cocaine. There 
is continued evidence of an adequate supply of co
caine with stable wholesale prices in most cities dur
ing the second half of 1984. (See Exhibit 4-2.) 

... the rate of cocaine incidence 
on an annual basis had held rel

atively consistent from 1979 
through 1984. 

Not all cocaine smuggled into the United 
States arrives as processed cocaine. Due to the 
relative ease with which chemicals used to convert 
cocaine paste into powder are obtained in the 
United States, south Florida has developed into a 
burgeoning cocaine processing area. This is 
evidenced by the increasing number of cocaine con
version laboratories seized there. During 1984, 18 
of the 22 cocaine laboratories seized nationwide 
were in the south Florida area. The number of cn
caine conversion laboratories seized in the United 
States has risen steadily since 1980. Seizures rose 
from three in that year to five in 1981, six in 1982, 
eleven in 1983. 

Domestic removals of cocaine reported by the 
DEA have soared in the past three years. (See Ex
hibit 4-6.) ("Removals" consists of those amounts 
confiscated and small amounts voluntarily sacrificed 
to or purchased by Federal agencies.) Nonetheless, 
the glut remains. 

All available indicators of cocaine abuse anc 
trafficking suggest an increase over the high !eve\, 
reported in 1983. The abuse of cocaine i1 
widespread and growing. During the last year then 
has been evidence of the spread of cocaine abus( 
from high-income users to drug abusers in the lowc 
socioeconomic levels, including narcotics addicts 

Most of the increase in intravenous cocaini 
use has occurred within the narcotics using popula 
tion, although in New York City and Miami ther' 
is some evidence of intravenous cocaine use amorq 
persons not previously addicted to heroin. This ap 
pears to be due to increased availability of cocain 
in smaller packages; which, weighing less, are les 
expensive. These packages are used for speedbalb 
Within the addict community in Eastern cities, th 
use of heroin/cocaine speedballs continues to grO\'\ 
Speedballs account for a third of all cocaine ovei 
dose episodes reported through hospital emerger 
cy rooms (See Exhibit 4-3.) The smoking of mar 
juana cigarettes coated with coca paste has bee 
reported in New York and Miami. 

Based on information obtained from il 
telligence sources, drug treatment clinics, and stre( 
studies units, it is estimated that' 'freebasing'' (tl· 
inhaling of the fumes of a heated solution of C< 

caine and ether) is continuing to gain in popularit· 
This fact would suggest that both the intensity ar; 
frequency of use of cocaine among dependent i1 
dividuals are increasing at an even greater rate th'-
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the prevalence or the frequency of cocaine use in 
the general population. 

Treatment data for all persons reflect a 50 per
cent increase in primary cocaine admissions to 
public treatment facilities, although the absolute 
proportion of 8. 5 percent of all drug admissions is 
low. Treatment data also suggest that a surprisingly 
large number of cocaine users ( 17. 8 percent) do not 
initiate use until over the age of 25. 

In the National Survey of High School Seniors 
conducted by the National Institute on Drug 
Abuse, approximately 5.8 percent of high school 
seniors report monthly use of cocaine in 1984; 12 
percent report yearly use. Comparable 1976 figures 
were 2 percent for monthly users and 6 percent for 
annual users. The data also suggest that the period 
1975-79 witnessed the greatest relative increase in 
new high school aged users, and that the rate of 
cocaine incidence on an annual basis had held 
relatively consistent from 1979 through 1984. 

Heroin 
The smuggling of opiates into the United 

States is estimated to have increased in 1983-84. 
(See Exhibit 4-1.) The number of Nigerian couriers 
smuggling Pakistani-produced heroin into the 
United States from Nigeria increased significantly 
while substantial increases in Mexican border 
smuggling were also noted. 

The most significant change in 
heroin trafficking patterns over 
the last several years involved 
the processing points of 
Southwest Asian heroin. 
This heroin is now composed 
primarily of Pakistani-refined 
heroin in lieu of the Italian proc
essed product. 

Heroin or1g1nating in Iran, Pakistan, and 
Afghanistan still dominated the illicit heroin market 
throughout 1984. Its share of the United States 
market is now 49 percent. Southeast Asian heroin 
from opium grown in the "Golden Triangle" of 
Laos, Burma, and Thailand increased from 14 per
cent of the United States market in 1982 to its pre
sent 17 percent, while Mexican heroin commanded 
an overall 34 percent share. Indicators for Mex
ican heroin suggest continued increases in United 
States availability, primarily in the Southwest and 
on the Pacific Coast, and in Detroit, Chicago, and 

St. Louis. On the East Coast, heroin abuse and 
availability have been stable at approximately 1982 
levels except in Washington, D. C., where increases 
have been noted. Overall levels of availability and 
abuse have increased very slightly since 1982. 

The most significant change in heroin traf
ficking patterns over the last several years involved 
the processing points of Southwest Asian heroin. 
This heroin is now composed primarily of 
Pakistani-refined heroin in lieu of the Italian pro
cessed product. The relative share of Southwest 
Asia heroin in the United States market declined 
slightly from 54 percent in 1981 to 49 percent in 
1984. The Pakistani home-processed share within 
that market grew rapidly while the portion routed 
through Sicily and Italy for processing decreased 
during this period. 

According to seizure data and other in
telligence reports, Pakist,ni and Afghan heroin is 
readily available despite the concerted efforts of the 
Government of Pakistan to control opium produc
tion. Although government efforts have been partly 
successful, it is believed that many lab operators 
simply moved their operations across the border 
into Afghanistan where they continue to produce 
both heroin base and heroin hydrochloride. 
Pakistan, however, remains the conduit for 
Southwest Asian heroin moving to Europe and the 
United States. 

Pakistani trafficking activity has expanded 
rapidly within the United States. Major Pakistani 
trafficking groups are active in New York, 
Washington, Los Angeles, and Detroit. While it 
is believed that the major share of heroin from 
Pakistan enters through New York, Miami has 
been reported as another east coast port of entry. 

Lebanese trafficking groups are also active on 
the east coast and in the north central United States. 
During the past year, Lebanese trafficking activity 
increased significantly in New York, Detroit) and 
Boston-cities with large Lebanese communities 
having extended family connections in the United 
States, Canada, and Lebanon. The estimated share 
of the total United States heroin market trafficked 
by the Lebanese in 1984 was approximately 16 per
cent. This contrasts with the same period in 1983 
when an estimated 6 percent of the market was 
handled by Lebanese (and some Syrian) traffickers. 
This trend coincides with increasing reports of 
heroin conversion laboratories in Lebanon. 

Despite Thai use of the military in suppres
sion efforts, there have been no indicators show
ing a scarcity in the availability of narcotics leav
ing Thailand for the international market. 
Kilogram prices for heroin have been dropping in 
Thailand, indicating a surplus. Additionally, some 
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La Cosa N ostra crime families on the U.S. east 
coast have consolidated contacts with sources of 
supply in Hong Kong and Thailand. Another 
group, consisting of illegal immigrants to the United 
States from the People's Republic of China, has 
infiltrated the Southeast Asia heroin market. This 
group is not one of the traditional "Triads" with 
roots in secret society history, but a new and 
relatively undefined threat. 

Designer drugs result when 
chemists structurally modify 
well-known and controlled 
substances in order to produce 
analogs of these substances not 
covered by the Controlled 
Substances Act. 

A recent ups,ving in Mexican heroin 
availability has been blamed on the declining Mex
ican economy, coupled with the devaluation of the 
peso which has led to greater involvement by Mex
ican nationals in the producing and export of nar
cotics. Wholesale purities are at an all-time high. 
The principal heroin producing areas in Mexico 
continue to be Sinaloa, Durango, and the Guer
rero states. 

Heroin Substitutes and Analogs 
The use of heroin substitutes, composed 

primarily of pharmaceutical narcotics and 
analgesics, is highly regionalized and composed of 
diverse patterns and trends. In Chicago, New 
Orleans, St. Louis, Dallas, and Buffalo, pen
tazocine (Talwin), combined with pyribenzamine 
or triplennamine ("T's and Blues"), has been a 
major narcotic of choice. In Miami, Washington, 
D. C., and Boston, hydromorphone (Dilaudid) has 
traditionally been popular, while Newark, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, and Los Angeles dominate national 
trends in codeine combinations (''Hits,'' 
''Loads''). 

Some shift in user preference from pen
tazocine (Talwin) to codeine preparations and 
hydromorphone (Dilaudid) has been observed. This 
shift is partially the consequence of the decline in 
trafficking of T's and Blues which is attributable 
to the reformulation of Talwin (pentazocine) with 
a narcotic antagonist, an action voluntarily initiated 
by the manufacturer in early 1983 in order to 
decrease the abuse potential of the drug. 

As addicts decrease their use of T's and Blues, 
Dilaudid is becoming the pharmaceutical opiate 

most commonly abused by intravenous addicts. 
Oxycodone (Percodan) remains a very popular oral 
dosage form of narcotic, particularly in the southern 
states. 

New alterllatives are continually being 
developed. Over the years, the scientific search for 
potent analgesics with limited dependence-produc
ing liabilities has not been totally successful. It has 
often yielded synthetic chemicals which produce 
euphoria but with a physical dependence similar 
to heroin's. Clandestine laboratory operators search 
scientific literature for methods which can be used 
to produce these new synthetics and give them in
creased control over illicit narcotics production and 
trafficking. 

The tern. "designer drugs" summarizes this 
phenomenon, first observed in California during 
the 1970s. Designer drugs result when chemists 
structurally modify well-known and controlled 
substances in order to produce analogs of these 
substances not covered by the Controlled 
Substances Act. Perhaps the best example of this 
phenomenon is the synthetic opiate fentanyl (a con
trolled substance) and its analogs. Fentanyl is a licit 
anesthetic used in most major surgical operations 
in the United States. Fentanyl is estimated to be 
approximately 80 times more potent than mor
phine. It is used illicitly as a heroin substitute as 
well as, in itself, a drug of choice. Recognizing that 
many analogs of the drug were not controlled, 
unethical chemists synthesized such an analog 

1 

alphamethyl fentanyl. 
Alphamethyl fentanyl is estimated to be 300 

times as potent as morphine. The illicit and un · 
controlled nature offentanyl analogs' manufacture 
leads to inconsistencies among batches. This fact, 
combined with the high potency of the various 
derivatives and difficulties in evenly distributing the 
drug during the procedure, contributes to the over
dose potential of fentanyl analogs. Alphamethyl fen
tanyl was added to the Controlled Substances List 
in 1981. Almost immediately a new series of fen· 
tanyl analogs appeared on the market. During 1984 
eight different fentanyl analogs from northern 
California were analyzed in federal laboratories. 
The fentanyl analog 3-methyl fentanyl, for exam
ple, was purchased in Brooklyn, New York, b 1 
DEA in July 1984. The suspects in this case in
dicated that their source of supply was in Califor-

This complex pattern of abuse is, I 
perhaps, nowhere more evident 

than in the category of dangerous 
drugs. 
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nia. This analog is at least 10 times more potent 
than fentanyl, 1,000 to 2,000 times more potent 
than morphine. 

Based on tissue analysis conducted by the 
University of California, 10 of the overdose deaths 
reported in the South Bay area of San Francisco 
in August 1984 were related to 3-methyl fentanyl. 
Fentanyl analogs proliferate in the San Francisco
Oakland Bay areas, including Marin and San 
Mateo Counties. During September 1984 the San 
Mateo County Crime Laboratory handled 60 to 70 
fentanyl-related cases. Another analog, Benzyl fen
tanyl was believed to be involved in several over
doses in Indio, California, during September 1984. 
The drugs involved were similar to samples found 
in San Diego. Drug treatment programs in the Bay 
area also have reported an increase in fentanyl use 
by clients. 

From a user point of view, fentanyl and heroin 
are similar enough to make them easily inter
changeable. Fentanyl can be packaged in papers, 
balloons, tin foil, or coin holders and is adulterated 
with the same diluent's as heroin. Experienced 
heroin users reported great satisfaction with fen
tanyl. There is increased evidence of the use of fen
tanyl, known on the street as "synthetic heroin." 

Dangerous Drugs 
The drug abuse situation remains complex. 

Polydrug abuse is now the norm rather than the 
exception among users of all classes of drug. This 
complex pattern of abuse is, perhaps, nowhere 
more evident than in the category of dangerous 
drugs. 

After a period of decline methamphetamine 
abuse and trafficking have recently increased. The 
use of oral dosage forms of amphetamine has con
tinued to decline as a long range trend, probably 

reflecting the curtailment of supplies diverted from 
legitimate sources. 

The trend of diminishing availability and 
abuse of methaqualone first noted during 1981 has 
continued in 1983 and 1984. Methaqualone abuse 
continues to decline due to shortages of bulk metha
qualone powder, a consequence of international 
controls which have now been adopted by virtually 
all major producing and exporting countries. The 
bulk of purported Quaalude tablets available in the 
United States in 1984 was counterfeit, generally 
containing an alternative depressant or sedative 
substance such as diazepam or phenobarbital. Cur
rently, the focus of illicit methaqualone trafficking 
remains in Florida and the Southeast and is likely 
to remain so simply due to the prevalence of well
established methaqualone trafficking groups in that 
area. 

Available intelligence suggests that abusers are 
becoming wary of counterfeit Quaaludes due to the 
generally poor quality of the product as well as er
ratic and fluctuating potency. Increasingly, 
diazepam tablets and capsules, which retail for ap
proximately $1, are supplanting methaqualone as 
the street depressant of choice. 

The use of PCP increased in 1983 and again 
in 1984. PCP use continues to grow at a signifi
cant rate in Washington, D.C., New York, and Los 
Angeles. Additionally, there is growing evidence 
of the increased importance of both heroin/PCP and 
cocaine/PCP combinations in the illicit retail traf
fic. Both the illicit distribution and manufacture of 
this drug are dominated by Black and Hispanic traf
fickers and the demographics of the abusing popula
tion accurately reflect those of the dealers. The ma
jor exception to this pattern is in the Queens/Long 
Island area of New York where PCP is widely 
abused by white males, aged 15 to 25 years. 
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National Drug Data Tables 

The following exhibits reflect national data for each of the years beginning with 1981. The e ,_ 
hibits are arranged in these categories: The Market (Exhibits 4-1 and 4-2), Use and Abuse (Exhibit 
4-3), and Drug Law Enforcement (Exhibits 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6). The data source is identified for eath 
table. Law enforcement data are based on Federal activity alone and do not reflect the extensive effons 
of State and local authorities. 

Heroin (metric tons) 
Cocaine (metric tons) 
Marijuana (metric tons) 
Dangerous Drugs (MDU)* 

*Million dosage units 

Exhibit 4-1 
Importation/Production 

CY81 CY82 

3.89 4.08 
34-45 45-54 
9,600 12,340 
3,280 3,030 

Source: DEA, NNICC, Narcotics Intelligence Estimates, 1983. 

Heroin (per milligram) 
Purity (percent) 

Cocaine (per gram, 30% pure) 
Commercial Grade Marijuana 

(per ounce) 

(E) Estimated 

*November 1984 

Source: DEA data. 

Exhibit 4-2 
Retail Prices 

CY81 CY82 

$2.31 
5.0 

$2.34 
3.9 

$100 $100-125 

$30-50 
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CY83 CY84 

4.12 
50-61 

13,600 
2,660 

CY83 CY84 

$2.50 $2.34 (E) 
4.5 4. 7 (E) 

$100-125 $100-120* 

$40-65 $40-65* 



Heroin 
Cocaine 
Marijuana 
Dangerous Drugs 

(E) Estimated 

Source: DEA data. 

Heroin 
Cocaine 
Marijuana 
Dangerous Drugs 
Total 

(E) Estimated 

Exhibit 4-3 
Emergency Room Mentions 

CY81 

9,667 
4,781 
4,678 

15,909 

CY81 

2,526 
4,289 
3,726 
2,337 

12,878 

CY82 

12,640 
6,180 
5,293 

15,134 

Exhibit 4-4 
Drug Arrests 

CY82 

2,218 
4,415 
3,683 
2,387 

12,701 

Source: DEA, Offender Based Transaction System. 

CY83 CY84 

12,663 12,000 (E) 
7,194 9,900 (E) 
5,590 5,400 (E) 

12,870 11,550 (E) 

CY83 CY84 

2,098 
5, 113 
3,770 
1,826 

12,807 13,000 (E) 
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CY81 

Heroin 1,087 
Cocaine 1,998 
Marijuana 1,386 
Dangerous Drugs 1,348 
Total 5,819 

(E) Estimated 

Exhibit 4-5 
Convictions 

CY82 

1, 162 
2, 121 
1,538 
1, 167 
5,988 

CY83 CY84 

1,982 
3,473 
3,104 
1,849 

10,408* 10,000* (E) 

*Improved quality control procedures introduced in 1983 have resulted in the late reporting of a pur
tion of the convictions. 

Source: DEA, Offender Based Transaction System. 

Exhibit 4-6 
Drug Removals* 

CY81 CY82 

Heroin (kilos) 231 305 
Cocaine (kilos) 3,205 9, 763 
Marijuana (kilos) 3,078,696 3,022,551 
Dangerous Drugs (MDU) 139,936 13,998 

*Includes seizures, purchases, and samples 

Source: Coast Guard, plus DEA data for all other agencies. 
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CY83 CY84 

495 385 
18,027 12,390 

1,948, 771 2,446,373 
21,056 17'759 
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· ..•..•• a I!lajqr Il'arijuap~ 9tga11iz~tion . in N;e;N ()r\eqns, !11 this. c11.se the linal1ciets. pf a 40, 900."!'0iJnd 

.}r.>f!d were ide4t11ied as ' 'j it;n and Jeff ~tern. fmll' •.DeirMt'.' .. •.•·....... ; ·•·• i •• ·. > •.. ·. J ·•·•··· ...... • ····•·· .... · .·.· ... · 
/ .•.•. · ...• ·.·;;··.•···~t.t~is p9i11t,.t!w.Qreap .La~es Region of {.he()GOFi.'.f~sk Fqrce Pr-9gra1n··~asforr,neCJ.";nCJ ... · 
· :'JheJla\'0ns qf ~<)t'.' hec:a111e .one Qf th:e 0rigini\),T<tskJ'r.irce.~ase~,Ip Agril.Qfi9~3 tpeShur-~s.··· 

••... •·•·SY~':e indicteq i~ ;N.~'.'\' ()rl.eap~ on fo\!r tt.>l"ll.t~ a,f i~~or~a~\~A 9f.!lr";r~µlln.li, a 1syea~fe!o111 yi~la+ .• ··• •· 
i ti()n, ~e~ogpiziJ'I~.t~"ir fontinµjng ·liability ijl\Tit~ilJia. ano.~\9hi~f111', N..,CI ";hi'\ Frep SJ'iµr~.~i,gned·.·.·. • .· 
··11Ble~.agreer.n.e11\ill:M?Y1983, requirin~ t{lem \ci. gle<i!'\ guilty.to on" taxand.two ·it"l1g.·col1nt~,···. 
;fllak~pg them ?<:cli !iaJ'ile for •. fi.nes .• of 1;p .to:~2fi!.lx0:0Q !41.d !1~tmittil1~' s5ntenc<:s· ofµp.to ~:, ye~rs 
~i\ pHs(,ri.· 'l'!J~Y· a.f s(,<;1.greeq •to ·.coopedtefully wi~~ lhe (_}overilll)e)lt· ajld .• testify. in.·tout[•reg'1rdi!ig 
tpeir illtgala5tiV:iti~sF · . · .. ·· ...• · •..• ··.· •< .·· .... f •• . < •. ···:· .•. i > .• •.···.·. < .· . ·•· . ) 

.· · ..... · · .. :1'he Sl;nirei b,rqtb;~rs testified th~t th~y l'i,,:(l been ipv9lyed iii thedistribl..ltion of r.n.arijuan~ 
. since 1970> J,le~1"ee!J..!977 and 1981 they di~ribut~d over 750;000 po?pds of marijµana in Michigan 
an!'\.California,· impo;:ting. the .loads t\l.!'9µgh/Floj"idl\1 Lpuisiana., :Virginia, ,and· .California. 
Th,-9ughonl tllis .. peti(ldo they had earned.a11d sj)ent millions ofdohars onventures and ip.isadven'. 

•· tur~sinvolving ili~ir p.iarijriana !Il<irketil'~a.ctiyity .• They had owned sev~ral planes to. !ri].nspbrt· · 
marijua11a,twoof which crasheo. They }11veste!'\ c>Ver $1 million in a hoatthat b11rned before they 
gpt a 9h";nce to ship the first load of!IlariJ17ana. 'theyhad flown.all over the World to arrange 
marijuana shipments, always using false nanies so as not to be identifie!'\. T'o hide .some of their 
illegal income they laundered it through theirlegitimate businesses 11nd maintained cash hoards 
in excess of $500,000 in gold and silver. stored in California and C.anada. 
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The Shures had nine ernployees in Michigan who transported, bagged, and processed the 
rnarijuana, and eight who were distributors. By the end of 1984 eight of these 17 had pleaded 
guilty .to various tax and drug counts and more pleaswere expected. 

Th.e testirnony ()f theShures has had a sig".ificant irnpact on other Task Forces, for exarnple: 
In addition to. tr'.1Jlsporting rnarijuana frorn various ports ofentry into Michigan, the Shures 

irnported rn;irijuana into Californiaand had a separateorganiz~tion to distribute it there. One 
of the California partners was Bruce Perlowiu, who '<\'as also involved in a money l~undering scheme 
out of Florida. He was charged ill Tampa in early 1983. with RICO and with. conspiracy to defraud 

the govermtient. . . ·. . . ·. .. . . •.. .• • .. . 
InDecernbe,.19?4:1'erlo\\'in deci~ed to plead guilty not. only .tothe charges in Florida, but 

al~ofo Contimiing Q:rlminal Enteryfisejn California .. Re was sentenced to 15 years in prison 
on the two charges, and property valuedat$2,4 millkm \\'as forj'eited. Jn addition to Perlowin, 
two other .i11dividuals !'led guilty to tax and drug chru;ges in. Florida: Others were .indicted and 
t.he. :Shures will testify against them in sul)s'.'quent trials. 

§ince earlyl.983; two men have been \lnder i1lv".stigation by thelRS in Denver. The Shures 
had financial and drug dealings .with bot~ of theseindividuals, who hadop".i-ated in California 
as well: Oneis a cl0sefriend of the Shures and is expected to sigua plea agreement and coope,-ate. 
IRS agents in Coloradohave joined in a California grand jury investigation into the :Shure 

organi.zation·. ·. . .... ·. . . ,,, __ .· · .... '.°-. __ .· _ _ ___ _ _-
. On March 28, 1984, theShures were sentyncedin the courtroom of Judge Charles W. Joiner 

in Ann Arbor. Whik the Shutes were liable fora substan.tial sentence, their lawyer, a former 
l).S, .Attorney, argued th:;tt their coo!'erati()n went :;tbov~ l'I1d beyond the call of .th.e plea agree' 

. m~nt,· l1Jld j:herefore .. they ~hould be given special ?ol1s.ideration,,.He cited·ktters from l]. S: At" 
torneys.~ Offices \hr0ughout the country as evidence ofthe$hures' cooperation. He indi.cated to 
the court th.at afair sent"nce would have to be, below.the parole guidelines of.40-52 rnonths, other-
',\'lsetheir coopefatlpn wo11ldhave been totally unrewarc!ed, . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . 

. ·· .. :·. T~:judge didn~tseeitthat way :C,oguizantofthe 9()rnrnurrity int<0rest in this case, the judge, .. 
·.ill a25"mmute se11tencing speech, laid out his reas0ps for the sente11ce he was about to give. He 
ac~nowledged thatthe Shures were fiJ:ie family !Jlen but h~ said (his w~s not afactor that should 
ifilluel1cejudges in c.onnection \\'ith sente.nces fo beimposed. Then, foc11singon the cooperation 
qfth<0·:Sh\lres,~stheir o'<\'n attor11ey.had•don,e, he. stat:dtht1t h.ebelieved the Shures had already 
receive'dthe lle.nefitof their cooperation by beillg cha~ged with a lesser qrime. He sentenced each 
.9fthe Shures tO·sevenyear~ ill prison op each drug co\ln\ .. and five·yea~sin··.prison for the tax 
charf.!e, withth.e sentences w ~eco119Urrent. Hefurtheri"Ilpos\:d the maximUIIl fine for each count, 
l't.ot,.i of$260,000 each. These penalties are in .. addition to the.$555,000 in. taxes, interest,an.d 
,penal(ies(~e Shµres owe the Internal Reven\le Setvice. < .... ·.·. .··· . . .·. .. . . · .. · .. < 

•.·.·.· .... ItwillJ:ie yea~s bef()re the full impa,ct.ofNe,danc\ Fred .~hµres'.co6peration l1Jld testirnony 
•• c:;tn be ev,.iuated: It has seti11 motioll a ch:;tiri reaction in the dtiig co"Ilrnunity all across the coµn-

tryc,As clr\lgorganizatioI1s ~qllap~ed under .the.weight of theShu~es' t~stirnony, morewit11esses 
h:;tve coop.,rated '.1Jld other oi-ganizations have been exposed. Thr'ough this. Organized Cri"IleDi;ug 
Ta~k Force Prog~am,iriyestiga'tion, new and significant tax and. drug cases will be generated for 
the next several years. . 
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Task Force Results 

The following chapter presents Task Force 
Program data from the creation of the Program 
through December 31, 1984. Exhibits 5-1 through 
5-6 describe the investigations initiated by the Task 
Forces. Exhibits 5-7 through 5-10 present data 
about the indictments and informations returned 
in Task Force cases; Exhibits 5-11 and 5-12 describe 
the defendants charged in those cases; and Exhibits 
5-13 through 5-15 show the disposition of the 
charges. Exhibits 5-16 through 5-19 illustrate the 
assets removal activities of the Task Forces. Most 
of these data were derived from the OCDE Task 
Force Program Case Monitoring System. 

Since the program was created, the Task 
Forces have initiated 804 investigations, 335 ( 41. 7 
percent) of which have resulted in at least one in
dictment or information. A total of953 indictments 
and informations have been returned charging 
3,733 defendants. AsofDecember31, 1984, 1,408 
defendants had pied guilty or been found guilty in 
1~ask Force cases. 

The Task Forces are identified in the Exhibits 
as follows: 

FC Florida/Caribbean 
GL Great Lakes 
GC Gulf Coast 
LA Los Angeles/Nevada 
MA Mid-Atlantic 
MS Mountain States 
NE New England 
NY New York/New Jersey 
NC North Central 
NW Northwest 
SC South Central 
SE Southeast 
SW Southwest 
Data for the four Federal judicial districts that 

were reassigned to different regions on October 1, 
1984 are included in the statistics for their new 
regions. (See Chapter 2.) 

Exhibits 5-1 and 5-2 show the type and scope 
of the criminal organizations targeted in Task Force 
investigations. More than one organization is 
targeted in some investigations. A total of 804 in-

vestigations were initiated, nearly half of which 
(395) targeted at least one organization whose 
primary purpose is drug trafficking. One-third of 
the investigations (34.1 percent) targeted criminal 
groups primarily engaged in other felony crimes, 
but whose members also engaged in drug traffick
ing. Sixty-two Task Force investigations (7. 7 per
cent) targeted traditional organized crime (LCN) 
families; 49 investigations (6.1 percent) targeted 
motorcycle gangs; 11 (1.4 percent) targeted prison 
gangs; and 14 (1. 7 percent) targeted registrants or 
individuals having legal authority over controlled 
substances. 

Nearly half of the Task Force investigations 
(48.3 percent) targeted organizations whose illicit 
activities were international in scope. Because the 
Task Force program emphasizes regional enforce
ment activities, 44.5 percent of the investigations 
targeted organizations whose activities span two or 
more Federal judicial districts. Only 55 investiga
tions (6.8 percent) targeted organizations whose 
criminal activities were limited to single Federal 
judicial districts. 

Exhibits 5-3 and 5-4 reveal the drugs and 
criminal activities under investigation by the Task 
Forces. Note that more than one type of drug or 
activity may be involved in a single investigation. 
More investigations involved cocaine than any 
other drug (73.6 percent of the investigations). 

Most Task Force investigations (93. 7 percent) 
examined some form of drug distribution. The 
investigations also probed importation (62.8 per
cent), money laundering (53.2 percent), and finan
cial backing of drug trafficking (43.0 percent). Rela
tively few Task Force investigations explored crop 
cultivation (5. 7 percent) or drug diversion (3.0 
percent). 

Exhibit 5-5, Proposed Investigative Tech
niques, illustrates the variety of investigative tech
niques the Task Forces are able to employ. This 
table shows the techniques Task Force participants 
anticipated would be used at the time the investiga
tions were initiated. Note that use of more than one 
technique is planned in most investigations. (No 
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regional breakdown is indicated for reasons of in
vestigative sensitivity.) The most common proposed 
techniques were financial investigation (71. 6 per
cent of investigations), use of investigative grand 
juries (70.9 percent), undercover operations (64.6 
percent), and immunities (50.5 percent). 

Exhibit 5-6, Law Enforcement Agency Par
ticipation, underscores the Task Force Program's 
emphasis on multiagency investigations. It il
lustrates the various Federal, State, and local law 
enforcement agencies participating in Task Force 
investigations and prosecution. This exhibit shows 
the number of investigations to which each agency 
expected to commit personnel at the time they were 
initiated; more than one agency is involved in 
nearly all investigations. DEA, FBI, and IRS each 
expected to participate in at least two-thirds of the 
investigations initiated. Customs and ATF antici
pated their participation in 48.5 percent and 34.8 
pefcent of the investigations, respectively. 

Exhibits 5-7 through 5-12 describe the 953 in
dictments and informations returned in Task Force 
cases through December 31, 1984. Charges have 
been brought in 41. 7 percent of the investigations 
initiated as of that date. A total of 3, 733 defend
ants have been charged. 

Exhibits 5-7 and 5-8 delineate the drugs in
volved and criminal activities charged in the indict
ments and informations returned by the Task 
Forces. Note that more than one drug or activity 
is often involved in a single case. Cocaine-related 
offenses were charged more often than those of any 
other drug (44.4 percent of the cases). Marijuana 
offenses were charged in 283 indictments (29. 7 per
cent) and methamphetamine offenses were charged 
in 125 indictments (13.1 percent). Some indict
ments and informations did not allege any drug 
offenses, primarily cases involving money launder
ing and other financial offenses. 

Over 80 percent of the Task Force indictments 
(781) charged drug distribution and almost a third 
charged importation (291). 

Exhibit 5-9, Investigative Techniques Used, 
reveals the variety of investigative techniques 
employed by the Task Forces in those cases that 
resulted in charges. Note that more than one tech
nique is used in most investigations. (No regional 
breakdown is indicated for reasons of investigative 
sensitivity.) The investigative techniques most com
monly employed were: extended surveillance (46.5 
percent of indictments), investigative grand juries 
(41.6 percent), immunity (38.0 percent), under
cover operations (35.3 percent), and financial in
vestigations (35.3 percent). 

Exhibit 5-10, Law Enforcement Agency Par
ticipation, delineates the various Federal, State, and 

local law enforcement agencies, as well as forei.gn 
government agencies, that participated in th:Jse 
Task Force cases resulting in charges. Because ::he 
Task Force Program emphasizes multiagency in
vestigations, more than one agency is involveci in 
virtually all investigations. Foreign governnl<'.nt 
agencies participated in 40 investigations (U 
percent). 

Over two-thirds of the Task Force indictm<nts 
and informations were a result of investigation:; in 
which DEA was involved. The FBI and IRS e,tch 
participated in over half. 

Exhibits 5-11 and 5-12 describe the defendcmts 
charged in Task Force cases. Exhibit 5-11 shows 
the variety of roles the defendants played in 'he 
targeted criminal organizations. The defenda :1ts 
charged to date have included leaders of crimi :ial 
organizations (33 .4 percent of named defendants) 
and major drug suppliers and distributors (21.8 fCr
cent). Fifteen of the defendants were described as 
corrupt public officials. 

Exhibit 5-12 presents the numbers of defend
ants charged with various offenses. Note that mz,ny 
defendants were charged with more than c<ne 
offense. Title 21 offenses of conspiracy and distrilm
tion were the most common offenses charged: thr~e
quarters of the defendants (2, 793) were charged 
with conspiracy and nearly half (1, 722) wae 
charged with distribution. Thirty percent of :.he 
defendants ( 1, 121) were charged with other of
fenses, including use of a communications facilLy, 
possession with intent to distribute, and conspiracy 
to defraud the government. 

Exhibits 5-13 through 5-15 present disposition 
and sentencing information for Task Force casr.~s. 
Exhibit 5-13 illustrates the dispositions of defend
ants in Task Force cases that have been adjudicated 
through December 31, 1984. Of the defendants 
charged, 72.4 percent pied guilty to at least one 
charge and 17. 9 percent were found guilty (by juc'ge 
or jury) on at least one charge. Slightly over 3 per
cent of the defendants were acquitted on all charges 
while 6.4 percent had all of their charges dismissed. 
The 1,408 defendants who were guilty of at least 
one charge do not include defendants whose st:n
tences were pending at year's end. 

Exhibit 5-14 displays the array of charges lor 
which defendants were convicted and the num-ber 
of convictions per offense category (defendants we re 
often convicted of more than one offense). Tie 
major offenses include Title 21 conspiracy (34 .9 
percent) and distribution (27 .8 percent). Other con
victions included 165 Title 21 importation chargt·s, 
119 Interstate Transportation in Aid of Racketeer
ing (ITAR) charges, 104 RICO and 60 CCE 
charges. The 3, 110 convictions include those !or 
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defendants whose sentences were pending as of the 
end of the year. 

Net prison term ranges and the number of 
defendants sentenced to each term are identified 
in Exhibit 5-15. A total of276 defendants (19.6 per
cent) were not sentenced to prison, but received 
suspended sentences, probation, or another sen
tencing option. Less than half ( 4 7. 7 percent) of all 
defendants convicted and sentenced received prison 
terms of five years or less. Many defendants (268) 
received sentences of six to ten years. Forty-four 
defendants received prison terms of over 20 years; 
of those, five received terms of more than 65 years, 
including one life sentence imposed for operating 
a Continuing Criminal Enterprise. 

Exhibits 5-16 through 5-19 describe the asset 
removal activities of the Task Forces through 
December 31, 1984. As Exhibit 5-16 shows, the 

Task Forces have seized a total of 214 kilos of 
heroin, 13,282 kilos of cocaine, and over 500,000 
kilos of marijuana. The largest combined seizures 
of each type of drug include 107 kilos of heroin and 
3,385 kilos of cocaine from the New York/New 
Jersey Region and 126,646 kilos of marijuana from 
the New England Region. 

Exhibits 5-17 and 5-18 show that $76,279,000 
in cash, and property valued at $81,338,000 have 
been seized. In addition, $12,330,000 in cash and 
$39, 715,000 in property have been forfeited 
through the efforts of the Task Forces. The largest 
forfeitures have occurred in the Southeast Region, 
where a total of $13,577 ,000 in cash and property 
have been forfeited to the government. $9,624,000 
in fines have been assessed in Task Force cases. The 
largest number of fines have been.levied in the Mid
Atlantic, Southeast, and Great Lakes regions. 
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Exhibit 5-1 
Type of Criminal Organizations Targeted in 

Investigations Initiated through December 31, 1984 

Percent<:i_ge 
Number of Investigations* of Investi-

gation:1 
Type FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N = 804" 

Drug Trafficking 
Organization 21 38 33 19 49 31 16 44 35 39 38 20 12 395 49.1 % 

Other Criminal 
Group 23 22 35 21 25 8 13 18 22 20 23 26 18 274 34.1 % 

LCN 5 4 2 9 2 12 21 0 4 0 62 7.7% 

Motorcycle Gang 6 3 2 8 4 2 3 4 6 5 2 3 49 6.1 % 

Registrant 0 0 3 0 0 0 5 0 3 1 0 14 1.7% 

Prison Gang 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 1 1 0 11 1.4% 

Total Unspecified 24 3.0% 

Legend 

LCN: "La Casa Nostra," traditional organized crime families. 
Drug Trafficking Organization: Organizations whose primary purpose is drug trafficking. 
Other Criminal Group: Organizations involved in felony crimes whose members also engage 1n dru 

trafficking. 
Motorcycle Gang: Organizations controlled by motorcycle clubs. 
Prison Gang: Organizations controlled by prison inmates. 
Registrant: Persons who subvert legal authority over controlled substances. 

'The number of investigations in which at least one organization of this type was targeted. 
**The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of involvem'" 

for each type of organization. More than one type of organization is involved in some investigations. 

r. .. ,.... ........ ;...,.,,.rl r .. ;,,..,,,,. nr11rr F.nfnrrPrnf"nt T;:i~k Forc:e ProQ'ram Annual Report 
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Exhibit 5-1 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

TYPE OF CRIMINAL ORGANIZATIONS TARGETED 
In Investigations Initiated Through December 31, 1984 
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Exhibit 5-2 
Scope of Criminal Organizations Targeted in 

Investigations Initiated through December 31, 1984 

Number of Investigations' 

Scope FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW 

International 26 34 48 32 40 17 26 60 15 19 19 27 

Multi-district 17 35 24 12 54 27 16 20 44 35 46 22 

Single district 6 2 3 7 0 6 8 11 6 3 

Total Unspecified 

Legend 

International: Criminal activities that include substantial international drug trafficking. 
Multi-District: Criminal activities in two or more Federal judicial districts. 
Single District: Criminal activities limited to one Federal judicial district. 

45 

6 

Percentage 
of lnvesti· 

gations 
Total N = 804" 

388 48.3% 

358 44.591 

55 6.8% 

26 3.2% 

*The number of investigations in which at least one organization of this geographic scope was targeted: 
"Tbe number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of investiga· 

tions \Vithin each category. More than one organization is involved in some investigations. 
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Exhibit 5-3 
Drugs Involved in 

Investigations Initiated through December 31, 1984 

Number of Investigations Involving Drug 
Percentag 
of Invcsti 

gatious 
Drug FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N = 804' 

Cocaine 32 57 65 31 61 36 32 62 55 49 51 37 24 592 73 6j 

Marijuana 42 33 53 7 26 22 25 12 36 26 42 33 23 380 47 3S 

Heroin 4 19 14 13 27 5 13 39 11 14 8 6 7 180 22 4S 

Methamphetamine 0 8 14 4 22 10 2 10 7 9 11 4 5 106 13 3 s 

Methaqualone 8 10 6 2 3 0 3 4 9 9 2 58 7 ·) ( 

Hashish 1 7 4 0 6 2 7 5 4 4 2 4 3 49 6. [: 

PCP 4 4 5 0 0 4 0 6 0 27 3.4S 

Pharmaceutical 0 2 3 4 4 0 6 0 5 0 27 3AS 

Other 0 2 3 2 7 0 3 5 3 2 9 0 2 38 4. 7: 

Total Unspecified 16 2 ii'. 

*The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of mentim 
for each drug. More than one drug is involved in many investigations. 
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Exhibit 5-3 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

DRUGS INVOLVED 
In Investigations Initiated Through December 31, 1984 
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Exhibit 5-4 
Type of Criminal Activities Involved in 

Investigations Initiated through December 31, 1984 

Percentage 
Number of Investigations Involving Activity of lnvesti·· 

gations 
Activity FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N = 804' 

Distribution 46 63 72 42 92 44 40 79 64 66 67 48 30 753 93.7% 

Importation 42 36 62 34 46 25 33 56 36 46 28 34 27 505 62.8% 

Money Laundering 27 36 46 31 38 22 22 42 35 38 31 35 25 428 53.2% 

Financial Backing 24 30 37 22 32 9 29 45 25 26 23 31 13 346 43 0% 

Street Sales 14 33 36 10 35 16 26 21 34 9 31 18 6 289 35.9% 

Manufacture 7 8 16 8 25 9 2 16 11 10 14 6 10 142 17.7% 

Crop Cultivation 4 3 8 0 3 0 3 5 9 4 5 46 5.7% 

Diversion 2 0 5 1 0 2 0 7 2 2 24 3.0% 

Other 8 8 3 3 6 2 4 6 2 7 52 6.5% 

Total Unspecified 9 1.1 % 

'The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency for each 
category of illicit activity under investigation. More than one activity is involved in most investigations. 
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Exhibit 5-4 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

TYPE OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES INVOLVED 
In Investigations Initiated Through December 31, 1984 
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Exhibit 5-5 
Investigative Techniques Proposed• in 

Investigations Initiated through December 31, 1984 

Number of 
Technique Investigations** 

Financial Investigation 576 

Investigative Grand Jury 570 

Undercover 519 

Immunity 406 

Tax Grand Jury 355 

Title III 351 

Witness Security 253 

Extradition 56 

Parole into U.S. 7 

Other 117 

Unspecified 17 

Percentage < 

Investigatior 
N = 804**' 

71.6% 

70.9% 

64.6% 

50.5% 

44.1 % 

43.7% 

31.5% 

7.0% 

0.9% 

14.5% 

2.1 % 

* The major investigative techniques personnel anticipated would be used at the time the investigatio 
were initiated. No regional breakdown is indicated for reasons of investigative sensitivity. 

* * The number of investigations in which this technique was proposed. 
***The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency wi 

which each technique was proposed. More than one technique is proposed in virtually all investigatio1 
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Exhibit 5-6 
Law Enforcement Agency Participation in 

Investigations Initiated through December 31, 1984 

Percentage 
Number of Investigations* of Investi-

gations 
Agency FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N = 804" 

DEA 33 45 73 33 78 37 42 71 58 62 61 46 29 668 83.1 % 

FBI 18 58 64 22 60 41 36 39 53 57 47 48 23 566 70.4% 

IRS 19 50 63 27 54 28 24 42 58 46 49 45 26 531 66.0% 

Customs 12 29 52 30 49 19 15 30 30 51 11 38 24 390 48.5% 

ATF 10 18 52 6 26 17 13 24 26 36 19 24 9 280 34.8% 

l,ocal Investigators 15 19 26 10 25 23 15 35 26 21 34 14 10 273 34.0% 

State Investigators 16 14 28 8 23 21 18 21 15 10 23 33 6 236 29.3% 

U.S. Marshals 
Service 3 14 38 2 3 9 5 7 7 4 4 7 9 112 13.9% 

Coast Guard 2 9 9 3 3 2 6 3 2 6 4 8 7 64 8.0% 

Local Prosecutors 3 2 8 4 9 8 6 16 4 0 5 3 69 8.6% 

State Prosecutors 0 3 6 2 4 9 7 5 4 0 7 6 54 6.7% 

Organized Crime 
Strike Force 2 4 4 9 10 8 2 2 0 45 5.6% 

Other 4 6 7 5 6 8 11 20 2 3 2 2 77 9.6% 

Total Unspecified 39 4.8% 

*The number of investigations in which this agency expected to participate, at the time the investigations were 
initiated. 

''The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of anticipated 
involvement for each type of agency. More than one agency is involved in almost all cases. 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program Annual Report 
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Exhibit 5-6 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY PARTICIPATION' 
In Investigations Initiated Through December 31, 1984 
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---- ··--- ---.. ~ .. ~------·-

U. S. Marshals Service I 112 
------------------~----

U. S. Coast Guard I 64 

Organized Crime Strike Force D 45 

*The number of investigations in which this agency expected to participate, at the time the i-nvestigations were 
initiated. 
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Exhibit 5-7 
Drugs Charged in 

Indictments and Informations Returned through December 31, 1984 

Number of Indictments and Informations' Percentage 

Drug FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N = 953" 

Cocaine 10 57 34 14 28 32 26 43 36 36 65 26 16 423 44.4% 

Marijuana 8 38 30 3 29 20 14 15 29 25 16 30 26 283 29.7% 

Methamphetamine 0 23 6 0 54 10 2 9 3 8 6 0 4 125 13.1 % 

Heroin 0 12 9 5 38 2 5 22 6 3 9 8 2 121 12.7% 

Methaqualone 7 5 0 0 1 3 4 6 2 3 34 3.6% 

Hashish 2 0 0 5 2 5 4 0 8 2 31 3.3% 

Pharmaceutical 0 2 0 2 2 0 0 4 0 2 2 0 15 1.6% 

PCP 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 2 0 11 1.2% 

Other 0 4 0 27 2 2 9 6 3 6 2 63 6.6% 

None or Unspecified*** 97 10.2% 

* The number of indictments and informations in which this drug was charged. 
**The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the 

frequency of mentions for each drug. More than one drug is charged in many indictments and informations. 
* * * Includes indictments and informations which do not allege any drug offenses, primarily those involving 

money laundering and financial offenses. 
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Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

DRUGS CHARGED 
In Indictments and Informations Returned Through December 31, 1984 
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Exhibit 5-8 
Type of Criminal Activities Charged in 

Indictments and Informations Returned through December J 1, 1984 

Number of Indictments and Informations* Percentage 

Activity FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N = 953" 

Distribution 14 126 59 19 139 54 36 55 53 64 79 51 32 781 82.0% 

Importation 10 11 37 6 25 8 17 30 18 34 36 32 27 291 30.5% 

Street Sales 0 8 12 14 24 12 22 16 9 39 12 4 173 18.2% 

Financial Backing 1 3 6 2 25 3 9 23 7 27 34 9 12 167 17.5% 

Money Laundering 7 6 9 6 16 6 9 12 15 19 31 7 16 159 16.7% 

Manufacture 0 7 6 11 16 8 4 9 31 0 5 99 10.4% 

Crop Cultivation 0 5 0 0 0 25 0 5 40 4.2% 

Diversion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 22 0 0 28 2.9% 

Other 6 3 7 51 2 3 14 6 5 8 3 21 130 13.6% 

Total Unspecified 60 6.3% 

*The number of indictments and informations in which this activity was charged. 
**The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the 

frequency for each category of illicit activity charged. More than one activity is charged in most cases. 
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Exhibit 5-8 (Con:t~n.u-f'd) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

TYPE OF CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES CHARGED 
In Indictments and Informations Returned Through December 31, 1984 
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Exhibit 5-9 
Investigative Techniques Used• for 

Indictments and Informations Returned through December 31, 

Technique 

Extended Surveillance 

Investigative Grand Jury 

Immunity 

Undercover 

Financial Investigation 

Tax Grand Jury 

Witness Security 

Title Ill 

Extradition 

Mutual Judicial Assistance Treaty 

Parole into U.S 

Other 

Unspecified 

Number of 
Indictments and Informations** 

443 

396 

362 

336 

336 

232 

231 

224 

24 

11 

3 

107 

144 

1984 

Percentage 
N = 953"* 

46.5% 

41.6% 

38.0% 

35.3% 

35.3% 

24.3% 

24.2% 

23.5% 

2.5% 

1.1 % 

0.3% 

11.2% 

15.1 % 

*The major investigative techniques used during investigation and prosecution. No regional break
down is indicated for reasons of investigative sensitivity. 

**The number of indictments and informations for which this technique was used. 
***The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the 

frequency with which each technique was used. More than one technique is involved in most cases. 
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Exhibit 5-10 
Law Enforcement Agency Participation in 

Investigations Resulting in Charges through December 31, 1984 

Number of Indictments and Informations* Percentage 

Agency FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N = 953" 

DEA 11 34 61 14 150 24 35 74 51 57 78 59 51 699 73.3% 

FBI 5 49 48 9 87 27 22 60 18 49 70 63 35 542 56.9% 

IRS 5 104 30 8 117 18 6 22 51 31 29 39 42 502 52.7% 

Customs 5 13 32 9 61 12 4 14 13 19 37 34 254 26 6% 

ATF 0 7 7 0 65 4 3 4 6 10 36 25 168 17.6% 

Coast Guard 1 0 0 0 9 0 4 0 0 0 0 4 19 2.0% 

Organized Crime 
Strike Force 2 0 2 0 2 4 2 7 0 0 0 0 20 2.1 % 

State Investigators 2 71 4 0 7 3 14 13 2 3 6 127 13.3% 

State Prosecutors 0 2 2 0 2 4 2 18 5 0 2 2 2 41 4.3% 

Local Investigators 8 7 18 10 125 28 27 30 24 22 47 47 16 409 42.9% 

Local Prosecutors 2 14 12 3 38 16 26 10 4 18 7 3 154 16.2% 

Foreign Government 0 0 3 0 0 4 19 2 3 6 40 4.2% 

Other OCDE Task 
Force 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 12 6 3 2 31 3.2% 

Other 0 7 0 3 2 0 2 0 0 2 19 2.0% 

Total Unspecified 47 4.9% 

*The number of indictments and informations in which this agency participated in either the investigation 
or prosecution. U.S. Marshals Service and U.S. Attorneys are assumed to be involved in all cases. 

**The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the 
frequency of participation for each type of agency. More than one agency is involved in almost all cases. 
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Exhibit 5-10 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY PARTICIPATION* 
In Investigations Resulting in Charges Through December 31, 1984 

Drug Enforcement Administration 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

State and Local Investigators 

Internal Revenue Service 

U.S. Customs Service 

State and Local Prosecutors 

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 

Foreign Government 

Organized Crime Strike Force 

U. S. Coast Guard 
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Exhibit 5-11 
Defendants' Roles in Targeted Criminal Organizations 

Defendants Charged through December 31, 1984 

Number of Defendants' Percentage 

Role FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N~3,733' 

Top Leader 15 46 72 23 65 27 26 96 50 23 48 32 45 568 15.2% 

Mid-Level Leader 18 91 85 16 63 101 24 52 60 33 42 52 44 681 18.2% 

Major Financial 
Backer 5 3 3 2 9 0 10 3 8 47 1.2% 

Major Money 
Launderer 2 3 9 23 5 0 0 22 9 0 5 4 13 95 25% 

Major Enforcer 3 10 6 3 3 4 8 2 0 0 9 50 1.3% 

Major Supplier/ 
Distributor 13 75 74 13 89 35 52 201 49 45 86 30 52 814 218% 

Key Contact to 
Sources 9 11 28 5 15 8 8 12 25 5 27 6 29 188 5.0% 

Corrupt Public 
Official 2 0 0 0 0 6 15 0.4% 

Other 34 89 106 34 112 74 97 107 98 77 90 84 99 1, 101 29.4% 

Total Unspecified 174 5.0% 

*The number of defendants who performed this role in the criminal organization targeted in this investigatior, 
and prosecution. Note that if an individual was named in more than one indictment or information, mon 
than one entry is made for role. 

**The number of defendants named in Task Force indictments and informations. Some defendants wen' 
named in more than one indictment or information. 
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Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

Defendants• Roles In Targeted Criminal Organizations 
Defendants Charged Through December 31, 1984 

Top 
Leader 

568* ( 15.2°/o) 

Mid - Level 
Leader 

681* (18.2°/o) 

Major Supplier 
and Distributor 

814* (21.8°/o) 

Drug Middleman 
188* ( 5 o,o) 

Other 
1 , 4 8 2 * ( 3 9. 8 °/o) 

*The number of defendants who performed this role in the criminal organization targeted in this investigation 
and prosecution. Note that if an individual was named in more than one indictment or information, more 
than one entry is made for role. 
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Exhibit 5' 12 
Offenses Charged 

Defendants Charged through December 31, 1984 

Number of Defendants Charged Percentage 

Offense FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N = 3,733' 

Title 18: RICO 70 41 40 45 0 5 19 59 0 3 35 37 355 9.5% 

Title 18: !TAR 7 86 40 6 48 19 0 22 48 31 33 27 66 433 11.6% 

Title 18: Firearms 0 4 15 8 5 9 8 12 12 3 39 117 3.1 % 

Title 18: Hobbs Act 0 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0.2% 

Title 18: Tax 
Conspiracy 2 67 7 29 0 5 0 0 8 0 10 0 30 158 4.2% 

Title 21: CCE 4 14 15 3 26 7 12 42 27 11 9 29 12 211 5.6% 

Title 21: Manufacture 0 6 14 7 23 0 0 31 7 0 2 92 2.5% 

Title 21: Distribution 45 171 201 38 213 130 130 178 129 113 132 141 101 1,722 46.1 % 

Title 21: Importation 48 4 132 23 14 52 67 51 36 10 95 73 606 16.2% 

Title 21: Conspiracy 47 272 317 99 266 196 195 449 233 149 228 146 196 2, 793 74.8% 

Title 26: Tax 
Violations 2 32 18 7 23 7 2 7 23 6 10 10 23 170 4.5% 

Title 31: Currency 
Violations 0 11 6 3 0 24 8 0 0 12 31 97 2.6% 

Other 8 123 98 75 107 52 20 193 120 68 61 41 155 1, 121 30.0% 

Total Unspecified 93 2.5% 

*The number of defendants charged in Task Force indictments and informations. Many defendants were 
charged with more than one offense. Some defendants were charged in more than one indictment or information. 



Disposition 

Found guilty of at 
least one charge 

Pied guilty to at 
least one charge 

Dismissed on all 
charges 

Acquitted on all 
charges 

Exhibit 5-13 
Dispositions by Defendant in 

Cases Adjudicated through December 31, 1984* 

Number of Defendants Receiving Disposition 
Percentage 

of 
Defendants 

FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N = 1,559 

21 18 25 5 25 10 10 51 28 7 26 46 7 279 17.9% 

17 168 93 45 75 91 34 141 174 72 117 52 50 1,129 72.4% 

0 13 12 5 12 6 3 7 13 8 14 2 5 100 6.4% 

3 0 6 8 0 3 8 2 4 4 7 5 51 3.3% 

* Does not include defendants who are pending sentencing. 
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Exhibit 5-13 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

Disposition By Defendant 
In Cases Adjudicated Through December 31, 1984 * 

Aquitted on all 
Charges - (51) 3.3°/o 

Dismissed on all 
Charges - ( 100) 6.4°/o 

<.O 

°' 

Found Guilty of at 
Least One Charge - (279) 

*Does not include defendants who are pending sentencing. 

Pied Guilty 

to at 

Least One 

Charge 

(1,129) 

( 



Exhibit 5-14 
Convictions by Offense for 

Charges Disposed of through December 31, 1984 

Percentage 
Number of Convictions of 

Convictions 
Offense FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N=3,110 

Title 18: RICO 15 13 11 0 7 0 8 16 22 0 2 10 0 104 3.3% 97 

Title 18: !TAR 4 8 4 5 24 12 0 7 24 5 6 10 10 119 3.8% 

Title 18: Firearms 0 2 0 12 0 2 3 5 13 6 5 50 1.6% 

Title 21: CCE 1 3 2 0 5 0 15 5 6 5 16 60 1.9% 

Title 21: Manufacture 0 4 1 2 3 0 0 0 9 3 5 0 0 27 0.9% 

Title 21: Distribution 19 58 14 2'.l 261 51 62 62 99 60 55 83 18 865 27.8% 

Title 21: Importation 18 0 27 0 6 19 5 17 19 1 48 4 165 5.3% 

Title 21: Conspiracy 62 110 67 18 120 68 46 150 108 37 107 164 27 1,084 34.9% 

Title 31: Currency 
Violations 0 0 7 5 0 3 2 3 0 9 7 38 1.2% 

Other* 2 95 15 35 75 36 7 100 73 50 51 33 26 598 19.2% 

*Includes Hobbs Act (Title 18), Tax Conspiracy (Title 18), Tax Violations (Title 26), and other offenses. 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Prag-ram Annu.::tl R ~nnrt 
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Exhibit 5-15 
Net Prison Terms Imposed* on 

Defendants Sentenced through December 31, 1984 

Percentage 
Number of Defendants Sentenced to Term of Sentenced 

Defendants 
Term FC GL GC LA MA MS NE NY NC NW SC SE SW Total N=l,408 

0 years** 0 46 11 5 12 26 10 39 66 14 28 8 11 276 19.6% 

5 years or less 7 87 67 26 54 53 23 76 77 40 84 38 40 672 47.7% 

6 - 10 years 21 35 24 8 22 17 8 45 36 14 14 19 5 268 19.0% 

11 - 15 years 3 15 4 9 9 5 23 13 5 13 11 0 111 79% 

16 - 20 years 7 3 9 0 3 0 2 2 4 4 2 0 37 2.6% 

21 - 25 years 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 11 08% 

26 - 45 years 0 0 0 0 0 6 9 21 1.5% 

46 - 65 years 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 7 0.5% 

More than 65 
years*** 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 5 0.4% 

*The total of all consecutive sentences imposed for the defendant (does not include any concurrent or suspended 
sentences imposed). 

**The number of defendants convicted but not sentenced to prison, e.g., those receiving suspended sentences 
or probation. 

***Includes one life sentence without possibility of parole. 
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Exhibit 5-15 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

Net Prison Terms Imposed' 
On Defendants Sentenced Through December 31, 1984 

Defendants Sentenced 
to 11-25 Years ( 159) 

Defendants Sentenced 
to More than 25 Years 

(33) - 2.4°/o "' 

Defendants Sentenced 
to O Years - (276)" 

r-66.1°10 I Defendants 
Sentenced 

to 
1-10 Years 

(940) 

"' "' 
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Region 

Florida/Caribbean 

Great Lakes 

Gulf Coast 

Los Angeles/Nevada 

Mid-Atlantic 

Mountain States 

New England 

Exhibit 5-16 
Drugs Seized 

through December 31, 1984 

Heroin Cocaine 
(Kilograms) (Kilograms) 

0 1,637 

10 55 

10 1, 135 

22 1, 132 

17 830 

34 

17 65 

New York/New Jersey 107 3,385 

North Central 25 968 

Northwest 0 665 

Sou th Central 0 787 

Southeast 5 2,572 

Southwest 0 17 

Totals 214 13,282 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program Annual Report 

Marijuana 
(Kilograms) 

34,500 

4,320 

117 ,648 

6 

100, 128 

1, 749 

126,646 

12,512 

11,211 

21,806 

939 

1,538 

70,383 

503,386 
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Exhibit 5-16 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

Drugs Seized 1983 I 1984 
Through December 31, 1984 

1984 
1983 

Kilograms 

12,000 

Kilograms 10,000 

400 I 251 I 8,000 

300 6,000 

200 214 r"~~.-A:1:lf!clfx%j'i: 
Lt,'Mi!i'fi.fLY 4,000 

100 2,000 

0 0 

HEROIN COCAINE 

Kilograms I 503,386 ] 

500,000 

400,000 

300,000 

200,000 

100,000 

0 

MARIJUANA 

-0 -



Exhibit 5-17 
Non-Drug Assets Seized 

through December 31, 1984 

Region Cash ($) Property ($) 

Florida/Caribbean 4,117,000 3,625,000 

Great Lakes 3,904,000 7,001,000 

102 
Gulf Coast 9,079,000 20,077,000 

Los Angeles/Nevada 20,945,000 1,974,000 

Mid-Atlantic 3,689,000 3,495,000 

Mountain States 3, 704,000 6, 174,000 

New England 8,513,000 6,574,0JO 

New York/New Jersey 5,589,000 12,894,000 

North Central 1,866,000 3,690,000 

Northwest 2,929,000 1,855,000 

South Central 133,000 569,000 

Southeast 2,612,000 8,874,000 

Southwest 9,199,000 4,536,000 

Totals 76,279,000 81,338,000 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program Annual Report 



Exhibit 5-18 
Non-Drug Assets Forfeited 

through December 31, 1984 

Region Cash ($) Property ($) 

Florida/Caribbean 717,000 3,676,000 

Great Lakes 953,000 5,795,000 

103 
Gulf Coast 163,000 2,208,000 

Los Angeles/Nevada 702,000 2,560,000 

Mid-Atlantic 1,529,000 789,000 

Mountain States 0 869,000 

New England 190,000 543,000 

New York/New Jersey 561,000 2,227 ,000 

North Ce!ltral 2,783,000 6,261,000 

Northwest 930,000 1,447,000 

South Central 181,000 1,077 ,000 

Southeast 2,835,000 10, 742,000 

Southwest 786,000 1,521,000 

Totals 12,330,000 39,715,000 



Exhibit 5-17 (Continued) Exhibit 5-18 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

Non-Drug Assets Seized/Forfeited 1983 vs 1984 
Through December 31, 1984 

Dollars in 

Millions I $76,279 I 
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Region 

Florida/Caribbean 

Great Lakes 

Gulf Coast 

Los Angeles/Nevada 

Mid-Atlantic 

Mountain States 

New England 

New York/New Jersey 

North Central 

Northwest 

South Central 

Southeast 

Southwest 

Totals 

Exhibit 5-19 
Fines Assessed 

through December 31, 1984 

Fines ($) 

863,000 

1,376,000 

105 
615,000 

0 

2,402,000 

51,000 

288,000 

754,000 

426,000 

427 ,000 

611,000 

1, 769,000 

42,000 

9,624,000 



Exhibit 5-19 (Continued) 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 

FINES ASSESSED 
Through December 31, 1984 

Dollars in 

Millions 
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Charlie's Downfall 

Charlie Fleming was 60 years old and everybody in town knew he had a long criminal record. 
His family had functioned as a criminal organization for years, and .Charlie himself had been con
victed several times· since 1950. It isn't surprising that, in t4e late seventies, he went ·intd the co_
c.,ine business in a big way. Based on strong loyalty to Charlie, the organization-which included 
his young wife, his daughter, and his son'in-law-shielded him, and numerous prosecution at
tempts failed. Charlie became a millionaire, and not from the motorcycle shop he ran as a front. 

When the Task Force organized in early 1983, Charlie and. his gang were selected as ihe 
first case in Savannah._ Various age·ncieS had informant reports_, aHegations, -\'lket_chy_ru_rriOrs,_-arid 
suppositions about Charlie. Nothing solid, but "everyone k.new" Charlie was dealing cocaine. 

The OCDE Task.Force team-FBI, IRS, Georgia Bureau of Investigation(GBI), and the 
U.S. Attorney's Office-decided to identify the players first. "Pen registers" were placed on 
Charlie's telephone and his son-in-law's business telephone to find out whom they called. An in
ventory of frequently called numbers began to identify Charlie's associates. 

The team decided that there were substantial grounds for a tax investigation of Charlie, Such 
investigations are overt and completely apparent to the subject, .so. the team agreed to mount the 
tax investigation in tandem with covert taps oh the same two telephones. In October 1983, a court 
order authorizing the phone taps. was obtained. Because of the heavy personnel manpower re
quirements of running two taps at once, the team found itself seriously short handed. They turned 
to the GBI, who, overnight, sent 12 agents into town from aroundthe State.The telephone taps 
were set up and the overt investigation launched. IRS agents made il show of contacting Charlie's 
associates as part of the tax investigation. Many of those cont.acted c;;tlled Charlie or his son-in-. 
law. Charlie himself placed many calls in connection with the investigation. Some of those con
tacted were Charlie's old cohorts who were still iri prison. 

Agents monitoring the telephone taps heard Charlie discussing a possible ''cash hoard defense'' 
as a means of combating the anticipated tax prosecution. {This approach would claim that Charlie's 
money was not illegal or unreported income, but money that he had hoarded years before.) 

It became apparent that this investigation was now taking more lawyer time than the U.S. 
Attorney's Office conld alford. The Task Force regional office was askedfor help. For the next 
six months, one attorney from Baltimore spent half his time in Savannah working on this case. 

As Charlie continued to reveal his associations through the telephone taps, the FBI and G BI 
agents developed their drug investigation. The telephone taps were about to expire, and the team 
decided to get the most out of its final days. So, the investigators mounted a number of high pro
file searches of members of Charlie's organization, with two results: the two telephones were busy 
with panic calls and many of those who were frightened by the tax and drug investigations began 
to_ vollinteer to Cooperate with _the government. 

Another six i:nont_hs were- requi_red- to sort and examin-e- the records and testimonies ac- -
cumulated, and to present the materials to a grand jury .. InJune_ 198*, the indictment was re, 
turned. Charlie was the subject of 30 counts, both income tax charges and a variety of drug charges, 
including CCE. Twenty-one other people were indicted at the sametime; . . 

Charlie was in jail awaiting trial. His million-dollar bail kept him out of circulation. But 
many of those who were indicted with him decided to plead guilty; some after offering evidence. 
against Charlie. By September Charlie was alone. Only his immediate family was holding out. 
On September 7, 1984, the four of them, Charlie, his wife, daughter, and son-in-law, entered 
guilty pleas to the most serious charges against them. Sentences were handed down in October. 

Charlie's 33-year-old wife got five years and a $10,000 fine. 

His daughter got five years and a $5,000 fine. 

His son-in-law got 20 years and was fined $20,000. 
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Other Presidential Initiatives 

The President's national anti-drug strategy, 
announced in October 1982, was implemented 
through a package of complementary efforts. Among 
these, the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Force Program was principal. The 1984 ac
tivities of the other elements are summarized in this 
Chapter. 

President's Commission on 
Organized Crime 

The President,s Commission on Organized 
Crime, established by Executive Order on July 28, 
1983, consists of nineteen presidential appointees 
who are ''distinguished Americans from diverse 
backgrounds and professions with practical ex
perience in criminal justice and combating orga
nized crime." A list of members appears at the end 
of this section. 

The terms of the Executive Order require the 
Commission to undertake six principal tasks: 

1) To make a full and complete national 
and region-by-region analysis of orga
nized crime; 

2) To define the nature of traditional 
organized crime as well as emerging 
organized crime groups, the sources and 
amounts of organized crime's income, 
and the uses to which organized crime 
puts its income; 

3) To develop in-depth information on the 
participants in organized crime net
works; 

4) To evaluate Federal laws pertinent to the 
effort to combat organized crime; 

5) To advise the President and the Attorney 
General with respect to its findings and 
actions which can be undertaken to im-

prove law enforcement efforts directed 
against organized crime; and 

6) To make recommendations concerning 
appropriate administrative and legis
lative improvements in the adminis
tration of justice. 

In addition, the Commission is required to 
report to the President from time to time as re
quested, and to submit a final report by March 1, 
1986. 

Setting an Agenda 
In the first Annual Report of the Organized 

Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program, it 
was predicted that the President's Commission on 
Organized Crime " . . . will make substantial short
term and long-term contributions to the develop
ment and refinement of the Federal Government's 
strategy to combat organized crime.'' As a first step 
toward the accomplishment of that goal, the Com
mission, in November of 1983, took the testimony 
of Attorney General William French Smith, Di
rector of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
William H. Webster, and Administrator of the 
Drug Enforcement Administration Frances M. 
Mullen, Jr. In response to that testimony, which 
indicated that the impact of organized crime in in
ternational drug trafficking was an area that par
ticularly warranted its attention, the Commission 
adopted a preliminary agenda consisting of three 
fundamental categories of inquiry: narcotics impor
tation and distribution, laundering of profits from 
illegal operations, and infiltration of legitimate 
businesses. At the same time, a professional team 
of 35 attorneys, investigators, and support person
nel was selected to carry out the Commission's day
to-day responsibilities. 

In pursuit of those stated objectives, on 
March 14, 1984, in New York City, the Commis
sion conducted its first public hearing dealing with 
a specific area of interest, the laundering of criminal 
proceeds. Taking sworn testimony from Federal 
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agents (including a former undercover DEA agent), 
a convicted felon, a Treasury official, and others, 
the Commission explored the financial laundering 
schemes of organized crime. Testimony included 
a detailed account of one man's laundering of more 
than $150 million on behalf of narcotics traffickers. 

In addition to the substantive information 
developed at its March hearing, the Commission 
demonstrated irrefutably that a thorough examina
tion of organized crime would require certain essen
tial legal tools. To that end, statutory authoriza
tion was sought giving the Commission subpoena, 
contempt, and immunity powers, as well as law 
enforcement status for the purposes of other Fed
eral statutes. On July 17, 1984, President Reagan 
signed the measure into law as P.L. 98-368. 

With this grant of legal authority, the Com
mission has begun to pursue its mandate with an 
ambitious program of public hearings and research 
projects. In New York City on October 23-25, 
1984, the Commission exposed in detail sophis
ticated organized criminal groups whose roots are 
~in Asia. Witnesses testified on the operations of 
Chinese Triad and Tong societies and Vietnamese 
criminal groups. The hearing was the first major 
public exposure of the growing threat of these 
groups and their links with traditional organized 
crime. 

In Washington, D.C., just a month later, the 
Commission held three days of public hearing 
which examined in detail the violent organized 
criminal groups which control the cocaine industry. 
Expert witnesses from the State Department, law 
enforcement, the medical and academic com
munities, and insiders including convicted smug
glers, testified on the dangers of cocaine use and 
described the cocaine industry including cocaine 
growing, processing, transportation and marketing, 
and the means used to launder the enormous profits 
from cocaine trafficking. 

In addition, considerable evidence was pre
sented demonstrating the links between powerful 
cocaine cartels and antigovernment terrorist groups 
active in a number of South American countries. 
Of particular concern was the disclosure that the 
cultivation of poppies, from which heroin is pro
duced, has been observed for the first time in 
Colombia. 

While putting on these public hearings, the 
Commission also prepared and released in October 
1984 a lengthy interim report, entitled The Cash 
Connection: Organized Crime, Financial Institutions, and 
Money Laundering, documenting in detail the means 
by which various organized criminal groups actively 
exploit weaknesses or corruption in our banking 
system to camouflage the sources and disposition 

of funds. The report makes recommendations on 
ways to deny organized crime access to our finan
cial institutions and casinos, and further recommen
dations which would allow financial institutions to 
better detect and report suspected money launder
ing to law enforcement. The report also proposed 
a unique addition to the arsenal in the fight against 
money laundering: a model Federal statute, entitled 
"Financial Institutions Protection Act,'' making 
money laundering itself a substantive offense and 
removing certain obstacles to more effective 
assistance by banks to law enforcement. 

As this Annual Report is being prepared, the 
Commission is vigorously pursuing an agenda for 
the coming months which includes: 

• the preparation of a number of addi
tional interim reports on topics including 
international drug trafficking and the 
Government's options in responding to 
it, and the current state of electronic 
surveillance techniques, technology, and 
statutes; 

• a series of additional public hearings on 
subjects including heroin trafficking, 
gambling, labor racketeering, and the 
current state of' 'traditional organized 
crime''; 

• a comprehensive survey of State and 
local law enforcement experience re
garding organized criminal activity; 

• preparation of a series of model State 
antiracketeering laws which will be sup
ported by the results of the national 
survey; 

• a series of research projects, including 
an effort to determine further the 
sources, amounts, and uses of the in
come generated by organized crime; and 

• cooperative arrangements with various 
segments of the private sector, such as 
the banking and aviation industries, to 
facilitate and promote their assistance to 
law enforcement. 

More such projects will be designed and car
ried out prior to the submission of the Commis
sion's final report in 1986. 

Members of the Commission 
Judge Irving R. Kaufman, Chairman, U.S. 

Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit; Jesse A. 
Brewer, Jr., Deputy Chief, Los Angeles Police 
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Department; Carol Corrigan, Deputy District At
torney, Alameda County, California; Justin J. 
Dintino, Executive Officer, New Jersey State 
Police; William J. Guste, Jr., Attorney General of 
Louisiana; Judith Richards Hope, a lawyer and 
former Associate Director, White House Domes
tic Council, Washington, D.C.; Philip Manuel, 
President of an investigative consulting firm and 
former Chiefinvestigator, U.S. Senate Permanent 
Subcommittee on Investigations; Thomas F. 
McBride, Associate Dean, Stanford University Law 
School and former Inspector General, Departments 
of Agriculture and Labor, Washington, D.C.; 
Eugene H. Methvin, a Senior Editor, Reader's 
Digest; Edwin L. Miller, Jr., District Attorney, San 
Diego County, California; Manuel J. Reyes, a 
lawyer and Executive Vice President, Board of 
Directors of Miami International Hospital; 
Representative Peter. W. Rodino, Jr., Chairman 
of the U.S. House Committee on the Judiciary; 
Charles H. Rogovin, Professor, Temple Univer
sity Law School and former President of the 
Criminal Justice Associates; Barbara A. Rowan, 
a lawyer and President of an investigative con
sulting firm; Frances A. Sclafani, Chief Ad
ministrative Assistant District Attorney for In
teragency Liaison in Suffolk County, New York; 
Samuel K. Skinner, a lawyer and former U.S. At
torney for the Northern District of Illinois; Potter 
Stewart, a retired Associate Justice of the U.S. 
Supreme Court; Senator Strom Thurmond, Chair
man of the U.S. Senate Committee on the 
Judiciary; Phyllis T. Wunche, a lieutenant with the 
Homicide Division of the Houston Police 
Department. 

The Governors Project 

As part of the comprehensive attack on 
organized crime and narcotics trafficking, the 
Department of Justice implemented a series of 
special initiatives to solicit and involve the nation's 
Governors and State prosecutors in improving 
crime control efforts and criminaljustice reform in 
this area. 

One such initiative has been the Governors 
Project, which deals with a twofold approach to 
assist Governors, legislators, State Attorneys 
General, and local prosecutors in their efforts to 
develop and update existing legislation to combat 
organized crime and narcotics trafficking. The first 
approach will be the development of a State Officials 
Handbook and Guide for Legislative Reform of Organized 
Crime and Narcotics Laws. This effort will assist in 
determining the magnitude of disparity among the 

50 State organized crime/drug enforcement laws 
and will produce recommendations for more uni
form laws dealing with organized crime/drug en
forcement issues. 

An integral part of this initiative is the involve
ment of State prosecutorial systems in this national 
effort. The Governors recognized and identified this 
need in their annual criminal justice policy posi
tion by stating: 

Governors should encourage State 
and local prosecutors to assume leader
ship in the development and coordina
tion of priority drug investigative efforts 
and priority prosecution strategies and 
urge implementation of special judicial 
processes that guarantee fair and speedy 
adjudication of major drug cases. 

Therefore, the second approach of the twofold 
strategy during the ensuing year will be to involve 
and assist the prosecutorial systems of the States 
in their participation in this effort. This activity will 
center on coordinating efforts with the National 
Association of Attorneys General and the National 
Association of District Attorneys. 

Funding has been secured for the initial thrust 
with the Attorneys General and will include such 
activities as: initiation of education and training 
programs with regard to RICO and other organized 
crime and drug law enforcement issues, provision 
for technical assistance to the State Attorneys 
General on the development of relevant legislation 
in these areas, the creation of a ''brief bank,'' and 
a talent and resource inventory of Federal and State 
attorneys and other experts in these fields, and the 
publication and dissemination of a monthly news
letter on drug enforcement and organized crime 
issues. 

The Project will continue to serve as a special 
link between drug law enforcement efforts and 
legislative development. Located within the Office 
of Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs, the 
Project offers a special opportunity for Governors, 
State Attorneys General, and prosecutors to keep 
current with the latest national legislative proposals 
and to have significant input during the develop
mental phase. Nowhere was this type of coopera
tion and coordination between governmental units 
more evident than with the passage of the Com
prehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 by the 98th 
Congress. The Governors Project was a focal point, 
assisting in the immediate dissemination of copies 
of the final legislative enactments in the areas of 
crime and narcotics control and forfeiture to key 
State and local policymakers and prosecutors. 
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During the coming year, the Governors Proj
ect will continue to serve in a Federal liaison role 
and will provide a steady flow of timely informa
tion to States and municipalities in the area of drug 
law enforcement and control of organized crime. 
This will, at a minimum, continue to include com
munications with the Organized Crime Drug En
forcement Task Forces, the National Narcotics 
Border Interdiction System (NNBIS) and the Law 
Enforcement Coordinating Committees. 

Training Law Enforcement 
Professionals 

In his anti-crime program, the President also 
provided for training. Specifically, the President 
called for the establishment of a National Center 
for State and Local Law Enforcement Training in 
Glynco, Georgia. This Center would complement 
the excellent training programs already offered by 
the FBI, DEA, ATF, Secret Service, Marshals 
Service, and U.S. Customs Service for Federal, 
State, and local law enforcement personnel. The 
establishment of this National Training Center was 
based on the realization that while primary respon
sibility for law enforcement rests with State and 
local governments, the Federal Government could 
significantly assist them by providing training in 
those areas where Federal investigative agencies 
have unique expertise. 

The Center offers advanced, specialized train
ing to State and local law enforcement on a shared 
cost basis utilizing existing Federal resources and 
facilities. Approximately twenty-two law enforce
ment courses are offered in areas such as white
collar crime, contraband cigarette smuggling, finan
cial and undercover investigative techniques, fire 
and arson, cargo thefts, fraud, and other legal, 
technical, policy, and management areas. 

A new course under intensive development is 
the Technical Investigative Equipment Training 
Program, aimed at qualifying key State and local 
personnel in establishing and maintaining the elec
tronic aids necessary to effectively prosecute con
tinuing criminal enterprises. Another course under 
development will assist State and local agents in in
vestigating illegal hazardous waste disposal, a 
lucrative activity attractive to established criminal 
groups. 

A total of 1,354 State and local law enforce
ment officers received training at the Center in FY 
1984. Of this number, 489 State and local officers 
received training in organized crime and drug law 
enforcement. State and local officers already trained 
have become the principal outreach and recruiting 

tool through their endorsement of the training 
received at Glynco. 

Federal Prison Housing Expansion 

Another of the presidential initiatives ad
dressed the concern that already overcrowded cor
rectional institutions could not absorb the expected 
increase in inmate population, and $18 million was 
appropriated to construct additional housing at ex
isting correctional institutions. The specific institu
tions were selected because of capacity, central 
service, and site compatibility. Funds are applied 
as necessary to cover design and construction costs 
of the housing units in various regions. The follow
ing is a discussion of each project: 

Memphis, Tennessee, Federal Correctional 
Institution 

A 104-bed housing unit was designated to 
match the existing housing at this new institution, 
built in 1977. The unit is a two-story split-level, 
designed for ease of supervision. Construction work 
is complete and the activation date was January 15, 
1985. 

Petersburg, Virginia, Federal Correctional 
Institution 

The 150-bed camp facility will provide per
manent housing for minimum security inmates who 
are housed outside the main facility. It is a three
story, five-level structure with cubicles to partition 
inmate sleeping areas. Activation is planned for 
April 1985. 

Ashland, Kentucky, Federal Correctional 
Institution 

This 100-bed housing unit is a departure from 
existing structures at Ashland, which were built in 
the 1930s. The unit does not have long, hard-to
patrol corridors but inmate rooms clustered around 
a large multipurpose area. Construction is com
plete, and the activation date was January 31, 1985. 

Butner, North Carolina, Federal Correctional 
Institution. 

The 100-bed, two-story housing unit is de
signed to blend with existing structures. Construc
tion is complete and the activation date was in 
February 1985. 

Tallahassee, Florida, Federal Correctional 
Institution 

This 98-bed housing unit provides private 
rooms in addition to the existing dormitory-style 
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housing. Construction is complete and activation 
expected in April 1985. 

Leavenworth, Kansas, U.S. Penitentiary 
The 90-bed segregation unit for Leavenworth 

will encompass secure office and outdoor recrea
tion space, as well as 90 segregation rooms. The 
design concept is now being made final. Activation 
is scheduled for June 1986. 

Oxford, Wisconsin, Federal Correctional 
Institution 

A minimum security outside camp for 104 in
mates will be built at Oxford rather than the 
originally planned 70-bed witness protection unit. 
A site adaptation of a recently built camp in El 
Reno, Oklahoma, is being used for this facility. The 
camp will include facilities for a visiting area, food 
preparation and recreation. Activation is scheduled 
for April 1985. 

Legislative Initiatives 

Prior to 1984, it had been almost fourteen 
years since the enactment of significant Federal 
criminal law reforms. During that period, Federal 
criminal laws had become increasingly outmoded 
with the result that the OCDE Task Forces, when 
first created, were attempting to stem the flow of 
drugs with inadequate criminal statutes. 

The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 
All of this changed dramatically when the 

Comprehensive Crime Control Act was signed into 
law on October 12, 1984, as Title II of Public Law 
98-4 7 3. This omnibus package of criminal law 
measures is the most substantial and far-reaching 
reform of the Federal criminal justice system ever 
enacted at one time and profoundly readjusts the 
balance between the forces of law and the forces 
of lawlessness. While the more than fifty parts of 
the Comprehensive Crime Control Act strengthen 
laws in virtually every area of criminal activity, the 
anticrime package will be particularly useful in the 
investigation and prosecution of drug traffickers. 

Summary of Drug-Related Provisions 
The following provisions of Public Law 98-473 

will be of the greatest assistance in Federal drug 
law enforcement: 

Chapter I, Bail Reform, amends the Bail 
Reform Act of 1966 to permit Federal Courts to 
consider danger to the community in setting bail 
conditions and to deny bail altogether where a 
defendant poses an especially grave danger to 

others; to tighten the criteria for postconv1cuv .. 
release pending sentencing and appeal; to provide 
for revocation of release and increase penalties for 
crimes committeed while on release; and increased 
penalties for bail jumping. Although applicable to 
all Federal criminal cases, these new bail reform 
procedures are of particular utility in drug law en
forcement where experience has shown that many 
defendants jump bail and many more continue to 
engage in drug trafficking while released on bail. 

Chapter II, Sentencing Reform, revises the 
sentencing system to establish a determinate sen
tencing system with no parole and limited ''good 
time'' credits; promote more uniform sentencing 
by establishing a commission to set a narrow sen
tencing range for each Federal criminal offense; re
quire courts to explain in writing any departure 
from sentencing guidelines; allow defendants to ap
peal sentences which are harsher than commission 
guidelines and the Government to appeal those that 
are more lenient than commission guidelines; and 
increase criminal fine levels. With the exception of 
increased fine levels, these sentencing reforms will 
not take effect until November of 1986. As with 
bail reform, the sentencing chapter will be ap
plicable to every Federal criminal case and will help 
to ensure more uniform and appropriate sentenc
ing of drug and other defendants. 

Chapter III, Forfeiture Reform, strengthens 
Federal criminal and civil forfeiture laws by pro
viding for forfeiture of profits and proceeds of 
organized crime (RICO) offenses; criminal for
feiture in all narcotics trafficking cases; expanded 
procedures for "freezing" forfeitable property 
pending judicial proceedings; forfeiture ofland used 
to grow, store, and manufacture dangerous drugs; 
expanded use of efficient administrative forfeiture 
procedures in uncontested cases; and sharing of 
forfeited property with participating Federal, State 
and local law enforcement agencies. These for
feiture reforms have greatly enhanced the ability 
of Federal prosecutors to strip away the assets and 
proceeds of drug rings. The new powers to pay 
rewards to private individuals who furnish infor
mation resulting in a forfeiture and to transfer 
forfeited property to State and local agencies which 
participate in a law enforcement operation resulting 
in a forfeiture are expected to greatly enhance 
cooperation in support of drug law enforcement. 

Chapter V, Drug Enforcement Amendments, 
strengthens Federal penalties applicable to narcotics 
offenses by providing longer prison terms for large
scale drug crimes. It also reduces the regulatory 
burden on law-abiding manufacturers and dis
tributors of legitimate controlled substances and 
strengthens the ability of DEA to prevent diversion 
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of legitimate controlled substances to illegal uses. 
Among other things, the new drug diversion 
amendments facilitate revocation of the registra
tions of those who dispense or distribute controlled 
substances in violation of Federal law. 

Chapter IX, Foreign Currency Transaction 
Amendments, improves Federal laws designed to 
prevent international money laundering by ex
panding prior law to cover attempts to transport cur
rency out of the United States in violation of re
porting requirements (prior law only reached com
pleted offenses); by strengthening civil and criminal 
penalties for currency violations and authorizing 
payment ofrewards for information leading to the 
conviction of money launderers; and by clarifying 
the authority of Customs agents to conduct border 
searches related to currency offenses. Money 
laundering activities are associated with virtually 
every drug smuggling operation. 

Chapter X, Miscellaneous Violent Crime 
Amendments, contains amendments that will be 
helpful to Task Forces, including Part A, estab
lishing Federal jurisdiction over murder-for-hire 
and crimes in aid of racketeering; Part B, estab
lishing Federal jurisdiction over solicitation to 
commit a crime of violence; Part D, establishing 
a minimum mandatory five-year sentence for use 
of a firearm in a Federal crime of violence; Part E, 
establishing an additional, minimum mandatory 
five-year sentence for use of armor-piercing bullets 
in a Federal crime of violence; Part F, expanding 
18 U.S.C. 1201 to include kidnapping of Federal 
officials; and Part G, establishing a new Federal 
offense for crimes against family members of 
Federal officials. Drug rings are notorious for 
their violent behavior and the amendments de
scribed above give Federal prosecutors important 
new weapons to use in prosecuting drug-related 
violence. 

Chapter XI, Serious Non-Violent Offenses, 
includes two provisions of benefit to Task Forces: 
Part B, which makes it a felony to warn the sub
ject of an impending search; and Part H, which 
enhances penalties for trafficking in drugs, 
weapons, or other contraband in Federal prisons. 

Chapter XII, Procedural Amendments, in
cludes four provisions of interest to Task Forces. 
These are Part A, lowering from sixteen to fifteen 
the age at which a juvenile may be prosecuted as 
an adult for serious crimes of violence and drug traf
ficking offenses; Part B, amending wiretap laws to 
permit emergency wiretaps in life-endangering 
situations and expanding the range of predicate of
fenses to include child pornography, money 
laundering, and crimes against victims and wit
nesses; Part E, authorizing government appeal of 

new trial orders; and Part F, improving the Witness 
Security Program through codification of case law 
and other changes. 

Chapter XIII, National Narcotics Act, 
codifies the organizational structure established by 
the Reagan Administration to coordinate Federal 
drug law enforcement efforts. This chapter also re
quires periodic reports on drug law enforcement 
policy, strategy, and operations. 

Crime Bill Implementation 
Because of the massive nature of the Com

prehensive Crime Control Act and the fact that 
most provisions of the new statute were effective 
upon the date of enactment, implementation has 
required a major effort by the Department of 
Justice. The day the measure was signed into law, 
a package of interpretive materials was distributed 
to all U.S. Attorneys by the Office of the Associate 
Attorney General providing guidance in such 
crucial areas as bail procedures. In December, the 
Department issued a detailed Handbook on the Com
prehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 and Other Criminal 
Statutes Enacted by the 98th Congress; this publication 
provides a summary, analysis, and discussion of 
every part of the crime package as well as policy 
guidance where appropriate. The Federal Bureau 
of Investigation, Drug Enforcement Administra~ 
tion and other components of the Department also 
issued interpretive materials for field personnel dur
ing the fall of 1984. These formal issuances were 
supplemented with numerous informal briefings by 
Headquarters personnel of U.S. Attorneys, Task 
Force Coordinators, and Law Enforcement Coor
dinating Committees. Implementation activities 
will continue into 1985 in an effort to achieve a 
uniform application of the new law throughout the 
United States. 

Other Drug-Related Laws Enacted in 1984 
Two other drug enforcement measures were 

enacted in 1984 as separate measures: 

(1) The Controlled Substance Registrant 
Protection Act, Public Law 98-305, pro
vides Federal criminal penalties forcer
tain thefts and robberies directed against 
persons or establishments, such as phar
macies registered with the Drug Enforce
ment Administration to manufacture, 
distribute, or dispense controlled sub
stances. This statute authorizes Federal 
investigation and prosecution of some 
drug related crimes that were not pre
viously within the jurisdiction of Federal 
authorities. 
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(2) The Aviation Drug-Trafficking Control 
Act, Public Law 98-499, amends the 
Federal Aviation Act and related statutes 
to strengthen Federal penalties appli
cable to flight crew personnel engaged 
in smuggling controlled substances. 

Anticipated Criminal Justice Legislative 
Initiatives for the 99th Congress 

Because of the speed with which the Com
prehensive Crime Control Act was cleared in the 
closing days of the 98th Congress and the sharp dif
ferences between the Senate and House of Repre
sentatives on many key provisions of the bill which 
prevented the sort of coordinated and cooperative 
effort needed to refine major legislation, numerous 
techhical amendments are needed in the Com-

prehensive Crime Control Act. The Department 
of Justice will, therefore, seek approval of technical 
corrections legislation in the 99th Congress to 
perfect the Comprehensive Crime Control Act. 

It is also anticipated that Congressional ac
tion will be sought on a number of substantive 
criminal law measures in 1985, including items such 
as reinstitution of capital punishment in certain 
cases and reform of Federal habeas corpus laws to 
reduce Federal judicial interference in completed 
State adjudications, two parts of the President's 
Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1983 that 
were not approved by the 98th Congress. (The 
Senate approved both of these measures by over
whelming margins in February of 1984.) It is likely 
that the Department of Justice will submit other 
proposed criminal justice reforms for consideration 
by the 99th Congress. 
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• ... ; .; .. ' ; ;Th;e;tfl'~.·.a.!i4 ~uJ'Yetl\aµ;ce ~lio'¥Veg· th;atit•.was •. ft_9~ario. Gilt)lbJ!'.iq tl~()•{lad;tp.\a:J'i>y~i~ !h~ \'Je)rl;r : •• 
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·· ilss?qi11re,d y;ith\h~Cf iltl1liinq r<t)')luy, .. h~? fang h;e~ti.planrr!'d "2tJ tt~re;r~Pe~f~~y .~l'la.¥~·;t.~ 1l:v(J14\;l~ ;• 

.. ' ' sp0okingi' th; Gambinos hefote the first h~roin gaJe in this In'l~stt!l:a.t:iO.l1<1'ne Qilt)lbinos ~CJ.IiJ; 
tinue.dthe .negotiations after t~e Philadelphi1.1 arrests,·; b!Jt. th~y WeJ.'e cle¥rly .. wore ;callt~<Jti&' '),'hey 
insi~ttodolii additional safoguards,tefe1'fi11g. to ,,yha.t h>.Jd happ~t;f~dil'.l Phil'1,~~fph;fo:IJl. pf'I1i~J;i~!ti.-,< 

··.• t{leydeJn.and,ed.rrr.ore information al:ioui the unt)ercoyer agent 1s")l('.ge~ b('~s; J;b.e Qa!Il~i.p".s•if!; 
sisted. on ... mel.'ting the.boss, .af hi~ home. ba:se in San.· Diego, PI'i~rto agy/.111.qre ial~~: .••.•..•. : ···········: ... •• 

. As s9on as•. the• ai.;ents a.greed, Antonio. told the agents t~at ''ty;q frl'~h piz~as (IJ';o Kil()~ 9f • · 
heroin) had justarrived from overseas." The agent bought ''half a pizzfl,» i!) fl.ill vi~~ 9f~1.Jrveill~e 
-cameras<.:.·<·;.·. -- .. ·.· .. · .·.·.: .. ,·· .. ·· .: .. · .. " .·:· .... -- ..... -.. --- ___ .-':-'._, --:r .. ::r:'_,- __ ·: __ :;>_>/::--:'.--_--:._.:·::<_::'.- __ : __ ,--

With the help. of the Southwest Border Task Force, the SanDie!l:o ine~ting wasarrang.ed, 
including a phone tap and other audi.o surveillance of the room rented for th~.co-conspirat()fS\ 
Extensive surveillance of the Gambin.os was maintained while they v;e.te inS'!n Diego. Thevfait 
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. . 
was a complet<: s.uc::cess, '1nd the Gambinoswere solidly convinced th.at the agents were kgitimate. 
The. negotiati9ns continued. . .. . . . . . . . 

The '.['ask Force investigation's undercover operation and court'ordered wiretaps had now 
provid.ed sufficient corivincing eyidence from coyer! operations. Search and arre.st warrants were 
ob.tained and ex:ecuted on. M.i.rch 16 .. At Ro:s.i.rio's hou~e the agents found, among other things, 
over $20,000 in si;na!L biHs, and two 10()'doHar biHs that had been. ust:d to purchase the heroin 
three weeks.eqdier. At Era$1llo's .a s~ple of her()inw'1s found--94'.5 percent pure. 

·• Afrerthe arrests,'.J:'a~k Fo~ce att()tneyss\jccessfully turned.awayJ:los.ario's attei;npt~ t6 avoid 
wo3ec1gion .ol\ .. gr()unds qfi;n-;l}tal illness; '1.Ild emparlced Ort ·" se;reI?-:»'e.ek trial. The evidence 
J!fe~entedir:piupec;I ()v<:'r so. tapes andtranscript8; most of wpiCll hapto hetr'lfislated•fr?m .si1:i!ian .. 
T~ese .t(Jn~ersations h'1d ;been <;J1llec;l.fro!llth".t40usan(j~ that hadb~e!t. intercepted .over the eight 
New J!!psey telephonesJh;.it ha\l..heen tappetl cl.tiring a lOO,d'1y.period'. . . . .. . . 

The oyerwlltli;ning weight ()f.the eyid'.'nce il!tdits care.ful present~~ioriby attorneys af1.d agents 
.r<i~ulted in .. gullty.ye~dic(s fqr the three Gambin9~. ~nc;I S~atola. The attorneys thef1 prepared their 
· sent~ncirtgIIl'(moran4a, drawingqn record.s.fro.rn nl1merol1s·9ther. c;!istricts/.and. poi11ti11& out for. 
the.~e11tel1~I!g.Judge exactly ";hat the .prev1ousrec9rds of th.,sei;n~n contaiI!ed, amh?comll1end
ing sllbilt;.intlal sent.,nces for each ()fth.elll. The coi;nbined.resultsfor ihe f()Un a tot.al of 143years 
imprisonmefi(q.nd $300; 000 .in fines' ·. · 
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7 Conclusions 

The second Annual Report of the Organized 
Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program 
focuses on Task Force accomplishments during the 
first two years of operation. First-hand assessments 
by the agencies involved, by AUSA Coordinators, 
and by agents and attorneys in the field, detail Task 
Force achievements in disabling and dismantling 
drug-related organizations. The statistical data 
gathered from the Task Forces themselves depict 
their progress in terms of cases initiated, indict
ments returned, convictions, sentences imposed, 
and assets forfeited and seized. Behind these im
pressive figures lie the individual agency com
mitments and the innovative investigative and pro
secutorial approaches that actually drive the OCDE 
Task Force Program. They include: 

• Coordinated approaches to the in
vestigation and prosecution of high level 
drug traffickers and drug trafficking 
organizations, combining the talents and 
resources of seasoned investigators and 
prosecutors; 

• Increased part1c1pation by State and 
local agencies through the underwriting 
of overtime costs and the use of Special 
Deputy U.S. Marshal's designations; 
thus promoting joint involvement of 
intra-state law enforcement officials in 
the investigation, apprehension, and 
prosecution of major drug traffickers and 
drug trafficking organizations; 

• Increased international cooperation 
resulting in extradition treaties and ac
cess to financial and other records vital 
to the prosecution of organizations and 
individuals in the international illicit 
drug trade; 

• Continued emphasis on convictions 

under the CCE and RICO statutes, in
cluding full use of their enhanced for
feiture provisions for removal of the 
economic bases of criminal organi
zations; 

• Reliance on undercover operations, 
wiretaps, and financial investigations to 
penetrate drug-related organizations, 
and provide to expose their illicit ac
tivities, and to provide evidence resulting 
in their successful prosecution; and 

• Extensive use of the Witness Security 
Program to ensure the cooperation and 
protection of witnesses necessary for the 
successful prosecution of organized 
criminal groups. 

The second-year results of the Organized 
Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program at
test to the commitment, expertise, and ag·· 
gressiveness of the agents and attorneys involved. 
Through their tireless efforts and extraordinary per· 
sonal sacrifices they have, in meeting the original 
goals of the Task Force Program, surpassed expec·· 
tations. The conclusion of last year's report stated, 
"If tt'f' first-year trends continue into the second 
year, the expense of operating the Task Force Pro
gram may well be exceeded by the value of the 
forfeitures, fines, and seizures generated by Task 
Force cases. The significant penetrations already 
effected will bring about the dismantling of even 
more major drug trafficking organizations during 
the coming year." This year, we are proud to 
report that the first-year trends have continued. The 
value of forfeitures, fines, and seizures has, indeed, 
surpassed the expense of operating the prograrn. 

As the OCDE Task Force Program enters its 
third year, the expectations will grow. The Taok 
Force personnel stand ready to meet even greater 
challenges in the year ahead and to commit 
themselves to meeting those expectations. 
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Appendix A 
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Force Program Budget for 1984 

The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Forces were initially funded in 1983 from a 
single appropriation-that is, all Federal organiza
tions participating in Task Force activities were 
reimbursed from one appropriation maintained at 
the Department of justice. A notable change to the 
method of Task Force funding occurred for 1984. 
Resources previously available in this central ap
propriation to reimburse the Internal Revenue 
Service, the U.S. Customs Service, and the Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms were transferred 
to the Department of Treasury. Funds for par
ticipating Department of Justice organizations con
tinued to be provided from the central appropria
tion on a reimbursable basis. 

In 1984, the Task Forces operated at what was 
essentially an annualization of their 1983 funding 
level. The President's budget requested 
$105,949,000 for the OCDE Task Force Program 
of which $89,050,000 was appropriated in the 1984 
Appropriations Act (P. L. 98-166). Congressional 
action on the President's request consisted of an 
advancement of $16 million into 1983 with the 
enactment of the jobs Bill (P.L. 98-8). This action 
offset amounts requested under the OCDE Task 
Force Program in 1984 for the Cooperative Agree
ment Program ($10 million) and Federal Prison 
System Expansion ($6 million). Congress also im
plemented a one percent across-the-board cut which 
reduced the request by $899,000. The Second Sup
plemental Appropriations Act (P.L. 98-396) add
ed $1,132,000 for the 1984 pay raise and brought 
the total enacted the OCDE Task Force Program 
appropriation to $90, 182 ,000. 

Although the 1984 enacted level is significantly 
less than the 1983 budget of $127.5 million, it 
represents full-year funding of the positions ap
propriated in 1983. The reason for the reduction 
in 1984 is twofold. As referenced above, 500 posi
tions and $12, 716, 000 were transferred to the 
Department of Treasury. Treasury funded the IRS, 
Customs, and ATF at a total of 500 positions and 
$32,867 ,000 in 1984. Several automatic non-policy 
decreases also contributed to a reduced 1984 Pro
gram budget. These nonrecurring costs were 

associated with permanent change of station moves, 
DEA purchase of one airplane, FBI automation and 
voice privacy equipment purchases, the 
Cooperative Agreement Program, and Federal 
Prison System expansion. Uncontrollable increases 
of $24, 765,000 were needed to annualize the 1, 110 
positions and resources approved in 1983 for DO]. 

Only two Program increases appeared in the 
1984 budget. One of these increases provided 
resources for the President's Commission on 
Organized Crime. While the Commission was ini
tially funded by a 1983 reprogramming, Congress 
appropriated funds for 20 positions and $2, 4 7 5, 000 
in 1984. These funds were to remain available 
throughout FY 1985. The Commission obligated 
$1,622,000 in 1984 and has carried forward 
$853,000 into 1985. 

Resources to permit a strong automated sup
port capability to assist investigative personnel in 
identifying and countering drug trafficking net
works were provided in 1983, a portion of which 
remained in the 1984 base. An additional amount 
of $6.7 million was included in 1984. These 
automation funds for the DEA and FBI are to re
main available for obligation until FY 1985 as are 
$7. 7 million associated with undercover activities 
(P.L. 98-396). 

Of funds appropriated in FY 1983 and made 
available until 1984 for undercover activities and 
the purchase of automated data processing and 
telecommunications equipment, the DEA and FBI 
obligated $3.3 million. Similarly, the Federal Prison 
System obligated $10. 7 million of funds ap
propriated in 1983 but made available until ex
pended. This leaves $4.3 million remaining of the 
$18 million initially appropriated in 1983 to increase 
overall Federal prison capacity. 

Total obligations for the OCDE Task Force 
Program appropriation in 1984 were $98 million. 
Of this amount $84 million was obligated against 
1984 funds and $14 million was against unobligated 
1983 resources. The unobligated balance at the end 
of 1984 that was carried forward into FY 1985 totals 
$9.5 million. Only $1. 7 million lapsed at the end 
of FY 1984. 

nra~ni?Prl f:rirnP n .. ,,,.,. l?_C __ ." 
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Appendix B 
Personnel Distribution 

OCDE Task Force Attorney, Agent, 
120 and Support Position Allocations 

District AUSAs* FBI DEA IRS** Customs*** ATF**** USMS 

Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent 

Florida/ 
Caribbean 

Florida, N 5 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 

Florida, M 8 5 8 2 7 2 0 4 2 0 0 

Florida, S 11 7 23 4 18 4 28 5 17 5 13 2 

Puerto Rico 2 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Virgin Islands 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Totals 26 16 34 7 28 7 30 7 23 7 15 2 

Great Lakes 

Kentucky, E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Kerntucky, W 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Michigan, E 8 6 12 5 9 13 5 9 2 6 

Michigan, W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Ohio, N 4 3 8 2 5 0 3 0 5 0 0 0 

Ohio, S 2 3 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pennsylvania, W 3 2 4 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

West Virginia, N 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

West Virginia, S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1'otals 21 16 31 8 21 2 28 5 14 3 6 
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District 

Gulf Coast 

Louisiana, E 

Louisiana, M 

Louisiana, W 

Mississippi, N 

Mississippi, S 

Texas, E 

Texas, N 

Texas, S 

Texas, W 

Totals 

Los Angeles
N evada 

California, C 

Nevada 

Totals 

Mid-Atlantic 

Delaware 

District of 
Columbia 

Maryland 

Pennsylvania, E 

Pennsylvania, M 

Virginia, E 

Virginia, W 

Totals 

AUSAs FBI DEA IRS Customs ATF USMS 

Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent 

3 2 8 8 3 2 0 3 0 0 0 

0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
121 

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 4 3 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7 5 8 4 15 7 6 3 5 6 0 

3 2 4 0 3 0 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 

19 14 27 6 33 10 3 11 2 6 

9 6 20 5 13 2 12 2 12 2 7 

2 3 3 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 

11 7 23 6 16 2 14 2 14 3 7 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 3 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 4 11 4 6 5 2 10 2 3 0 

6 4 11 2 8 3 4 0 6 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3 2 5 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

17 12 40 8 20 5 14 2 16 3 3 0 
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District AUSAs FBI DEA IRS Customs ATF USMS 

Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent 

South Central 

Arkansas, E 

Arkansas, W 

Illinois, S 

Kansas 

Missouri, E 

Missouri, W 

Oklahoma, N 

Oklahoma, E 

Oklahoma, W 

Tennessee, W 

Totals 

Southeast 

Alabama, M 

Alabama, N 

Alabama, S 

Georgia, N 

Georgia, M 

Georgia, S 

North 
Carolina, E 

North 
Carolina, M 

North 
Carolina, W 

South Carolina 

Tennessee, E 

Tennessee, M 

Totals 

0 

5 

2 

0 

13 

0 

6 

2 

0 

3 

18 

3 

0 0 

0 

0 

4 6 

6 

0 

0 0 

3 

3 

11 21 

0 0 

2 

3 

5 10 

0 0 

3 

0 

0 0 

3 

2 3 

2 

0 

14 26 

0 2 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 2 0 0 

3 6 2 4 2 

2 2 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 2 0 

0 2 0 0 

4 15 5 11 2 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 2 0 

0 3 0 

5 12 3 6 3 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 

2 0 3 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 4 2 2 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 2 2 0 

6 25 8 16 3 
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0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 4 

2 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 4 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

4 5 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

8 2 5 



District AUSA' FBI DEA IRS Customs ATF USMS 

Attorney Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent Support Agent 

Southwest 

Arizona 3 2 5 2 7 3 0 2 0 0 0 

California, s 7 5 12 4 12 3 6 2 10 2 5 

New Mexico 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Totals 11 8 19 6 22 5 10 2 12 3 5 

Four Task Force attorney and two support positions were added to the Criminal Divisions, Department of Justice for 
FY 85, nine attorney positions were added to the Tax Division to assist in Task Force tax prosecutions as described on 
Chapter 3. 

* * Five additional IRS support positions are assigned to the Treasury Financial Law Enforcement Center, Washington, DC. 

*** Thirty~three additional Customs support personnel are assigned to the Treasury Financial Law Enforcement Center. 

**** ATF has retained a pool of 19 agents and 2 support positions (20 percent of its total) for use in any district on a person
year basis as needs arise. 

Ora:::ini7.Prl r.rimP nrna F.nfnrrPmPnt T,;,.;,\r Fr.rrP Prr.crr,;,m Annn,;,l RPnr,rt 
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Appendix C 
Members of the Working Group on Drug Supply Reduction 

Associate Attorney General 
U.S. Department of Justice 

Administrator 
Drug Enforcement Administration 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Executive Secretary 
Cabinet Council on Legal Policy 

Director of Drug Abuse Policy Office 
Office of Policy Development 

General Counsel 
Department of Agriculture 

Associate General Counsel 
Legislative and Regulation 
Department of Commerce 

Deputy Assistant Secretary 
Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics 

Department of Defense 

Deputy Director 
National Institute of Drug Abuse 

Department of Health and Human Services 

Deputy Solicitor 
General Law Division 

Department of the Interior 

Deputy Assistant Secretary 
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Budget and Programs 

Department of Transportation 

Commandant 
United States Coast Guard 

Assistant Secretary for Enforcement and Operations 
Department of the Treasury 
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Commissioner 
United States Customs Service 

Deputy Director for Operations 
Central Intelligence Agency 

General Counsel 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Associate Director for Economics and 
Government 

Office of Management and Budget 

Assistant Secretary 
Bureau of International Narcotics Matters 

Department of State 
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Appendix D 

Members of the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Force Working Group 

Associate Attorney General 
Chairman 

Deputy Associate Attorney General 
Executive Director 

Assistant Attorney General 
Tax Division 

Assistant Commissioner (Enforcement) 
United States Customs Service 

Director 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 

Director 
United States Marshals Service 

Administrator 
Drug Enforcement Administration 

Assistant Attorney General 
Justice Management Division 

Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division 

Director 
Executive Office for United States Attorneys 

Chief 
Office of Operations 

United States Coast Guard 

Assistant Secretary 
(Enforcement and Operations) 
Department of the Treasury 

Assistant Commissioner 
(Criminal Investigations) 
Internal Revenue Service 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
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Appendix E 
Members of the Washington Agency Representatives Group 

Criminal Division 
Drug Enforcement 
Administration: 

Executive Office for 
United States Attorneys: 

Federal Bureau of Investigation: 

Office of the Associate Attorney 
General: 

United States Marshals Service: 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Chief, Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs Section 

Deputy Assistant Administrator 
for Operations 

Chief, Operations Management 
Staff 

Member, Operations Management 
Staff 

Deputy Director 

Deputy Assistant Director, 
Criminal Investigative 
Division 

Chief, Task Force 
Organized Crime Section 

Supervisor, Task Force 
Organized Crime Section 

Supervisor, Task Force 
Organized Crime Section 

Deputy Associate Attorney 
General 

Director, Task Force 
Admin.istrative Unit 

Assistant Director for 
Operations 
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Annual Report of the 

ORGANIZED CRIME 
DRUG ENFORCEMENT 

TASKFORCEPROGRAM 
Fiscal Year 1988 



{~ffitl' of tql' Attn rnl'Q (If) l'ltl'nd 

ll1ilitnqington, ll. al. 2053U 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

March 31, 1989 

This Administration took office with a promise to the 
American people to end the scourge of drugs. To help fulfill 
that promise, we have established the identification and 
elimination of criminal drug trafficking organizations as our 
highest law enforcement priority. 

The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) 
Program, established in 1982, continues to be the flagship of the 
Federal Government's war on drugs. Through the strategic 
deployment of more than 2,100 Federal law enforcement personnel 
and over 650 Assistant United States Attorneys as well as 
increased cooperation and coordination with State and local 
investigators and prosecutors, the Task Forces continue to make 
impressive gains. These resources, added to the enhanced 
investigative and prosecutorial tools provided by the Anti-Drug 
Abuse Act of 1988, will enable OCDETF to even more vigorously 
pursue and eliminate those criminal organizations, their 
financiers, suppliers and distributors who threaten the very 
fabric of our society. 

This Annual Report contains a detailed description of the 
illicit drug trafficking situation in the United States as well 
as the OCDETF response during Fiscal Year 1988. It also provides 
insight into the nature, structure and organization of the 
national and international drug cartels that are operating within 
our borders. 

The report further indicates how the combined resources of 
the Departments of Justice, Treasury and Transportation, through 
the eleven member agencies which constitute OCDETF, have made 
major inroads in crippling and dismantling major criminal 
organizations. As of September 30, 1988, the thirteen Task 
Forces had initiated a total of 2,352 cases which produced 4,917 
indictments charging 16,859 defendants. To date, 10,070 
defendants have been convicted and 9,634 have been sentenced. 
The Task Forces have also seized over $917 million in cash and 
property since the Program's inception. 



These striking results not only underscore the effectiveness 
of the OCDETF Program, but provide notice to those criminal 
organizations which deal in drugs that our resolve to destroy 
them is unwavering. They also demonstrate the dedication and 
commitment of all the Task Force personnel who are leading the 
way toward a drug free society. 

In light of the accomplishments of the Organized crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Forces and the genuine prospect for even greater 
achievements in the future, it is with great satisfaction and 
pride that I transmit herewith this Annual Report, presented 
through your office to the American people and the Congress. 
Copies will be provided separately to the Appropriations and 
Judiciary Committees of the Senate and House of Representatives. 
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Executive Summary 

When the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Force (OCDETF) Program was created in 
October 1982, the President requested that a yearly 
report be made to Congress and to the American 
people on the status of the fight against organized 
criminal groups dealing in drugs. These reports were 
made for the first and second years of the OCDETF 
Program's operations. In the three subsequent years, 
the activities of the Program were summarized and 
included in the Progress Reports of the National 
Drug Enforcement Policy Board. With the statutory 
termination of that Board, the OCDETF Program 
returns to a dedicated report format for its Annual 
Report. 

Compared with previous Annual Reports, this 
one focuses less on the OCDETF Program process 
and more on the availability and abuse of illicit drugs 
and on the nature and structure of the criminal drug 
trafficking organizations targeted by the Program. 

Worldwide production of illicit drugs or their 
source materials is up in all categories. Opium 
production measured in metric tons has increased in 
Southwest Asia, principally in Afghanistan, and in 
Southeast Asia, principally in Burma. Coca leaf 
production is up in all the major growing countries, 
most significantly in Bolivia, where it is estimated 
that production increased by over 10,000 metric tons 
in the last year. And, while there has been a decrease 
in marijuana production in Mexico, Jamaica, and 
Belize, this has been offset by increases in Colombia 
and, most dramatically, in the United States. 

The estimated mean price for cocaine has 
dropped in each of the three most common quanti
ties: kilogram, ounce, and gram. This fact, when 
coupled with the sharp increase in cocaine removed 
from circulation, up more than 57 percent from 1987 
to 1988, is a strong economic indicator that large 
quantities of cocaine must be entering the United 
States undetected. 

Equally discouraging are the statistics com
monly referred to as "emergency room mentions." 

These figures identify specific drug use which is 
repmted by patients upon admission to hospital 
emergency rooms. In 1988, tl1ere was a 30 percent 
increase in "mentions" of cocaine 0 1:mse, a clear in
dication that the use of crack cocaine is spreading as 
fast as was predicted by the most pessimistic esti
mates of only a year ago. The abuse statistics do, 
however, end with one positive note: there is evi
dence of decreasing drug use by U.S. high school 
seniors. 

The focus in this repmt on "The Nature of the 
Enemy'' was suggested '-•.u Attorney General Thorn
burgh' s request of eacn of the 93 United Stat~; 
Attorneys to provide a threat assessment of the drug 
trafficking organizations in each Federal judicial 
district. 

Not surprisingly, the consensus distilled from 
initial drafts of these reports and other source mate
rial is that the drug trafficking organizations are emi
nently flexible in their response to the changing 
patterns of the demand for illicit drugs. More impor
tantly, the enormous profits to be made from the 
manufacture and sale of illicit drugs have attracted 
new participant organizations to the supply side of 
the business as well as facilitated new alliances 
between and among the veteran manufacturing and 
t'afficking orc;?.nizations. 

The ultimate test of a coord1~1ated attack on 
drug trafficking is the ability to produce positive 
results. The statistical r ;;ilts detailed in this Annu• 1 
Report are presented both cumulatively, for the pe
riod commencing with the creation of the Task 
Forces in October 1982 through the end of FY 1988 
and, separately, for FY 1988. The Task Force results 
are convincing evidence that the Program is making 
a major contribution to the war on drugs. 

As might be expected, there has been an in
crease in the percentage of investigations initiated 
that involve cocaine. There has also been a substan
tial increase in the percentage of investigations initi
ated that involve money laundering. This increase 
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continues a trend that has been accelerating since 
the inception of the Program. It is indicative of the 
maturation of the OCDETF Program model, as an 
increase in money laundering investigations re
flects developing expertise in a heretofore limited 
area. 

Particularly supportive of the OCDETF con
cept is sustained use of one of the most powerful 
tools in the Federal arsenal, the investigative grand 
jury. Prosecutors are employing the grand jury as 
an investigative technique in over 60 percent of all 
Task Force cases. Similarly, investigators are mak
ing extensive use of undercover operations in de
veloping Task Force cases that result in indict
ments. This technique is particularly suited to the 
Task Force concept where long-term, complicated 
investigations, many times requiring undercover 
operations, are supported by encouraging investi
gative agents to follow all leads in the pursuit of the 
major leaders, be they manufacturers, suppliers, or 
money-launderers. 

The positive effect of enhanced Federal 
criminal penalties for Title 21 drug offenses is 
evidenced in the substantial increase in the percent
age of defendants charged under this statute. Pre
viously, to assure maximum sentences, prosecu
tors often had to try defendants under the complex 
and difficult-to-prove statute, Title 18: Racketeer 
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations (RICO). 
Now, with the increase in penalties for drug of
fenses covered under Title 21, prosecutors can, by 

proving the drug violations, be assured of longer 
prison terms for the guilty. 

This change is borne out by the statistics on net 
prison terms. The percentage of defendants sentenced 
to terms of five or more years of confinement has in
creased to 54.2 percent, compared to the six-year 
cumulative rate of 50.9 percent. Of greater signifi
cance is the fact that in FY 198 8, top leaders, major 
suppliers, and mid-level leaders were sentenced to 
average prison sentences of 16.4, 7.0, and 8.3 years, 
respectively. This represents an increase in years sen
tenced, over all years of Task Force operation, of 20 
percent for top leaders, 6 percent for major suppliers, 
and 27 percent for mid-level leaders. 

In the first Annual Report of the OCDETF Pro
gram, the statement was made, "If first-year trends 
continue into the second year, the expense of operating 
the Task Force Program may well be exceeded by the 
value of the forfeitures, fines, and seizures generated 
by Task Force cases." In FY 1988, the non-drug 
property assets seized were valued at $198.6 million; 
cash assets seized totaled $94.5 million. The total of 
these sums far exceeds the FY 1988 expense of the 
OCDETF Program. 

In sum, the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
Task Forces have matured to become the principal 
Federal weapons in the investigation and prosecution 
of drug traffickers and their organizations. The bene
fits of Federal, State, and local investigative and 
prosecutorial agencies working together to fight a 
common enemy are clear. 
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I. 
Background and Introduction 

Background of the OCDETF 
Program 

On October 14, 1982, the President unveiled an 
extensive eight-point program to attack drug traf
ficking and organized crime. At the heart of this 
initiative was the Organized Crime Drug Enforce
ment Task Force (OCDETF) Program--a network of 
regionally based, multi-agency Task Forces com
prised of a spectrum of Federal, State, and local 
criminal justice agencies. 

Tirls Program was based on the recommenda
tion of an ad hoc committee appointed by the Attor
ney General in mid-1982. Composed of senior offi
cials of the Justice and Treasury Departments, the 
committee was charged with devising a more effec
tive approach to the problem of drug trafficking. 
After reviewing previous efforts in drug control, 
committee members provided the structural and 
philosophical bases for the Program. These 
principles and practices were presented in the "Or
ganized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Pro
gram Guidelines." 

Introduction to the FY 1988 Annual 
Report 

This is the Annual Report of the Organized 
Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program for 
FY 1988. This first section contains a brief explana
tion of the purpose and methodology of the FY 1988 
Annual Report. This explanation is followed by an 
overview of the OCDETF Program's approach to 
drug trafficking investigations and prosecutions and 
a description of the Program's organization. 

Subsequent sections provide a detailed de
scription of the current drug trafficking situation in 
the United States and a detailed report of the 
OCDETF Program's response during FY 1988. A 
summary of the 1988 legislative anti-drug initiatives 
is also included. 

The emphasis of the FY 1988 Annual Report is 
on "the nature of the enemy." Attorney General 
Dick Thornburgh has asked the United States Attor
neys to analyze the cmTent organizational structure 
of narcotics trafficking groups operating in their 
districts. These reports, due in the spring of 1989, 
will assess changes in the nature of drug trafficking 
organizations and will reflect the increased knowl
edge and understanding of the realities of the drug 
trafficking situation garnered through six years of 
Program experience. Draft reports were generated 
with substantial input of intelligence data from the 
OCDETF member agencies. 

The draft reports, already received from the 
field, focus on cases--what traffickers were doing 
and how their activities were disrupted by the coor
dinated efforts of the law enforcement community. 
Initial analysis has revealed an emerging picture of 
formidable, well-financed drug trafficking organiza
tions. The threat posed by these organizations is of 
a type that requires the coordinated response that the 
OCDETF Program was created to provide. This 
Annual Report includes descriptions of these organi
zations based upon the analysis of these draft reports 
and other sources of information. · 

The purpose of the Annual Report is to fulfill 
congressional reporting requirements and partici
pant information needs through a summarization of 
Program operations and results. Tirls exposition in
cludes an explanation of Program goals and missions 
as well as a description of the means used to achieve 
them. It provides examples of cases successfully 
prosecuted and statistical data analysis of the status 
of the illicit drug situation and of current drug en
forcement efforts. 

Methodology 

This Annual Report draws on data from three 
primary sources: draft field reports submitted by 
U.S. Attorneys in response to the Attorney General's 
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request~ analyses of documents and data from 
OCDETF and participating agencies; and on-site 
interviews conducted in the field offices and in the 
Washington, D.C., headquarters of the OCDETF 
Program's participating agencies. 

TI1e draft reports from the U.S. Attorneys are 
often quite detailed. Jn addition to information 
which i.s based on ·matters of public record, the 
reports contain information developed during both 
previous and current investigations. The info1ma
tion provided by these preliminary draft reports has 
been analyzed and used extensively in developing 
the picrure of the current state of drug trafficking and 
drug trafficking organizations as it is presented in 
this Report. 

The coordination of investigative 
and prosecutorial activities and 
the sharing of information are at 
the heart of the OCDETF 
approach. 

Documents developed by OCDETF and par
ticipating agencies have been reviewed for data rele
vant to this Annual Report, and such data have been 
incorporated in the appropriate sections. Data from 
the field, which come into the participating agencies 
and into the OCDETF Program administrative staff 
in Washington, has been aggregated and analyzed, 
and provides the basis for statistics presented in the 
Annual Report. Such figures cover investigative 
techniques used for indictments and informations, 
agency participation in various investigations, of
fenses charged, case dispositions, and net prison 
terms imposed--in short, the data that provide the 
measure of OCDE1F accomplishments. 

Because the Task Force Program is decentral
ized and major operational decisions are made at the 
district and regional levels, an accurate and compre
hensive picrure of Task Force Program activities 
must include in-depth information obtained from 
personnel at that level. To accomplish this, inter
view teams visited the 13 OCDETF core cities and 
several non-core city districts. They conducted face
to-face interviews with Task Force Coordinators, 
U.S. Attorneys, agency Special Agents in Charge, 
and other personnel who work with the OCDE1F 
Program in the field. The interview teams also ob·· 
served Program operations in the field. From these 

data, a composite picture of Program operations and 
processes at the operational level was. developed. 
The Annual Repmt draws heavily on mlonnation 
obtained in these interviews. 

Research, editorial, and production assistance 
was provided by Aurora Associates, Inc., of Wash
ington, D.C. 

The OCDETF Approach 

Overview 

As stated in its ''Guidelines,'' the goal of the 
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force 
Program is "to identify, investigate, and prosecute 
members of high·· level drug trafficking ente1prises 
and to destroy the operations of those organiza
tions.'' In light of this goal, Task Force organizers 
developed the operational principles that guide the 
Program today. 

The coordination of investigative and prosecu
torial activities and the sharing of information are at 
the heart of the OCDE1F approach. These principles 
reflect OCDE1F' s understanding of the drug traf
ficking problem as one demanding a national, even 
international, approach. This understanding in
cludes the perception that localized programs will 
not suffice because most individual cases represent 
only one piece of a much larger puzzle. In an envi
ronment in which large-scale drug trafficking net
works can involve multinational suppliers, sophisti
cated money-launderers, and multiple domestic dis
tribution organizations, an approach based on coor
dinated activity and shared information is impera
tive. 

Optimally, coordination and information shar
ing will be spontaneous and will reflect each member 
agency's perception of the value and importance of 
coordination, both in the fulfillment of the agency's 
immediate individual objectives and as an effective 
means of promoting the overall mission. Achieve
ment of this realization on the part of the OCDETF 
participating agencies is one of the most important 
accomplishments of the Program. Even localized 
cases, requiring the skills of only one agency, can be 
important in providing information that broadens the 
general understanding of the nature of the drug 
trafficking problem. 

Experience has made it clear that major drug 
trafficking organizations routinely violate many dif
ferent statutes in multiple jurisdictions. The ability 
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to bring to bear expertise from agencies with a wide 
variety of skills and missions and to operate effec
tively across jurisdictional boundaries are key ele
ments in tl1e effectiveness of the OCDETF approach. 

This approach of cooperation and shared infor
mation has been nurtured in the context of a con
certed effrnt lo develop a consensual or collegial re
lationship among participating agencies. 

This model has been effective in ameliorating 
the problems of jurisdictional rivalry that often exist 
when one agency or body is seen as attempting to 
impose its view on others involved in a task force 
environment. When investigative intelligence is 
shared and when each agency is involved in areas in 
which it has the greatest expertise, coordination is 
achieved by the mutual recognition of the advan
tages inherent in employing the widest possible 
variety of appropriate law enforcement techniques in 
each incllvidual case. 

The criteria for selection of Task Force cases 
are designed to assure that each case chosen is of a 
type and magnitude that will derive maximum bene
fit from utilization of the Task Force approach. 
Cases that require the expertise of more than one in
vestigative agency, that involve major drug traffick
ing figures or organizations, and that involve activity 
in more than one jurisdiction are prime canclldates 
for consideration as Task Force cases. The effective·· 
ness ofOCDETF case management is materially en
hanced by Assistant U.S. Attorney involvement at 
the early stages of the investigation. 

Cases that meet these criteria, while usually 
targeting drug kingpins, often lead to charges against 
and conviction of other criminals. These incllviduals 
fall into two broad categories: those providing sup
port functions to illegal drug trafficking and those 
who work cllrectly for the kingpins. Those provicllng 
ancillary support include such specialists as money. 
launderers, financiers, legal counselors, and drug. 
producing and drug-designing chemists. Direct 
employees of the drug trafficking operations may 
include wholesalers, distributors, and enforcers. 
Cases may also lead to other organizations con
nected to the initial target. These may include 
smuggling, supply, cllsttibution, or production or
ganizations whose existence was unsuspected at the 
inception of the case. Often, investigations of these 
connected organizations or figures provide the infor
mation or link needed to develop a successful case 
against the kingpins who were the initial focus oftbe 
investigation. 

'l11e OCDETF Program has found that finan
cial investigations often provide an oppmtunity for 
exposing such links. The uncovcting of the llnancial 
network of organized drug trafficking operations is 
also an invaluable tool in piecing together details of 
organizational relationsl1ips in the drug trafficking 
world. The results of such investigations enable 
Task Force invcsti gators to trace the cash ilow that 
sustains the entire organizational structure of drng 
trafficking operations. 

The uncovering of the financial 
network of organized drug 

trafficking operations is 
, .. an invaluable tool in piecing 

together details of organizational 
relationships in the drug 

trafficking world. 

During prosecution, evidence gathered in fi
nancial investigations is used to give juries a clearer 
picture of the scope of drug operations. This type of 
evidence is often more enlightening to a jury than is 
the simple fact of a quantity of seized drugs. 

Olten, evidence is found in financial investiga
tions tliat allows for immecllate seizure of drug or -
ganization or drug kingpin assets. In addition, finan
cial investigations can provide the basis for bringing 
currency or tax violation charges against drug or
ganizations and kingpins. These charges are an 
important adjunct to the drug charges themselves 
and in some instances, where direct drug charges 
cannot be sustained, provide the only way of suc
cessfully prosecuting drug traffickers. 

Headquarters and Field Organization 

'The OCDETF Program has avoided the crea
tion of a large, Washington-based bureaucracy. The 
Executive Review Board (ERB), chaired by tl1e 
Associate Attorney General, is composed of senior 
officials from agencies of the Treasury, Transporta
tion, and Justice Departments. The ERB provides 
oversight nationally by articulating policy, review
ing the allocation of resources, and resolving out·· 
standing issues that cannot be settled in the field. 
Tlie Washington Agency Representatives Group, 
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comprised of high-level section managers from each 
member agency, provides problem resolution re
search for the Board. A small administrative staff is 
based at the Justice Department headquarters in 
Washington. The administrative staff serves as the 
first-echelon point of contact for the Task Forces 
when Washington intervention or assistance is re
quired. This staff is also responsible for records 
management and maintenance and supports field 
operations in the 13 OCDETF regions. Each region's 
headquarters is located in a "core city.'' 

The organization of each region has two princi
pal structural components: the Task Force Advisory 
Committee and the Task Force Coordination Group. 
The Advisory Committee oversees the Task Force, 
while the Coordination Group shares intelligence 
among the agencies, decides which cases are se
lected, coordinates the allocation of assets among 
cases, and facilitates the cooperation among the 
agencies and between regions. 

Each regional Advisory Committee is com
prised of all of the region's U.S. Attorneys, the 
Assistant U.S. Attorney (AUSA) Task Force Coor
dinator, the coordinators for each participating 
agency, and the senior regional representatives of 
those agencies. As the senior official responsible for 
each Task Force's performance, the core city U.S. 
Attorney chairs the committee and supervises the 
AUSA Coordinator. 

The Task Force Coordination Group plays a 
central role in coordinating the OCDETF Program 
within its region. Consisting of the AUSA Task 
Force Coordinator, coordinators from each partici
pating Federal agency, and representatives from 
State or local law enforcement organizations, the 
Coordination Group evaluates cases proposed for 
Task Force designation. The committee reviews the 
use of Task Force resources, resolves disputes be
tween member agencies, and designates specialists 
within the Task Force to appropriate case-related 
functions. The AUSA Coordinator, an experienced 
Federal drug prosecutor, is responsible for the day
to-day operations of the Coordination Group. 

In the non-core cities, District Drug Enforce
ment Coordination Groups review investigation se
lection, resource allocation, and the progress of Task 
Force efforts. Each non-core city U.S. Attorney 
selects an AUSA to serve as Lead Task Force Attor
ney for the district. This Lead Task Force Attorney 
coordinates case selection with representatives of the 

participating agencies, is responsible for district re
porting tasks, and serves as liaison with the core city 
Task Force office. 

OCDETF Member Agencies 

Each of the Federal Task Force members 
brings its own special skills and methods to the 
Program. Members come from three Cabinet-level 
departments: Justice, Transportation, and Treasury. 

The U.S. Department of Justice 

The Associate Attorney General is the chair
person of the OCDETF Program Executive Review 
Board (ERB). The Justice Department provides 
central administrative support and, through Assis
tant U.S. Attorneys in core cities, supports coordi
nated field-level operations. Participating Justice 
agencies include the Drug Enforcement Administra
tion (DEA), the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI), the Immigration and Naturalization Service 
(INS), the U.S. Attorneys' offices, and the U.S. 
Marshals Servi· ·,. Support for the Progr:;m is also 
provided by the Department's Tax and Criminal 
Divisions. 

The effective use of the expertise of these com
ponents is an indispensable tool in the OCDETF Pro
gram. Thus, DEA 's narcotics investigative experi
ence, knowledge of drug distribution organizations, 
and close working relations with State and local 
authorities make this agency essential to every Task 
Force. The same holds true for the FBI which brings 
to the Program the ability to gather and analyze intel
ligence data and to deploy and manage sophisticated 
electronic surveillance and undercover techniques. 

The U.S. Attorneys' offices have a special role 
in the Program. Task Force cases are chosen from 
those that will benefit materially when prosecutors 
are brought in very early in the course of an investi
gation. These attorneys participate in strategy devel
opment, provic. legal services, and assi; in han
dling very complex legal issues such as those in
volved in court-aµthorized wiretaps. 

The Immigration and Naturalization Service 
(INS) has statutory responsibility for the admission, 
control, and removal of aliens. Pursuant to this au
thority, INS identifies and s~reens high-risk persons 
entering the United States to curtail alien involve
ment in illicit narcotics enterp1ises. 
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'1'he lf.S, M~ashals Service !s charged \:y·Jth 
safeguarding the iiuegdly of 1-ik; jucEciaJ process by 
preventing jury uunpcring and disruption .in the 
courtroonL 'fl1e ivlarshals S:,,:rvic(~ also rnar1ages 
seized r.s~iels ~ind those assets ft-;rfeited by di-ug 
traffickers. 

·rhe l/.S, Defiartntent of' J'ranspor!ation 

Tue rrranspo11ation 1)cpartn1cnt. participates in 
the OCDETF Program through the U.S. Coast 
Guard. Primarily an interdictive agency in a pro
gram mainly comprised of investigators and prose· 
cutors, the Coast Guard has assumed a variety of 
functions that meld with the work of the other Task 
Force agencies, C~oasl CJuarcl coorclinators panici" 
pate in case selection, analysis, and review; serve as 
liaison 'ivith the 1ni1itary services; ~u1d provide vatu~ 
able intelligence and guidance on cases with mad 
time connections. Tbe Coast Guard shares responsi·· 
bility with the U.S. Customs Service for enforcing 
Federal drng smuggling statutes and for air and sea 
interdiction. 

The U.S. Department f<{the Treasury 

Participating Treasury agencies are the Bureau 
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (BATF), the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS), and the U.S. Cus 
toms Service. 

BATF's special role in enforcing Federni fire. 
arms, explosives, and arson laws gives the Program 
access to special expertise in dealing with drug 
traffickers who arc well armed and increaslngly 
prone to violence. B ATF' s jurisdiction and capabili
ties make it a we!I-suited partner to other agencies 
participating in the war against illegal drugs. 

The IRS actively participates in Task Force 
cases through its investigation of tax·-related viola
tions of the Internal Revenue Code. The IRS 's 
Climinal Investigation Division also investigates 
money launcle1ing operations, enforces m()jor provi ~ 
sions of the Bank Secrecy Act, and assists in asset 
seizure and forfeiture actions. AdditionaUy. the 
IRS's Exan1inatiun Division may initiate jeopardy 
and tennination tax asscssrnents in cases \vhcrc the 
collection of a tax may be in jeopardy. 

Along with the IRS. lhe U.S. Customs Service 
has been especiaUy effective in conducting financial 

iuv .... :;.;tigaUons, 'I'tH\,iugh the f:HEdysi~~ of coniputcr 
data col !cctcd under lhc IS,i.nk Secrecy .t\ct, C\istorns 
iclcnlific~; drug lraffi1,:kcrs and rnooey-laundercrs for 
·rash. F'orce investigations. C~'ustorns' capacity to 
track 1 he inten1utlonaJ nioven1e.ot of cash, _persons, 
and cornn1od.!t.lc.s cornpleir1cn!s the drug lrarncking 
invcstlga1ions of other ~rask f"orce agencies 

1-'he ().1ston1s Service is at;_;o a 1najor inLcrdh> 
live agcn,ey. Its 1nisslon includes the interdiction of 
drug sl1iprnents through aU port~ of entry into the 
United Stal.es. 

State and Loral Partidpa!ion 

l:,'rorn th.e Progran1 's incepLion, State and local 
law enforcernent ele-n1ents have v;orked closely \vith 
the Task Forces. The ''Guidelines'' promote the co·· 
ordinated involve1nent of State and local authorities 
in investigating, apprehending, ancl prosecuting 
n1ajor drug traffickers and their organizations, 'I'he 
increase in State and local partlci_p{,1Ji.on sig_n\.fi_cant1y 
increases the available resources and expands t.he 
venue for prosecution. 

Four features of the OCDETF Progrnrn faciE· 
tale such coordination, States and localities are cU 
gible for reirnbursernent frorn the Federal (3oven1·· 
ment for designated expenses incurred when they 
participate in 1'ask F'orce cases, m1d State and local 
enforcement officials can be deputized under appro· 
priate circumstances. Additionally, the OCDETF 
Progra111 allows for the cross-designatlon of attor .. 
neys, with designated Federal attorneys participat
ing in Staie prosecutions and State attorneys in 
Federal prosecutions. Finally, the OCDETF Pro· 
gram provides for t.he equitable sharing of assets 
forfeited by drug traffickers. 

Conclusion 

The long-terrr1, n1tt1ti~agency approach of 
()(~DETF Js the most proinising investigative and 
prosecutorial strategy for dealing with sophisticated 
drug trafficking organlzarions. 1\s the fol!o\ving 
sections of this report illustrate; only such a rn ultidi -
mensiona1 approach can begin to attack the higl1ly 
sophi.stlcatccl, cornplex~ and 1,.vidcsprcad drug or
ganizations that contro_l illicit drug trafficking i.n the 
lJniied States today. 



The Five Star Jlerutb Club 

•· .• · •....... 'file.five §t~r·H~~Ith qub, inFairtn()nt,•west \ffrglnia, was in reality <1 gainhtmg 
·••t;jisfuo.Jii~!ffl~uiiy~·~~q'fr0Wl??!tee:rc~lf~tclo~1i(!l'rfpreve~1~hee11i~:Wasi~k;e\l~tibY+ ·• 
.. it.s 0Wi)C11l'. .~ wasn()t f.he oWflerS' 9¢* lil}e Of W(Jrk;. 'lbt;1e o.fth.e 'ffi~ti'~t~fS,'' UJe 
.. ·.sp~da~ore l>rothers' f)Onnie,J()hn;••·a.n~}lfilph1 we\'¢ c!~gdeaters,. 'flle.;pt!lerswt\retll~ir 
.. ati()JD,e}'.an:d an: CJ(·C~j) .Wh() y;as ii S()11Vipt¢\l .. ga1llbler. . ..... { > . • r < • i . ,. .• · .. 

•. ·. qver ~.Peri13<1orre.;ars begipnillg iI\.1979, tlle Spagafort)pr~a,,m~~~()fl's!lJ,u~gte.;ilft!tilti- ·• 
kilo quantiti~f ()f •cqeaineinto •. f'i11£IllOI\t• then l:>fl)Jl.~•jt iflt()·~li)'.<llle.;t\e()nsi~~fo~ for 

···.(jistributionJn· c~ntral )Yest Yirgiilia ,!j!ldinfi:;ie,J;'e~ylv@ia. !tri\Ollg!lll!llY·9\llert09,a1 · 
e!lde<wors •. f.hey ·.owne~a grocery wl!ere; ottinq\Jil'y, the grocerwouldpouryO\i ·gr!llllsof 
coqrine fro;rt !he mid(jle :Bis9uick; box 9n tlie shelf, · ... ·. . .. · ....... ·· • .·,· •... · . \ , • • ··••·.· 

T1\~ g~~ofigin.µJ.ymaoeth,e~wholesJ!lepurcl\as.~§ inN.liaJll:i put.s9oil;~tf.~ o~payj11g · 
.. • s(~!esids priGe~. all<l•b~anChed ()Ut IDt()··.!lJeitOvlr!• .. vefili(jllOfllltetnlitl9l!:ald1'(j~•Sl1)UggJijj~; 
· .. P()nnie, t)l.e I~aoer, P"911ght .. 1n ·ati Etjef Pennsylvani.a,otg;@-'.zsd ctjtne ~IDlre,J()seph·· . 
. Scutelli.meprita.(liz~t:i.0111JtlgantgsP<1ci<l1\r"il1P91llPli~atedtct~stictilp1~i\1•9rderto·. 

••.· ····•a.void.i~ayin?•tt~ils. <e[;•fiimPetuviaµ ~e()tl()ti .• wll!;.•establislje(l)·. ill!Pr9\iillg i;eit;ijllty.of 
···sm1i>IY:!j!I0!1l4uqµigpf.icer·.,· ...... · ••... ·.·. ·•······.• i<>·.···· · .. · .. ·.·< ••>····•·· x > •·.··········•·•·· .• 

. ·.· ·.· I.n a. t~!)iCtil ~tance,•tl!tee dtfferi:n~·p~y~tePlanes,,..~)1l Ilse)! PY: t!le snwggli!lg.Je!llll; 
.··• ;A.tj\lg,l.ll~!ll1*t~U!)t~e:W•l\is.b.,V!lf!i.rct~~. fl'.()nr~·llttJ•.~te~la JY!;iris.!rrt,lie~ll\l!Wla..~, wJ1ere.; 

··. ''ltiexMa\i()~t\~~···•'W·ere.:' ~l.lQ.utt91~aye.fo~Ilittsl:i11rgJ,1()~.~·¢11~rf•''(l;!Jr)'<ica.ti\Wlel'~'': \Ytere·· 
· · < •t•.l}X~tifeg Eli~ ~9~ef f~'pa~e11t4et¢eJiYe#~Ws )Vifr>~1\g f'ei1l us~.il r~peatr(ll>'·~(lllsf ·. 
· ..•••.•.. qft.lletr:~~iµW.t().Pte~<i¥1Witli~~~tibj)'li.httJ!l~ci:·i.J-\ITiviJ1g.i.!l.!i'9~~aµ~f4tile~ttJ1i41!igl1t;:···•··· 
. · · ..•... fll~99&~l(j\an4tli¢.9p~)~~ed9f19th~f:~f tji~grg;ahif.~ti()ll'~ 12I.an¢s .• i,y.hipti. l:\J:oppe4\liem·····. 

···· ·····.·.··cy~i,t~P\ttg!:i'!lflodeli.ve@:the~o!J!linefo·@•11l!4$'14•1Jl:p.lgl1\~4!'11l!W~y9.tthe.\'>'10rg\jllto,Yrr1 • .•. · .. •·.·· ..•.• 

···•····•~est}f.if,~~;!!IW9~ < .... •· .. ; // ··•> \. i<t·•>< <••·•·••?•.••············•·········.·.•·· ii···· /••.••··>. <·.··· . · .i y; 'b'~~e,:~~lftli'~¢~¢~1le!lg•i;l~g~we~e ~~~til!Yii\a~~¢1;lil! \!~{Jw~tuf!e.~·~!tri~a.ip\!••··· ...•.. 
.. .. ·.· ...... • .. .tt~r .. \Yl)<111.~~~tj\lg.1?¥:•Rari~,~\ltrnite4 .sr\\t¢s; tlie~.g~'./Yer!J.yira~$liI\.\!.s~)JQ~'antt,. 

•• ··•/ \ '*ct9fe§~e~f9r~l!lli!l~' lfchall¢(1g~<l1 .. tfied;iyer \\f oul{jt\l{)brt?avi!lgf(j)Wdtli\l UQX'.!it:.a..test · 
.· ..... ·. ·.~t!lJl.an<1i'§.ay.byt>l~()l1t\\lWlll(\Jl .. it. •••.......•.•...•. i ............ •< ,. ••.•. \ .>>· . •.•... <····.· >'· · 
· ··• •i .. ·/). ~f~Yr ~~~.attf!lneY: .W% ~et~~!.l1e··• Atti!i!t;~h\'.~~9te,clgyti~s .. 0~111ol1~Y:.~ti\f$pQ,1lle.···.·••·•·; · 

·.·.·• .. ·f(J~tl}eg.fOVJl.::.\Yl)~il!UJins1.1ra.n~ll'.¥r~()l1w~s•t>lam:eg~ttl}.e!\~~>ftlis{'~f;at.e!;o11~el'•.· .. •· 
•gave. svc1!.aqyi5¢.as ''pµ~ ac)9g <if1gc~tintllellpµse ~q,y(j~'J}.~e~ tJ!l\d ea~\\lr.:;• ;l\.AGRfam~ .··. 

· ·•. t(j ()tlier.d~ft;nd<yits'.if yia~.· l1ey1lio .a!J~nge.d.·f Pf !Ul49~lixt;t~.9!119A;WX pa~~nt~ t<Y•••'t!le, 
· ·· CharHesr• .. t() give. t.lle ~all~ prot~~tio)lfro1.111l}\Y ~uf()rC,{\!i!~Ilt; ''mil Cl]~rJi§s,• ' .J.\1jilers?f1 · 

l!t14.J?Oili!, Weiy.·.th¢ co11ntY.P\'0$fi<;1J((){\a!ld•. the sheJi~.~llPj\l.~il;Yift~d at;!(i\er, ct,aJ~.~''•.• Tft~ . 
.• 1awYeraiso was accu~M ofactin~.astookout \Yljile .\Ile jjrq~~~':brokeirrt~ \!'!e~~b;eg#rii~. 
· sy~)(ing to recover cash ~il>) • cqcaine ·they tlJougfit ),\'a,~ .ljiiJ)len in a.l! i111!Xlunqed 9ar, 
(Some.bo4Yels~ got there first.} .· . . •.••. ·. •. ). .····• · ·· . J < ..••... ·.·• < ·. ·. 

·• A,.renow barri§ter,-actuany a cityjudge-~was hired t()k~¢ppolic~pccupied~idetn,e 
~tation.next door dm11lg the break-in. The you\1g.judge was seducedinto tlfl1g dei$fllf, by 
Do)lllie 'soffer of a trip to South America to.· 'run som(( errand~." Hewasha!fway t.()Peru 
when hyfirst learned that th.e oniy errand was to pick up drU!f,s and that he wou1d be paid · 
$65,000 for doing so. The teinptation was too great. . . . 

. The information and evidence necessary to bring dowil the '•stars'' was d~veloped 
over a period of four years by agents of the FBI, IRS, West Virginia State Police, and 
Fainnont Police Department, under auspices of the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement 
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Task Force. Faced with up to life in prison, the Spadafores all entered plea agreements. The 
mastennind, Donnie, pled guilty in the Northern District of West Virginia to charges of 
operating a continuing criminal enterprise, unlawful possession of an unregistered fireaITII, 
and filing a false income tax return. He was sentenced to 20 years without parole. John 
Spadafore 's primary role in the organization had been providing the muscle; he pled guilty 
to RICO chargesin connection with drugs and also received 20 years. Ralph's role was to 
provide financial services and present a legitimate front for the organization. He was the 

, overseer of the gambling operation and was responsible for all hiring. Ralph pled guilty to 
violating the RICO statute in connection with gambling and was sentenced to six years. All 
but one of the 21 persons indicted have been convicted or have pled guilty. The last is a 
fugitive believed to be somewhere in South America. 

One of those convicted was Carol Rae Olson, a key supplier to the Spadafore 
organization, and a vice-president of an oil company whose jet aircraft were used to move 
drugs. Her conviction was especially important because it severed a direct cocaine pipeline 
from Peru to the United States. Olson was apprehended in Hawaii with Donnie Spadafore 's 
help and found guilty of six counts of racketeering, conspiracy, and cocaine importation. 
Others found guilty included Scutelli, the ring's lawyer, the city judge, two pilots, and' 'the 
vacationers.'' 
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The Nature of the Enemy 

Availability and Abuse of Illicit Drugs 

Patterns of the Drug Problem 

The worldwide drug problem is a modem 
plague that is multifaceted and pervasive. Drugs arc 
at once a social, economic, medical, political, and 
national security problem; their massive influx is 
ravaging society. 

The social effects of drug abuse are devastat
ing. Illicit drug trafficking destroys social productiv
ity by creating dependencies that destroy the ability 
to perform in the workplace, by creating incentives 
to tum to crime in order to get the money needed to 
feed drug habits, and by corrupting individuals with 
the prospects of the enonnously high sums they can 
make dealing drugs. 

.... as drug traffickers buy 
legitimate businesses, the effect 
is less to integrate the dealers 
into society than to draw parts 
of the economy into the drug 
culture. 

The social effects of drug trafficking are accen
tuated and reinforced by their direct and indirect 
economic impact. The sums spent on drugs repre
sent resources lost to legitimate productive enter
prises. The money laundered by drug dealers cor
rupts everything and everybody it touches; as drug 
traffickers buy legitimate businesses, the effect is 
less to integrate the dealers into society than to draw 
parts of the economy into the drug culture. Further, 
the indirect economic effects of drngs carry over into 
the workplace, whether one considers the accidents 
caused by employees under the influence of drngs, 

the drop in productivity caused by dmg abuse, or the 
burden placed on employers when anti-drug abuse 
programs must be implemented in their companies. 

The abuse of drugs generates severe medical 
problems: deaths from overdoses, children born lo 
addicted mothers, and the spread of diseases such as 
AIDS and hepatitis through the sharing of contami
nated needles by intravenous drug users. By chan
neling scarce resources into treatment, the drug prob
lem increases the cost of health care for the entire 
nation. Even marijuana can have devastating long
tenn results. Not only is marijuana the drng with 
which many users begin, but marijuana cigarettes 
have several times the carcinogenic tar content of 
tobacco cigarettes. 

Drng abuse also has important political and 
national security dimensions. The larger drng or
ganizations, particularly the so-called Colombian 
cartels, have become so powerful that they threaten 
the stability of any regime that confronts them. The 
traffickers' drug money has corrupted many officials 
in source countries to the point where even officials 
charged with eradicating the problem are on the 
traffickers' payrolls. Additionally, the governments 
of some source countries hostile to the United States 
see drugs as a weapon that can be used to weaken 
U.S. society. 

Fifteen countries are currently listed by the 
U.S. State Department as major producers of illicit 
drugs. Four of these, Afghanistan, Bunna, Iran, and 
Laos, all opium producers, are decertified for United 
States assistance under the provisions of the Foreign 
Assistance Act. Two other countries, Panama and 
Syria, are decertified for failure to control trafficking 
and money laundering. 

Colombia, the largest exp01ter to the United 
States of marijuana and processed cocaine, will 
continue to be assisted in the internal battle between 
the government and the traffickers. The U.S. State 
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Department points out in its official statement of 
explanation: 

A much-needed infusion of government 
military capability had handsome results 
in 1988: over 23 tons of cocaine seized, 
more than 800 labs destroyed including 
29 major complexes, and more than 
600,000 gallons of precursor chemicals 
seized. In January and February of this 
year Colombia continued to take the ini
tiative in a series of raids on major co
caine-producing facilities that yielded the 
largest seizure ever of precursor chemi
cals. The strong actions against cocaine 
refining were particularly welcome as a 
test of Colombia's continuing courage to 
resist the violence of well-anned traffick
ing and insurgent groups. The aerial 
spray program has succeeded in eliminat
ing about 90 percent of traditional canna
bis cultivation; however, new growth in 
other regions pushed Colombia back into 
position as the number one exporter of 
marijuana to the U.S. Strategies are being 
revised to meet this challenge and the 
U.S. has confidence in the cannabis 
spraying program .... As much as has 
been done, Colombia must do more, not 
just to eradicate crops, but to overcome 
corruption and intimidation. Colombia 
fights a two-front war against the traffick
ers and insurgents, too often in league 
with one another. We will continue to 
assist in meeting that challenge. 

The consumption of illegal drugs is one of the 
most serious domestic problems the United States 
faces. Estimates of the extent of the user population, 
or of the consumption of particular drugs, vary. 
What can be said is that the number of users of all 
kinds of illegal drugs is well into the millions. While 
the number of heroin users remains comparatively 
level, the number of users of other drugs, particularly 
of "crack" cocaine, has grown significantly. Al
though drug users are found disproportionately in 
inner-city neighborhoods, they are by no means 
confined to these areas. No social class, no geo
graphic area has been spared the effects of the drug 
plague. 

The I 988 statistics indicate that cocaine is 
available at p1ices significantly below the pre-1987 
levels. DEA removal and arrest reports, together 

with the Drug Abuse Warning Network (DAWN) 
reports of hospital emergency room drug "men
tions,'' contain clear implications of an increase in 
cocaine abuse. The only bright side is that this 
increase is not occurring among high school seniors. 
For the fourth consecutive year their reported co
caine use was significantly down, along with that 
of marijuana and phencyclidine (PCP). Research
ers were quick to point out, however, that the group 
excluded, by definition, those of high school age and 
not in school, who are generally considered to be 
more seriously at risk and would be expected to raise 
the totals more than proportionately. 

Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, and 
Colombia ... account for nearly 
all of the coca leaf produced .•. 

There is no single "drug abuse problem," but 
rather a series of overlapping problems. The various 
abused drugs have very different effects on users, 
ranging from a mild euphoria to the triggering of 
psychotic behavior to sudden death from overdose. 
Further, there are many different kinds ofusers, from 
inner-city youth to successful upper-income profes
sionals. Drug traffickers are as varied a group as 
those they supply, from the small-time free-lancer to 
the heads of vast, tentacular, international cartels. 
The following sections discuss the availability and 
abuse patterns of the major illicit drugs and the 
changing status of the major drug trafficking organi
zations. 

Principal Drugs of Abuse 

Cocaine 

Cocaine continues to be a major drug abuse 
problem because of its widespread use, increased 
availability, and significant health consequences. 
Four Latin American source countries--Peru, Bo, 
livia, Ecuador, and Colombia--account for nearly all 
of the coca leaf produced, with at least three-quarters 
of the cocaine product actually processed in Colom
bia. In 1988, South American coca cultivation 
yielded up to 227 ,000 metric tons of coca leaf, which 
converts to approximately 355 metric tons of co
caine, continuing a steady annual increase. The coca 
plant is converted into a paste and then a base before 
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being transported to laboratories in Colombia for 
final refining into cocaine hydrochloride (HCL). 
Cocaine generates vast profits for international drug 
traffickers, particularly the organizations basccl in 
the Colombian cities of Medellin and Cali. 

Tue use of cocaine is of epidemic proportions 
in the United States. Drug abuse experts estimate 
that over 22 million Americans have tried cocaine. 
Nearly six million people use it at least once a month, 
with one-third to one-half that number thought to be 
addicted. The estimated daily increase in the number 
ofusers is more than 5 ,000. While field reports assert 
that cocaine HCL is the drug of choice for the 
majority of cocaine users, the increasing availability 
of "crack," a form of cocaine processed primarily 
for smoking, has led to a surge in the number of in· 
dividuals admitted to hospitals for cocaine-related 
emergencies. 

Crack is an inexpensive, highly addictive, 
physically and emotionally destructive drug, whose 
use has reached staggering levels in some communi
ties. Although the majmity of crack available in the 
United States is believed to originate from independ
ent, low-level traffickers, who buy cocaine HCL 
from wholesalers, convert it to crack, and sell it to 
users, Federal investigators have discerned a funda
mental change in the structure of crack trafficking. 
Several large-scale trafficking groups, whose com
plexity is beginning to approach that of established 
mid-level cocaine or heroin dealers, have begun to 
emerge and are now overshadowing the small-scaie 
traffickers. An increase in violence has occurred as 
power struggles over drug tenitory develop an1ong 
successful small-scale groups, inner-city street 
gangs, and large-scale Jamaican organizations at .. 
tempting to expand their market area. 

The extraordinary overall expansion of the 
market for crack raises broader issues about the 
relation of supply to the demand for illegal drugs. 
International traffickers and domestic disuibutors do 
not simply react to their customers' demands. Many 
drug suppliers are trying to anticipate their custom .. 
ers by developing more "advanced" products. As a 
rough analogy, the development of crack bears some 
resemblance to Henry Ford's development of the 
automobile for the mass market. Ford managed to 
satisfy a pre-existing demand for greater mobility by 
bringing the automobile within reach of ordinary 
consumers. In so doing, he serviced a totally new 
market. Similarly, crack has "democratized" the 

consumption of cocaine. The unit cost is lower than 
that of cocaine HCL, its effects are even more in .. 
tense, and the product can be distributed in a pure 
form, willrno adulterantsordilucnt.s. But because its 
effects are so shortlived, users need a steadier supply 
of ttre drug tlran for other fomrs of cocaine. In that 
sense, crack sellers satisfy their users and help to 
feed an insatiable demand. 

Crack is an inexpensive, highly 
addictive, physically and e1notion

ally destructive drug, whose use 
has reached staggering levels in 

some communities. 

The distribution of cocaine has reached a point 
where the cocaine market is integral to many local 
economies. Some of the economic effects of the drug 
economy are discussed below. !tis sufficient to note 
here that while the long-term effects of large-scale 
drug trafficking invariably weaken the economies of 
source and consuming nations, there are effects 
which are perceived as beneficial in the short term. 
The sheer size of the returns available to those 
willing to take risks is extraordinary. According to 
an estimate from the field, the total annual value of 
the illegal drug business in the United States has 
risen to over $100 billion. Reaching beyond the 
immediate circle of those who deal in drugs, cocaine 
trafficking dollars affect bankers, car dealers, real
tors, and others with whom drug dealers invest or 
spend their earnings. 

The pattern of drug industry distribution lines 
contributes to the success of drug trafficking opera
tions. Distribution networks are both widespread 
and easily adapted to the threat from law enforce
ment organizations. It is difficult, if not impossible, 
to completely control drugs such as cocaine, which 
are produced and processed abroad and then 
smuggled into the United States. In addition to 
small-scale smuggling by couriers who conceal 
drugs on their persons orin luggage, drug traffickers 
have shown endless ingenuity in devising new ap ... 
proachcs. According to repons by U.S. Attorneys 
and others, the greatest growth area in smuggling is 
the secreting of narcotics shipments in ostensibly 
legitimate commercial cargo, such as fresh cut flow
ers, frozen fruit juices, and industrial equipment. 
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Ray I<ay and the BGF 

The Black Guerrilla Famlly is a close-knit gang that originated iIJ the '70s in 
... Calif?U:.iapri~9n~\.P!Jl':'.n;i.<O\l)llcers .. ,~~1£1 .. ,.a{JJJ1~\ll~:<J.1;€l.,~g~g\;!liµ.m;w.vtyPPsµtqfimp·avc!··· ... 

ar(l bestt~aract(:rii:ed ;is ''silnply~ron9 toviolenceJ' . ... . ·'·•·· .. .. '•• 
Tl\is OCDETF ~ase ¢volved,.~ investigatioµ,by <1 Taskf1prce.teaJ11t;9n.sisting of the 

DEf.;IRS;BATF,Llls'Arlge1esSheriff's.·Offi.ce.¢iili'fomfo~partrn~nt()fJ.ustice,a(ldlocal 
police. officers from four Jurisdictions;· Their goal !\yas,touneover and pf()secute the · 
narC?tics; strong-armiIJg,· ;wct hoil\ic,ide •activities µf tile Eltider ''Ray ·I{ay'' Browning 
organization .. Afiectwo Xel\rs \)f inyestigati()Jl, wµlk;in~ ut!derc;over and using irlforman\s•. 
six mon!hs 0f intensive surveillance. and three m9nths of \Vireta~on residences •. automo· 
biles, and portable phones, 28 defendants wereindi.ct~p on ii varletyof cocaine .. heroin, and 
firearms charges. Browning's organization distributed coca1ne and heroin in Lo~ AI\geles, 
Detroit, Qakl@d,@d Kansas City, In additi9n tgJhe 20 0tliermurders attribµtedto !hem, 
theywereptovedresp<Jttsiblefor the killing ofaQ()vemmenti1iforynanfand the attempted 
nrnrder of.pne of Browning's diug coutiers whose consi~ent ofcoca]ne wl)s seized by 
the DEA}1tDetroit > ... · ·. . .. ·.··. . i, .···· .. ·.·.· .. · .•· .. •· ..... · ... · , • 

· Browning wasreleasect.Jrom prison in 1979 iifter ,Se!'Yingp~rt o:fa State terhr for a 
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These "cargo cases" present a significant 
challenge to law enforcement authorities. For ex
ample, flowers cut and boxed in Colombia arrive at 
Miami International Airport daily; after clearing 
Customs, consignees claim them, break the ship
ments down, and send them on to wholesalers and 
retailers. The problem for law enforcement is to 
distinguish between legitimate shipments and those 
with concealed drugs before the flowers wilt, as they 
will if shipments are not quickly cleared. 

Whenever agents make a seizure, there is the 
potential to hold up the remaining consignments, 
leaving legitimate consignees to swallow their 
losses. Even when the authorities have made their 
seizure, it may not immediately lead to arrests or 
prosecutions. As the cargo is likely to remain un
claimed, extensive follow-up investigations are re
quired to identify the persons responsible for the 
shipment. 

In South Florida and certain other areas, it may 
be that there is such a glut of cocaine that even 
massive seizures have minimal effect on available 
supplies. The conditions that favor this widespread 
availability include the great mobility of traffickers, 
the "cellular" nature of many distribution organiza
tions, and, as mentioned earlier, the ability of many 
traffickers to stay ahead of their clientele by develop
ing new products. A recent seizure of cocaine in 
South Florida, amounting to 6,000 kg, led to no 
arrests or convictions and had no impact on local 
wholesale or retail prices for cocaine. This is in 
ironic contrast to seizures of less than 50 kilos 
elsewhere that have sometimes led to the breakup of 
major local trafficking organizations. 

The geography in many Task Force districts 
works in favorof smugglers and against law enforce
ment agents; for example, the thousands of miles of 
Florida coastline, with its many inlets, make the 
region ideal for any kind of smuggling. In the case of 
Miami or San Diego, proximity to the border or 
coastal waters affects the entire picture: the distribu
tion network, the demand for particular drugs, on
site processing, and, of course, prices. Because the 
Mexican cities of Tijuana and Mexicali are just over 
the border, San Diego and vicinity has become a 
center for international drug trafficking and money 
laundering operations. 

Several features of the San Diego metropolitan 
area help to account for its importance, among them 
the continuing stream of traffic into and out of the 
area, which favors the smuggling of easily conceal-

able dmgs; the existence of remote areas, which can 
serve as dropoff points; and a large tourist industry, 
which swells the user base. The sheer volume of 
traffic at international ports of entry makes it impos
sible to search every person or vehicle entering the 
United States; for example, in southern California, at 
the San Ysidro port of entry alone, more than 44 
million individuals were processed in FY 1988. 

Dmg traffickers understand all this quite well 
and count on it. Given the volume of traffic, their 
chances of being caught are small to begin with. 
There are always enough remote, unattended cross
ing points to tum to, if the authorities beef up the 
official checkpoints. But many smuggling organiza
tions never resort to uncontrolled border areas. In
stead, they use professional "mules" (couriers) and 
sophisticated, compartmentalized cars, vans, and 
trucks for smuggling, with an extremely high rate of 
success. 

The situation in southern California is also 
worth discussing because it illustrates many of the 
difficulties in the interdiction of the flow of cocaine. 
While brown Mexican heroin and marijuana were 
long the main illicit dmgs coming in from Mexico, 
that situation has changed. By the middle of the 
1980s, the deterioration in Mexico's economic situ
ation had transformed it into a major point for the 
transshipment of cocaine. During this period of in
creasing interdiction along the eastern air corridor 
and in South Florida, drug smugglers operating out 
of Colombia and other Central and South American 
countries increasingly used Mexico as a transship
ment point to southern California. 

The increase in intercepted loads at Mexican 
ports of entry has proved astounding. In unrelated 
incidents, agents recently seized loads totaling 584, 
676, and 425 kg. In one 20-day period, agents seized 
871 kg of cocaine in three unrelated cases. For the 
first eight months of FY 1988, agents in DEA's San 
Diego division seized 2,362 kg of cocaine, up from 
636 kg for all of 1987. 

Changing patterns of consumption accompa
nied shifts in importation patterns. Before 1985-
1986, most users ''snorted'' cocaine. The develop
ment of crack cocaine, which is smoked, great! y 
changed the picture. Street dealers can give their 
customers a product that is ready to smoke innnedi
ately. The final processor simply combines baking 
soda, water, and cocaine powder and heats the mix
ture on a stove. Once the process is completed, the 
dealer breaks, or "cracks," the solid product into 
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rock-like fragments that are ready for sale. 
Crack magnifies the effects associated with 

taking ordinary cocaine. It is much more addictive, 
accentuating both the intense highs and the corre
sponding lows that cocaine produces. Because a 
crack-induced euphoria is so intense and its effects 
so short lived, it engenders a demand that makes the 
user quickly come back for more. It also has certain 
practical advantages over intravenous injections. 
For instance, intravenous drug users are switching to 
crack because smoking crack eliminates the risk of 
contracting AIDS through contaminated needles. 
Crack's low cost and widespread availability have 
made it the drug of choice of many users. 

Cocaine availability in the United 
States remains high as prices 
continue to fall. 

With dosage units so small and unit prices so 
low, the trade has opened up an entirely new cocaine 
market among lower-income users. This market has 
also become very lucrative. Dealers can take an 
ounce (28.35 grams) of cocaine HCL costing $1,000 
and convert it into about 25 ,000 milligrams of crack 
that will sell on the street for $10 per JOO-milligram 
unit. Thus, crack is as irresistible to the dealer as it 
is to the user: it is easily manufactured, easily trans
ported, and easily distributed. For this reason, crack 
distribution is popular with small free-lance traffick
ers who buy the product from larger distributors. 

Cocaine continues to be one of the most dan
gerous drug threats to the health and welfare of the 
American people. Cocaine availability in the United 
States remains high as prices continue to fall. Be
tween 1982 and 1988, the wholesale price for a kilo 
of cocaine fell from a national range of $47,000 to 
$70,000 to a range of approximately $11,000 to 
$34,000. With the drop in prices, there has been a 
concomitant increase in the purity of cocaine. Fif
teen years ago, the average packet of cocaine was 1 O 
to 20 percent pure. Today, the average purity of 
retail cocaine stands at approximately 70 percent. 

Heroin 

Among illicit addictive drugs, heroin, with an 
estimated one-half to three-quarters of a million 
addicts in the United States, is second oniy to co
caine in its widespread use and devastating social 

effects. Heroin available in the United States comes 
from three sources: Mexico, Southeast Asia (Bunna, 
Thailand, and Laos), and Southwest Asia (Afghani
stan, Pakistan, and Iran). 

Compared to cocaine, heroin has a much more 
stable user population, as evidenced by the aging of 
the heroin-using population over the past decade. In 
1978, 34 percent of the heroin-related emergency 
room admissions monitored by DAWN were per
sons 30 years of age or older. In 1980, 1986, and 
1987, this rose to 42, 64, and 67 percent, respec
tively. 

Investigations by Federal law enforcement 
agencies confirm the ready availability of relatively 
pure Mexican heroin in various fonns, primarily on 
the West Coast. A relatively new form of crudely 
processed, inexpensive, and potent poppy deriva
tive, often called Mexican "black tar," "gum ball," 
''gum,'' or' 'tootsie roll,'' is available in many areas 
of the country. 

Black tar heroin owes its popularity to its 
relative cheapness, high potency, and availability. It 
is known that street sample purities can go as high as 
93 percent and that samples of 60 to 70 percent are 
common--compared to an average level of 6 to 7 
percent for Mexican brown heroin. These high purity 
levels have caused the number of heroin-related 
emergencies and overdoses to skyrocket and have 
opened up new illicit markets. 

It is estimated that roughly 
40 percent of heroin entering 

the United States originates in 
Mexico . .. 

Data published by the FBI suggest that the 
magnitude of the threat presented by the increase in 
Mexican heroin production is of fonnidable propor
tions. It is estimated that roughly 40 percent of 
heroin entering the United States originates in Mex
ico; that opium available for processing into heroin 
in Mexico rose from about 17 to about 50 tons 
between 1983 and 1988; and that each ton of raw 
opium could be processed to yield about 100 kg of 
heroin. 

The Mexican states of Sonora, Chihuahua, and 
Durango have been the primary growing areas for 
opium. Evidence exists that opium poppy cultiva
tion is moving from the northwestern part of the 
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country into the southern states of Guerrero, Oaxaca, 
and Veracruz. Growing seasons there are longer, the 
soil is more fertile, and the fields are much larger 
than those nmmally cultivated in the north. The 
combination of these factors has dramatically in· 
creased heroin production in Mexico. 

A newer and even deadlier form of drug, fenta
nyl, is beginning to compete with brown or black tar 
heroin in the user market. Fentanyl is a synthetic 
fonn of heroin that may be a thousand times more 
powerful than any Mexican heroin. From the user's 
standpoint, fentanyl and heroin are sufficiently simi
lar to make them easily interchangeable. Fentanyl 
can be packaged in papers, balloons, tin foil, or coin 
holders and is adulterated with the same diluents as 
heroin. Because fentanyl is relatively new and 
untested, there are no reliable street tests for deter
mining its potency, and the number of deaths from 
overdose is high. A current OCDETF investigation 
in southern California involved the seizure of 40 
ounces of fentanyl, the largest single seizure in the 
United States to date. 

As a rough generalization, major heroin dis
tributors, such as La CosaNosu·a (LCN), the Sicilian 
Mafia, and Asian gangs, now use many of the same 
techniques as do cocaine distributors. 1here are the 
same organized networks, the same corruption of 
public officials, the same use of remote airstrips, the 
same ability to adjust prices to escalating demand. h1 
addition to La Cosa Nostra, the Sicilian Mafia, and 
Asian gangs, heroin distributors include the so· 
called Mexican Mafia, operating mainly in the 
southwestern Unlted States; a number of other 
domestic traffickers, operating on both coasts; and 
foreign nationals, such as Chinese importing net
works, which obtain their heroin directly from Hong 
Kong, as well as Lebanese, Nigerian, and Pakistani 
traffickers. 

Hong Kong and Lebanon have especially im
portant roles in international drug trafficking: Hong 
Kong as the premier narcotics money laundering 
center for Southeast Asian traffickers, Lebanon as 
the world's majorproducerofhashish and key transit 
point for heroin. U.S. Government officials believe 
that half of the injectable heroin that enters Hong 
Kong may be destined for the United States. Local 
Hong Kong diug organizations also traffic in heroin 
base (smokable heroin), the kind most popular with 
the vast Hong Kong drug-consuming population. 
Hong Kong authorities have enacted legislation to 

deal with racketeering organizations, and the gov
ernment's revision of banking laws has given Hong 
Kong and U.S. law enforcement agencies greater 
access to inf01mation on Asian drug-related activi
ties. 

ln many regions of the United States, the grow
ing importance of foreign nationals as direct sources 
of supply has become apparent. At the same time, 
information gained in Federal narcotics investiga· 
lions since the late 1970s has consistently reflected 
the intenningling of cocaine and heroin traffic by the 
more sophisticated inner·city distribution networks. 

One of the most important international links 
in heroin trafficking is that between the Sicilian 
Mafia and La Cosa Nostra leadership. OCDETF 
Program investigations have revealed the extent of 
the Sicilian Mafia's involvement in importing and 
distributing heroin in many areas of the United 
States. In one OCDETF Program case alone, La 
Cosa Nostra distributed an estimated $1.65 billion 
worth of heroin smuggled from Sicily. 

In one OCDETF case, the FBI, DEA, Customs, 
State and local police, and Italian law enforcement 
authorities have investigated a ring of Italian drug 
traffickers that had routinely imported heroin from 
Southwest Asia into the United States by way of 
Sicily and the Italian mainland. It is believed that as 
many as 200 high-level drug traffickers in the United 
States and Italy were involved in this lucrative and 
rarely interrupted trade. Most are now in jail. While 
the Sicilian Mafia and LCN are still major suppliers, 
they are now feeling competition from newer, less 
traditional organizations. Particularly in border 
areas, Mexican traffickers have the great advantage 
of being closer to both sources and markets. Even in 
Mexico, heroin's immense profitability has led to 
newer suppliers, independent of the traditional 
Mexican cartels. There is now a low-level industry, 
with family groups independently smuggling 10 to 
15 ounces across the border, perhaps with greater 
impunity than established organizations making 
larger shipments. 

Marijuana 

Marijuana is the most widely used illicit drug 
in the United States and the only one domestically 
cultivated. Foreign sources of maiijuana include 
Mexico, Jamaica, Thailand, Colombia, Laos, and 
Belize. By official estimates, the worldwide cultiva-
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tlon of marijuana increased from between 7 ,0'70 to 
10,9251netric tons in 1985 to as ntany as 19,870 tons 
in 1988, 

As with other illicit drugs, marijuana creates 
the usual network of suppliers, distributors, and 
money-launderers, whose funds can be used to cor
rupt public officials and legitimate private organiza
tions and to recruit more individuals into drug trnf .. 
ficking. Moreover, there are other sinister side ef
fects of large-scale marijuana trafficking. 'These 
include the use, by growers, of booby traps to protect 
their plots; the infiltration of cannabis cultivation in 
the national forests; and the distortion of entire local 
economies by the influence of money generated by 
marijuana growers, particularly on the West Coast. 
1n these rural areas it is easy to cultivate marijuana, 
a drug whose production some inhabitants consider 
neither immoral nor undesirable, as a silleline to 
other earnings. The added utility of cultivating one's 
plot in a national forest lies in the legal status of the 
site where drugs are seized. If cultivators are caught 
on their own propeny, law enforcement officials can 
confiscate the entire property--an obvious impossi
bility on public land. 

1n 1988, domestically produced marijuana was 
thought to comprise approximately a quarter of the 
total U.S. supply. Domestic growers have become 
more creative. For example, they have moved to
ward the cultivation of sinsemilla, the potent un
pollinated female plant. Another trend is toward the 
use of hydroponic techniques--the cultivation of 
plants in water containing nutrients rather than in 
soil, to increase yield and concentrate the plant's 
active ingredients. In an effort to elude detection, 
indoor cultivation has also increased. 

These developments make domestic marijuana 
cultivation more difficult to combat. In some remote 
falTiling communities, marijuana has become a 
staple crop. An underground economy has evolved, 
with prices fixed to benefit everyone involved in 
production, from planters to those who do the har
vesting. Compared to cocaine and heroin networks, 
those involved in producing and disl!ibuting mari
juana are more independent aud widely dispersed, 
which makes their suppression that much more diffi
cult. 

A single current OCDETF Program investiga
tion gives some idea of the multitude of marijuana 
trafficking organizations working together. The 
breakup of one high-level smuggling organization 

lecl to the unraveling of a network of more than 15 
U.S. and Canadian distributors responsible for 
smuggling 60 to 70 tons of marijuana into the United 
States armual!y. Additionally, the Task Force identi -
fied over 90 Canadian money laundering organiza
tions based in Toronto and in West Palm Beach, 
Fl01ida. This one investigation led to 51 indictments 
in the United States and Canada and to the seizure of 
$21 million in assets. 

Other Dangerous Drugs 

The abuse of synthetic drugs poses perhaps the 
greatest challenge for the future, because these drugs 
provide almost unlimited alternatives to other drugs 
of abuse, Synthetic drugs reach the illicit market 
through the diversion of pharmaceutical drugs, such 
as amphetamines and barbiturates, and through clan .. 
destine manufacture. All of the phencyclidine (PCP) 
and most methamphetamine available to illicit users 
is produced in domestic clandestine laboratories. 

OCDETF Program 
estimates place southern 

California [methamphetamine] 
seizures at one-fourth to 

one-third of the U.S. total over 
the last several years. 

The explosive growth in the use of metham
phetamine illustrates some of the problems in con
trolling dangerous drugs manufactured in clandes
tine laboratmies with ingredients that can be pur
chased legally from local supply houses. In the San 
Diego area, the problem is so severe that it has 
become known as the methamphetamine, or'' crystal 
meth,'' capital of the United States. The number of 
labs seized there has increased from six in FY 1983 
to 136 in FY 1988. 

OCDETF Program estimates place southern 
California seizures at one-fourth to one-third of the 
U.S. total over the last several years. Despite in
creased law enforcement, the popularity of this dan
gerous stimulant has exploded. 

The production snd abuse of methamphet
amine has aggravated a difficult situation. In Califor
nia, and to au extent throughout the United States, 
outlaw motorcycle gangs control the manufacture 
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and distribution of these drugs. Gang members do 
not hesitate to employ violence on the slightest 
provocation. In fact, law enforcement officials be
lieve that laboratories that produce dangerous drugs 
accentuate the violence common to all forms of drug 
trafficking. ''Meth'' -related murders are often char
acterized by multiple stab or gunshot wounds, and 
the labs themselves are often booby-trapped with 
explosives or toxic materials. Law enforcement 
sources have also noted the presence of so-called 
''invisible'' toxic chemicals, either in the labs or in 
the drugs themselves. These are often unknown 
substances that can cause permanent damage to 
anyone who comes in contact with them. 

The production of dangerous drugs in clandes
tine labs has become a major industry in some parts 
of the country. A recent case in southern California 
uncovered a large methamphetamine manufacturing 
and distribution organization operating in the San 
Diego area. The organization routinely dealt in 
multi-pound quantities of the drug through a local 
auto body shop that served as a front. Federal law en
forcement agents ultimately seized over 100 pounds 
of methamphetamine, $1.6 million in cash, three 
residences, two businesses, and over 100 cars, as 
well as an armory of semi- and full-automatic mili
tary assault weapons. 

Methamphetamine is only the most prominent 
of the dangerous drugs. The term "designer drugs" 
summarizes a relatively new phenomenon. Designer 
drugs result when chemists produce altered versions 
of controlled substances, analogs whose exact 
chemical structures are not covered by the Con
trolled Substances Act. Perhaps the best example of 
this phenomenon is the synthetic opiate fentanyl. 
Fentanyl originated as an anesthetic. By creating an 
analog, alphamethyl fentanyl, unethical chemists 
created a drug many times more powerful than her
oin and even more lethal. The addition of alpham
ethyl fentanyl to the list of controlled substances did 
not arrest the spread of designer drugs. Itencol'raged 
chemists to become still more creative, producing 
fentanyl analogs whose potencies and dangers re
main largely unknown. 

Chemists and pharmacists are producing new 
drugs faster than government agencies can track 
them. In fact, many of the newest analogs are derived 
from precursors that are not themselves controlled. 
The weakness of analog-related legislation is that it 
only covers the final product, and enforcement agen
cies have not found it possible to license chemical 

supply houses and enforce a stringent record-keep
ing program. 

In the southeastern United States, lysergic acid 
diethylamide (LSD) has re-emerged as a popular dis
tribution item. Evidence exists that LSD originating 
on the West Coast retails in many areas at a rate of $5 
to $6 per dosage unit; the seizure of as many as 
15,000 to 20,000 dosage units in Georgia gives some 
idea of the drug's availability. LSD is simply one 
drug among many. For example, dilaudid is a popu
lar drug among intravenous addicts and middle-class 
opiate abusers generally. Retailing in parts of the 
Southeast for $50 to $60 per unit, dilaudid remains 
popular because, as a registered drug, it is literally a 
known quantity, unlike heroin and, therefore, safer 
to buy in the open market. 

The Changing Face of Drug 
Trafficking Organizations 

Patterns of Organized Crime 

From its inception, the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force Program has concentrated 
on drug trafficking organizations whose operations 
cross national borders, are vertically integrated, and 
draw on alternate sources of supply and distribution. 
Concentration on target organizations fitting this 
profile is predicated on evidence that indicates that 
even though these organizations are of diverse na
tures in other aspects, their scope and operating 
methods make a coordinated approach necessary. 

In the early 1970s, a new kind of drug traffick
ing organization began to emerge. First, profound 
social, political, and economic changes in the drug
producing and drug-consuming nations combined to 
accelerate and intensify the spread of drugs. Second, 
there was vastly increased mobility within and be
tween consuming and producing nations, aided by 
cheap, readily available, international transporta
tion. There was, too, a huge immigration from 
producing nations--chiefly from Latin America and 
the Far East--to the United States. Third, in the 
producing countries, many peasants and urban work
ers had surplus time for the kinds of work needed to 
sustain the drug traffic. Fourth, in the consuming 
nations, the old restrictions against many types of 
behavior, including the taking of drugs, had declined 
sharply. Taken together, these conditions made a 
new, unprecedented kind of drug trafficking pos
sible. 
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No one drng organization is "typical." In

stead, there is a multiplicity of trafficking organiza
tions that follow a few rather well-defined patterns. 
There are the major international vertically inte
grated trafficking groups. best exemplified by the 
Colombian drug cartels; domestic groups such as the 
outlaw motorcycle gangs, whose operations often 
run from manufacturing to wholesaling; and city
based drug operations. such as the California street 
gangs, which are primarily involved in domestic dis
tribution and retail sales. 

The management structure of a major interna
tional drug trafficking organization can be visualized 
as a solar system. At the center are the kingpins who 
actually direct its activities and who are the only ones 
who see the organization as a whole. These individu
als often have no direct contact with the product they 
distribute, let alone the ultimate user, the better to 
insulate themselves and to maintain the organization 
as a going concern. Orbiting this central body are 
other individuals with their own satellites orbiting 
them. These individuals perform indispensable 
functions as money-launderers. as accountants. as 
lawyers, or as the chemists who process drugs from 
their original states into the final product. Beyond 
these inner circles are the operatives who process the 
raw product, transport the semifinished product to an 
initial port of entry. and then direct the various 
wholesaling and retailing operations, including cut
ting (reducing) the drug's initial purity before it 
reaches the street. 

The outlaw motorcycle gangs and the Los 
Angeles street gangs represent a different type of 
organizational model for drug trafficking. Com
pared to the Colombian cartels, and to the other 
major international trafficking organizations, the 
motorcycle gangs tend to have smaller, less sophis
ticated operations--lines of supply are sh01ter, bank 
accounts are fewer. and the quantities of drugs trans
ported are not as great. Each of the four major outlaw 
motorcycle gangs has its own sphere of influence. 
For example, the Hells Angels are most active in 
California, while the Banclidos' operations are con
centrated in the Southwest. The motorcycle gangs 
traffic in synthetic and counterfeit dangerous drugs, 
such as crystal meth, that are prepared in laboratoiies 
under their control. Either directly or through 
agents, they transport the product to local distribu
tors who sell to the end user. 

The Los Angeles street gangs represent a type 
that has an even more compact organizational struc-

tu re with operations that are generally more directly 
linked to the end user than are those of the Colom
bian cartels or the motorcycle gangs. 1his type of 
organizational structure is smaller, with a less clear
cut division of labor, and the distinction between 
supplier and ultimate distributor blurs, since the 
street gangs are primarily retailers. However, older 
gang members sometimes deal in large quantities of 
cocaine, although they are not primarily wholesal
ers. TI1e gangs tend to sell directly to the user or to 
small-scale operatives who split an ounce into grams 
or take cocaine HCL and tum it into crack. 

Many retailers, especially the small-scale re
tailers, operate on their own. In southern California, 
for instance, there are distribution networks that sell 
cocaine to dealers in multi-kilo quantities or to 
smaller dealers in ounces or grams. In another pat
tern, Mexican nationals smuggle small amounts of 
brown or black tar heroin across the border and sell 
to users. While some distribution organizations are 
limited to members of the same ethnic group, this is 
not an essential characteristic in the definition of 
these distribution operations. However, a factor that 
is common to this type of distribution pattern is that 
distributors have access to a steady source of supply 
and have protected sites where they can sell their 
product. 

Among the various types of organizational 
structures and operational types, law enforcement 
agencies have noted some common aspects of distri
bution channels and operating methods. First, ex
cept for domestically grown marijuana and for drugs 
produced in clandestine laboratories. most of the 
major illicit drugs originate outside the United 
States. The links between coca leaves cultivated in 
the Huallaga Valley of Peru and the destination of 
the final product--perhaps in some inner-city neigh
borhood--are long and complicated. In fact, the 
international trafficking networks, especially the 
Colombian drug cartels, are like '•shadow·· versions 
of legitimate enterprises. They are sophisticated 
organizations that finance operations with money 
generated by the enterprise, recruit operatives. pro
vide for transportation, and supply local traffickers · 
who supply the end user. 

Second, a feature common to many of the 
largest organizations is their ability to tap alternate 
sources of supply. Thus, the Colombian cartels can 
buy their coca leaf or paste in Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, 
or in Colombia itself. When Turkish authorities 
clamped down on the illicit cultivation of opium 
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producing poppies, drng organizations shifted pro
duction to the Golden Triangle region of Southeast 
Asia and to the mountainous regions on both sides of 
tile Afghanistan-Pakistan border. The majoru·affick
ers, then, have the ability to regroup and redirect a 
part of their operations without dismpting the whole. 

Even La Casa Nostra and other older organiza
tions have had to become more flexible in their 
operations and in their relations with other organiza
tions. LCN and the Sicilian Mafia traditionally 
depended solely on absolute control of a supply-and
distribution system that was predictable and pro
tected at every step of the way. Operating in an 
environment of new players in international dmg 
trafficking and of changing patterns of dmg produc
tion and use, they have adapted by forming tempo
rary alliances with othertraffickers, developing new 
outlets for their products, and seeking alternate 
sources of supply. 

The newer drug trafficking organizations that 
have sprnng up domestically exhibit celtain com
mon patterns of development. Many of the major 
trafficking organizations began as operations limited 
to a single product or geographic area. Only later, as 
their leaders saw the possibilities inherent in expan
sion, did these groups move out into surrounding 
communities and develop more rigid, less personal
ity-oriented strnctures for their organizations. For 
example, although the Crips and the Bloods, the two 
major Los Angeles street gangs, originated in south
ern California in tile late 1960s, it was not until the 
mid-1980s that they went from small-time hoodlums 
to significant players in narcotics trafficking. The 
same holds true for the quasi-military, violence
prone gangs that developed inside the California 
State prison system in the 1960s. In each case, the 
organization's nucleus was a core group that defined 
itself by race or ethnicity or a well-defined geo
graphic area--as in the case of the Los Angeles street 
gangs--or by status, as with prison gangs. 

Provided that the kingpins are 
untouched, ... anyone seized by 
the police or neutralized by a rival 
gang can be replaced . .. 

Another common characteristic of today's sue·· 
cessful dmg trafficking organizations, whether inter-

national or domestic, is their ties to social and eco
nomic milieus in which there are excess labor mar
kets willing to take risks in orderto have an opportu
nity to partake in the enonnous p9[ential profit 
available in dmg trafficking operations. Taken indi
vidually, most of those who are drawn into dmg 
trafficking operations are expendable. Provided that 
the kingpins are untouched, viitually anyone seized 
by Uie police or neutralized by a rival gang can be 
replaced almost immediately. The drug kingpins can 
draw upon an enorrnous pool of unskilled labor 
required to do only one or two things effectively 
within tile international supply-and-distribution net·· 
work. 

Another element common to the activities of 
all drug trafficking organizations is the necessity of 
responding to market factors which affect them all in 
their role as sales organizations. 111e logic of any 
sales business dictates that it constantly strive to 
increase its utilization of resources and access to 
customers so as to foster growth and profits. All of 
the conditions discussed--ve11ical integration, alter
nate sources of supply, the pool of excess labor to be 
tapped at will, the insulation of the kingpins from the 
distribution network--serve to explain how tile or
ganizations operate, but they do not entirely account 
for the phenomenal growth of the most successful 
groups. 

Some of the preconditions for such growth are 
obvious. Since dmgs such as heroin and cocaine are 
addictive, tile user has a strong interest in supporting 
the habit by recmiting new users and supplying them 
with drugs. Thus, drng traffickers are operating 
within a market in which customers often become 
the most effective sales persollllel. Tile physical 
nature of the "merchandise" also contributes to 
growth. Dmgs like cocaine and heroin can be easily 
transported. Completely stopping their flow is al· 
most impossible because new entry points and new 
smuggling methods can always be found. 

The political and economic climate of many 
source countries also encourages cultivation of the 
raw materials that traffickers process into drugs. 
Five of the most impoltant source countries--Mex
ico, Colombia, Ecuador, Pern, and B urma--have 
grave economic and political problems that are con
ducive to the move from conventional cash crops to 
coca, opium poppies, and marijuana. For impover
ished peasants in tile Pernvian or Ecuadorian 
jungles, there simply is no conventional crop that can 
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provide the kind of income that coca produces. 
There is even a relationship to political radicalism. 
In Peru, for instance, the Maoist Sendero Luminoso 
(Senderistas), or Shining Path, guerrillas have 
moved from their base in the Andes down into the 
Huallaga Valley, the chief coca growing area in Peru. 
Not only have the Senderistas colluded with drug 
traffickers to take a portion of the profits, it appears 
that they are getting in on the trafficking themselves. 

In sum, the newer drug trafficking groups dis
cussed here have common features that make a 
coordinated investigative approach necessary. Yet, 
the structure of drug trafficking networks makes 
penetrating them exceedingly difficult and danger
ous. The volume of drugs entering the United States 
is so large, the organizations involved are so numer
ous, and their ability to change their operations in 
response to threats is so great as to thwart conven
tional law enforcement methods. It is very difficult 
to shut· down operations when such organizations 
can quickly regroup. Nor is this all; the more 
successful traffickers have demonstrated a phe
nomenal ability to respond to, and even manipulate, 
market conditions. The move from brown to black 
tar heroin was a response to product shortages, while 
the move from cocaine HCL to crack was a con
scious market strategy to expand cocaine usage 
among less affluent customers. 

The following sections describe some of the 
more important drug trafficking organizations in 
some detail. The aim, however, is less to categorize 
them than to analyze their workings and to discuss 
recent changes in their operations. 

Principal Trafficking Organizations 

The Colombian Drug Cartels 

The Four Principal Cartels 

The South and Central American nations that 
provide the flood of cocaine, some of the heroin, and 
much of the marijuana consumed in the United 
States are split along ethnic, economic, and political 
lines. The wealth and power that the narcotics trade 
generates cut across all of these divisions in ways 
that are altering these societies dramatically. The 
current power of the cartels over Colombian society 
demonstrates the frightening impact of a criminal 
organization when it becomes a state within a state. 

The move from brown to black tar 
heroin was a response to product 

shortages, while the move from 
cocaine HCL to crack was a con
scious market strategy to expand 

cocaine usage among less affluent 
customers. 

The two largest Colombian syndicates, the 
Medellin and Cali cartels, control almost 70 percent 
of the cocaine--much ofit transported from Bolivia, 
Ecuador, and Peru but actually processed in Colom
bia. The term "cartel" is somewhat misleading 
because it suggests a greater degree of cohesion than 
exists. They are, rather, communities of interest of 
greater or lesser duration: groups that pool their ship
ments, or share transportation lines, or exchange the 
kinds of information that make the work of the 
traffickers easier. But, in one sense, these groups do 
behave like classic cartels: through collusion they try 
to set prices and to eliminate any real competition. 
For instance, they effectively set prices for cocaine 
for resale and transportation, and they assemble the 
funds needed to buy the consent of major forces in 
Colombian society--whether the police, the judici
ary, the bureaucracy, or those journalists who influ
ence public opinion. Those who will not allow them
selves to be bought are subject to threats, violence, 
and even murder. It is also misleading to assume that 
the structure of these organizations is ever estab
lished once and for all. The situation is sufficiently 
fluid that the power of different cartels rises or falls, 
depending on changes in the markets and the distri
bution networks with which they are involved. 
Besides the main cartels, there are dozens of other 
groups starting in the cocaine business and hoping to 
expand their markets. Even among the principal 
cartels, there is a constant jockeying for position. As 
of the end of 1988, the Cali and Medellin cartels were 
involved in a vicious trade war that had claimed over 
100 lives. 

The social changes brought about by drug traf
ficking seem to point in different directions. The 
leading cartel figures are becoming almost respect
able in their home countries, and many of the smaller 
operators who transport coca paste to the big cartel
operated laboratories are using their earnings to buy 
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Los Diamantes 

'I'his Houston; '}'exas .• OCDETF investigation offers a quick glimpse of the ''Colom
tiian invasion'',. folloW!ng can el ·coo rune, cartelemployees movetiltP:"\J;S; assignµi~1~ ~ 
wl\olesalers, .money:launderers, and street dealers. 'l'hisconspiracy c~Jne to the att~tionof 
federal authorities in when two Special AgentS of anIR$.Money Laundering Tafilc f?rCl( . 
o~erved Mafio Restrepo ill an al't)a freCjUentedby known ttaffickers and.mo!ley-launill(rers, 
'Ihe. agents followed Restrepo and discovered two residellC¢s. in S()µ\hwest Houst~n whic!l 
were the hub of a great deal of vehicul.ar and pedestrian activtty; . The agents stop!ll(d an 
approaching trash truck and arranged with the driver to pick up !he gatbag~ outside. the 
hous.es and give it to them. They quickly set up a 24-hour surveillance an.dheaded for the 
office with the uash. 

In the bags was perfect evidence of a large,scale cocaine distrll>ution andmoney 
laundering operation--money wrappers· and rubber bands, ·a.ctuffel !Jaj5, .lill.d 1e<!gerpages 
recording multi-kilo cocaine tranSa\:tiOns. A ' 'sniffer dog'' from u .{l. customs respondE)<! 
positively to cocaine residue on the papers. Over the next fe\V days, tl!fl·• Sj!f\1eillance 
identified additional suspects. Bythe.end of the week,>baset\ OJ1 the ''garbage," search 
warrants were obtained forthe two jlomes and for four otlil(r !()Cations. The searc!les 
proclucedmore than $1.3 Il!iUiO!l ih. U.S. currency, s.s k,ilogram.sof cocaine,. cellufarphon(lS 

. and digital pagers, an<!. the cµrrent oooks and recorc!s of th~ · drut; <!jsti'lb.ution/m911ey 
la1!11det'lng operation ... Sevenpersons were arrested inclUdi!lg eat~os Mancac!o~Rua, wh(} 
was wanted by Houston police on a murder charge •. A federal granc!jui:y qriginailY 1nc!idc4 
seven persons .for these offell$es; hl1 but one were Colombian ¥iti~¢!ls, .·Two tee11age ~?ys · 
weft) later diSmissect rrom tile indictment as required by !aw, andFe!ieral juvenil~ proc~d- · 

. ings were commenced against \hell!. Ultimately, they were adj~ctfcated as delinquents and 
<lepO(ted to Colol)ll;Jia, Foul' tif!he five remaining defendants ~nt~d guiltY pleas to drug or 

· money laundering offenses. . .• . . .. . . .• . . . . ·.· . . .····• ··•· • .. · •. •· .·· ... •· . . . . . .. ·• . . . . ·. • · · .... 
A jury trial was conducted.for the remail)ing defendanf, Mano Restrepo• D11ring ~ 

course.of the trial; one c00perating defendant testified for !he 00vell)ll1eht i!!ld gavcthejury 
a rare Insight into that pqrtion of ihe Pablo Escobar cocaine cartel Opeflltlnj5 on J\rilerican 
soil. The defendant testified how large quantities of cocaine are stqredinlQClil stash houses 
for eventual disttibution in Houston as well as New York,· He el\pl~ed that certain 
members of the conspiracy would actµally disttibut(: cocaine, while Others were respon~ibie 
for the receipt of cash and maintaining the accounts receivable b00ks. · .. · ... · .. 

It was testified.that the local ooss ofthis operation was a Colombian named Sai.Illlel 
Posada Rios Lemoriada. or, familiarly, "Lemc'lada." Lemonac!a teturl!ed to Colom~ia in 
AugtJst 1988, when his picture appeared on Houston televisi~ in !he col)textofamurder 
investigation. Because a 400-kilogram load of cgcaine was schedultld to ~ delivered to · 
Houston for redelivery to customers there and in New Yot'k, a.group had to \lC hutriediy 
formed to receive and distribute the cocaine in Lemom1da's absence. The group consisted 
of tl\e five indicted adults and the 15- and the 17 ·year-old juveniles. All had previously been 
distributors subordinate to Lemonada. 

Between August 9 and September 9, 1988, the group distributed 260 kilograms of 
cocaine around Houston and drove 140 kilos to New York City. Each and every kilo package 
bore the name "DIAMANTE,'' the trademark of Pablo Escobar of Medellin, Colombia. 
During this same time period, the group collected more than a million dollars in payment for 
the cocaine. 
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In *e course <1~ll)isbrlefiJ1vestigation. O¢DETf mobilize1 a~e!lts of (;u$toh!s. ·INS, 
PEA, and the Uoustonpolii;e De!Jartrrlent, in addition. to the orl:!J'iflafini;IRS team, 

An FBI ·expert in .iJlicitbusiness rec()rds and qocuments;te~tified t!Jatthe (jrug re.cords 
seized from t!Je copspirators e~idenced over$5 millfop irJ cocµine trlti\Sactions; $ L5 rplJlion 

............ , ... w.~.~·'*~ o'.l'e&hf or P;.llc"l~·.¢~.the~\Wl1·c!OO·ll#o cQ!)~~el1t~1··~·~~tio11:~·•!1Jtir¢ th~>$•1:3·.·.:c·' ······ 
· trrilliO!)•hJ•Cll.~h, tW(Yhoq~es.,s!J\yebi.clcS, and•\\ $U1Jffl~eblr1e!.llJlJl ~e~Sei2;~~.:1•.· .•. 

1 
•.1 \· ••.•.•. ·•. • / · •. 

•. • .TQel\ll.'Y <;op:Yif tedM~!'ig,Re$~epoqril\Jl ~olil/ts: .~clefell<:llll!!S t'otfei~~qtliejti11ie~i / 
·· ·ih t!le houses1 q1f$, fo()P¢Y~ .~a·e1ectr0itle. ~9!U!ll\lnida~gn~ ~g~pi}leJ:l.t; ·*e~~tel'O~f!. m:$· ·•· 
·four C()+c9nsvirators.WiJib;\.s(l!itepced ol1)\P1'i111i19&~>Frqm l#~~!jf,eitltffe~tiI\ M"e4e1Jlii. .·. 

· · · ~e1)1911atla P~e~um~t;>ly co11l:in.11es. 1:Q cornrµl!nd pi~~ts in II9\fst9J:l. tl1rol/im C\llom:13i;iµ .·· .. 
cont~cts li,vi!l$.there; ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
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houses and automobiles and, generally, to move into 
the ranks of the Colombian middle class. That 
middle class has begun to accept this Colombian 
Mafia--the tenn most Colombians actually use-
partly out of resignation, partly out of weariness of 
what many perceive as fighting a war on behalf of 
another nation. In any case, the physical appearance 
of the city of Medellin gives evidence of the hold the 
traffickers have on that city; the canel chiefs control 
most of the impressive office buildings and retail 
establishments in the ElPoblado district, where most 
of them live. This infiltration into the mainstream of 
Colombian society is panicularly pernicious be
cause the drug canels are criminal organizations. No 
society can accommodate a criminal element with
out corrupting itself in the process. 

Law enforcement agencies perceive the 
Medellin cane! to be the most powerful of the four 
main canels. Based in the upland city of Medellin, 
this cane! consists of several groups, headed by their 
own chiefs, that work together for common ends. 
The Medellin cartel supposedly originated out of an 
alliance fanned in the early 1980s by Jorge Luis 
Ochoa-Vasquez, Pablo Emilio Escobar-Gaviria, 
Jose Gonzalo Rodriguez-Gacha, and Carlos Enrique 
Lehder-Rivas. The organization's aim was to unite 
against several Colombian kidnapping gangs that 
were targeting the families of wealthy drug traffick
ers and businessmen. Today the directors of the 
cane! are Pablo Emilio Escobar-Gaviria; his cousin 
and business partner, Gustavo de Jesus Gaviria
Rivero; and Jorge Luis Ochoa-Vasquez. Of all the 
Colombian canels, this one probably has the most 
structured organization, including "managers" who 
are dispatched to the United States for tours of duty 
as business representatives, headquaners that re
ceive fax transmissions from operatives, and links 
between themselves and the country's legitimate 
business interests. 

Within the past year, Jose Gonzalo Rodriguez
Gacha has emerged as one of the Medellin cartel's 
most powerful, though least known, leaders. Known 
as "the Mexican," because of his fondness for 
mariachi bands, Rodriguez operates out of Pacho, 
about 80 miles from Medellin. From here, Rodriguez 
and his organization vinually control cenain states, 
thus gaining a regional political base. Rodriguez per
sonally directs his network of transponers, distribu
tors, and representatives in Miami, Los Angeles, and 
New York. In both South Florida and southern 

California, the organization maintains key represen
tatives who are in charge of receiving shipments, 
collecting debts, and supporting the group's opera
tions across the United States and Colombia. 

In certain respects, the Rodriguez-Gacha or
ganization differs markedly from those of other 
leaders of the Medellin cartel. Many of Rodriguez's 
U.S. representatives do not work on a commission 
basis, as do those working with the Escobar-Gaviria 
group. Instead, they are on straight salary. They are 
instructed to wear coats and ties, to keep business
men's hours, and not to drive flashy automobiles. 
Additionally, his men are told to avoid areas where 
Colombians can be found, since American authori
ties frequently penetrate these locations. 

Although the Medellin group is by far the best 
known Colombian canel, there are at least three 
other major players: the Cali, the Bogota, and the 
Nonh Atlantic Coast cartels. All originated about the 
same time--in the late 1970s and early 1980s--and, 
despite their differences, all three have worked with 
each other and with the Medellin cartel from time to 
time. Until about mid-1987, the Cali and Medellin 
canels worked closely together and, as is typical of 
the drug cartels, staked out different territories. 

Some areas might belong to one cartel or an
other, so that originally, New York was assigned to 
the Cali group because of the foothold that its opera
tives had gained there. Other places, like Miami, 
might be so important that they were considered 
"open" territories belonging to no one group. The 
Cali and Medellin cartels also pooled funds to defend 
their members and, it is believed, worked with terror
ist groups such as the Basque ETA, which shared its 
expenise on remote-controlled car bombs with the 
cartels. 

The Cali cartel is second only to the Medellin 
organization in wealth and influence. Since the out
break of ''war'' with the Medellin cartel in mid-
1987, the Cali cartel has gone its own way. Its 
relative obscurity vis-a-vis the Medellin cartel has 
worked to its advantage, since law enforcement 
agencies have tended to concentrate more on the 
better known group. 

The Cali organization operates out of both Cali 
and Buenaventura, and it is closely tied to another 
group in the town of Pereira. Although the Cali 
group has kept a lower profile than its fonner col
laborators in Medellin, it is equally dynamic. The 
organization has fonned business alliances with the 
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so-called North Atlantic Coast cartel and, within the 
United States, is moving beyond its traditional bases 
in Miami, New York, and Los Angeles. 

Less is known about the Bogota cartel. It is 
known that, in one respect, this cartel has evolved in 
a manner typical of many drug trafficking groups. 
Originally a conventional smuggling organization 
that dealt in contraband emeralds and later mari
juana, the Bogota group met many of its cocaine 
customers through American criminals. Among 
their contacts were Miami and Caribbean associates 
of the late Meyer Lansky's group. As the cartel 
moved into cocaine trafficking, its leaders developed 
access to Colombian political power. At about the 
same time, they began to buy real estate in the llanos, 
or plains, of eastern Colombia. In so doing, they 
gained proximity to their raw material sources and 
set up the processing plants that mark the intermedi
ate step between cultivation and transportation of the 
semifinished product. 

Compared to the other cartels, the Bogota car
tel seems to have bought itself more protection from 
the police. It is said thatthis cartel's leadership likes 
the publicity that the Medellin group receives. In 
effect, the Bogota cartel, even more than the Cali 
cartel, can go about its business while the larger 
group attracts the attention of the authorities. 

The North Atlantic Coast cartel is the least 
cohesive of the four major Colombian drug organi
zations. Based mainly in the coastal cities of Cart
agena, Barranquilla, Santa Marta, and Rio Hacha, 
this cartel is really a loosely knit set of transient 
associations that form various short-term arrange
ments for operating with each other or with the larger 
cartels. The North Atlantic Coast cartel is Jess 
vertically integrated than are the other Colombian 
cartels. Originally a smuggling operation, the North 
Atlantic Coast cartel is, in a sense, a service organi
zation for the other cartels, shipping products to the 
United States and laundering money derived from 
those transactions. 

As with the Bogota cartel, the North Atlantic 
Coast cartel graduated from marijuana to cocaine 
trafficking. As U.S. drug interdiction operations 
against marijuana trafficking operations became 
more aggressive, the North Atlantic Coast cartel 
accepted an offer from the Medellin and Bogota 
cartels. For a set fee, they would smuggle large 
amounts of cocaine to prearranged points off the 
U.S. coasts. To oversee smuggling operations, the 

North Atlantic Coast cartel set up operations at a 
number of cities, both in the East, in Miami, 
Jacksonville (FL), Gainesville (FL), Atlanta, New 
York, and Boston; and in the West, in Los Angeles 
and San Diego. 

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the 
positions of the Colombian cartels relative to each 
other are constantly shifting. Some law enforcement 
authorities believe that although the Medellin cartel 
once set the pace for the other Colombian drug 
organizations, it is no longer as powerful as it once 
was. Pablo Emilio Escobar-Gaviria and other top 
leaders must continue to maintain a low profile, due 
to pressure from U.S. and Colombian Government 
authorities and to the 1987 arrest and subsequent 
conviction of Carlos Lehder-Rivas, reputedly the 
most violent chief of the Medellin cartel. The 
necessity of keeping this low profile has forced these 
leaders to tum over many daily operational responsi
bilities to other individuals. 

Cartel Operations and Impact 

Certain conditions have to be satisfied for the 
Colom bi an cartels to gain and maintain a foothold on 
the U.S. mainland. In order to serve as a base of 
operations, a location has to combine several ele
ments. Cartel operatives must be at the hub of a 
regional transportation network which connects 
other major points within that region and beyond. It 
is desirable to have remote airstrips where drugs can 
be delivered, regional centers near international 
borders or ports, constant traffic into and out of the 
region, and a large labor pool willing to participate in 
distributing--or in many cases, processing--the 
semifinished product. ill the past decade, the 
Southern and Central Districts of California and the 
Southern District of Florida have met all of these 
conditions. 

In the early 1980s, Florida was the point at 
which cocaine trafficking roads converged. Because 
of its thousands of miles of coastline, hundreds of 
commercial airports and clandestine airstrips, heavy 
concentration of international cargo and tourist traf
fic, the expanding nature of its international banking 
activities, and its proximity to source countries in 
South and Central America, Florida became the 
cocaine capital of the United States. While Miami 
itself constituted a market for some of these drugs, it 
was and is primarily a transshipment point to all 
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Munday had a falling-out with Cardilli and Simms. In May 1985, Munday and Coley 
returned to their original mode, direct smuggling flights to the U.S. Ironically, they had 
already been introduced, by Cardilli and Simms, to the informant who eventually did them 
in. 

Before they resumed air operations, Munday and Coley flew many missions into the 
Florida Keys to test the effectiveness and range of th~ first aern~tat rad<U"bal1oondet~9tion 
system deployed by law enforcement. Based on their studies, they decided to retumfrom 
Colombia around the western side of Cuba and to approach F1oridaff()m the southwest. Th.e 
aircraft would head for the Venice airport south of the Sarilsota-Tilmpa metropolitan area ih 
predawn darkness, with lights and transponder off. They. would approach the beachfront 
airport, flyihg 50 feet above the waves. Once over the runway; they would switch on lights 
and transponder, gain altitude, and immediately log on with Tampa air traffic control. The 
system accepted them as an aircraft that had just taken off from Venice, which had notowet 
to report arrivals or departures. They would fly to their ranch in Lakeland, Florida, and land 
on the strip there. The cocaine would be loaded in the trunk of a car, and the car would be 
hooked to a tow truck and towed to the delivery point in Miami.In the event of an encounter 
with law enforcement, the tow truck operator could plausibly deny knowledge of the 
contents of the trunk ofthe car. . . . . . . . .. . . .. · 

Qperation Beacon was begun in bctober 1984 as an OCDETF investigation led by 
Special Agents ofu.s, Customs and the FBI, with cooperation of the DEAand theFlorida 
Joint Task Group. The probe was built around the cooperationof a citizen who hadbeeu 
used by Cardilli and Simms as a source of sophisticated electronics equipment. He had 
supplied the night vision goggles used bythe group to electronically el1hi111ce night vision 
of boat and air crews, and also supplied forward-looking infrared radar (FLIR} of the type 
usedbythe military to see darkened targets in the night. Ultimately, this citizell was asked 
to build a radio beacon (hence the operations's name) that would be activated by immersion 
and would signal the location ofan air-dropped narcotics load. Cardilli and Simms had 
introduced. this person to Munday and Coley. The citiwn, now cooperating with authorities, 
rose in the Munday/Coley ranks. aud was able to .disclose, in advan~. majot narcotics 
shipments. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . · 

Other than that; Munday hadn't made amistake. Even now, i.f alive, he is a wealthy 
fugitive unlike his lifelong pal, Coley, who is doing 20 years in Federal prison: 

It has been estimated that the Beacon group cleare.d more thal1 $27 millionin profits 
frointhe2.0,000poundsofcocaineitwaschargedwithsmuggling'.Realestatevaluedat$2A 
million was seized along with seven aircraft, 28 vessels .• and 13 vehicles. Cash seizures 
included $106,000 found in Coley's home, $526,000from the trunk of his Cadillac, and $L4 
million found burled in the ground at the Lakeland Ranch; 

Thanks to well-coordinated enforcement efforts, the Beacon group may have reim
bursed the taxpayers for its own investigation. The social damage and human suffering 
inflicted by its products can never be recouped. 
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areas of the United States. It also remains a banking 
center through which flow huge amounts of cash 
derived from illicit drug transactions. 

Southern California had all the 
elements ... that had made South 
Florida the major entry point for 
Colombian drug traffic ... 

In the mid-1980s, Los Angeles and San Diego 
began to rival South Florida as centers for distribut
ing cocaine and laundering the proceeds of drug traf
ficking. As pressure on drug traffic in South Florida 
grew, the cartels began to shift their transshipment 
operations to Mexico. From there, drugs could easily 
be shipped across the border into California, either 
concealed in cars or trucks or dropped at remote 
landing strips. Southern California had all the ele
ments--accessibility combined with isolated 
stretches of country, heavy traffic at the international 
ports, and major regional financial centers in San 
Diego and Los Angeles--that had made South Flor
ida the major entry point for Colombian drug traffic 
several years earlier. The drug business in southern 
California grew so rapidly that currency surpluses at 
the Los Angeles Federal Reserve Bank began to rival 
those at the Federal Reserve 's Miami branch. 

To see the Colombian drug cartels as merely 
highly successful criminal enterprises is to view 
them too narrowly. As the cartels have grown, their 
influence has spread until it now pervades Colom
bian society. This influence is partly a function of the 
size and wealth the cartels have attained. But it goes 
beyond that. The leaders of some of the cartels, or 
factions within each cartel, have made a concerted 
effort to exert pressure on and take control of the 
country's political and economic infrastructure. To a 
considerable extent, they have succeeded. 

Many law enforcement officials are convinced 
that no force in Colombian society can stand against 
the drug cartels. The Medellin, Cali, and other 
foreign narcotics supply organizations are expand
ing multinational structures. The size and breadth of 
their operations make it difficult for any nation to 
control them unilaterally. Their great wealth is of 
sufficient magnitude to enable them to corrupt, to 
coerce, and ultimately, perhaps, to control poor na
tions. On occasion, these organizations can be inves
tigated in a single judicial district, but successful 
prosecution requires international cooperation. 

One measure of the Colombian cartels' power 
is their brazenness and their eagerness--up to a 
point--to display their power and wealth. They have 
become a state within a state in a country that by one 
estimate is home to 140 right-wing paramilitary 
squads and six Marxist guerrilla groups and that has 
a murder rate two-and-one-half times greater than 
New York City's. The cartels' wealth is so great that 
they can buy the tacit or outright support of many 
police and military officials and intimidate or mur
der those whom they cannot buy. For example, 
agents of the Medellin cartel assassinated the Co
lombian Attorney General when he began investigat
ing why Jorge Luis Ochoa-Vasquez, who had been 
arrested at a traffic checkpoint, was released. They 
have also murdered 30 judges and two newspaper 
editors. In one incident, the M-19 leftist guerrilla 
organization murdered 11 Colombian Supreme 
Court justices, possibly at the instigation of the 
Medellin cartel. The fear that the cartels can instill 
makes it extremely dangerous for any government to 
try to extradite the leaders to the United States. 

But, it is important to understand that, in many 
segments of Colombian society, the cartels and their 
leaders are genuinely popular. Many of the poor see 
themselves becoming narcotics traffickers, and ele
ments of the middle classes are beginning to accom
modate to the reality of the cartels' influence. The 
wealth of the Medellin cartel, in particular, is so vast 
that it has reshaped the Colombian economy in ways 
that have brought short-term benefits to citizens at 
both ends of the economic spectrum. 

It is believed, for example, that the boom gen
erated by the cocaine economy has made it unneces
sary for the government to reschedule its foreign 
debt; Colombia has recently enjoyed one of the 
highest economic growth rates in Latin America. 
Cartel figures have financed political campaigns. 
Moreover, the rise of high-level cartel figures from 
relative obscurity has a certain populist flavor. For 
instance, Pablo Escobar, the head of the Medellin 
cartel, has built 500 houses for Medellin' s poor in a 
neighborhood that he controls absolutely, thus giv
ing the impression that he is a protector of the poor. 
Yet the impact of drug trafficking on the Colombian 
poor has been devastating. 

Colombia now has one of the highest rates of 
drug addiction in the world, due, in part, to the 
widespread use of a toxic cocaine derivative called 
basuco. Basuco, which is made from low-grade coca 
paste, is contaminated with kerosene, sulfuric acid, 
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and other poisons. According to a January 9, 1989, 
article in the Washington Post. the mayor of Bogota 
claims that basuco "is the most poisonous drug in 
the world. It hits all levels, high income and low. 
... It costs what ... 50 cents? Anyone can afford 
that." Drug traffickers in Colombia, Peru, and Bo
livia first distributed basuco as payment to those 
peasants who mash coca leaves and ended up by 
flooding Colombia with the product. The best that 
can be said about the situation is that the traffickers 
themselves recognize that basuco is not a product for 
export. 

Some Colombian intellectuals have even tried 
to make a case on behalf of the cartels. In his lmpacto 
de! Narcotrafico en Antioquia. Mario Arango, a 
Medellin lawyer who serves as legal counsel to 
several leading traffickers, argues that the cartels 
have inhibited the social and political deterioration 
of Colombia. In an interview published in the Janu
ary 8, 1989, Washincton Post. Arango contended 
that narcotics trafficking has led to an egalitarian 
•'social revolution.'' 

According to Arango, "with narcotics, the 
mestizos, mulattoes and blacks . . . have had the 
opportunities to enter consumer society and gain 
substantial wealth. The best vehicles that are driven 
in the city of Medellin are in the hands of people who 
have black or dark skins.'' And he shrewdly ob
served that "I consider the drug trade to be the 
support for a country in crisis. This explains the 
contradictions in the establishment, which on the 
one hand denounces it and on the other hand lives 
with it and benefits from it.'' 

The wealth and power of the drug cartels has 
put an end to any talk of extraditing high-level 
traffickers to the United States. Given the propensity 
of cartel leaders to use force without much provoca
tion, any Colombian official who advocates extradit
ing them is taking a big risk. Besides, elements 
within the government believe that the cartels are 
doing useful work in ridding the country of un
wanted leftist elements. In that sense, it can be said 
that the traffickers are doing the dirty work for 
certain elements of the military--eliminating guerril
las, as well as peasants and trade union activists. 
Indeed, the cartels can now deliver some of the eco
nomic goods that leftist guerrillas can only promise. 

The international cocaine trade has political, 
economic, and social ramifications. For producing 
countries, coca is not some exotic plant; it is a mild 
stimulant that peasants in the mountain valleys of 

Peru and Bolivia have used for hundreds of years to 
make their condition more bearable. For them, as 
well as for the Colombian middlemen who buy, 
process, and ship the product, the effects of cocaine 
on people thousands of miles away are a matter of 
indifference. 

... a farmer could make more 
money from one hectare of coca 
in a season than he might other

wise earn in a lifetime. 

The long arm of the cartels has also reached 
deep L'1to the countiyside of Colombia and its neigh
bors. The drug cartels, according to one recent esti
mate, now own one-twelfth of Colombia's produc
tive fam1land. Peasants have cultivated coca because 
they could make more money selling it to the traf
fickers than they could from any other cash crop. 
According to one source, a farmer could make more 
money from one hectare of coca in a season than he 
might otherwise earn in a lifetime. Attempts by the 
U.S. and Colombian Governments to persuade the 
peasantry to switch to other cash crops have not been 
particularly successful, owing to corruption, the in
timidation of the peasants by drug traffickers, and 
the lack of resources to keep crop substitution pro
grams going. 

The impact of all this drug money is not re
stricted to Colombia. For instance, the drug cartels' 
need for safe havens has led them to buy the coopera
tion of foreign public officials, who will tolerate the 
operations of the cartels on their soil and allow them 
to use their countries for transshipping drugs. From 
the cartels' viewpoint, countries such as the Baha
mas and Panama are ideal transit points. In the case 
of the Bahamas, not only do many local families 
have relatives living in South Florida, but the popu
lation is scattered on many small islands. It is not 
difficult for smugglers who know the islands to 
schedule dropoffs at their convenience, counting on 
the passive or active complicity of the inhabitants to 
shield them from the law. In any case, the traffic 
between the Bahamas and the U.S. mainland is so 
heavy that traffickers can easily hide themselves in 
the general flow. 

The Bahamian Government is now beginning 
to prosecute local drug traffickers. U.S. Government 
agencies are much more in evidence now, as the 
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IRS 's Criminal Investigation Division has author
ized a special agent to be posted to the islands, the 
DEA maintains an active presence, and Customs and 
Coast Guard personnel are stepping up operations. 

Other Caribbean countries have been impli
cated in the drug trade. In a 1988 indictment, the U.S. 
Government presented video-taped evidence that the 
Cuban Government was escorting drug planes to a 
military installation on the north coast of Cuba, 
allowing the cocaine to be transferred to waiting 
boats, and then escorting the boats into international 
waters, where they headed for the United States. As 
with the Bahamas, the Turks and Caicos Islands,_and 
Haiti, Cuba has served as a refueling and transship
ment point for Colombian smugglers. 

In the most notorious case, Panamanian strong
man Manuel Antonio Noriega was indicted for ac
cepting payoffs from the Medellin cartel. It has been 
alleged that Noriega provided services to the cartel 
that ran from protecting a cocaine laboratory that the 
cartel was building in Panama, to arranging for the 
transshipment of intermediate chemicals needed to 
process cocaine, to permitting the laundering of 
millions of dollars in Panamanian banks. 

In short, the activities of the Colombian cartels 
have had dramatic, far-reaching effects on everyone 
in the supply pipeline: from those who harvest and 
process coca leaves in the Huallaga Valley of Peru to 
the officials of a dozen nations whose cooperation is 
necessary for the distribution of the product to the 
ultimate user. That user may be an inner-city youth, 
an upper middle-class professional, or, increasingly, 
a person living in a rural area. However, the reach 
of the cartels is much wider, extending to the 
broader economy within which drug traffickers 
must operate. 

Money-Launderers 

Strictly speaking, money laundering is not so 
much an independent activity as the indispensable 
adjunct to any kind of large-scale drug operation. 
Drug trafficking organizations do not always launder 
their own funds, but often depend on outside experts 
who function as independent contractors and whose 
activities often predate the existence of drug organi
zations. Economic conditions in Latin American 
countries--among them, artificial exchange rates and 
restrictions on the movement of currency--favored 
the rise of money laundering operations. When drug 

traffickers realized the need to conceal their gains, 
they found organizations able and willing to fulftll 
this need. This may explain why money laundering 
is more a process than an organization. Because the 
major money-launderers act as independent contrac
tors, they have maintained their own identities with
out becoming adjuncts to the major drug traffickers. 

Money laundering encompasses 
all those activities which are 

necessary to successfully conceal 
from the authorities the fruits 

of illegal activities and the 
enterprises from which they came. 

Money laundering encompasses all those ac
tivities which are necessary to successfully conceal 
from the authorities the fruits of illegal activities and 
the enterprises from which they came. The Colom
bian cartels, like other traffickers, need to launder 
their money, because their operations deal exclu
sively in cash. The cartels, whose operations are 
generating billions of dollars, have an especially 
great need for these services. It is possible that the 
need is so great that the cartels have found it neces
sary to attempt to gain clandestine control of banks, 
through which they could launder large amounts of 
cash without the knowledge of law enforcement 
authorities. 

Laundering enables drug traffickers to conceal 
their earnings from law enforcement agencies. It 
also enables traffickers to reinvest their earnings in 
new drug supplies and, through investments in le
gitimate businesses, to merge with the surrounding 
society. 

In an age when hundreds of millions of dollars 
can be moved electronically, laundering is a much 
more sophisticated activity than it was a generation 
ago. But the basic means have not changed. First, 
drug-generated funds can be moved offshore, either 
to pay off suppliers or to legitimize the profits of 
criminal activities. For example, traffickers can 
deposit their cash in a Panamanian bank, launder the 
money through various shell corporations, and then 
return the laundered funds to the United States, 
where they are then invested. This is what the Gov
ernment has alleged Ramon Milian-Rodriguez and 
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his organization did in laundering over $1 billion in 
a seven-year period. 

In some of its manifestations, money launder
ing is just another kind of smuggling. In November 
1988, Operation Greenback, in South Florida, infil
trated an organization that was exporting millions of 
dollars concealed in electrical appliances. Investiga
tors have uncovered many other smuggling meth
ods, including the use of the mails to send money 
offshore and the movement of large sums of money 
overseas to pay for imported goods that either did not 
exist, were not shipped, or were overvalued. 

Second, money-launderers have often at
tempted to do their laundering within the domestic 
U.S. banking system. Using a loophole in the 
reporting requirements of the U.S. Bank Secrecy 
Act, they developed a technique known as "smurf
ing,'' in which a number of couriers, or '' smurfs,'' 
make cash deposits into multiple accounts in sums 
under the $10,000 reporting limit. These sums are 
then transferred by wire to a single account. This 
particular loophole was closed by recent changes in 
the reporting requirements mandated by the Money 
Laundering Control Act. 

Whatever the means used for domestic laun
dering of drug trafficking proceeds, once the drug 
traffickers and their launderers have concealed the 
origins of their funds they can use the domestic 
banking system to funnel sums into the usual range 
of legitimate businesses. Drug traffickers particu
larly favor enterprises with large cash flows--luxury 
car dealerships or shopping centers, for example-
with which to commingle the money derived from 
drugs. 

The third way to launder money is through the 
exchange of foreign currency for U.S. dollars. For 
example, currency controls in many South American 
countries prohibit their residents from possessing 
large quantities of U.S. dollars and from taking large 
quantities of their capital out of the country. Like
wise, drug traffickers have large quantities of U.S. 
dollars in this country that they need to convert into 
pesos to purchase more product, pay for security, and 
make the requisite ''political contributions'' in their 
native countries. To fill this void, launderers in the 
South American countries offer to purchase the pe
sos from businessmen needing U.S. dollars to make 
purchases in the United States and from individuals 
trying to move their assets to the United States. After 
reaching an agreement for pesos vs. dollars, the 

launderers approach the traffickers in their country 
and offer to purchase the dollars in the United States 
and give the traffickers pesos in their native country. 
After that agreement is reached, the trafficker directs 
his representatives in the United States to move his 
dollars into the launderer's U.S. bank accounts. 
Upon notification that the dollars have been depos
ited, the launderer releases the pesos to the trafficker. 
The final transaction occurs in the United States 
when the launderer releases the agreed-upon quan
tity of dollars (by check or wire transfer) to the 
foreign national who originally sold the pesos. Now, 
the trafficker has pesos in his home country and the 
businessman has his capital in dollars in the United 
States--all without any currency physically leaving 
any of the involved countries. This type oflaunder
ing is more difficult to detect than the physical 
movement oflarge sums of money out of the United 
States. 

Related to this is the shipment of bullion and 
gold coins to Mexico, a method that narcotics traf
fickers like because gold can be shipped, imported, 
and exported duty free. Traffickers can buy gold 
from one of the major international brokerage firms 
in New York, arrange for it to be shipped to Los 
Angeles, where the dollars-for-gold transaction is 
completed, and then export the gold to Mexico. As 
the Federal Government imposes fewer export con
trols on gold, gold shipments are less likely to be 
subjected to the same close scrutiny as currency 
shipments. Thus, the actual value of the gold ex
ported is unknown, even though a value must be 
stated on the export document filed with the Govern
ment. 

There is also a fourth way to launder money, 
and it is the hardest method of all to trace. This is 
simply to acquire a domestic or international finan
cial institution. By controlling an entire institution, 
traffickers go far beyond their immediate aim of 
concealing their earnings. In effect, they take over a 
part of the local banking system and divert it to their 
own ends. Indeed, given the extent of money laun
dering operations, it may be that law enforcement 
organizations see only the tip of the iceberg. Traf
fickers are using banks all over the United States-
especially in South Florida and southern California-
to manipulate correspondent banking relations and 
overnight deposits, arrange Eurodollar loans, and 
abuse the so-called "exempt list," those bank cus
tomers exempted from cash reporting requirements. 
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At the outset, the OCDETF team, made up of Special Agents of the IRS, Customs, and 
DEA, merely inferred the connection between drug smuggling and the use of banks in 
Panama and Colombia. The presumption became Stronger when .it was learned that 
transactions were regularly reported to associates in Cali, Colombia. An even stronger con
nection was established when sniffer dogs were able to locate currency bearing narcotics 
residue in each of the partners' residences. .•·•· ..•.. • . .· .. ···. . · ... ·.·· ....•. . . .. 

The downfall of this very successful operation, which wasunderinvestigationformor() 
than two years, wasattributable not .to mist!j!<:.es but to state."of-tl!e-art police work an~ 
concerned private citizens .. on four separate occasions, packages of un.canceled checks were 
discovered by alert air freight handlers, who notified enforcement agencies.· An investiga
tion was opened that gatheredteports ofTal/Goldeshtein activities sufficient to justify Title 
III phone surveillances on various residences of both parmers. . From there on, the · 
investigation of this OCDETF case, absent specific drug violations, was broughtto a close 
by successfully prosecuting members of the Tal organization on mone);' laundering charges. 
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Recently, the Los Angeles Federal 
Reserve has reported a great in
crease in its surplus; in 1988, it 
was nearly $4 billion. 

The flooding of entire regions with drug money 
is one of the most sinister second-order effects of the 
drug trade, although it is useful in tipping off the 
authorities as to what is occurring. "Flooding," 
tracked by the regional Federal Reserve banks, de
scribes this phenomenon precisely. Every year since 
1980, the Miami branch of the Federal Reserve Bank 
of Atlanta has reported cash surpluses in the $5 to $6 
billion range. Recently, the Los Angeles Federal 
Reserve has reported a great increase in its surplus; in 
1988, it was nearly $4 billion. 

It might be asked why the investment of drug 
money in legitimate businesses should be cause for 
concern. Considered very narrowly, the influx of 
huge amounts of drug-related cash has provided 
some short-term benefits to Latin American debtor 
nations. The same might be said for domestic bene
ficiaries of drug money. However, it cannot be em
phasized too strongly that this flood of money is not 
only a consequence of the drug problem, but a major 
problem in its own right. Even where the money 
enters the local economy, the effect is mainiy to 
inflate prices. Even banks that stand to gain from 
accommodating such customers ultimately bear the 
costs of any losses that drug-related transactions 
generate. 

La Cosa Nostra and the Sicilian Mafia 

Along with the more than two million law
abiding Italian immigrants who came to the United 
States early in this century was a small group of 
criminal members of the three major southern Italian 
secret societies--the Sicilian Mafia, the Neapolitan 
Camorra, and the Calabrian N'Drangheta. Settling 
into ghettos where they could speak their native 
language and maintain their traditions, society 
members soon formed neighborhood gangs to pur
sue a variety of criminal activities. 

In the early 1930s, following a bloody inter
necine war, neighborhood gangs coalesced into an 
organization they called "Casa Nostra," which lit
erally translated means "Our Thing." La Casa 
Nostra (LCN), as it became known, was not a sub
sidiary or outpost of the Sicilian Mafia, but rather a 

distinctively American criminal empire that today 
consists of 25 families, or centers of power, that 
together contain at least 2,000 members, and several 
times that many associates. These families, which 
are largely independent local organizations, com
prise a confederation and acknowledge the autl10rity 
ofa commission consisting of the leaders of the most 
powerful LCN families. 

Remarkably similar ruling bureaucracies are 
found among the families and have existed since 
LCN' s early years. Each family is led by a boss, who 
is supported by a principal underboss. Consiglieres, 
counselora, usually with significant contacts outside 
the family, provide advice and mediate disputes but 
have no line authority. Soldiers, the lowest level 
family members, are organized into groups led by 
caporegimes, or street bosses. 

Of 25 identified LCN families, 19 
have had individual members who 

have been found to engage in 
drug violations. 

From the outset, certain families had prohibi
tions against drug trafficking, as older members 
believed drugs were a scourge and understood the 
amount of attention that drug involvement would 
draw from law enforcement. A ban prohibiting 
involvement of LCN members in drug trafficking 
was allegedly ratified by the major LCN figures at 
the famous Apalachin, New York, conclave on 
November 14, 1957. 

Despite the pact, individual LCN members 
have historically been involved with importation and 
high-volume distribution of heroin from Southwest 
and Southeast Asia. Of25 identified LCN families, 
19 have had individual members who have been 
found to engage in drug violations. 

A recent survey of LCN-related intelligence 
from the Boston FBI files indicates that in spite of a 
family rule prohibiting involvement in drug activi
ties, approximately 50 percent of New England LCN 
members have had some form of involvement in 
illegal drug trafficking or personal drug abuse. 
Observance of the rule is a myth and is not enforced 
by the family hierarchy. Individual members and 
capos cannot resist the lucrative drug profits. The 
potential for tremendous wealth, when coupled with 
the changing LCN membership, has given rise to a 
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new and potentially more violent role for LCN in 
drug trafficking operations. 

Over the past 25 years, LCN has evolved from 
ethnic neighborhood gangs with decentralized 
power, in the hands of middle managers in t11e prime 
of life, to an organization of centralized power, held 
by aging leaders, forming a pyramid-like hierarchy. 
TI1e upper- and middle-management level of this 
structure has been devastated by the Government's 
continuous attack on LCN. 

The membership losses caused by this attack 
have presented LCN with a number of problems. 
The recent convictions of LCN leaders have left 
leadership vacancies and, as a result, operational dif
ficulties. Within many families, a number ofleaders 
at the caporegime level and above were simultane
ously removed. This forced sudden promotions 
from lower, less experienced ranks which, in tum, 
has led to a new breed of soldier who is greedier, who 
enjoys the high profile eschewed by the older capos, 
who is more undisciplined and more prone to vio
lence. Because of their youth, the new middle-level 
leaders do not have the old established lines of com
munication within the family or wim other LCN 
families. They are more willing to become involved 
in drug trafficking. 

The most obvious drug trafficking partner for 
LCN is me Sicilian Mafia, which is independently 
active in the United States. Bom groups associate 
and criminally interact in a number of areas of 
mutual interest. The Sicilian Mafia is primarily 
involved in international heroin trafficking and is 
associated wim LCN in several locales, including 
Buffalo, Boston, New Jersey, Chicago, and Detroit. 

Current estimates indicate that LCN and the 
Sicilian Mafia are responsible for one-third of me 
total volume of heroin brought into me United States 
each year. Additionally, it has recently been re
ported iliat ilie Sicilian Mafia and LCN family 
members are exchanging or bartering heroin for 
cocaine, with LCN's South American cocaine mov
ing through ilie United States to Europe and me 
Sicilian heroin moving from the Middle East 
through Italy to the United States. 

This role as middleman in cocaine distribution 
has led to me development ofties between individual 
LCN members and the Medellin cartel. These ad hoc 
relationships developed on ilie basis of a common 
desire to expand both ilieir markets and their product 
lines. The relationships are generally initiated 
iliroughinlroductions by mutual criminal associates. 

1hese relationships are rather tentative at first, but 
once trust has been established, extensive interaction 
results. 

As LCN family members have and will con
tinue to be involved in a broad array of criminal 
enterprise, it is realistic to expect them to further 
develop ilie avenues and methodologies to profit 
from illicit drug trade. They will not initiate direct 
confrontation wiili the Colombian or oilier major 
drug cartels. They are not in a position to, nor would 
iliey want to go head to head with ilie Colombians. 
They are, however, prepared to coexist and cooper
ate with ilie Colombian cartels and oilier drug-spe
cific groups and organizations as they have done for 
many years with ilie outlaw motorcycle gangs in the 
distribution of methamphetamine. 

Specifically, LCN maintains working relation
ships wiili certain oilier organized crime groups in 
order to fulfill its racketeering objectives. The 
Gambino, Bufalino, and Bonanno families have 
strong ties to Colombian and Cuban drug cartels in 
the greater Miami area, providing these families wiili 
drugs for distribution in me United States. Individ
ual LCN members work with Asian and Latin 
American organized crime groups and cartels ilia! 
manufacture and smuggle narcotics and wiili ethnic 
street gangs and outlaw motorcycle gangs involved 
in high-risk, low-level distribution and street sales. 

The changing character of LCN membership 
and ilie potential profits to be realized are factors 
which indicate iliat LCN's role in drug trafficking 
will continue to be significant. 

Within the last five years, Asian, 
particularly Chinese, gangs oper
ating on both coasts have become 
major players in the international 

drug trafficking scene. 

Asian Organized Crime Groups 

Within ilie last five years, Asian, particularly 
Chinese, gangs operating on both coasts have be
come major players in the international drug traffick
ing scene. As has been ilie case wiili some oilier 
ethnic groups, Chinese Organized Crime (COC) 
leaders in this country have used ilieir ties with 
overseas criminal organizations to assure a regular 
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supply of whatever they wish to peddle--whetheritis 
Chinese video cassettes, prostitutes, or heroin. 

Although Asian organized crime is a relatively 
new threat, it has much in common with older 
groups, especially La Cosa Nostra in its formative 
years. As with LCN, Asian organized crime grew 
out of much older secret or fraternal societies that 
degenerated into criminal groups. 1hls was the case 
with the Triads, now based mostly in Hong Kong, 
which originated in the 17th century to oppose the 
Manchu dynasty that governed China. Similarly, the 
Tongs began in the late 19th centmy as perfectly 
legitimate mutual aid societies for immigrants 
brought to the United States as contract railroad 
laborers. In the case of the Triads, organizations 
moved from legitimate purposes into a variety of 
rackets. By contrast, while most American Tongs 
serve legitimate business purposes, several are 
closely tied to organized crime. 

But, the resemblances between Chinese crimi
nal organizations such as the Triads and LCN go 
deeper than their origins as protective and fraternal 
societies. In both kinds of organization there is the 
same emphasis on loyalty to the group and retribu
tion against those who reveal secrets to outsiders; the 
same fragmentation into subgroups controlled by 
powerful leaders; the same independence of their 
parent overseas organizations; the same use of extor
tion and the corruption of public officials to promote 
their activities; the same exploitation of large popu
lations of non-English-speaking, innocent immi
grants; and, finally, the same involvement in a broad 
mosaic of diverse criminality of which drug traffick
ing is but one part. 

1hls is not, however, the entire story. Since the 
mid-1960s, three events have had an incidental, 
second-order impact on the growth of Asian organ
ized crime: the liberalization of quotas for Asian im
migrants in 1965, the ending of the Vietnam conflict, 
and the agreement between the United Kingdom and 
the People's Republic of China by which Hong 
Kong will revert to the latter in 1997, after more than 
150 years of colonial rule. 

These events wrought profound changes 
within Asian American society. The first two trans
formed conservative, insular communities, while the 
third may lead some of the most dangerous Hong 
Kong criminals to move their operations to the 
United States. Finally, the Immigration and Nation
ality Act of 1965 repealed restrictions on Asian 

immigration dating from the Chinese Exclusion Act 
of 1882. Combined with the influx of immigrants 
from Southeast Asia as the war in Vietnam drew to a 
close, this legislation dramatically increased the 
Asian American population. Between 1960 and 
1980, the total number of Asian Americans grew 
from 878,000 to nearly 3.6 million. By 1980, 91 
percent of Vietnamese Americans, 66 percent of 
Filipino Americans, and 63 percent of Chinese 
Americans--but only 28 percent of Japanese Ameri
cans--had been born overseas. By then, Asian 
Americans had become the largest ethnic group 
among all immigrants. 

The immigration opened up the closed, rather 
circumscribed, world of the older c1iminal groups. 
The new immigrants tended to be young, knew little 
English and, like some immigrants before them, saw 
climinal organizations as the quickest road to ad
vancement. In attempts to protect themselves from 
attacks by American-born Chinese, Chinese immi
grant youth formed street gangs. Among the first 
were the Wah Ching in San Francisco and the Ghost 
Shadows in New York. 

There are two primary classifications of Chi
nese criminal organizations operating in the United 
States today: American COC, and Triads and similar 
groups. Hong Kong serves as the primary base of 
operations for the Triads. It is estimated that there 
are as many as 100,000 Triad members belonging to 
more than 50 Triads in Hong Kong. The major 
Triads are organized in five major groups, of which 
the Wo group and 14K are the largest. In Taiwan, the 
United Bamboo Gang boasts 1,200 members, and 
the Four Seasons Gang 3,000 members. 

Traditionally, Triads have had rigid hierarchi
cal structures. At the apex of the organization is the 
Triad leader, the Shan Chu. Below the Shan Chu is 
the Deputy. Below the Deputy and of comparable 
seniority are the Heung Chu, the ceremonial official, 
and the Sing Fung, who handles recruiting. Tuey are 
joined by other senior Triad officials. Below this 
level are a number of "Red Poles." These are the 
enforcers and hit-men, and they have direct control 
of some operational Triad groups. At the same level 
as the Red Poles are a "White Paper Fan," the 
general administrative official, and a "Straw San
dal," who handles liaison between and among the 
Triads and other groups. The ordinary members 
comprise the remainder of the organization. 

Currently, most Triads lack the traditional 
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structure. Most are run by a chairman who is usually 
a "Red Pole." There is also a central governing 
committee of six to nine members. A' 'White Paper 
Fan," as a member of the central committee, is 
usually the treasurer. Only a few Triads are active in 
North America. However, members, either alone or 
in conjunction with American COC groups, often 
engage in criminal ventures in the United States. 
Among the Triads known to have active U.S. con
nections are the Sun Yee On, 14K, Wo Hop To, Wo 
On Lok, and Leun Kung Lok. 

A much greater threat than that of the Triads is 
presented by the sophisticated criminal organiza
tions that have evolved from the street gangs. The 
Wah Ching is the most developed Chinese criminal 
organization on the West Coast. It has 600 to 700 
members, 200 of whom are "hard-core." The Wah 
Ching has a central leader who is supported by four 
deputies under his nominal control. Various depu
ties employ groups of Viet Ching (ethnic Chinese 
from Vietnam), under the direction of their lieuten
ants, to serve as enforcers. Typical of all Chinese 
criminal organizations, the Wah Ching organization 
is extremely loose-knit and fluid. It is believed that 
the Wah Ching is affiliated with the Sun Yee On 
Triad in Hong Kong. 

In New York City, the street gangs are affili
ated with the Tongs. The Tongs exhibit complex or
ganizational structures. These include co-presidents, 
executive officers and staff, and a wide assortment of 
designated administrators and coordinators. 

The Flying Dragons Gang is affiliated with the 
Hip Sing Tong, the Ghost Shadows Gang is attached 
to the On Leong Tong, and the Tung On Gang and 
the Tung On Tong are headed by the same 
person. 

The Chinese organized crime activity in Bos
ton is dominated by the Ping On Gang. It is believed 
that the gang has about 200 active members; how
ever, the current internal functioning and degree of 
cohesiveness of the Ping On Gang is a matter of con
jecture. 

Chinese organized crime has expanded from 
control of Chinese gambling, extortion, pornogra
phy, and entertainment to include large-scale inter
national narcotics trafficking. While Chinese crimi
nal organizations do not quite equal the scale of the 
Colombian cartels, the scope of their operations is 
impressive nonetheless. Working with Asian nation
als, Chinese American criminals are the largest 

importers of heroin from Southeast Asia, virtually 
all of it originating in the Golden Triangle formed at 
the junction of Burma, Thailand, and Laos. The 
Februa1y 1989 seizure in New York's Chinatown of 
more than 800 pounds of processed heroin reveals 
the magnitude of this traffic. 

Most of theheroin that originates in the Golden 
Triangle is shipped to the West Coast of the United 
States via Hong Kong and through such secondary 
transit points as Singapore, Seoul, Tokyo, and 
Taipei. The destination is New York, out of which 
about half the heroin moves to other East Coast 
cities. Chinese criminal organizations operate 
mainly as shippers and wholesalers: they buy the raw 
product, process it, arrange forits transshipment and, 
finally, turn it over to retailers. From what is known, 
Chinese traffickers work through other groups, espe
cially LCN, who distribute the product to the ulti
mate user. 

Although the Hong Kong Triads are involved 
in drug trafficking, their role cannot be categorized 
easily. Some of the ethnic Chinese who smuggle 
heroin out of the Golden Triangle, and others who 
ship it to New York, are not affiliated with the 
Triads. Other traffickers may be entrepreneurs who 
work with organized crime groups on specific ven
tures. In still other cases, drug trafficking is simply 
a means of transferring assets from Hong Kong to the 
United States. 

To some extent, the magnitude of Chinese drug 
trafficking is reflected in the amount of money flow
ing out of Hong Kong to U.S. banks, especially those 
on the West Coast. However, much of this money 
simply represents assets that Chinese business 
people want to transfer to a safe haven when Hong 
Kong reverts to China. By merely measuring the 
volume of foreign money entering the United States, 
one fails to distinguish between legitimate asset 
transfers and the laundering of drug money. The 
important point is that there is a huge and growing 
influx of money from Hong Kong, primarily to 
banks in San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New 
York. This provides the wide stream in which the 
drug money can flow inconspicuously. Some of 
these funds flow into large American commercial 
banks, with the rest going into some 100 Chinese 
owned and operated banks. Most of these are small 
and cater exclusively to a Chinese American clien
tele; at some banks, tellers are assigned to service 
one or two accounts exclusively. 
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Traffickers in Hong Kong, Taipei, and Sin
gapore can send fonds by wire transfer or letters of 
credit lo banks in southern California, knowing that 
snch transfers t1igger no reporting requirements. 
Where such electronic transfers arc impracticable, 
drug dealers have used "srnurfs" (discussed in the 
section on money laundeling; sec p. 35) to make de·· 
posits under the $10,000 reporting limit at several 
bank branches on the same day. As in otherregions, 
these transfers of drng money lead to huge surpluses 
at regional Federal Reserve banks. The Los Angeles 
branch of the San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank 
has accumulated annual surpluses of as great as $4 
blllion since the mid-1980s. 

Compared to Colombian drng dealers, more 
Asian dealers invest in real estate than in personal 
property. Climinal organizations based in Asia are 
investing heavily in shopping centers, apartment 
complexes, and office buildings. The result has been 
to dliveup real estate p1ices, especially in those areas 
with large Asian Amelican populations. Chinese 
American criminals, on fhe other hand, prefer invest
ing in businesses where most transactions are done in 
cash: nightclubs, restaurants, travel agencies, and 
jewelry stores. The advantage of owning such busi
nesses is that, besides serving as fronts for c1iminal 
activities, they are ideal for commingling legal and 
illegal funds in a way that avoids detection. 

There is much that law enforcement organiza
tions have to learn about Asian organized clime. 
Only recently have they begun to give the problem 
fhe attention it deserves. The lack of agents with the 
background to infiltrate the Asian criminal organiza
tions means that much about the gang operations 
remains unclear. What is clear is that the larger 
gangs--the Wah Ching on the West Coast, several 
New York gangs dominated by Tongs, and the Bos
ton Ping On Gang--are powerful and sophisticated 
organizations. 

The Jamaican Posses 

Jamaica.n organized crime gangs, known as 
posses, have only recently emerged as a majordrng 
trafficking force. Generally oliginating in King
ston, Jatmt\ca, the posses have been active in the 
United States since about 1984. The approxi
mately 40 posses operating in fhe United States, 
Canada, Great Blitain, and the Calibbean are conser
vatively estimated to have 10,000 members, the 

majority of them convicted felons, illegal aliens, or 
both. Almost all posses have connections in New 
York anc!Miami, which have large Jamaican popula
tions. Informants have revealed the existence and 
operating locations of specific posses. However, 
when arrested, a Jamaican clirninalis likely to refuse 
to discuss tris posse and will often even t\eny that 
such bands exist. 

The posses have distinctive operating mefhods. 
Beginning as malijuana traffickers, the posses 
shifted to the transporting and selling of cocaine, 
particularly crack. Compared to fhe Colombians, 
the posses are more vertically integrated, since they 
are involved as importers, wholesalers, distlibutors, 
and even retailers. They nonnally purchase cocaine 
from Colombians or Cubans in Jamaica, the Baha
mas, soufhern California, and Soufh Flolida, usu
ally in small quantities of 4 or 5 kilos. By excluding 
fhe middleman, the posses can substantially raise 
their profit margins to fhe point where, for example, 
one posse controlling 50 crack houses realized $9 
million a month. 

Once settled in a dty, posses quickly develop 
crack house operations. Despite their location in 
low-income areas, crack houses are sophisticated op
erations, from the barred or blackened windows, to 
the doors barlicaded with two-by-fours, to fhe 
lookouts using walkie-taikies to warn of pol\ce 
raids. Because crack house residents move often, 
police find it difficult to keep track of their activities. 

The posses do not resllict their operations to 
crack houses. Sometimes temporary quarters will 
do. In Columbus, OH, Fredelick, MD, and 
Wilmington, NC, posse members set up retail distri
bution networks in economy motels (usually located 
near interstate highways), possibly as an attempt at a 
kind of rough market analysis. Where the market 
proved lucrative, the Jamaicans sta1ted to lease 
rental properties in the same area. 

1here are indications fhat Jamaican organized 
clime is developing working relationships with 
West Coast street gangs, traditional organized 
crime, and Colombian narcotics cartels. At this 
time, fhe exact nature of the relationships between 
the posses and the West Coast street gangs remains 
unclear. It is known that Jamaican drng dealers are 
operating in "the Jungle," a small area in Southwest 
Los Angeles known for drng activity and drng
related violence, and that fhe Los Angeles gangs 
known as the Clips have moved into crack distlibu-
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tion markets in Kansas City, Cleveland, and Dallas, 
where Jamaican criminal organizations also operate. 
It is also known that Jamaican criminals have had 
longstanding relations with Colombians, with the 
former buying cocaine directly from the latter. 

Jamaican criminals have not 
hesitated to issue contracts on the 
lives of police and Federal 
agents . .. 

Of the posses so far identified, the largest and 
most violent are the Spangler and Shower posses. 
According to BA TF figures, drug wars between the 
Spanglers and rival gangs have led to between 350 
and 525 murders during the last five years, and the 
posses as a whole have accounted for at least 1,400 
murders in the United States since 1985. In general, 
these and other posses have demonstrated a 
willingness to tum to violence and torture at the 
slightest provocation, to a degree which is unusual 
even among drug traffickers. Victims in some 
homicides were apparently shot in the ankles, 
knees, and hips before being shot in the head. It also 
appears that other victims were subjected to scalding 
hot water, before being murdered and dismem
bered. 

The willingness of posse members to resist 
arrest and to engage police in shootouts makes them 
even more dangerous. Jamaican criminals have not 
hesitated to issue contracts on the lives of police and 
Federal agents who they feel are disrupting their 
business, even to the point of offering a $25,000 
"award" in Virginia to anyone who killed a police 
officer. Jamaican criminals have attempted to entrap 
police by identifying their telephone and beeper 
numbers and then luring them to staged shootouts. 

From the time they enter the United States 
illegally to the time when they launder their drug 
profits, members of Jamaican organized crime are 
adept at throwing law enforcement officials off their 
track. This can involve anything from substituting 
photos or names on valid passports to forging Social 
Security cards, birth certificates, and INS green 
cards. In the course of breaking up a fraudulent 
document ring in Kingston, Jamaican police discov
ered electronic typewriters with typefaces similar 
to those used by the Jamaican and U.S. 

Governments, as well as a vatiety of forged docu
ments for each of the localities that the c1iminals 
wished to penetrate. In another case, an investiga
tion in Pennsylvania exposed 11 veteran of the State 
Police who had been selling blank driver's license 
applications to members of the Shower posse, who 
then entered any name or date of birtb that U1ey 
wished. 

Jamaican posses often do their own money 
laundering. They have used Western Union for wire 
transfers of money, purchased legitimate businesses 
(restaurants, auto repair shops, record stores) as 
fronts, and bought real estate for quick resale. In one 
such case, investigators found that a doctor at the 
University of Mississippi Medical Center had con
spired with a Jamaican dentist to launder money 
through a Panamanian front company that made fake 
loans to the Jamaican. 

Recent investigations show that Jamaican 
criminal groups are establishing new entry routes for 
drug shipments. These are in addition to Miami, the 
traditional entry point. It appears, for example, that 
members of Jamaican criminal groups have been 
entering the United States by wading across the Rio 
Grande into Texas and that these groups may be 
linked to Colombian drug suppliers arrested in the 
Houston area. In another instance, 15 Haitian and 
Jamaican aliens arranged to be smuggled from 
Belize to Juarez, Mexico, from which point they 
entered the United States. A Jamaican drug traf
ficker then tried, unsuccessfully, to place them 
aboard a Continental Airlines flight from El Paso to 
Houston, from where tbey would have proceeded to 
the New York metropolitan area. 

Although Jamaican organized crime is concen
trated in metropolitan areas, it is starting to move 
outward. The experience of the Northern District of 
West Virginia is a case in point. After Jamaicans 
arrived in the Martinsburg area in the early 1980s as 
migrant workers to pick fruit at harvest time, many 
stayed on to peddle cocaine and crack. After a 1986 
Task Force raid, which included local police partici .. 
pation, closed down the Martinsburg operation, 
much of the street action moved to Charles Town, 
16milesaway. In the spring ofl988,Federal,State, 
and local enforcement officers conducted a raid and 
a series of arrests of suspected street-level crack 
dealers in Charles Town. What they found was a 
well-run operation. Dealers were selling cocaine in 
gram quantities at the street level, with the crack 
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rumring at a purity level of 90 percent or better. 
These dealers received their supplies from couriers 
shuttling between Jamaican gangs in Miami, New 
York, and Washington, D. C. 

The posses' mobility, large networks of dis
tributors and couriers, and use of aliases compel 
enforcement agents to use innovative investigative 
techniques. Among these techniques are the review 
of Western Union wire transfers, telephone toll 
analyses, and the tracing of firearms recovered 
from Jamaican criminals. An increasingly useful 
information source is the Federal Bureau of Prisons. 
The Bureau has computerized listings of informa
tion on the approximately 800 Jamaican criminals 
who have passed through the Federal prison system, 
about a quarter of whom are still in custody. The 
violent nature ofJ amaican posses and the threat they 
pose to security have led the Bureau of Prisons to 
attempt to discover links between Jamaican inmates 
and specific posses. 

A treaty ratified by the Jamaican Parliament 
in December 1987 broadened the category of those 
wanted in the United States and apprehended in 
Jamaica who could be returned to the United States. 
Under the terms of the treaty, Jamaica must extra
dite fugitives wanted in the United States for any 
offense that would be a crime in Jamaica. The treaty 
also covers fugitives wanted in the United States for 
conspiring to traffic in narcotics, a charge that was 
not extraditable before the treaty was ratified. The 
new treaty and the legislation that implements it 
also permit the extradition of offenders wanted in the 
United States for the unlawful possession or use of 
firearms, another crime not formerly covered. 

Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs 

Although some precursor organizations have 
been traced to California immediately after World 
War II, the first major gang, the Hell's Angels, was 
founded in 1950 in Fontana, California. Other 
gangs were organized during the 1950s and 1960s. 
This was the formative period, as larger gangs 
absorbed smaller ones, new chapters sprang up far 
from "mother chapters," and alliances between 
different gangs developed. It was not until the early 
1970s that the gangs began to change in significant 
ways, evolving from loosely coordinated groups into 
sophisticated criminal organizations involved in 
drugs, bombings, contract killings, and prostitution. 

Although there are at least 500 outlaw motor
cycle gangs in the United States, four are especially 
important: the Hell's Angels, the Outlaws, the Pa
gans, and the Bandidos. 

Despite their freewheeling styles, the larger 
motorcycle gangs are highly structured, well-disci
plined organizations. In fact, BATF investigations 
have shown surprising similarities in the structures 
of La Cosa Nostra and some motorcycle gangs: the 
national officers corresponding to the LCN Com
mission; chapter presidents corresponding to the 
bosses; vice presidents (underbosses); road captains 
and sergeants at arms (caporegimas); members (sol
diers); and legitimate businesses that function either 
as fronts or to launder money. In some parts of the 
United States, the bikers and LCN work together, 
with the former controlling the distribution of 
methamphetamine through LCN outlets. 

The gangs' illegal activities run the gamut from 
prostitution and burglary to rape, assault, and mur
der. The gangs are involved in illegal banking 
activities, including loansharking and financing 
drug deals. 

. .. the Hell's Angels' drug 
trafficking ... expanded to 

large-scale trafficking in 
cocaine, PCP, marijuana, 

and methamphetamine. 

The four national motorcycle gangs have long 
records in drug trafficking. According to FBI inves
tigators, the Hell's Angels' drug trafficking, which 
began in the mid-l 960s with local distribution of 
LSD within the San Francisco area, expanded to 
large-scale trafficking in cocaine, PCP, marijuana, 
and methamphetamine. By the early 1970s, the 
Angels moved into the clandestine manufacture of 
rnethamphetamine, and it appears that they still have 
significant control over these operations. 

Each gang specializes. For instance, the Ban
didos are heavily involved in manufacturing, distrib
uting, and selling methamphetamine, while the Pa
gans dominate the PCP and methamphetamine trade 
in the Northeast. Through their Florida chapters, 
which may be involved with Cuban and Colombian 
suppliers, the Outlaws are engaged in cocaine traf
ficking as well as trafficking in' 'Valium'' manufac-
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tured in Canadian laboratories and distJibuted in the 
United States from Chicago. 

As befits sophisticated criminal organizations, 
outlaw motorcycle gangs use various sophisticated 
techniques to conceal and protect their operations. 
For example, the Bandidos and the Outlaws have 
been found to carry pocket tape recorders that 
members can activate when confronted by the po
lice; the aim is to bait police officers into making 
compromising statements that gang members can 
use when they are tried. The major gangs have also 
begun to exchange computerized intelligence on law 
enforcement officers and their informants and have 
planted associates in courthouses, prisons, and po
lice departments. 

For all this, Federal, State, and local enforce
ment agencies are beginning to move successfully 
against outlaw motorcycle gangs. They are, for ex
ample, making effective use of those members who 
for one reason or another fear that their days are 
numbered. Such members will occasionally tum to 
law enforcement for protection in return for inform
ing on their gang's illegal activities. Also, as the 
gangs have become businesses, rivalries within the 
organizations have replaced the old-time camarade
rie. Law enforcement agencies have exploited these 
rivalries to learn more about the operations of the 
gangs, with a view to breaking them up. 

California Street Gangs 

California is home to particularly menacing 
drug trafficking organizations, the street gangs. 
Originating in the Los Angeles area around 1969 or 
1970, such street gangs as the Crips and Bloods have 
gone from neighborhood violence to large-scale 
drug trafficking in different regions of the United 
States. Although there are many different gangs in 
the Los Angeles area, the Crips and the Bloods are 
the two major gang organizations today. The gangs 
themselves have a complex structure, with hundreds 
of smaller gangs known as ''sets'' within each of the 
two major groups. In Los Angeles County, for 
example, there are said to be about 190 Crips sets 
and some 65 Bloods sets. The sets are generally 
based in particular neighborhoods and take their 
names from local streets, such as "Five-Deuce 
Hoover Crips" (52nd and Hoover Streets) or" 110 
Main Street Gangster Crips" (!10th and Main 
Streets) or they are of unknown derivation--' 'Rollin 

60 Crips," "Blood Stone Villains," and "Neigh
borhood Bloods.'' 

... the most violent and active 
members are those between 14 

and 18, many of them 
"wantabees" who want to prove 

themselves in order to be accepted 
by other gang members ... 

Within each set, there is a further subdivision: 
(1) original gangsters; (2) gangsters, the younger 
hard-core members, whose ages range from 16 to 22; 
and (3) baby gangsters, who are between 9 and 15 
(in some gangs there are "tiny" gangsters, who are 
even younger). To some extent, these categories 
correspond to hard-core, associate, and peripheral 
members--those on the outside of the gang. While 
some members are in their late 20s and early 30s, the 
most violent and active members are those between 
14 and 18, many of them "wantabees" who want to 
prove themselves in order to be accepted by other 
gang members, precisely the ones most useful as 
soldiers in gang activities. 

Law enforcement agencies believe that the ap
proximately 250 sets that are part of the Crips and the 
Bloods have an estimated 25,000 gang members. If 
one adds in the other known gangs in Los Angeles 
County, there may be as many as 700 gangs with 
75,000 to 80,000 members. In the mainly black 
areas of Compton, Inglewood, and Long Beach, just 
south of Los Angeles, more than 10,000 gang mem
bers are involved in drug trafficking, especially in 
crack cocaine. 

As the gangs grew, friction among them in
creased, to the point where many gang members 
went "from fists to U zis." The gangs direct their 
violence at each other, the police, and any member of 
the public who stands in the way of their operations. 
What makes this violence so frightening is the 
amount of firepower at the gangs' disposal. Whereas 
the gangs once had to make do with zip guns, small
caliber revolvers, and sawed-off shotguns, they now 
have the wherewithal to acquire semi-automatic 
tifles and large-caliber handguns. In parts of Los 
Angeles, the weapon of choice is the AK-47 with a 
multiple-round clip. With so much firepower, gang-
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related homicides in the Los Angeles area have risen 
steadily. 

Both Crips and Bloods are heavily involved in 
PCP and cocaine trafiicking. Many street gang 
members have set up organizations to find the 
chemicals they need for production and secluded 
areas where the manufacture of PCP will go unde
tected. 

The manufacture and distribution of crack 
cocaine in the Los Angeles area has expanded tre
mendously. Known as' 'rock" cocaine becauseofits 
size and shape, it is increasingly the drug of choice 
for the majority of users in the area. The usual 
arrangement is for an Old Gangster (0. G.), or former 
gang member, to establish relations with Colombian 
or Mexican suppliers of powder cocaine. The O.G. 
is at the head of the local distribution network and 
receives the cocaine either on consignment or with 
an up-front payment. First, he turns over multi
kilogram quantities of cocaine hydrochloride for 
processing into crack, or rock cocaine. The supplier 
then gives small multi-ounce quantities of the final 
product to street distributors, who conceal it in 
convenient locations from which they can quickly 
replenish their stock as it is sold to the end user. 

Sellers use a number of techniques for distrib
uting crack. They may employ ''spotters'' to direct 
customers to where the distributor is waiting or they 
may sell directly to car drivers. Another approach is 
to make the sale from heavily fortified "rock 
houses" to which the customer has only limited 
access. The customer may have to wait outside until 
the transaction is completed, with the seller out of 
sight, or may be admitted only as far as a caged area 
atthefrontofthehouse. However, crack distributors 
are moving away from rock houses to highly mobile 
street sales and sales from motel rooms. In the latter 
case, dealers will usually pay in cash, rent multiple 
rooms, and use pagers and cellular phones to contact 
distributors and purchasers of the crack. 

The Los Angeles gangs are radiating out from 
the areas where they 01iginated--up the West Coast 
as far as Seattle and Vancouver, into the heartland as 
far as Denver, Kansas City, and Chicago, and even to 
cities on the East Coast. Police in all these cities 
report that Los Angeles gangs are establishing 
branch operations to sell crack, sometimes in compe
tition with other gangs who consider these cities to 
be their territory. This is the case, for instance, with 
the Samoan gangs in the San Francisco Bay area. In 
Baltimore, local law enforcement agencies have 

identified a trend, as Los Angeles gangs send cocaine 
HCL by way of their own gang members, 
"wantabees," or local drug dealers looking for a 
pureror cheaper supply. Following the arrest of two 
Crips in Maryland and the Eastern District of Vir
ginia, authorities began an OCDETF Program proj
ect to determine the extent of infiltration of the area 
by Los Angeles street gangs. 

The nature of these street gangs makes investi
gation difficult. The lack of audit trails, the high 
mobility of many drug dealers, and the relative 
absence of a formal organization have hindered in
vestigators from infiltrating the gangs. As law 
enforcement agencies begin to understand the gangs 
better, they are learning to spot their weaknesses. For 
instance, many gang leaders outside the Los Angeles 
area will often return to Los Angeles for long peri
ods, leaving their organizations more or less to fend 
for themselves. Additionally, when Los Angeles 
gangs try to move into new territory, law enforce
ment officials can sometimes count on information 
from local dealers who resent being cut out of their 
own territories. Experience has led agencies to 
develop strategies for dealing with the gangs, such as 
using Federal drug statutes, which tend to be more 
stringent than those of most States, to prosecute drug 
traffickers. Profiles of gang members dealing in 
drugs are also being developed in an effort to build 
up case files of the gangs themselves. 

Other Domestic Trafficking Organizations 

A significant category of domestic drug traf
fickers is that of the urban trafficking organizations. 
These organizations can be highly structured and 
composed of extremely violent career criminals. 
Quite often, they are long-established entities with a 
core membership that changes as "youngsters" age 
and as older members are convicted or killed. Quite 
often, the older, incarcerated "godfathers" remain 
actively involved even during their confinement. 

These urban distribution networks exist 
throughout the country, and their activities have 
been particularly well documented in such places as 
Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, and East St. Louis, 
Illinois. The kingpins generally supervise their 
major distributors as well as enforcers who are heav
ily armed with automatic weapons and explosives. 
These organizations commonly seek to monopolize 
the narcotics distribution in these urban areas and 
routinely murder rival drug traffickers. The violence 
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is also directed at witnesses in drug prosecutions. 
Recent information also indicates an increasing 
threat to law enforcement officers and prosecutors. 

The drug sources are quite often Mexican and 
South American nationals. Females are traditionally 
used as couriers from the source city to the ultimate 
destination. Due to transportation costs and the 
lesser availability of cocaine and heroin in these end
user cities, the profit margins are extraordinarily 
high. A kilogram of cocaine which can be purchased 
in a source city for $12,000 to $15 ,000 can be resold 
for $30,000. Because profit is astronomical, control 
of the industry is a dominant goal of these organiza
tions, ergo, the violence to independent, rival deal-
ers. 

Oftentimes, because of their longstanding ties 
to the urban center in which they live, members of 
these drug organizations have contacts in local law 
enforcement and government and are able to obtain 
information concerning law enforcement investiga
tions. Their ability to obtain this type of information 
decreases their vulnerability. Family ties also lead to 
spin-off distribution networks in other cities. 

There are many small-scale domestic traffick
ers who lack the organizational trappings of the 
groups described so far. As different as young urban 
professionals and rural and small town Southerners 
may be, both will sometimes tum to selling drugs, 
either as a sideline or as a full-time occupation. 

In some cases, drug trafficking is simply a 
variation on an activity that an individual may have 
been doing for a long time. In parts of the Southeast, 
rural people who once produced moonshine have 
found marijuana and cocaine even more profitable. 
The isolation of many rural areas makes them ideal 
for drug "drops," as well as the kind of marijuana 
cultivation that has invaded many national forests. 
Many of these individuals have diversified from 
moving small quantities of cocaine to assisting in the 
operation of clandestine laboratories. 

So-called ''yuppies' ' start from a different kind 
of experience. Many of those who went through 
college and graduate school experimented with some 
drugs, and a few of them never gave them up. As 
stockbrokers, lawyers, and professionals in the fast 
lane, some professionals find they need an occa
sional snort of cocaine to keep them going full speed. 
From there, it is possible to become a full-time 
trafficker, especially if one has access to essential 
chemicals or legal, controlled drugs that can be 
diverted. Such professionals may very well provide 

drugs for other professionals--it is, after all, a grave 
mistake to assume that all drug users come from the 
ranks of the inner-city poor. Drugs may wreck a 
user's health and personality. But there are enough 
middle-class users to suggest that this need not be the 
inevitable result of taking drugs. 

The different lifestyles of rural, blue collar 
workers and urban professionals carry over into the 
ways they operate. The most obvious difference is 
that the former usually work through longstanding 
organizations consisting of blood relations, while 
the latter prefer a more collegial approach. Rural 
traffickers tend to be more like organized criminal 
groups than the yuppies, who are not career crimi
nals. Instead of a hierarchical, top-down approach, 
yuppies will usually sponsor short-lived joint ven
tures with their friends and business colleagues. To 
that extent, the rural organizations seem to have 
more staying power. They work mainly with close 
associates, each of whom knows his or her place in 
the hierarchy. Rural traffickers are also more adapt
able. Despite the stereotypes, they do not all work 
out of the backwoods. Some have moved to nearby 
cities and are building up organizations that are 
comparable in some ways to groups discussed 
above. 

Conclusion 

Today's drug trafficking organizations cannot 
be characterized by any one organizational or opera
tional model. Rather, they must be seen as sharing 
certain characteristics which are related to the nature 
of their unifying purpose: the production, distribu
tion, and sale of illicit drugs. 

The larger organizations, which have national 
or international scopes of operation, have developed 
sophisticated mechanisms for protecting their lead
ers, laundering their profits, assuring the availability 
of alternate supply lines, and developing protected 
networks of outlets for their products. Smaller, often 
newer, drug trafficking organizations are sometimes 
less sophisticated but are engaged in the same pat
terns of development. 

Among the most violent and sophisticated 
criminal drug cartels operating in the United States 
are those with a seemingly impregnable base in Co
lombia. These cartels are vertically integrated or
ganizations engaged in the production, processing, 
smuggling, distribution, and sale of cocaine and 
other dangerous drugs in the United States. 
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La Cosa Nostra has streamlined its operations 
to adapt itself to the changing drug trafficking envi
ronrn ent. LCN has entered into distribution and mar
keting arrangements with the Sicilian Mafia and 
with newer groups such as the Colombian cartels. 
On both coasts, Asian organized crime groups have 
become major players in the American drug traffick
ing scene. These groups have ties to established 
organizations in Asia, and their growth has been 
facilitated by the increase in Asian immigration into 
the United States. Economic and political pressures 
are leading many Hong Kong drug operations to 
funnel money and resources into the United States in 
an attempt to provide an alternative base to Hong 
Kong, in the light of that colony's uncertain future. 

Overlaying the drive toward increased organ
izational and operational sophistication is an equally 
omnipresent tendency to use force and intimidation 
to achieve objectives. 

Newer and even more violent groups operating 
under the rubric "Jamaican posses" have estab
lished a firm foothold in the United States and are 
expanding their operations. They specialize in co
caine, especially crack, the distribution of which is 
the focus of turf wars between Jamaican groups and 
between Jamaicans and other established trafficking 
organizations. 

Outlaw motorcycle groups have evolved into 
nationwide distribution and retail sales organiza
tions whose activities also include the processing 
and manufacture of such dangerous drugs as 
methamphetamine. These groups are "motorcycle 
gangs" in origin but have become business organi
zations with sophisticated internal hierarchies and 
networks of distribution. 

California street gangs have grown to become 
more structured and are expanding from their his-

toric geographic base to deal in a variety of new 
locations across the nation. 

Smaller domestically based organizations 
ranging from informal urban networks, to upscale 
former college associates, to rural family-based or
ganizations descended from moonshiners are bring
ing organized drug trafficking to segments of our 
society which have hitherto been relatively isolated 
from the drug trafficking scene. 

These developments, among many diverse 
drug trafficking organizations, create a disturbing 
pattern. These organizations are broadening and 
deepening their penetration of U.S. society. At each 
level of activity there is evidence of more sophisti
cated organizational structures; more sophisticated 
use of technology; more sophisticated development 
of methods for protection of the leaders of the organi
zations; and, in many cases, more violent confronta
tions between competing groups. 

Smaller domestically based or
ganizations . . . are bringing 
organized drug trafficking to 

segments of our society which 
have hitherto been relatively iso

lated from the drug trafficking 
scene. 

The following sections describe the OCDETF 
Program's response to these developments and 
document the successes of the law enforcement tech
niques which have been developed and employed to 
meet the threat of organized drug trafficking in the 
United States. 
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Exhibit 2-1 
Worldwide Production: 1985-1988 

Drug/ 1985 1986 1987 1988 
Country Metric Tons Metric Tons Metric Tons Metric Tons 

Opium 
Afghanistan 400-500 40C-500 400-800 700-800 
Iran 200-400 200-400 200-400 200-400 
Pakistan 40-70 140-160 190-220 190-220 
Total SW Asia 640-970 740-1,()60 790-1,420 1,090-1,420 

Burma 490 770-1100 925-1,230 1,065-1,500 
Laos 100 100-290 150-300 210-300 

0 Thailand 35 20-25 20-45 23-33 
O<l Total SE Asia 625 820-1,415 1,095-1,575 1,298-1,833 "' 8. 
N 

25-45 35-50 45-55 45-55 "' Mexico 0. 
n Total Opium 1,290-1,640 1,595-2,525 1,930-3,050 2,433-3,308 
;:t 
s Coca "' d Bolivia 42,000-53,200 44,000-52,920 46,000-67 ,000 57 ,445-78,355 
2 Colombia 12,400 12,000-13,600 18,000-23,000 19,000-24,200 
"" tr1 Peru 95,200 95,000-120,000 98,000-121,000 97 ,000-124 ,000 

= Ecuador 1,900 1,000 400 300-500 O' Total Coca 151,500-162,700 152,000-187,520 162,400-211,400 173,745-227,055 .., 
0 

"' s Marijuana "' = Mexico 3,000-4,000 4,000-6,000 5,970-7,130 5,655 ~ 

--3 Colombia 2,000-4,000 2,530-3,630 3,435-7,760 5,927-9,625 "' "' Jamaica 625-1,280 1,485-2,025 325-535 340-470 X' 

6 Belize 645 550 200 120 .., 
Others 800-1,000 800-1,000 1,000-2,000 3,000-4,000 0 

"' Total Marijuana 7 ,070-10,925 9,365-13,205 10,930-17 ,625 15,042-19,870 "<) 

a 
<Jq Hashish .., 
s Lebanon 720 720 600 700 

> Pakistan 200 200 200 200 
§ Afghanistan 200-400 200-400 200-400 200-400 

" Morocco 30-60 30-60 60 85 e:. 
Total Hashish 1,150-1,380 1,150-1,380 1,060-1,260 1,185-1,385 :>:' 

(> 

'O 
Source: INCSR, U.S. Department of State. 0 

:::I 

u. 
(;.) 



Exhibit 2-2 
Estimated Price of Cocaine 

CY 1985 - CY 1988 u. 
<'-

1985 1986 1987 1988 
($) ($) ($) ($) 

0 
~ 

Price for Kilogram Quantity (lq 

8. 
N National Range 28,000-50,000 15,000-45,000 10,000-40,000 11,000-34,000 " 0. 

Miami 28,000-37,000 15,000-25,000 12,000-15,000 13,000-20,000 ("] 
::i. New York 34,000-40,000 18,000-28,000 15,000-30,000 16,000-23,000 
3 Chicago 40,000-45,000 30,000-45,000 20,000-40,000 17,000-24,000 
" 0 Los Angeles 35,000-40,000 25,000-35,000 10,000-18,000 11,000-16,000 
2 

aq 
Price for Ounce Quantity trl 

"' (:)' National Range l ,200-2,300 800-2,300 800-2,100 500-2,000 
~ 
0 Miami 1,200-1,600 800-1,200 800-1,200 800-1,200 " 3 New York 1,400-2,000 1,200-1,800 800-1,600 600-1,000 
" g Chicago 1,600-2,300 1,500-2,000 1,100-1,800 750-1,400 
>-'! Los Angeles 1,500-2,000 
"' 

1,500-2,200 600-1,000 500-800 
w 

"'" 'Tl Price for Gram Quantity 
0 
~ 

0 

" National Range 50-100 50-120 50-120 50-120 
'"O Miami 50-70 50-60 50-60 55-85 ~ 

0 
(lq New York 75-100 70-100 80-100 50-90 
~ 

5 Chicago 100 JOO 1 ()() 75-100 

~ 
Los Angeles 100 100 100 50-100 

§ 
"' ~ Source: DEA, Offender-Based Transaction System. 
;:o 
"' 'd 
0 
::+ 



Q 
o;;i 
s. 
t'i 
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;:i. 
s 
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§1 
8' 
(l 
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§ 
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v. 
VI 

Price for Kilogram Quantity 

Southwest Asian ($) 
Southeast Asian* ($) 
Mexican($) 

Price for Ounce Quantity 

Heroiu ($) 
Purity(%) 

Price for Gram Quantity 

Heroin** ($) 

Exhibit 2-3 
Estimated Price of Heroin 

CY 1985 - CY 1988 

1985 

JOO ,000-220 ,000 
90,000-200,000 

100,000-230,000 

3,500-10,000 
40%-80% 

160-370 

1986 

90,000-200,000 
100,000-200,000 
100,000-180,000 

3,500-10,000 
10%-70% 

160-530 

* Price can be as low as $70,000 to $90,000 when sold Oriental to Oriental. 
** Street gram quantity includes diluents; average price for all types. 

Source: DEA, Offender-Based Transaction System. 

1987 

100,000-220,000 
100,000-220,000 
100,000-200,000 

3,200-10,000 
30%-80% 

135-360 

1988 

70,000-200,000 
100,000-210,000 
100,000-200,000 

2,200-12,000 
20%-80% 

120-470 



v. 
°' 

0 
Q;l 

El. 
N 
<> 
0. 
n 
;:t 
3 
<> 
tl 

.a 
oq 

tI1 
@> 
(1 

s 
<> 

Commercial Grade 
Pound($) 
Ounce($) 
Potency (THC) (%) 

-
Sinsemilla 
Pound($) 
Ounce($) 
Potency (THC)(%) 

1985 

300-600 
50-100 

3.70 

1,200-2,000 
120-200 

7.28 

g Source: DEA, Offender-Based Transaction System. 
;;3 
~ 
di 
fl 
'U 
Jg 
~ 

i 
~ 

i 
::+ 

Exhibit 2-4 
Estimated Price of Marijuana 

CY 1985 - CY 1988 

1986 1987 

350-700 350-1,450 
45-120 60-130 

3.34 3.46 

800-2,000 1,400-2,100 
100-200 160-210 

8.44 7.97 

1988 

350-1,800 
30-250 

3.63 

800-3,000 
120-300 

8.43 



0 
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. OQ 

"' ~-
0. 
n 
::i. 
s 
"' & 

Oq 

§1 
O' 
(l 

"' s g 
j 
"' "'" 31 
§ 

i 
~ 

~ 
"" .g 
0 
;:; 

v. _, 

Quantity 

Depressants 

Diazepam (Valiwn) 1000+ 
(Price per 5-10 l 
mg tablet) 

Counterfeit 1,000+ 
Qualudes l 
(Price per 
tablet) 

-
Hallucinogens 

LSD 1,000 
(Price per l 
dosage unit 
or "hit") 

PCP Ounce (powder) 
Ounce (liquid) 
1 cigarette* 

Stimulants 

Methamphetamine Pound 
Ounce 
Gram 

*A full-length cigarette saturated with PCP. 

Source: DEA, Offender-Based Transaction System. 

Exhibit 2-5 
Estimated Price of Other Dangerous Drugs 

CY 1985 - CY 1988 

1985 1986 1987 1988 
($) ($) ($) ($) 

.30-1.00 .23-1.00 .19-1.00 .20-1.00 
1.00-2.00 1.00-3.00 1.00-3.00 .50-5.00 

.50-2.00 .50-2.00 .50-2.00 .50-2.00 
3.00-10.00 3.00-10.00 3.00-10.50 3.00-10.50 

1.00-2.00 .98-2.30 1.00-2.50 .35-1.50 
2.00-5.00 3.00-6.00 3.00-6.00 2.00-8.00 

950-1,100 950-1,100 975-1,100 1,000-1,200 
150-500 150-525 100-500 100-500 
30-50 30-70 30-70 

10,000-20,000 6,800-18,000 5,500-17,500 6,000-20,000 
800-2,000 1,000-1,800 1,000-1,500 700-1,800 

60-100 60-120 60-120 60-125 
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Cocaine 
Heroin/Morphine 
Marijuana/Hashish 
Methamphetamine/Speed 
PCP/PCP Combinations 
LSD 

Total 

Thousands 

741--

Exhibit 2-6 
Emergency Room Mentions 

CY 1985 - CY 1988 

-------- ~21 

~ I 
64 1------------ ---------·--· 1 -------~-~-

54 1--------··-··-·-----7-' ·---·----··-···---···-----1 
45.s;IB I 

44 I-·· ~-- ··-·-··-~-----··--·----1 

34.h3 
342 
1985 

.. _. ____ .L ___ _ 

1986 

1985 

10,397 
12,522 
3,818 
1,694 
4,876 

830 

34,137 

1986 

19,090 
13,644 
4,613 
1,787 
5,307 

792 

45,233 

I 
--·~_J 

1987 1988 

1987 1988* 

32,578 42,492 
14,550 15,733 
7,218 8,200 
2,380 2,644 
7,804 6,904 
1,108 1,048 

65,638 77,IJ21 

*Projected from figures for first nine months of CY 1988. 

Source: NIDA, Drug Awareness Warning Network (DAWN). 
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Cocaine 
Heroin 
Marijuana 
Other Dangerous Drugs 

Total 
(E) Estimated to the end of CY 1988. 

Thousands 
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1985 
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7,973 
2,178 
3,521 
2,568 

16,305 

§ Source: DEA, Defendant Statistical System. 
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Exhibit 2-7 
Drug Arrests 

CY 1985 - CY 1988 

21.814~····· __ ____,,,- --
19.448 ____ --

-------"' . --

1986 

1986 

ll,074 
2,115 
3,691 

3,179 

19,448 

1987 

12,188 
2,048 
4,399 
2,736 

21,814 

1987 

1988(E) 

15,553 
2,508 
4,928 
3,648 

26,637 

---1 
26.!337 
~--f 

-------- ----------- -- i 

1988 
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Exhibit2-8 
Convictions 

CY 1985 • CY 1988 

16 rousan~s --· -- . -·- - -
14L --·--

121 ~12.273__ - . - -:~28 
10. 96 -- ----- 12 36 --------~~-~~ - ~c..-----
10 -

J 
2 ,_ 

~9~;;- ---- ·--·· '-----· -- -- ___ L_·-------·-. ____ J 
1986 1987 1988 

1985 1986 1987 1988(E) 

4,343 6,267 6,731 7,547 
1,731 1,531 1,255 1,272 
2,676 2,888 2,787 3,364 
1,646 1,887 1,587 2,145 

10,396 12,573 12,360 14,328 

Source: DEA, Defendant Statistical System. 
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Exhibit 2-9 
Drug Removals* 

CY 1985 - CY 1988 

350%~ ·--

300% 

250% / 

200°/o --150% 

---··--cl--'00%1-----<,- -- ...---......- -~. ~------~-- -~- --·- - -*-----

5:: ---- ·- -_i_ . . . __ - ·-·- ·-·~-
1985 1986 1987 1988 

- Heroin --+-- Cocaine -*"- Cannabis -B- Othr Dangerous Drugs 

1985 1986 1987 

439.9 388.6 382.4 

24,654.9 27,500.1 37,404.8 

860,840.2 715,923.6 649,489.3 

38,531,643 34,774,658 33,788,528 

*Includes seizures, purchases, and samples. 

Source: S1RIDE, March 9, 1989. 

1988 

793.9 

55,896.9 

532,004.3 

103,132,890 
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Exhibit 2-10 
Percentage of High School Seniors Who Used Drugs 

CY 1985 - CY 1988 

50 

I Marijuana I 

------------+--- I 40 

--------+---- I 
------.T 

30 -1 
I 
I 

' 
' 20 -I ' 
I 

Cocaine I 
I 

I 

10 -1 l 
PCP I 

o+ •*· . ·~ 
' 

1985 1986 1987 1988 

Class Class Class Class 
of of of of 

1985 1986 1987 1988 

13.1 12.7 10.3 7.9 
40.6 38.8 36.3 33.l 

2.9 2.4 1.3 1.2 

Somce: University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research. 
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III. 
Task Force Results 

Introduction 

Some results of the OCDETF Program's ef
forts are revealed through data collected at three key 
points in the course of case maturation. 

At case initiation, Task Force coordinators 
review agency-submitted, partially developed inves
tigations to compare them with OCDETF guideline 
criteria and determine their suitability. If the deci
sion is made to accept a case, projections then follow 
about which investigative and prosecutorial meth
ods to pursue and what resources can be allocated for 
these purposes. Unique to the process of case initia
tion is the introduction of the Coordination Group, 
with its multi-agency resources and the inclusion of 
prosecutorial expertise. Data collected at this point 
identify trends in case selection and reveal some
thing about the early investigative effort. The influ
ence of the Coordination Group is now imprinted on 
the Task Forces' workload. Exhibits 3-1 through 3-
5 provide these data. 

When indictments and informations are re
turned, another set of data is collected. At this point 
the pooled investigative efforts of the agencies have 
begun to bear fruit. Certain of these data arrays re
use the categories which projected Task Force needs, 
but they now capture occurrences: investigative 
methods used compared with those whose use was 
planned; actual agency participation in contrast to 
projected participation. More significant are the 
quantified indicators of investigative productivity: 
numbers of indictments or informations returned, 
numbers of defendants indicted. To these are added 
such potentially useful information as how many 
indictments were associated with each investigative 
method, how many associated with various types of 

criminal activities, how many with each of several 
drugs, how many with each participating agency, 
etc. Exhibits 3-6 through 3-12 report these data. 

At disposition and sentencing, a final set of 
data is collected that includes numbers of defendants 
convicted and not convicted, numbers who pled 
guilty or were found guilty, and the kinds and dura
tion of sentences handed down. These are the final 
quantitative measures of the OCDETF Program's 
impact on criminal enterprises. They reflect the 
combined effectiveness of its investigative and 
prosecutorial commitments. Exhibits 3-13 through 
3-18 present these findings. 

OCDETF's 13 regional Task Forces are identi
fied in the exhibits as follows: 

FC - Florida-Caribbean 
GC - Gulf Coast 
GL - Great Lakes 
LA - Los Angeles-Nevada 
MA - Mid-Atlantic 
MS - Mountain States 
NC - North Central 
NE - New England 
NW - Northwest 
NY - New York-New Jersey 
SC - South Central 
SE - Southeast 
SW - Southwest Border 

Case Investigation/Initiation Data 

The first data assembly milestone in the 
OCDETF Program Case Management Reporting 
System occurs when a Task Force case is formally 
initiated. Exhibits 3-1 through 3-5 report on what 
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was known about the targets of investigation at the 
time of initiation as well as on the investigative 
approach. By September 30, 1988, 2,352 investiga
tions had been initiated, 448 in FY 1988. 

Drug Trafficking Organizations 
(Exhibits 3-la through 3-ld) 

In FY 1988, the Task Forces initiated448 new 
cases--a record year. Every Task Force region initi
ated at least 20 investigations; the New York region 
was most active with 52 initiations. 

A comparison between Exhibit 3-la (FY 1988) 
and 3-lc (cumulative FY 1983-1988) shows a sig
nificant shift in climinal organizations targeted in 
FY 1988 toward ''Drug Trafficking Organizations'' 
as such. 

Drugs Involved in Investigations 
(Exhibits 3-2a through 3-2d) 

Nearly 80percent (1,880) of the 2,352investi
gations (Exhibit 3-2c) were expected to involve 
cocaine, 45 percent marijuana, 24 percent heroin, 11 
percent methamphetamine, 5 .3 percent hashish, 4.5 
percent methaqualone, and 2.8 percent PCP. Exhibit 
3-2a (FY 1988) reports a shift of significant magni
tude toward cocaine investigations, still followed in 
order by malijuana and heroin. Methaqualone, with 
only two cases, has almost disappeared from inves
tigation initiation reports. 

Types of Criminal Activities Involved in 
Investigations 
(Exhibits 3-3a through 3-3d) 

The number of identified money laundering 
cases has strongly increased in FY 1988 over previ
ous years while the numberof street sales and distri· 
bution cases increased slightly overall (Exhibit 3-
3c). The Task Forces have initiated some 2,200 in
vestigations against drug distributors, far more than 
for any other category of criminal activity. 

Investigative Techniques Proposed 
(Exhibits 3-4a through 3-4d) 

The Federal agencies nominating cases to their 
OCDETF Coordination Groups have proposed the 
use of each of four favorite investigative techniques 

in three-fourths of all cases initiated in FY 1988. 
These techniques are, in order of popularity, inves
tigative grand jury, undercover or sting, financial 
investigation, and pen register. Compared with 
cumulative data, this constitutes some increase in 
''undercoverorsting'' and an extreme upward swing 
in the anticipated usefulness of pen registers (com
pare Exhibits 34a and 3-4c). Cumulatively, 72.7 
percent of all 2,352 Task Force cases sought to 
employ investigative grand juries, and 72.6 percent 
aimed to use financial investigations. Undercover or 
sting operations were slated in 1,637 investigations; 
Title Ill or other surveillance methods in 1, 145 
cases; grants of immunity in 1,069 cases: tax grand 
juries in 912 cases; witness protection in 755 cases; 
and extradition in 239 cases. 

Agency Participation in Investigations 
(Exhibits 3-Sa through 3-Sd) 

An OCDETF case is, by definition, a multi
agency case. Initial agency resource allocations may 
shift as an investigation progresses. 

The most striking shift occurling in FY 1988 
initiation figures was the planned involvement of 
local investigators in most cases, 58.3 percent, and 
State police in more than 40 percent. INS, in its first 
full year in the Task Forces, was programmed to par
ticipate in 26 percent of investigations. 

The Program's history of agency resource as
signments (Exhibit 3-Sc) projected DEA involve
ment in 85.8 percent (2,017) of all Task Force 
investigations, IRS involvement in 68.4 percent 
(1,608), FBI in 58 percent (1,364), Customs in 47.2 
percent (1, 111), local investigators in 44.9 percent 
(1,057), BATF in 35.2 percent (828), and State 
investigators in 34.6 percent (814). The U.S. Attor
neys and the U.S. Marshals Service are assumed to 
be involved in all OCDETF case investigations. 

Indictments and Informations Data 

The second data assembly milestone in the 
Task Force Case Management Reporting System 
occurs when indictments are returned. While the 
first five sets of exhibits report on intelligence analy
ses, investigation planning, tailoring of the investi
gative team, and commitment of resources, Exhibits 
3-6 through 3-10 reflect actual results in these same 
areas. Exhibits 3-11 and 3-12 provide factual inf or-
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mation on the actual role played by some of the 
indicted participants, and on the offenses charged. 

By September 30, 1988, 2,352 OCDETF in
vestigations had produced 4,917 indictments and in
fonnations resulting in 16,859 defendants indicted 
on one or more charges. A full share, 933, of those 
indictments were handed down in FY 1988. 

Scope of Criminal Organizations 
(Exhibits 3-6a through 3-6d) 

As a national program with groups of the 94 
Federal judicial districts as its 13 jurisdictional/ 
geographic divisions, the OCDETF Program has 
been found to be particularly well suited to combat 
criminal organizations and activities that cross tradi
tional jurisdictional boundaries. Approximately 80 
percent of FY 1988 cases as well as total Task Force 
cases are known to extend beyond a single judicial 
district including some 35 percent that are interna
tional in scope. 

Drugs Charged in Indictments 
(Exhibits 3-7 a through 3-7 d) 

Cocaine, the drug of choice of the decade, was 
mentioned in 67 percent of indictments in FY 1988. 
Marijuana was named in 25 percent, although rela
tively few investigations involved marijuana as the 
only drug. The 625 mentions of cocaine brought the 
Task Forces' six-year total to 2,675 indictments 
based in part or in whole on cocaine transactions 
(Exhibit 3-7c), far more than any other category. 
Heroin charges dropped sharply in FY 1988 prose
cutions. 

Types of Criminal Activities Charged 
(Exhibits 3-Sa through 3-Sd) 

In FY 1988, drug distribution and/or street 
sales were by far the predominant charges. Distribu
tion was charged in 775 of the 933 indictments; street 
sales in 234. These charges, along with drug impor
tation (which dropped off in FY 1988), have always 
far surpassed all others; their trend is still signifi
cantly upward. When coupled with other data dis
cussed in this repmt, some change in conceptualiza
tion of their mission as seen by the Task Forces may 
be occurring. Exhibits 3-2a through 3-2d predicted, 
and Exhibits 3-7a through 3-7d reported, an increas
ingly large number of cocaine cases. Exhibits 3-12a 
through 3-12d report a large increase in drug distri-

bu ti on as a charged offense. The advent of inexpen
sive crack cocaine and the shootings and murders 
that have been identified with its sale come quickly 
to mind as at least part of the explanation for a shift 
in investigative/prosecutorial emphasis. 

Investigative Techniques Used 
(Exhibits 3-9a through 3-9d) 

As planned in the Program Guidelines written 
in 1982, Task Force investigators make heavy use of 
undercover techniques and sting operations. in 
addition, OCDETF prosecutors have employed in
vestigative grand juries and immunity offers in 61 
and 37 percent of cases, respectively, over the life of 
the Program. Pen registers, financial investigations, 
and Title III or other surveillances are also frequently 
used. 

Clearly, OCDETF makes extensive use of a 
wide variety of investigative methods, some of 
which require considerable sophistication and per
sistence to exploit properly. It is also apparent that 
several methods are typically used in any particular 
Task Force investigation. All of these methods are 
currently in use in each Task Force region. (Security 
considerations compel us to omit a regional break
down in Exhibits 3-9a through 3-9d.) 

Agency Participation 
(Exhibits 3-lOa through 3- lOd) 

The increases in involvement of State and local 
investigators predicted in investigation initiation 
data were validated in reports submitted at the time 
of the indictments. Except for the Drug Enforcement 
Administration itself, no group was more often in
volved in OCDETF cases than local investigators, 
who participated in more than half of the cases 
indicted in FY 1988. A similar percentage decrease 
was observed in FBI, IRS, Customs, and DEA par
ticipation (although the number of indictments was 
generally up) (Exhibits 3-lOa and 3-lOc). 

Criminal Roles of Indicted Defendants 
(Exhibits 3-lla through 3-lld) 

These role categories, developed several years 
ago, were designed to discriminate among various 
functional roles believed to be common to drug traf
ficking organizations. The categories have all, to 
greater or lesser degrees, been filled with data, led by 
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"Major Supplier," "Mid-level Leader," and "Top 
Leader" (Exhibit 3-1 lc). Meanwhile, the category 
"Other" has grown at an increasing rate and now 
classifies 6,025 indictments, more than 35 percent of 
the total classifications. This simply indicates that 
large numbers of relatively low-level defendants are 
swept up in these major cases. 

Offenses Charged 
(Exhibits 3-12a through 3-12d) 

These tables and charts define the obvious: that 
more Task Force defendants are charged under Title 
21 than any other. The disaggregated Title 21 
statistics of importation, communication, distribu
tion, conspiracy, CCE, and manufacture are of 
greater interest. Title 21 conspiracy and distribution 
charges are of much greater magnitude than any 
others. (The FY 1988 jump in distribution charges 
has previously been noted.) 

Use of a communication facility and importa
tion--both under Title 21--and Title J 8; IT AR (Inter
state Transportation in Aid of Racketeering) are 
other charges often brought. Although all but over
whelmed numerically, the charges under Titles 18, 
26, and 31 have each brought down hundreds of 
drug-connected defendants, some of whom have 
received the highest penalties. 

Dispositions and Sentencing Data 

These data offer the best available quantitative 
measure of OCDETF Program outcomes. Cases 
against 1,541 defendants were adjudicated last year, 
bringing the cumulative OCDETF total to 11,788. 
More than 85 percent were convicted and, of that 
number, 81 percent went to jail. 

The details are available in Exhibits 3-13 
through 3-18, along with sentencing information on 
what criminal roles were hit hardest and the magni
tude of non-drug assets seized. 

Dispositions 
(Exhibits 3-13a through 3-13d) 

The Task Force conviction rate stands at be
tween 85 and 86 percent for FY 1988 as well as 
cumulatively. More than 10,000violators have been 
successfully prosecuted by OCDETF. 

Sentences 
(Exhibits 3-14a through 3-14d) 

The great majority of those convicted in 
OCDETF cases go to prison: 83 percent, or 968 
individuals, in FY 1988. Cumulatively, from FY 
1983 through FY 1988, 7,833 convicted defendants 
were sentenced to confinement (81 percent). 

Prison Terms 
(Exhibits 3-lSa through 3-15d) 

Task Force prison term data reveal regional 
differences. Changes in public threat perception, 
along with increases in mandatory Federal drug 
offense sentencing, are likely to be the major genera
tors of a general increase in the length of sentences 
(compare Exhibits 3-15a and 3-15c). Sentences of 
10 years or more increased in FY 1988 by 4 percent 
over the aggregated average. 

Imprisonment by Criminal Role 
(Exhibits 3-16a and 3-16b) 

These data displays produce a running total of 
years of imprisonment assigned to each major cate
gory of offender. Top leaders, who account for 14.7 
percent of all those sentenced to confinement, are 
serving 29.5 percent of all time sentenced. 

Convictions by Role 
(Exhibits 3-17a and 3-17b) 

These exhibits extract the average sentence 
imposed on persons in each of the three major roles. 
Comparison of Exhibits 3-17a and 3-17b shows how 
the previously noted sentence increases were distrib
uted in FY 1988. 

These are substantial pe1iods of confinement-
in particular, the 13.6-year average for top leaders. 
This, plus the fact that this category contains 1,152 
people, supports the notion that OCDETF' s targets 
have been in keeping with its mandate. 

Non-Drug Seizures 
(Exhibit 3-18) 

Drug trafficking organizations, like other busi
nesses, can be disrupted by the removal of financial 
resources needed to support their operations as well 
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as by the removal of leadership and expertise. 
'Through September 30, 1988, the OCDETF Pro
gram had seized a total of $577 .6 million in property 
and $338.5 million in cash. 

The most recent fiscal year shows a major 
increase in this fmm of impact. The $293.1 million 
in cash and property seized in 1988 more than 
doubled the total for any previous year. It is also 
interesting to note that FY 1988 seizures exceeded 
the year's entire OCDETF budget. 

A Word of Caution 

The data contained in virtually all of the fol -
lowing tables have been disaggregated by Task 
Force region. This form of display invites compari
son between regions. Particular care needs to be 
taken not to make unsuitable inferences from such 
information. 

There are many variables that will affect the 

apparent productivity of a regional Task Force and 
that have nothing whatever to do with the Task 
Force's internal efficiency. Sheer volume of drugs 
and the size of the drug-using population in a geo
graphic area come readily to mine.. Other variables, 
such as proximity to borders, or the willingness of 
the courts to take cases having over 20 defendants, or 
the relative costs of operating in a certain city, are 
further examples. 

Unless such variables can be identified, their 
relevance assessed, and their impact statistically 
controlled for, cross-regional comparisons should be 
held in abeyance. In the absence of such knowledge, 
it is methodologically naive to attribute regional 
differences to any preconceived cause. 

Also note that FY 198 8 represented the first 
full year of OCDETF participation by the Immigra
tion and Naturalization Service and that the Florida
Caribbean Task Force did not come into being until 
FY 1984. 
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Exhibit 3-la. • FY 1988 
Types of Criminal Organizations Targeted ia 

Investigations Initiated 

GL 

38 

3 

2 

l 

0 

0 

Nnmber of Investigations* 

LA MA MS NC NE NW 

26 31 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

l 

2 

0 

0 

2 

35 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

26 33 

0 

l 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

26 

0 

l 

0 

0 

1 

* The number of investigations in which at least one organization of this type was targeted. 

NY 

50 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

SC 

20 

0 

l 

0 

0 

0 

SE 

47 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

SW Total 

24 426 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

7 

8 

1 

2 

8 

Percentage 
of Investi

gations 
N=448** 

95.1% 

1.6% 

1.8% 

0.2% 

0.4% 

1.8% 

** The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of involvement for each type of organization. More than 
one type of organization is involved in some investigations. 

~: 

LCN: ''La Cosa Nostra,'' traditional organized crime families. 
Drug Trafficking Organizations: Criminal organizations whose primary pnrpose is drug trafficking or whose members also engage in drug trafficking. 
Motorcycle Gangs: Organizations controlled by mororcycle clubs. · 
Prison Gangs: Organizations controlled by prison inmates. 
Registrants: Persons who subvert: legal authority over controlled substances. 
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Exhibit 3-1 b. - FY 1988 
Types of Criminal Organizations Targeted 

426 

Drug Trafficking Organizations* 

*Criminal organizations whose primary 
purpose is drug trafficking or whose 
members also engage in drug trafficking. 

8 

26 Other Organizations 

Unspecified 

Registrants 

Motorcycle Gangs 

Prison Gangs 

LCN 
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Criminal Organizations 

Drug Trafficking 
Organizations 

LCN 

Motorcycle Gangs 

Registrants 

Prison Gangs 

Unspecified 

Exhibit 3-lc. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Types of Criminal Organizations Targeted in 

Juvestigations Initiated 

Number of Investigations* 

FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total 

194 193 184 128 176 127 143 130 150 222 128 203 Bl 2089 

11 5 12 2 17 2 2 18 0 44 5 l 1 120 

1 7 8 3 13 7 10 4 12 3 6 4 4 82 

2 2 6 2 3 0 7 3 0 0 4 2 0 31 

0 l 0 

2 0 1 

2 

l 

3 

8 

2 3 

l 3 

l l 2 1 2 l 19 

4 3 6 4 6 4 43 

* The nwnber of investigations in which at least one organization of this type was targeted. 

Percentage 
oflnvesti

gations 
N=2,352** 

88.8% 

5.1% 

3.5% 

l.3% 

0.8% 

1.8% 

** The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of involvement for each type of organization. More than 
one type of organization is involved in some investigations. 

N!lli;.: 

LCN: "La Cosa Nostra," traditional organized crime families. 
Drug Trafficking Organizations: Criminal organizations whose primary purpose is drug trafficking or whose members also engage in drug trafficking. 
Motorcycle Gangs: Organizations controlled by motorcycle clubs. 
Prison Gangs: Organizations controlled by prison inmates. 
Registrants: Persons who subvert legal authority over controlled substances. 
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Exhibit 3-1 d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Types of Criminal Organizations Targeted 

2,089 

Drug Trafficking Organizations• 

*Criminal organizations whose primary 
purpose is drug trafficking or whose 
members also engage in drug trafficking. 

295 
Other Organizations 

Unspecified 

Registrants 

Motorcycle Gangs 

Prison Gangs 

LCN 



Exhibit 3-2a. - FY 1988 
Drugs Involved in 

Investigations Initiated 
-..l 

""" 

0 Percentage 
o'il Number of Investigations Involving Drugs uHnvesti-
"" gations s. 
N Drng FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=448* (1) 

CL 

n g-
(5 
!:) Cocaine 27 38 40 24 32 27 24 28 19 37 18 46 22 382 85.3% 
2 

11" Marijuana 18 30 
tn 

18 7 8 14 11 15 9 10 11 26 15 192 42.9% 

~ Methaqualone l 0 
Cl 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.4% 

"' s Heroin 
" 

l 9 10 10 14 5 14 7 7 28 2 l 6 114 25.4% 
g 
>-l Hashish 2 l 2 l 1 0 2 4 4 2 0 0 0 19 4.2% 
"' ~ ,.,. 
'"11 Other 3 5 5 2 3 2 4 l l l 0 2 2 31 6.9% 
0 
ri 

Unspecified 1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.4% "' '"ti 
2 PCP 0 l l 2 4 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 11 2.5% (Jq 
~ s Methamphetamine 0 5 2 4 5 4 2 0 5 3 5 2 2 39 8.7% >-
"' § Phannaceutical 1 2 3 0 l 0 1 1 {) 0 l 2 l 13 2.9% 
'"-
~ 
'O * The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of mentions for each drug. More than one drug is involved 0 
:4 in many investigations. 



Exhibit 3-2b. - FY 1988 
Drugs Involved in Investigations 
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Exhibit 3-2c. • FY 1983 through FY 1988 
_, Drugs Involved in 

"' Investigations Initiated 

0 
o<l Percentage 
fa. Number of Investigations Involving Drugs oflnvesti-
N gations (l> 

0. 
Drug FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=2,352* n 

g· 
(l> 

0 
2 Cocaine 163 174 186 107 163 109 138 126 116 203 119 179 97 1880 79.9% 

°" tTl 

~ Marijuana 135 135 107 33 56 67 83 67 64 34 72 133 77 1063 45.2% 

<l 
Methaqualone 14 10 23 5 5 0 8 2 2 4 9 21 3 106 4.5% s 

,~ 

::1, Heroin 20 48 55 35 63 23 42 34 41 135 25 20 32 573 24.4% 
>-'] 

'" ~ Hashish 12 10 18 6 7 5 9 14 16 12 6 6 4 125 5.3% 

61 
Other 9 10 12 4 11 3 12 7 7 6 7 10 7 105 4.5% ('l 

(l> 

"Cl Unspecified 3 3 l 3 3 2 1 1 2 4 3 3 1 30 1.3% a 
°" .... s PCP l 7 ll 7 15 0 6 1 2 1 11 3 1 66 2.8% 

i Methamphetamine 2 35 17 17 37 26 17 2 31 16 24 14 18 256 10.9% 

e:.. Pharmaceutical 1 8 16 l 9 4 
~ 

8 4 2 1 10 5 2 71 3.0% 

'O 
0 
;::i 

* The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of mentions for each drug. More than one drug is involved 
in many investigations. 
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Exhibit 3-2d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Drugs Involved in Investigations 

2,000 1,880 

- PCP - Pharmaceutical 

1,500 mml Methaqualone 

mIDll Hashish 

~:·:·:I Methamphetamine 

D Heroin 
1,000 

~ Marijuana 

iZZl Cocaine 

500 

66 71 

0 

More than one drug is involved in many 
investigations. Investigations involving 
Other Drugs= 105; Unspecified= 30. 

106 125 

256 
.-. ··-· • • • • •• 8 g I .. . . . • • • • •••• • llll •• 

• • Ill • 
8 II 9 8 

1,063 

573 
, •... 



Exhibit 3-3a. - FY 1988 
Type of Criminal Activities Involved in 

_, Investigations Initiated 
00 

0 Percentage 
<i<l Number of Investigations Involving Activity of Investi-s. gations 
N 
(I> Activity FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=448* 
0.. 
n g· 
" tl Financial Backing 18 21 15 13 16 8 10 17 14 9 11 18 12 182 40.6% 
2 
"" Importation 26 32 17 15 24 22 15 22 ll 42 n 29 24 290 64.7% tn 

~ Money Laundering 24 34 25 24 30 22 20 23 21 34 19 26 20 322 71.9% .... 
" " s Other 3 5 0 4 3 3 0 4 2 5 6 8 1 44 9.8% C1> g 
..-J Street Sales 9 17 25 7 23 8 16 14 11 19 13 24 7 193 43.1% 
'" 00 
~ 

d1 Distribution 26 42 40 24 35 35 27 30 26 50 20 48 25 428 95.5% 
.... 
" "' Official Corruption 9 13 10 7 6 3 5 6 4 9 4 9 7 92 20.5% 
"i:J a 

()Q Crop Cultivation l 5 3 0 0 4 0 l 2 0 2 3 3 24 5.4% ~ 

"' s 
>- Diver;ion 0 2 2 0 0 l l l 0 0 0 2 I JO 2.2% 

§ 
Manufacture 8 11 9 7 IO 4 4 l 8 11 IO 6 4 93 20.8% a 

:;Cl 
Unspecified 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.4% "' ""' 0 

;::; 

• The nnmber of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency for each category of illicit activity under investigation. More 
than one activity is involved in many investigations. 

·'.!~<"·'·B'~'·' '""'-' .~·<·":\'•'''~.~r:·~·"-t':·'· •... ,~,r·'f"~·.o;/'.''-'·- •• ,,"J"'TC_'1'<i<:C;.;t"°-~:C-0:4*1! 
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Exhibit 3-3b. - FY 1988 
Type of Criminal Activities Involved 

Distribution 

Money Laundering 

Importation 

Street Sales 

Financial Backing 

Manufacture 

Official Corruption 

Other 

Crop Cultivation 

Diversion 

Unspecified 
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Exhibit 3-3c. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Type of Criminal Activities Involved in 

00 
Investigations Initiated 

0 

0 Percentage 
0'1 Number of Investigations Involving Activity of Investi-
8. gations 
N Activity FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=Z,352* (1> 
0. 
() 

~-
(1> 

C1 Financial Backing 85 104 89 61 89 34 60 79 84 95 52 103 53 988 42.0% 
2 
"" Importation 172 159 105 90 119 79 89 109 97 205 72 139 103 1538 65.4% tT1 
§o 

Money Laundering 137 142 114 106 124 72 104 90 103 153 82 133 97 1457 61.9% 8 
8 Other 17 19 9 7 10 5 2 10 8 lO 18 18 11 144 6.1% "' !:l 
~ 

>--l Street Sales 
'" 

44 90 103 32 97 51 91 71 43 87 77 88 33 907 38.6% 
00 

"' >r, Distribution 178 197 196 121 206 135 158 146 158 257 136 207 !12 2207 93.8% 
0 
-; 
(") 
(D Official Corruption 42 42 26 12 19 10 
'd 

16 21 12 31 10 44 25 310 13.2% 
a 

Crop Cultivation 8 14 18 3 0 11 9 5 10 2 16 "" 17 19 132 5.6% -; s 
Diversion 2 3 9 1 8 2 5 4 1 l 9 7 3 55 2.3% ;,,. 

§ 
Manufacture 35 47 32 33 63 24 32 6 40 45 33 23 30 443 18.8% c 

!"'. 

~ Unspecified 2 I 1 I 2 0 
'"C 

1 2 2 6 l 3 0 22 0.9% 
0 
;:i 

* The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency for each category of illicit activity under investigation. More 
than one activity is involved in many investigations. 
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Exhibit 3-3d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Type of Criminal Activities Involved 

Distribution 

Importation 1,538 

Money Laundering .1,457 

Financial Backing 988 

Street Sales 907 

Manufacture 443 

Official Corruption 310 

Other V 11 144 

Crop Cultivation 132 

Diversion 141 55 

Unspecified 111 22 

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 
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Technique 

Financial Investigation 

Investigative Grand Jury 

Immunity 

Tax Grand Jury 

Undercover or Sting 

Parole into U.S. 

Title Ill or Other Surveillance 

Witness Protection 

Extradition 

Pen Register 

Foreign Bank/Financial Records 

Other 

Unspecified 

Exhibit 3-4a. • FY 1988 
Investigative Techniques Proposed* in 

Investigations Initiated 

Number of 
Investigations** 

-
333 

349 

187 

160 

339 

18 

244 

141 

55 

316 

107 

44 

6 

Percentage 
of Investigations 

N=448*** 

74.3% 

77.9% 

41.7% 

35.7% 

75.7% 

4.0% 

54.5% 

31.5% 

12.3% 

70.5% 

23.9% 

9.8% 

1.3% 

* The major investigative techniques anticipated to be used at the time the investigations were initiated. No regional breakdown is indicated for reasons of 
investigative sensitivity. 

** The number of investigations in which this technique was proposed. 
*** The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency with which each technique was proposed. More than one 

technique is proposed in virtually all investigations. 
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Exhibit 3-4b. - FY 1988 
Investigative Techniques Proposed 

Invest Grand Jury 

Undercover or Sting 

Financial Invest 

Pen Register 

Title Ill/Other Surv 

Immunity 

Tax Grand Jury 

Witness Protection 

Foreign Bank/Fin Rec 

Extradition 

Other 

Parole into US 

Unspecified 
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Exhibit 3-4c. • FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Investigative Techniques Proposed* in 

Investigations Initiated 

Percentage 
Number of of Investigations 

Technique Investigations** N=2,352*** 

Financial Investigation 1707 72.6% 

Investigative Grand Jury 1709 72.7% 

Immunity 1069 45.5% 

Tax Grand Jury 912 38.8% 

Undercover or Sting 1637 69.6% 

Parole into U.S. 85 3.6% 

Title Ill or Other Surveillance 1145 48.7% 

Witness Protection 755 32.1% 

Extradition 239 10.2% 

Pen Register 970 41.2% 

Foreign Bank/Financial Records 348 14.8% 

Other 241 10.2% 

Unspecified 34 1.4% 

* The major investigative techniques anticipated to be used at the time the investigations were initiated. No regional breakdown is indicated 
for reasons of investigative sensitivity. 

** The number of investigations in which this technique was proposed. 
*** The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency with which each technique was proposed. More than one 

technique is proposed in virtually all investigations. 



Exhibit 3-4d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Investigative Techniques Proposed 

Invest Grand Jury 1,70~ 
i Financial Invest 1,707 [ 

~- Undei'cover or Sting 1 637 
~ ' 

~ Title I II/Other Surv 1, 145 
<> 

~ Immunity 1,069 
°" §1 Pen Register . 970 .,,, . 
0 
~ 

~ Tax Grand Jury ~12 
(1> 

~ Witness Protection 755 
e; 
:;; Foreign Bank/Fin Rec 348 
0 
(1 

~ ~her ~1 
a 
~ Extradition 239 
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Exhibit 3-Sa. - FY 1988 
Agency Participation in 

00 
Investigations Initiated 

°' 

0 Number of Investigations* Percentage 
Qtj of Investigations s. Agency FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=448** 
N 

" Q. 

0 
Local Investigators 17 26 25 14 20 26 14 20 18 29 15 25 12 261 58.3% ;::!. 

s 
" tJ DEA 25 39 23 25 32 26 25 29 24 49 17 46 25 385 85.9% 
2 

(fq 
FBI 12 29 28 10 15 27 16 13 8 21 15 25 7 226 50.4% t:ri 

::i 
O' IRS 19 34 33 22 18 27 21 20 15 32 18 29 18 306 68.3% 
Cl 
" s State Investigators 7 21 17 4 10 17 10 17 13 17 8 40 5 186 41.5% 
"' ::i 
~ 

"'! Customs 
'" 

19 27 4 9 15 I 7 7 10 33 8 25 22 187 41.7% 
~ 

?;"" 

'"11 Other 6 9 2 2 8 l 2 3 2 8 2 7 2 54 12.1% 
0 
~ 
0 

2 " Local Prosecutors I 
"10 

l 2 2 2 2 3 1 4 2 0 0 22 4.9% 
~ 

0 
BATF 4 17 14 9 16 6 6 8 8 19 13 24 5 149 33.3% (fq 

~ s 
Organized Crime ;p. 

§ Strike Force (OCSF) 0 l 0 0 2 1 0 I 0 l l 0 0 7 1.6% 
c 
""- State Prosecutors 

"' 
2 3 2 l 1 2 0 5 0 2 2 4 0 24 5.4% 

" ~ Coast Guard 0 l 3 0 l 0 l 3 1 4 0 0 3 17 3.8% 0 
;:; 

INS 1 14 7 9 15 7 11 10 7 11 7 7 12 118 26.3% 

* The number of investigations in which this agency expected to participate at the time the investigations were initiated. U.S. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys were expected to participate in all cases. 

** The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of anticipated involvement for each type of agency. More 
than one agency is involved in all cases. 
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Exhibit 3-5b. - FY 1988 
Agency Participation* 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===41 385 

306 

~~~~~~~~===.di 261 
226 

186 

118 

24 

22 

Coast Guard µ 17 

OCSF n 7 
L.. ---"~--------··-·-~-----~- -------~-------------·--J 

*U.S. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys were expected to 
participate in all cases. 
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Exhibit 3-Sc. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Agency Participation in 

cc 
lnvestigations lnitiated 

00 

Number of lnvestigations* Percentage 
0 of Investigations 
4 

Agency FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=2,352** aq 

8. 
N Local Investigators 84 104 90 53 87 82 72 77 74 107 83 98 46 1057 44.9% ro 
0. 

n 
DEA 162 199 139 113 185 115 138 148 147 243 124 196 108 2017 85.8% ::i. 

8 
(\> 

tJ FBI 64 149 148 59 113 100 100 82 104 136 94 148 67 1364 58.0% 
2 

aq 
IRS 108 167 

trJ 
154 IOI 142 101 124 94 Ill 149 110 157 90 1608 68.4% 

;:l 

O' State Investigators 45 JOO 
~ 

60 22 58 65 58 67 46 56 54 148 35 814 34.6% 
0 
(D 

8 Customs 97 133 48 86 101 35 66 39 97 156 39 125 89 lll l 47.2o/v 
(1> 

8 ,..., 
po Other 20 21 14 16 25 5 29 14 8 45 15 17 8 237 10.1% 
w 

""'" >T) Local Prosecutors 6 15 8 9 22 13 9 12 3 29 11 5 3 145 6.2% 
0 
~ 

0 
78 106 52 36 70 44 (D BATF 42 41 62 116 55 90 36 828 35.2% 

"ti 
4 c 

Organized Crime aq 
4 

8 Strike Force (OCSF) 6 10 3 5 16 5 3 11 3 10 2 3 0 77 3.3% 

:.i> 
State Prosecutors 8 19 8 6 JO 12 5 23 3 20 11 19 6 150 6.4!JO § 

"' !'?.. Coast Guard 10 21 19 6 7 4 
;;cl 

5 21 12 9 12 14 16 156 6.6% 

" 'Cl INS 6 23 12 11 22 9 13 20 15 18 7 9 14 179 7.6% 0 
;:+ 

Unspecified 0 0 I 2 5 0 2 I 0 5 0 1 3 20 0.9% 

* The number of investigations in which this agency expected to participate at the time the investigations were initiated. U.S. Marshals Service and U.S. 
Attorneys were expected to participate in all cases. 

** The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of anticipated involvement for each type of agency. More 
thau one agency is involved in almost all cases. 



Exhibit 3-5d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Agency Participation* 

DEA 2,017 I 
IRS 1,608 I 

£? FBI 1,364 
. "" 8. Customs 1, 111 
~ 
~ Local Investigators 1,057 

~- BATF 828 

~ State Investigators 814 "" . 

gi Other (\illf.il'JWa\11.~1 237 ~ ~""""""?l$:®~.-'f~'fill 
0 

g INS 179 s 
g Coast Guard 156 ..., 
~ State Prosecutors 150 
"I1 

~ Local Prosecutors ~-.• .. '..'~.·.1.?J;~• 145 I 
~ OCSF •::\i! 77 J t Unspecified ; . 20 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

i 0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 
~ 
,,, *U.S. Marshals Service and 
(1> 

15 U.S. Attorneys were expected to 
:::i participate in all cases. 
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'° 
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Mnlti-district 4 12 
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Unspecified 10 0 

Exhibit 3-6a. • FY 1988 
Scope of Criminal Organizations Charged in 

Indictments and Informations 

Number of Indictments and Informations* 

GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC 

107 2 19 28 35 3 19 8 10 

38 0 34 45 120 16 15 12 34 

17 4 15 16 28 1 9 3 4 

8 I 1 21 2 3 1 2 1 

SE SW 

40 15 

78 5 

35 2 

l 2 

·-~~~ -.•="·'-·"~'~ ,"""',:;_.,,;.,;<Jc-<f:Jr::;t:c/P~<'-"'·' ,·.'w'.:·'J ,f]-, 

Percentage 
of Indictments 

and Informations 
Total N=933** 

332 35.6% 

413 44.3% 

144 15.4% 

53 5.6% 

* The number of indictments and informations in which a member(s) of at least one organization of this geographic scope was charged. 
**The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of charges in each geographic category. 

More than one organization is involved in some indictments and informations. 

Note: 

International: Criminal activities that include substantial international drug trafficking. 
Multi-district: Criminal activities in two or more Federal judicial districts. 
Single District: Criminal activities limited to one Federal judicial disrict 
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Scope FC GC GL 

International 91 194 285 

Multi-district 37 157 335 

Single District 24 49 46 

Unspecified 55 17 56 

Exhibit 3-6c. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Scope of Criminal Organizations Charged in 

Indictments and Informations 

Number of Indictments and Informations* 

LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC 

55 162 42 166 41 106 105 90 

14 393 147 289 56 125 87 220 

24 130 24 54 19 32 54 37 

9 37 68 26 46 26 27 19 

SE SW Total 

184 113 1634 

342 47 2249 

129 38 660 

34 23 443 

* The number of indictments and informations in which a member(s) of at least one organization of this geographic scope was charged. 

Percentage 
of Indictments 

and Informations 
N=4,917** 

33.2% 

45.7% 

13.4% 

9.0% 

** The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of charges within each geographic category. 
More than one organization is involved in some indictments and informations . 

Note: 

International: Criminal activities that include substantial international drug trafficking. 
Multi-district: Criminal activities in two or more Federal judicial districts. 
Single District: Criminal activities limited to one Federal judicial district 
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Exhibit 3-7a. - FY 1988 
Drugs Charged in Iudicbnents and Informations Returned 

'O .,. 
Number of ludicbnents and Informations* 

0 Percentage 
o'1 Drug FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=933** s. 
~ 
0. 
n 

Cocaine 19 24 136 4 39 76 141 16 22 11 31 94 12 625 67.0% ;:l. s 
(I> 

0 Marijuana 9 17 14 0 9 22 58 l 18 14 19 40 13 234 25.1% 
2 

(1Q Methaqualone 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 4 0.4% tI1 

~ No Drugs Charged/ ('l 
(I> Unspecified*** 4 12 14 1 7 IO 15 3 6 1 4 21 1 99 10.6% s g 

Other 0 3 6 0 6 5 5 0 0 2 2 11 0 40 4.3% ~ 

;;;i 
Heroin 1 0 4 0 5 18 7 3 2 6 3 2 3 54 5.8% "' "" 61 Hashish 1 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 0 0 9 1.0% .... 

("> 
(1> .,, 

PCP 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 8 0.9% a 
(1Q .... 
El Metharnphetamine 0 4 1 1 9 2 17 0 9 0 9 3 1 56 6.0% 

g Pharmaceutical 0 0 8 0 1 1 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 12 1.3% 

" e:. 
;<j 
(1> 

"" * The number of indictments and informations in which this drug was charged. 0 ::. •• The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of mentions for each drug. More than one 
drug is charged in many indictments and informations. 

*** Includes indictments and informations which do not allege any drug offenses, primarily those involving money laundering and financial offenses. 
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Exhibit 3-7b. - FY 1988 
Drugs Charged in Indictments and 

Informations 

100-.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--, 

- Methaqualone 
625 

600 FA PCP 

500 
mml Hashish 

llililil Pharmaceutical 

400 ~ • Heroin 

D Methamphetamine 

300 E8IJ Marijuana 

rz2l Cocaine 234 

200 

100+ ~ 56 Ii I 4 a 9 12 f=;:;:::;1 I I ~l1fJl ~ !\11111111111 • • • • .. . ... . ... 0 • --· 

More than one drug is involved in many 
indictments. Indictments involving Other 
Drugs = 40; No Drugs/Unspecified = 99. 



Exhibit 3-7c. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Drugs Charged iu Indictments and Informations Returned 

\0 

°' 
Number of Indictments and Informations* 

0 Percentage 
O<l Drug FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=4,917** s. 
N 
<> 
0. 
n 

90 184 ;:!. Cocaine s 432 77 279 173 319 114 149 133 237 373 115 2675 54.4% 
<> 

~ 
Marijuana 69 117 148 7 191 70 172 29 95 57 83 243 97 1378 28.0% 

"" Methaqualone 1 7 15 1 7 0 9 8 3 6 6 24 4 91 1.9% . tTl 

~ No Drugs Charged/ (j 
<> Unspecified*** 63 83 87 5 79 21 77 15 28 26 38 106 46 674 13.7% s 
<> = Other 15 5 24 1 35 18 17 1 5 12 13 19 0 165 3.4% ~ 

j 
"' Heroin 9 29 37 9 127 34 41 14 17 87 16 27 15 462 9.4% ,.,.. 
61 

Hashish 5 1 8 2 9 2 5 4 3 7 4 15 2 67 1.4% .., 
0 
<> 
'tJ 

PCP 1 6 4 2 44 0 1 0 I 2 8 1 2 72 1.5% .., 
0 

"" .., 
s Methamphetamine 0 57 49 5 116 44 33 2 45 17 36 9 24 437 8.9% 

i Pharmaceutical 0 1 24 16 13 3 15 2 0 5 8 9 0 96 2.0% 

"" ~ 
"' • The number of indictments and informations in which this drug was charged. 0 
::i •• The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of mentions for each drug. More than one 

drug is charged in many indictments and informations. 
••• Includes indictments and informations which do not allege any drug offenses, primarily those involving money laundering and financial offenses. 

""' £.:~·-·~ ,_ ~-~---- ----·-~i;.L,;L~-.,'.-~~::_:;.: t:Jdi&Jilfil 
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Exhibit 3-7d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Drugs Charged in Indictments and 

Informations 

3,000 
I 

- Hashish 

2,500 +~ PCP 

\Im:! Methaqualone 

2,000 t • Pharmaceutical 

l:···:l Methamphetamine 

1,500 t D Heroin 

H\'J Marijuana 

1,000 I rza Cocaine 

500 
437 462 

2,675 
7 7 7 

1,378 

I -· .... 11 •••••••• 
o .... 96 r=······ 

11111111111 1Dmmm::::::::l I I "''i:{!>·:·· [..:.,_.,,,,,,:;:~:::::d ~ 
s 96 

More than one drug is involved in many 
indictments. Indictments involving Other 
Drugs = 165; No Drugs/Unspecified = 67 4. 
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Exhibit 3-Sa. • FY 1988 
Type of Criminal Activities Charged in 
Indictments and Informations Returned 

"' 00 

0 Number of Indictments and Informations• 
<i<l Percentage 
s. Activity FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=933** 
N 

" 0. 
<.! 
;::!. 
i3 Distribution 
" 

21 32 154 4 59 92 164 20 36 13 39 121 20 775 83.1% 

tJ 
2 Financial Backing 1 3 4 0 3 2 13 0 12 0 2 4 9 53 5.7% 

"" tTl Importation 16 10 2 0 13 26 19 0 17 5 4 41 17 170 18.2% 8' 
2 Money Laundering 11 4 6 1 9 10 30 0 14 5 6 35 11 142 15.2% 
" i3 
" 3 9 12 1 9 5 10 1 6 13 3 16 1 89 9.5% g Other 
;;;i 

Official Corruption 6 2 2 0 4 2 1 1 0 2 2 4 4 30 3.2% "' :><" 

61 Unspecified 1 7 3 1 0 8 6 3 1 0 6 8 1 45 4.8% 2 
" "Cl Street Sales 3 10 55 0 6 25 67 7 9 3 15 30 4 234 25.1% a 
"" .... 

Crop Cultivation 1 1 1 0 0 6 3 0 0 1 2 5 3 23 2.5% 3 

i Diversion 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.1% 

~ Manufacture 1 7 2 1 7 8 6 0 4 1 4 9 3 53 5.7% 
?;' 
'O 
0 ::. 

* The number of indictments and informations in which this activity was charged. 
** The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency for each category of illicit activity 

charged. More than one activity is charged in many cases. 



Exhibit 3-8b. - FY 1988 
Type of Criminal Activities Charged 

Distribution 

Street Sales 
.0 ..., 

(Jq 

Importation f:l. 
N 
(1> 

0.. 
() Money Laundering 142 rJ 
(1> 

~ Other 
(Jq 

gi Financial Backing 1111153 S' 
8 
(1> 

Manufacture 1111153 s 
(1> 
::; -;::;l Unspecified 11145 "' p;" 

61 
Official Corruption 8 Ill 30. (1> 

~ 
Crop Cultivation • 23 (Jq ..., 

s 
i Diversion ~ 1 
e:. 
.g 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 
0 
;::; 

'° '° 



Exhibit 3-Sc. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Type of Criminal Activities Charged in 
Indictments and Informations Returned -0 

0 

0 
Number of Indictments and Informations* 

..., Percentage 
(lq s. Activity FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=4,917** 

ti 
0. 
n 
§· Distribution 131 304 600 85 572 245 425 131 235 196 288 510 158 3880 78.9% 

"' ti Financial Backing 33 39 24 10 62 26 39 11 53 38 54 51 42 482 9.8% 2 
. (lq 

tI1 Importation 106 106 64 31 169 62 74 29 99 72 80 216 115 1223 24.9% 
8' 
Cl Money Laundering 75 49 34 31 112 40 102 14 61 45 65 llO 86 824 16.8% 
"' s 

56 13.!% "' Other 37 82 66 5 90 12 11 40 57 44 98 45 643 ::; 
~ ...., 

Official Corruption 25 28 20 3 16 IO 14 IO 2 5 4 30 34 201 4.1% "" "' :><" 

61 Unspecified 5 26 26 I 36 14 28 9 7 9 23 39 8 231 4.7% 
Cl 
"' '"O Street Sales 36 77 118 13 158 105 183 50 46 55 96 102 25 1064 21.6% 
a 

(lq 
Crop Cultivation 2 3 31 2 5 12 12 I 6 2 37 15 18 146 3.0% .... s 

i Diversion I 0 8 13 6 1 13 0 0 0 28 2 0 72 1.5% 

Manufacture 8 47 22 12 49 44 22 2 34 14 61 29 24 368 7.5% e:. 
~ 
'8 
:::i 

* Tue number of indictments and informations in which this activity was charged. 
** The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. Tue percentages show the frequency for each category of illicit activity charged. 

More than one activity is charged in many cases. 
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Exhibit 3-8d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Type of Criminal Activities Charged 

Distribution 

Importation 

Street Sales 

Money Laundering 

Other 

Financial Backing 

Manufacture 1111111368 

Unspecified - 231 

Official Corruption • 201 

Crop Cultivation • 146 

Diversion Ill 72 

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 
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Exhibit 3-9a. - FY 1988 
Investigative Techniques Used* for 

Indictments and Informations Returned 

Number of Percentage 
Technique Indictments and Informations** N=933*** 

Financial Investigation 281 30.1% 

Immunity 373 40.0% 

Investigative Grand Jury 577 61.8% 

Other 85 9.1% 

Tax Grand Jury 139 14.9% 

Witness Protection 86 9.2% 

Title Ill or Other Surveillance 259 27.8% 

Unspecified 83 8.9% 

Foreign Bank/Financial Records 25 2.7% 

Undercover or Sting 589 63.1% 

Extradition 20 2.1% 

Pen Register 321 34.4% 

Parole into U.S. 7 0.8% 

* The major investigative techniques used during investigation and prosecution. No regional breakdown is indicated for reasons of investigative sensitivity. 
** The number of indicnnents and informations for which this technique was used. 

*** The number of indiclnlents and informations retnrned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency with which each technique was nsed. More 
than one technique is involved in many cases. 
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Exhibit 3-9b. - FY 1988 
Investigative Techniques Used 

Undercover or Sting 

Invest Grand Jury 

Immunity 373 

Pen Register Jli 

Financial Invest 

Title Ill/Other Surv 259 

Tax Grand Jury 139) 

Witness Protection I 86 

Other 

Unspecified 

Foreign Bank/Fin Rec Ill 25 

Extradition Ill 20 

Parole into US I 7 

0 100 200 300 400 

589 

577 

500 600 700 
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Technique 

Financial Investigation 

Immnnity 

Investigative Grand Jury 

Other 

Tax Grand Jury 

Wimess Protection 

Title III or Other Surveillance 

Unspecified 

Foreign Bank/Financial Records 

Undercover or Sting 

Extradition 

Pen Register 

Parole into U.S. 

Exhibit 3-9c. · FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Investigative Techniques Used* for 

Indictments and Informations Returned 

Number of 
Indictments and Informations** 

1641 

1820 

2997 

1240 

1004 

851 

1478 

269 

136 

2954 

116 

1287 

40 

Percentage 
N=4,917*** 

33.4% 

37.0% 

61.0% 

25.2% 

20.4% 

17.3% 

30.1% 

5.5% 

2.8% 

60.1% 

2.4% 

26.2% 

0.8% 

* The major investigative techniques used during investigation and prosecution. No regional breakdown is indicated for reasons of investigative sensitivity. 
**The number of indictments and informations for which this technique was used. 

***The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency with which each technique was used. More 
than one technique is involved in many cases. 
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Exhibit 3-9d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Investigative Techniques Used 

Invest Grand Jury 

Undercover or Sting 

Immunity 

Financial Invest 

Title Ill/Other Surv 

Pen Register 

Other 

Tax Grand Jury 

Witness Protection 

Unspecified 

Foreign Bank/Fin Rec 

Extradition 

Parole into US 

~3:69 
11 116 • 

I 40 

1,641 

• 1,478 

1,287 

1,~40 

1,004 : 
. . . . 

851 

2,997 

2,954 

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 



Exhibit 3-lOa. - FY 1988 
Agency Participation in 

Investigations Resnlting in Charges 
~ 

0 

°' 
Number of Indictments and Informations* 

0 Percentage 
<itl 
"' Agency FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=933** 
8. 
N 
(!> 

0. 
() 
::t Local Investigators 5 21 I06 4 26 68 ll8 17 15 13 25 48 5 471 50.5% s 
(!> FBI 6 11 29 0 29 66 144 6 29 7 12 61 5 405 43.4% 
t:I IRS 13 13 17 2 15 30 80 8 17 5 21 47 ll 279 29.9% 
2 Customs 13 8 3 1 9 2 12 0 13 2 0 37 IO 110 11.8% 
"" g1 DEA 17 44 12 7 42 70 152 21 26 19 36 94 20 560 60.0% 

O' Local Prosecutors 0 3 0 0 3 7 16 1 3 1 0 5 0 39 4.2% 
(l State Investigators 2 24 41 0 15 39 81 7 16 3 14 75 1 318 34.1% 
(!> State Prosecutors 1 0 1 0 3 2 IO 0 3 0 1 1 0 22 2.4% 3 
(!> Other OCDETF 4 3 4 0 ll IO 9 0 5 1 1 12 0 60 6.4% g Foreign Government 2 1 2 0 2 1 8 1 3 0 0 1 3 24 2.6% 
~ Organized Crime "' Vo 

Strike Force (OCSF) 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0.6% :><;" 

61 Unspecified 0 0 13 0 3 4 1 0 2 0 0 8 3 34 3.6% 
(l BATF 5 19 3 0 9 9 32 0 II 0 5 28 3 124 13.3% 
(!> 

Coast Guard 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 5 0.5% "<j 

a INS 0 7 0 0 2 22 28 0 8 0 1 4 3 75 8.0% 

"" Other 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.1% .... a 
i *The number of indictments and informations in which this agency participated in either the investigation or prosecution. U.S. Marshals Service and U.S. i::.. 
?;' Attorneys are assumed to be involved in all cases. 

'Cl ** The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of participation for each agency. More than 
0 one agency is involved in all cases. ;:; 
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Exhibit 3-1 Ob. - FY 1988 
Agency Participation* in 

Investigations Resulting in Charges 

DEA ~~l560 
Local Investigators 

FBI 
State Investigators 

IRS 
BATF 

Customs 
INS 

Other OCDETF 
Local Prosecutors 

Unspecified 
Foreign Government 

State Prosecutors 
OCSF i : Coast Guard 
Other 1 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
*U.S. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys participate in all cases. 

700 



Exhibit 3-lOc. ·FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Agency Participation in 

- Investigations Resulting in Charges 
0 
00 

0 
Number of Indictments and Informations• 

o<l Percentage 

a. Agency FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=4,917** 
N 
<> 
0. 
n 
;:!. 

Local Investigators 64 121 255 24 362 153 240 95 112 80 198 270 44 2018 41.0% s 
<> FBI 43 210 317 26 337 142 323 67 176 115 254 437 92 2539 51.6% 
t1 IRS 78 140 408 55 273 87 253 44 107 76 153 259 127 2060 41.9% a 
"" Customs 76 84 39 24 108 19 66 7 69 31 3 153 124 803 16.3% 
trl DEA 138 326 160 82 435 187 431 145 196 205 280 445 183 3213 65.3% 

~ Local Prosecutors 3 25 20 5 120 61 46 3 13 57 54 37 15 459 9.3% 
(l State Investigators 36 104 329 40 225 107 191 40 49 51 142 255 14 1583 32.2% 
<> State Prosecutors 6 5 8 15 40 7 17 8 10 25 6 31 8 186 3.8% s g Other OCDETF 17 35 24 15 62 18 32 7 20 41 11 78 55 415 8.4% 

~ 
Foreign Government 12 18 6 14 12 2 15 8 20 35 13 12 12 179 3.6% 

~ 
Organized Crime 

~ Strike Force (OCSF) 2 10 2 0 18 4 3 5 8 6 1 1 0 60 1.2% 
61 Unspecified 5 6 32 1 44 21 6 1 5 3 6 19 7 156 3.2% 
(l BATF 55 79 33 14 142 17 47 17 46 7 67 155 60 739 15.0% <> 

"' Coast Guard 1 1 1 0 9 0 1 3 7 1 0 2 12 38 0.8% 

~ INS 0 7 5 1 3 22 29 0 9 0 1 4 4 85 1.7% 

"' Other 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 7 0.1% s 
i 

* The number of indictments and informations in which this agency participated in either the investigation or prosecution. U.S. Marshals Service and U.S. ~ 
::0 Attorneys are assumed to be involved in all cases. 
" ** The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of participation for each agency. More than 'O 
0 one agency is involved in all cases. ;:i 
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Exhibit 3-1 Od. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Agency Participation* in 

Investigations Resulting in Charges 

DEA 
FBI 2,539 

IRS 2,060 • 

Local Investigators 2,018 

State Investigators 1,583. 

Customs 803 

BATF 739 

Local Prosecutors 459 

Other OCDETF 415 

State Prosecutors 186: 

Foreign Government 179 

Unspecified 156 

INS 85 

OCSF 60 

Coast Guard 38 

Other 7 

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 

*U.S. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys participate in all cases. 

3,213 

3,500 4,000 



Exhibit 3-lla. - FY 1988 
Defendants' Roles in Targeted Criminal Organizations 

Defendants Charged ..... ..... 
0 

0 Number of Defendants* .... 
"" Percentage s. 
N Role FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=2,967** 
(I) 
0. 
n 
~· 

Corrupt Public Official 2 I 5 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 I 3 15 0.5% (I) 

ti 
2 Key Contact 18 18 11 0 11 10 29 4 6 6 5 38 4 160 5.4% 
"" trl 
:; 

Other 57 192 181 4 96 71 Ill 24 68 19 79 194 39 1135 38.3% 8' 
Cl 
"' Major Supplier 15 48 62 2 20 52 154 18 14 53 39 143 IO 630 21.2% 8 
(I) 
:; 

2 6 I 0 I I 3 1 I 0 4 7 0 27 0.9% ~ Major Financial Backer .., 
'" "' 17 54 32 5 33 36 68 6 12 11 14 62 16 366 12.3% ;><;" Top Leader 
"Tl 
0 .... 

Major Enforcer 3 1 0 0 0 4 2 I 3 0 3 12 1 30 1.0% " (I) 

'"" a Mid-level Leader 25 69 14 0 24 49 75 10 14 7 31 61 12 391 13.2% 
"" .... s Major Money-launderer 8 7 3 I 3 0 5 0 1 4 1 15 I 49 1.7% 
> 
§ Major Smuggler 24 51 4 0 0 5 2 0 6 7 1 14 8 122 4.1% 
<= 
!". 

~ Unspecified 6 I 4 I I 18 2 0 I I 2 2 3 42 1.4% 
'O 
0 
::; 

* The number of defendants who performed this role in the criminal organization targeted in this investigation and prosecution. Note that if an individual was 
charged in more than one indictment or information, more than one entry is made for role. 

** The number of defendants charged in Task Force indictments and informations. The percentages show the frequency of involvement for each criminal role. 
Some defendants were charged in more than one indictment or information. 
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Exhibit 3-11 b. - FY 1988 
Defendants' Roles in Targeted Criminal 
Organizations - Defendants Charged 

Other 

Major Supplier 630 

Mid-level Leader 391 

Top Leader 366 

Key Contact 160 

Major Smuggler 122 

Major $ Launderer 49 

Unspecified 42 

Major Enforcer Ill 30 ' 

Major Fin Backer 27 

Corrupt Public Offic ll!l 15 

0 200 400 600 800 1,000 

1; 135 

1,200 1,400 
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Exhibit 3-llc. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Defendants' Roles in Targeted Criminal Organizations 

Defendants Charged --N 

Number of Defendants* 
0 Percentage .... 

()q 
Role FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=16,859** e. 

N 
(1> 
0. 
() 
:;. Corrupt Public Official 7 8 14 0 I 0 15 3 4 7 I 18 19 97 0.6% s 
(1> 

0 Key Contact 65 105 82 16 88 28 110 30 31 81 51 129 67 883 5.2% 
2 

()q 

trl Other 304 578 861 124 825 252 452 255 366 423 390 762 433 6025 35.7% 
~ 

Major Supplier 90 299 319 57 337 172 470 160 213 443 222 488 189 3459 20.5% d s 
Major Financial Backer 11 14 11 3 11 2 8 3 5 16 10 27 8 129 0.8% (1> 

g 
...,i 

Top Leader 102 247 195 67 270 120 267 80 110 192 126 288 155 2219 13.2% "' "' "" 61 
d 

Major Enforcer 8 19 18 1 12 8 12 12 16 16 14 29 23 188 1.1% 
(1> 

Mid-level Leader 116 258 242 52 261 323 285 102 117 153 120 351 150 2530 15.0% "ti 
8 

()q 
Major Money-launderer 69 53 18 64 19 3 32 18 23 44 11 42 52 448 2.7% .... e 

i Major Smuggler 62 96 65 9 44 6 14 14 36 35 14 71 50 516 3.1% 

Unspecified 23 14 33 2 56 28 25 27 8 55 11 42 41 365 2.2% e. 
~ 
'O 
0 
;:i 

* The number of defendants who performed this role in the criminal organization targeted in this investigation and prosecution. Note that if an individual was 
charged in more than one indictment or information, more than one entry is made for role. 

** The number of defendants charged in Task Force indictments and informations. The percentages show the frequency of involvement for each criminal role. 
Some defendants were charged in more than one indictment or information. 
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Exhibit 3-11 d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Defendants' Roles in Targeted Criminal 

Organizations - Defendants Charged 

Other 

Major Supplier 3,459 

Mid-level Leader 

Top Leader 

Key Contact 

Major Smuggler 516 

Major $ Launderer 11111 44~ 
Unspecified - 365' 

Major Enforcer I'll 188 

Major Fin Backer Ill 129 

Corrupt Public Offic I 97 

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 

6,d25 

6,000 
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Exhibit 3-12a - FY 1988 
Offenses Charged 

Defendants Charged 

Number of Defendants Charged 
Percentage 

Offense FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=2,967* 

Title 18: RICO 9 6 13 0 0 2 4 0 0 2 9 10 0 55 1.9% 
Title 21: 

Importation 67 182 8 I 41 26 24 0 27 2 6 92 12 488 16.4% 
Title 21: Use of 

Communication Facility 0 36 49 0 21 40 97 2 27 0 23 68 9 372 12.5% 
Title 18: ITAR 3 117 25 0 15 24 58 0 IO 9 17 43 18 339 11.4% 
Title 21: 

Distribution 63 319 238 10 115 183 287 37 94 45 74 331 45 1841 62.0% 
Other 24 191 44 3 51 41 60 8 12 21 16 82 6 559 18.8% 
Title 21: 

Conspiracy 146 393 184 9 119 149 388 55 I03 101 146 430 86 2309 77.8% 
Title 26: 

Tax Violations 3 6 29 I IO 7 23 3 I 9 9 12 2 115 3.9% 
Title 21: CCE 8 15 7 0 2 11 11 4 8 3 7 17 4 97 3.3% 
Title 18: 

Tax Conspiracy 3 0 IO I 2 0 5 2 2 I 4 12 0 42 1.4% 
Title 18: Non-tax 

Conspiracy 30 23 9 0 5 0 11 0 7 0 0 9 45 139 4.7% 
Title 18: 

Hobbs Act 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0.0% 
Title 31: Currency 

Violations 9 3 3 0 6 I 3 0 5 0 I 10 3 44 1.5% 
Title 18, 26: 

Firearms 4 22 17 0 13 20 6 3 11 IO 16 25 7 154 5.2% 
Title 21: 

Manufacture 15 10 0 3 2 8 6 0 6 I I 15 I 68 2.3% 
Unspecified 0 0 0 0 I 2 0 0 0 0 I I 0 5 0.2% 

• The number of defendants charged in Task Force indictments and informations. The percentages show the frequency with which each offense is charged. Many 
defendants were charged with more than one offense. Some defendants were charged in more than one indictment or information. 
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Exhibit 3-12c. • FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Offenses Charged 

Defendants Charged 

Number of Defendants Charged 
Percentage 

Offense FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=16,859* 

Title 18: RICO 120 100 183 7 83 12 115 30 5 123 19 85 52 934 5.5% 
Title 21: 

Importation 281 519 86 22 152 56 97 85 142 137 29 483 177 2266 13.4% 
Title 21: Use of 

Communication Facility 26 160 244 32 213 256 414 62 152 187 163 258 168 2335 13.9% 
Title 18: ITAR 33 269 232 29 200 110 213 32 135 68 85 323 166 1895 11.2% 
Title 21: 

Distribution 381 1022 1054 217 1058 639 914 419 585 574 316 1275 468 8922 52.9% 
Other 191 486 403 140 461 319 412 73 208 448 197 407 386 4131 24.5% 
Title 21: 

Conspiracy 556 1338 1302 327 1464 739 1294 614 765 1205 716 1657 951 12928 76.7% 
Title 26: 

Tax Violations 22 79 145 9 113 35 93 . 18 35 34 63 96 43 785 4.7% 
Title 21: CCE 44 70 102 12 94 30 92 20 64 61 60 % 39 784 4.7% 
Title 18: 

Tax Conspiracy 22 29 122 46 25 13 41 16 19 9 34 39 54 469 2.8% 
Title 18: Non-tax 

Conspiracy 96 69 72 26 39 2 17 1 26 33 8 60 166 615 3.6% 
Title 18: 

Hobbs Act 1 6 5 0 1 11 2 0 0 0 2 2 0 30 0.2% 
Title 31: Currency 

Violations 50 24 24 39 42 9 25 1 33 36 4 56 87 430 2.6% 
Title 18, 26: 

Firearms 37 64 50 16 86 41 23 23 68 28 39 111 90 676 4.0% 
Title 21: 

Manufacture 24 53 35 15 47 9 16 2 106 3 26 32 36 404 2.4% 
Unspecified 8 0 4 0 1 3 4 0 1 8 2 3 6 40 0.2% 

* The number of defendants charged in Task Force indictments and informations. The percentages show the frequency with which each offense is charged. Many 
defendants were charged with more than one offense. Some defendants were charged in more than one indictment or information. 
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Exhibit 3-12d. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Offenses Charged 

4, 131 

3,298 

llJI 785 

Ill 676 

Ill 430 

Ill 40 

0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000 

27,!)39 

30,000 35,000 
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Disposition 

Pied/Found Guilty 

Dismissed/ Acquitted 
on All Charges 

Disposition Information 
not Available 

Exhibit 3-13a. - FY 1988 
Dispositions by Defendant in 

Cases Adjudicated 

Number of Defendants 

FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW 

29 156 206 27 199 86 155 4 79 50 76 174 81 

4 39 16 3 30 9 12 1 14 14 13 43 21 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Percentage 
of Adjudicated 
Defendants 

Total N=l,541 

1322 85.8% 

219 14.2% 

0 
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Disposition 

Pied/Found Guilty 

Dismissed/ Acquitted 
on All Charges 

Disposition Information 
not Available 

Exhibit 3-13c. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Dispositions by Defendant in 

Cases Adjudicated 

Number of Defendants 

FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total 

301 914 1200 211 1370 594 957 454 516 948 691 1299 615 10070 

72 190 166 34 208 113 132 50 61 201 82 242 157 1708 

0 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2 w 

Percentage 
of Adjudicated 

Defendants 
N=ll,788 

85.4% 

14.5% 
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Confined 

Probation Only 

Fined Only 

Convicted but No 
Sentencing Data* 

FC 

17 

6 

0 

6 

GC GL 

125 138 

26 32 

0 1 

5 35 

Exhibit 3-14a. - FY 1988 
Sentences Imposed on Defendants 

Convicted 

LA 

23 

4 

0 

0 

Number of Defendants Sentenced 

MA MS NC NE NW NY 

153 69 128 3 56 31 

25 11 23 0 22 7 

I I 1 0 1 0 

20 5 3 1 0 12 

* Includes deferred sentences and/or ''no sentence rendered yet." 

Note: The total number of defendants convicted is 1,322; no sentencing data was available for 157 defendants. 

SC SE 

46 135 

3 16 

0 1 

27 22 

SW 

44 

16 

0 

21 

Total 

968 

191 

6 

157 

Percentage 
of Sentenced 

Defendants 
N=l,165 

83.1% 

16.4% 

0.5% 
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Confined 

Probation Only 

Fined Only 

Convicted but No 
Sentencing Data* 

Exhibit 3-14c •• FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Sentences Imposed on Defendants 

Convicted 

Number of Defendants Sentenced 

FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC 

258 764 901 174 1120 457 777 376 399 617 555 

29 121 245 29 220 121 161 69 114 211 92 

2 1 7 0 4 1 8 5 2 13 7 

12 28 47 8 26 15 11 4 1 107 37 

*Includes deferred sentences and/or ''no sentence rendered yet.'' 

Note: The total number of defendants convicted is 10,070; no sentencing data was available for 436 defendants. 

SE 

1081 

162 

9 

47 

Percentage 
of Sentenced 
Defendants 

SW Total N=9,634 

354 7833 81.3% 

166 1740 18.1% 

2 61 0.6% 

93 436 

. ... 111 
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Exhibit 3-lSa. - FY 1988 
Net Prison Terms Imposed* on 

Defendants Sentenced to Confinement -N 

"' 
0 

Percentage 

a';l Number of Defendants Sentenced of Sentenced 

a. Defendants 

?i Term FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=968 
0. 
n 
;:I. 
i3 
"' 1 Month to 1 Year, 
0 11 Months 2 12 28 7 24 14 23 0 IO 2 11 14 7 154 15.9% 
2 

(Jq 

tI1 2 Years to 4 Years, ::s 
11 Months 8 23 47 3 34 39 36 1 19 13 16 31 19 289 29.9% O' 

<l s 5 Years to 9 Years, 
§ 11 Months 5 44 30 4 48 8 31 0 15 8 13 39 17 262 27.1% 
~ 

--l 
IO Years to 14 Years, '" "' i<" 

'Tl 
11 Months l 18 18 6 25 4 15 2 5 3 3 33 1 134 13.8% 

0 ..., 
15 Years to 19 Years, ~ 

'tJ 11 Months 0 15 5 l IO 4 14 0 5 3 3 9 0 69 7.1% 
a 

(Jq 
20 Years to 24 Years, ..., 

3 11 Months 1 8 2 l 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 0 20 2.1% 

i 25 Years to 44 Years, 
e. 11 Months 0 4 6 l 7 0 5 0 0 l 0 4 0 28 2.9% 

~ 45 Years or More 0 1 2 0 1 0 3 0 2 l 0 2 0 12 1.2% 
0 
::1-

*The total of all consecutive sentences imposed for the defendant (does not include any concurrent or suspended sentences imposed). 
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Exhibit 3-lSc •• FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Net Prison Terms Imposed* on 

Defendants Sentenced to Confinement 
~ 

N 
00 

Percentage 

0 
Number of Defendants Sentenced of Sentenced 

.., Defendants 
(Jq 

Term FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=7,833 s. 
N 
(1> 
Cl. 
() 
::i. I Month to 1 Year, a 
(1> 11 Months 25 99 193 34 217 97 134 61 77 97 108 108 104 1354 17.3% 
t:I 
2 2 Years to 4 Years, (Jq 

trl 11 Months 84 1% 286 45 308 186 259 156 127 232 203 286 120 2488 31.8% 

~ 
<l 5 Years to 9 Years, 
(1> 

11 Months 88 243 233 48 328 108 195 91 107 159 141 361 84 2186 27.9% a g 
~ 10 Years to 14 Years, 
;l 11 Months 26 105 97 28 142 39 94 38 48 62 43 163 25 910 11.6% 
"' ,,. 
:51 15 Years to 19 Years, 
d 11 Months 15 58 42 12 63 19 41 12 25 31 34 84 10 446 5.7% (1> 

'ti 
8 20 Years to 24 Years, 

(Jq 
11 Months 13 32 22 3 17 4 24 7 7 13 13 30 4 189 2.4% .., 

s 
i 25 Years to 44 Years, 

11 Months 6 24 21 3 37 3 24 10 6 16 9 36 5 200 2.6% 
e:. 
~ 45 Years or More 1 7 7 1 8 1 6 1 2 7 4 13 2 60 0.8% 

"" 0 
::i 

*The total of all consecutive sentences imposed for the defendant (does not include any concurrent or suspended sentences imposed). 
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Exhibit 3-16a. - FY 1988 
Total Number of Years of Imprisonment 

by Criminal Role 

Top Leaders 
2,330 

Key Contacts 
298 
~ 

Major Suppliers 
1,522 

*Other 1,805; Corrupt Officials 24; 
Smugglers 116; Financiers 123; 
Money Launderers 190; Enforcers 37. 

Combined* 
2,295 

Mid-level Leaders 
1,061 
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Exhibit 3-16b. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Total Number of Years of Imprisonment 

by Criminal Role 

Top Leaders 
15,655 

Key Contacts 
2,403 

Major Suppliers 
11,622 

*Other 11,477; Corrupt Officials 213; 
Smugglers 1,249; Financiers 436; 
Money Launderers 737; Enforcers 681 . 

Combined* 
14,793 

Mid-level Leaders 
8,636 
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Exhibit 3-17a. - FY 1988 
OCDETF Convictions 

83.1°/o 
of All Sentenced 

Defendants Serve Time 

Top 
Leaders 

142 

Serve 
L Average of 

16.4 Years 

Major 
Suppliers 

217 

Serve 
L Average of 

7.0 Years 

Mid-Level 
Leaders 

128 

Serve 
~Average of 

8.3 Years 
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Exhibit 3-17b. - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
OCDETF Convictions 

81.3o/o 
of All Sentenced 

Defendants Serve Time 

Top 
Leaders 

1, 152 

Serve 
LAverage of 

13.6 Years 

Major 
Suppliers 

1,752 

Serve 
LAverage of 
6.6 Years 

Mid-Level 
Leaders 

1,337 

Serve 
LAverage of 
6.5 Years 
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Exhibit 3-18 - FY 1983 through FY 1988 
Non-Drug Assets Seized 

.. . . . $577.6 

I • • • • ••• • • • •. • • . ··• •.. •. • . •. ·•• .•.•. • • •.• • •·· ... •·• ...•. •·. 

1988 
- ----·-··········· ..... - . -- . .. . . . .. . .. .- ... 

$198.6 Million I r····· ······· ............. 
$338.5 

I/ I 

I I 
1988 

I I '. . j $94.5 Million 

1983-87 
1983-87 

$379 Million v 
I 

$244 Million 

Property Cash 



IV. 
Legislative Initiatives 

The Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 
1984 and the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 strength
ened both the investigative and the prosecutorial 
arms of the Task Force Program as outlined in 
earlier OCDETF reports. In 1988, additional legis
lation was passed that provides Task Force person
nel with more effective means of combatting drug 
abuse both nationally and internationally. 

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 was signed 
into law on November 21, 1988, as Public Law 100-
690. The legislation was designed to complement 
earlier statutes and to provide for an omnibus Fed
eral, State, and local effort to combat illicit sub
stance abuse. It calls for the creation of a Cabinet
level position to centralize and streamline Federal 
activities with respect to both drug supply (eradica
tion, interdiction, and law enforcement) and drug 
demand (prevention, education, and treatment). It 
expands Federal support to ensure a long-term com
mitment of resources and personnel for substance 
abuse education, for treatment and rehabilitation 
efforts, and for strengthening and improving the 
enforcement of narcotics statutes. 

Summary of Drug-Related Provisions 

The following provisions of Public Law 100-
690 will be of great assistance in Federal drug law 
enforcement as well as in demand reduction: 

Title I, Coordination of National Drug Policy 

This title establishes in the Executive Office 
of the President the Office of National Drug Control 
Policy, headed by a Director with two Deputy Direc
tors--one for demand reduction, the second for sup
ply reduction. A Bureau of State and Local Affairs 

is also established. The Director is required to 
prepare a national drug-control strategy and to make 
recommendations to the President on changes in the 
organization, management, and budgets of Federal 
departments and agencies engaged in drug enforce
ment. The strategy will be submitted to Congress on 
an annual basis. The Directoris further charged with 
developing a yearly, consolidated drug-control 
budget with the advice of the appropriate Federal 
agencies. The Director is also charged with certify
ing as to the adequacy of each agency's budget 
request with regard to implementation of the drug
control strategy. "Veto" authority over reprogram
ming of more than $5 million is 5:1nted. 

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 
... calls for the creation of a 

Cabinet-level position to central
ize and streamline Federal activi· 

ties with respect to both drug 
supply ... and drug demand 

The Director and the Attorney General are 
required to report to Congress by November 21, 
1989, on possible organizational changes within the 
Department of Justice that would promote better 
criminal and civil law enforcement. 

Finally, Title I requires the Attorney General, 
beginning in FY 1990, to submit a consolidated ap
propriations request for all expenses relating to the 
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force 
Program by all participating Federal agencies. 

Title II, Treatment and Prevention Programs 

This title authorizes funds for a variety of 
programs and studies on drug and alcohol abuse 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program Annual Report 135 



treatment. It also provides penalties and fines for 
persons convicted of trafficking in anabolic steroids 
for human consumption and requires a General Ac
counting Office (GAO) study on the use of anabolic 
steroids and human growth honnones. A final sec
tion requires the establishment of a Federal Task 
Force on Illegal Drug Laboratories to fonnulate and 
implement a plan for the cleanup and disposal of 
hazardous waste produced by illicit drug laborato
ries as well as authorizes an Attorney General Grant 
Program to enable such cleanup to be undertaken by 
State and local governments. 

Title III, Drug Abuse Education and Prevention 

This title authorizes funds for education and 
prevention programs to reduce participation in 
youth gangs, assist runaway and homeless youth, 
and establish community programs for young 
adults. 

Title IV, the International Narcotics Control Act 
of1988 

This title authorizes funds for international 
narcotics control programs, including the training of 
foreign law enforcement personnel, and for military 
assistance for anti-narcotics efforts. It also requires 
the Secretary of State to develop a multinational 
plan to reduce the international cocaine trade and 
directs the Ambassador to the Organization of 
American States to begin diplomatic initiatives on 
the fonnation of a multinational force to conduct 
operations against international drug trafficking. It 
urges the Treasury Secretary to negotiate with his 
foreign counterparts to establish an international 
currency control agency that would encourage the 
adoption of unifonn cash transaction and money 
laundering statutes as well as maintain and make 

available to U.S. law enforcement officials data 
concerning large U.S. currency transactions. 

Title V, User Accountability 

This title tenninates the tenancy of public 
housing tenants who engage in criminal drug activ
ity on or near public housing. Tennination would 
also be effectuated by similar activity by members 
of the tenants' households or the tenants' guests. 
This section also calls for all Federal contractors or 
grant recipients to certify that they provide a drug
free workplace by infonning employees that the use 
of illegal drugs will result in sanctions against them. 
It also gives courts, at their discretion, the ability to 
deny a wide range of Federal benefits to individuals 
convicted of drug-related offenses. 

Title VI, the Anti-Drug Abuse Amendments of 
1988 

This title requires individuals engaged in regu
lated transactions of certain precursor chemicals 
used in the manufacturing of controlled substances 
to maintain records of transactions and to make them 
available to the Attorney General upon request. It 
also requires the development of' 'innocent owner'' 
regulations to ensure that no conveyance used in 
drug-related violations would be forfeited if it can be 
established that the violation occurred without the 
knowledge or consent of the owner. 

Title VII, Death Penalty and Other Criminal 
Law Enforcement 

This title allows the imposition of the death 
penalty for persons convicted of engaging in, or 
working in furtherance of, a drug-related felony that 
results in the death of an individual. 
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v. 
Conclusion 

This Annual Report of the Organized Crime 
Drug Enforcement Task Force Program concentrates 
on two specific aspects of the waron drugs. The first 
focus is on the current availability and patterns of 
abuse of those substances that constitute the drug 
traffickers' illicit pharmacy, followed by a descrip
tion of the evolving and emerging trafficking organi
zations themselves. This section identifies elements 
which illustrate the fluidity of the organizations and 
describes the ways in which they reshape themselves 
and their alliances with other manufacturing, traf
ficking, and money laundering groups. 

The second focus of this Annual Report is on 
the accomplishments of the 13 Organized Crime 
Drug Enforcement Task Forces. By presenting both 
the statistics for FY 1988 and the cumulative statis
tics for the activities of the Task Forces from incep
tion in October 1982 through FY 1988, it becomes 
obvious that the OCDETF Program is living up to 
the promise its designers envisioned. Thus, while 
avoiding the creation of a new bureaucracy, Federal 
investigative and prosecutorial agencies have been 
able to join with each other and their State and local 
counterparts to implement a program that has be
come the principal force in the war on the top 
leadership of the drug trafficking organizations. 

Having stated this, it is understandable that 
skeptics might decry the OCDETF effort--citing the 
relentless parade of drug-related violence that has 
become a numbing staple of daily newspaper and 
television reports. Responding to the skeptics is best 
done by citing the cumulative statistics of the 
OCDETF Program and by asking: what would the 
news reports be were it not for the successes of the 
Task Forces over the last six years? 

These successes were not the product of chance 
nor did they result from conducting business as 
usual. Rather, they are attributable to the effective
ness of the flexible OCDETF structure hammered 
out in late 1982 and early 1983. The Task Forces 
have fostered an environment in which inter-agency 

rivalries give way to the development of creative 
responses to common problems. 

Not specifically emphasized in the body of this 
Annual Report, but nonetheless worthy of mention 
in any summary of the achievements of the OCDETF 
Program, is the extent to which the individuals 
participating in the Task Forces--be they Federal, 
State, or local, investigative or prosecutorial--have 
subordinated agency chauvinism to the goal of dis
mantling drug trafficking organizations. 

Visits to the Task Force offices 
have uncovered example after 

example of men and women 
working together in ways many 

thought not possible prior to their 
involvement in the OCDETF 

Program. 

Visits to the Task Force offices have uncovered 
example after example of men and women working 
together in ways many thought not possible prior to 
their involvement in the OCDETF Program. This is 
especially gratifying to those responsible for the 
implementation of the Program who saw that one 
measure of success would be the ability of those 
assigned to Task Force cases to respond creatively, 
quickly, and aggressively to the changing nature of 
organized criminal enterprises. This unique ability 
to tailor responses to meet new challenges is illus
trated by the following examples: 

o Among the most violent and rapidly 
expanding drug trafficking groups are 
the Jamaican posses. In 1987, it be
came apparent that four of these--the 
Shower, W aterbase, Spangler, and 
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Montego Bay posses--had become 
prime actors in the importation and dis
tribution of cocaine and marijuana in 
the Cleveland, Ohio, area. The Great 
Lakes Task Force responded in 1988 
by creating the Caribbean Task Force 
for the Northern District of Ohio. The 
Task Force is co-housed in the offices 
of the United States Attorney and con
sists of 15 full-time and nine part-time 
agents and attorneys. The Task Force is 
complemented by the Special Weapons 
and Tactics (SWAT) Team of the 
Cleveland Police Department. Twelve 
Federal, State, and local agencies are 
currently actively participating in the 
program. 

o The increased involvement of Los 
Angeles street gangs in drug traffick
ing and firearms violations triggered 
the development of a dedicated unit 
within the Los Angeles-Nevada Task 
Force to combat the gangs' influence. 
Under the direction of the United 
States Attorney's office, the Los Ange
les Gang Task Force combines the in
telligence and operational skills of 
Federal, State, and local law enforce
ment agencies and is viewed as a model 
for street gang investigations and 
prosecutors throughout the country. 

. o Jointly developed and shared intelli
gence is essential to the Task Force 
Program goal. Innovative FBI and 
DEA leaders recognized this and devel
oped a creative response in the form of 
the FBI/DEA Intelligence Unit in Mi
ami. The Florida-Caribbean Task 
Force has relied heavily on the prod
ucts of this intelligence unit. This joint 

intelligence unit concept is being repli
cated in other Task Forces. 

o One important feature of the OCDETF 
model has been the provision of a spe
cial fund from which to reimburse State 
and local law enforcement agencies for 
overtime and travel expenses incurred 
in conjunction with Task Force cases. 
In response to the growing narcotics 
problem in its region, the Gulf Coast 
Task Force has, over the years, ex
panded the scope of its funding of State 
and local participation. To better coor
dinate and control this expanding ef
fort, the OCDETF coordinators estab
lished a Financial Committee in FY 
1988 that meets weekly. At each meet
ing the 60 or more State and local 
agreements are examined and issues of 
fund expenditure and obligation are 
discussed. Coordinators are now better 
able to keep up to date on cases from 
across the region, to spot problems or 
needs, and to facilitate the provision of 
resources as warranted. 

The innovative OCDETF approach has pro
duced impressive results in FY 1988. Four hundred 
and forty-eight cases were initiated; 2,967 defen
dants were charged in Task Force indictments; and, 
of the 1,541 defendants whose cases were adjudi
cated, 1,322 were convicted . 

One final point worthy of additional emphasis 
is the FY 1988 record of cash and other non-drug 
asset seizures in OCDETF cases. These seizures 
were valued at $293.1 million forthe year. With the 
recent addition of asset seizure and forfeiture units 
within many U.S. Attorneys' offices, these figures 
should increase, assuring that the major illicit drug 
organization leaders will be paying forthe investiga
tions and trials that lead to their imprisonment. 
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Appendix 
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Director 
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Assistant Director 
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Director 
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lml anlringtnn, il. QL. 20530 

Hay 8, 1991 

The Honorable George Bush 
President of the United States 
Washington, D.c. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

Team work by the investigative and prosecutorial personnel of 
the Federal government, joined by law enforcement officers and 
prosecutors from over 1,200 State and local governments, has proven 
to be an extremely successful tool in fighting the drug trafficking 
cartels and criminal organizations which infect our citizenry and 
wreak violence in our neighborhoods. 

In 1982, the President formed, and the Congress funded, the 
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Forces which have compiled 
a striking success story during the past eight years. The 
Departments of Justice, Transportation, and Treasury present the 
following Biannual Report on our progress, accomplishments, and 
ongoing initiatives. This report notes, for example, that the Task 
Forces have initiated 3,486 investigations of major criminal drug 
trafficking organizations and have convicted 16,658 individuals who 
were members of these organizations. Of those convicted, 13,759 
were sentenced to prison. The average prison term was 7.5 years. 
In 1989 and 1990 alone, 1,098 investigations were initiated and 
2,973 indictments were returned. 

The 1990 Annual Report of the Department of Justice Asset 
Forfeiture Program cited the overall accomplishments in asset 
seizure and forfeiture. The Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task 
Force Program is a major player in achieving the accomplishments 
stated in that report. In 1989 and 1990, the Task Forces have been 
responsible for the seizure of $450.5 million in cash and $555 
million in property. The total for the eight year period was $789 
million and over one billion dollars respectively. 

The Office of National Drug Control Policy has recognized the 
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program's success and 
has cited this Program as the vehicle and model for future efforts 
in combatting major drug trafficking organizations. The unique 
expertise brought together by the eleven participating agencies 
from the Departments of Justice, Treasury, and Transportation and 
their state and local colleagues has continued to make the Task 
Force Program the "Flagship" of this nation's war on drugs. 
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I. 
Introduction and Background 

Introduction 

In 1982, the Organized Crime Drug Enforce
ment Task Force (OCDE1F) Program was initiated 
to mount a comprehensive attack against organized 
crime and drug traffickers. In its first eight years of 
operation, the OCDE1F Program has been an effec
tive and powerful force in the fight against criminal 
organizations which prey upon our society through 
the importation, manufacture, and distribution of 
illicit drugs. 

The OCDETF Program has attacked organized 
drug trafficking from the top, instituting in-depth 
investigations leading to prosecution of the highest
level drug traffickers. Successful prosecution of 
high-level targets has disabled major drug traffick
ing organizations by removing the key individuals 
who provided those organizations with leadership, 
capital, and expertise. 

The Program's nine Federal agencies, acting in 
concert with numerous State and local agencies, 
have achieved unprecedented levels of cooperation 
and coordination. The OCDE1F Program's syn
chronization of multiple investigations against 
common target organizations; its effective use of 
attorneys at the early stages of investigation; and its 
success in fostering efficient collaboration of law 
enforcement agencies from all jurisdictions have 
demonstrated the efficacy of0CDE1F's operational 
model. 

With its solid record of well-implemented in
vestigation and successful prosecution of high-level 
drug traffickers, OCDE1F has become the model for 
a comprehensive national effort directed at multi
state and multi-national drug enterprises. The 
OCDETF Program has shown that drug-related 
crime can be attacked at its roots and that organiza
tions that live on and by the drug trade can be 
permanently disabled. 

Background 

Origins Of The OCDETF Program 

The OCDE1F Program began in response to an 
increasingly serious problem. For 20 years prior to 
the Program's creation, Federal agencies and task 
forces experimented with a variety of approaches to 
combating drug trafficking. Il became increasingly 
apparent that the attack on drug-related crime should 
not be confined by city lines, State boundaries, or 
international borders. Those involved in the fight 
against drug-related crime became aware that the 
"drug trafficking problem" involved a web of or
ganized crime groups, whose top leaders were often 
insulated from the day-to-day activities of their or
ganizations. 

Earlier programs often lacked the resources to 
orchestrate a comprehensive attack on organized 
drug trafficking groups. Although these programs 
had their successes, their approaches were insuffi
ciently comprehensive. By 1982, many Federal and 
State drug enforcement officials had concluded that 
no single agency could cope with the problem. They 
had also concluded that full-scale teamwork, involv
ing coordination among law enforcement agencies 
was needed to implement a comprehensive strategy 
for dealing with the crisis. 

Experience gained from the earlier programs 
also indicated that it was not enough to detail indi
vidual drug agents and attorneys from throughout 
the government to a centralized unit. A strategy was 
needed to build and reinforce the coordination of the 
efforts of existing agencies in the field. Other types 
of experience and expertise were also needed, in
cluding the ability to deal successfully with financial 
investigations, fireanns violations, alien control, 
and seizure and forfeiture issues. 

In this environment, the Attorney General, 
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upon the advice of the heads of all Federal criminal 
justice agencies, recommended to the President that 
a multi-agency task frlfce, using the full resources of 
Federal, Stale, and local governments, be authorized 
to deal with the problem of drug trafficking in the 
United States. On October 14, 1982, the President 
announced an eight-point program to attack drug 
trafficking and organi1.ed crime. In December of 
1982, concurring with the President, Congress au
thorized the funds for the Organized Crime Drug 
Enforcement Task Force Program. 

Within 30 days of the President's announce
ment, The Organized Crime Drug Enji;rcement Task 
Force Program Guidelines (Guidelines) for the 
OCDETF Program were drafted, stating the Pro
gram's operating principles and delineating its or
ganization. The original participating Federal agen
cies included: the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 
Fireanms (BA TF), the Drug Enforcement Admini
stration (DEA), the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI), the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the U.S. 
Attorneys' offices, the U.S. Coast Guard, the U.S. 
Customs Service, and the U.S. Marshals Service. 
Another Justice Department agency, the Immigra
tion and Naturalization Service (INS), subsequently 
joined the Program. The heads of these agencies, 
along with senior officials of the Departments of 
Justice and Treasury, formed the OCDETF Working 
Group (now known as the Executive Review Board). 

Below the Working Group level was the Wash
ington Agency Representatives Group, comprised of 
program managers and chief operating officers from 
the participating agencies. An administrative staff 
(the OCDETF Executive Office) housed in the De
partment of Justice was designated to provide sup
port to the individual Task Forces, to compile Task 
Force data for the Attorney General and the U.S. 
Attorneys, and to prepare annual reports to the Presi
dent and Congress. 

At the field level, each of the 12 original Task 
Force rcgions--a 13th was added for the Florida and 
the Caribbean Basin in 1984--was structured so as to 
encompass a number of Federal judicial districts, 
with a major "Core City" designated as regional 
headquarters. For Task Force operations, the U.S. 
Attorney in each Core City was designated to be 
accountable to the Associate Attorney General (now 
to the Deputy Attorney General) and to be respon
sible for establishing a Task Force Advisory Com
mittee, for establishing a Task Force Coordinating 

Group, and for selecting an Assistant U.S. Attorney 
(AUSA) Task Force Coordinator. Additionally, each 
Federal enforcement agency was required to name a 
full-time Agency Task Force Coordinator. 

Purposes and Principles 

The organizers of the OCDETF Program had 
learned from the experiences of their predecessors. It 
was not enough to have different agencies with 
different jurisdictions coming together for limited 
purposes, only to move back lo their respective 
corners when they had achieved some short-lenm 
objective. In particular, law enforcement officials 
had learned that, for attacks on major drug organiza
tions to succeed, a program must make ongoing use 
of the varied expertise of different law enforcement 
agencies. 

As stated in its Guidelines, the goal of the 
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force 
Program is " ... to identify, investigate, and prose
cute members of high-level drug trqfficking enter
prises, and to destroy the operations of those organi
zations ... " Pursuant to this, Task Force organizers 
settled on five principles to guide the Program. 

First, the Program was to be national, in
deed international, in scope. Localized enforce
ment programs, even when they were regional, were 
not equipped to cope with the pervasiveness of the 
drug problem, the mobility of traffickers, or the mag
nitude of their organizations. A national problem 
demanded an effort that could operate across juris
dictional, State, and national boundaries. 

The second guiding principle was that mem
bers would arrive at decisions by consensus. For 
all its drawbacks, this was the only way that dispa
rate agencies--with their own methods of operation, 
unique missions, and institutional histories--could 
work together, efficiently, on a long-tenn basis. 

Third, the Task Force Program would avoid 
creating a new bureaucracy. Task Forces would 
not become ·'super agencies.'' Instead, a small ad
ministrative staff based in Washington and the staff 
of the participating agencies would support the Task 
Forces. 

The fourth guiding principle was that while 
the Program would be international in scope, op
erationally it would be decentralized, permitting 
the greatest flexibility in dealing with problems 
peculiar to the regions. 
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Finally, the Task Force Program was to 
have the quickest possible start-up. True, the 
entire Program would l(icus on the longer term. But, 
given the magnitude of the drug trafficking problem, 
the Program had to move rapid! y into an effective 
operational posture. 

The primary objective was, as slated in the 
Guidelines: 

To target, investigate, and prosecute 
individuals who organize, direct, finance, 
or arc otherwise engaged in high-level ille
gal drug trafficking enterprises, including 
large scale money laundering organiza
tions ... 

The operational thrust or this approach was 
fourfold. First, in-depth investigations would allow 
identification and collection of evidence of the ille
gal activities of major traffickers and financiers; 

thus, striking at the core of the drug organizations 
themselves. 

Secondly, the approach emphasized drawing 
on all the expertise and diverse investigative tech
niques brought to the Program by the various Task 
Force members. 

The third clement of the approach required 
OCDETF to work fully and effectively with State 
and local drug enforcement agencies. 

Finally, the Program was Lo place emphasis on 
financial investigations. This emphasis was to serve 
the related purposes of proving or reinforcing drug 
charges and, when successful, of leading to the 
forfeiture of drug dealers' assets. In addition, this 
approach would provide jurors with a better perspec
tive on the size of a drug organization's operations 
by focusing on the number of dollars involved rather 
than on the amount of drugs seized. 
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II. 
Program Management and 

Administration 

Nineteen eighty-nine and 1990 were years of 
evaluation and refinement for the Task Force Pro
gram. Major initiatives were undertaken in the ad
ministration of the Program for the purpose of pro
ducing a more efficient and streamlined operation of 
the Task Forces, both at the headquarters level and in 
the field. These initiatives, the creation of a consoli
dated budget process and the conduct of an intensive 
management study, enabled the Program to progress 
steadily along the road which has led to the ac
knowledgement of the Organized Crime Drug En
forcement Task Forces as the Administration's 
premier effort in the "War on Drugs." 

The Consolidated Budget 

Background 

In 1983 and 1984, thcOCDETFProgram oper
ated under a single appropriation that reimbursed 
agencies for their involvement and contribution to 
the Program. Beginning in FY l 985 and continuing 
through FY 1989, participating agencies from the 
Departments of Justice, Treasury, and Transporta
tion sought and received OCDETF resources as a 
pan of their regular annual appropriation. The Anti
Drug Abuse Act of 1988 required a combined budget 
submission for the OCDETF resources beginning in 
1990, a return to the reimbursement process used in 
the early years of the Program. 

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act 

The passage of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 
1988 (SECTION 1055, Public Law 100-690, 102 
STATUTE 4191) established the requirement for the 

management of a consolidated budget for the 
OCDETF appropriation. 

The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988 provided 
that: 

Beginning infiscal year 1990, the At
torney General in his budget shall submit a 
separate appropriations request for ex
penses relating to all Federal agencies par
ticipating in the Organized Crime Drug 
E'![orcement Appropriation Account for the 
Attorney General to make reimbursements 
to the involved agencies as necessary. 

The Act states that this consolidated budget, 
with the appropriations and reimbursements proce
dure described above, shall: 

(1) provide for the flexibility of the Task 
Forces which is vital to success; 

(2) permit Federal law enforcement re
sources to be shifted in response to 
changing patterns of organized crimi
nal drug activities; 

( 3) permit the Attorney General to reallo
cate resources among the organiza
tional components of the Task Forces 
and between regions without undue 
delay; and 

(4) ensure that the Task Forces junction as 
a unit, without the competition for re
sources among the participating agen
cies that would undermine the overall 
effort. 
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The Budget Process 

By November 1988, participating agency re
source decisions on lhc FY 1990 budget had been 
made and transmitted lo lhc Office of Management 
and Budget The Justice Management Division 
(JMD) Budget Stall look the OCDETF portions of 
the participating agencies' budgets and consolidated 
these clements to produce a combined appropriation 
request. 

Thereafter, lhc assignment of the responsibility 
to prepare a consolidated OCDETF budget request 
for 1991 and subscquem years was officially charged 
to the OCDETF Executive Office. As a result of this 
requirement, the Executive Office is required lo 
provide lhc requisite administrative support for the 
allocation and control of OCDETF financial re
sources. 

Under the consolidated appropriation ap
proach, resources arc made available to participating 
agencies through reimbursement agreements. 
Agreements arc entered into between the Deputy At
torney General, as the allottec of the Organized 
Crime Drug Enforcement appropriation, and the 
heads of the OCDETF participating agencies. They 
reflect the overall resource level for each agency, as 
contained in the reports issued by the Appropriations 
Committees. 

Each agency is required to submit an operating 
plan, detailing planned obligations by month and by 
standard object classification, using the amount 
contained in the reimbursement agreement as the 
total resource availability. These plans are reviewed 
and analyzed by the Executive Office. 

The Executive OfJice receives monthly data on 
obligations from each agency, broken down by ob
ject classification. This data is monitored through
out lhc year and lhc status of the overall appropria
tion as well as the status of each agency's confor
mance to its approved operating plan is reported to 
the Directoroflhe Executive Office and the Office of 
the Deputy Attorney General. 

Each of the agencies participating in the pro
gram employs different geographic boundaries (re
gions, field offices, etc.) by which resource data is re
corded. It has been determined lhat the most mean
ingful breakdown of resources for program manage
ment is by the established Task Force structure. 
Accordingly, all data will be collected from each 
agency at lhc Task Force level. 

When fully implemented, the budget execution 

process will prove to be an invaluable tool for 
OCDETF Program m anagcrs. They will know how 
much has been obligated for investigations and 
prosecutions, and will also know how much each 
participating agency has obligated for these pur
poses, and in which Task Force locations. 

The implementation of a comprehensive pro
gram-wide budget review system incorporates an 
expanded role for the Executive Review Board and 
the regional Task Forces that results in the follow
ing: 

• The Executive Review Board's ability 
to carry out its responsibilities in con
nection with resource allocation deci
sions for Task Force operations nation
wide is strengthened; 

• Substantive cross-organizational re
source issues and concerns arc ad
dressed appropriately. This exccutivc
level assessment of participating agen
cies requests contributes to a much 
stronger budget presentation to the Jus
tice Management Division Budget 
Staff, the Attorney General, the Office 
of Management and Budget, the Office 
of National Drug Control Policy, and to 
Congress; and 

• The Deputy Attorney General, as Man
ager of the OCDETF appropriation, is 
provided with the requisite resource 
background information and supporting 
data to assist the Attorney General in 
providing strong central oversight of the 
OCDETF Program. 

Management Study 

Background 

The OCDETF Program's synchronization of 
multiple investigations against common target or
ganizations; its effective use of attorneys at the early 
stages of investigations; its use of financial investi
gations to reach otherwise invulnerable targets; and 
its unprecedented success in fostering collaboration 
among law enforcement agencies from all jurisdic
tions has demonstrated the efficacy of OCDETF' s 
operational model. 
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In the rew years since its creation, OCDETF 
has established itself as the "Flag Ship" of the 
Federal drugenrorcementcffort. The National Drug 
Control Strategy, submitted lo Congress on Septem
ber 5, 1989, by President Bush, recognized !he 
success of the OCDETF model. It reported that, 

... OCDETF is able to direct thorough, 
imaginative, and wide-ranging assaults on 
the movements and activities of drug deal
ers. Through its 13 regional Task Forces, 
the OCDETF program also provides one of 
the crucial links between Federal and State 
authorities, enhancing the exchange of in
formation and enforcement strategies. 
These programs should serve as a model of 
interagency coordination and be a priority 
for future expansion in Federal drug en
forcement. 

Prior studies had documented that OCDETF 
results surpassed those of non-OCDETF narcotics 
investigations and prosecutions. A 1985 report, A 
Caseload Study of The Organized Crime Drug En
forcement Task Force Program, found !hat: 

The outcomes of Task Force cases are 
demonstrably superior to those of other 
Federal cases, and other Federal drug 
cases. The rate of dism.issal and acquittal 
are lower; guilty pleas and trial convictions 
are higher; sentences are longer; seizures 
and forfeitures are more substantial. 

The Caseload Study further found that, 

The high rate of convictions in Task 
Force trials (90.3%) is a statement of the 
quality of investigations and prosecutions. 
Similarly, the Task Force rate of acquittals 
is just half that found in other Federal crimi
nal cases. 

General Accounting Office (GAO) reports in 
1986 and 1987 generally confirmed !he validity of 
the OCDETF Program's claimed statistical success. 

After six years, it had become apparent that the 
most promising strategy for combating major illicit 
drug traffickers was that of !he OCDETF Program. 
From its inception late in 1982 lhrough the end of 
FY 1988, over 10,000 individual defendants were 

found, or pied, guilty lo at least one charge. More 
than 80 percent of !hose were handed prison sen
tences, with many imprisoned for life. 

OCDETF was designed lo avoid many of !he 
pitfalls of other attempts at coordination among 
Federal law enforcement agencies. One aspect of 
this design was a decentralized operational structure 
with each of the 13 Task Forces granted considerable 
latitude to develop independently. The 13 Task 
Forces had, in fact, taken advantage of the flexibility 
of !he OCDETF Guidelines with a resultant 13 
different Task Force models. 

Although the OCDETF Program, as a whole, 
had produced extremely impressive outcomes, it was 
not possible to attribute this success to any particular 
programmatic model. Furthermore, the level of 
success wilhin OCDETF had not been equal in all of 
the Task Forces. In light of this, the Attorney 
General, with the support and concurrence of the 
Executive Review Board, commissioned a study to 
identify !hose practices which were associated with 
the highest levels of Task Force successes and those 
which were impediments to maximum accomplish
ment. 

Methodology 

The study was conducted by Aurora Associ
ates, Inc. between November 1988 and April 1989. 
The study analyzed cumulative outcome and re
source data forthe period FY l983throughFY 1988. 
The Task Force practices examined were !hose that 
were reported and observed in December 1988 and 
January 1989. 

OCDETF output data was analyzed to deter
mine which were the most successful Core Oty 
districts. The differences among districts were sig
nificant. 

Site visits to the Task Force Core Cities were 
conducted to examine the relative use of over 200 
practices to see whether any of these appeared differ
entially in the five Core Cities having the best overall 
results in contrast to those having the lowest output 
rankings. 

Findings 

In its introduction to the report the authors 
stated: 

It is important to remember that we are 
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C.lcln1i11i11_i.:. d //ig/1'_1· s11cct.~.~/iJ.l /Jut. naturally 
in-1pct.·(ct ·t /Jn>grtun. As one i,i·ould be.foolish 
to tradt' a car j(>r a horse and buggy upon 
hearing r!l tile need for a tune-up, oil 
change. nCH' tires, and a ,\jJCCdonzcter cable; 
so too. ~vould ont he 1nistaken to review the 
results (!(this slluf\' as a call.for a change in 
tht' l>asic pri11nplcs ol the OCDETF Pro
J<ram. /11 /iu t. the results of this study 
validate the cfjirncy of this model. It is also 
important to keep in mind that the very 
natllrl' ( !l this type r~l cotnparative analysis 
wiil f'Ut some Task Forces at the /Of' and. of 
necessity. sonu' at the bottom. One should 
not conclude that those at the bottom are 
.fllilures. Sotne ''ji"ne tuning," an increase in 
rnauagctnent capacity and more stringent 
compliance enforcement are all that are 
required to maximize the e.ffectiveness of the 
progratn and assure its continued vitality. 

The findings or the Management Study in
clude, in brier summary: 

A distinct difference between those 
Core Cities which ranked highest in 
their combined output measures and 
those which ranked lowest was the ex
tent to which they experienced a signifi
cant adverse impact on Task Force case 
development due to a shonage of attor
neys. This shonagc is exacerbated by 
the forces or economics. In many areas 
the salary scale and limits arc insuffi
cient to attract new talent or to retain ex
perienced personnel. 

Those Task Forces which mandated the 
physical co-location (the sharing of 
common office space) of coordinators, 
and therefore achieved greater interper
sonal coordination, ranked higher than 
those who worked in non-co-located 
areas. 

Task Forces which required that its co
ordinators be full-time dedicated to the 
Task Force Program were ranked higher 
than those wl1ich allowed the coordina
tors to assume non-Task Force duties. 

The Core Ci tics that com prised the top 
output group accepted noticeably fewer 
inappropriate cases than the Core Cites 
in the lower output group. 

The top-ranked Core Cities resolved 
conflicts over case selection and case 
management at a lower level than did 
those receiving a lower ranking. Con
flict resolution that occurred at the coor
dination group level, for example, was 
found to be more common among the 
top grouping. Conflict resolution that 
escalated to the level of the United 
States Attorney and the Special Agent in 
Charge was more frequent in the lower 
grouping. 

The practice of withholding cases (that 
is cases that met OCDETF criteria, but 
which were not submitted to the Coordi
nation Group for consideration) corre
lates with membership in the lowest 
output ranks. 

The study concluded that, generally, the top 
five districts follow the letter of, and certainly the 
spirit of, the Task Force Program Guidelines 
more closely than do the bottom five core cities. 
This conformance to the Guidelines had the intended 
effect of increasing coordination and cooperation in 
the top five Core Oties. This resulted in an enhanced 
capacity to resolve conflicts over such issues as case 
selection, Title 21 jurisdiction, cross-designation, 
and the withholding of cases. 

Further Developments 

As a result of the Management Study, a number 
of activities were undcnakcn to address the findings: 

Each of the heads of the OCDE1F com
ponents were provided an in-depth 
briefing and were apprised of agency 
specific findings that related to them. 

Each Core City was visited by members 
of the interview teams. The United 
States Attorney and the Coordination 
Group were advised of the Study' s find-
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ings as ii rcflcc1cd on lhcir Task Force. 

-- Th\! Auomey General charged the Ex
ecutive Review Board to act upon the 
findings and incorponue them in a revi
sion of the OCDETF Guidelines. 

Summary 

The Organized Crime Drug Enforccmem Task 
Force Program has reached an enviable level of 
maturity and productivily in eight years. II has 
become the model for comprehensive efforts to deal 
with major drug trafficking and drug-related crimi
nal activities. By overcoming past fears of working 
iogether, Federal, Stale, and local law enlorcemenl 
and prosecution agencies have proven thal their 

combined efforts can pcrmancnlly disable or destroy 
major drug crime organizations al their roots. The 
fruits of these efforts arc documcmcd in the next 
chapter of this report, Task Force Results. It is by 
these resulls that Lhe OCDETF Program's success 
can be measured. 

The successes of 1989 and 1990 arc a predic
tion of even greater positive results for the new 
decade. The OCDETF Program has proven that 
skill, dedication, and the willingness to respond to 
the dynamics of a changing world arc powerful tools 
in the fight against criminal drug activity. 

In 1991 and beyond, all of the 2,900 Federal 
men and women and the hundreds of State and local 
officers working in the Task Forces will continue to 
dedicate themselves to working together to meet and 
help eliminate the scourge of drugs in this country. 

Organized Crime Drug EnforcemenL Task Force Program Report 9 
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III. 
Task Force Results 

Introduction 

Some results of the OCDETF Program's ef
forts arc revealed ti1rough data collected at three key 
points in the course of case maturation. 

At case initiation, Task Force coordinators 
review agency-submitted, partially-developed in
vestigations to compare them with OCDETF guide
lines criteria and determine their suitability. If the 
decision is made to accept a case, projections are 
made concerning which investigative and prosccuto
rial methods will be pursued and what resources can 
be allocated for these purposes. Unique to ti1e 
process of case initiation is the introduction of the 
Coordination Group with its multi-agency re
sources and the inclusion of prosecutorial exper
tise. Data collected at this point identify trends in 
case selection and reveal something about the early 
investigative effort. The influence of the Coordi
nation Group is now imprinted on the Task Forces' 
workload. Exhibits 1 through 3 provide these data. 

When indictments and informations arc re
turned, another set of data is collected. At this 
point, the pooled investigative efforts of the agen
cies have begun to bear fruit. Certain of these data 
arrays re-use the categories which projected Task 
Force needs, but they now capture occurrences: in
vestigative methods used compared with those 
whose use was planned; actual agency participation 
in contrast to projected participation. More signifi
cant arc the quantified indicators of investigative 
productivity: numbers of indictment~ or informa
tions returned and numbers of defendants indicted. 
To these arc added such potentially useful infor
mation as how many indictments were associated 
with each investigative method, with various types 
of criminal activities, with each of several drugs, 
with each participating agency, etc. Exhibits 4 
through 8 report these data. 

At disposition and sentencing, a final set of 
data is collected that includes numbers of defendants 
convicted and not convicted, numbers who plead 
guilty or were found guilty, the kinds and duration 
of sentences handed down, and non-drug assets 
seized. These arc the final quantitative measures of 
the OCDETF Program's impact on criminal enter
prises. They rcl1cct the combined effectiveness of 
its investigative and prosecutorial commitments. 
Exhibits 9 through 12 present these findings. 

OCDETF's 13 regional Task Forces are iden
tified in the exhibits as follows: 

FC - Florida-Caribbean 
GC - Gulf Coast 
GL - Great Lakes 
LA - Los Angeles-Nevada 
MA - Mid-Atlantic 
MS - Mountain States 
NC - North Central 
NE - New England 
NW - Northwest 
NY - New York-New Jersey 
SC - South Central 
SE - Southeast 
SW - Southwest Border 

Case Investigation/Initiation Data 

The first data assembly milestone in the 
OCDETF Program Case Management Reporting 
System occurs when a Task Force case is formally 
initiated. Exhibits 1 through 3 report on what was 
known about the targets of investigation at the 
time of initiation as well as on the investigative 
approach. By September 30, 1990, 3,486 investiga
tions had been initiated, 498 in FY 1989 and 600 in 
FY 1990. 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force Program Report 11 



Drugs Involved in Investigations 
(Exhibits Ia through Id) 

Over 80 percent (2,817) orthe 3,486 investiga
tions (Exhibit l c) were expected lo involve cocaine, 
42.8 percclll marijuana. 24.9 percent heroin, JO. I 
percent melhamphclamine, 4.6 percent hashish, 3.2 
percent mclhaqualonc. and 2.4 percem PCP. Exhibit 
1 a rcpo11s a continued shirt toward cocaine investi
gations, sli II f(illowcd in order by marijuana and her
oin. Melhaqualone, with only six cases in two years, 
has almost disappeared from investigation initiation 
re pons. 

Types or Criminal Activities Involved in 
Investigations (Exhibits 2a through 2d) 

The percentage of identified money laundering 
cases continued to increase in FY 1989 and FY 1990 
over previous years as did imponation, street, and 
distribution cases. The Task Forces have initiated 
3,275 investigations against drug distributors, far 
more than for any olhcrcategory of criminal activity. 

Agency Participation in Investigations 
(Exhibits 3a through 3d) 

An OCDETF case is, by definition, a multi
agency case. lnitial agency resource allocations may 
shift as an investigation progresses. 

The most striking recent development in initia
tion figures was the planned involvement of local 
investigators in most cases, 56.6 percent, and of 
State investigators in more than 37 percent. 

The Program's history of agency resource as
signments (Exhibit 3c) projected DEA involvement 
in 84.5 percent (2,944) of all Task Force investiga
tions; IRS involvement in 68.6 percent (2,390); FBI 
in 53 percent (1,849); Customs in 45.4 percent 
(1,581); BATF in 36.4 percent (1,269); and INS, 
only in lhc Task Forces since FY 1988, in 13.8 
percent (481). The U.S. Attorneys and the U.S. 
Marshals Service arc assumed to be involved in all 
OCDETF case investigations. 

Indictments and Informations Data 

The second data assembly milestone in the 
Task Force Case Management Reporting System 

occurs when indictments are returned. While the 
first lhree sets of exhibits repon on intelligence 
analyses, investigation planning, tailoring of the in
vestigative learn, and commitment of resources, 
Exhibits 4 through 7 rcnecl actual results in these 
same areas. Exhibit 8 provides factual infonmation 
on the actual offonses charged. 

By September 30, 1990, 3,486 OCDETF in
vestigations had produced 8,534 indictments and in
fonmations resulting in 28,713 defendants indicted 
on one or more charges. A full share, 2,973, of those 
indictments were handed down in FY 1989 and FY 
1990. 

Drugs Charged in Indictments 
(Exhibits 4a through 4d) 

Cocaine, the drug of choice of the decade, was 
mentioned in 69 .4 percent of indictments in FY 
1989 and FY 1990. Marijuana was named in 19.6 
percent, although relatively rew investigations in
volved marijuana as the only drug. The 2,063 men
tions of cocaine brought the Task Forces' eight-year 
total lo 5, 163 indictments based in part or in whole 
on cocaine transactions (Exhibit 4c), far more than 
any other category. Heroin charges, after dropping 
sharply in FY 1988 prosecutions, started to rise again 
in FY 1989 and FY 1990. 

Types of Criminal Activities Charged 
(Exhibits Sa through Sd) 

In FY 1989 and FY 1990, drug distribution was 
by far the predominant charge. Distribution was 
charged in 2,514 of the 2,973 indictments. Tilis 
charge has always far surpassed all others; its trend 
is still significantly upward. Data presented in Ex
hibit 5, coupled with other data discussed in this 
repon, may indicate some change in the Task Forces' 
conceptulization of their mission. Exhibits I a 
through Id predicted, and Exhibits 4a through 4d 
reported, an increasingly large number of cocaine 
cases. Exhibits Sa through 5d repon a third succes
sive year in which drug distribution as a charged 
offense has significantly exceeded the prior year's 
total. The urgency of eradicating crack cocaine and 
the shootings and murders that have been identified 
with its sale arc at least part of the explanation forthis 
shift in investigative and prosecutorial emphasis. 
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Investigative Techniques Used 
(Exhibits 6a through 6d) 

As planned in the Program Guidelines written 
in 1982, Task Force investigators make heavy use of 
undercover techniques and sting operations. In 
addition, OCDETF prosecutors have employed 
investigative grand juries and immunity offers in 
61.6 and 32.2 percem of cases, respectively, over 
the life of the Program. Pen registers, financial in
vestigations, and Title III or other surveillances are 
also frcquemly used. 

Clearly, OCDETF makes extensive use of a 
wide variety of investigative methods, some of 
which require considerable sophistication and per
sistence to exploit properly. It is also apparent that 
it is typical to employ several investigative methods 
during the course of any particular investigation. All 
of these methods arc currently in use in each Task 
force region. (Security considerations compel us to 
omit regional breakdown ofExhibits 6a through 6d.) 

Agency Participation 
(Exhibits 7a through 7d) 

The extensive involvement of State and local 
investigators predicted in investigation initiation 
data was validated in reports submitted atthe time 
Of indictmenLs. Except for the Drug Enforcement 
Administrntion itself, no group was more often in
volved in OCDETF cases than local investiga
tors, who participated in 61 .5 percent of the cases 
indicted in FY 1989 and FY 1990. The same period 
also saw a significant increase in BA TF involvement 
evincing the OCDETF response to the increasingly 
violent nature of the drug trade. 

Offenses Charged 
(Exhibits 8a through 8d) 

These tables and charts confirm the obvious: 
the preponderance of Task Force defendants are 
charged under Title 21. Tue disaggregated Tille 21 
statistics of importation, communication, distribu
tion, conspiracy, CCE, and manufacture are of 
greater interest. Title 21 conspiracy and distribution 
charges are of a much greater magnitude than any 
others. 

Use of a communication facility and importa
tion--both under Title 21--and Title 18: IT AR (Inter-

state Transportation in Aid of Racketeering) are 
other charges often brought. Although all but over
whelmed numerically, the charges under Titles 18, 
26, and 31 have each brought down hundreds of 
drug-connected defendants, some of whom have 
received the highest penalties. In FY 1990 OCDETF 
began recording indictments under the money laun
dering provisions of Title 18. 

Dispositions and Sentencing Data 

These data offer the best available quantita
tive measure of OCDETF Program outcomes. 
Cases against 5 ,377 defendants were adjudicated in 
FY 1989 and FY 1990, bringing the cumulative 
OCDETF total to 19,302. More than 86 percent were 
convicted and, of that number, 84 percent went to 
jail. 

The details are available in Exhibits 9 through 
12, along with information on the magnitude ofnon
drug assets seized. 

Dispositions 
Exhibits 9a through 9d) 

The Task Force conviction rate stands at 88.3 
percent for FY 1989 and FY 1990 and 86.3 percent 
cumulatively. More than 16,000 violators have 
been successfully prosecuted by OCDETF. 

Sentences 
(Exhibits lOa through lOd) 

The great majority of those convicted in 
OCDETFcasesgo toprison: 89.6pcrcent,or4,182 
individuals, in FY 1989 and FY 1990. Cumula
tively, from FY 1983 through FY 1990, 13,759 
convicted defendants were sentenced to confinement 
(84.4 percent). 

Prison Terms 
Exhibits Ila through lld) 

Task Force prison term data reveal regional 
differences. Changed public threat perception, 
along with increases in mandatory Federal drug 
offense sentencing, continued to be the major 
generators of a general increase in the length of 
sentences. The percentage of sentences of 10 years 
or more increased in FY 1989 and FY 1990 by 8.4 
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percent over the FY 1983 through FY 1988 aggre
gated percentage. 

Non-Drug Seizures 
(Exhibit 12) 

Drug trafficking organizations, like other busi
nesses, can be disrupted by the removal of the 
financial resources needed lo support their opera
tions as well as by the removal of leadership and 
expertise. Through September 30, 1990, the 
OCDETF Program had seized a total of $1.1 billion 
in property and $789 million in cash. 

The most recent fiscal years show a major 
increase in this form of impact. The more than $1 
billion in cash and property seized in 1989 and 1990 
was $89 million more than the total for all previous 
years combined. It is also interesting to note that 
FY 1989 and FY 1990 seizures far exceeded those 
years' entire OCDETF budgets. 

A Word of Caution 

The data contained in virtually all of the fol
lowing tables have been disaggregated by Task 

Force region. This form of display invites compari
son among regions. Particular care needs to be taken 
not to make unsuitable inferences from such infor
mation. 

There arc many variables that will affect the 
apparent productivity of a regional Task Force and 
that have nothing whatever to do with the Task 
Force's internal efficiency. Sheer volume of drugs 
and the size of the drug-using population in a geo
graphic area come readily to mind. Other variables, 
such as proximity to borders, or the willingness of 
the courts to take cases having over 20 defendants, 
or the relative costs of operating in a certain city, 
arc further examples. 

Unless such variables can be identified, their 
relevance assessed, and their impact statistically 
controlled for, cross-regional comparisons should 
be held in abeyance. In the absence of such knowl
edge, it is methodologically naive to attribute re
gional differences to any preconceived cause. 

Also note that FY 1989 and FY 1990 repre
sented only the second and third years of OCDETF 
participation by the Immigration and Naturaliza
tion Service and that the Florida-Caribbean Task 
Force did not come into being until FY 1984. 
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Exhibit la - FY 1989 and 1990 
Drugs Involved in 

°' Investigations Initiated 

0 
otj Percentage 
"' ::i Number of Investigations Involving Drugs of Investi-N. 
" gations 
Q. 

Drug FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=l098* (") 
::L 
a 
" 0 
~ Cocaine 108 74 84 37 69 57 66 55 44 91 63 99 61 908 82.7% " "" [Tl 

Marijuana 58 47 31 10 16 28 34 15 24 15 27 52 55 412 37.5% = 5' 
Cl Methaqualone 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 6 0.5% " a 
" g Heroin 17 24 17 20 31 11 29 14 16 55 15 18 17 284 25.9% 
--l 
"" 0 4 4 2 5 2 35 3.2% "' Hashish 8 1 I I 1 1 5 
"'" 61 Other 6 IO 5 5 6 2 1 2 3 8 3 3 0 54 4.9% Cl 
" 
"" Unspecified 2 I 1 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 I 6 17 1.5% JJ 
~ a PCP 0 I 0 4 3 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 2 16 1.5% 
:>;j 
.g Methamphetamine 4 10 4 5 4 15 3 2 11 6 8 10 13 95 8.7% 
0 
:::i 

Pharmaceutical 5 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 I 4 3 19 1.7% 

* The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of mentions for each drug. More than one drug is involved 
in many investigations. 
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Exhibit 1 b. - FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Drugs Involved in Investigations 
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Exhibit le. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Drugs Involved in 

lnvestigations lnitiated 

Percentage 
Number of lnvestigations Involving Drugs of Investi-

gations 
Drug FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=3,486* 

Cocaine 283 248 271 144 237 169 206 184 160 294 184 279 158 2817 80.8% 

Marijuana 201 183 139 43 74 96 119 84 88 49 99 186 132 1493 42.8% 

Methaqualone 17 11 23 5 5 0 8 2 2 5 9 22 3 112 3.2% 

Heroin 41 72 72 55 96 34 73 48 57 191 41 38 49 867 24.9% 

Hashish 19 11 19 7 8 6 9 19 20 17 8 11 6 160 4.6% 

Other 17 20 17 9 17 5 13 9 10 14 10 13 7 161 4.6% 

Unspecified 5 4 2 3 5 4 1 3 2 4 3 4 7 47 1.3% 

PCP 1 8 11 11 18 0 6 1 5 1 14 3 3 82 2.4% 

Methamphetamine 6 45 21 22 42 41 20 4 42 22 32 24 31 352 10.1% 

Pharmaceutical 6 8 18 1 12 4 10 4 2 1 II 9 5 91 2.6% 

* The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of mentions for each drug. More than one drug is involved 
in many investigations. 
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Exhibit 1 d. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Drugs Involved in Investigations 
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Exhibit 2a .• FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Type of Criminal Activities Involved in 

Investigations Initiated 

Percentage 
Number of Investigations Involving Activity of Investi~ 

gations 
Activity FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=l098* 

Financial Backing 52 38 34 14 21 24 26 19 27 33 20 53 33 394 36.9% 

Importation 124 73 55 43 50 41 41 28 49 82 31 68 77 762 69.4% 

Money Laundering 92 75 55 32 59 48 58 47 52 90 55 91 71 825 75.1% 

Other 16 15 II 3 14 8 9 12 9 18 11 20 5 151 13.8% 

S trcct Sales 12 19 26 11 33 16 23 14 8 22 22 24 13 243 22.1% 

Distribution 106 88 87 44 78 73 66 59 59 113 69 116 77 1035 94.3% 

Official Corruption 35 22 19 6 13 6 18 8 8 6 9 19 26 195 17.8% 

Crop Cultivation 9 4 8 2 2 2 5 2 6 3 7 8 6 64 5.8% 

Diversion 3 0 4 0 2 I 0 0 1 2 0 3 3 19 1.7% 

Manufacture 21 22 13 13 13 II 7 7 14 21 12 12 22 118 17.1% 

Unspecified I 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 () 0 () () 2 5 0.5% 

* The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency for each category of illicit activity under investigation. More 
than one activity is involved in many investigations. 
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Exhibit 2b. - FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Type of Criminal Activities Involved 
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Other 151 

Crop Cultivation 64 

Diversion IT! 19 

Unspecified 111 5 

0 200 400 600 800 
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1,000 1,200 
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Exhibit 2c .• FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Type or Criminal Activities Involved in 

Investigations Initiated 

Percentage 
Number of Investigations Involving Activity oflnvesti-

gations 
Activity FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=3,486* 

Financial Backing 147 143 123 75 113 58 87 100 111 128 73 156 86 1400 40.2% 

Imponation 308 233 161 133 174 122 131 138 146 288 104 208 180 2326 66.7% 

Money Laundering 239 218 170 138 186 121 163 138 155 244 138 224 168 2302 66.0% 

Other ' 34 34 20 10 24 13 11 22 17 28 31 38 16 298 8.5% 

S trcct Sales 64 109 129 43 132 67 116 86 51 109 101 112 46 1165 33.4% 

Distribution 298 286 284 165 289 211 227 208 217 371 207 323 189 3275 93.9% 

Official Corruption 82 64 45 18 34 16 34 29 20 37 19 64 51 513 14.7% 

Crop Cultivation 18 18 27 5 2 13 14 7 16 5 23 25 25 198 5.7% 

Diversion 5 3 13 1 10 3 5 4 2 3 9 10 6 74 2.1% 

Manufacture 60 69 45 46 77 35 39 13 54 66 45 35 52 636 18.2% 

Unspecified 3 1 1 1 2 0 I 4 2 6 I 3 2 27 0.8% 

* The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency for each category of illicit activity under investigation. More 
than one activity is involved in many investigations. 

·····'-"!, 
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Exhibit 2d. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Type of Criminal Activities Involved 

Distribution 

Importation 

Money Laundering 

Financial Backing 

Street Sales 

Manufacture 

Official Corruption 

Other 

Crop Cultivation 

Diversion 

Unspecified 

-~~~~~~ 2,326 

~~~~11~~~~~~] 2,302 

~""'~~ 636 

~=±! 298 

198 

74 

27 

1,400 

1,165 

3,275 

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 



Exhibit 3a. - FY 1989 and FY 1990 

N 
Agency Participation in .. Investigations Initiated 

0 
~ 

Number of Investigations* Percentage (JO 

"' :::. of Investigations 
" Agency FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=l098** " c. 
n 
;::!. 

a Local Investigators 56 50 49 34 61 55 34 34 42 65 46 71 24 621 56.6% 
" 0 
~ 

DEA 97 82 58 29 60 48 57 60 52 107 66 99 78 893 81.3% c: 
cro 
tTl 
::i 

a: FBI 46 40 46 26 27 38 29 40 28 38 38 50 26 472 43.0% 
~ 

" IRS 65 71 62 24 49 55 58 34 42 94 60 76 65 755 68.8% " a 
" ;::! State Investigators 26 40 32 6 28 27 27 40 27 44 23 72 23 415 37.8% ~ 

-l 
'" "' Customs 50 57 21 17 31 21 14 30 42 68 21 36 44 452 41.2% ,.,. ..,, 
c 

Other 31 10 11 6 16 16 16 12 7 26 10 20 19 200 18.2% Cl 
" 
'""' Local Prosecutors 8 4 3 5 13 6 3 2 10 18 9 8 8 97 8.8% a 

(JO 
~ 

'" BATF 33 47 29 14 43 19 28 23 24 45 36 58 31 430 39.2% a 
;:<:! 

"' Organized Crime -0 c Strike Force (OCSF) 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 3 2 0 1 10 0.9% ;:1 

State Prosecutors 8 1 0 1 9 5 3 6 2 8 4 6 1 54 4.9% 

Coast Guard 7 1 2 1 4 0 1 2 5 6 0 2 6 37 3.4% 

INS 12 41 10 13 32 32 13 27 27 27 9 20 38 301 27.4% 

* The number of investigations in which this agency expected to participate al the time the investigations were initiated. U.S. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys were expected to participate in all cases. 

** The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of anticipated involvement for each type of agency. More 
than one agency is involved in all cases. 
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Exhibit 3b. - FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Agency Participation* 

DEA 

IRS 

Local Investigators 

FBI 

Customs 

BATF 

State Investigators 

INS 

Other 

Local Prosecutors 

State Prosecutors 

Coast Guard 

OCSF 

0 200 400 600 

*U.S. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys were expected to 
participate in all cases. 

755 

800 1,000 
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Exhibit 3c. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 

N 
Agency Participation in 

°' Investigations Initiated 

0 
~ 

Number of Investigations* Percentage °" '" 8. of Investigations 
·~ Agency FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=3486** " 0. 
(") 
;:!. 

s Local Investigators 144 155 140 87 150 137 106 113 116 172 130 169 70 1689 48.5% 
" tl 
2 DEA 272 282 198 142 252 166 197 211 199 351 192 296 186 2944 84.5% 

(\" 
rn 

FBI 116 190 194 85 143 138 129 124 132 174 133 198 93 1849 53.0% " 5' 
<l IRS 183 239 217 125 197 157 184 130 153 244 172 234 155 2390 68.6% " s 
Q 

" State Investigators 75 140 92 28 88 93 85 109 73 100 77 221 58 1239 35.5% ~ ..., 
"" 157 136 80 69 139 225 61 161 133 1581 45.4% ~ Customs 191 69 103 57 
"" >Tl 
0 Other 56 31 25 22 42 21 46 26 15 71 26 37 27 445 12.8% <l 
" ..,, 

Local Prosecutors 15 19 11 14 35 19 12 14 13 47 20 13 11 243 7.0% a 
°" ~ 
"" BATF 118 153 81 50 114 63 70 65 86 161 93 148 67 1269 36.4% a 
::<l 

Organized Crime " '"Cl 
0 Strike Force (OCSF) 7 11 3 5 16 6 4 12 4 13 4 3 1 89 2.6% 
;:I 

State Prosecutors 18 20 8 7 19 17 8 29 5 28 15 25 7 206 5.9% 

Coast Guard 17 22 21 7 12 4 6 23 17 15 12 16 22 194 5.6% 

INS 18 64 22 24 55 41 26 47 42 45 16 29 52 481 13.8% 

Unspecified 0 0 1 2 5 1 2 1 0 5 0 3 4 24 0.7% 

* The number of investigations in which this agency expected to participate at the time the investigations were initiated. U.S. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys were expected to participate in all cases. 

** The number of investigations initiated by the Task Forces. The percentages show the frequency of anticipated involvement for each type of agency. More 
than one agency is involved in all cases. 
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Exhibit 3d. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Agency Participation* 

DEA 

IRS 

FBI 1,849 

Local Investigators 

Customs 

BATF 1,269 

State Investigators 1,239 

INS 

Other 

Local Prosecutors 

State Prosecutors 

Coast Guard 

OCSF 

Unspecified UI 24 

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 

*U.S. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys were expected to 
participate in all cases. 

3,000 3,500 
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Exhibit 4a .. FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Drugs Charged in Indictments and Informations Returned 

Number of Indictments and Informations* 
Percentage 

Drug FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=2,973** 

Cocaine 132 101 360 105 183 166 231 77 74 113 109 361 51 2063 69.4% 

Marijuana 60 45 45 5 12 50 82 17 24 9 26 151 57 583 19.6% 

Methaqualone 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 0.1% 

No Drugs Charged/ 
Unspecified*** 23 29 33 4 19 27 36 8 27 5 5 43 13 272 9.1% 

Other 3 12 43 2 8 17 0 5 2 4 1 13 12 122 4.1% 

Heroin 9 12 17 5 24 8 33 14 35 37 9 14 6 223 7.5% 

Hashish 12 0 2 0 1 2 5 0 6 1 1 5 1 36 1.2% 

PCP 0 1 3 5 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 15 0.5% 

Methamphetamine 0 4 3 1 4 38 39 1 30 3 10 12 36 181 6.1% 

Pharmaceutical 6 1 9 0 1 4 2 3 0 0 0 2 5 33 1.1% 

* The number of indictments and informations in which this drug was charged. 
** The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of mentions for each drug. More than one 

drug is charged in many indictments and informations. 
*** Includes indictments and informations which do not allege any drug offenses, primarily those involving money laundering and financial offenses. 
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Exhibit 4b. - FY 1989;~rici"''~y 1990"''> 
Drugs Charged in Indictments and 

Informations 

2,500 ,,--- ------------------------·---------- - -------

- Methaqualone 

2,000 - PCP 

!lliH1 Pharmaceutical - Hashish 

1,500 ~ Methamphetamine 

D Heroin 

1,000 
Fl%'~ Marijuana 

rz2 Cocaine 

500 

4 15 33 36 
o~-

More than one drug is involved in many 
indictments. Indictments involving Other 
Drugs = 122; No Drugs/Unspecified= 272 
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Exhibit 4c. • FY 1983 through FY 1990 

lN 
Drugs Charged in Indictments and Informations Returned 

0 

0 
a<l Number of Indictments and Informations* 
"' ::J Percentage ;::;· 
" Drug FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=8,534** a. 
n 

Cocaine 315 304 821 190 484 347 561 222 239 297 390 807 186 5163 60.5% ;:l. 
3 
" tJ Marijuana 186 167 200 14 212 122 258 68 126 73 107 410 173 2116 24.8% 
~ 
t: 

(IQ 
Methaqualone 3 7 16 l 7 1 9 8 4 6 6 25 5 98 1.1% 

tTl 
::J 

O' No Drugs Charged/ ;:i 

" Unspecified*** 103 115 131 10 104 52 114 30 57 33 47 161 60 1017 11.9% 
3 
" 
"' Other 19 20 80 3 43 34 23 2 7 16 15 31 13 306 3.6% 
;;;i 
~ Heroin 23 57 57 15 154 44 76 35 57 148 25 43 24 758 8.9% ,.,. 
31 Hashish 20 l 10 2 10 4 10 9 9 9 5 20 3 112 1.3% ~ n 
" -0 PCP 2 7 10 8 47 0 2 0 2 2 8 3 2 93 l.1% a 
(IQ 
~ 

'" Metharnphetamine 1 63 52 7 122 86 73 3 81 22 49 23 67 649 7.6% 3 

~ Pharmaceutical 7 2 34 16 14 7 17 6 0 5 9 13 5 135 1.6% 'O 
0 
;:i 

* The number of indictments and informations in which this drug was charged. 
** The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of mentions for each drug. More than one 

drug is charged in many indictments and' informations. 
***Includes indictments and informations which do not allege any drug offenses, primarily those involving money laundering and financial offenses . 
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Exhibit 4d. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Drugs Charged in Indictments and 

Informations 

5,500 +- PCP 

5,000 - Methaqualone 

4,500 tilm Hashish 

4,000 - Pharmaceutical 

3,500 ~ Methamphetamine 

3,000 D Heroin 

2,500 
tli(f;W,;J Marijuana 

2,000 
, r.22l Cocaine 

1,500 

1,000 

500 
1 93 98 112 135 

649 
••••• •••• ••••• ..... ••••• • • • • 

758 

2,116 

0 • • • • • L...A_..R.__._ ........ -. 

More than one drug is involved in many 
indictments. Indictments involving Other 
Drugs= 306; No Drugs/Unspecified= 1017 

5,163 
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Exhibit Sa - FY 1989 and FY 1990 

w 
Type of Criminal Activities Charged in 

N Indictments and Informations Returned 

0 
~ 

Number of Indictments and Informations* ()q 

" 3. Percentage 
" Activity FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N~2973** " a. 
() 

Distribution 145 128 385 105 206 215 320 92 132 138 115 408 125 2514 84.6% ::i. 
3 
() 

0 Financial Backing 21 6 2 I 5 5 55 8 14 47 6 41 18 229 7.7% 
2 

()q 
Importation 110 26 7 5 14 27 62 15 23 70 12 79 57 507 17.1% rn 

::l 
2 Money Laundering 54 34 10 11 22 39 58 13 32 68 21 52 27 441 14.8% ~ 

" " a Other 41 42 47 18 16 47 50 3 34 34 21 83 25 461 15.5% () 

3 
;.;' Official Corruption 8 16 I I I 2 13 3 l 5 0 29 2 82 2.8% 
~ 

"" "T1 Unspecified 1 7 
0 

12 0 2 5 4 8 3 0 0 6 3 51 1.7% 
(1 

" Street Sales 5 25 106 14 5 27 65 13 IO 9 32 29 5 345 11.6% 
'"tJ a 

Crop Cultivation 8 ()q I I I 0 0 6 14 5 I I 3 5 46 1.5% ~ 

3 
Diversion 0 0 3 ;o 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 6 II 0.4% 

" -0 
0 Manufacture 15 11 2 5 8 31 18 2 15 13 7 40 37 204 6.9% ;:i 

* The number of indictments and informations in which this activity was charged. 
**The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency for each category of illicit activity 

charged. More than one activity is charged in many cases. 
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Exhibit Sb. - FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Type of Criminal Activities Charged 

Distribution 

Importation 507 

Other 

Money Laundering 441 

Street Sales 345 

Financial Backing 229 

Manufacture 204 
~ 

Official Corruption 82 

Unspecified 51 

Crop Cultivation 46 

Diversion i 1 
----- - ---- ------------

2,5141 

·-----~---

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 
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Exhibit Sc. · FY 1983 through FY 1990 

w Type of Criminal Activities Charged in .. Indictments and Informations Returned 

0 
~ 

trq Number of Indictments and Informations* 
'"' a. Percentage 
" () Activity FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=8,534** 
Cl. 

(') 
:i. Distribution 381 470 1026 197 806 472 758 278 397 388 449 997 309 6928 81.2% 
3 
() 

o Financial Backing 77 46 26 13 67 31 94 30 68 87 64 93 61 757 8.9% 
2 

(Jq 
Importation 282 138 75 40 188 92 140 65 131 168 96 304 188 1907 22.3% 

[T1 
::i 
::::-· 

Money Laundering 184 86 47 46 136 81 163 40 100 125 93 167 124 1392 16.3% "' r. 
() 

3 Other 93 129 125 25 112 65 110 20 79 96 70 194 71 1189 13.9% () 

3 
.-J Official Corruption 38 45 21 5 18. 12 27 15 3 13 5 60 40 302 3.5% 
"" ~ "' "T1 Unspecified 7 33 38 1 41 20 29 21 11 11 24 46 12 294 3.4% 
0 
('1 
0 Street Sales 

""' 
51 103 251 29 166 135 251 71 57 78 135 135 39 1501 17.6% 

2 
"" Crop Cultivation 4 4 33 3 5 20 26 7 8 4 40 26 26 206 2.4% 
~ 

"" 3 
1;" Diversion 2 0 11 14 6 1 13 2 0 0 28 3 7 87 1.0% 

"O 
0 Manufacture 39 61 27 19 57 76 41 5 57 31 69 72 71 625 7.3% ;:i 

* The number of indictments and informations in which this activity was charged. 
**The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency for each category of illicit activity charged. 

More than one activity is charged in many cases. 

'"'''"''~·-~ 
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Exhibit Sd - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Type of Criminal Activities Charged 

Distribution 

Importation • 1,907 

Street Sales 1,501 

Money Laundering 1,392 

Other 1, 189 

Financial Backing 757 

Manufacture 625 

Official Corruption 302 

Unspecified 294 

Crop Cultivation 

Diversion 

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 

16,928 

6,000 7,000 
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Technique 

Financial Investigation 

Immunity 

Investigative Grand Jury 

Other 

Tax Grand Jury 

Witness Protection 

Title III or Other Surveillance 

Unspecified 

Foreign Bank/Financial Records 

Undercover or Sting 

Extradition 

Pen Register 

Parole into U.S. 

Exhibit 6a •• FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Investigative Techniques Used* for 

Indictments and Informations Returned 

Number of 
Indictments and Informations** 

864 

791 

1855 

373 

277 

233 

909 

150 

148 

1921 

70 

980 

25 

Percentage 
N=2,973*** 

-
29.1% 

26.6% 

62.4% 

12.5% 

9.3% 

7.8% 

30.6% 

5.0% 

5.0% 

64.6% 

2.4% 

33.0% 

0.8% 

* The major investigative techniques used during investigation and prosecution. No regional breakdown is indicated for reasons of investigative sensitivity. 
**The number of indictments and informations for which this technique was used. 

***The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency with which each technique was used. More 
than one technique is involved in many cases. 
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Exhibit 6b - FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Investigative Techniques Used 

Undercover or Sting 

Invest Grand Jury 

Pen Register 

Title Ill/Other Surv 909 

Financial Invest 864 

Immunity 791 

Other 373 

Tax Grand Jury 277 

Witness Protection 233 

Unspecified 150 

Foreign Bank/Fin Rec 148 

Extradition 

Parole into US till 25 

0 500 1,000 1,500 

1,921 

1,855 

2,000 2,500 
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Technique 

Financial Investigation 

Immunity 

Investigative Grand Jury 

Other 

Tax Grand Jury 

Wimess Protection 

Title III or Other Surveillance 

Unspecified 

Foreign Bank/Financial Records 

Undercover or Sting 

Extradition 

Pen Register 

Parole into U.S. 

Exhibit 6c. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
luvestigative Techniques Used* for 

Indictments and luformations Returned 

Number of 
Indictments and luformations** 

2678 

2749 

5258 

1689 

1365 

1197 

2562 

488 

322 

5245 

213 

2450 

69 

Percentage 
N=S,534*** 

31.4% 

32.2% 

61.6% 

19.8% 

16.0% 

14.0% 

30.0% 

5.7% 

3.8% 

61.5% 

2.5% 

28.7% 

0.8% 

* The major investigative techniques used during investigation and prosecution. No regional breakdown is indicated for reasons of investigative sensitivity. 
**The number of indictments and informations for which this technique was used. 

***The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency with which each technique was used. More 
than one technique is involved in many cases. 
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Exhibit 6d - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Investigative Techniques Used 

Invest Grand Jury 

Undercover or Sting 

Immunity 

Financial Invest 2,678 

Title Ill/Other Surv 2,562 

Pen Register 

Other 1,689 

Tax Grand Jury 1,365 

Witness Protection 1,197 

Unspecified 

Foreign Bank/Fin Rec 

Extradition 

Parole into US 

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 

5,258 

5,245 

5,000 6,000 



Exhibit 7a. - FY 1989 and FY 1990 

~ 
Agency Participation in 

Investigations Resulting in Charges 

0 
Q;l Number of Indictments and Informations• 
8. Percentage 
N 

Agency FC GC GL LA MA.MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=2,973** (l) 
0. 
n 
;::!. 

s 
" 
-~ Local Investigators 91 112 322 80 181 151 204 58 105 80 87 309 48 1828 61.5% 

FBI 83 70 200 33 38 135 233 25 84 37 52 261 19 1270 42.7% 
"" IRS 59 107 153 22 152 112 158 27 75 90 40 147 46 1188 40.0% tT1 

"' Customs 44 39 12 8 97 13 36 8 53 68 7 80 64 529 17.8% 
13' DEA Ill 117 223 82 184 163 242 99 145 132 79 307 119 2003 67.4% d s Local Prosecutors 2 10 11 43 37 21 18 2 JO 23 4 22 9 212 7.2% 
(l) State Investigators 33 51 ll9 12 127 99 108 37 105 63 29 150 28 961 32.3% 

"' State Prosecutors 12 1 3 2 71 7 I 24 16 15 1 2 7 162 5.4% ~ ..., 
Other OCDETF 5 6 3 0 1 3 15 3 4 0 1 8 0 49 1.6% "' "" Foreign Government 25 2 0 2 0 0 16 0 8 2 0 6 5 66 2.2% "'" ci1 Organized Crime 

d Strike Force (OCSF) 2 0 1 0 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 I 0 12 0.4% 
" Unspecified 4 2 1 0 1 3 1 0 2 0 3 5 11 33 1.1% ..., 
a BATF 25 49 49 29 134 51 47 18 32 36 45 147 35 697 23.4% 

"" Coast Guard 8 3 3 3 7 1 0 1 13 8 0 1 7 55 1.8% ~ s INS 39 29 13 5 98 42 24 45 51 32 6 29 23 436 14.7% 
:;o Other 2 3 5 0 8 4 6 1 7 3 3 26 1 69 2.3% 
" 'O 
0 
;::! 

* The number of indictments and informations in which this agency participated in either the investigation or prosecution. U.S. Marshals Service and U.S. 
Attorneys are assumed to be involved in all cases. 

** The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of participation for each agency. More than 
one agency is involved in all cases. 
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Exhibit ?b. - FY 1989 and 1990 
Agency Participation* in 

Investigations Resulting in Charges 

DEA 
Local Investigators 

FBI 
IRS 

State Investigators 
BATF 

Customs 
INS 

Local Prosecutors 
State Prosecutors 

Other 
Foreign Government 

Coast Guard 
Other OCDETF 

Unspecified 
OCSF l_22______ --- -····· .. ---- - ------~----

0 500 1,000 1, )00 

*U.S. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys participate in all cases . 

2,003 

2,000 2,500 



r 
Exhibit 7c. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 

-4 
Agency Participation in 

N Investigations Resulting in Charges 

0 
~ 

(1q Number oflndictments and Informations* 
"' a. Percentage 
" (j Agency FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=S,534** 0. 

n 
:::i. 
a 
0 

0 Local Investigators 221 243 609 108 562 312 448 181 229 169 321 638 101 4142 48.5% 
~ 

FBI I60 286 544 62 387 284 564 104 276 168 3I2 736 I22 4005 46.9% c 
. (JC 

!RS 170 255 576 81 446 206 420 100 196 183 197 4I4 I90 3434 40.2% tT1 

" Customs 166 124 54 33 209 32 I04 19 I33 114 10 239 206 1443 16.9% 
2 DEA 357 480 422 172 647 363 681 296 363 399 384 797 321 5682 66.6% ~ n 

7 35 32 50 159 82 65 8 24 82 59 60 27 690 8.1% 0 Local Prosecutors 
3 State Investigators 78 171 462 56 357 208 301 86 159 125 176 421 50 2650 31.1% 0 
g State Prosecutors 21 6 JO 17 112 14 18 35 29 43 8 33 15 361 4.2% ..., 

Other OCDETF 24 41 28 15 63 21 50 13 24 41 IS 88 56 479 5.6% 
'" C/> Foreign Government 50 20 6 16 13 2 32 12 29 38 13 18 19 268 3.1% ,.,. .,, Organized Crime 
0 
~ Strike Force (OCSF) 4 10 3 0 25 4 5 5 8 8 1 2 0 75 0.9% 
"' 0 Unspecified 9 9 33 1 45 25 5 1 10 3 9 36 20 206 2.4% 

""' a BATF 118 137 100 45 287 68 97 43 79 50 154 317 101 1596 18.7% 
(1q Coast Guard 11 4 4 3 16 1 1 6 20 10 0 3 19 98 1.1% ~ 

'" INS 40 39 18 7 107 65 55 57 63 33 8 48 29 569 6.7% 3 
;:<l Other 3 5 5 1 10 6 7 1 7 3 3 28 I 80 0.9% 
0 

'B 
;1 

* The number of indictments and informations in which this agency participated in either the investigation or prosecution. U.S. Marshals Service and U.S. 
Attorneys arc assumed to be involved in all cases. 

** The number of indictments and informations returned in Task Force cases. The percentages show the frequency of participation for each agency. More than 
one agency is involved in all cases. 

,,J 
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Exhibit 7d. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Agency Participation* in 

Investigations Resulting in Charges 

DEA 
Local Investigators 

FBI 
IRS 

State Investigators 2,650 

BATF 1,596 

Customs 1,443 

Local Prosecutors 
INS 

Other OCDETF 
State Prosecutors 

Foreign Government 
Unspecified 

Coast Guard 
Other 

OCSF 

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 

·u.s. Marshals Service and 
U.S. Attorneys participate in all cases. 

5,$82 

5,000 6,000 



Exhibit 8a - FY 1989 and FY 1990 

t 
Offenses Charged 

Defendants Charged 

0 ..., 
Number of Defendants Charged (Jq 

"' a. Percentage 
"' Offense FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=9,064* " c. 
n 
::t s Title 18: RICO 21 34 24 0 29 26 70 13 4 38 7 9 0 275 3.0% (;) 

tl Title 21: 
2 Importation 337 49 9 7 7 17 4 11 27 50 7 66 53 644 7.1% 

(Jq 
Title 21: Use of gi Communication Facility 31 116 164 19 I07 112 209 45 71 96 20 125 55 1170 12.9% 

O' Title 18: !TAR 50 60 86 IO 62 55 61 14 8 10 20 104 49 589 6.5% ;::i 
(!) Title21: a Distribution 449 387 733 260 540 481 423 237 242 289 173 748 343 5305 58.5% § 
~ Other 134 75 158 31 202 117 145 59 22 144 78 143 68 1376 15.2% ...., 

Title 21: 
"' ~ Conspiracy 678 562 697 190 701 424 731 263 227 584 331 I027 491 6906 76.2% ~ 

'T1 Title 26: 
0 

Tax Violations 22 24 42 8 25 16 36 17 14 7 11 19 7 248 2.7% ..., 
" (!) Title 21: CCE 36 26 18 6 47 26 IO 14 8 25 11 27 14 268 3.0% ..,, 

Title 18: a 
(Jq Tax Conspiracy 25 1 29 8 5 1 27 11 8 2 2 3 7 129 1.4% ..., 
s Title 18: Non-tax ,,, Conspiracy 74 20 27 10 15 12 12 5 11 38 9 13 28 274 3.0% 
(!) Title 18: 
"" 0 Money Laundering** 41 27 21 20 28 32 9 1 3 8 21 33 0 244 2.7% ;:i 

Title 31: Currency 
Violations 31 6 15 8 3 5 15 2 8 12 3 8 11 127 1.4% 

Title 18, 26: 
Firearms 30 72 121 32 77 70 60 23 51 66 65 137 54 858 9.5% 

Title 21: 
Manufacture 10 12 0 10 8 33 7 0 23 0 0 36 96 235 2.6% 

Unspecified 5 0 1 0 0 6 1 13 0 3 6 1 0 36 0.4% 

* The number of defendants charged in Task Force indictments and informations.The percentages show the frequency with which each offense is charged. 
Many defendants were charged with more than one offense. Some defendants were charged in more than one indictment or information. 

**Collection of statistics for this category began in FY 1990. 
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Exhibit Sc. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 

~ 
Offenses Charged 

°' Defendants Charged 

0 
ci<i Number of Defendants Charged 
8. Percentage 
N 

Offense FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=28,713* " 0. 
(") 
;:l. 
3 Title 18: RICO 238 136 208 7 133 34 183 54 9 164 26 113 52 1357 4.7% 
" 0 Title 21: 
2 Importation 952 601 120 27 163 81 100 117 179 211 37 551 259 3398 11.8% 

"" Title 21: Use of rn 
" Communication Facility 115 285 434 64 348 373 626 124 249 315 195 404 270 3802 13.2% 
O' .Title 18: !TAR 164 340 338 54 296 165 280 47 150 80 112 446 217 2689 9.4% 4 n 

Title 21: " 3 Distribution 1251 1506 1905 514 1699 1150 1361 807 918 1005 573 2141 895 15725 54.8% " g Other 460 617 628 205 726 465 560 187 259 670 283 603 554 6217 21.7% 
-l Title 21: 
"' "' Conspiracy 1892 1991 2124 564 2277 1207 2058 1043 1088 2014 1113 2839 1621 21831 76.0% .,. 
"I1 Title 26: 
0 

Tax Violations 69 100 202 19 148 58 134 57 54 47 80 121 54 1143 4.0% ('l 

" Title 21: CCE 122 IOI 129 22 146 52 99 44 74 98 78 134 65 1164 4.1% 
"1l 

Title 18: a 
"" Tax Conspiracy 59 33 149 57 27 16 68 37 39 10 38 51 66 650 2.3% 4 

8 Title 18: Non-tax 

"' 
Conspiracy 219 88 97 41 56 16 29 8 37 71 17 74 201 954 3.3% 

" Title 18: 'Cl 
0 Money Laundering** 41 27 21 23 28 32 9 1 3 8 21 33 0 247 0.9% ;:i 

Title 31: Currency 
Violations 104 32 39 48 45 14 40 3 37 59 7 65 110 603 2.1% 

Title 18, 26: 
Firearms 93 145 190 48 167 111 83 58 121 109 143 271 166 1705 5.9% 

Title 21: 
Manufacture 53 84 36 26 50 42 21 3 142 13 27 71 147 715 2.5% 

Unspecified 5 0 3 0 0 9 5 13 I 8 7 3 6 60 0.2% 

* The number of defendants charged in Task Force indictments and informations. The percentages show the frequency with which each offense is charged. Many 
defendants were charged with more than one offense. Some defendants were charged in more than one indictment or information. 

**Collection of statistics for this category began in FY 1990. 
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Disposition 

Pied/Found Guilty 

Dismissed/ Acquitted 
on All Charges 

Disposition Information 
not Available 

FC GC GL 

519 438 405 

47 98 38 

0 0 0 

Exhibit 9a. - FY 1989 and FY1990 
Dispositions by Defendant in 

Cases Adjudicated 

Number of Defendants 

LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC 

120 406 368 678 114 193 247 299 

1 51 30 66 18 16 38 44 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SE SW 

515 446 

95 87 

0 0 

Percentage 
of Adjudicated 
Defendants 

Total N=5377 

4748 88.3% 

629 11.7% 

0 

,,J 
·-----~-~·· ··~eo••·•·•" 
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Disposition 

Pied/Found Guilty 

Dismissed/ Acquitted 
on All Charges 

Disposition Information 
not Available 

Exhibit 9c. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Dispositions by Defendant in 

Cases Adjudicated 

Number of Defendants 

FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC 

1160 1410 1832 396 1910 1036 1736 640 812 1482 1113 

135 338 240 37 306 161 207 77 112 216 148 

0 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

SE SW 

1999 1132 

392 265 

0 2 

Total 

16658 

2634 

10 

Percentage 
of Adjudicated 

Defendants 
Nd9,302 

86.3% 

13.6% 

0.1% 
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Confined 

Probation Only 

Fined Only 

Convicted but No 
Sentencing Data* 

Exhibit IOa. ·FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Sentences Imposed on Defendanl'i 

Convicted 

Number of Defendants Sentenced 

FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW 

474 385 360 107 370 314 595 106 153 211 258 480 369 

36 41 40 10 30 46 70 6 38 21 31 27 67 

0 5 I 0 2 I 3 2 I 0 3 I 3 

9 7 4 3 4 7 IO 0 15 7 7 7 

*Includes deferred sentences and/or "no sentence rendered yet." 

Note: The total number of defendants convicted is 4,748; no sentencing data was available for 81 defendants. 

Total 

4182 

463 

22 

81 

Percentage 
of Sentenced 

Defendants 
N=4,667 

89.69' 

9.99' 

0.5% 
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Exhibit IOc - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Sentences Imposed on Defendants 

Convicted 

Number of Defendants Sentenced 

FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC 

Confined 1042 1209 1469 333 1623 830 1465 547 627 1076 943 

Probation Only 99 171 300 51 264 178 235 80 178 293 131 

Fined Only 2 6 8 1 5 2 11 7 3 19 12 

Convicted but No 
Sentencing Data* 17 24 55 11 18 26 25 6 4 94 27 

*Includes deferred sentences and/or "no sentence rendered yet." 

Note: The total number of defendants convicted is 16,658; no sentencing data was available for 356 defendants. 

SE 

1740 

213 

7 

39 

Percentage 
of Sentenced 
Defendants 

SW Total N=l6,302 

855 13759 84.4% 

262 2455 15.1 % 

5 88 0.5% 

10 356 

;j 
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Exhibit lla - FY 1989 and FY 1990 

v. Net Prison Terms Imposed* on 

°' Defendants Sentenced to Confinement 

0 
tr.l 
§ 
~· Number of Defendants Sentenced 

" 0. 

n Term FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total 
;:i. 
3 
" 0 
2 I Month to 1 Year, 

<Jq 
11 Months 41 77 102 13 44 80 106 17 21 24 40 84 79 728 §1 

O' 2 Years to 4 Years, Cl 
" 11 Months 117 110 93 11 69 93 157 29 36 34 43 112 65 969 
3 
" g 5 Years to 9 Years, 
j 11 Months 131 93 104 25 114 72 155 41 47 59 71 129 129 1170 
~ 

"" :51 JO Years to 14 Years, 
Cl 11 Months 84 54 35 33 75 46 91 13 30 50 44 77 53 685 
" 
"" 15 Years to 19 Years, a 

<Jq 11 Months 45 23 12 12 26 13 35 2 7 17 14 40 21 267 ~ 

"' 3 
::0 20 Years to 24 Years, 

" 11 Months 24 JO 6 9 12 4 20 2 7 14 16 20 6 150 "" a 
;:i 

25 Years to 44 Years, 
11 Months 18 12 8 4 19 6 27 1 4 9 23 12 10 153 

45 Years or More 14 6 0 0 11 0 4 1 1 4 7 6 6 60 

*The total of all consecutive sentences imposed for the defendant (does not include any concurrent or suspended sentences imposed). 

"-~---·------~~~.-~~ 

Percentage 
of Sentenced 
Defendants 
N~4182 

17.4% 

23.2% 

28.0% 

16.4% 

6.4% 

3.6% 

3.7% 

1.4% 

·.··" j ~-,ill 
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Exhibit 11 b. - FY 1989 and FY 1990 
Net Prison Terms Imposed on 0(3fendants 

Sentenced to Confinement 

20 or More Years 
363 

10-20 Years 
952 

Less than 2 Years 
728 

2-5 Years 
969 

\_ 
-------·------: 

! 
I 

J 5-10 Years 
1,170 
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E1'hibit llc. - FY 1983 through FY 1990 

"' 
Net Prison Terms lmposed* on 

00 Defendants Sentenced to Confinement 

0 Percentage .., 
(lq Number of Defendants Sentenced of Sentenced 
8. Defendants 
N 

FC GC GL LA MA MS NC NE NW NY SC SE SW Total N=13,759 " Term 0. 
n 
;:l. 
3 
" tl I Monlh to I Year, 
'.:! 11 Months 91 182 357 50 284 190 262 88 107 140 166 211 220 2348 17.1% 
~· 
t!l 

"' 2 Years to 4 Years, O' II Months 283 323 451 64 408 306 438 211 192 333 276 440 235 3960 28.8% (l 

" 3 5 Years to 9 Years, " g 11 Months 293 347 374 95 477 191 378 147 169 294 249 552 239 3805 27.7% 
--3 
'" "' 10 Years to 14 Years, ..,. 
'"rl II Months 169 171 148 73 238 86 196 61 96 146 106 270 93 1853 13.5% 
0 
(l 

" 15 Years to 19 Years, 
'"Cl a II Months 90 86 67 26 101 37 80 18 34 65 61 131 34 830 6.0% 

(lq .., 
s 20 Years to 24 Years, 

?;J II Months 55 45 31 13 34 9 48 9 14 38 31 58 11 396 2.9% 

'8 25 Years to 44 Years, ;:i 
II Months 37 40 32 8 61 IO 51 11 12 42 41 57 15 417 3.0% 

45 Years or More 24 15 9 4 20 1 12 2 3 18 13 21 8 150 1.1% 

*_The total of all consecutive sentences imposed for the defendant (does not include any concurrent or suspended sentences imposed). 
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$1,400 - . 

Exhibit 12 - FY 1983 through FY 1990 
Non-Drug Assets Seized 

11 

11 
·' 

$1,200 - •····················· $1;132~6 I 
11 

$1,000 -

$800 - 1989 & 1990 

$600 - I $555 Million 

$400 - 1 

I 
$200 - I 

1983-88 . 1 

' 

$0 I 

$577.6 Million I 

Property 

$789 
~--- -=71 
f--- --1 i 

I 
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Appendix 
A 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force 

Executive Review Board 

Deputy Attorney General 
Chairman 

Associate Deputy Attorney General 
Executive Director 

Assistant Attorney General 
Tax Division 

Assistant Commissioner (Enforcement) 
United States Customs Service 

Director 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 

Director 
United States Marshals Service 

Administrator 
Drug Enforcement Administration 

Assistanc Attorney General 
Justice Management Division 

Director 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 

Representatives of the 
United States Attorneys 

Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division 

Director 
Executive Office for United States Attorneys 

Commandant 
United States Coast Guard 

Assistant Secretary 
(Enforcement and Operations) 

Department of the Treasury 

Assistant Commissioner 
(Criminal Investigation) 
Internal Revenue Service 

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Chairman 
Attorney General's Advisory Committee 
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Appendix 
B 

Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force 

Washington Agency Representatives Group 

AUSA Coordinator: 

Criminal Division: 

Drug Enforcement Administration : 

Executive Office for 
United States Attorneys: 

Federal Bureau of Investigation: 

Associate Deputy Attorney General 
Chairman 

Director, OCDETF Executive Office 
Vice-Chairman 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Assistant U.S. Attorney 

Chief 
Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs Section 

Deputy Assistant Administrator 
for Operations 

Deputy Assistant Administrator 
Office of Investigative Support 

Chief 
Task Force Section 

Deputy Director 

Deputy Director, OCDETF Executive Office 

Deputy Assistant Director 
Criminal Investigative Division 

Section Chief 
Drug Section 
Criminal Investigative Division 

Supervisory Special Agent 
Drug Intelligence and 
Analysis Unit 
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Im1nigration and Naturalization 
Service: 

Justice Management Division: 

United States Marshals Service: 

United States Coast Guard: 

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms: 

Internal Revenue Service: 

Assistant Commissioner 
Investigations 

Deputy Assistant Commissioner 
Investigations 

Senior Special Agent 
Project Manager 
Investigations Division 

Senior Special Agent 
Investigations Division 

Director, Security Staff 

Assistant Director 
Physical Security Group 

Associate Director for 
Operations 

Chief, 
Enforcement Operation Division 

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Chief, Law Enforcement 
Programs Branch 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 

Deputy Associate Director for Enforcement 

Special Agent in Charge 
Special Programs Branch 
Office of Law Enforcement 

Program Manager, OCDETF 
Office of Enforcement 

Director 
Office of Enforcement 
(Crimin.al Investigation) 

Assistant Director 
Office of Enforcement 
(Criminal Investigation) 

Senior Analyst 
Office of Enforcement 
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Office of lhe Assistant 
Secretary for Enforcement: 

United Slalcs Customs Service: 

Senior Enforcement Adviser for 
Enforcement and Operations 

Director 
S1nuggling Investigations Division 

Senior Special Agent, 
OCDETF Coordinator 
Smuggling Investigations Division 
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